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CHAPTER VDI 

OCCUPATION 

§ 1. BASIS OF THE FIGURE~ 

244. Reference to Statistics-It is a relief to turn from the statistics of 
misfortune with which the last chapter was occupied to the gainful employments 
of the people. The return of occupations in the State census has such a variety 
and complication of data that some systematic classification of them is necessary 
1!-S a preliminary to their tabulation. Four columns of the questionnaire were 
concerned with this return. Column 9 merely enquired whether a person was an 
earner, working dependent or non-working dependent. Column 10 was reserved 
for the earner, about whom the kind of his occupation was to be entered in detail. 
Column 11 had a two-fold purpose: in the case of an earner, the slip was to show his 
subsidiary occupation and in respect of a working dependent, it returned the form 
of his assistance to the earner in the family occupation.' Column 12 was specially 
reserved for the industrial worker, but as later it was decided to dispense with the 
all-India Industrial Tables, the responses to this item were not separately compiled. 
Imperial Table X sets out the standard scheme of classification prescribed for all
India according to which the figures are tabulated. It gives the figures of earners 
and working dependents for each occupational group in each division and the City, 
showing on the top the distribution of non-working dependents in each admini
strative unit. Imperial Table XI gives the occupations of selected tribes and 
castes, for which purpose the same principle of selection and classification as that 
for Imperial Tables VIII (Age, Sex and Civil Condition) and XIII (Literacy) was. 
adopted. Table XI has two parts-Part A showing the variety of occupations 
followed by each of the castes with particular reference to their traditional occupa
tion and Part B indicating the strength of each caste amongst earners in selected 
grades of occupation. As the all-India general census dispensed with the necessity 
of compiling figures as to industrial workers from the responses to item 12 of the 
questionnaire, this State compiled special industrial statistics on more or less the 
·same basis as in 1921 regarding factories employing power of some kind. The 
returns were got filled through the managers of factories by the Director of Com
merce and Industries in co-operation with the Census department, and the results 
are compiled in two parts of State Table XIII. A special return of the educated 
unemployed was also taken along with the general census, and Imperial Table XII 
in two parts sets out the main results. As it was thought the results obtained were 
not indicative at. all of the true volume of unemployment, additional statistics 
have been compiled, which, it is hoped, will be of assistance to the expert enquiry 
now ordered by the Government of His Highness to be made into this problem. 
These are contained in the two parts of State Table XIV-Part A giving the number 
of non-working dependents in. c~rtain selected .castes in three age-gr?ups aJ?-d. ~art 
B correlating the literacy statistiCs of males with the broad occupatiOnal diVISIOns. 
into earner, working dependent and non-working dependent, and also. sho~g 
their distribution in the different divisions in the adult age-groups. To digest this 
enormous mass of statistical material, the following subsidiary tables are attached 
to the end of this chapter :-

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I-AandB-

" " 
II-A 

General distribution of Occupation for 
Earners (principal occupation) and 
Working De~e~dents, and . Earners 
showing subsidiary occupatiOn only. 

Distribution of Earners (principal 
occupation) and Working Depen

. dents by Sub-~lasses and Natural 
divisions. · 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II-B Distribution of Earners (Subsidiary 
occupation) by Sub-classes and 
Natural divisions. 

" " 

" " 

" " 

III 

IV 

v 

Occupations of Females by Sub-classes 
and Selected Orders and Groups. 

Selected Occupations. 

Occupation of Selected Castes. 

In addition, Subsidiary Table VI gives the results of the special sort for 
<Jccupations of persons literate in English. Other t.ables are givt)n-too numerous 
to mention-which help to throw light on the census figures. · 

245. Basis o£ the Figures : Changes in the Occupation Return-To 
understand these figures, it is necessary at the outset to have a clear idea of their 
basis. The occupation census of 1931 has certain distinctive features. In the 
:first place, it introduced innovations in the schedule, as a result of which it is not 
now possible to institute useful comparisons with previous censuses. In the 
second place, a few changes were made in the classifications as laid down at the 
last census. The first kind of innovations was mainly in two directions. Formerly, 
the population supported by each ,occupation was. required to be shown. On t~e 
:present occasion, only workers (el}rners and working dependents) are now so dis
tributed, and the distribution' of dependents by each group of occupation is dis

. pensed with. Secondly, the old two-fold division of the population into worker 
.and dependent is now replaced by a new three-fold division-of earner, working 
dependent and non-working dependent. The old. time "-worker " ·does not now 
·exactlycorrespondtoth~ ''earner,"asthemember of the family, wlio regularly (but 
not for all the time) assisted the earner in his business, would have been shown 
nnder the old classification as a" worker," and as a" working dependent" in 1931. 
The test of pay was accepted in the present census as the dividing principle between 
the two classes, where· only part-time work was concerned.· But where the work 
was full-time, the test of wage did not apply. The following extracts, from the 
Imperial Census Code (Chapter VII) which· was adopted as a basis for our work, 
.are of interest :-

" Only those women and children will be shown as earners who help to augment the family 
income by permanent and regular work for which a return is obtained in cash or kind. A 
woman who looks after her house and cooks the food is not an earner but a dependent. But 
a woman who habitually collects and sells firewood or cow-dung is thereby adding to the family 
income, and should be shown as an earner. A woman who• regularly assists her husband 
in his work (e.g., the wife of a pottsr who fetcheS the clay from which he makes his pots) is 
an all-time assistant, but not one who· merely renders a little occasional help. A boy who 
sometimes looks after his father's cattle, is a. dependent, but one who is a regular cowherd 
and earns pay as such in cash or in kind should be recorded as such in column 10. It may be 
assumed, as a rough and ready rule that boys and girls over the age of 10 who actually do field 
labour or tend cattle are adding to the income of their family . and should, therefore, be 
-entered in column 10 or 11 according to whether they earn pay or not. Boys at school or 
-college should be entered as dependents. Dependents who assist in the work of the family 
and contribute tO its support without actually earning wages should be shown as dependents 
in column 9 and under subsidiary occupation in column 11." 

246. Changes in Occupational Classification-Lastly, the changes in the 
<Jccupational classification were mostly in the nature of amplification of the old 
groups and of compression of a few others. A few examples maybe cited. Thus 
group 3 of 1921 is now sub-divided into groups 2, 3 and 4 :-(i) Estate agents and 
managers of owners (group 2), (ii) Estate agents and managers of Government 
(group 3 )-including officers of Agriculture, Land Records, Court of W ardsand Settle
ment departments, and (iii) Rent collectors and clerks, etc. (group 4). Similarly, 
group 7 of 1921 (growers of special products and market gardening, etc.) is now 
expanded into groups 9-16 specifying cinchona, cocoanut, coffee, ganja, rubber, 
~a from others. On the other hand, old groups 26 and 27 have been combined 
~to the new group 43 (cotton spinning, sizing and weaving); old groups 31-35 
mto new groups 46 and 4 7 ; old groups 52-54 into new 65 ; old 60-64 into new 
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70; old 66-70 into new 81 ; old 85-89 into new 90 and so on. A few re-groupings 
have also happened. 

"Thus persons employed in public entertainment appeared in group 101-0rder 18 at 
last census but are classified now in group 183 in Order 49 ; saddle cloth makers have been 
transferred from leather work to embroidery and saddle cloth sellers in means of transport (I) 
to trade in textiles; witches and wizards have been moved up from Sub-class XII, Unproductive 
to Sub-class VIII, Profession and Liberal Arts (group 181), where they are at least as suitably 
kennelled as astrologers and mediums ; ' Grasshopper sellers,' classified last time under ' trad& 
of other sorts', will now appear under 'trade in foodstufis.' " 

As. a result of these changes, groups of occupations have increased from 191 
in 1921 to 195 in 1931. There are four main classes in the occupational scheme, 
and these four are further divided into 12 sub-classes, 55 orders and 195 groups
The classes and sub-classes are as follows :-

CLAss A : PRoDuCTION oF RAw MATERIALS 

Sub-class ' I. Exploitation of Animals and Vegetation. 
, II. Exploitation of Minerals. 

CLASS B : PREPARATION AND SUPPLY OF MATERIAL SUBSTANCES 

Sub-class III. Industry. 
, IV. Transport. 

" 
V. Trade. 

CLAss C : PUBLIC ADMINisTRATION AND LmERAL ARTs 

Sub-class VI. Public Force. 

" 
VII. Public Administration. 

" 
VIII. Frofessions and Liberal Arts. 

Cuss D : .MiscELLANEous 

Sub-class IX. Persons living on their income. 
X. Domestic service. 

XI. Insufficiently described occupations. " 
" 
" 

XII. Unproductive. 

§ 2. GENERAL RESULTS 

247. General Results-8ubsidiary Table I-A gives the general occupa
tional distribution. The 
general population con
sists of 958,961 earners 
(39.3 per cent), 251,514 
working dependents (10.3 
per cent), and the re
mainder (5.0.4) 1,232, 532 
non-working dependents. 
In 1921, the number of 
dependents of all kinds 
was 1,260,501 and the 
number of workers was 
866,021 ~ In 1931, the 
earners consisted of 
7ll,565 males and247,396 
females-giving a propor
tion of 348 female per 
1,000 male earners as 
against 396 (which in 1921 
was ·the proportion of 

SUl!·CLASs o~ OoOUPATION 

I. Exploitation of Animals 
and Vegetation 0 0 

n Minersls .• 0 
0 0 .. 

m Industry .. .. 
IV. Transport 0 0 .. 
v. Trade 00 .. 

VI. Public Force .. .. 
VII. Public Administration •• 
vm Professions 0 0 

IX. Independent Means. .. 
X. Domestic Service 

XI. Insufficiently described • 
XII. Unproductive 00 0 0 

Proportion PropOrtion 
Strength of earners of persons 

of earners and working supporl9d 
and work· dependents lneaoh 
lngdepen· in each occupation 
dents occupation per 1,000 

per 1,000 of popuiD.tion 
In 1931 in 1921 

707 664 855,913 
o:~ 1,980 2 

129,660 107 119 

16,863 13 13 
. 67,065 55 66 
14,021 12 11 

12,414 10 20 
29,439 24 33 
6,905 0 5'4 

7,916 7 4•3 
65,122 54 o9 
6,177 4 /J 

female workers). In the . . . . . 
marginal table, as well as the mset diagram given below It, the total strength of 
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workers (earners as well as working dependents) in each of the 12 sub-classes of 
oQCCupation in 1931 is shown, and comparative proportions per mille for the two 
eensuses are given so far as comparison is possible. The 1931 proportions are 
worked out on the total of earners and working dependents taken together but the 
1921 :figures are the proportions in each grade of occupation of the total number of 
persons supported (workers and dependents taken. together). In the present 
eensus, the distribution of dependents by occupation, as pointed out already was 
not undertaken. That is why a strictly correct comparison is out of the que~tion. 

On the whole, 

DIAGRAM SHOWIIJG THE GENERAl OISTRIBUTIOIJ 

Or "THE WORKIIJG POpULATION BY OCCUPATION 

• •• - .. .. .. 
I UP&.OitA,'T.Ot.l Of' A.WniAUo 

AND \I'C,GI::TA'IIQN 

n U'""OI'L<TION Ot UIUt.~ 

m lNOU.'1111V 

IV......,......, 
V ,.,.._OE. ~ 

VI Pueuc roo..cc, 

V1J f'\18UC ADMI.WIS'nl.\11QN 

i'm .... c.MtON.~ANO'U~I. .. ..,. 1!1 

lX ""sow• """'- ~ 
"MUI'. INCOMit 

X OOMC. .. TIC ~ICC. 

pa ..,.,.,.,.M;,ItiiTI.'f '"~ 
OC.C.U"A.TfO"- ma 

pm UN~oue'tiV~ 

"' •• 

however, it 
may be said 
that the pro
portions do 
not disclose 
any marked 
change in the 
occupational 
distribution. 
Sub-class I 
indeed shows 
a higher pro
portion, but it 
does not there
by betoken 
any increased 
interest in 
agriculture
the proportion 
beeomes 
larger, merely 

because the calculation for 1931 reckons in the working dependents, who form 
a much larger factor in agriculture than in any other occupation. The propor
tions of persons supported under trade, public a.dministration, and the profes
.sions were larger in 1921 than similar proportions of workers in 1931, for the 
well-known reason that the number of dependents in these grades form a much 
larger proportion of persons supported than in other occupations. 

248. Distribution per Division-The occupational distribution for the 
City and administrative divisions of all workers (earners and working dependents 
eombined) is summarised in the following Table prepared from Subsidiary Table 
II-A:- . · 

PRoPORTION ol!' WolUtERS IN BACH occuPATION 
PER 100 TOTAL Womums 

Sun-CLAss 
State City Central North South K&tht&· 

Gujera.t Gujemt Gujemt wad 

L Exploitation of Animals and 
Vegetation. • • 0 0 .. 71 6 74 71 so 65 

IL Exploitation of Minerals .. 9.2 . . . . 1 
llL Industry .. .. . . 11 31 10 11 7 11 
IV. Tra.nsport .. .. .. 1 7 1 1 1 2 v. Tra.de •• .. .. .. 6 15 4 6 3 7 
VL Public Force 0. 0. . . 1 11 1 1 1 1 

VIL Public Administration. 1 8 1 1 1 1 
VllL Professions and Liberal Arts:: 2 7 2 2 1 4 

IX. Persons living on their income 0.4 3 .. 1 .. 
X. Domestic Service . . • . 1 2 1 1 1 1 

XI. Insufficiently described occu-

I 
pations .. . . . . 5 7 6 5 5 6 

X1L Unproductive .. . . .. 0.4 3 .. .. .. 1 

I ToTAL .. 100 100 I 100 100 100 100 

South G~jerat with its la::ge R~niparaj population is always the most predomi
nantly agncultural. The City, as may be expected, is the least. Kathiawad, with 
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~ts Salt Works, shows ~he larg~st pro~ortion ~f workers on minerals. The City again 
IS th~ most comme~c1al and mdt;.strial J>~tion, followed cum longo intervaUo by 
Kathia wad. The dmgram below illustrll1lmg- these contrasts may be of interest :-

. . .. . 

• 

DISTRIBUTION oF occUPATION :Bt NATURAL 'm~siONs 

CENTRAl. I!IAROOA, N 0 R'T 1-1 • SO I.JT H KA'THIAWI\0 
GU.JA~A'T C lT"' <OU~,O..RA'T GUJARA'fo 

- AG~ocuLTURE.l:·:-:-:·l•NousTRv ~TRACE -PROFESsioNs Oo'I"HtR 

249. Distribution of Non-working Dependents by Locality-The 
p_roportion of non-wo~king dependents is a little more than half of the total popula-
tion, but the small mset · 
table shows how this 
proportion varied in . 
di.fierent parts of the 
State. · . The highest 
proportion of dependence 
in both sexes as well as 
amongst females · occurs 
in the City ; for the 
dominant occupations 

DIVISION 

Baroda State .. 
Baroda City 
Central Gojerat .. 
North Gujerat •. 
Sooth Gujerat •. 
Kathi&wad .. 

.. 

.. .. 

.. .. .. 

Proportion of non-working 
Female dependents per 1,000 of each 

Index of sex 
non-worka 

Persons I Male I Female 
ing de pen-

doncy 

504 399 617 1,717 

597 398 849 1,701 
512 382 656 1,541 
498 410 588 1,391 
462 394 . 530 1,332 
046 ! 413 686 1,584 . there are trade, pro

fessions, public force and 
administration, in which 
females do not figure at all as earners or even working dependents. 
The next. highest proportion of female dependence is in Kathiawad, where the 
composition of the people is largely of purdah observing castes, which do not 
usually allow their females either to work outside, or even to help their menfolk 
in their occupations. The female index shows that it is least in North and South 
Gujarat where agriculture predominates, in which occupation the sexes co-operate 
in the common toil far more than in "'"\her occupations, as we shall see presently. 
It is common knowledge that women a;:e less of a burden to the family in an 
agricultural community than in a commercial one. 

250. Occupation of Working Dependents-The definition of working 
dependents has been already indicated. A whole-time worker in the family 
occupation would ordinarily be returned as earner. A part-time worker on receipt 
of wages, would similarly go to that class : but a whole-time worker who helps the 
principal member of his family in his family occupation, will be classed as a working 

31 
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dependent; so also a pa:rt-timeassistant(memberof the family) working in the family 
·occupation, but without any wages,- would be classed as a working dependent. The 
instructions were fairly clear, but they were accompanied by such a wealth 
of illustrations that the census staff did not always comprehend them, particularly 
as these distinctions were entirely new. Secondly, the distinction above indicated 
between the whole-time worker and the whole-time helper left enough room for 
discretion to prevent uniform treatment of cases. Thirdly, there was the difficulty 
in the compilation of occupations of working dependents. In order to preserve 
some continuity with the past, it was decided by the Baroda Census that working 
dependents should be distributed according to the occupations they assisted in. 
The Occupation Tables . (:X and XI) were prepared on this basis. There was a 
difference of opinion amongst census officers on this matter. The point was 
whether to enter in column 11 the occupation in which the dependent assisted, or 
the 'occupation which described the form of assistance gi:ven. In 1921, the principal 
occupation of the earner on whom a dependent subsisted was entered against his 
name, but where he gave any substantial assistance in the family occupation, he 
became a worker, and it was laid down in his case that wherever the kind of assist
ance was specified, the occupation to be entered was to conform to the specification 
but that otherwise, the occupation of the principal member of the family was to be 
entered. Ordinarily a working dependent can be readily classed under the occu
pation of the earning member of the family, whatever may be the view held how 
to classify him-because, besides deriving support from it, the nature of the help 
he gives is part of the process of the occupation itself. But in agriculture, there 
is a difference. Thus the working dependents of a cultivating owner or tenant may 
be classed under the respective occupation of the earner himself, or be taken to the 
head of agricultural labour. But the latter proceeding is open to grave objections. 
Such working dependents cannot .be obviously classed under agricultural labour, 
as the latter form of occupation is wage-earning and has no other nexus to the land, 
while working dependents have an abiding interest in the farm, and the forms of 
assistance, though partaking at times superficially of the nature of agricultural 
labour, are too indefinite to be classified as such, or again they may be combined 
with other forms of help or varied from time to time. Therefore it was decided by 

· the Baroda Census, after long consideration, that working dependents, in all cases, 
should be classed under the principal occupation of their earners. Besides, an 
agricultural labourer can have presumably no working dependent ; as such help, . 
however given by his family, will ordinarily receive wages from their common 
employer and therefore entitle the helper to be classed as an earner. 

251. · Proportion of Working Dependents to Earners--. After explaining 
the basis on which the figures are compiled, we will now consider the following 
Table, which works out the proportion of working dependents to 100 earners in 
each of the twelve sub-classes of occupation. A diagram is given below showing 
~ow far in some of the principal occupations, assistance from working dependents 
IS expected, 

• 

Tot&! ea.rners Proportion 

BuB-CLAss Ol1 OccuPATION showing occu- Tot&! working of working. 
dependents pa.tion as dependents to 1,000 principal ea.mers 

All Occupations . . .. .. .. . •. .. 958,961 251,514 262 

I. Exploita.tion of Anjma.ls and Vegetation .. 632,785 223,128 352 n. .. .. 
Exploitation of Minera.ls • • • • • • .. .. 1,955 25 12 m. lnd118try . . .. . . .. . . . . .. 111,331 18,329 164 

IV. Transport .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 15,418 445 28 v. Trade •• .. .. .. .. .. .. 59,009 8,056 136 
VL Public Force :: .. .. .. .. .. 13,998 23 1 vn. Public Administratio;; 

vm. Pro!eBBions &nd Liberal M~. 
.. .. .. .. 12,381 33 3 

IX. Persons living on their income (ord,;r 50):: 
.. .. 28,771 668 23 

X. Domestic Service • • . . . . . . 
.. .. 5,905 .. .. .. .. 7,914 2 .. 

XI. Insufficiently described occupations .. .. .. 65,044 78 1 
Xll. Unproductive .. .. .. .. .. 4,450 727 163 .. 
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The greatest proportion of assistance is seen ill. .A.gn'cult th · · d 
tr · th St te · hi h h · . ure, e prune .ill us-y ill e a • ill w . c t . ere IS one ·working dependent to every three earners 
Industry comes next ill which the working dependents form 16 per cent of th~ 
earn~s. Independent m~ans, public force and public administration hardl 
admit ~ny fon;n of working dependence. The professions indeed show a smah 
proportw~. On the whole, out of four earners three plod alone and the fourth 
has an assiStant. ' ' · 

EARNERS . DEPENDENTS 

looo 

~00 

4oo 

~·· 

0 

PROPORTION OF WORKING DEPENDENTS 

TO EARNERS [ill . . . . 

ALL oc.eUPATIOHS AGRIC.UL• \NCUSTRY TRANS'PO'f\T TRADE PROF£'S'5.10NS UNP~OOUC.T 

TUR.E A.~O LIB~RAL 

ART "'" 

252. Working· Dependence by Sex-Turning to the sex ratio amongst 
working dependents, it is interesting to find that the vast majority of them are 
women. There are nearly 5 women to one man 
assisting the earner of the family. The female 
index is the highest in agriculture. In indus
trial occupations, particularly of · the cottage 
type, the earner receives far more assistance 
from the female members of the family than 
from the male. One reason why working 
dependence is predominantly female in character 

·is that the male members as soon as they are 

Fcma.lo Index 
of working 

!TEMB dependents 
(per 1,000 

ma.les) 

All Occupations .. 4,631 

Cultivation .. .. 5,987 
Pastura.go .. .. .. 1,700 
Industry .. .. .. , 2,743 
Transport .. .. ••i 780 
Trade .. .. .. 1,104 

I 

able to work are turned on to active earning, 
they work whole-time, share actively·. in the 
wages of the family and thus are excluded from 
the class of working dependents. The female 
index in the total number of dependents (working and non-working) is 1,717. 
Of the female dependents, no less than 22 per cent are workers rendering some 
form of assistance to their earners. 

§ 3. PoiNTS oF SPECIAL INTEREST 

253. Occupation of Females-8ubsidiary Table III gives the main pro
portionate figures regarding the employments of women-workers. The question 
of women's occupations in this State is somewhat on~ dillerent fo~t~ fromm~t 
other Provinces and States of India, for few castes ill the State InBISt on therr 
seclusion; in consequence, the proportion of female workers is high. In 1911, 
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• 
there were 431 female workers to a thousand male. In 1921 the ratio was 396. 

-

St.reOgth Strength 
of female offema.le 

earners and eamers 
.GROUP working only in 

dependents 1931 
in 1931 

Non·cultivating owners .. 8,823 8,823 
Cnltivating owners .. 191,760 27,674 
Cultivating tensnts .. 24,406 6,408 

Agrestio lsbonr .. . • ll1,888 111,888 
Cotton · spinners, si.Zers, 

and wea.vers . . .. 8,519 8,309 

Basket ma.kers, etc. .. 1,506 967 
Potters and makers of 

earthenware .. .. 4,816 1,069 

Rice pounders, etc. .. 1,610 1,373 
Tailors, Milliners .. .. 4,161 2,076 
Scavengers, etc. .. . . 2,425 1,973 

Domestic service •. .. 2,517 . 2,517 
Labourers and workmen 

non-agricultnra! .. 40,567 40,567 

Proportion 
of female Proportion 

earners and of female 
working earners in 

dependents 1931 pe< 
per 1,000 1,000ma.les 
males in 

1931 

741 741 
604 95 
398 ll5 

1,265 1,265 

510 liOO 

856 601 

860 218 

2,371 2,155 
778 418 
664 li59 

466 466 

1,818 1,818 

Proportion 
of female 
workers 

per 1,000 
ma.les in 

1921 

625 
181 
303 

1,182 

510 

1,062 

494 

2,685 
748 
598 

1,457 

1,182 

In 1931, if earners 
were reckoned 
only, the pro
portion of female 

· earners to 1,000 
males would be 
344 ; but if the 
calcUlation was 
extended to in
clude · working 
dependents as 
well, the ratio 
would rise to as 
much as 600. In 
certain specified 
occupations ·as 
set out in the 
margin the pro
portions of female 
workers (for 1931 
earners separate
ly and then 
earners and work

ing dependents combined, and for 1921 workers only) are compared; They make 
interesting reading and afford some basis for comparsion with the figures of past 
censuses. Itappearsthatifweonlytakeearnersfor1931, then there is a closer cor
respondencewith1921 ratios, than if we take earners and working dependents 
together. The great proportion of female workers amongst rent-receivers is due 
to the fact that the enumerators in 1931 took the formal khateda!r as the basis 
of their returns. Where the holding was in the name of a woman, she was put 
down as earner, although the real worker was some male relative. Cultivating 
owners and tenants amongst female earners show, on the other hand, a big pro
portionate drop since 1921, because many women who would have been returned 
as workers under the 1921 classification werenowreturnedasworkingdependents. 
But if the working dependents are added, the ratios become very high, showing 
how in the agriculturist castes, women generally help the men· in their fields. 
Agresticlabourersareapurely wage-earning class according to the view taken in 
the Baroda Census ; and here the females of the lower classes generally preponderate. 
The decreasing ratios of women workers in such occupations as basket making, 
pottery, rice pounding and husking, and flour grinding and the increase under 
general as well as agricultural labour shows ·how the change, in social tastes, as 
well as the application of machinery to such home industries hitherto monopolised 
by females, has released them from such employ and made them drift to general 

. labour of a casual kind or else to swell the ranks of agricultural workers. The 
growth of industrial establishments in the State has taken away women from 
domestic service, hitherto their preserve. 

254. Proportion o£ Female Workers by Castes-The proportion of 
female workers naturally varies according to social strata. In fact the tendency 
is that as a caste progresses in wealth and education, it acquires a new conception of 
its women's dignity and compels them to lead a life of dependence and enforced 
idleness. The Parsis are an exception, as their education on modern lines has 
developed a modern mentality. In Navsari besides, Parsi women from very old 
times have supplemented their family earnings by working on their kastis 
(sacred thread). Patidars, in spite of their advance in education, are still an 
agriculturist class and the claims of agriculture still require that their 
women shoul~ share a part qf ~ts soil. Below the Rajputs, who are typi~al of 
the In~rmediate group, there 1s a large gap after which come the typiCally 
labourmg classes who freely allow their. women to share in the common 
struggle for .existence. The progress of education, therefore, makes the problem 
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NAMB OJ' CASTE 

Proportl~on of femal" 
worke·s 

per l,()(Y) 
. males 

of female dependence in the higher castes acuter 
than before. Through competition and other causes 
such as the ~d of education they are receiving; 
the men-folk m these classes are becoming more 
and more unable to keep up their old standard of 
living or to maint~in their old level of earning power. ~------:~---1 
In western countnes where women have a varied edu
cat!o!l aJ?-d num~rous opportunities for specialised 
tra~g m a vanety of home-crafts, it is more 
pos~1ble for a woman of the higher classes than in 
ln~a to take to a number of home occupations 
which are not only profitable but also interesting. 
Thus (a) pewter making, (b) embossing on leather, 
(c) the more artistic forms of bindery, (d) poultry 
farming, etc., may be mentioned. Some are not 
open to Indian women: of similar classes on account 
o~ caste .scruples, but ~any other ways such as the 

Pmbbn 
Vania 
Saiyad 
Lnbana 
Bmhman 
Lowa. Po.tido.r 
Pal'lli .. 
Mamtha 
Raj put 
Vaghri 
Thakarda 
Ohodhra 
Vankar 

60 
119 
185 
206 
219 
335 
396 
410 
416 
739 
750 
903 
944 

high~r kinds of decorative wood work, painting on metals, lacquer work, the 
m~king and decoration of fans, clay modelling, wicker work and the like are 
still open. Widespread changes in social habit are however necessary, before 
any real variety in the oCcupational distribution of women can be expected. 
in India. 

255. Urban Occupations-The variety of the occupational range m 
urban areas may 
be now contrasted 
with the general 
distribution of oc
cupations in the 
State. For the sake 
of CO{llparison with 
the 1921 figures, 
on I y proportions 

·calculated on 
earners for 1931 
have been given. 
On that basis the 
marginal t a b l e 
has been pre
pared. It is inter-

0COUl'A'tlONAL DISTRIBUTION OF A.OTUAL WORKERS PER MILLE 

State I City of Baroda 

OcouPATlON 

I I I 1931 1921 1931 1921 

Exploitation Of Animals and 
Vegetation . . . . .. 660 658 63 62 

Industries including Mines .. 118 121 307 234 
Oommeroe and Tmnsport .. 78 71 215 173 
Professions and Arts .. .. 30 34 78 93 
Remaining occupations .. 114 116 337 438 

I 

Total ... .. .. 1.000 1 1,000 1 1,000 1 1,000 

estmg to see how the City is becoming increasingly industrial in character. 
The opening of new mills and the extension of industrial areas have 
given scope for a large increase amongst industrial workers who are, however, 
mostly inlmigrants, and have been mainly responsible for the increase in the 
City's population. Professions show a decline both in the State generally and in 
the City in particular, because priests and religious mendicants are now reduced 
in number ; so also under letters, arts and sciences there is a slight decrease, 
although lawyers, doctors, and teachers have increased. The remaining occupa
tions include public force and administration which together show an increase 
but in other respects there is a decline under insufficiently described and disrepu
table occupations. 

256. Regional Distribution of Working Population-The . general 
. body of the working population is distributed in very unequal proportions between 
the City, towns and rural areas. The City population is only 4.6 per cent, 
while other towns absorb -16.7 per cent. The remainder 78.7 per cent 
reside in the rural areas. The distribution of the working population generally 
conforms to these ratios, but in the different "occupations, there are great 
contrasts. The City has only one-fifth of what it should have according to its 

.strength, engaged in agriculture. Transport (Sub-Class IV) absorbs four times 
its required quota, public force over seven times, administration over siz times 

' 
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PBBoENTAGB BEOOBDED OF 
WOBXING POl"ULA.TION IN 

OcCUPATION 
' 

The City I Other 

I 
Rural 

: towns a.reas 

All Occupations 00 0 0 0 0 4 14 82 
' ; I. Exploitation of Aoimals and 

and disreputable and un
productive occupations over 
:five times. Persons of inde
pendent means are least in 
evidence · in rural areas. 
Nearly -two-thirds of the 
number of workers in domes
tic service . are found in. 
urban areas, showing how 
the r~al . population is 
poorer and more self-reliant 
than town-dwellers. Pro
fessions include a multipli" 
city of employments, but 
lawyers and doctors are 
concentrated in the City 
and other towns. 

Vegetation •• 0 0 0 0 I ·o 93 
II. Exploitation of Minerals .. 0 0 21 79 

;m. Industry 0 0 .. 0 0 II 32 57 
! IV. Transport 0 0 .. .. 20 29 51 

' V. Trade .. 0 0 10 40 50 
:VI. Public Force •. 00 36 20 44 
VII. Public Administration •• J 29 40 31 
vm. Professions . . .. . . 12 32 56 

IX. Independent mea.ns .. • 0 24 49 27 
X .. Domestic Service 00 12 50 3S 

XI. Insnfiiciently deacribed 00 5 21 74 
XII. Unproductive •• 0. • 0 24 30 46 

257. Variation in Proportions of Workers by Class of Towns-An 
even more striking contrast is seen from State Table VIII in which the occupations 
· · of towns are 

• OCCUPATION 

Exploitation of Anim&ls and 
Veget&tion •• • 0 • 0 

Indnatry • 0 0. 

Commerce and Transport 00 

· Professions and Arts •. 0. 

Remaining occupations .. 
·Total 0. 

No. PER 1,000 WORKEBS (EARNERS AND WOBJ<INO 
DEPENDENTS) IN 

Indnatrial Agrionltnra.l 
0 

The City and urban &nd Distri· Rnral&reas 
" towns hutive towns 

I 
I 

63 200 531 776 
307 295 .201 77 
215 209 121 45 

7S 62 44 22 
337 234 103 so 

1,000 ~.ooo I 1,000 1,000 I 

detailed. The 
marginal table is 
prepared by 
combining the 
State Table. 
above mentioned 
and Imperial 
Table X. The 
main division of 
towns, as,, ~e 
have seen m 
Chapter II, is 
into(~) industrial 
and urbanised 

and (ii) agricultural and distributive.· The distribution of workers iri 
the main occupations is contrasted in these areas, and :finally compared with the 
City at one end and the rural areas at the other. We see how the proportion of 
agriculturists rises from the City where it is the least through gradual stages in 
towns of different kinds to its maximum in rural areas. Conversely, industry and 
commerce. claim the least attention of workers in villages : so also do professions 
and arts : and the proportions in these rise in a continuous grade to their height 
in the City.. The contrast between urban and rural cannot be better exemplified 

OccJm.ATION 

Public Force .. 00 

Public Admini.stmtion 00 

Living on own income 
Professions and Liberal Arts 

0. 

Textils Indnatry • • . • 
Industries of Dress &nd Toilet 
Food Indnatries 0. .. 

. Rent from Land • 0 00 

Ordin&ry Coltiv&tion 0. . . 
Field Labour .. 00 

Pastnmge .. .. 00 

Tmnsport •• .. 00 

Tmde in Textilss .. 00 

Tra.de in Gensml 00 .. 
Domestic Service 

00 .. 
Gensml Labour 00 .. 
Unproductive • 0 .. 0 0 

• 0 • 0 .. 00 

0. .. 
• 0 .. 
0. .. 
0. .. 
00 00 .. 00 .. 00 

00 00 

0 0 0 0 

00 .. .. .. 
00 00 .. .. 
00 00 

0. .. 

No. per 1,000 e&rners &nd 
working dependents in 

City I Sta.te 

109 12 
79 10 
32 5 
75 24 

lOS 9 
as IS 
29 5 
6 17 

2S 491 
6 165 
7 27 

72 13 
15 5 

132 51 
21 7 
60 52 
26 4 

than in the above inset, 
which also shows how 
closely alike the agricul
tural and distributive 
towns are to the villages 
from which they have 
been promoted . 

258. Occupations in 
the City-The occupa
tional distribution. in the 
City deserves a little 
more detailed notice. The 
marginal list is not 
entirely exhaustive but 
it comprises the bulk 
of major employments 
and the contrast with the 
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mean pr?P?rtio~ for the ~ta~ is striking. As being the capital and seat of 
the ~~tratwn, there IS little wonder that the strength of public force 'and 
admirustratwn as well_ a.s of l~arned professions is concentrated in. the City. 
The l~y tr~des and ~dustr~es as. well as transport and domestiC service 
find therr c~ef scope m the capital also ; in the disreputable professions 
also-the prostitute, the vagrant and the beggar-find in the City a more hospitable 
refuge than the countryside; on the other hand, agriculture, the main stay of the 
general population, is ""-

. 
Proportion per 1,000 

working population 

0COUPA.TION' 
Bombay Baroda City 

(earners) 1931 Presidency 
Cities 192I 

Agriculture and P .. turage .. .. .. 00 27 
Industry (including mining) .. .. . . 307 343 
Trade •• .. .. .. .. .. 140 148 
Professions .. .. .. .. . . 78 21 
Remaining Occupations .. .. .. 415 461 

. 

little in evidence. But 
there is more of it here 
than in the cities of the 
Bombay Presidency as it 
will appear from the 
second marginal table 
now given. The larger 
portion engaged in agri
culture in Baroda City 
as compared to cities in 
Bombay is due to the 
growing tendency in this 
State of the non-agricultural classes to enhance their social status by taking to the 
land. The rapid decay of the old cottage industries and of local handicrafts has 
also contributed to this process. 

259. Occupations of Literates in English-An attempt was made in 1921 
for the first time to find out the occupations of persons literate in English. It was-
of importance to know how far English education was acting as a disintegrating 
influence and-taking away persons from agriculture and artisan groups to clerical 
and other similar employments. The enquiry was extended now to both sexes and 
Subsidiary Table VI gives the absolute figures of earners and dependents in each 
sex for the whole State and the administrative divisions separately. But as the 
number of female literates in English is still very small, the consideration of the 
figures here will be mainly confined to males only. In the margin the occupational 
distribution of male literates in English is. compared with the general population. 
From the figures of workers in 1921, an attempt is also made-although: 
the basis is di:fferent-to compare the distribution in two censuses. 
We noticed in 1921 that amongst the English literates there was not the same 
consuming passion for agriculture as in the general population. This is 

I Workers distributed 
per 1,000 in Occupational 

Suu:Cr.Ass distribution 

I 
in general 

1931 1921 

All Oceapations •• .. .. 1,000 1,000 1,000 

Exploitation of Animals and 
Vegetation .. .. .. 132 121 707 

Minerals .. .. .. . . .. .. 2 
Industry .. .. .. .. 25 49 107 

Transport .. .. .. .. 9I 97 I3 
Trada .. .. .. .. I69 145 55 
Public Force .. .. .. 28 28 I2 
Public Administration .. .. I68 206 10 
Professions .. .. .. I35 196 24 

Living on own income .. .. 82 68 5 
Domestic Service .. .. 7 3 7 
Insufficiently described .. ::I 

I63 92 54 
Unproductive .. .. .. 5 4 

more or less true in this · 
census also. There are 
two reasons for this 
circumstance. In the 
first place, the English 
literates are largely 
recruited from town
dwelling classes that 
are not addicted to 
cultivation. Secondly, 
higher education does 
induce a distaste for 
agricultural toil. Public 
administration was 
found in 1921 to be the 
chiefconcernofthe edu
cated. From the 1931 
figures, it would appear 
that trade has displaced . . 
it from its first place and that professions are not far behind. In regard to public 
administration, figures of two censuse~ are alone comparab_le as there can ~ardly 
be any working dependency for this kin:d of work. There IS ~large proportiOnate 
decline amongst the educated workers m the ranks of public semce, although 
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there are now 3,216 English knowing male workers in the public service as against 
only 1,891 in 1921. ·· 

260. · ·The Working Population amongst the English Educated compar
ed with other Sections-It will be interesting now to compare the occupational 

Malos aged 20-39 

All Males .. ... .. 
All msJe literates .. .. 
MsJe literates in English only •• 
Male literates in vernacular only: 
All Illiterate msJes .. .. 

Proportion per mille who a.re 

Earners Working Non-working 
dependents dependents 

. 
922 60 18 

906 64 30 
786 48 166 
919 66 15 
934 56 10 

distribution .of the edu
cated with other sections 
of the population in order 
to see the reactions of 
higher education on the 
working capacity or 
disposition of the people . 
For this purpose, State 
Table XIV-B is valuable. 
In that table, by a special 
sort, the figures of the 
occupational distribution 
in the three main classes 

of earner, working dependent and non-working dependent of the male population 
aged 20-40 were compiled according to literacy for the different administrative 
divisions. As the ages were compiled according as they were returned, without 
any kind of smoothing, the totals will not correspond to the figures in Imperial 
Tables VII and XIII. Altogether 364,345 persons had returned ages between 
20 and 40.* Of these, 15,093 were literate in English, 134,047 were otherwise 
literate and 215,215 were illiterate. The marginal tabl~ shows that the more 
'educated' a man is, the greater is his dependency in this State. The proportion 
of workers amongst the English-educated is far less than in .;the general male adult 

population and the 
number of working de
pendents amongst them 
is relatively the least. 
This characteristic of the 
returns is even more 
strikingly shown in the 
marginal table now 
inserted. It seems that 
wherever English educa
tion is most widely preva
lent, as in the City and 
Baroda division, there 

Ma.le literates in English agod 
20-40 per 1,000 

DIVISION 

Earner 
·working Tots.! 
dependent dependent . 

State .. .. .. .. 786 I 48 166 

City . . . . .. .. 689 15 196 
Amreli Division .. 

'"\ 
890 70 40 

Baroda Division .. .. 779 82 . 1.39 
Mehaana Division .. 

.. 1 
842 44 114 

Navsa.ri Division .. .. 837 50 113 
OkhamandsJ .. .. 940 3 57 

. the proportion of depen-
dency is the highest and that of working dependency tb.e least.· To be a 
working dependent implies a preparatory training in the processes of the 
trade or industry concerned. English education would seem hitherto to have 
served to divorce the English educated member from the family occupation 
itself. 

261. Dependency of the English Literates in the Adult Ages-This brings 
us to the question of dependency in the adult age-periods. State Table XIV-B 
only takes the two groups of 20-30 and 30-40 which cover the bulk of the normal 
working population. It was not deemed necessary to compile for other age-periods, 
specially as the Table was meant as a corrective for the defects in the Unemployment 
return. The number of non-working dependents amongst the English educated 
males of the adult ages was 2,516; of whom 2,307 were between 20 and 30. In 1921, 
the number of English educated dependents aged 20-30 was 1 ,185. Thus the figures 
have nearly doubled themselves in ten years. Proportionately the variation 
however would show a decline from 27 per cent to 24 of total literates in the age 
group. 20-30. This does not warrant our assuming however that the conditions 
have unproved since 1921, as the proportion for 1931 does not include the working· 

0 This figure differs from the total of ages 20·39 in the Annual Age Return (State Table XVI) by 2 553, the 
adult population of the Camp, which was not included in State Table XIV. ' 
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~ependents aged 20-30. If the working dependents are so included, the ratio 
rises to nearly 30 per cent for 1931. Therefore really the comparison would indicate 
that adult dependency amongst the English educated has increased both relatively 
and ~bsolutely.. Thi~ is ~ue mainly to three causes. The nature of present day 
Enghsh education With Its predominantly literary courses is such that it does 
not adequately fit the adolescent groups to take up the callings in which their 
more unlette~ed father~ had worked.. Secondly the English educated have not 
the. same aptitud~ and mter~st as their less fortunate fellows for the callings of 
their. father.s. ThirdlJ: there ~s not e~ough ~cope fo! them in the professions or 
public ser~ce, for which their educatiOn mainly tralllS them, and to which they 
mostly aspire. 

262. The Volume ofUnemploymentinthe State: Imperial Table XU
The above three causes are the prime factors that are behind the unemployment 
problem ~ the State. The attempt to record details of the unemployed who are 
educated m.the English language was made therefore with the object of remedying 
t~e defects m the present system of education and in other ways of mitigating the 
distress that has been caused. Imperial Table XII shows that the attempt here 
has largely failed. We have the consolation however that in this respect, our fate 
has been shared by other Provinces and States in India. The Census Commissioner 
for India in his circular No. 25-Comp., dated 4th February 1932, has actually advised 
Provincial Superintendents and Commissioners in States to drop this Table from 
the Tables Volume in view of the paucity of returns and relegate the results compiled 
to the indignity of an appendix to the Report. But as in this State we have by 
a special sort attempted to supply a corrective to the returns actually compiled by the 
unemployment census, we have decided to include a brief reference here. The 
analysis need only be brief in this Report, as all the data collected have been handed 
over to Professor Kamdar of the Baroda College, who is given the special charge 
of studying the subject, supplementing the census details with independent en
quiries and writing a special report on his researches. State Table XIV-A and B 
-read with Subsidiary Table VI-will enable the reader to form some idea of the 
volume of unemployment in this State. The figures compiled however are confined 
to the male sex-the problem of unemployment amongst women being considered 
not so urgent as to need immediate attention. Imperial Table XII shows that 
there were only 348 unemployed males educated in English in the State on the 
census date, of whom 282 were aged 20 and over. Only 270 aged 20-39 or 2. 6 
per cent of the English literates of these ages were willing to confess that they 
were unemployed. Of these 115 were Brahmans, 144 other Hindus, 6 Muslims 
and 5 belonged to other communities. Amongst them, there was only one with 
a British degree, 11 had Indian degrees of various kinds ( 3 being B.Sc.'s, 2 engineers 
and 1 a doctor). Matriculates amongst the unemployed numbered 76 and the 
non-matrics were J82. It is curious that not one, whose qualifications were above 
matriculationbutbelowadegree, cameforward to return himself as an unemployed. 
Most of the unemployed belonged to the age group 20-25. Only 27 were aged 
30 years and over. Of the 270 unemployed in the adult ages, 233 or over four
fifths stated that they were unemployed for more than a year. Apart from figures 
of actual unemployment, the unemployment schedule included a query as to whether 
a person though not totally unemployed failed to obtain a P?St with w~ch he was 
not satisfied. 31 persons came forward to state that they failed to obta~ employ
ments which were suited to them. Most of these preferred an acadermc career 
to their present work which was either agricultural or connected with industry. 
Some, who were teachers would rather prefer a post of an administrativeorother
wise more lucrative kind, a feeling which is readily understandable. But the 
most surprising part was that the answers were so few. The returns betoken a 
degree of contentment, which is of course far from true. The unemployment 
slips were broadcast and the census staff was instructed to supply every house 
which had a literate in English with a form. Professor Kamdar who has ah·eady 
started the work of the special enquiry above stated assured me that he was 
meeting with a good deal of unwillingness on the part of unemployed persons to 
come forward to declare their state. But ordinarily there should not have been 
any objection about stating that they were dissatisfied with their present lot, as 
divine discontent is an essential part of education ! 

32 
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263. Limitations of the Return: State Table XIV~B-It is necessary 
therefore to get at the real volume of unemployment. In the ordinary course of 
things dependency in the adult ages ought to be identical with unemployment. 
The adolescent groups are largely engaged in schooling. But in the absence of 
a continuation· school movement which could profitably employ an adolescent 
after he has finished school during the years preceding his employment 
in active labour, the problem of unemployed boyhood~o fruitful as the 
nursery of future criminals, is attaining some magnitude with castes which 
do not favour higher education. Confining ourselves however for the 
moment to the adult population in two groups of 20-30 and 30-40 we must 
consider some factors before we decide whether adult dependency is coterminous 
with adult unemployment. In the first place working dependents will have to 
be added to non-working to get at the gross extent of unemployment. Secondly 
young men aged 20 and above who are studying in the colleges and high schools 
here and outside the State will have to be omitted from the total of dependents to 
:find out the true extent of unemployment. Thirdly it must be remembered that 
the ranks of earners include many persons who are temporarily out of employ. 
The general census instructions lay down that persons who are only temporarily 
out of work are to be shown as earners under their normal or previous occupation 
and that persons who are so permanently (or from the beginning). without employ
ment should be returned as dependent. These instructions of course are primarily 
meant for workers in seasonal factories, cultivators and agricultural labourers 
in their slack months and such like. But the earners' total undoubtedly includes 
many cases of genuine unemployed who are temporarily out of work and suffering 
real distress on that account, about whom the census cannot afford any clue. Not 
only that but the general instructions are not precise. " Temporarily" was not 
defined-no limit of time was purposely set, because even if it was set, the census 
staff would not have been able to make effective use of it and get really reliable 
data. The time element comes into the special unemployment census, but as 
most of the real unemployed escaped our net, it was futile in its operation. 

264. Corrected Estimate of the Unemployed-With these preliminary 
considerations we proceed to analyse the results. The marginal :figures are the 

· summary of State 

.AGE PERIODS 

20 - 30 . . .. 
30 - 40 .. .. 

Proportion per Mille for 
Age Period 20-40 •• .. 

Working and non-working 
dependents (males) 

Literates English. in Ver· illiterate Populo.tion Literates nacular · 

2,923} 
10,838 14,251 28,322 

310 

214 81 66 77 

Table XIV-B for the 
whole state. We find 
that more than one
fifth of the literates 
in English are depen
dent. Fom this num
ber, the students in 
colleges and high 
schools will have to 
be omitted. 570 

males are students of the college here who are aged between 20-30. 
605 others of these ages are enrolled in high schools and other institutions 
of the secondary stage. This number does not include persons studying in colleges 
and schools outside the State but were residing here at the time of·. the 
census and counted as part of our population. Further the dependent total 
of 3,233 does not include the temporarily unemployed, who are compiled as 
earners under the instructions issued for the census, to which reference has been 
mad~ already. These two fact?rs may be said to cancel each other. This leaves 
us With 2,058 males educated m English and aged between 20 and 40, who are 
really unemployed, instead of the meagre 270 who returned themselves as such. 
AB the number deducted _falls within the first of the two adult age-groups, those 
aged 30-40 form only a little over 10 per cent of our estimate of the total adult 
unemployed amongs~ the English educated. Our corrected figure for the unemployed 
reduces the p_roport10n of true dependency amongst the English literates from 214 
to 136 per nulle. Amongst the literates in the vernacular, there are only about 
186 males aged 20. and over studying in the primary schools. AB a set off to this 
figure, we have to mclude say 500 males entered as earners under the "temporarily 
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out of work clause" referred to in para 263 above. Th~s there remain 11,202 
~dult unemployed males who, tho~gh not educated in English are still literate 
m some language (presumab~y therr own vernacular). To the illiterate grou 
of unemployed we add 802 (bemg the pro rata figure of the temporarily out of work 
entered as earners) and thus get 15,053 as the true extent of unemployment in the 
State amongst the illiterate. Adding 
the figures for the three sections, 
together the true volume of unemploy
ment in the State is 28,313 amongst 
theadultmale p~pulation, that is to say, 
one out of thirteen male adults is 
unemployed : in other words 78 per 
mille of adult males are really out of 
work. These 78 are made up of 41 
illiterates, 31 literates in the vernacular 
and 6 educated in English. Our 
estimate for the unemployed amongst 
the English literates can be distri
buted in the different divisions as in 

Estimated 
No. of adult Proportion 

NATliBAL DmsiON nnemployed per mille of 
amongst the unemploy· 

English ment 
literates 

State .. .. .. 2,058 136 

City .. .. .. 622 141 
Central Gujarat .. .. 703 176 
North Gujarat .. .. 379 us 
South Gujarat .. .. 273 115 
Kathiawad .. .. 81 73 

' 

the margin. The l?roblem i~ the 1 acutest in Central . G~jarat, probably in 
Charotar, where English education of the secondary type .J.S widespread. 

265. Non-working Dependency by Caste-A more intimate view of 

NoN-WOBE.llfG DEPBNDBNOY 

:Male non-
Proportion 

Total male per mille 

CASTE working de- strength aged 17 and 
pen dents 17 and over over of non-

17 and over working 
dependents 

Advanced 
Bmhma.n .. .. .. 4,480 40,612 llO 
Vania .. .. .. .. 2,817 27,0ll 104 
M&rath&-Kshatriya. .. .. 422 4,319 97 
Parsi .. .. .. 266 1,836 145 
Lewa Patidar .. .. .. 4,254 73,498 58 

lntermediare 

Anja.na Chaudhari .. .. 492 ll,697 42 
Kadwa Pa.tidar •• .. .. 2,973 61,271 49 
Raj put. .. .. .. .. 1,201 29,822 40 
Indian Christian .. .. 210 2,152 98 
Muslim .. .. .. .. 2,159 34,077 63 
Ba.ria. .. .. .. .. 544 31,741 17 

llUterate 

T•l•bda •• .. .. .. 610 16,774 36 
Thakarda .. .. 2,217 53,793 41 
Depressed Classes •. .. 2,542 52,006 49 
Primitive and Forest Tribes .. 2,543 83,171 32 

the unemployment pro- · 
blem is provided by 
the results revealed in 
State Table XIV-A, in 
which iD. selected 
castes, non-working de
pendents are distributed 
by sex and age-groups. 
The marginal table 
summarises the main 
facts from State Table 
XIV-A. The Advanc
ed groups show the 
acutest stage of de
pendence, particularly. 
amongst Parsis, 
Brahmans, Vanias and 
1\faratha - Kshatriyas. 
The Indian Christians 
are being rapidly edu
cated in English and 
among them unemploy
ment is also acute. In 
fact the higher is the 
literacy, the greater is 
the extent of dependence in the social groups. The Intermediate and lower classes 
which do not look down on manual labour show a far less extent of adult 
dependency. The cultivating classes (Kadwa and Lewa Patidar andAnjana) show a 
comparatively high ~cidence in this respe?t,_ p~rtly because agriculture has begun 
to show the operatiOn of the law of d1m1mshing returns, and partly also because 
vast new masses of workers from other classes are being turned on to the land, 
throwing the able-bodied amongst the true farming class out of employment. 

266. Traditional Occupation in Different Castes-One other direction 
in which the figures throw light on the social changes is the extent to which the 
different castes are keeping to their traditional occupations. The marginal table 
has been prepared from the Subsidiary Table V for this purpose : selected 
castes have been arranged into (i) high figures, where the proportion of workers 
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(earners) in the traditional occupation is· 500 per mille and overand(ii) low figures, 
where the ratios are below this limit. The castes taken are representative 

CASTE 

High Figures 

Da.rji . . . . . . 
Soni . . .. .. 
Sutar . . .. 
Thakard& .. .. 
Lew• Patid&r .. 
Shrima.li .. .. 
Mochi .. .. 
Anavala .. . . 
Luhan& . . 
K&dwa Patid&r .. 
Lad Vania .. .. 
Memon .. 
Dish&wal Vania .. 
Kumbh&r .. .. 
Bh&ngi .. .. 

Low Figures 

Vank&r .. 
M&rath&-Keh&triya .. 
Audich Brahman .. 
Mewad& Brahman .. 
Pin jam .. .. 
Desh&sth& Brahman •• 
Sa.iyad .. .. 
R&va.li& .. .. 
Shenva .. .. 

; Rajput .. .. 
'I_ 

Traditional 
Occupation 

Tailor .. . . 
Goldsmith .. .. 
Carpenter • • . • 
Cultivator ond.Agrestic 

Labourer 
Landlord and Culti· 

vntor .. .. 
Trader .. .. 
Shoe-maker 
Landlord and Culti-

vator .. .. 
Trader .. .. 
Cultivator .. .. 
Trader .. .. 
Trader .. .. 
Trader .. .. 
Potter .. .. 
Scavenger .. .. 

Weaver .. .. 
Public Force •• .. 
Priest .. .. 
Priest .. .. .. 
Carder .. .. 
Priest .. .. 
Priest .. .. 
Tape weaver and 

drummer .. .. 
Rope-maker and 

Village watchman •.• 
Public Force .. .. 

Number 
per 1,000 
earners 
in 1931 

940 
839 
796 

795 

790 
770 
734 

710 
725 
679 
554 
626 
613 
364 
366 

234 
230 
209 
197 
164 
98 
69 

60 

46 
30 

N;,ber 
per 1,000 
workers 
in 1921 

964 
863 
761 

.. 
817 
748 
791 

785 
651 
836 
538 
700 
614 
600 
632 

251 
259 
207 
100 
235 
96 
86 

150 

32 
31 

samples. Amongst high ratio 
castes, Vanias are traditionally 
traders, but Shrimali shows 
a high incidence and Lad a 
relatively low one, of the 
traditional occupation. The 
low figures regarding tradi
tional occupation are instruc
tive. Not all Brahmans are 
priests even by tradition ; for 
Anavalas are landlords and 
cultivators, Nagars (at least 
a section of them) despise 
the calling of priesthood, and 
Tapodhans are only in the 
humble business ·of temple 
service. Audich amongst 

· Brahmans shows the highest 
proportion of workers as 
priests ; even then hardly one 
out of five earners among them 
follows the hereditary calling. 
Raj puts are supposed to be the 
hereditary soldiers of India 
and yet in this State, only 3 
per cent follow the profession 
of arms. Audich Brahmans 

·have drifted to a variety of 
other occupations (land with 
251 earners per mille, profes
sions with 160, trade with UO · 
and public administration with 

65). Rajputs have largely gone in for cultivation (643 per mille). Maratha
Kshatriyas have still some interest in arms, but hardly one in four workers among 
them follows that calling ; of the rest of them 20 per cent have crowded the public 
offices and 14 have found scope iJ:1 Industry. Amongst Vankars, only 23 per cent 
are weavers, but 38 per cent are field labourers and 18 have taken to farming as 
<>wners or tenants. Turning to Saiyads only- 7 per cent of their earners have 
.stuck to their old calling of religion: 21 have drifted to cultivation and 21 have 
found employment in the services or the professions. 

The marginal table given above also attempts a comparison with the pro
portion of workers in the traditional occupation in 1921. Strictly no comparison 
is possible as the basis of the figures is different. Broadly one or two conclusions 
follow. The unclean occupations are being gradually deserted. Bhangis and 
.Shenvas have taken more and more to other callings. This is a serious matter, 
.as the sanitary services already understaffed in the rural areas are in peril of being 
seriously in want of workers in the near future. Secon9ly the artisan groups 
.show little tendency of leaving their old professions. Where power has displa.ced 
the hand, and public taste has altered, there some of the traditional occupations 
are rapidly giving way before modern forces. Thus enamelled iron wares have 
invaded where the potter's humble stock in trade held sway. The patent lanterns 
are rapidly transplanting the earthenware lamps. It is no wonder therefore that 
the Kumbhars are fast giving up their traditional calling. The Vania and other 
trading castes are still tenaciously clinging to their ancestral profession. But 
.as to the other advanced -groups, the more educated they become, the more they 
tend to move away from' their old moorings. Lastly the groups that had hitherto· 
held stea~stly to the land are showing signs of a wavering faith in its capacity 
.for unvarymg return. 
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. 267.. Subsidiary Occupations-One other point of general interest may be 
bnefl.y discussed before the figures of individual occupation are taken in hand. 
The question of subsidiary occupations is always of great economic interest but 
the census by the very limitation of its functions is of little use in this regard. The 
Census Act expressly prevents the enumerating staff from enquiring into the 
size of an individual's income and yet the distinction between the principal and 
subsidiary occupations is based on. the extent of earnings received from either. The 
earner himself does· not much appreciate this distinction. He would rather put 
forward th~ occupation from which he derived the greater prestige as his principal 
one, relegatmg to the background the other calling from which he may be deriving 
more income. I was myself an interested listener to a wordy argument between 
one of my· enumerators and a government servant, unacquainted with census 
intricacies. The latter held that although as owner of a little plot of tobacco Iandin 
Charotar he was actually earning more money th~n his pay as a government servant, 
he would prefer to return public service as his principal occupation to which he 
devoted more time, and from which he derived his status and social position. There 
was a good deal to be said for his poin~ of view but the census instructions were 
precise and inexorable, and. his personal predilections had to be set aside. But 
really on the whole we get so little out of the record of subsidiary occupations that. 
it is a question whether on future occasions of economic survey this important item 
should not be entrusted to other agencies less amateurish, more qualified, and 
with more time at their disposal than the census staff of enumerators. That the 
census record of subsidiary occupations is woefully incomplete is apparent from 
the fact that out of 10,000 of the population, 4,955 are workers. These workers 
are divided into 4,684 who have returned only one occupation and only 271 (or 
about one-eighteenth of the working population) who have sported one or more 
subsidiary. Only if we divided the earners into two broad groups of agricultural 
and non-agricultural, we can see how each 
class reacts on the other in the occu
pational field. The marginal table takes 
the number of earners in each class, 
and proportions of those who have shown 
the other class as subsidiary are calculated 
and shown side by side. It is natural 
that where agriculture is the most 
dominant system there au· other occupa
tional groups will be more influenced 
by it than vice versa. That is what the 
marginal figures emphasise. Women of 
course are far less affected than men. 
As to the agricultural population, if the 
figures are to be ·believed, it would 

I 

NUMBER PER MILLE OF 
EARNERS ONLY AMONG 

Agricul· Non·a.gri-
SEX turists who 

11howsome culturists 
who show non-agricul- agriculturo tural occupa.- as suhsi-tion as sub. di&ry sidia.ry 

ll•l• .. .. 65 121 
Female .. .. 20 36 

Both sexes .. .. 54 gg 

·-·--
appear that in spite of the ample leisure on their hands, few. workers have betaken 
themselves to other sources of subsidiary income. That the agriculturist in the 
State, as in India elsewhere has leisure caunot be doubted. Mr. Calvert in his study 
on The Wealth and Welfare of the Pun§ah estima:tes that the work done by the 
averaue cultivator covers not more than 150 days m the year, and that even when 
he is ~ccupied, his idea of a full day's work is more leisur~ly than a farmer's in the 
more progressive countries of Western Europe a~d Amerwa. ~erhap.s the remark 
is not exactly true for this State. The days o{\e1sure are fewer m GuJarat and t~e 
ideas of work more efficient and sustained. But for at least half the year a culti
vator is idle ; and yet it is tragic to ~hink that so few of them are en_gaged ~ o~h~r 
occupations. The problem is complicated however by many factors mto whic~ 1t IS 

not possible to enter here in any det:ail. In. the fir~t place. the f~rmer's !eiSur_e 
is not so continuous as one would imagme. H1s work IS often mtenmttent. Parti
cularly if he is the owner of an irrigated farm as in Charotar, he has far less leisure 
than others. This circumstance results in lack of trai.Iiing in other occupations, 
which weights a farmer from the very outset even if he has the desire to work on a 
subsidiary trade or industry. He cannot obviously join any new. industry without 
previous training. Further there is not much scope or opportun~ty for such _w?rk. 
A ~a~er would most like an opening somewhere near h1s. ~olding for. subs~~ary 
.actiVIty. This is very seldom the case under present conditwns. Agam rehgwus 
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prejudice is a great hindrance often to the Gujarat peasantry, who is predominantly 
Hindu. Sericulture or poultry farming will therefore not have any appeal for them. 
Lastly the lack of marketing facilities at present hamper progress in any activities 
undertaken in this behalf. •" · 

§ 4. ANALYSIS oF CERTAIN PRINCIPAL OccUPATIONs 

268. Agriculture-We shall now take up some of the chief occupations 
and discuss some of the features of interest that the figures reveal. We shall 
commence with Agriculture, the principal occupation of the people. Altogether 
630,814 persons returned themselves as earners under ordinary cultivation. In 
1921, the number of workers was 547,634. The two figures are not exactly com
parable, as we know that many now returned as working dependents must have 
been shown as workers in 1921. This is most likely to have happened with female 
workers. If we confine ourselves only to ·males, the nuni.ber of earners now is 
449,001 while that of workers in 1921 was 382,452, the increase being 17 per cent. 
Cultivating owners (males) have increased by 15,470, or only 6 per cent to 292,478. 
The factor of working dependency however vitiates the comparison, but in land

lords and other rent receivers 
at one end and agricultural 
labourers at the othel end, . 
we have the only two classes 
in agriculture in which work
ing dependency is normally 
not expected to exist. Here 
we have some basis of com
parison with past figures. 
The number of workers in 
these two grades is compared 

Womums m ' 

CLAss 

I I 1931 1921 1911 

Landlords and other non..cultiv&- 20,731 6,787 9,919 
tors. 

Farm servants and agricnl t u r a I 200,304 179,271 201,224 
labourers. ' 

for the last three' censuses. The figures do not show any features worth noting. 
The increase under landlords and pther non-cultivators is more apparent than real; 
as soon as a cultivating owner can afford to do so, he would wish to pass off as a 
landlord and Z'lmindar. Possibly some proportion of the increase is due to inflation 
on this account, but there is a real increase in this class as evidenced by the fact 
that large sized holdings (100 bighas and over) now number 8,180 as against only 
6,835 in 1921. The strength of agricultural labour has really shrunk since 1911. 
The falling off in 1921 was probably due to better record in the previous census, of 
labourers and workmen otherwise unspecified numbering 42,828 in 1921 as against 
27,931 in 1911. · . . · 

269. Distribution of Agriculturist Groups-The Hali System-The 
marginal table proportions the agricultural workers to a 1,000 of the working 
population in each division and distributes this ratio amongst the different 
grades of workers on the land. The two most marked features are. the very 
high proportion of agricultural labourers (farm servants) in South Gujarat, and 
the even higher proportion of cultivating owners in North Gujarat. South 
Gujarat is the home of the peculiar system of indentured labour not far 

removed from 

AOBICULTURIST GROUPS 

AD Agrieulturists .. 
Non-Cultivators .. .. 
Cultivating owners .. 
Cultivating tenants .. 
Agricultural Labourers 

and Farm-Bflrvants. 
Estate Agents, etc. .. 
-

DIVISIONAL DIBTRIBUTION-PBOI"ORTION Plm lULLE Oli' 
WORKERS IN 

State Central North South Kathi&W&d 
Guj&rat Gujara.t Gujara.t 

676 647 670 768 618 
17 20 20 6 14 

420 316 538 345 395 
71 us 24 ll5 22 

166 189 85 301 ll5 

2 4 3 1 2 
I 

serfdom which is 
known as the 
H ali. The H alis 
or permanent 
farm servants are 
mostly recruited 
from the Ranipa
raj tribes. They 
receive money in 
advance from their 
employers and 
b in d themselves 
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by a written or oral agreement for a number of years to work out the debt for their 
masters. The master or dhaniamo on the other hand generally takes care to see that 
the debt is not cleared by plying his servant with more advances, and if he 
happens to be a Parsi, and a liquor seller to boot, he has a ready supply of a more 
effective inducement to keep his serf by his side. There are two chief types
the bandhela and the chhuta hali. The former is bound as a serf and often 
runs away. The latter receives some wages nominal in amount but within 
the meaning of the Act to bring him to the class of free labomer. In July 
1923, the Government of the State by proclamation declared this who1e system 
of forced indentme,as illegal and allowed the Raniparaj serf to repudiate it if he 
chose to. But the intentions of the Government were not properly in'terpreted 
by subordinate revenue officials and the operation of the Government's order is 
therefore not effective. The chhuta hali receiving nominal wages has indeed 
come to exist in large nlll'llbers, but in reality the new guise is not effective in 
concealing the old status. The figures for farm servants were not separately 
compiled in this census, but all observers.agree in holding that the system is dying 
out, as it is no longer economical to work with hali labour. Inthelongrunitis more 
expensive than ordinary labour. 

"Forty years ago," writes Dr. Jyotindra M. Mehta, M.A. (Oxon.), PH.D. (Lond.), in his 
Study of Rural Economy of Gujarat, "it was possible to get a hali by advancing Rs. 50: The 
advance to-day amounts to Rs. 200 to 300. The maintenance of a hali did not cost more than 
Rs. 40 to 50 a year forty years ago. To-day the expenses of maintaining a hali come to Rs. 122 
a year: 

Rs. a. p. 

A loaf of juwar of l seers a day .. 
Rice one seer a day 
Dal (pulse) 
Juwar-two seers a day .. 
Clothes and shoes .. 
Tobacco 

Rs. 

17 
27 
11 
45 
13 
8 

.. 122 

8 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 a year. 
0 

" 0 
" 0 
" 0 
" 0 
" 

0 " " 
270. Comparison with Revenue Statistics-All landlords and other 

non-cultivators and 
also all cultivating
owners are likely to be 
khatedars or registered 
holders in the State. 
The figures obtained of 
such holders from the 
Revenue department 
show very close cor
respondence. The bur-

KrnD 

Landlords and other 
non~cultiva.tors 

Cultivating ownerS .. 
Cultivating tenants •. 

' 

Earners Working 
dependents 

I 

20,731 .. 
320,152 I88,940 
62,I23 23,555 

I No. of 
earners 
showing Total No. of 
occupa~ ea.rnera Klw.te. 
tion as dars 

subsidiary 
I 

5,958 26,689 
}357,420 

9,453 329,605 
4,970 67,093 .. 

den of agricultural toil . . . 
falls on the cultivating owners, tenants and agrest~c labourers and It IS found that 
together with their working dependents, 100 cultiva-
tors are required for tilling 0.65 square mile of 
416 acres of the gross sown area. The average 

d • 8TAT.fl OB PROVINCE 
size of individual holdings in Baro a IS 

only 18.7 bighas or 1i acres. The marginal 
table (with 1921 ·figures* for other provinces) 
compares the state of things with the rest 
of India. The peasant proprietary system in 
the State has encouraged. the growth of small 
holdings thereby inducing a horde of non-farming 
classes to try their luck on the land. The result 

Bombay.. .. 
N. W. F. Province 
Tho Punjab 

C. P. and Berar 
Burma. •• 
Madras •• 

I No. of acres 

I 
culti vatcd 

per 100 cui. 
tivo.ton 

' 
1,215 
1,122 

918 

.. I .. 
848 
565 
491 

416 is a shrinkage in agricultural labour, but as the Baroda .. 

wage level has not risen and the prices have con- Bengal • • ~~ 
tinued high, the economic distress and resulting ,_As_s•_m ____ .. _· --'-----· 

• From the India Census Roport of 1921, page 244. 
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discontent are acute among the lower grades of labour which live on the 
margin of subsistence. The reactions of the influx of a non-farming class 
into agriculture are seen in various ways. Standards of agricultural produce have 
in a manner deteriorated where these classes have squatted on the land. In 

other ways, they have cheapened 
labour and done nothing to im
prove its efficiency. Lastly they 
have strengthened the tendency 
to ·grow food crops of the coarser 
variety in preference to non-food. 
Although as we have seen in 
Chapter I that the proportion of 
cultivated area sown with food 
crops has not declined, the yield 
of non-food crops shows an increase 
since 1910. Compared to 1920 
however, the non-food crop yield 
is less. But the reader must be 
cautioned here that the crop 
yield figures are not accurate 
being largely the guess work of 
talatis. The 1920 figures of yield 
of food crops were perhaps excep
tional coming as they did after the 
great drought of 1919, but compar
ed to 1910, there is a real decline in 
the production of food grains,_ in 

Yield in Maunde of 40 
pounde ( 000 omitted) . 

FooD 

1910 I 1920 I 1930 

Food Crops . . .. 24,079 I 11,197 18,194 

Rice .. . . 4,852 1,957 2,900 
Juwar . . .. 7,361 4,430 5,561 
llajri .. .. 7,177 3,113 6,638 
Kodra .. .. 1,505 706 1,341 

Pulse .. .. 1,709 289 538 
Wheat .. .. 1,475 702 1,143 
Gre.m . . .. .. . . 73 

I Nrm-Food .. .. 4,978 6,969 6,139 

Cotton .. .. 3,906 5,131 4,565 
Sugarcane .. 39 190 81 

Tobacco .. .. ·480 263 275 

I Linseed .. .. 114 774 .. 
Rapeseed .. .. 439 601 218 

I 

comparison with which the fluctuations in the yield of cotton are not serious. 
The contraction in the yield of luxury foods is even more serious than the 
,commoner staples, proving that the newer classes who have taken to the 

Average Area (in bighas) of 
land transferred annually 

from agriculturists to 
YEAR 

• 
Agriculturists Non-AgricuJ. 

turista 

1909-12 .. .. 46,712 16,260 

1912-17 .•. .. 79,156 18,969 

1919-20 .. .. 88,828 34,019 

1 1920-25 .. .. 83,411 20,472 

1925-26 .. .. 83,887 28,979 

1926-30 .. .. 55,168 13,820 

land are not yet trained to grow such 
crops. In the meantime the figures of 
transfer of land through sale from 
agriculturists to non-agriculturists show 
that the movement grew in strength 
from 1909 until the end of 1926. when a 
decline has set in. The exceptional 
year of 1919-20 forced the pace of this 
movement for a while. Perhaps any 
further increase in this direction will 
mean widespread changes in the rural 
economy. In various ways it is seen--to 
quote from what I wrote in 1921--" that 
the true agriculturists are feeling the 
necessity of change. The contraction of 
credit due to many forces, ... the rapidly 
diminishing surplus of available land, the 
influence of modern education and thought 
weakening the ties that have hitherto 

bound the cultivator to his soil, ~he insistent call of the towns with their 
industries and their higher wages to the aspiring youths of. the countryside
all these are causes that operate in this respect." That these forces have s.o 
far been retarded is due mainly to the unpreparedness qf the Indian worker 
to move out of his old moorings and venture into untried fields of industrial 
t;lnterprises. The lack of capital due to the contraction of money in the mael
storm of world forces has also operated to prevent the accomplishment of 
large schemes. Lastly one would mention that the wage-level has been prevent
~d from rising, because of the helplessness of the underdog in the agricultural 
mdustry, the unorganised labourer, .who seeking perforce a refuge from 
other fi~lds has so fa~ been unable to drive a hard bargain. Thus the "cost. of 
productwn has not mcreased appreciably, although the prices of food grams 
have fallen. · 
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· 271. Industry : General Distribution-After agriculture, the next in 
importance, cum 
longo intervallo 
.is Industry{Sub
class III) which 
has 13 orders 
and 59 classes. 
Some of these 
do not occur in 
the State at all 
such as indus
tries connected 
with jute of such 
importance in 
Bengal, manu
facture and re
fining of mineral 
oils and manu
facture of ganja. 
The main in
dustries in the 
State are · con
nected with 
textiles, the 
common rural 
occupations like 

.. Proper· Proper· Actual Number of 
tion of tion of numbar of skilled Eoti· 

Order Name of Selected earners actual workers and un. mated 
~dustries and work workers and skilled number of 

ing de· per!OOO working factory cottage 
pendente in 1921 dependents workon workers 
per!OOO 

All Ind111ttieo .. 170.1 121 129,660 20,127 105,141 

5 Textiles .. .. 31.8 31 38,673 16,789 18,358 

6 Hides and Skin, eto •• 6.6 7 8,036 .. 8,036 

7 Wood •• .. .. 10.9 13 13,293 .. 13,203 

8 Metals .. .. ·4.5 6 5,476 398 11,026 

9 Ceramics .. .. 11.4 15 13,887 334 13,489 

10 Chemical Produots .. 3.5 ll 4,281 1,305 2,702 

11 Food Industries .. 4.6 G 5,647 133 11,406 

12 Dress and Toilet .. 18.3 22 22,205 .. 22,205 

14 Building Industry .. 5.1 7 6,172 586 5,476 

13, 15, All other Industries .• 10.6 
16and 

10 11,990 582 11,150 

17 

carpentry, food industries such as rice pounding and husking of corn, industries 
connected with iron and other metals, tailoring, building, pottery and shoe-making. 
The question of decaying industries will be considered briefly in an appendix. 
The distribution of the main orders is shown in the margin. The most important 
groups are the textile industries that are ancillary to the cotton crop, the chief 
non-food product of the State. Subsidiary Table IV gives the absolute figures of 
earners and working dependents in the main orders and groups with the corres
ponding total of workers in 1921. The figures are not exactly comparable as so 
often pointed out, because of the intrusion in the present census of the factor of 
working dependency ; any discussions therefore of variation in absolute figures 
will be out of place. The proportionate variations also do not call for much notice 
as the proportionate distribution of earners and working dependents in 1931 is 
practically the same as that of workers ten years ago, except that the relative 
strength of workers in ceramics and dress industries has visibly declined. 

272. The Textile Group-31 per mille of total workers .in the State are 
engag~d in this important branch of activity as their principal occupation. 2 per 
mille have shown other occupations as prin<;Jipal and some branch or other of 
textiles as their subsidiary. Possibly as hand weaving and spinning is receiving 
wide encouragement, the figures of only 787 earners who have returned cotton 
spinning, sizing and weaving as a subsidiary occupation cannot be accepted as a 
complete record. The number of workers on the ginning, cleaning and pressing of 
cotton can be compared profitably with the corresponding figure of workers in 1931, 
as no working dependents in these processes were recorded. The variation shows 
an increase of over 36 per cent which occurs entirely amongst factory workers,. 
proving that these preliminary processes of the manufacture of cotton have almost 
entirely passed from the hand workers to factories using mechanical power. Dyers 
and calenderers haye increased slightly, but factory workers amongst them have 
jumped from 691 to 1,028. 

273. Other Industries-Next to the textiles, which absorb 298 per mille of 
industrial workers, the most important individual groups are noted in the margin. 
Tailors and milliners have increased largely, while potters have declined. The 
Kumbhars have indeed increased in strength but their attachment to their 
heredj.tary calling is rapidly falling off, because of lack of demand in public taste 

33 
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' .. 
Number of Proportion 

ea:mers and . per 1,000 .•. 
llmlVIDUAL OOOUl'ATIONS working engaged in 

dependents industry 
in 1931 

.o· . 
Potters .. . . .. . . .. 10,416 . 80 
Tailors, etc. .. .. .. .. 9,505' 73 

Barbers. etc.. .. .. .. .. '7,141 55 
Shoe-makers .. ... .. .. 3,668 28 

Manufacturers of' Vegetable ·Oils, etc. ..~. 3,330. 26 
Jtice Pounders 2,289 18 

. .. .. . . .. 
... 

. . 

for the . higher and : more 
. artistic varieties of ~he potter's 
art. The most .inefficient of 
the Kumbhars a,re stuck ·to 

·. the cruder products which are 
all that the poor . will need, 
but the better. and more 
ambitious sections are seeking 
more lucrative outlets for 
their talent. Some have in
vaded the carpenter's preserve, 

. . others are in the building 
industry, and not a few have taken to the land. The growth of .rice mills 
in: South Gujarat, · and the City, coupled .with the fact that rice no longer 
figures as largely in . the dietary of the people as before, accounts for the 
large and continuous decrease amongst workers in rice pounding and husking and 
grinding of corn since 1911. · · 

274. Cottage and Factory Workers-Next to the general distribution of industrial 
workers, the most significant point of interest in the statistics regarding them is their division 
into cottage and factory. The number of factory worke~s has been separately compiled from 
homeworkers since industrial returns were specially collected in 1921. The strength of organised 
workers was not compiled from the census returns in 1931, but from a special industrial schedule, 
devised as in 1921, and differing only in a fe'IJ particulars. This schedule was supplied to all 
industrial establishments of the factory type, whether employing mechanical power or not. 
The particulars in which the schedule differed from the 1921 return are as below:-

(~) · In 1921, a separate schedule was issued to the manager of each industrial establish
ment in the State for which purpose a preliminary register was first prepared per mahal of indus
trial establishments which either employed some form of mechanical power or were worked 
by hand. On this occasion it was decided that the census should merely settle and issue the 
forms of the schedule and that the actual details should be got filled in by the Director of Com
merce and Industries. 

(i~) .In 1921, only such establishments as employed 10 operatives and more were included 
in the register. In 1931, we decided to do away with this minimum limit. 

(iii) While we dispensed on the present occasion with details of the kind of power 
employed, the differentiation of skilled and unskilled, and the caste of operatives, we decided 
to enter details re : the welfare staff employed. 

(iv) Lastly we did not in this census have a special enquiry relating to cottage indus
tries, as· on the last oceasion we were not able to collect reliable data and the Commerce depart
ment and the local revenue staff produced rival lists of cottage industries between which the 
statistician had to flounder as best as he could. · 

The marginal table in the preceding paragraph gives the distribution of cottage as against 

Cottage workers 

NA>1E or bmUSTBY 

I 1931 1921 

AU lndualries .. 107,337 93,380 

Cotton manufacture • 18,552 16,623 
Dyeing .. .. 1,569 1,333 

Chemical Products •• 2,839 3,832 
Building Industries .• 5,531 6,116 
Other Industries .. 78,846 65,476 

. 

I Factory workers 

I 1931 I 1921 

22,323 11,225 

17,524 8,130 
1,028 691 

1,442 207 
641 143 

1,688 2,048 

I 

I 
factory workers in each order of 
Industry. We can compare the 
main variations since 1921, always 
remembering in regard to cottage 
workers that the figures of the 
two censuses do not exactly 
correspond. The factory workers 
will be dealt with presently, but 
the increase in cottage workers is. 
largely discounted by the fact 
that their number now includes 
working_ dependents, who were 
not shown as workers in -1921. 

. . . Generally the conclusion is indu
bttable that cottage workers have not progressed at all. The male earners (amongst the home 
wor~) n~w number 70,624, while the male cottage workers in 1921 totalled 68,869; thus 
there JS an mcrease of only 2. 2 per cent. This rate of variation may be accepted as real for the 
whole range of cottage industries. 
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275. The Industrial Return-The number of fa.ctor,Y w~kers in 1931 :,is· 22,323; these 
were working in 233 fa.ctories_which furnished returns Qllt of the totei of 275 Ui)lustrial establish
ments. Th~-follo~ Table sets o~t the ~ain facts regarding the industri'\} co~eerns in ~he 
State. A diagram IS also attached illustratmg the strength of factory operatiVes m each kmd 
of industry :- \ \\ 

Serial 
Num

ber 
INDtTSTB.Y 

2 

All Wllllries 

1 Cotton Glnntnj;c · • and 
Pressing Factories •• 

2 COtton Weaving 
Spinning Mills 

and 

8 Cotton Spinning Mills •• 

4 WooDen Mill 

5- Cotton and SUk Weav· 
ing Factories • • . • 

6 Dyeing Factories 

7 Iron Factory •• 

8 Brick and TOes Factories 

9 Kalabhava.n Workshop 

10 Railway Workshop 

11 Stone Quarry Works. • • 

· 12 Match Factory •• 

18 Chemical Drugs Works 

14 OU Mills •• 

16 Soap Candle Works 

16 Chocolate Factory 

17 FlourMllls 

18 Distilleries 

19 Water Works , • 

20 Sugar Factory •• 

21 Candled Sugar Manu
facturing Factory • , 

22 Salt. Works 

28 Celllent Works •• 

2' Electric Works , . 

• 25 Ice Factories •• 

26 Prlnt.tng ::rreases 

Number Number \ Dlreetlonal 
of est;.a.. ot esta- Total persons engnged Supervising 
bll~;h- bUsh- and Clerlcalstaa 

t. . menta 
men 

8 
furnish· I I I ~':~ re[::fn, Persona Males Feroalesl Indian Other 

Z75 Z33 22,328 18,025 USB Z,074 41 

U7 8,088 6,783 2,305 032 

8 8 5,888 5,222 ·661 317 

6 6 8,158 2,582 626 206 

1 1 359 326 as 23 

8 3 36 85 1 11 

8 8 1.028 1,027 1 

1 1 20 20 1 

6 6 866 240 117 28 4 

1 1 38 37 1 

1 1 357 356 1 10 1 

1 1 870 265 106 27 

1 1 466 861 115 17 1 

3 2 170 150 11 44 

7 102 93 17 

I 

2 2 30 20 1 0 

1 1 8 6 2 1 

10 19 71 68 3 17 

2 2 S5 58 27 20 

8 2 14 11 s 

1 1 101 01 10 82 1 

1 1 7 7 8 

1 1 568 818 255 25 

\ 
Operatives 

' 

xol11ln\18 

I 
75 4 15,833 4,214 

4,817 

30 1 4,860 660 

Sl a 2,2o5 628 

808 38 

1 

951 1 

28 

217 117 

32 1 

380 1 

1 287 106 

388 116 

115 11 

70 9 

20 ' 1 

6 2 

51 3 

38 27 

11 3 

58 10 

28S 255 

1 1 271 267 28 2 2 240 4 

6 200 6 56 • • • 0 
138 0 

8 295 

3 1 10 10 4 15 

402 1 62 1 430 
41 403 

NOTE :-Of the abo.ve total of registered establillhments1 s_o many a.s 4.2 establlsbmenta dl~ not fumtahretUllll, pres11D14bly becatliC moat 
of these were not working on t.he Census day. 

' \ 
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276. Distn'bation of Factories by Division-The following Table shows how the 
industrial establishments are distributed in the difierent divisions :-

.NUKBBR A.....'fD DISTBIDU'l'JON OP FACTOlU:ES 1N B.&nODA Sl'ATE 

'l'otn.l State 

I 
Central Gujarat 

I Iucludlng CJty 
North Gujamt 

I 
South Guja.rat 

I 
Kathlawad 

KIND OF F AC2'0BY ' 
Included i Included Included 

Total In the Total In the Total In the Total special special special 
return return Jet urn 

Cotton Weaning and Spinning 
IIIUJ.o •• 8 8 4 4 2 2 2 

Gins and PreSSel! (ID~Iudhig 
Cotton Presses) • • • • 146 117 71 65 32. 28 28 

Dyeln~}"actortes . . .. 8 8 8 8 .. . . . . 
Flour ills •• .. .. 10 10 13 13 .. .. 6 

OU Mills .. .. 14 7 6 2 2 2 6 
Chemical WorkS" .. .. 3 2 3 2 .. .. .. 
lee }'actorles .. .. 3 1 2 1 .. . . 1 
Printing PresseS" .. .. 41 41 28 28 8 8 6 
Miscellaneous •• .. .. 38 35 16 1< 7 6 11 

'fOTAL 2i5 ~I 145 122 51 46 I 52 

PYRAMID SHOWING THE STRENGTH OF FACTORY WORKERS 

IN DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES IN BARODA STATE 

SUGAR FACTORY I 101 

OIL MILLS I 104 

CHEMICAL DRUGS WORKS I 170 

ELECTRIC WORKS I 204 

CEMENT WORKS I 271 

RAILWAY WORKSHOP • 357 

WOOLLEN MILL • 359 

BRICKS & TILES FACTORIES • 366 

STONE QUARRY WORKS • 370 

MATCH FACTORY • 466 

PRINTING PRESSES • 493 

SALT WORKS 1111 568 

DYEING FACTORIES -1,028 

3,158 

Included Included 
ln tlte Total In the 
special spednl 
return return 

2 .. . . 
15 20 19 . . .. . . 
6 1 1 

2 2 1 .. . . .. .. .. .. 
5 

11 4 4 

40 27 I 25 

More than half of 
the factories includ
ed in the special 
return are concen
trated in· Central 
Gujarat, the City 
alone having 43. 
The largest number 
of concerns are 
connected with the 
cotton industry. 
Printing Presses 
form rather less 
than a sixth of the 
total on the regis
ter, about half of 
these being in the 
City. Flour and 
Oil mills are the 
next two important 
items in the list. 
Dyeing factories 
are confined to 
Central Gujarat 
(in Petlad town 
and Baroda City). 
Under "miscellane
ous " are included 
public and state 
concerns like the 
water works, the 
Kalabhavan (Te
chnical Institute) 
workshops, t h e 
Electric works and· 
the Railway works. 

. m. Analysis of 
the · iadustrial 

Return•-In 1921, only 161 industrial concerns were recorded in the census. In 1931, the 
number has increased to 275. The number of persons employed in the 233 factories furnish
ing returns was 22,323 (including 4,298 females). The directional, supervising and clerical 
.staff totalled 2,117 or nearly one·tenth of the factory population. Non-Indians numbered 
43 amongst these as against only 4 in 1921. The welfare staff of 79 persons (including 

•I am Indebted for this paragraph to a note kindly anpplied by the Direotor of Collllllezoe and lndnatriea of 
the Stete. , 
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4 females) were mostly confined to the cotton weaving and spinning mills. The industrial 
exp~nsion foreshadowed rather optimistically in ~he last Census Report (para 55) has indeed 
contmued, but not to the same extent to which the boom period would have led one 
to expect. In the aftermath that followed, projects that were conceived on a large scale had 
to be a?andoned, or else curtsiled,-.llome failed owing to want of proper management and 
som~ did n~t go b~y?nd the initial stages. This was evidenced by the shrinking of the 
nommal capital of JOmt stock concerns from about 8 crores in 1921 to 7 crores at the 
end of the decade, thereby showing that some old projects had to go into liquidation and were 
afterwards reconstructed, The amount of paid-up capital, however, increased from Rs. 151 
lacs to Rs. 311 lacs in ten years. The increase in the number and strength of industrial 
concerns has been mainly in the direction of the textile trade, but on the whole, the Industrial 
return of 1931 has a wider variety than that of 1921. "Various small industries, however, which 
could not be listed in 1921 by reason of their size, did not, for the same reason, find a place in 
the latest return, although on the present occasion we did not specifically exclude industries 
employing less than 10 workers. Apart from textiles, the extension of power ia most strikingly 
illustrated by the increase in the population served by electricity which is now 180,571 having 
grown from 94,712 in 1921. The number of kilowatts registered in 1931 was 2,581 against only · 
700 ten years ago. A third index of industrial expansion is Seen in the increase of factory 
workers from 12,000 to over 22,000. Okha Salt Works ia the most individual achievement of 
the industrial hiatory of the decade, and its possibilities have been recognised by the Govern
ment of India. The mainstay however has been in the cotton industry in which the spindles 
have increMed from 53,428 to 230,416, and the number of looms from 722 to 3,382. Petlad and 
Navsari have now become important mill centres, Kalol and Kadi enterprises are now under 
reconstruction, and Bilimora retains its position as a centre for oil milling. Generally the 
cottage industries and 'handicrafts have suffered a further set-back owing to competition from 
organiaed industries. This has ~en so in spite of the fact that the pendulum of popular favour 
has swung towards hand-made and home-spun enterpriaes. Recently surveys in two different 
areas showed that thia industry was languishing: Hand-spinning was kept alive through the 
urge of political stimuli, but the results achieved so far do not point to any lasting progress in 
thia direction. 

278. Trade-Coming to Trade, we see that out of 67,065 workers nearly 
one tenth are found in the City although its population is even less than 5 per 
cent of the State. The workers in this class are mainly concerned with industries 
of exchange. As pointed out in 1921, the differentiation between preparation 
of material substances and their exchange does not largely obtain in India. Further 
in rural arr-as and even in towns also of the average size, we find that shopkeepers 
do not specialise in ~ny one co~odity. " Oil selle~s will. also de!ll iJ;t ~ain. 
·Money lenders sometunes vary their pleasant transactions With dealing m piece
goods." The miscellaneous store of the maniara persists as a feature of the 
countryside. It is therefore difficult· to attempt any detailed analysis. The 
margin collects the principal groups 
of trade and commerce, distri
butes them proportionately to 
all workers in trade, and considers 
the variation of the strength of 
earners in each as compared to 
the corresponding figures of 
workers in 1921. The number of 
working dependents has been 
omitted in the comparison, as it 
is presumed that very probably 
they were not included amongst 
workers ten years ago, so that 
the basis of the figures is made 
to approximate as far as possible. 
The general increase of workers 

Variation 
Number of Proportion of earners 

ea.mers per 1,000 from 
CLASS Oi' TR.u>B and engoged numbor 

working in trade of workers 
dependents in i921 

(per cent) 

All Trades. .. .. 67,065 . 1,000 + 17.5 

Bankers, Money~lenders, 
etc. . . . . .. 6,41~ 96 + I9.0 

Traders in Textiles .. 5,877 88 + 22.0 

Grain and Pnlse dealers •• I3,180 197 + i2.5 
Sweetmeat, etc. dealers .. 13,595 203 + 32.8 

Dealers in tobacco, opium 
andganja . . .. 

• 
3,339 50 + I60.0 

Other traders .. .. 24,657 366 + I7.0 

in this branch would seem to be . 
more than the increase in the populati~n, an~ t~at ":ould appear ~ be a real v~ri
ation. As we have seen while discussmg vanat10ns m the occupatiOns of English 
literates, trade has begun to oust public services ~om the first place. as t~eir 
favourite occupation. The increase amongst bankers lB a contrast to their decline 
registered in 1921. That decline was explained by the sprea~ of t~e co-operative 
movement in the State. This movement has gone on expanding smce, but what 
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has happened ·appears· to be this: the indigenous money-lending class with its 
local organisation of credit has begun to capture to some extent the co-operative 
movement in many places by allying themselves with co-operative societies, apex 
banks and agricultural banks. .On the other hand the tendency for the large 
scale farmer to · try his fortunes as a money lender has • also increased 
<>f recent years. Grain dealers increased by 27 per cent in 1921 and only 
12 per cent in this census. Possibly the fluctuations are in a large measure 
.due to the whim of individuals about returning their sul:>sidiary occupations. 
Moneylending and dealing in grain often coalesce themselves in one and the same 
person in most villages ; and a money lender may call himself such in one census 
.and a grain dealer in the next. The two combined give 14.6 per cent as the rate of 
increase, which may be regarded as the true variation for either. The large increase 
under trade in textiles is partly due to a rise. in indigenous cloth shops but also 
because of the fact that the census return often confuses between the maker and the 
Seller of cloth. The variations amongst cottage workers in textiles are in part 
governed by this latter cause. · 

279. Public Force and Administration-· The Public Force includes 
Imperial and State forces, the police and the village watchmen. Public Administra
tion includes persons in the general service of this State, British India and other 
states, including municipal and village servants, but excluding persons employed 
in technical and professional services, such as surveyors, engineers, doctors and 
teachers. A special group under this sub-class (Group 152/1) was opened for 
this census, for the Ruler of the State, as it had the honour of counting His Highness 
the Maharaja. As these sub-classes do not usually admit of working dependency, 
it is possible to make useful comparisons from census to census. The figures in 

the margin show the variation under 
main heads of workers since 1911. 
The British Indian regiment at the 
Camp accounts for the item of 
Imperial Army in the returns. In 
1921, the old regiments were under 
orders of transfer and most of them 
had left Baroda. when the census was 
taken. In 1931, they were p.ot in 
their full strength. The State Army 
shows a decline of 27 per cent since 
1911, on account of tlie policy .of 
reducing e:fiectives which has been 

Variation per cent 
since 

GBOUl" . Earners 

1921 I 1911 
' 

Total . . .. 26,379 + 3.9 - D.1 

Imperi&l~y .. 541 + 621.3 - 29.7 
State Forces •• .. 3,615 - 10.0 ~ 27.0 

Police •• . . . . 4.544 + 13.6 + 14.0 
Service of the State •• 8,845 - 18.6 - 25.3 
Other service .. 8,834 + 37.2 + 81.9 

pursued since that date. The police has increased since 1921, both in efficiency 
.and personnel. The figure under general administration of the State shows a 
large decrease which is continuous since 1911. The policy of His Highness's 
Government has been to retrench in the number entertained in the service, while 
increasing their pay and prospects. 

280. Caste and Qualifications of the Servants of the State-The 
.distribution of earners by caste in the public force and administration discloses an 
interesting state of affairs. Imperial Table XI-B gives the details. The gazetted 

· officers of the State Army are 

CA.STB 

. 
~ 

Bra.bm&n .. .. 
Lewa Patidar .. 
Mara the .. .. 
Raj put .. .. 
Vania .. .. .. 
Muslim .. 
lndi&n Christian .. 
Parsi 
Europe~;. and· Angl~: 

Indian. 
·'.'.~ 

No. of gs.zetted officers in the 
civil &dministra.tion in 

1931 I 1921 I 1911 

95 231 416 
50 89 53 
42 72 53 
9 27 11 

37 74 42 
25 94 27 
1 8 .. 
4 12 17 
8 12 12 

almost entirely limited to Marathas 
(30) and Muslims (6). The sepoys 
are recruited mostly from Marathas 
(1,060), Muslims (500), Brahmans 
from Upper India (428), and 
Rajputs (314). In the police, the 
officers are not d.i:fieren tlS ted from 
the men in the table. The force 
relies largely on Muslims (1,229), 
Brahmans (488), Rajputs (481), and 
Marathas (302). In the gem1ral 
service of the State, the different 
castes represented in the gazetted 
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ranks are shqwn in the margin for the last three censuses. The term " Gazetted 
officer:· is apt to be interpreted differently. In 19U. any ,"amaldar"dispensing 
authonty·was deemed a· 
gazetted officer. In · 1921 
and still more in 1931, the 
term · was restricted to 
officers of· the status of 
a ·mahalkari or ·· there
abouts. Brahmans . and 
Patidars still retain their 
pre-eminence in this line 
while Marathas ·and 
V anias are advancing in 
usefulness in the service. 
Amongst Brahmans, the 
Deccani fllleaking section 
however has largely de~ 
creased. Out of the 
employes of the State in 
all branches, · including 
the technical and profes
sional. departments, 719 
are graduates, ·1,521 have 
qualifications between the 
matriculation and the 
degree, ·and 1,555 are 
non-matriculates, b u t 

... 
DEl' ART>IENT 

Strength Other Only 
of estab- Graduates English· Vema.cula.r 

' ·Jishment knowing knowing 
hands hands 

Education. 00 .. 6,861 271 470 6,120 

.Army •. .. 00 3,718 6. 47 3,665 

Pollee •• 00 .. 4,528 9 284 4,235 

Raiiw&ys 00 .. 2,281 18 401 1,862 

Revenue .. .. 1,938 97 321 1,520 

Judicial .. .. 437 68 356 13 

Acoounts .. ... 318 28 225 65 

Central .Administra· 154 49' 88 17 
tion 

Public Works .. 231 47 184 .. 
. 

Khangi (Household 
department) .. 190 16 95 79 

Medical · .. .. 339 32 307 .. 
Development depart-

ments .. .. 457 54 177 226 

knowing English. The others are only vernacular knowing hands : particularly 
is this the case with the subordinate staff in the Police and the Army, and the 
vernacular school teachers. in the Education department. The chief departments 
are shown in the margin. The largest proportion of graduates is· in the Central 
administration and Judicial department. Within recent years graduates have 
multiplied in the service with resulting improvement in the tone aud efficiency 
of the administration. 

281. Professions and Liberal Arts-In dealing with Sub-class VIII, 
we are confronted with a bewildering range of occupations. From artists to 
buffoons this sub-class covers an amazing company of people. Here architects and 
authors jostle with mountebanks and circumcisers, while bishops and High Court 
judges have to look askance at grave diggers and worm extractors : altogether 5 
orders and 22 groups are comprised . 
under this head. The principal 
groups are summarised in the 
margin. The total is practically 
unchanged since 1921, but the 
individual groups show marked 
fluctuations. Religious mendicants 
have increased by almost as much 
as other religious workers have 
declined. Priests and ministers 
are no longer the favourites that 
they were formerly but their 
number cannot be so few as the 
census record shows it : it is even 
less than one sixth of the figure 
shown in 1921. Many persons 
having shown yajmanvriti (prac
tice of keeping disciples) are apt 
to be wrongly compiled as religious 
mendicants. The total under 
religion shows continuous decrease 

Number o I Proportion 
earners per 1,000 

Knm and work· engaged Variation 
iog depen· in Sob. oinee 1921 

dents class V1ll 

Total .. 00 • 0 29,439 1,000 + o.s 
Religious Mendicants, etc. 10,317 350 + 46.4 
Other Religions workers •• 5,062 172 - 66.3 

Lawyers and their. clerks, 
eto. .. 00 .. 877 29 + 63.3 

Doctors and Dentists .. 968 33 + 12.7 
Nurses, Midwives, etc. .. 638 22 + 67.6 

Professors, teachers, etc .. 8,667 295 + 6G.l 
Musicians, actors, dancers, 

eto. .. .. .. 1,317 45 - 29.0 

Architects, Engineers, 
Authors, Artists, Astro-
logero, Journalists, eto ••. 512 17 - 49.5 

Rest ". 00 .. ! 1,081 37 + 69.0 
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however since 1911 when workers under this head numbe;red 24,890. Particular 
care was on this occasion enjoined on the census staff to differentiate between 
religious mendicancy proper and ·ordinary beggary. Amongst religious mendi
cants, a distinction was also made between the ordinary vagran~ sadhu or fakir 
and the well-nourished variety who resided in maths or other monastic abodes. 
These latter were little distinguished from the religious priest or minister, except 
that they were dharmagurus while the priest officiated in domestic ceremonials 
and performed the rites at temples. As to other groups lawyers have largely 
increased. The City Bar is now crowded and young pleaders find few ope~gs and 
welcome chances elsewhere. The increase in nurses and midwives is due to the 
large extension in medical and maternity relief to women in many towns of the 
"Raj. Teachers show a large increase. The programme of consolidation of rural 
primary schools by strengthening their staffs, the increase in the number of schools 
.and facilities for private teaching account for the growth of the teaching profession 
in the State. The increase in the district inspectional staff of the Education 
department is also a contributory factor to the variation under this head . 
.Architects, engineers, authors, etc., have declined. But this may be due more to 
the caprice of the census record than to anything else. Authors and journalists 
may have described themselves under other names and are compiled according 
to what they have described. Many more modest-born to blush unseen-may be 
-concealing themselves under " Insufficiently described occupations." But as we 
$hall see in the Chapter on Language, there has been a real decline ill literary pur
.suits. Perhaps because of economic depression, the production of books has ceased 
to be profitable. 

282. Other occupations-The other sub-classes and groups do not call for 
much detailed treatment. Transport workers have increased from 11,291 by 
40.5 per cent to 15,863. Owners and managers of mechanically driven vehicles 
.show a large increase as the motor cars have multiplied from practically nothing 
to 860 (including nearly 400 cars in the City alone) in the last ten years. As the 
-road programme is being gradually given effect to, motor buses will cover the 
-countryside and prove a serious rival to the train service. Persons living on their 
·income who number 5,905, have increased by 37 per cent but this fact by itself 
is no index of increasing wealth as under this class are included people who can 
:hardly be described except with a stretch of imagination as " living on their own 
income." Miscellaneous" ashrits" (living on the charity of temples or noblemen), 
.scholarship holders, retired public servants, mission pensioners and such like 
who are far from rolling in wealth, come into this category. Insufficiently described 
-occupations form only 5.4 per cent of the working population against 7 in 1921 
.and 8 in 1911. The less the proportion in this respect the better is the record. 
The occupation census of 1931 may therefore claim to be an improvement, though 
-only slight, on its predecessors. The last point to be noted in our general review of 
-employments is about " Unproductive." Beggars and vagrants have been com-
piled separately from disreputable occupations since 1921, as it is important to 
know how far the problem of vagrancy is being met by public effort and a change 
in social attitude. There is less danger now of religious mendicants being confused 
with the ordinary beggar, as the census instructions are easily intelligible and 
the real so<;ial distinction between the two classes is well appreciated. Beggars 
.and vagrants show a decline from 4,865 workers in 1921 to 4,223 earners in 1931. 
It is difficult to imagine working dependency for this class of earner. The .decline 
in figures is real because beggary has ceased to be profitable. Owing to lean years 
.and economic stress, the wells of private charity are drying up. A slight change 
in the classification which took witches and wizards to the respectable company 
-of letters and arts may have affected the figures also. Inmates of jails and asylums 
number slightly less but the point to note about them is that unlike previous censuses 
they are now regarded not as workers or earners but as working dependents if 
they are under sentence of hard labour, or as non-working dependents if they are 
merely undertrials or sentenced to simple imprisonment. Lastly prostitutes 
number 55 only as against 74 ten years back. The record here is defective as 
many are returned as musicians under Letters, Sciences and Arts and a good few 
escape record under the more respectable title of dressmakers, midwives or domestic 
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servants. The peculiar social conditions of Gujarat compel vice to take clandestine. 
forms and the censu& cannot measure the·real extent of this evil. 

§ 5. EcoNoMic CoNDITION 

283. Conspectus of Occupational Distribution-A general review such 
as this of, occupations must include some reference to main facts which bear on the 
economic condition of the people. In earlier chapters we have at various stages 
attempted to see how far the facts of economic relations and the standards of life 
have a bearing on the population growth. Changes in social habits reacting on 
earning power and on standards of comfort are closely connected with occupational 
distribution and the grades of work which divide the people horizontally have 
difierent results on the size and expansiveness of incomes. Thus a person with a 
fixed income has less scope for mental and physical activity in the production of 
wealth than one in another walk of life in which his earnings depend vitally on his 
intelligence and the amount of physical and mental energy that he is able to give. 
Thus the problem of economic providence is vitally 
connected with a form of occupational distribution 
in which the highest energies are brought into play. 
It is notorious that " a population on the margin 
of life engaged in occupations that demand con
siderable physical but little mental or nervous 
energy increases at a greater ratio than population 
in the higher strata of society." We have had 
the truth of this strikingly exemplified in the differing 

GROUP 
Rote per 
cent of 

increase 
Binoe 1921 

Advanced .. .. 11.4 
Intermediate •• .. 13.6 
llliterote . . .. 22.2 

ratios of progress in sections that are divided. from . . 
one another by as wide a .chasm as educatiOnal equrpment ca:n brmg abou~. 
The first point to get hold of in a survey, even so br1ef as this, of econ?ffilC 
competence of the people is to have a general ~onsp~ctus o~ occupatwnal 
divisions in which variations in earning power are typified m the different grades. 
Thuil the agrestic labourers and 
general low grade labour would show 
a very high rate of increase, p.ad 
it not been for the fact that sections 
of them have moved up to the class 
of cultivating owner or tenant. 
Trade shows a large increase because 
of recruits from other classes. Fixed 
wage earners on whom the vicissitudes 
of the times deal their hardest blows 
show a small increase, particularly 
as . the scope for such. employments 

·has diminished with the stress of 
times. These disturbing factors 
which it ·is difficult to isolate coupled 

· with disconcerting changes in the 
occupational scheme brought about 
from census to census occlude the 

· operation of true causes from our 
view ; but on the whole the propor

. tions above adumbrated appear to 

GBADB oB OaOUPATIOH 

I 

I. Agriculturists with stake 
· in land • • .. 

n. Agreotic Jabourero .. 
m. General and other low 

grade labour including 
scavenging, mendi-
co.ncy and unproduc-
tive occupations .. 

IV. Industrial workers in-
eluding trouepcrt and 
exploitation of animals, 
etc. .. .. .. 

v. Fixed wage-earners . .. 
VI. Trodero .. .. .. 

vn . Profeasional workers and 
living on own income. 

Ea.mers Proper-
a.nd work· tion per 

ing de-
pendent& 

mille 

617,375 510 

200,304 166 

96,858 80 

1,70,665 141 

42,000 35 

67,716 55 

15;557 13 

be broadly true. As we shall see ~. 
· the Chapter on Caste, the true agn- · · . . . 
· culturists grow at a much slower rate than th~ !aboun!lg groups, the classes Wlth 
· assured economic competence have large fa~es, while the lowest grades are 
fertile thriftless and lavish in their waste of life.* 

' 

. · · . · · h · red the reader muot refer to para. 472 of my 

. • For details of how the ~rgiua.J t.able m this pa.rs103gro1b5 
~f;er;4 i83 189 Sob-cia.,.. v and VI and Order 48 

. . Report of 1921 .. Bnefly Groups 2, 3, 4, 17, • ' • . • ' ' 
go to form Fixed W age-ea.mera. The other classes are obVIous. 

34 
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284. Value of Agricultural Land-The changes in land values are a. most essential 
index of the economi!l competence of a. people. The marginal diagram is plotted giving 

· COMPARATIVE LAND VALVES 

(FROM SALES OF SARKARI LAND) 

LAST '5 YEARS PRESENT 5 YEARS 

1916-17 to 1921-22 

2.50 2.00 1'50 100 50 0 

RASTI 

VAKAL. 

CHAROTAR 

KAHNAM 

CHORASHI 

EAST KADI 

SEMI-RASTI 

WEST KAOI 

RANI 

TRANS 
SABARMATI 

SCATTERED 

SEA COAST 

MID-BL.OCK 

1921-22 to 1926-27 

0 0:,0 100 1'50 2.00 2 50 

comparative data. of land values in the thirteen natural areas in two five-year periods. 
Land values have markedly increased in Central Gujarat, while in other divisions · 

NATURAL DrVISIO!i 

Rasti .. . . 
Vakal o o 0 0 0 0 

Charotar 0. 0 0 

Kahnam 0 0 0 0 

Chorashi oo 
East Kadi :: 0 0 

BemioR.asti 0 0 0 0 

WestKadi 00 0 0 

Rani 
Tmnso&ba~ti 

00 

0 0 

Scattered Area 0 0 

Ses Coast 00 

MidoBlcck oo oo 

Order &CCOrding to 

Land \Density ·on 
·values cultivable 

area 

1 2 
2 3 
3 1 
4 5 

~ . 
6 
4 

6 8 

7 '· 7 
9 8 

9 10 
10 13 
ll ll 
12 12 

they have practically remained stationary. Correlat
ing these facts with density we find the closest cor
respondence in the two sets of variables. 

285. Size of Holcllitgs-Even more than land 
values, the variations in the size of agricultural hold
ings have an important bearing on the wealth of the 
people. The marginal table shows the variations in 
the size of holdings, ~ompared with population 
changes since 1910; As every holding corresponds 
to a. normal family of one worker and two dependents, 
the rate of increase in its number should be at most 
one-third of the population growth. Instead, the 
smallest and the most uneconomic class of holdings 
shows the greatest rate of increase. The second 
largest class of holdings (between 100 and 500 

" bighas) shows· the ·next highest rate of growth. 
At one end !;the )ulti"vating class is receiving recruits from a. thriftless and improvident 
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set of workers, coming ~p f.rom low grade labour and aspiring to peasant proprietorship. At 
the other, a non-cultivatmg type of 

Variations in size with 1910 88!00 

SizE 011 HOLDINGS 
(A Bigha=3/6 of an Acre) 

1910 I 1920 I 1930 

Below 5 bighBS , • • • 100 107 120 
Between 5 and 25 bigb&B .• 100 Jog 115 
Between 25 and 100 bigb&B 100 104 112 

Between 100 and 500 bigb&B 100 104 119 
509 bigb&B and above • , 100 125 99 
Corresponding Population . 

changes •• .. .. 100 104.6 120·2 

speculative capitalists is increasingly 
investing in land. The former would 
tend to keep the level of agricultural 
wages low, while the latter's inex
perience would leave him at the mercy of 
rent-paying agriculturists who would 
dictate terms in the matter of rent leases 
and get them. At the same time the 
agriculturist class is ceasing to be of 
the true cultivating kind, through 
modem influences. As he becomes 
richer and more educated he begins to 
despise manual toil and his women kind, 
as in Charotar, are imitating the ways 
of Brahmans and Vanias by not sharing in the labour of cultivation, 

286. Wage Levels-As indicated above the result of the incursion of labotu:ing classes 
into the ranks of cultivators ' 

AGBIOULTUB.AL WAOE·LBVBLS 
Index in 
1930 88 

DIVlBIOll Average I Average I Average 
eempared 
to 1920 in 1916 in 1920 in 1930 as100 (DaUy wagOB in Annas) 

Central Gujarat .. 8 14.6 10 67 

North Gujarat .. 6 10.7 9.5 86 

South Gujamt .. 7 9.3 8 89 

KD.thiawad .. .. 6 10 7.85 79 

indirectly led to a contraction 
in the level of wages for agrestic 
labour. In 1920, as a short 
period effect of the war, labour 
got its own terms for the askina. 
Since then, the increase ~f 
population has led to lowered 
standards of living. The shifting 
of cultivation to marginal areas, 
the contraction in the produce 
and value of luxury crops, the 
lower efficiency of the new type 
of agriculturists, the impact of 
lean years-all these have helped 
to depress the level of wages. In other grades of labour, railway porters and 
the like are not getting any enhanced value for their toil. The increase of railway 
porters and other labourers on railway construc
tion and maintenance from 1,299 to 4,263 has 
helped also to diminish their individual earnings. 
The very low level in railway porters' wages in 
South Gujarat is due to the fact that women from 
the Raniparaj classes predominate there in this 
line of work. They are content to remain on the 
very margin of life and have no prospect or desire 
of bettering their condition. The rate of 
growth is very large in this class of worker 
and it is very tragic to think of this, especial

D.m.Y WAORS (IN 
£NNAO) 011 

DlVlSIOll 

I Porters Others 

Central Gujamt .. 7 8 
North Gujarat .. 7 8 
South Gujamt .. 3 6 
KD.thia.wad .. .. 7•9 7.9 

ly when we remember that the wages have remained practically stationary for the 
last 15 to 20 years. 

287. Index of Industrial Wages-Coming from the labouring groups to the field of 
industrial wages, we find here also a· lowering of levels since 1921 and a tendency to return to 
the pre-war norm. The earnings of artisans are usually the lowest in Kat~w~ a~d there ~he 
variations have been the least disturbing relatively to other parts. The vana~n m the daily 
income of three typical classes of artisans as compared to 1920 are instructive. The black
smiths have practically come down to the pre-war level of their earning power. 

"' 
Mean Rupee wagOB (daily) of 

Carpenter I Bl&ek.smith Bricklayer 

DIVlSIOll Index Index Index 
1930 number&& 1930 number as 1930 number a.a 

compared to eempared to eemparedto 
1920 1920 1920 

Central Gujarat .. 1-10-0 81 1- 1~ 53 1- 4-0 77 .. 
87 1-7~ 77 North Gujarat .. .. I-ll~ 75 1-5-0 

. South Gujarat .. .. 1-7 ~ 77 1-7~ 64 1- 6~ 79 
Kathlawad •• .. .. 1-2 ~ 75 1- 1-6 73 1- 1-6 97 
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· 288. CoSt of Living-Ha. ving regard to the scale of wages shown; it is necessary to have 
a rough idea of the cost of living. The census agency cannot be utilised for the purpose of 
~nquiring into the family budgets of typical sections of the people, for the Act itself which is 
the legal basis of the organisation prevents the stall from enquiring into a person's income and 
expenditure. But statistical material is now available through the Commerce department, and 
the Board of Economic Enquiries recently established has at hand a series of studies by revenue 
and other officers which if collated and revised properly will yield valuable results. The material 
collected by the Commerce department's enquiry into the economic condition of a typical 
Charotar villa.ge* is of great interest as throwing light on the varying standards of life, It 
is estimated that between Rs; 250 toRs. 300 are required to keep an average·family of four 
persons (two adults) alive on the minimum standard of subsistence. Here again we must 
distinguish between the standards of food obtaining in Charotar and those prevalent for instance 
in the Rani area. 6 lbs. of grains daily would be required costing from Rs. 120 to 135 in the 
year. In the Rani area, the .coarsest of .grains are eaten and only Rs. 80 will be the cost of 
such. Rice is ~ppearing a.s an article of diet rapidly from the family budget. Ghee, gur 
(molasses), sugar and condiments consume another Rs. 60 to 80. Fuel and light absorb another 
Rs. 10 ; with clothes and shoes (Rs. 40); house repairs, etc. (Rs. 10), ceremoniala and festivities 
(Rs. 15) and other.miscellaneous items (Rs. 10 toRs. 20), the budget works up from Rs. 265 to 
Rs. 310 per year. In rural areas house-rent rarely enters as an item in the budget. The 
following three representative budgets may be of interest. They are taken from the Bhadkad 
Economic Enquiry papers:-

Tnllll 

. Patids.r : 3 persons 
Income Ra. ·1,670 per year 

Ra. 
Food .. .. .. 308 
Clothing, etc. .. .. 100 
House, light, fuel • , • • 64 
Ceremo~,eto. •• 160 
Mi.scellaneons including Edu-

cation .. .. .. 30 
Cost of keeping horse with 

interest on Joan .. .. ~ r 
952 

TYl'B II 

Dharal& : 4 adults 2 children 
Income Ra. 661 per year 

Rs. 
Food .. .. .. 272 
Clothing, etc. .. .. 80 
House, light, fuel .. .. 20 
Ceremonials, etc. . . . . 15 
MisceJlaneons including Eciu-

oa.tion .. .. . . 15 

402 

TYJ'Bill 

Dhed : 2 adults and 4 children 
Income Ra. 281 per year 

Rs. 
Food •• .. .. .. 198 
Clothes, etc. .. .. 60 
House, light, fuel .. .. 9 
Ceremonials, etc. .. .. 10 
Luxuries including tohacco 3 

280 

The above items are only confined tO cost of living. They do not of course comprise the 
cost of production on which the income is derived. The income figures quoted above for each 
:type selected are the net sum realised after meeting the normal cost of rnnning a farm for the 
Patida.r or the upkeep of the bufialo from. which the Dbarala derives his income on milk a.nd 
ghee. Food absorbs from 71.4 per cent in Type III and 67.7 per cent in Type II to only 
32 .. 4 in the highest class, of the total expenditure. Luxuries (including ceremonials, the item 
of the horse and miscellaneous) form just half the expense of the Patidar family, while they are 
merely 7.4 per cent of the Dharala's and 4.6 of the Dhed's. cost of living. The second class 
would appear just to make two ends meet while the third lives on the barest margin of existence. 

. 289. Agricultural Incomes-The above figures would seem to indicate that an agricul
tural income of Rs. 750 is the limit below which standards of comfort cannot exist under present 
day conditions. What l!ize of holding will suffice for this purpose 1 . It is difficult to answer 
this question for the official records of the income from gross outturn of crops are wild guesses 
which have no relation to facts, The yearly anna valuation of crops is only a very rough 
approximation. The actual yield data in maunds and the prices current are still rougher, 
a.nd the calculations made thereon for the latest year available are so full of mistakes that I 
have decided to reject them as valueless. Besides these, there are only a. few other indications 
that help us to form some idea. From the sub-letting values of land it is possible to hold that 
the State revenue demand ranges from about 13 to 21 per cent of the gross profits of the agricul
turists. The sub-letting value in Central Gujara.t comes to about 3.5 times that of the assessment. 
In South Guja.ra.t, it is 2.8 times. In North Guja.ra.t, the revenue demand is a little more than 
10 per cent of the gross produce. The Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee recommended 25 
pe~ cent. of the a.nnua.l net value for fixing assessments. From these general considerations, 
1t 18 poss1ble to hold that a. holding of the size of 30 acres (50 bigha.s) ought to.yield a. net income 

*Economic Ji!nquiry inlo Bhadkad village, by the State Commerce department. · · Yid .. also Dr: Mehta's Rural 
E«momy of GuJarat, p. 216, d 1eq. . · · · · 
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·of Rs. 750 per annum on an average to the farmer. .Dr. J. M. Mehta* estimated on the basis 
of fi~~ about 1922-24 tha_t an a~re in. a Cho.rotar village ought to yield a profit of Rs. 25. 
Taking mto account the shrinkage m prices of crops as well as deterioration in the standards 
of farming, since that time, we put a lower . 

Income Income 
Number of Average of olasa per kha-
holdings size in in lakhs todar in 

big baa ofrupoe8 ropeoa 

106,484 1.66 26.6 25 
167,022 15 376.8 225 
75,743 50 568,1 750 
7,845 300 231.8 2,055 

355 750 37.7 11,250 

All Holdi111JI •• 18.7 1.240.0 347 

figure. of Rs. 18. '75 as a fair margin of profit 
per acre in the present day. On this· basis 
we make the marginal calculations, which give 
.a net income of 12.40 crores as the profits of the 
·non-cultivating and cultivating owners, after 
.. paying the land revenue and the cosP of produc
tion. In 1920, the profits of agriculture were 
larger. Calculating on the basis of Rs. 20 
·per bigha, we estimate. an income of Rs. 15.37 
.crores for landlords and cultivating owners 
for tho. t year. The net income per earner 
of this class was Rs. 498. We have now to 
calculate similarly for cUltivating tenants and 
agrestic labo1,1rers. Now there are 62,123 
·cultivating tenants. The bulk of these work on the crop sharing basis which is more profit~ble 
to them than the leasing systeJn, but even if the calculation is made on the basis of the rent 
lea.ses, we can, get a fair idea by adopting the sub-letting values of land as above shown. The 
average sub-letting value is about three times the assessment. The average revenue demand 
comes to Rs. l. 72 per bigha. of occupied area. Now the tenant comes in only in holdings 
. of large sizes, averaging at. 50 bighas and over, Thus 
out of 6. 68 million bighas of occupied area, the area 
of the holdings of this size arid over comes to 5. 27 

· million bighas, The sub-letting values co.me to 272 
lakhs of rupees annually •. Making .allowances for 
. enhanced profits on the crop sharing basis, an estimate 
of Rs. 280 lakhs as the gross earnings of the tenant 
class is arrived at. Deducting CllSt of labour, etc., 

DlVISIOK 

Central Gujarat •• 
North Gujarat , • 
South Gujarat .. 
Katbiawad .. 
State · .. 

Gloss IIioome in 
Jakha of rupeoa 

aooording to wage 
level index in 

1920 I 1930 

82.8 55.5 
43.4 37.8 
61.7 54.9 
15.6 12.8 . 

203.5 160.0 

. they are left with .Rs. 200 lakhs as net profits which 
work out at Rs. 322 per earner of this class. For 1921, 
the sub-letting value should be fixed at 2. 5 times 
and a larger deduction on accoun~ of wages of labour, 
etc., should have to be made. Calculating on these 
lines, our estimates of income for cultivating tenants 
in 1920 is 153. 7 lakhs of rupees. Coming to agricul-
tural labourers on the basis of the wage index in 1930 . . . 
shown in para 286 above, we calculate the annual income of an agricultural ,Iab~urer f~r .160 
working days to be Rs. 97.8 in Central Gujara~, Rs. 92 in North Gujarat, ;Rs. 79 m Kathiawad 
and Rs. 82. 8 in South Gujarat. In 1~21, the corresponding figures of income were Rs. 146, 107, 
100 and 93 respectively in the four divisions above named. Thus the net income per labourer has 
shrunk from Rs.ll3.5 to only Rs. 80 in 1931. The census tigure for 1921 has been condemned 
as inadequate in para 268 above; if the real number is greater, the shrinkage in the volume 
of wages of agriculturallaJJOur is even more. 

290. Variation in Agricultural Incomes since 1921-The estiniates of income for the 
two censuses are now. collected for ready reference. 

CLASS 

Landlord& and culti· 
vating owners •. 

Cultivating tenant •• 
Agrestio Labour . • • 

Income per indivi· 
dual worker in 

1920 1930 l (Workers) (Earners) 

469 

488 
113.5 

347 
322 
80 

· They are based on the census· returns of workers in 
'1921 and earners in 1931 : the basis of figures is 
thus not the same in both cases. Even agricultural 
laboure~s cannot afford a satisfactory basis of com pari

. son, as the accuracy of their census figures in 1921 
is doubted. The cultivating classes in 1921 must 
have included, as pointed out already, under workers 
who are now working dependents ; therefore the 
real income per head of earner in 1921 must be even 
more than the estimate above shown. To that extent 
the comparative estiniates per worker in each cla.ss in 

. the two censuses have to be modified. But such as they Total per head • • 347 
-are, they are worth considering. On the whole the 

265 

figures show a general shrinkage in .the return from . . 
land, The annual income of all kinds of workers engaged m agnculture amounted to 

· Rs. 16 crores in 1931 as against Rs. 18.95 crores ten years ago. 

· 0 l'ida hia ·Rural ECOMmy of G~~;~aral, page 216. 
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291. Non-Agricultural Incomes : ·Income-To: Assessees-Turning to non-agricul-

SIZE 011 lNoo>IE 
IN RUFBES 

750-1,000 
1,000-2,500 
2,500-5,000 
5,000-10,000 

10,000-15,000 
15,000-20,000 
20,000 a.nd over 

Totel .. 

Number of 
Income-tax Assessees 

(Government servants 
excluded) in. 

1910 
1-

1920 I 1930 

2,780 4,613 7,421 
1,844 3,061 8,544 

186 388 2,497 
55 92 713 
11 12 101 
8 9 24 
4 14 40 

4,788 8,189 19,340 

tural incomes, we divide them into two 
broad groups-those who pay income-tax 
and those who are below the taxable 
minimum of Rs. 750 per annum. The 
income-tax payers are the most important 
group economically in the whole State 
population, as the marginal table shows. 
The bulk of them are in trade and com
merce. A few are large owners of property. 
Others are industrialists and not an 

. inconsiderable proportion belongs to the 
learned professions. Since 1910, the num

. ber of assessees has nearly quadrupled. 
The organisation of a special income-tax 
staff has enabled the State to cast its nets 
wide so that very few now may be said 

GoVERNMB..'<T SERvANTS 

to have escaped paying their due. The class of 
1,000-2,500 appears to have multiplied by nearly 
five times in 20 years. The next class has increased 
by nearly fourteen· times. In 1921, .the income of 
these assessees was calculated (allowing for wilful con
cealment) to be Rs. 152.68 lakhs. In 1931 the 
factor of wilful concealment is practically elimi
nated ; from the actual assessment figures by 
class, the income of these 19,340 earners is stated 
to be Rs. 357 .I lakhs. Adding a round 10 lakhs for 
omissions, we get Rs. 367 lakhs as being the real 
income of non-agriculturists above the taxable level. 
Besides, the Government servants assessed to income 
tax number 2,241. Their total in 1920 was 1,726 
with an income of 31. 65 lakhs. 

Number Total 
SIZE 011 lNCO>IE .........I income 

in 1akhs 

Total .. .. 2,241 41.1 

'750-1,000 915 5.2 
1,000-2,500 921 13.2 
2,500-5,000 261 8.6 
5,000-10,000 110 7.0 

10,000-15,000 13 1.5 
15,000-20,000 13 2.4 
20,000 and over 8 3.2 

292. NoD-Agriculturists below the Taxable Level-We now come to the remaining 
workers--non-agricultUrists who are below the taxable level. These number 332,559 as against 
311,644 in the· previous census. They comprise the bulk of the government employees and other 
receivers of fixed. income, the majority of the artisan groups and industrial workers and the whole 
of general class of non-agrestic labour. The government servants below the minimum pay of 
Rs. 750 yearly numbering about 18,000 in 1931 have an average income of Rs. 25 per month or 
Rs. 300 annually. The artisans and industrial workers numbering 170,000 have a rather lower 
average than this, i.e., about Rs. 240 annually. The fixed wage earners, below the minimum, 
who are not government employees, number about 21,000. They should be credited with ~- 20 
or Rs. 240 per year. The general labouring class, 97,000, at 6 annas daily for 24 days m the 
month, should have an average Rs. 108 per year per worker. The total income for this class 
in 1931 should be Rs. I04·7lakhs. The remainder, 26,500, are small traders, domestic servants, 
transport workers and the like. These should be credited with Rs. 200 annually Altogether 
these several classes on the above basis earn an annual income of Rs. 670 lakhs, according to the 
1931 figures of earners. It is difficult to estimate the income of these groups in 1921. The 
rate of income of low grade labour has remained very much the same. The wages of artisans 
have declined but workers in organised industries now get more. Instead of Rs. 240 per worker 
under these heads, an income of Rs. 327 per worker is calculated on the figures available of 
industrial wages. Government employes are now paid much more but they number less than 
in 1921. The other fixed wage earners are at the same level as before : on these grounds, we 
can assume Rs. 200 to be the income per worker of both these sections of receivers of fixed in
comes, who are below the taxable limit. Small traders and others earn a little more than 
they did in 1921. On these bases, the incomes of the various classes in 1921 may he 
calculated. 

293. Total Income calculated per Head of Population-We have now come to the 
end of our calculation. Coming back to the general occupational conspectus, with which we 
started this discussion, we set out the complete results in the margin. The estimates 
suffer ~m many defects as the data. are far from reliable, but it is hoped that the as
sumptlOns made are in accordance with generally accepted facts. The total incomes 
:per class are based on the actual census returns of workers, but as the basis of comparison 
18 not the same and the record itself is not accurate, the estimates themselves are only 
. appro.ach«;B to the truth. In that sense they may be accepted by the reader_ as tentative 
(l()ntributlOns to the ":[iroblem of measurement of earning power. If they fail 



in exactness as indicative 
of the distribution and 
variation in the income 
levels of different sections 
of the people from census 
to census, they have at 
least the value of faithfully 
reproducing general ten
dencies in the economic life 
of the country. 

294. Summary of 
conclusions-It is time to 
close this review with a 
summary of the general 
()Onclusions. The occupa:
tional distribution does 
not disclose any marked 
feature of change in the 
social economy of the 
people since 1921. Agri
()ulture still continues in 
its primacy of place in the 
occupational field, but with 
diminishing returns, dete
rioration in its standards 
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' 
Total income in lakhs of rupees 

GRAD II 
1931 1921 

Total Per head Total Porhoad 
ofeamer of worker 

Agrioulturiste .. .. 1,240 347 1,537.8 469 
· Cultivating tenants with stake 

200 in land .. .. .. 322 153.7 488 
Agrestio lahour .. .. 160 80 203.5 113.5 

General low gradelahonr .. 104.7 108 66.13 108 
Industrial workers including 

408 arts and crafts .. .. 240 425 327 

Fixed. wage earners non-tax 
104.4 268 104.0 200 paymg •• .. .. 

Small tr~ers, etc. non-tax 
paying .. .. 53.0 200 34.30 180 

Non-Agrioulturiste paying 
41.1 1,834 31.65 1,834 Income-tax (i) Official .• 

(ii) Non-official 367.0 1,808 152.68 1,864 

Total Income · •• .. . . 2,678.2 276 2,708.85 312.9 

Income per head of populo• 
tion .. .. .. 109.6 127.4 

and undoubted shrinkage in the aotual earning power of its workers. The volume of 
labour does not seem to. have increased much because many from its ranks have promoted 
themselves tO farmers and cultivators ; but the labouring classes (i.e. castes that contribute 
most to the workers in that grade) have exhibited the highest rate of growth : and yet these 
have actually less incomes per head than before. Their standards of living have been 
()Onsidera bly lowered and their wage level now allows them only such food and raiment as are 
below .even any reasonable conception of poverty. .These form a little more than 12 per cent 
of earners. At the other end of the scale, 105, 504 persons-agriculturists and income tax 
payers with an average income of Rs. 750 and above, or only 4 per cent may be said to live 
above the minimum standards of material comfort. Between these two, the vast majority of 
workers (84 per cent) have incomes ranging from Rs. 200 to Rs. 750. There is thus a noticeable 
()hasm between this mid<j.Je section and the lower and higher groups. The general income 
per head of population is less than in 1921 but the diminution of agricultural incomes is serious 
and calls for earnest attention of administrators and publicists alike. .It is this contraction in 
earning capacity in the bulk of the population that is at the root of the deepening unrest that 
has riddled the life of Gujarat in recent years. Whether these circumstances will continue 
and eventually lead to a reordering of occupational groups, the future alone will be able to tell. 
Ip.dustrial progress has been so far retarded by many causes some of which are too obvious to 
mention. Education has advanced in all classes, and in the next·chapter we shall see on which 
sections of the population the energies of educational agencies should be concentrated in the 
immediate future : but how best the plan of education should be altered and developed, and 
what steps should be taken both by the Government and the people for improvement in 
social and economic efficiency it is not the province of this Report to show, for its function is 
the humbler one of pointing to the trend of sweeping forces. 
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SUBSiDIARY TABLE l 

EAll.m:Rs (PRINCIPAL OcCUPATION) AND WoRKING DEPENDENTS · 
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. . 
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(e) Forestry • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • 
(d) Stock raising • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 
(e) Raising·of insects, eto. (raising of small animals and insecte) •• 

2 Fishing and Hunting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
' 

· 11-Ezploilalitm of Mintral8 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
4 Non-metallic Minemls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

B-Preparation and Supply ~ ~terial Substances .. . . . . .. 

III-IM.1Ul'1J •• . . .. 
5 TextileS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . .. 
6 Hides, skins and hard matorials from the animal kingdom 
7 Wood • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 

. . .. . . .. 
8 Metals • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • . . .. 
9 Ceramics • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . .. 

10 Chemiosl produote, propsrly so oaDed and analogous 
11 Food industries . • . • • • . • . . 

. . .. . . .. 
12 Industries of dress and toilet • • • • • • • • • • • • 
13 Furniture industries .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
14 Building industries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
15 Construction of means of transport • • • • • • . • • • • 
l6 Production and transmission of physical foros ; (heat, light, electri-

. city, motive power, eto.) gas works and electric light and power. 
17 Miscell&neous and lindefined indnstries .. .. .. .. 

IV-Tra718port . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
19 Transport by wator .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
20 Transport by road .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
21 Transport by rail .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
22 Post Office, Telegraph and Telephone servicea .. .. .. 

V-Trode .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
23 Banks, esteblishmeute of credit, exchange and insurance (bank 

managers, money.lenders, ez:change and insur&noe agents, money 
changers and their brokers and their employes) • • • • • • 

24 Brokerage commission and export (brokers' commission agents, 
commercial travellers, warehouse owners and emplo~s) • • • . 

25 Trade in toxtiles (trade in pieoe-goods, wool, cotton, ailk, hair and 
other textiles) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

26 Trade in akin&, leather and furs (trade in skins leather furs feathers, 
hom, eto., and the articles made from th~) .'. '.. • . 

Number of 
earners 

(showing 
occupation 
as -principal) 

and 
working 

depsndente 
per 10,000 

of total 
populstion 

2 

4,955 

·a,5t2 

3,604 

3,496 

3,342 
8 
9 

137 . . . . 
8 

8 

8 

870 

530 

158 
33 
54 
22 
57 
18 
23 

91 
1 

25 
1 

1 
46 

65 

4 
28 
29 

4 

276 

26 

3 

24 

1 

Number of 
earners 

showing 
occupation 

as subsidiary 
per 

10,000 of 
total 

population 

I· 3 

271 

133 

133 

133 

114 
1 
9 
9 . ... 

.... 

.... 

.... 
74 

38 

9 
6 
5 
2 
6 
1 
2 

5 -.... 
2 .... 

.... 
1 

6 

.... 
6 .... .... 

. 
30. 

8 

1 

2 

.... 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I-concld. 

EARNERS (PRINCIPAL OcCUPATION} AND WoRKING DEPENDENTS 

CLAss, 8011-CLASS .urn ORDEB 

1 

27 Tr&<le in wood • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. 
28 Trade in mets.ls (trade in metals, machinery, knives, tools, etc.) •• 
29 Trade in pottery, bricks and tiles • • • • • . • • • . 
30 Trade in chemico.l products (drogs, dyes, paints, petroleum, explo· 

sives, etc.) . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . 
31 Hotels, cafes, restaurants, etc. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
32 Other trade in foodstuffs .. .. .. .. .. .. 
33 Trade in clothing and toilet articles • • • . • • • • • • 
34 Trade in furniture .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
35 Trade in building matcrio.!s .. .. .. .. .. .. 
36 Trade in means of transport • • • • • , • • • • • . 
37 Trade in fuel .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
38 Trade in articles of luxury and those pertaining to letters aod arts 

and sciences . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 
39 Trade of other sorts • • .. .. .. .. .. .. 

C-Public Administration and Liberal Arts •• 

VI-Public Force 

40 Army 
43 Police 

VII-Public .4amini8tration •• 

44 Poblio Administration 

VIII-Proje&sions ana Liberal Arts •• 

· 45 Religion .. .. .. .. .. 
46 Law .. •• .. .. .. 
47· Medicine .. .. .. .. .. 
48 Instruction .. .. .. 
49 Letters, Arts and Sciences (other than 44) 

D-Miscellaneou• 

IX-PersOM living on their income (Onler 50) perscms living principally on their 
in.<:01n8 • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • 

50 Proprietors (other thao of agriculturallaod) fond aod scholarship-
holders and pensioners . • . . . . . . . . • . 

X-Domutic Service 

51 Domestic service .. 

XI-In81tjficiently tle&cribetl ocr:upatiOM • • 

52 General terms which do not indicate a definite occupation •• 

' XII-Unprotluctive 

35 

53 Inmates of Jails, Asylums aod Alms houses •• 
54 Beggars; V agrsnts, and Prost! totes • • • • 
55 Other unclassified non-productive industries .. 

Number of 
earners 

(showing 
occupation 
as principal) 

and 
working 

dependents 
per 10,000 

of tots.l 
population 

2 

2 
4 

2 
16 

153 
1 
2 
2 
8 
5 

7 
19 

229 

67 

17 
40 

51 

51 

121 

63 
4 
7 

35 
12 

21 

24 

32 

32 

267 

267 

21 

3 
17 
1 

• 

Number of 
en.mers 

showing 
occupation 

as subsidiary 
per 

10,000 of 
tots.l 

population 

3 

1 
13 

2 
1 

2 

29 

9 

9 

10 

10 

10 

7 

1 
2 

35 

4 

1 

1 

29 

29 

I 

1 
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SUBSIDIARY fABLE II-A 

DISTRIBUTION OF EARNERS (PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION) AND WoRKING DEPENDENTS 

BY SUB::CLASSES_ AW_ .NATURAL :PMSIONS 

. 

~OUL 1,000 i<fl1!1DBB PER JIILL:B OF THB TOTAL POPULATION OCCUPIED AS EAUBJLS 
{PlWICI!.AL OCCUPA'tiON) AND WORKING DEPENDBNTB IN 

.. 
.i a<~ 

g.!! 

" 
.~ !!. 
_ .. 

-ll ., m ~" = 
m !!. § 

=~ "ii.s 8 
~ 

!1 1::~ ~ i:!g J<.C:.!:a) 0 = N A!I'U1lAL DJTISIOB' • = e; !;: M Mil • 8 ~d :::: I> ~>-e ....... -s M ., m ::.§ =~ •a as j] • ~ 0 - m m = m- u • g • m • • -~ OOOC)Q • & • i •• s:;i ~ s ~ ~ se s= s ·- ~8 • ., ~!g ~'"a 0 o~ o., ot:fll"' 0~ ., • <l .}JC:: .g .g .g -§g 
..,. .... .h.e "S A;: A" .g~ .. ! .!! ==4 •• ~~ od =>--= :c! .... 

~ .9 <tlo- <tlo "' "' "' "'~ «<§ o:l=~; "'"' "'"' -· "' •i ~ ::! i • u .. • -lf 
~ 1' m~O .!l = 

~ • ~ :l!> .!l .!l = .... u '8 :;; • 0 • m • • 'a ~ e ~ .. • • ! ~ 
:;; i :i!'E= a l!. 

~ 
0 

01 M 
., 

~ ,!; :go & a m • II= "' "' • .. - .!1 I> ..., 

~ 2. 8 j 4 5 6, 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 H 15 1G 

Baroda State .. soc lOS 393 707 z 107 13 .55 1Z 10 zc & 7 u • 
Baroda City .. 597 19 884 OS .. 309 72 1<7 110 80 74· 82 21 66 26 

Central Gojamt .. 512 67 421 no 2 101 8 43 8 8 28 s 5 65 • 
North Gujara.t .. 498 1•7 855 712 .. 110 10 64 6 7 2S 6 • 64 ' 
Sooth Gujarat .. 462 77 461 801 2 68 18 '28 8 6 12 1 12 47 I 

Katblawad .. 546 109 345 654 10 107 19 72 H 12 42 ' 5 66. 6 

... I 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE li-B 

DISTRIBUTlON OF EARNERS (SUBSIDIARY OCCUPATION) BY SUB-CLASSES AND 

NATURAL DMSIONS 

NUKBER PBB. IIIILLB Or TOTAL POPULA'liON, 01 UllNXBS JU.VING A BUBSIDL\llY OOOUPATIOII Ill 

N .l'rtJl1AL DIVISION 
Sub- Sob- Sub- Sob- Sub- Sob- Bttb- Sub- Sob- Sub- Sub- Sob-
Clo.aa ClaBa Class Cia .. Clan Class Cia•• Clo.aa Chua ClaBB Cta.aa Class 

I n lli IV v VI VII VUI IX X XI XII 

1 . 2 8 4 6 I 6 I 7 8 I 9 10 I 11 I 12 13 

Baroda State .. .. .. 491 .. m· J 168 3Z 37 ,. 15 s lOS I 

Baroda Clty .. .. .. 175 .. 1<1 15 227 .. 18 72 281 . . 89 87 

·~ 
Central Gujarat .. .. 566 .. 106 6 78 87 81 46 n· ' 111 s 

North GuJar.at .. .. .. 413 .. 204 12 145 35 48 " 16 ' 74 .6 

South Gujarat • .. .. .. 664 1 60 54 68 27 22 16 s 7 HS 8 

Kathlawad .. .. .. 432 s 96 82 152 21 64 62 12 8 128 s 

} 



Group 
No. 

1 I 

1 

-

5 

6 

7 

16 

18 

21 

23 

27 

. 
37 

40 

42 

43 

45 

46 

47 

49 

. SUBSIDIARY TABLE III 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III . ' 

OccUPATIONs oF FEMALES BY SUB-CLASSES 

and 

. Selected Orders and Groups 

NUlfBEB. 01' EARNERS 
AND WORKING 

DEPENDENTS 
OCCUPATION 

Males Females 

2 I 3 I 4 

Total Workiug Population . . .. . . . . .. 756,177 454,298 

A-Production of Raw Materials •• .. .. . . .. 506,697 351,196 

1-E:zploi!atiml of Anima/8 and Vege!atiml . . .. .. 505,372 350,5~1 

1 Pasture and Agriculture . . .. . . . . .. 604,105 349,786 

(a) Cultivation .. . . . . . . . . .. 479,412 336,877 

(i) Non-cultivators deriving income from agricultural 
land .. . . . . . . . . . . 12,392 8,823 

Non-cultivating proprietors taking rent in money 
or kind •• . . . . .. . .. . . 11,908 8,823 

(ii) Cultivators of land perma.nently under cultivation. 467,020 328,054 

Cultivating owners .. . . .. .. 317,332 191,760 

Cultivating tenants . . . . .. . . 61,272 24,406 

Agricultural labourers .. .. .. .. 88,416 111,888 

(b) Cultivation of special crops, fruite:, etc. .. . . 1,257 617 

• (ii) Market gardeners, fiower .;..d fruit growers .. 1,204 617 

(c) . Forestry .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 1,984 102 

Wood cutters and charcoal burners .. .. . . 1,615, 93 

(d) Stock ra.iaing .. .. .. . . . . .. 21,408 12,177 

Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepers .. .. 6,696 7,272 

Herdsmen, shepherds and breeders of other animals 13,404 4,885 

2 Fishing and hunting .. .. .. . . . . .. 1,267 755 

Fishing and pea.rling .. . . .. .. .. 1,255 755 

11-Ezploitation of MimraZ. . . . . .. .. . . 1,325 655 

4 Non-Metallic Minerals •• . . . . .. .. . . 1,325 655 

Building materials (including stone, materials lor 
cement manufacture and clays) .. .. .. .. 939 400 

Salt, Saltpotrs and other saline substances .. . . 386 255 

-
B-Preparation and SuppiJ of Material Subotaneeo .. 159,826 52,762 

II1-1ndua!ry .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 93,5~6 36,114 

5 Textiles •• .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 25,647 13,026 

Cotton ginning, cleaning and presaing .. . . .. 5,864 2,456 

Cotton spinning, sizing and weaving ... .. .. 16,710 8,519 

• 
Rope, twine, string and other fibres .. .. . . 122 384 

Wool carding, spinning and weaving . . . . .. 392 67 

Silk spinning and weaviDg .. .. .. . . 337 245 

Dyeing, bleaching, printing, preparation and sponging 
2,051 646 

of textiles •• . . . . . . . . .. .. 

275 

Number of 
Females 
porlOOO 

Males 

5 

600 

693 

693 

604 

702 

712 

741 

702 

604 

398 

1,265 

401 

512 

51 

67 

569 

1,102 

364 

696 

601 

~94 

494 

426 

661 

330 

386 

608 

419 

510 

3,147 

171 

727 

266 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III-contd. 

NUMBER 01' EABNEBS 
AND WORKING Number of 

Group 
DEPENDENTS Females 

No. OcOlll'.&TIOl'l perlOOO 

I 
Males 

Males Females 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 

50 Lace, crepe, embroideries, fringes, etc., and insufficiently 
171 808 4,725 · described textile industries • • • • • • • • 

6 Hides, skins and hard materials from the animal kingdom. 5,689 2,347 413 

51 Working in leather .. .. .. .. .. .. 5,562 . 2,345 422 

7 Wood .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11,708 1,585 135 

56 Basket makers and other indnstries of woody materials, 
including leaves and thatchers and bnilders working 

1,760 1,506 856 with bamboos, reeds or similar materials • • • • 

8 Metals .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5,084 392 77 

9 Ceramics .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7,918 5,969 754 

63 Potters and makers of earthenware .. .. .. 5,600 4,816 860 

64 Brick and tile makers .. .. .. .. .. 2,149 1,069 497 

10 Chemical product:B, properly so called, and analogons .. 2,796 1,485 531 

66 Msnnfactnre of matches, fire-works and other explosives 488 282 578 

68 Msnnfactnre and refining of vegetable oils .. .. 2,130 1,200 563 

ll Food Industries .. .. .. .. .. .. 3,426 2,221 648 

71 Rice pounders and hnskers and flour grinders .. .. 679 1,610 2,371 

78 Manufacture of Tobacco .. .. .. .. .. 980 362 369 

12 Indnstries of dreas and the toilet .. .. .. .. 16,264 5,941 365 

82 Boot, shoe, sandal and clog makers .. .. .. 2,885 783 271 

83 Tailors, milliners, dress-makers and darners .. .. 5,344 4,161 778 

85 Washing and cleaning .. .. .. .. .. 1,006 840 835 

14 Bnilding Industries .. .. ... .. .. .. 5,614 558 99 

90 Lime burners, cement workers, excavators and well 
sinkers; stone cutters and dressers; brick layers and 
masons; builders (other than buildings made of 
bamboo or similar materials), painters, decorators of 

5,o"I4 99 houses, tilers, plumbers, etc. . . .• . • . • . (;58 

17 Misceu&neons and imdefined industries .. .. ,., 8,747 2,488 284 . 
100 Scavenging .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3,652 2,425 664 

IV-Tranaport .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 13,833 14,630 189 

20 Transport by road .. .. .. .. .. .. 4,743 2,236 471 

Ill PorterS and messengers .. 1,755 1,877 1,070 .. .. .. .. 
21 Transport by rail .. .. .. 6,743 281 42 .. .. .. 

ll3 Labourers employed on railway construction and main .. 
tena~ce; _and coolies an~ porters employed on railway 
premJSea .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3,986 281 70 

V-Trade .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 62,947 14,118 266 .. 
ll5 23 Banks, establishment. of credit, exchange and insurance 

I (Bank managera, money lenders, exchange and insurance 
agents, money-changers and brokers and their employees) 5,817 600 103 

31 Hotels, cafes, rest&lU'ants, etc. .. .. .. .. 3,513 286 81 
32 Other trads in food stuffs .. .. .. .. .. 25,566 11,798 461 

129 Grain and pulse dealers 12,073 1,107 92 .. .. .. .. .. 
I 

• 



Group 
No. 

130 

131 

133 

134 

135 

145 

150 

161 

162 

164 

166 

172 

174 

175 

182 

185 

187 

191 

193 

SUBSIDIARY :TABLE ill 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE UI..:......concld. 

0C0171'ATIOlr 

2 

Dealers in sweetmeats, sugar and spices .... 

Dealers in dairy products, eggs and poultry 

Dealers in fodder for animale 

Dealers in other food stuffa •• 

Deelers in tobacco .. 

37 Trade in fae1 •• 

Dealers in firewood, charcoal, Coal, cowdung, eta. 

39. Trade of other sorts •• 

General store-keepers 
unspeeified •• 

and shop-keepers 

C-Public Administration and Liberal Arts 

VII-44 Public A.dminiBITation 

otherwise 

.Municipal and other local (not village) asrvice •• 

Village oflicla!e and servants other than watchmen 

VIII-Professions and Liberal A.rls 

45 Religion 

Monks, nunsJI religious mendicants 

Servants in religious edifices, bari&land burning grounde, 
pilgrim conductors .. oircumoisers, etc. . . . . • • • 

47 .Medicine 

Midwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, m888eura, etc. 

48 fustraction 

Professors and teachers of all kinde 

Clerks and servants connected with education .. 

49 Letters, arts and sciences (other than 44) .•• 

.Musicians (composers and performers other than military), 
actors, dancers . . . . . . • • • • . . 

D-Miocellaneoua 

IX-Perao71B living an lnar income (order 60) Per80718 living 
principally an lheirincome • • • • .. .. • • 

50 Proprietors (other than of agricultural land), fand and 
scholarship holders and pensioners • • • • • • • • 

X-61 Dommie Service 

Other domestic service 

Xl-I11111.jficienlly described occupalions (order 62) 

52 General terms which do not indicate a definite occupation. 

Labourers and workmen otherwise unspeeilicd •• 

XII-Unproduclive 

64 Beggars, vagrants, prostitutes 

Beggars and Vagrants 

N11>1BBB OJ' JWl!UUIS 
AND WORKING 
DBPBNDBNTS 

Malea I Femalea 

3 1 4 

6,782 

1,612 

210 

1,712 

2,882 

678 

6'18 

4,301 

3,269 

52,392 

12,026 

966 

1,793 

26,34$ 

13,446 

8,746 

2,953 

1,286 

340 

7,944 

7,210 

734 

2,792 

1,254 

37,262 

3,484 

3,484 

6,399 

5,027 

24,640 

24,540 

22,306 

3,839 

3,085 

3,085 

~.813 

2,994 

194 

384 

290 

649 

649 

399 

360 

3,482 

888 

·164 

216 

8,094 

1,933 

1,671 

284 

320 

298 

723 

561 

162 

us 

63 

46,858 

2,421 

2,421 

2,617 

2,517 

40,682 

40,582 

40,567 

1,338 

1,193 

1,138 

277 

Number of 
Femalos 
per1000 

Ma!ea 

I 6 

1,094 

1,857 

924 

224 

101 

810 

810 

93 

110 

68 

82 

170 

120 

111 

144 

. 180 

96 

249 

876 

91 

78 

220 

42 

50 

1,257 

696 

696 

466 

500 

1,668 

1,653 

1,818 

348 

387 

369 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 

SELECTED OCCUPATIONS 

WoRKING POPUL4:1ION m 1931* 

Group 
No. 

1 

5 
6 
7 

13,16 
18 
21 
23 

OCCUPATION * 

·2 

Earners 
and 

Working 
De pen· 
dents 

3 

ALL OCCUPATIONS •• • . 1,210,475 

Claa A-Production of hw Materials 857,893 

BUB-CLASS 1-Ezploitation of Animals and 
Vegetation • • • • · • • • • • . 855,913 

Order 1-P..tur• and Agricvlture • • • • 853,891 

Non-cultivating proprietors taking rent in 
money or kind • • · • • • • • • 

Estate Agents and Managers, of owners, of 
Government ; and rent coli~ clerks, 
etc. • • • . • • . . • • • • 

Cultivating owners • • • • • • • • 
Cultivating tenants • • • • . • • • 
Agricultural labourers • • • • . • • • 
Cultivation of special crops, fruita, etc. . . 
Wood cntters and charcoal burners . • • • • 
Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepers •• 
Herdsmen, shepherds and breeders of other 

animals •• • • • • • • • • 

Orrkr 1!--FiiJking and Hunt.ing •• 

20,73J 

484 
509,092 

85,678 
200,304 

1,874 
1,708 

18,868 

J8,289 

Total 
Earners 
showing 

Occu
pation u 
Prin~ip~l 

968,961 

834,740 

Total 
Working 
Depen· 
dents 

5 

251,514 

223,153 

632,785 223,128 
630,814 22.~,077 

20,731 

484 
320,152 
62,123 

200,304 
1,511 
1,627 

'10,472 

188,940 
23,555 

363 
181 

3,396 

6,496 

27 _Fishing and Pearling • • • • 
2,022 
2,010' 

11,794 

1,971 
1,959. 

51 
51 

42 
43 
45 
45 
47 
49 

51 
53 

54.55 
56 

67 

69 

80 
61 

63 
64 

71 
72 

BUB-CLABBII-Ezploilalion of JJ!i11eNlZ. • • 1,980 
Clau B-Preparation and Supply of Material 

Subsbmcos • • • . • • • • . . 212,588 

BUB-CLASS 111-JndUBtrg 
Order 5-Te:>:tilu.. • • 

Cotton ginning, cleaning and preBBing •• 
Cotton spinning, Bizing and weaving.. • • 
Rope, twine, string, and other fibres. . . , 
Wool csrding, spinning and weaving , . 
Bilk spinning and weaving • • • • , • 
Dyeing, bleaching, printing; preparation fnd 

sponging of textiles • • • • • • • • 

Orrkr 6-Bides, •kino and hard maJ.eriaJifrom 
Ike animal kingdom • • • • • • • • 

Workilig in leather • • • • • • • • 
Bone, ivory, hom, shell_ etc., workers (except 

button) • • • • • • • • • . 

Orrkr 7-WOO<i • • • • • • • • •• 
Sawyers, carpenters, turners and joiners, etc. 
Basket makers and other industries of wood) 

materials, including leaves and thatchers 
and builders working with bamboo, reeds 
or similar materi.a.ls . . . . • • • • 

Order 8-MeJals • . • • • • • . • • 
Smelting, forging and rolling of iron and ot)ler 

metals . . . . . . . . . . . 
Blacksmiths, other workers in iron makers of · 

implements . o • • • • • • 
0 

• 

Workers in brass, copper and bell metal .• 
Workers in other metals (except precious 

metals) • • • • • • • • • • 
Order 9-0eramics o o 0. • • 

Potters and makers of earthenware 0 • 

Erick and tile makers . o • • • 
0 

Orrk.;d 10-Ckemi<al produa. properly •o called 
a analogou.s o o • • o o 0 0 • 

0 

Order 11-FOO<i indu«riu . • • • 
Rice pounders, eta. . . . 0 0 • 

Grain parchers, etc. • . . 0 •• 

129,660 
38,673 

8,320 
25,229 

506 
459 
682 

2,597 

8,036 

7,907 

127 

13,293 
10,027 

3,266 
6,476 

61 

4,458 
769 

169 • 
13,887 
10,416 
3,218 

4,281 
5,647 
2,289 

293 

• F1gnrea for 1931 and 1921 do not preciSely correspond. 

1,955 

185,758 

111,331 
37,554 

8,320 
24,885 

382 
448 
471 

2,207 

5.,572 

5,452 

118 

12,016 
9,439 

2,577 
4,811 

61 

3,882 
698 

157 
8,496 
5,976 
2,328 

3,013 
5,077 
2,010 

237 

25 

26,830 

18,329 
1,119 

344 
124 
11 

111 

390 

2,464 

2,455 

9 

1,277 
588 

689 
665 

676 
71 

12 
5,391 
4,440 

890 

1,268 
570 
279 
56 

Earners 
&8 

Subsidiary 
Occu
pa.tion 

6 

Aotual 
Workers 
in 1921* 

7 

66,251 866,021 

32,592 570,387 

32,558 
32,436 

5,958 

27 
8,453 
4,970 
8,290 

195 
2,251 
1,675 

643 

122 
us 
34 

17,929 

9,214 
2,068 

1,027 
787 
46 
37 
30 

101 

1,118 

1,ll8 

1,302 
873 

429 
440 

15 

411 
12 

2 
1,419 

290 
459 

281 
4!}5 

47 
3 

570,227 
569,009 

6,787 

2,216 
326,891 
31,613 

179,271 
1,102 

623 
12,352 

7,188 

1,218 
1,217 

160 

166,155 

104,635 
26,777 

. 6099 
17:060 

471 
103 
338 

2,024 

5,861 

6,724 

111 

10,965 
8,249 

2,716 
4,975 

66 

4,018 
689 

194 
12,844 
10,979 
1,772 

4,039 
4,126 
2,432 

222 



SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV-contd. 

SELECTED OCCUPATIONS 

WORKING PoPULATION IN I 031 • 

Group 
No. 

73 
75 

78,79 
and 81 

82 
85 
86 

. 90 

00011PATION 

ll 

Butchers • • • • • • • • • • 
Sweetmeat and condiment makers • • • • 
Manufacturers of tobacco, opium and others . 

Order 12-lndua!rie~ of dress and lhtloild 
Boot, shoe, sandal and clog makers .. 
Tailors, etc. . . . . . • • • 
Barbers, hair dressers and wig makers 

Order 14-Bui/ding indua!ri .. 

Order 11-Ml8cella'MOIU andundefirwl indua!riu 
98 Makers of jewellery and ornaments • • • • 

100 Scavenging • • • • • • • • • • 

107 

108 

SUB-OLASS IV-Transporl 
Order 2Q-Tra11Bporl by road 

Owners, managers and employ6s (excluding 
personal servants) connected with mecha
nically driven vehicles (including trams) •• 

Owners, managers and employ6s (excluding 
personal aervants) connected with other 
vehicles . . . . • . . • . • 

llO Pack elephant, camel, mule, 888 and bullock 
ownArs and drivers . • . . . . . . 

Ill Porters and messengers • • • • • • 

Order 21-Tra1Uiporl by rail • . • • • • 
Ill! Railway employ6s of all kinds other than 

coolies • . . . • • . . • . 
ll3 Labonrers employed on railway constructio• 

and maintenance and coolies and porters 
employed on railway premises • • • • 

ll4 Order 22-PO&I Ojfia, Telegraph and Teleplwne 

ll5 

ll6 

ll7 

liS 

1ervicea • • • • • . • • · • • • 

SUB-CLASS V-Trade •• 

Ortkr 23-Banks, eslablish.....U of credit ""'" 
change arul iMUrance (bank manager a, fn01U:3 
lendertt, ezchange and inauranu agenta,_ ~ 
cha'flljerB and brolrers and !heir employb) •• 

Order 21-Brolcerage, commision and ezporl 
(brokers, commission agenla, commercial travel. 
ler~, warelu>use owners and emp/Qyu} • • • • 

Order 25-Trade in !e:rtilu (lrade in piea-goodl, 
11!001, colton, Bilk, hair and other le>:lilu) •• 

Order 26-Trade ;,. .X:ins,leothor and fur~ (lrade 
in skins, leather, furs, feathers, l&orM, etc., am 
!he articles made from these) • • • • • • 

l!DJ . 121 Order 21-Trade ;,. wood (trade in wood 1101 fire-
and wood) bamboos, canes, !hatches and other forul 
122 produce •• · • • ., • • • • • • 

123 Order 28-Trade in mt14k (trade ;,. mtlaU, 
machinery, knivu, tools, etc.) • • • • • • 

124 Order 29-Trade in poltery, bricks and Iiies •• 
125 Ortkr 3D-Trade in chemical products (drag•, 

dyu, painu, petroleum, exploMvu, de.) .. 
Orrkr 31.-HoUU, cajl.t, rutaurafllB, etc. • · 

126 Vendors of wine, liquors, aeraWl water• and ice . 

Earners 
and 

Working 
Depen· 
dents 

3 

434 
495 

1,831 

22,205 
3,868 
9,505 
7,141 

6,112 

11,236 
4,278 
6,077 

16,863 
6,919 

480 

1,327 

1,382 
3,632 

1,024 

2,757 

4,267 

818 

61,066 

6,411 

651 

6,811 

165 

684 

1,018 
103 

382 
3,199 

936 

• Figures for 1931 and 1921 do not precisely oorrespond. 

Total 
Earners 
showing 

Occu
pation aa 
Principal 

400 
425 

1,701 

11,928 
2,760 
7,046 
6,726 

6,988 

10,192 
3,829 
6,499 

15,418 
6,661 

476 

1,327 

982 
3,624 

7,019 

2,756 

4,263 

818 

69,009 

6,062 

645 

6,462 

162 

658 

943 
"91 

368 
8,548 

849 

Total 
Working 
De pen· 
dents 

34 
70 

130 

4,279 
908 

2,459 
415 

184 

1,043 
449 
678 

446 
412 

400 
8 

6 

1 

8,066 

366 

12 

425 

a 

26 

15 
12 

14 
261 
81 

Earn era 
88 

Subsidiary 
Ooou• 
pelion 

2 
59 

uo 

1,153 
123 
258 
747 

660 

318 
53 

llll 

1,601 
1,309 

ll 

1,167 
70 

93 

28 

65 

26 

1,214 

1,921 

127 

464 

82 

44 

16 
4 

19 
834 
224 

279 

. Aotual 
Workon 
In 1021• 

7 

475 
357 
539 

18,677 
8,033 
7,667 
6,494 

6,269 

9,679 
2,644 
5,020 

11,291 
8,931 

146 

2,321 

262 
1,103 

6,863 

4,5154 

1,299 

686 

60,221 

6,098 

602 

4,461 

234 

492 

1105 
162 

133 
1,418 

892 



'280 CIUPTER vm-oCCUl'.A,TION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV -contd. 

·SELECTED OccUPATIONs 

WoB.KING POPULATION IN 1931 • 

Group 
·No. 

127 

129 
130 
131 
132 
133. 
134 

135} 136 
137 

138 

139 

OCCUPATION 

. 

2 

Owners and managers of hotels, cook-shops, 
sarais, etc., and their employes . . • . 

Order 32-0eher trade in foodstuff• 

Grain and pulse de&lers • • • • • • 
Dealers in sweetmeats, sugar and spices .. 
Dealers in dairy product, eggs and poultry •• 
Dealers in animals for food • . . . . . 
Dealers in fodder for animals • • · •• 
Dealers in other foodstuffs • • • • 

Dealers in tohacoo, opium and gimja 

Order 33-Trade in clothing and toilet arlidu •• 

Order 31--Trade in furniture 

Trade in furniture, carpets, curtains and 
hedding . . • • • • • • • • • • 

m} ~:: ;:-;:::: :::::: :: 
144 

.. 
145 Order 37-Trade inf1JR.I •• 

146 

147 

148 

149 
151 

153 
154 

157 
158 

159 
160 
161 
162 

Order 38-Trade in articZ.. ofluo:ury and tho8e 
;pertaining to letter• and the arl8 and •ciences • 

Dealers in precious stones, jewellery (reaJ. and 
imitation), clocks, optical instruments. eta. 

Dealers in common ba.nglelt, bead neokla.ces 
fans, small articles, toys, hunting and fish: 
ing tackles, flowers, etc. . . . • • . 

Publishers, book-s6llers, stationers, dealers in 
music, pictures, musical instruments and 
curiosities . . . . . . . . . .. 

Order 39-Trade of oeher 8orl8 •• 

Dealers in ra.gs, stable refuse, etc. . . . •. 
Itinerant traders, pedle.rs and hawkers (of 

other than food, etc.) • • • • • • 

Clau C-Public Admiaistration and Liberal 
Arts •• •• .• .. .. .. 

SUB-GLASS VI-Public Force 

Order 40-Army •• 

Army (Imperial) 
Army (Indian States) •• 

Order 43-Po!ice •• 

Police . . . . 
Village watchmen 

SUB-CLASS VII-44 Public Admini8tralion •• 

Service of the State • 
Se~~ of Indian and F~reign. States"· :: 
M.~c1pal a.nd other local (not village service) 
Villa.ge officials and servants other tha.n 

watchmen .. .. . .. 

Ea.mers 
and 

Working 
Depen
dents 

3 

2,527 

37,364 

13,180 
13,595 
4,606 

144 
404 

2,096 

3,339 

224 

398 

138 

448 

2,0~ 

1,227 

1,659 

684 

746 

229 

4,700 

102 

895 

55,874 

14,021 

4,156 

541 
3,615 

9,865 

4,544 
·5,321 

12,414 

8,845 
431 

1,129 

2,009 

• Figures for 1931 and 1921 do not preciSely corr88pond. 

Total 
Earners 
showing 

Ocou
pa.tion as 
Principal 

4 

2,377 

31,584 

11,471 
10,957 
3,846 

141 
367 

1,706 

3,096 

205 

388 

132 

381 

1,931 

1,111 

1,503 

648 

642 

213 

4,077 

93 

887 

55,150 

13,998 

4,156 

541 
3,615 

9,842 

4,544 
5,298 

12,381 

8,845 
431 

1,129 

1,976 

Total 
Working 
Depen
dents 

5 

150 

5,780 

. 1,709 
2,638 

760 
3 

37 
390 

243 

19 

10 

§ 

67 

112 

116 

. 156 

36 

104 

16 

623 

9 

8 

724 

23 

23 

23 

33 

33 

Earners 
&8 

Subsidiary 
Oocu• 

potion 

6 

96 

3,026 

1,080 
569 
913 

~ ' .i} 
467 

5 

19 

19. 

8 

400 

227 

62 

26 

32 

4 

456 

2 

25 

7,149 

2,123 

2,123 

53 
2,070 

2,449 

914 
15 
15 

1,505 

Actual 
Workers 
in 1921 • 

7 

586 

23,439 

10,200 
8,249 
1,688 

43 
214 

1,849 

1,196 

338 

~~ 

96 

255 

2,177 

795 

1,407 

661 

578 

168 

8,583 

159 

1,343 

54,588 

10,579 

4,088 

75 
4,013 

6,491 

3,997 
2,494 

11,803 

10,861 
512 

1,672 

1,758 



SUBSIDIAltY TABLE IV 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV-concld. 

SELECTED OcCUPATIONs 

WoBI<ll<G PoPULA.TION m 1931 • 

Group 
No. 

163 
164 
165 
166 

167 

.168 

~;~} 
171 
and 
173 

172 

0ool1PATION 

2 

SUB-CL.ABS VIII-ProfesitionsandLiberal.Arls 

Order 45 Religion •• 

Priests, ministers, etc. . . . . . . . . 
Monks, nuns and religious mendicants .. 
Other religioiUI workers • • • • • . 
Servants in religious edificos, burial and 

bnrniug groullde, pilgrim conduotors, oir-
cumcisers, etc. . . . . . . . . 

Order 41J-Law 

Lawyers of all kinds Including Kazis, 
agents and Mukbtiars • • • • 

Lawyers' clerks, petition writers, etc. 

law 

Or:dtr 47-M edicine 

Registered and non-registered. medical prao
titioners including oculists, dentista and 
veterina.ry surgeons . . . . . . 

Midwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, 
masseurs, etc. . . . • . . . . 

174 Order 18-l'MII"'JCtion (professors and teachers 
and of all kinds, and clerks and servants con.-
175 nected with education) • • • . .. .. 

Order 49-Letters, .Arls and Sciences (other than 
44) ......... . 

182 Musicians, (composers and periormers other 
than military) aotors, dancers, etc. •• 

185 

186 
187 

188 . 
189 

190 

SUB-OL.ASS IX-6o-Persons licing on tb.ir 
i11001118 (proprietor• other than of agricultural 
land) fund and BChclarship hcldera and pen-
BiontrB • • • • • • • • • • ... 

SUB-OL.ASS X-61-Domutic aervice 

Private inotor-drivers and cleaners .. 
Other domestiC service · . . . . ... 

SUB-OLA.BS 1{1-52-Inau.f!kienlly a..cribed 
OCCI£!>llions (general Ierma which do not indicaU 
a definite ouupation) .. • • • • • • 

• 
Ma.nufaeturers, businessmen and contractors 

otherwise unspecified • • • • • • 
Cashiers, account&nts, book-keepe~ clerks 

and other employ6s in unspecified offices,-
warehouses and flhops . . . . . . 

Mechanics otherwise UDBpecilied • • • • 

BUB-OL.ABS XII-Unprodu<ti•• 

192 Order 53-Inmates of jailB, asylu1M and al1M 
houses .. .. .. •• •• •• 

193 Order 54-Beggara, oagrants and prostitulu 
and 
194 

Earners 
and 

Working 
Depen
denta 

3 

29,iJ9 

15,379 

1,345 
10,317 

480 

3,237 

877 

361 
516 

1,606 

968 

638 

8,667 

2,910 

1,317 

84,120 

5,905 

7,916 

372 
7,544 

65,122 

651 

1,476 
122 

5,177 

712 

4,278 

• Figures for 1931 and 1921 do not preciaely correspond. 

36 

Total 
Earn era 
showing 

Occu
pation as 
Principal 

4 I 
118,771 

14,810 

1,332 
9,901 

468 

3,109 

875 

361 
514 

1,593 

955 

638 

8,667 

2,826 

1,244 

83,313 

5,905 

7,914 

370 
7,544 

65,044 

619 

1,430 
122 

4,450 

4,278 

Total 
Working 
Depen
denta 

5 

•.• 

668 

569 

13 
416 

12 

128 

2 

2 

13 

13 

84 

73 

807 

2 

2 

78 

32 

46 

727 

712 

Earners .. 
Subsidiary 

Occu
pation 

6 

11,577 

1,835 

149 
1,148 

46 

492 

29 

7 
22 

117 

99 

18 

177 

1119 

339 

8,581 

978 

303 

9 
294 

8,977 

63 

69 
14 

323 

314 

281 

Actual 
Worken 
lu 1921 • 

7 

119,206 

18,635 

8,323 
7,047 

186 

3,079 

637 

445 
92 

1,1140 

859 

381 

6,690 

3,204 

1,854 

74,891 

4,309 

4,804 

38 
4,766 

69,612 

404 

16,265 
115 

6,168 

763 

4,P38 



282 CHAPTER VIIT-QCCUPATION 

\ 

SUBSID~Y TABLEV 

OccUPATION oF SELECTED CAsTEs· 

Number 

CASTE AND OcourATION 
per 1,000 Number of 
earners female 

engaged earners 
on each per 1,000 

occupation males 

1 

ADVANCED 

Hindu and Jain 

Bb&vsar (Calemlerers and dyers) 

Trnde· .. .. 
Calenderers and Dyers 
Other occupations .. 
Labonrers unspeeified 
Industriea .. .. 

Brahmabhat and Barot (Bards and 
genealogials) • 

Cultivators •• 
Other occupations •• 
Trade •• .. 
Bards and genealogis!s 
Labonrers nnspeeified 

Brahman-Anal/ala (Landlords and 
ctdiivatora) 

Landlords and ctdiivatora 
Other occupations .. 
Arts and Professions 
Public Administration 
Trnde •• .. 

Brahman-Andich (Priem.) 

Other occupations •• 
Priem. .. •• 
Cultivators • • .. 
Arts and Profeasions 
Trade • • • • 

Brshman-Deab&stb& (Priem.) 

Public Administration •• 
Other occupations . . • . 
Arts and Profeaaions •• 
Priem. •• •• •• 
Persona living on their income 

Brahman-Mewada·(Prie41o) 

Other occupations .. 
Cultivators • • . . 
Priem. •• .. 
Arts and Profeasions 
Trade 

Brshmsn-Modh (Priem.) 

Other occupations . . . . 
Priem. • • • • • • 
Arts and Profeasions •• 
Cultivators • • • • .. 
Income from rent of land , • 

Brahman-Nagar (Priem. and Learn-
ed Profuaionaj . 

Other occupa.tions . • • . . . 
Priem. and l<arned ProJUJBio,.. •. 
Income from· rent of land .. . . . 
Arts _and Professions • . · · •. 
Public Administration •• 

2 

481 
197 
155 
92 
75 

466 
332 
120 
45 
37 

710 
96 
78 
59 
57 

356 
209 
165 
160 
110 

375 
282 
171 
98 
74 

387 
239 
197 
115 

62 

316 
227 
195 
168 
94 

353 
809 
178 
144 

16 

3 

93 
861 
350 

2,740 
330 

20 
482 

21 
49 

1,446 

62 
110 

406 
171 

65 
71 
26 

2 
122 
180 
147 
204 

444 
61 

125 
24 
86 

249 
249 

94 
12 

649 

299 
85 

274 
182 
27 

II 

CASTE AND OccUPATION 

1 

Brabman-Tapodhan (Temple ser. 
t>anla) • 

Cultivators • • • • 
Other occupations •. 
Industries .. .. 
Temple aeroanta •• 
Arts and Profeaaions 

Ghanchi (OU.preaaera and sellera) 

OU.preaaera and sellers 
Trnde •• .. 
Other occupations •• 
Labonrers unspecified 
Cultivators • • • • 

Kachhia (KTU.mbhar) (Cultilllllora 
and vegetable aellera) 
Ctdtilllllora and vegetable aellera •• 
Industries •· .. .. 
Trade •• ... .. 
Other occupations • • • • 
Labourers unspecified •• 

Lewa Patidar (Cultivatora) 

' Ctdtilllllora .. • • 
Other occupations •. 
Field labourers, etc. 
Trnde •• .. 
Income from rent of land •• 

Lub&na (Tradera) 

Traders • • • • 
Other occupations • , 
Cultivators • • • • 
Labonrers unspecified 
Field labonrers, etc. 

Maratha-Ksb&triya (M•'lit4ry 11 " a 
domi714nt) 
Other occupations .. 
M ilit<>ry and domiMnt •• 
Public Administration •• 
Public Force 
Labourers unspecified 

Soni (Goldsmitha) 

Goldsmith8 •• 
Other occupations .. 
Industriea • • • • 
Trade •• .. 
Public Adminiatration 

Sutar (Carpentera) 

Carpenters .. 
Other occupations •• 
Cultivators .. 
Industries •. 
Trsde •• 

Yania-Disb&wal (Tradsra) 

Traders . . • • 
Other occupatioll!f .. 
Persons living on their income 
Industries •• •• •• 
Public Administration •• 

Number 
per 1,000 Number of 
earners female 
engaged earners 
on each per 1,000 

occupation males 

327 
279 
186 
105 
103 

867 
340 
141 
132 
20 

414 
297 
161 
74 
54 

790 
77 
73 
39 
21 

725 
153 

61 
39 
22 

476 
1!80 

• 193 
54 
37 

889 
106 
31 
20 
4 

796 
105 
59 
32 
8 

618 
155 
122 
58 
52 

3 

21 
837 
22 

812 
74 

112 
95 

425 
2,231 

42 

95. 
653 

49 
361 

2,160 

124 
360 

2,010 
187 
492 

61 
208 

22 
1,014 
7,300 

353 

43 

1,514 

6 
1,289 
1,762 

56 

1 
4,109 

99 
781 
222 

22 
575 
938 
47 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V -contd. 

OCCUPATION OF SELECTED CASTES 

I Number Number 

CASTE AND OccUPATION 
per 1,000 Number of per 1,000 Number of 

earners female CASTE AND Ocour.&.TION earners femnlo 
engaged earners engaged earners 

' 
on each per 1,000 on en.oh per 1,000 

occupation males occupation malva 

' 
1 I 2 I 3 

II 
I 

I 
2 

I 
3 

Vani&-Lnd (Trader~) ' INTERMEDIATE 

Traders .. .. . . . . 654 11 lmrulu, Jain and Tribal 
Other occupations .. .. .. 168 Jl4 
Persons living on their income .. Jl3 578 Anjana Chaudhari (Cu/Jivator•) 
Income from rent of la.nd •. .. 96 64 OuUivalors . . . . . • .. 138 331 
Public Administration .. .. 79 . . Field labourers, eto. .. .. 106 1,402 

Other occupations .. .. 32 688 
Income from rent of la.nd .. .. 25 2,277 

Vania-Sbrimali (Traders) Labourers unapecified .. .. 9 686 
-

Traders .. . . . . .. 110 31 Baria (CuUivators mul Field labourer~) 
Other occupations •. .. .. 163 580 
Iudustries .. .. .. .. 31 280 OultivatorB and Field labourer~ .. 194 312 

Iucome from rent of land •• .. 30 300 Labourers unapecified . . .. 91 17,582 

Public Administration .. .. 16 .. Other occupations .. . . . . 46 291 
Trade .. . . .. . . 37 4C4 
Iudustries .. .. . . . . 33 57~ 

Muslim 
Bava and Gosain (Devotees) 

Memon (Traders and Pedlars) 
Devotees .. . . . . .. 410 124 

Traders and Pedlars .. .. 626 41 Cultivators .. .. .. .. 225 27 

Cultivators .. .. .. 192 4 Other occupations .. .. .. 187 308 

Other occupations .. .. .. 105 308 Arts and Professions .. .. 141 41 

Labourers unspecified .. .. 61 866 Field la.bourers, eto. .. .. 37 1,456 

Field labourers, eta. .. .. 16 667 
Chamar-Khalpa (Tanners) 

Pinjara (Cotton-carders) . Field labourers, eto. .. .. 319 1,600 
Tanner~ .. .. .. .. 303 05 

Trade .. .. .. .. 407 246 Labourers unspecified .. .. 198 1,924 

Other occupations .. .. .. 285 251 CnitiVI<Iors .. .. .. .. 152 93 

OoUon-carders •. .. 164 . 491 Other occupations .. .. .. 28 117 

Labourers unapecified .. .. 74 1,420 
Cultivators . . . • .. .. 70 117 Darji (Tailors) 

Tailors .. .. .. .. 940 369 

Saiyad (Priesta) Other occupations .. .. .. 29 1,282 

Cultivators .. .. .. 14 26 

Other occupations .. .. .. 507 217 Labourers unspecified .. .. 10 8,167 

Cultivators • • • • .. .. 215 25 Iudustries .. .. .. .. 7 63 

Public Administration .. .. 105 6 
Arts and Profeseions .. .. 104 39 Garoda (Priests and Beggars) 
Priesta .. .. .. .. 69 266 88 Priests and Beggar8 .. .. 419 

Labourers unspecified .. .. 194 6,634 

Vohra-Agricultural (CuUivators) Field labourers, etc. .. .. 120 20,1S55 
Other occupations .. .. .. 114 121 

Cultivators . . . . .. .. 794 163 Industries .. .. .. .. 93 1,594 

Other occupations .. .. .. 103 636 
Trade .. .. .. .. 69 107 Gola-Rice pounders (Riu-poundtro) 

Field labourers, eto. .. .. 21 1,612 333 2,267 
Labourers unspecified 13 1,321 Labourers unspecified .. .. .. .. 

Rice-pounders 211 1,066 .. .. .. 
Vohra-Trad(ng (Traders) Other occupations .. .. .. 207 23 

Trado .. .. .. .. 175 62 

Traders 686 29 Cultivators .. .. .. .. 8 150 .. .. .. .. 
Iudustries .. .. .. .. 158 567 Kadwa Patider (Cu/Jit:al<>ro) 
Other occupations . o .. .. 93 230 oro 58 
Arts and Professions 48 55 Cultivators .. .. .. .. .. Field la.bourers, eto. 196 4,102 
Labourers unspecified 16 378 .. .. .. .. Other occupations o. 

74 797 .. .. 
Parsi Industries .. .. .. .. 41 1,137 

Income from rent of land .. .. 10 1,218 

Parsi (Traders) Karadia (Cultival<m) 

Other occupations 289 Jll CuUivator• .. .. .. 915 55 .. .. .. Labourers unspecified 44 1,690 
Traders .. 240 330 .. .. 
Industries 

.. .. .. 
2,586 Other occupations .. 19 136 

213 
.. .. 

Arts and Prof~ssio~ · 
.. .. Public Force 15 

141 153 .. .. .. .. 
Cultivators 

.. .. 
9 Field labourersr eto. 7 1,833 .. .. .. .. ll7 .. .. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V-contd. 

OcCUPATION oF SELECTED CAsTEs 

Number Number . 
per 1,000 Number of per 1,000 Number of 

CASTE AND 0COl7PATION earners female CAsTE AND OcoUPA.TION earners female·::..-
engaged earners engaged earners 
on each per 1,000 

"· 
on each ptrl,OOO 

occupation malea ooc~~ation ··m&!es · - . .,( 
., 

~l 
·,:..-

I I 2 I 3 
II 

~ I '"'*' 2 I 3 
·~i· 

' ~ 
~ ':;~;f~ . ··~-

:<i.,_· .... _:;,;.: . • . 

Kumbbar (Potkr•) . ' 
·'&ihwar~ ( V ;Jiiabz. growers and 

. ~ selZ.t&) · 
Potkrs 00 00 .. 00 364· .~r. 200 ' V egetabZ. grOWIJrs and sellers 00 402 634 
Cultivators 00 .. .. ... - 217 ' r~ •. 43 Industries . . . . 00 00 253 .. 
Field labourers, eto. .. 00 \.J,~ 195 2,531 Labourers unspecified 00 00 175 4,152 
Other occupations .. .. 00 145 489 Other occupations .. 00 00 102 140 
Lsbourers unspeoified .. .. 79 2,104 Field labourers, etc. 00 .. 68 4,719 

Lubar (Blacksmiths) Talabda (OuUiootcrs and agricul-
turullabourers) 

Blacksmiths •• .. 00 00 628 21 
Cultivators .. 00 .. 00 156 60 OuUioatoro and agricuUurul 
Industries 00 .. .. 00 140 29 labourers . . . . 00 00 734 376 
Other occupations .. 00 00 129 2,059 Lsbourers unspeoified 00 00 124 2,469 
Field labourers, etc. 00 00 47 7,135 Industries .. .. 00 00 75 112 

Other occupations .. 00 00 56 274 
Moohi (SIU>e-malctrs) Trade 00 00 00 00 II 367 

SIUJe.malctrs •• 00 00 00 734 44 Ta.rgal& (Actors, damers and sin-
Other occupations .. .. 00 96 364 gers) 
Lsbourers unspecified .. 00 67 4,341 Actors, dancerB and ringers . . 00 373 0 0 

Field labourers, etc. 00 00 61 1,792 Other occupations .. .. 00 258 474 
Cultiv&tors 00 .. .. .. 42 355 Cultiv&tors •• 00 00 00 228 24 

Lsbourers unspeoified 00 00 122 10,278 
P&tanwa.dia (OuUivators and Agri- Field labourers, etc. 00 .. 19 1,214 

euUurullabourers) 

OuUivators and Agriculfural la-
Valand (Barber.) 

Barbers .. 00 .. 00 657 9 
bourers 00 .. .. .. 842 472 Other occupations .. .. .. 198 3,413 

Other occupations .. .. .. 65 346 Cultiv&tors .. 00 00 106 145 
Lsbourers unspecified .. 00 52 1,566 Public Administration 00 00 24 41 
Industries •• .. .. 00 36 1,328 Arts &nd Professions 00 00 15 426 
Trade 00 .. 00 00 6 917 • 

Primitive and Forest Tribes 
V&nka.r (Dhed) (Weavers) 

Chodbrs (Cultivators and Agricu~ 
Field labourers, eto. 00 00 377 1,148 
Weavers .. 00 00 00 234 371 

lura! labourers) Cu!tiv&tors 00 00 177 203 

Oultivat<>rsand agrieuUurallabourers 
Lsbourers un'sP.cifi;d 00 .. 122 1,543 

878 503 Other occupations ... 00 .. 90 233 
Transport 0 0 .. 00 00 42 364 

Muslim Other occupations .. 00 00 39 143 
Lsbourers unspecified .. 00 25 1,018 F&kir (Mendicanll and Beggaro) Industries •• 00 .. .. 16 663 

Dbanka (OuUivators and agrieul- M endicama and beggars 00 .. 618 196 
turallabour"!'B) Cultiv&tors • • • • 00 00 189 85 

Other occupations .. 00 .. 172 ll7 
OuUivators and agricultural /a. Field labourers, etc. 00 00 65 1,203 

bourers 867 629 Labourers unspecified 00 00 66 1,431 
00 .. .. 

Other occupa.tions .. 00 .. 92 200 Gbanchi (OiZ.preSBer8 and sellers) Lsbourers unspecified .. .. 16 389 
Industries .. 13 176 

O~pressers and sellers 00 00 392 91 
00 .. .. Other occupations 237 365 Transport 12 00 00 .. .. 00 00 .. 00 Cultivators .. 164 77 .. 00 00 

Dhodia (Cultivators and agricul- Trade 00 00 00 176 201 
lura! labourers) Field labourers, etc. 00 .. 31 1,419 
OuUimt<>rs and <l{lricuUurul la-

.M&lek (OuUivalors) bourers . . . . . . . . 908 908 
Other occupations . . . • .. 40 325 Cultivators 661 120 Raisers of livestock, milkmen and .. 00 00 

herdsmen .. 00. 25 400 Other occupations .. 00 •oo 237 106 
Industries 

00 .. Industries .. 101 179 18 171 00 00 .. 
Lsbourers un'sj,.oifi;d 

.. 00 Labourers unspecified 58 1,370 9 549 00 00 .. .. Field labourers, etc • 43 1,927 .. .. 
Raj put (Milil4ry and dominam) Molesalam (Cultivators) 

Cultivators . . . . . . 
00 643 37 OuUivators .. 00 00 738 81 Other occupations .. 00 00 189 441 Other occupations .. .. 00 126 468 Field la.bourera, etc. . . .. 105 577 Field labourers, etc. .. .. 69 2,556 Income from rent of land •• .. 33 1,655 Industries . . . . 00 00 34 50 Military and dominam .. .. 30 .. L&bourers unspecified 00 00 33 1,123 
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SUBSIDIARY T.ABLE V-concld, 

0C!)UP.A.TION OF SELECTED CASTES 

Number 
per 1,000 Nnmber of 

CASTE AND OcCUPATION earners female 
engaged eamflrs 
on e&ch per 1,000 

occUpation ma.les 

1 

Momna (Cultivator.) 

Cultivators .. 
Other occupations .. 
Industries • • • • 
Field labourer&, etc. 
Labourers unspecified 

Pathan (Cultivators) 

Other occupations .. 
CuUivaJ.<ws •• 
Public force •• 
Public Administration 
Industries • • • • 

Shaikh (Cultivators) 

Other occupations .. 
CultivaJ.<ws •• 
Indu•triee .• 
Trade .• 
Field labourers, etc. 

Christian 

Indian Chriatian. 
Industries •• 
Other occupations .. 
Cultivators . . . . 
Labourers unapeoified 
Field labourers, etc. 

ILLITERATE 

llhangi (Scavengers) 

Scavengers . . . . 
· Field labourers, etc. 
Labourers unspecified 
Other occupations .. 
Cultivators . . , . 

llharwad (Cattle-breeder• and tpazit>-s) 

Caltle,breeders and tpatws •• 
. Cultivators • • • • • . 
Labourers unapecified •• 
Field labourers, etc. . . 
Others oooupa.~ons .. 

Chunvalia (CultivaJ.<wo and .A.fl'i· 
cuUurallabourero) · 
CU:ltivakws and agricultural la-

bCYUrers • • • • • • 
Labourers unapecified •• 
Other occupations • . . . 
Industries • • • • • • 
Trade 

Primitive and Forest Tribes 

llbil (CultivalorB and Agricultural 
labourers) 

CuUivaJ.<ws and agricultural Ia-
bouret'& • • • • • • • • 

Labourers unapecified •• 
Others occupations . . :: 

0 

Raisera of livestock, milkmen and 
herdsmen.. .. . . 

Industries •• 

2 

853 
63 
53 
16 
15 

391 
277 
115 
110 
107 

420 
201 
193 
161 
25 

375 
267 
170 

98 • 
90 

366 
336 
153 
84 
61 

523 
203 
107 
90 
77 

694 
273 
121 

6 
11 

906 
46 
31 

10 
7 

3 

82 
274 
109 

1,185 
2,053 

241 
108 

2 
134 

162 
186 
135 
49 

917 

94 
182 
207 
244 
302 

570 
. 945 
1,236 

299 
40 

56 
53 

8,728 
1,033 

181 

391 
1,231 

70 
538 

588 
787 
183 

42 
563 

II 

CASTlll AND 00CUPATIOli 

1 

Gamit (CultivaJ.<w• and .A.gricuUural 
labourer•) •. 

CuUivtrtor~ and atpicuUura! /a. 
bourer. • • • • . • 

Other occupations . . . . 
Labourers llll8peoified .. 
Raisers of livestock, milkmen and 

herdsmen.. .. .. 

- Transport •• 

Nayakda (CultivaJ.<ws and .A.gricul· 
tura! labourers) 

CultivaJ.<ws and atpicuUura! /a. 
bourer• :. • • • . • • 

Other occupations . . . . . . 
Raisers of livestock, milkmen 

and herdsmen . . . . . . 
Labourers unapecified • • . • 
Industries • • • • • • • • 

Ravalia (Tape-weav.,.B and drummer•) 
0 

Trade 00 0 0 0 0 

Transport • • • • • • 
Other occupations . . . . 
Labourers unapecified •. 
TaptADBQ!Vet'll q,nd drummerB 

Shenva (ViUagt walcllmtn and 
rope-,.ktrs) 

Labourers unapecified 
Field labourers, eto . 
Cultivators •• 
Other occupations . . . . 
ViUagt walcllmtn and Rope-

makerB .• 

Thakarda (Cultivator• and .Agricul
tural labourers) 

CuUivaJ.<w• and agricultural la-
bourerll . • • . . • ·. 

Labourers unspecified • • • • 
Other occupations . . . . . . 
Industries . . . . . . . . 
Trade •• • • • . •• 

Vagher (Mililaf'!/ and domiMnt) 

Cultivators •• 
Other occupations .. 
Field labourers, eto. 
Labourers unspecified 
MiliW.f'!/ and dominant 

Vaghri (Hunt68 and Fowitr•) 

Other occupations .. 
Labourers unapecified 
Field labourers, eto. 
Cultivators .. 
Buntm and Foww• 

Number 
per 1,000 
earners 
engaged 
on each 

occupation 

2 

951 
24 
14 

8 

8 

87l 
55 

34 
26 
14 

384 
202 
185 
169 
60 

370 
304 
188 

92 

46 

795 
121 
42 
36 
6 

740 
101 
94 
65 

304 
286 
2.38 
172 

1 

285 

Numbarof 
female 
earners 

por 1,000 
malea 

3 

430 
141 
451 

lUi 

81 

883 
283 

215 
486 
438 

1,458 
45 

358 
747 
200 

1,173 
1,019 

14 
269 

113 
1,642 

195 
774 
61 

8 
602 

2,652 
828 

418 
915 
536 

53 
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• SUBSIDIA.RY TABLE Vr .. 

0CCUl'ATION OF ENGLISH LITERATES 

PoPULATION DEALT wrm l!ARODA CrrY Amlm.r DxvxsroN 

OcCUPATION 

I I Females I 'Females I Persons Males Males Males Females 

1 -I 2 j - 3 
1-

4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 

' 
Eamon and Workiag Dependents .. 19,443 19,210 233 5,271 112 1,039 4 

. 

I Ezploilalimo of Animals and V egeta-
lion . . .. . . .. 11,551 2,543 8 7Z 1 80 ll 

Landlords . . . . . . 47 47 .. 8 . . 3 .. 
Agriculture (cultivating owners and 

2,504 2,496 8 64 1 77 2 ' tenants) . . . . . . .. 
II Ezploitatimo of Minerals . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 
m Indu.tri .. .. .. . . .. 517 487 30 118 1 46 .. 
IV Tra118Jlor! .. .. .. .. 1,768 1,756 2 769 .. 37 .. 

Steamer Service · .. .. .. 42 40 2 .. .. .. .. 
Railway .. .. .. .. 1.399 1,399 .. 625 .. 19 .. 
Post and Telegraph •• .. .. 314 314 -142 .. 17 .. 
Telephone .. .. .. .. 3 3 .. 2 .. I .. 

·v Trade .. .. .. .. .. 3,249 3,242 7 599 .. 319 ,. 
VI Public Force .. .. .. 545 545 .. . 288 .. 35 .. 

-
Army .. .. .. .. .. I75 175 .. 155 .. 8 .. 
Police .. .. .. .. 370 370 .. I33 .. 27 .. 

VII Public Administralimo .. .. 8,226 3,216 10 1,643 8 196 1 

Other government servants (except 
teachers and doctors) .. .. 3,226 3,216 IO 1,643 8 I96 I 

VIII Profeui<ma and Libua! Ar!s •• 2,728 2,582 146 687 81 148 
. .. • .. 

Religious Preachers •• .. .. 115 109 6 29 .. .. .. 
Mendicants .. .. .. .. 40 40 .. 16 .. 9 .. 

' Lawyers .. .. .. .. 274 274 I03 I4 ... .. .. .. 
Doctors 586 515 71 142 46 30 .. .. .. .. .. 
Teachers in State employ .. .. 1,339 1,302 37 258 30 91 ... 
Teachers in Private service .. 273 241 32 58 5 3 .. 
Engineering Department .. .. 81 81 .. 63 .. I .. 

: Electric Department .• .. .. 16 16 .. 14 .. .. .. 
' 

Astrologers •• .. 
·~· 

.. 4 4 .. 4 .. .. .. 
IX PerBOnB.living on their IncorM .. 1,596 1,571 25 423 18 50 .. 

Income from other sources .. .. 1,219 1,202 17 158 .10 34 .. 
Pensioners .. .. .. .. 309 309 .. 215 .. 8 .. 
Scholarship holders .• .. .. 68 60 8 50 8 8 .. 

X Domestic Seroice .. .. .. 141 139 2 90 2 .. .. 
Domestic service .. .. .. 73 71 2 57 2 .. .. 
Motor drivers .. .. .. 68 68 .. 33 .. .. .. 

-· 
: XI I-Jficiently deecribed Occupations •• 3,132 3,129 a 5811 1 128 .. 

Contractors · .. .. .. .. 5 5 .. 3 .. 
Private service 

.. .. .. .. .. 2,216 2,215 1 513 1 119 Others ·- .. .. .. .. .. 911 909 2 66 .. 9 .. 
XII U7!.produe~i .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

NODOWorlrinc Dependenl3 .. .. .. 12,579 11,008 1,571- 3,951 887 583 35 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI 
... · 

OcCUPATION OF ENGLISH LITERATEs 

BARODA DivisioN MBHSANA DIVISION NAVSABI DIVISION 0KlLUIANDAL 

I Females I Females I Females !Females 

0CClJl'ATION 
Males Males Males Males 

9 'I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 
,. 

14 I 15 I 16 I 1 

5,236 41 4,082 16 3,082 58 500 2 Earners and Wor~ Dopondonto 

1,344 2 300 .. 745 a 2 .. I Ezploitali<m of A nimall and V <11•14· 
tion · 

36 .. .. .. .. .. .. ... Landlords 

1,308 2 300 .. 745 3 2 .. Agriculture (cultiVI!otiDg owners and 
tenants) 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. n Ezploitalion of .Minerai~ 

106 1 1U .. 97 28 6 .. m Indu.~ri .. 

833 .. 377 .. 156 .. 8~ .. IV Pransporl 

.. .. . .. 40 2 Steamer Service .. .. .. 
287 .. • 316 .. 114 .. 38 .. Railway ~t.· 
·46 .. 61 .. 42 .. 6 .. . Post and Telegraph .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Telephone 

727 3 1,054 2 477 1 66 .. v Prado 

62 .. 101 .. 61 .. 8 .. VI Public Frwco 

1 ... 4 .. 1 .. 6 .. Army 
51 .. 97 .. 60 .. 2 .. ;l'olice 

418 .. 609 1 347 .. 103 .. VII Public Admini8trati<m 

' 
• 

418 .. 509 1 347 .. 103 .. Other government servants (e:roept 
teachers and doctors) 

676 83 676 11 454 21 41 .. VIll P<of .. rion8 and Liberai'ArlB 

12 6 68 
. 

1 Religious Preachers .. .. .. .. 
13 .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. Mendicants 
52 .. 69 .. 30 .. 6 .. Lawyers 

119 7 112 10 102 8 10 .. Doctors 
422 8 346 1 163 3 22 .. Teachers in State employ 

51 18 49 .. 79 9 1 .. Teachers in Private service 
'7 .. .. .. 10 . . .. .. Engineering Department 

.. . . .. .. 2 .. .. . . Electric Department 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Astrologers 

490 1 860 2 235 4 13 .. IX p.,,.,..ziving on!Mi< Incomt 

I 443 1 360 2 203 4 4 .. Income from other sources 

47 .. .. 32· .. 7 .. Pensioners .. Scholarship holders .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. 

7 .. 6 85 .. 1 .. X Domutic Buviu .. 
.. .. 2 12 .. .. .. Domestic service .. :Motor drivers 7 .. 4 .. 23 .. 1 .. 

1,083 1 686 .. 475 1 176 .. XI Inau.fficiemly tleacribi!Jl Occu.pationa 

2 .. .. .. Contractors .. .. .. .. Private service 514 .. 503 424 .. 142 .. .. Others 567 1 182 .. 51 1 34 .. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ·XII Uft¥0tludive .. 
2,563 177 2,299 121 1,507 332 105 19 No....,orkiDI DepeDdeuto 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII 

NUMBER o~ PJJ:RSONS E:r.n>LOYED IN IRRIGATION, PosT AND TELEGRAPH AND RAILWAY 

DEPARTMENTS ON THE 26TH FEBRUARY 1931 

CLASS o!' PERsoNs EMl'LoYEn 

(A) lmu:GATION DEPARTMENT 

> 

Totai Penons Employed •• 

P'er80118 Directly Employed •• • • • 0 

Officers • • .. 
Upper Subordinates· 
Lower Subordinates 
Clerks· .. .. .. 
Peons and other servants 
Coolies .. .. 

Pers01Ul Indirectly Employed 

Contractors • • • • 

.. 
... 

Contractors' regular employees •• 
Coolies .. .. .. 

(B) RAILWAYS 

Total Penona Employed •. 

Officers 

Subordinates on scale of pay rising toRs. 250 per mensem or over 
Subordinates on scale of pay rising from Ro. 30 to Rs. 249 per menoem , • 

· Subordinates on scale of pay under Rs. 30 • • • • • • • • 

(0) POSTS & TBLl!l01Ul'RS 

Post Office 

Europeans CLASS Ol' PERSoNs EMl'LOYED and Anglo- · Indian 
Indian 

Total Peroons Employed 

(1) Posts and Telegraphs •• 

Supervising office"' (including Probationary Superinten
dents and Inspectors of Post Offices and Assistant and 

· Deputy Superintendents of Telegraphs and all officers 
·of higher rank than these) .. .. .. .. 

Postmasters, including Deputy Assistant, Sub and Braooh 
Postmasters .. . .. ; • .. .. ; • 

Signalling establishment including warrant officers non
commissioned officers, military telegraphists' and 
other employees . . :. . . -· . . . . 

Miscellaneous agents, school masters, station masters, 
etc. . . · .. 

Clerks of all kinds • • • , •• 
Postmen .. .. .. .. :: :: :: 
Skilled and labour establishment, including foremen in

strument makers, carpenters, blacksmiths. mec~cs 
sub-inspectors, linemen and line-riders' and othe; 
employees .. .. .. .. 

Unskilled labour establishment inclu~ line' 'cooli.;,; 
cable guards, ba.tterymen, telegraph messcnf.!;ers, pOO~ 
and other.employees . . . . . . . . . . 

Road establishment consisting of overseem runners 
clerks and booking agents, boatmen, syces, ~oachmen' 
bearors and others . . . . . . . . . ~ 

(2) Railway Mail Service •• 

Supervising officers (including Superintendents and 
Inspectors of sorting) . • • • • • • • 

Clerks ofall kind• • " Sarto . • .. .. .. .. .. "' .. .. .. .. .. 
lria.il Guards, mail agents, .van peons, portem, e~: 

(3) Oombi=! O./fictr4 .. .. .. 

Singnallers .. 

1,111 

91Z 

6 

65 

1 

241 

123 
3iJ~ 

57 

M 

132 

3 
1 

85 
43 

67 

7 

Europeans 
and Anglo

Indian 

16 

1 

7 
7 
1 

Indian 

43 

43 

11 
26 

6 

6,623 

12 

19 
1,775 
4,817 

I Telegraph Department 

Europeans 
and Anglo

Indian 

... ~ 

3 

a 

1 

2 

Indian 

····· 

16 

16 

16 

- ---··-- 60 .... .. .. --- ----------'---..!_---.l __ .J_ __ I 
Messengers and othe; ;erva~is 
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DISAPPEARING INDUSTRffiS IN BARODA STATE 

(By S. N. OKE, B. CoM.) 

289-

1. Hom~afts in Baroda S~te-The strength of the home workers as apart from 
~actory O_Peratives has already been discussed in the body of the Chapter on Occupation. Such 
informatiOn about common homecrafts as is available to us, is due to the efforts of the State 
Departn;tent of .Comme~ce all;d Industries which has always made it a point to interest itself in 
c?ttage mdustr1es. It L~ mainly from the bulletins of this department published from time to 
tune, that. one lear_ns about the condition of the various cottage industries. Recently it has 
been definitely not1ceable that crafts which were the specialities of certain localities are 
gradually dying out. The most noteworthy amongst these are :-

(i) the weaving industry in Baroda City and Gandevi, 

(ii) the lacquerwork of Sankheda, 

(iii) the art of dyeing and printing by the Bha.vsars and 

(iv) the meta.! work of Visna.ga.r. 

- A perusal of recent brochures by the Commerce-department in regard to these indus· 
tries reveals how far they are lapsing into disuse. 

2. Handloom Weaving' in Baroda-Baroda and Gandevi are cited as typical centres: 
of the old hand-weaving industry, and their condition might indicate the trend of decay of' 
this craft in Baroda State. Weaving was by far the most important cottage industry which 
was flourishing all over the State. Baroda City is a typicallocalityofhonourabletraditionsin 
this respect. During Mughal times Baroda was well-known for its fabrics; travellers like 
Tavernier have praised them. The cloths special to Baroda were however freely copied by 
weavers later on in a number of places like Nagpur, Sholspur and Bhivandi and finally by mills. 
The only reason which keeps alive for Baroda its modicum of handloom-weaving is the impos
sibility of imitating the handwoven sarees of fine count single yarn on power-looms. The
varieties of cloth celebrated of Baroda are maheshwari sarees, pitambars (silk dlwtis), turban 
fabrics, chandel"i khands (blouse cloth) and garments with embroidered border and 'solid • 
border. The marginal 
table gives the castes 
engaged- in the work, 
the riumber of looms and 
of workers and the kinds 

_ of cloth special to each 
caste. 52 families of 
Vohras and 90 of (Dhed) 
Vankars have given up 
weaving. 40 families 
of Ravalia weave newar 
(putties or tape) and are 
not technically wea
vers. In addition there 
is a small handful of 
Bandliara and Dhed 
wea vera. All the- looms 
except one are of the 
primitive type. One 
or two factories started 
on the tide of Swade-

I 
CASTE 

I I 
Khatri .. .. 

Khatri :Pancholi: 

Tai .. .. 

Vohra .. .. 

Total .. 

LooMS 

Rnn· Idle 
ning 

2 I 3 I 
128 122 

7 2 

32 18 

116 46 

283 I 188 I 

' 

Number Actual De pen· Kind of cloth 
of fa. workers dents woven by caste 
milies 

4 I 5 I 6 I 7 

59 94 II'"} Sareu, KhantU 
PHambar6, 
embroidered 

7 11 21 border oloth 
and otbe1 
fine couol 
fabrics. 

50 76 187 Gi>agrapal and 
hungi4. 

96 164 298 Paghdi (Tur-
ban cloth).· 

212 I 345 679 

shism, used fly shuttle . - . . 
and automatic looms but with the ebb of the fervour the factones lapsed mto Idleness. The 
raw material-cotton' and silk yarn is now provided by the mills; preliminary processes such~ 
warping, sizing, dyeing, etc., are entrusted to local specialists. Hardly _30 weavers have their 
own capital and they derive no advantage except independence, from 1t. The others resort 

37 
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to the inevitable middleman and are content to receive the weaving wage only. The average 
monthly income of a weaver is hardly 8 rupees a month an~ supplem~nted by an even more 
meagre earning of his wife (if she works), he ekes out a nnserable eXIStence. The merchant 
who finds the market for these people's production grumble that their standard does not come 
up to that set by weavers of Dholka and other competing places. The gradual sinking of the 
industry appears to be due not only to the mill competition as is the universal belief, but also 
to the lack of energy, inventive originality and effort to study the demand, on t~e J?art' o~ the 
weavers themselves; they could if they chose, alwa:ys b~ a step _ahead of the mills m des1gns. 
But their apathy is not altogether due to want of mtelhgence; mdebtedness and the struggle 
for existence as well as a fickle public taste is apt to dishearten them. They have now so much 
-an air of being completely beaten, that efforts on the part of the Commerce department to 
-give them a co-operative society, a weaver's .store and to help them with demonstrations have 
niet with little response hitherto. - . 

3. Handloom Weaving in Gandevi-The story of Gandevi is much the same as Baroda. 
A long tradition of artistic craft, competition of the machine and a gradual sinking, spasmodi
·cally revived by the veering of public opinio~ in favour of handwoven cloth-these are various 
stages that the industry has undergone. Till the end of the nineteenth century Gandevi held 
its place as a prominent weaving centre. It mainly catered to the rough needs of the primitive 
Dublas and Chodhras round about. Later on it took to weaving silk bordered cloth and con
timied to supply the sinlple needs of the good folk of a considerable region of South Gujarat. 
The last seven years howevex disturbed this happy routine and forced many a weaver out of 
his occupation and even out of the country, by the inftux of cheap machine-made goods. Their 
protests having left the local authorities, importers of mill-cloth and '!myers all equally unmoved, _ 
theytookto other avocations like tailoring or migrated to foreign countries like Africa and the 

CASTE Families Workers Depen· 
dents 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 

Khatri .. .. 88 252 147 
Tai .. .. 21 50 67 
Ghonchi .. .. 64 133 174 

Khatri Pancholi .. 4 8 8 
Dubla .• .. .. 3 6 11 
Pathan .. .. 9 17 27 

Total, .. "189 466 434 

Fiji Islands. At present Khatris still 
form the bulk of the weaving class ; the 
entrepreneur is as prominent among them 
as anywhere else though the Muslim 
weavers do not share this doubtful ad
vantage. The marginal table gives the 
castes and families occupied in the call
ings. There are 252 old handlooms, 56 
fly shuttle sleys and 7 4 dobbies. The 
kinds of cloth produced are cotton sarees 
of various types-with plain, mercerised 
or silk borders. 30 to 40 looms have 
profited by the guidance of the Commerce 
department demonstrations class and are 
producing the Cambay type of fine count 
cotton sarees. The 56 fly shuttles and 
7 4 dobbies also are introduced through 

the efforts of the class which has thus achieved better success than in the City of Baroda. Prac
tically all~liminary processes except dyeing (done by the local Galiaras) are finished in 
otha:.praces like Surat and Bombay before the yarn is put 9n the loom. The idea of a Co
operative Society or a weaver's store appeals to Gandevi weavers no more than to their brethren 
in Baroda. 

4.. The Lacquerwork of- Sankheda-The lacquer work articles produced in Sankheda 
had this advantage o~er other handicraft productions, that their individuality could not be 
oversha~~wed by foreJgn or mac?ffie-made substitutes. The industry thus had better hopes 
of. surv~vmg tJw,n other cottage mdustries. The articles produced were moreover peculiarly 
swted to t~e local dema~~· e.g., cradle-stands, four-legged stools for worship, cots, swingcots, _ 
temJ?le eqwpment for de1tJes and orthodox type of toys. The demand looked like being steadily 
con~muous before the War, but the increase in prices which the artisans were forced to make 
dw;ng that ev:ent, and the subs:quent depression which tempted the usual buyers of these 
art1cles to go m for _cheaper foreign substitJJtes, drove many a worker out of this craft into 
carpentry or trade m wood. Whereas formerly Kharadiwad-the stronghold of these 
W?rkers-supported nearly- 30 _families with about 150 persons, now there are only 4 families 
With ~0 perso~ engaged m this work. The Department of Industries has coine to the rescue 
of this craft m several w~s such J!.S :- _ -- -- --

(i) by giving publicity to the articles m exhibitions, by arrangements of sales, 
catalogues, etc., 

(ii) by securing orders for them, 

(iit) by suggesting ~provem~nts in design to suit changing tastes, e.g., _varying the 
old colours, and mstruotmg them to make things more likely to appeal to modern 
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demand-things like electric lamp stands, flowerpots, hatstands, chess boards, paper
weights, pin-cushions, etc., and 

(iv) by opening a class to teach better methods. 

The buying public however does not show the old interest, and even the articles of ortho
dox demand are outrivalled by competitive produntion in other places. 

. 5, Cloth Dyeing and Printing by Bhavsars and Cbhipas-This industry appears almost 
nruformly all ov:er the State, but notable centres are Padra, Bahadarpur, Sinor, Vadnagar, 
Kathor, GandeVl and Amreli. The Bhavsars and Chhipas and some Muslim Galiaras who d<> 
similar work have certain stock types of printed and dyed cloth such as chhidris, skirtcloth 
and quilt covers, and they seldom attempt any new enterprise in other directions. They bulk 
more largely in Padra, Gandevi and Amreli than the other centres. Ail in other industries, 
cheaper and better machine printed substitutes have been the ruin of this one too. Only the 
villages where custom dies hard, the good old Bhavsar prints are still patronised. There is 
no incentive to artistic work as the machine cannot be outdone at any price and consequently 
quality and quantity of these peoples' work has declined. The dyeing materials formerly used 

. were indigo, kasumbi, and lcasilo for blue, red and black colours respectively. Foreign 
synthetic dyes have long displaced these native ingredients.· With a view to improve the Jot 
of these people, the Department of Industries has engaged a . demonstrator to teach them 
methods of cheap and easy dyeing. Six scholarships are given to sons of Bhavsars to learn 
new methods and it is hoped that such learners will make due use of their knowledge in their 
traditional o~cupation. 

6. Metal Work of Visnagar-The fame ofVisnagar metalware (particularly brass and 
copper vessels) is of a long standing and once the name was a virtual hall-mark of quality in 
distant markets. Machine production has given the usual set back to this industry as to aU 
others. However certain articles yet continue to command a sale because of their sound qua
lity : the joint-soldering work of this place is particularly celebrated. There are still about 
75 families engaged in this work. Though the competition of machine-made goods renders 
the making of goods of utility uneconomic, artistic production has yet a definite though small 
market. The superiority of handicraft in this respect is not likely to be discounted by even 
the best manufactured products, and Visnagar artisans have a better hope in this line. The 
most notable work is of Mistry Raghunath Tribhovandas who specialises in highly artistic· 
articles of furniture of carved wood covered with brass or copper sheets, brass inlaid work, 
brass and silver worked stools for Jain shrines and various ornamental and costly pieces of 
metal-sheeted furniture for palaces and royal households. His work is universally appreciated 
and patronised by Europeans, and other tourists. Others are also working in this direction. 
The only help the Department of Industries gives to these artisans is publicity to their products. 
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APPENDIX IV 

CENSUS OF LIVESTOCK. 

(Some Injere:nce~~) 

(By J. T. PATEL, B.A.,.LL.B.) 

1. .Introductory-Until 1920, no regular census of livestock was taken in the State. 
Only a rough estimate is prepared every year by the Revenue department, to assess the suffi.
dency or otherwise of the State's agricultural wealth. This was, however, not considered 
.enough, as before the time of the last censns, several causes such as the succession of bad years, 
scarcity of milk and ghee and the consequent effect on the physical and economic condition 
of the people, the rumours about the exportation of cattle and the growth of creameries had led 
the public to believe that unless Government interfered and took stock of the actual state of 
-things the agricultural livestock would be exhansteij., with distressing effect on the general 
.and economic conditions of its agriculturist population. It was therefore at the instance of 
-the Head of the Census department that the first regular census of livestock was ordered by the 
·Govemmel).t ·and taken in the year 1920 : but the figures obtained were not of much nse for 
.Comparison or help for measuring the real condition of the agricultural cattle in the State. 

2. Results of 1920 Regular Census of Livestock-The conditions disclosed by the regular 
-census were found to be generally satisfactory throughout the State el!:cept in some 
mahals. On a review of the results, however, it was recommended that a regular census of 
the kind should be taken at the end of every five years to keep in touch with the agricultural 
wealth of the State and to allay public apprehensions ; but the recommendation does not appear 
to have found favour with either the Agricultural or the Revenue department, who should 
have moved in the matter. It was therefore decided to have along with the general census 
·Of the population, a second regular census of the livestock. 

3. Preliminary Arrangements-This census was taken in October 1930, along with 
the work of house-numbering which was then going on. In order to collect this information, 
the same form as is used by.the Bombay Presidency Census of livestock was adopted and tacked 
on to the house list. Along with each numbered household with the name of its head, the 
number bf its cattle and of its ploughs and carts was recorded. The same procedure as was 
11od.opted in 1920 was continued in this census and it must be said that we had without doubt 
. for the second time in the State, a complete and accurate census of livestock. 

4. Main. Results of the Census-State Table IX gives figures of cattle in general as 

Census Year . 
Kind of .Anim&Js, etc, 

Variation 
per cent 

1930 1920 

• Agricultural Cattle .. .. 1,379,488 1,345,692 + 2.51 

also those of ploughs, carts and 
carriages. The marginal table 
compares the main figures as 
revealed in the present census 
with those of 1920. The agri
cultural cattle show an increase 
of 2.5 per cent but the non
agricultural have declined by 8.2 
per cent. The largest decline lmder 
the agricultural class is amongst 
he-buffaloes. The decline in the 
number of cows is serioUS 
but is more than made up 
by an increase in the number of 
buffaloes. The combined strength 
of buRs and bullocks has only 

,a- .. .. .. .. 
: Bulls and Bullocks •• .. .. 
' Buffaloes .. :: / :: .. 
\ H .. buffai<Jea .. 
i 

Non•agricultural Cattle •. .. 
Sheep and Goats .. .. 
Horsu, Marea and young Btock .. 

'D key : on B and M ule8 •• .. 
Camel .. .. .. .. 

: Ploughs (small and big) .. .. 
! Carts and~ ete ••• .. 

178,666 191,641 
424,870 /26,268 
3/6,040 317,563 
12,342 16,675 

397,618 433,079 

347,077 379,324 
45,177 47,857 
28,164 30,892 

4,344 4,156 

206,113 199,640 
101,596 86,541 

- 8.21 

- 0.30 

+ 8.65 
-25.98 

-8.18 

- 8./jO 

- 5.60 

- 8.83 

+ 4.52 

+ 3.24 
+ 17.39 

. slightly decreased during the 
decade, though in reality, the 
bullocks have increased by about 
2 per cent. It should be men
tioned here that there was no 
serious outbreak of disease 

-dec~e. The increase in the ploughs may to some amongst the cattle during the 
:ha bee b extent be put down to more land vmg n rought under cultivation. . 
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5. Distribution of Cattle per Inhabited House-An inhabited house for 
puxposes denotes a family. The 
total number of inhabited houses 
as ascertained at the present census 
is 562,798 as against 512,845 of 
the previous census. The margin 
<:ompares the distribution of cattle 
per every 100 inhabited houses 
for the last two censuses. It will 
be seen that there a.re less cattle 
per family under all heads in 
the present census, showing thereby 
that the increase · in the livestock 
has not kept .pace with the increase 
in the number of families, during 

census 

the present decade. · 

6. Agricultural Cattle-The 
major part of the popUlation of the 

. 

. 

Kind of Animal, oto. 

Cows .. .. .. .. .. 
Bulla and Bullocks .. .. .. 
Calves .. .. .. .. 
Buffaloes .• .. .. .. .. 
Ho-bufl&looa .. .. .. 
Young buffaloes" .. .. .. 
Sheep and goats • , • • • • 
Horses, mares and their young stock 
Camels .. .. .. .. .. 
Small and big plougba , , .. .. 
Carta, carriages, etc. • • .. .. 

Number per 100 
inhabited houaoa 

in 

1030 I 1020 

.. 32 M .. 76 83 

.. 31 32 .. 61 65 .. 2 3 .. 44 44 .. 62 . 73 

.. 8 9 .. 8 8 .. 37 39 .. 18 17 

State is agricultural a.nd it is in this connection that we are more concerned with the census 
<1f livestock. Though non-agricultural cattle, as at the last census, have been counted 
this year also, a study of their numbers is not so vital to us as that of the agricultural cattle. 
We will therefore confine ourselves, in this note, more particularly to a. discussion of the 
sufficiency or otherwise of agricultural and milch cattle. 

. ~ 

7. Distributi~n o~ Agricultural Cattle by Division-The following Table gives comparative 
:figures of, the distribution of agricultural cattle per division :- .; · 

' 
CBNTBAL GUJ.UU.T soum GUJARAT NOJtTB GU.JAllA'.r -•m l ~~••• 

Kn<D Number Variation Number Variation Number Variation Nurilber VBrlo.tlon Number Varln.tlon 
In !:'cent In - · per cent In l:r cent In l:;r cent to f:tr cent 

1930 8 Cf' 1920 1930 since 1920 1930 s ce 1020 1930 A nee 1920 1030 • oe 1920 

1 I 2 I 3 I ' l 6 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 

Cows .. .. .. 23,437 - 14.6 51,15 - 6.1 76,165 - 8.4 27,8~3 - 7.1 178,566 - 8.2 

B~llocks •• .. .. 110,250 - .8 88,187 + 9.3 .176,698 - _, 89,166 + 6.5 612,310 + 1.9 

Bulls .. .. .. 734 - 89.1 1,602 - 68.6 6,781 - 40.1 3,438 - 88·.5 12,560 - 41.9 

Calv~s .. .. .. 28,710 - 17.1 58,700 + 1.9 60,091 + 28.& ~,,21 + 12.7 171,822 + ••• 
Toto! .. 163,140 - 6.5 197,700 + 1.6 32,585 - .3 93,833 + .8 775,258 - 1.01 

Female buffaloes ... 93,18& - 17.6 34,906 + 15;9 198,844 + 4.2 18,10 + 4.0 84&,040 + 8.6 

Male butro.loea •• .. 8,202 - 28.4 2,306 - 22.6 6,105 - 29.0 720 - 11.7 12,342 - 25.0 

Young stock .. 71,224 + 4.& 24,00& + 21.0 140,130 + 8.0 10,600 - .7 246,848 + 8.8 

• 

I 
Toto! .. 167,611 +' 10.5 62,%06 + li.P 345,079 + 5.1 29,334 + 1.1 

~ c ..... dTotoJ. .. 1,379,(88 + 1.4 259,906 + 4.7 665,664 + 2-4 123,167 + 1.1 1,37t,488 + 1.1 

We have seen already that there has been a.n aggregate increase of 2.5 per cent in the 
agricultural cattle and while this increase is the grea.teet in South Guja.rat, being 4. 7 per cent, 
it is the lowest in Kathiawad where it is ouly 1.1 per cent. Dividing the agricultural cattle into 
two families lliz., the cow and the buffalo, we find the latter bas increased by 7.4 per cent while 
the former has decreased by a little over 1 per cent, though there is a small increase visible in 
South Guja.rat. and Ka.thiawa.d. Cows have decreased and buffaloes have increased in a.ll the 
districts. Bullocks have increased in South Gujarat and Ka.thiawad but Central a.nd North 
Gujarat register a slight decline. Bullll and male buffaloes have decreased throughout the 
State in all the districts. Amongst the young stock of both the families, there has been a.n 
increase everywhere except that the young stock of cows has decreased in Central Guja.rat 
w bile that of the buffaloes has declined only slightly in Kathiawad. 

B. Distribution of Agricultural Cattle according to Utility-Agricultural cattle ma.y 
again be divided according to the use. Thus they can be divided into classes like (1) 
purely agricultural, (2) milk-giving a.nd (3) stock supplying (young stock). The following gives 
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the distribution of the cattle by division, as !ilBo their variation per cent (given in brackets~ 
since 1920 :- · · 

Proportion of . 

DIVISION Agricultural Milk-giving Young stock 
young stock to 

1,000 milk-giving 
cattle 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 

' 

Csntral Gujarat .. .. .. 114,195 (-2.1) 116,622 (+9.2) 99,934 (-2.8) 857 

South Gujarat .. .. .. 90,155 <+o.Ol 86,057 (+2.3) 83,694 (+7.2). 972 

North Gujarat .. .. .. 189,534 (-3.9) 275,009 (+0.4) 201,121 (+12.8) 731 

Kathiawad .. .. .. .. 43,328 (+0.5) 45,918 (-3.0) 33,921 (+1l.1) 738 I 

Total .. 437,212 ( +1. 3) 1 523,606 (+2.2) 418,670 ( + 7.2) 799 

The total number of agricultural cattle is 1,379,488. This shows that 32 per cent of the 
total belong to the agricultural class; 38 per cent to the milk-giving class and the remaining 
30 per cent cover the young stock. From the above analysis, we find as at the last census, 
that the milch cattle exceed in number the agricultural ones. Looking to divisional distribution 
it appears that reverse is the case in South Gujarat only. In the 1920 Census, South Gujarat 
shared this position with Central Gujarat but the latter appears to have retrieved its position 
since then, in regard to its milch cattle, though its number of agricultural cattle .has decreased 
in this census. Again Central Gujarat and North Gujarat show a serious decline in agricultural 
cattle. The floods in 1927 occasioned a serious loss of cattle. The following years were in 
addition full of hardships to the agriculturists in these districts on account of frost, locusts, 
fall of prices, etc., and this also led them to part with their valuable cattle more than before. 
Kathiawad is known for its good breed of cows and buffaloes and the decline there in the milch. 
cattle appears to be purely due to loss through migration. Turning to young stock, we find 
that Central and South Gujarat have proportienately a greater number of young stock than the 
other two divisions, which lose through exportation over one-fourth of their number. This 
points to the conclusion that while Central and South Gujarat replenish their stock of agricul
tural cattle largely from their indigenous breed, North Gujarat and Kathiawad have to rely 
at least for more than a quarter of their supply upon adjoining territories for their stock. 

9. Agricultural Cattle correlated with Cultivated Land-To determine the scarcity 
or otherwise of the agricultural cattle, it will be useful here to institute a comparison 
between the area of cultivated land and the number of agricultural cattle as neither the one nor 
the other alone is sufficient to arrive at a true solution of the general belief that agricultural 
cattle are decreasiug day by day. The following table correlates the number of agricultural 
cattle with the area of cultivated land for the past three censuses. . 

.. CENSUS YEAR 

Agricultural cattle and 
DIVISION cultivated land (in .Bighas) 

I I 1910 1920 1930 

Baroda State .. 
{Cultivated Area .• .. 4,009,962 5,155,276 5,635,096 .. .. 

Agricultural Cattle •• .. 334,801 442,933 437,212 

Csntral Gujarat 
{Cultivated Area .. .. 1,210,617 1,420,916 1,548,986 .. .. 

Agricultural Cattle . . .. 88,657 116,641 114,195 

South Gujarat 
{Cultivated Area .. .. 668,069 . 774,716 8~2,469 .. .. .. 

Agricultural Cattle .. .. 69,392 85,844 90,155 

North Gujarat .. {Cultivated Area .. .. 1,568,639 2,269,137 2,437,843 .. .. 
Agricultural Cattle . . .. 143,758 197,352 189,534 

Kathiawad {Cultivated Area .. .. 562,637 690,507 815,798 .. .. 
Agricultural Cattle .. .. 32,994 43.096 43,328 
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. It will be seen from the abo~e table that there has been a large increi\Se in the cultivated 
area smce the last census.but there IS not. a comparative increase visible in the agricultural cattle. 
"The total stren~h of agncultural cattle m the State hM decreased and so also in all the districts 
except South GuJarat ; but there also, the increMe does not appear to be appreciable. .Absolute 
:figures however can lead to no true inference of the situation and all agricultural cattle are not 
plough cattle. We shall therefore trv and work out the burden of cultivated area on a pair of 
bullocks in each district. The . • · 
margin compares the figures . -

[ Baroda Central ) South North Knthia-
YEAR State Gujarat Guja.rat Gujarat . wad 

. 

1910 ... 23.9 27.3 10.2 21.8 34.1 
1920 .. 23.2 24.3 18.0 23.0 31.6 
1930 .. 27.6 28.1 19.6 27.6 41.6 

for the last three decades. It 
appears from the table that 
the incidence is highest in 
Kathiawad and lowest in South 
-Gujarat, as usual. The increase 
·in incidence is almost uniform 
in the Central and North 
Gujarat while it is the highest 
in Kathiawad, being 10 bighM more per pair of bullocks and lowest in South Gujarat where 
it averages 1.6 bighas per pair. In the last census it was found thatNorthGujaratsufiered from 
·deficient supply of bullocks while Kathiawad takes its turn in this census. The higher average 
in Kathiawad is either due to a steady increase in cultivated area unaccompanied by a similar 
increase in its bullock supply or to loss through migration. The latter part of the decade was 
of successive lean years and it had told very heavily on the economic resources of the people. 
It is very probable therefore that the average is forced up by a loss through migration as the 
stringent economic conditions might have led people to part with their cattle. The following 
Table gives comparative figures of the average of cultivated area per pair of bullocks by mahals 
lor the last two. censuses. 

' • 
Area oultivated per Area oultivated per 

pair of bullock pair of bullock 
' NAME 0>' :MAluL NAII!B 0>' MAnAL 

1930 

' 
I 1920 1930 I 1020 

CENTRAL GUJARAT NORTH OUJARAT 

Baroda .. .. .. 23.3 '20.5 Viana gar 
: 

22.7 22.1 .. .. .. .. 
· Tilakwada .. .. .. 23.8 18.2 Patan .. .. .. 22.9 23.7 
· Sankhed1t. •• .. .. .. 25.1 23.1 Afm]iwnba .. .. .. 23.5 16.8 

Bhadran .. .. .. 26.1· 25.7 Sidhpur .. . . .. .. 23.1 24.5 
· Vaghodi& .• .. .. .. 27.0 26.3 Mehsa.na .. .. .. .. 25.3 22.2 

Petlad .. .. .. .. 28.7 26.0 Kheralu .. .. .. .. 26.3 20.8 

SinOr .. .. .. .. 29.5 31.8 Vijapur .. .. .. .. 27.5 13.2 
Padra .. .. .. .. 29.5 23.6 Dehgam .. .. .. .. 28.1 27.4 
Dabhoi .. .. .. .. 30.1 23.9 Kalol .. .. .. .. 29.6 25.1 

Karjan .. .. .. .. 29.5 31.8 Chanasma .. .. .. 33.1 27.0 
Sa vii .. .. .. .. 33.1 21.2 Kadi .. .. .. .. 35.2 22.8 

Harij .. .. .. .. 42.6 28.6 
.K.A.TllU WAD 

Soum GUJABAT 

Beyt .. 20.4 . 16.8 .. .. .. 
Kodinnr .. .. .. 21.6 17.3 Gandevi .. .. .. .. 8. 7 8.8 
Okhamandol .. .. .. 35.9 32.2 Vyara .. .. .. .. 14.3 14.7 

Bhimkatta .. .. .. 38.5 38.9 Navsari .. .. .. . . 15.4 1-!.5 
Khnmbhn .. .. .. 42.3 38.6 Mahuva .. .. .. .. 15.7 15.0 

.Dhari .. .. .. .. 51.2 35.1 Songadh .. .. .. .. 17.3 18.1 

Da.mnagar .. .. .. 58.0 45.4 Mangrol .. .. .. .. 22.5 21.2 
Ratanpur .. .. . . .. 60.7 31.7 Palsano. .. .. .. .. 27.4 24.4 
Amreli .. .. .. .. 61.1 43.2 Knmrej .. .. .. .. 27.8 26.5 

The normal area which a pair of bullocks can easily cultivate is supposed to 20 Bighas . 
.At this rate it can be seen from the table that almost all the mahals except the first five of 
South Gujar'at lack in a sufficient. supply of pl~u~J;l cattle. But this estimate is rather too l~w 
as conditions of cultivation vary m different diVISIOns of the State. Some crops do not reqwre 
much cultivation. In non-irriguous areas, more land could be easily tilled. There is also a 
practice obtaining in a varying de~ee to keep the land fallow in. the different divi~ions . .After 
allowing for all these reasons, I think we s~allllot be ~ar wrong if_ we assume 30 b1ghas as. t~e 
normal area for a pair of plough cattle to till. On this assumptiOn, we find that Sa vii ID 

Central Gujarat, Chanasma, Kadi and Harij in North Gujarat and all the mahals of Kathiawad 
except Beyt and Kodinar sufier from a deficiency of plough cattle. 
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10. Comparison with British Gujarat-It would be instructive to compare here the 
burden of a Baroda pair of 
bullocks with that of British 
(}njarat. 11le margin sets 
out the averages for the 
Baroda and British (}ujarat 
districts. It will be seen 
at first sight that the in,ci• 
dence of burden is lighter 
in this State than in British. 
(}ujarat. The smaller aver
age persists in divisions also. 
The figures are so striking 
that they do not require 
explanation .. 

Average Average 
land in land in 

BABODA STATE 
Big has British Gujarat 

Big has 
cultivated cultivated 

DIVISION per pair of 
Division per pair of 

plough plough 
cattle cattle 

Baroda State . . 27.6 British Gujarat .. 28.6 
Baroda Division .. 28.1 Kaira. .. .. 24.7 
Navsa.ri .. 19.6 Surat . . .. 21.8 .. 
Mehsana ., · •• 27.5 Broach ... 37.1 
jAmrelij including Okha.- Panch Mahals .. 14.6 

mad ) •• • • 41.6 Ahmedabad .. 50.8 

11. Khatedars and Agricultural· Cattle-The figures of khatedars as supplied by 
the Revenue department show that there were in all 357,389 khatedars in the State during 
the year 1930. 11le agricultural cattle .as ascertained in the preceding paragraph include }>ulls. 
and male bufialoes. But it is well known that bulls and male bufialoes are rarely if ever used as 
plough cattle. We shall therefore leave them out of account in our correlation of khatedars' 
with the agricultural cattle, as the bulls and he-buffaloes that are at all used for the plough are 
not likely to be more than the bullocks used for other than agricultural purposes. The following 
Table gives comparative figures of the average number of bullocks per khata in the different 
divisions of the State for the last two censuses. 

.. Khatedars Bullocks Average num- Average num-
DIVISION (registered (plough· her of bullocks her of bullocks 

land·holders) cattle) per khat& (1930) per khata(1920) 
I • 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 

Central Gujarat .. .. . . .. . . 114,000 110,259 0.97 1.02 
South Gujarat . . .. .. . . . . 57,02~ 86,187 1.51 1.45 

North Gujarat . . .. .. 166,380 176,698 1.06 1.20 
Kathiawad .. .. . . .. . .. 20,020 39,166 1.95 2.06 

Total .. 357,429 412,310 1.15 1.23 
.. 

We see at a glance that the situation on the whole is worse than that disclosed at the preced
ing census. The average of bullock per khata in Central (}ujarat has fallen from 1. 02 to . 97. 
This means that a large number of khatedars has to be without enough plough cattle for culti
vation ; it may be, this is so, because of the greater proportion of sxnall holdings there. The 
condition of North (}ujarat also cannot be said to be satisfactory. .The South (}ujarat average 
shows a progress and, has increased from 1.45 to 1.51. In Kathiawad, the khatedars have 
just sufficient cattle for their plough but as we shall see later on, the pair there has to till the 
largest extent of land compared to other districts. 

12. ~gricultural Implements (Ploughs)-The following Table determines the sufficiency or 
otherwiSe of the ploughs and the area cultivated per plough:-

Average I Ploughs 

DIVISION 
Number number necessary Area cui-

Bullocks of of bullocks I in propor- tivated 
ploughs per plough tioii to nnm· per plough 

her of bul· (Bighas) 
locks 

i 
1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 

Central Gujarat I .. .. .. .. 110,259 58,463 1.8 55,129 26.5 

South GuJarst .. .. .. .. 86,187 39,266 2.1 43,093 21.2 

North Gujarst .. .. .. .. 176,698 89,705 1.9 88,349 27.2 

Ksthiswad 
. .. .. .. .. 39,166 17,816 2.2 19,583 47.5 
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It will be seen from th~ table that <:Jentm! and No~ Guja.ra.t have a. sufficient supply of ploughs 
but not of bullocks while South Gujar&t and Ka.thia.wa.r have less ploughs than are essential for 
the a.gricultura.l purposes, though having regard to the area. cultivated perploughinKa.thia.wa.d 
the supply of bullocks cannot be said to be satisfactory. The system of satldhal (oo-opera.tiv~ 
use of bullocks by owners of one bullock) prevailing to some extent in Centm! and North 
Gujarat among lihatedars of small holdings makes up for the deficiency in plough cattle in those 
divisions. On the whole therefore the situstion can be said to be norma.!, if we take into con
sideration the qu~ty of the soil, the seasons of cultivation, the use of harrow in some places, 
the system of keepmg the land fallow, etc., prevailing to more or less extent in the different 
divisions. . 

13. Milch Cattle-Turning to milch cattle, we find that on the whole there has been 
an increase of 2.2 per cent amongst them since 1920. We have a.lso seen that the cows have 
decreased while buffaloes have increased in a.ll the districts. The following Table shows the 
number of cows and buffa.loes by divisions as also the average number of khate®rs who have 
.one cow or one buffalo between them:-

Number of khateda.ra who have 
• between them 

DIVISION Cows She Tot&! bufialoes Ono oow One buftalo 

1930 I 1920 1930 I 1020 
. 

- 1 I. 2 3 I 4 I li I 6 I 7 I 8 

Central Gujarat . . .. .. . . 23,437 93,185 116,622 4.9 3.9 1.2 1.3 

Sou~h Gujarat . . .. .. .. 51,151 34,906 86,057 1.1 0.9 1.6 1.7 

North Gujar&t . . . . .. . . 76,186 198,844 275,009 2.2 1.7 0.8 0.7 

Kathiawad . . .. .. . . 27,813 18,105 45,918 0.7 0.5 1.1 0.9 

Total .. 178,566 345,040 523,606 2.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 

These statistics show that Centra.! Gujara.t is less inclined towards breeding of the cows. It 
has one cow only between 5.of its khatedars. Kathia.wa.d a.lone has more than one cow per 
khata while in South Gujara.t, there is almost one cow per khata. North Guja.ra.t has one cow 
between 2.2 khatedotrs. In regard to buffaloes, however, North Gujara.t stands first. Every 
khaterlar there has one buffalo and more. The condition in Centra.! Guja.ra.t and Ka.thia.wa.d 
almost approaches equa.lity while in South Guja.ra.t a.lmost one-third of the khatedars are 
without a. buffalo. That the general situation, however, in regard to the supply of milchoa.ttle 
to khatedars, is worse than at the last census will be clearly seen from the comparative figures 
given in the above table. 

14. Cattle Breeding : (a) Oows-The following Table gives thb figures regarding the 
sufficiency or otherwise of the bulls required for purposes of breediug with comparative figures 
of the preceding census :- · 

Number of Number of 
Bulls Cows cows per cows per 

one bull one bull 
DIVIBION. 

1930 I 1930 I 1920 

·Central Gujarat .. .. .. .. . . 734 23,437 31 22 
South Gujarat .. .. .. .. . . 1,662 51,151 30 13 
North Gujarat. . . . . .. . . . . 6,731 76,165 11 7 
Kathiawad .. . . .. . . . . 3,433 27,813 . 8 5 

It will be seen that the condition in this respect appears to be worse than 1920. Centra.! 
and South Gujarat divisions do not have a. sufficient supply of bulls. The low proportion of 
cows per bull in North Guja.ra.t and Ka.thia.~ at the last census _was doubted ?u~ th~t it . 
was not so will be evident from the proportiOns worked out for this census ; but 1t 18 evtdent 
that the supply of bulls in both these divisions has diminished to a. large extent. 

38 
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(b) Bu.ftalces-In respect of bull buffaloes, South Gujarat fares better than other divi-
sions. Next comes Kathiawad 
with 24 buffaloes to a bull followed 
by Central and North Gujarat 
with 29 and 32 buffaloes to a bull. 
From a reference to figures in 
both these tables, it appears that 
Central Gujarat needs both bulls 
and he-buffaloes and that toc> · 
of a nobler breed while South 
Gujarat needs bulls, North Guja
rat falls short of good male 
buffaloes. Kathiawad has got 
a goodly number of bulls but 
lacks in male buffaloes. 

1930 I 1930 l 1920 

Average Average 

NATURAL DIVISION number of num.ber of 
Bull Buffaloes buf!&loes buffaloes 

)luffaloes per per 
one ma.Ie one ma.le 

buffalo buffalo 

Central Gujarat .. 3,202 93,185 29 19 
South Gujarat .. 2,306 34,906 15 13 
North Gujarat .. 6,105 198,844 32 22 
Kathiawad .. 729 18,105 24 21 

What is wanted however for a better breed of the agricultural cattle is not the number 
of bulls but the supply of a superior breed of them. It is worthy of note here that the Agricul
tural department of the State ~ut:s dire~ted its atte_ntion tov.:ards this object and arranged 
to supply a superior breed of Kankre] and G1r bulls to VIllages which need them, under the rules 

· frsmed in this behalf. 

15. Population and Milk-Supply...:...The question of milch cattle leads us to the considers
. tion of milk supply in relatio.n ·to the population of the State. The following Table gives the 
comparative proportions of persons per each head of milch cattle and supply of milk per head 
of population :.....,-

Proportion 
Daily Average supply 

of persons per 
Milch each head 'of supply of per individual 

DIVISION cattle: cows Population milch cattle milk in the in seers 
and· 1931 State in 

buffaloes 

I 
seers 

I 1931 1921 1931 1921 

Central Gujarat , • .. .. .. 116,622 824,341 7.3 6.6 443,889 0.54 0.54 
South Gujarat .. .. .. .. 86,057 404,377 4.6 4.0 272,169 0.67 0.75 
North Gujarat .. .. .. .. 275,009 1.010,007 3.4 3.3 894,798 0.88 0.95 
Kathiawad .. .. .. .. 45,918 204,282 4.4 3.8 206,631 1.01 1.06 

Total .. 523,606 2,443,007 4.6 4.1 1,817,487 0.74 0.79 

Unlike au other divisions, Kathiawad has more cows than buffaloes. A cow however does not 
give as much milk as a buffalo; of the two the latter is the more important. In order therefore 
to properly assess the quantity of milk supply, we will have to fix values for their capacity to 
supply milk. At the last census, it was assumed that "in Kathiawad, the cows can rightly 
be considered equal in milk supply to the buffaloes of that division. North Gujarat cows are 
useless for milk giving purposes, and can safely be ignored. In the remaining two divisions 
from the point of view of milk giving proportion, the cows may be considered in ratio of four 
cows to one buffalo in Central Gujarat and. two in South Gujarat ". According to the above 
computation of the number of milch cattle and taking an average supply of 4t seers of milk per 
day per each head of cattle, the average supply of milk per ;head of population comes to three 
quarters of seer per da)" in the State. Kathiawad has got the highest supply, it being one seer 
per head. Central Gujarat supply is the least while that in North and South Gujarat is .67 
and .M seers ·respectively. Comparing the present average with that during the previous 

·decade we find that the situation is worse in all the districts except in Central Gujarat where 
it has continued 1;Q be the same. Milk is an important item of nourishment for life and should 
therefore earnestly engage the attention of both the Gove=ent and the people to improve 
its supply particularly as the belief is growing that coming generations are deteriorating in 
healthiness day by day. . · . . · 

16. .Conclusion-Before closing· however, it must be mentioned that though the decade. 
was a fsrrly healthy one, it did .not result in a relative rise in the supply of agricultural 
cattle .. The deficiency appears to be due to losS" through nrigration, consequent· on the close 
successiOn ~f years of depression during the latter part of the decade, which forced the people 
to p~rt Wlth their . cattle more than before. Ten years is too long a period to assess the 
suff!.mency or othe:rwJSe of the agricultural stock and the contributory causes leading thereto. 
I~ 18 therefore once again suggested and hoped that G<,ve=ent will order the census of 
livestock to be taken every five years to get at the real state of things. 
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1. General Considerations : Introductory-Individual 
primarily upon the health and strength of the 

I 

and communal efficiency depend 

populace, and these in turn, to a material 
extent, upon its dietary. Food provides not 
only heat and energy but also body-building 
tissue and bone-building calcium. Usage and 
tradition have tested the utility of foods and 
have accustomed particular people to parti
cular dietaries. Hence the difference that 
obtains between diets according to climate, 
region, race or religion. Any deviation from 
the tested patq, if not d~monstrably for the 
better, is bound to lead to malnutrition and 
contribute to a slackening of growth and 
efficiency and a shortening of the span of life. 
The marginal diagrams will show how we 
stand in comparison with the rest of India 
and other countries in this latter connection. 

It is not even that this short span of life 
is full of sweetness and fragrance like that of 

THE LENGTH OF LIFE OF PEOPLE IN 

eo 

60 

0 
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the Al;pine flow~r. The Raj and In~a ~enerally .are more prone to ill-health than other 
countnes. Taking the .same countnes mto. account the position stands ;-

It is obvious then that life in Baroda 
though capable of ·showing a better statistical 
position than that in the rest of India, is 
both short and miserably lived. The principles 
underlying the maintenance of bodily health 
are either not known or the knowledge 
being there, are incapable of being observed. 

THE DAILY AVERAGE NUMBER OF 

SICK PERSONS PER 1,000 INHABITANTS 
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2. Food Composition-Confining atten
tion to dietetics for the present, foodstuffs 
can be classified into fats, carbohydrates, 
proteins, essential salts, vitamins and water
the food sextet. It is the difference in the 
proportions constituting the article under 
examination that accounts for its characteristic 
appearance, flavour or taste. Human physique 
and human mind being in need of a certain 
proportion of each under varying conditions 
of climate, exertion, ·etc., it is necessary so to 
choose one's food as to supply them with these 
in the correct compound so as to obviate any 
chance of malnutrition and consequently of' . 
disease, ill-health or premature death arising,* plant or anintal organism can neither come into 
existence, nor grow nor function in the absence of a supply of certain basic chemical ele
ments. Life will· cease if the supply is discontinued. Disease will result if the supply is 
deficient or ill-balanced in its chemical 'lOmposition. A recent authority thus tabulates the 
Food composition, its uses, and requirements.t 

• For statem.en~ showing sources of food elements, see Statement C at the end. 

t Strong A. G. Domealic Science, p. 226. 
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Elements composing Our Food Form in which Daily r>monnt requirei Tho Uso our bodies 
they occur byanAdnlt make of them 

1. Hydrogen . -. . . (H) . . •• Water •• . . . . Ssoers . . .. Body i:egnl&tor, er>rry· 

2. Oxygen . . .. (0) ing food to the 
tissues and waste 
away from them. . 

1. Hydrogen .. .. (H) . . •• Carbohydrates . . } 67 per oent of diet (a) Gives he&t &nd 

2. Oxygen .. . . (0) . . • • (a) Sngr>r, ste.rohos 360 to 450 grams • energy mor>Snrsd by 

3. Carbon .. (C) . . • • (b) Collnlnae •• oaJories . . . 
(b) Ronghr>ge. 

1. Hydrogen . . .. (H) . . • . Fats ed oils and som• IT per cent of diet • Gives her>t and energy 

2. Oxygen .. .. (0) .. • . times orga.nic acids. 80 to 90 grams. measured by calories 
a. Carbon .. .. (C) .. .. 
1. Hydrogen .. .. 

(H)} 
Proteins. . Bnilt np 10 to 15 per oent of (1) Builds body tissues 

2. Oxygen .. .. (0) Princi· from &mino &eids by diet. for growth & n d 
3. Carbon .. .. (C) pally pl&nts &nd anim&ls. 90 to 100 grams. ropeir. 
4. Nitrogen .. .. (N) 

(2) Also gives he&t -
5. Snlphur .. .. (B) }~~ l and energy mea-

ABh. Constitutes pertly snrsd by e&lories. 
6. Iron .. .. .. Fe. unts &B minora.! salts &nd 

pertly in combina.- .67 (CoO) Body regnl&tors, &nd 
7. Phospborns. .. .. (P) Ooc&· tion with er>rbo- 1.32 (P205). also Important for 

sion· hydr&tes, f&te, • 015 (Fe.) body struotnrs • ' r>Uy. proteins &nd other 
8. C&loinm .. .. (Cs) org&ui<> compounds. 
9. Potassium .. .. (K) .. 

10. Bodinm .. .. (Nr>} .. 
i 11. Chlorine .. .. (Cl) .. 

12. Iodine .. .. (I) . . J 

Vitamins .. .. .. .. A. B, C, D, E .. • • D&ily supply required, Regnlats metabolism 
u they <>MUlot be promote growth and 
stored by the body. reproduction. Pro· 

teot from deficienoy 
diso&BeB. 

3. Functions of Food-Human food in fact has a four-fold function tO perform-(i) 
to supply the elements necessary to build up living cells,. (i$) to supply the energy and heat 
necessary for movement and a<ition, internal and external, (iii) to regulate the vital processes 
of the body .in such a harmonious manner as to give the body a tone of health and well-being, 
and lastly (iv) to add to the joys of life. 

4. · Energy value : c:alories-Like all" other scientists, the bio-chemist adopts a unit 
of measurement-a yardstick-to test the adequacy or otherwise oftheheatand energy value 
of diet to cater to these requirements. He reduces all foods to their calorie value. Technically 
a calorie is a unit of heat or energy sufficient to raise the temperature of a pound of·water by 4 
degrees Fahrenheit or a Kilogram of water to one degree Centigrade. It .has been demon
strated by experiments upon respiration calorimeters that food consumed in the body gives off 
approximately the same amount of heat or energy as when burnt in a calorimeter. The bio
chemist has thus determined the actual calorie consumption of food 11er hour as under :-

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE OF THE ENERGY EXPENDITURE PER HOUll., UNDER DIFFERING 

CONDITIONS OF AC'I1vh'f, OF AN AVERAGE SIZED MAN IN BARODA, 

WEIGHING 55 KILOGRAMS (12llbs.):-

Condition of Aotivity 

Sleeping .. .. .. .. .. 
Awake, lying still .. .. .. .. 
Sitting at rest .. .. .. .. 
Bt&nding &t rest .. .. .. .. 
Tailoring (Darji) .. .. .. .. 
Typo·writing mpidly .. .. .. 
Book Binding .. .. .. .. 
Light onroiso .. .. .. .. 
Severe exercise . . . . . . A 
&wingwood .. .. .. .. 
Shoemaking (Moobi) • • • • • • 
W &lking alowly about 2f; miles per hour 
Carpentering • • • • • • • • 
Active exeroise . . . • . . . . 
Walking mpidly &bout 3i mil•• per hour 
Stone. working .. .. .. .. 
Rnnmng 5t miles per hour . • :. 
Very severe exercise . . . . . . 

... 

. '-
... 

Calories per hour 

50-55 
55-70 

80 
90 

105 
uo 
135 
135 
355 
380 
140 
160 
190 
230 
235 
315 
395 
470 

. 
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Nor does this consumption depend upon aotivity or want of it a.lone, Age is a vital motor 
de~rmining calorie need. The growing child, for example, needs over and above the usual 
ration for heat and energy and replacement of worn out tissues, from fifteen per cent of energy 
va.lue of. the food, to forty per cent of protein, for purposes of growth alone. After the first 
y~ whil~ the allowance of food per unit of time may increase, it decreases per unit of weight. 
This requirement may be tabulated as under :-

CALOBIES 
AGB UNDBB 

Per kilogram I Per lb. 

I Year 100 45 

1- 2 Yearo .. .. .. 100---90 45-40 
2-5 .. .. .. .. 00--80 40--36 
6-9 .. .. .. .. 80-70 86--32 

10-13 .. .. .. .. 76-60 84-27 
14---17 .. .. .. .. 61>-63 32--30 
18-25 .. .. .. .. 56-40 21>-18 

For boys and girls of growing age, in colder countries, the caloric requirements have 
been computed as under... It. is necessary to point out that taking infants as proportions of 
adults as regards caloric needs is utterly misleading. The food requirements of a family demand 
calculation with reference to each individual constituent of the family, considered in relation 
to age, sex, occupation, phJ7Sical exertion,.etc. :-

Ao:e S:ex 

I 
Calorie oonsomption per 

day 

1-2 .. .. 
:: }Both 

1000-1200 
2-6 .. .. .. .. .. 1200:...1500 
G-9 .. .. 1400---2000 

.. {Girls .. .. .. 1800-2400 
10-13 .. .. 

Boyo ... .. .. 2300---3000 

{Girls .. .. .. 2200---2500 
14---17 .. .. .. 

Boyo .. .. .. 2800---4000 

Calories, however, though an important and for the dietician an indispensable unit of 
measurement, should not occupy the whole of the canvas. Caloric measurement is only a 
quantitative test. Healthy functioning depends upon calories generated from particular ele
ments in particular proportions. Thus calories generated from carbohydrates could never 
replace those generated from proteins. Each group has its assigned function to perform and 
it is quite possible to overfeed a man calorifically until he starves to death. V oit relates, how 
an English physician died a victim to his own experiment of nourishing himself on sugar alone 
for a month-a diet which undoubtedly supplied him with the required number of calories. 
For whereas the sugar would generate heat and energy to keep the physical machine going, 
the absence of a tissue building protein together with that. of the soluble vitamins and the 
regulating salts, meant that he subjected himself continuously to a state of nutritic starvation. 
Mrs. Strong's studies for Baroda show that though rice would cost only an anna per 1000 
calories,.gkee five annas and three pies, and milk five annas and nine pies, for an equal number of 
calories W!l find that not even the poorest family lives exclusively on rice. Resort is alwaya 
had to other articles in however deficient a quantity, and however poor a .quality. One 
of these essential substances is protein. 

. .-" ,; . 

S. Proteins-Investigations "".ow that the protein requirements of the body can be 
set out with fair precision. ReCent experiments have demonstrated the enormous waste that 
an unnecessarily high proteid diet used to entail, itnter alia, by reason of an immense strain 
upon the digestion to grind up food in quantities that the body could not possibly absorb. 
" A daily metabolism of proteid matter equal to an exchange of 0.10 to 0.12 grams of nitrogen 
per kilogram of body weight is quite adequate for physiological needs, provided a sufficient amount 
of non-nitrogenous foods-fats and carbohydrates--is taken to meet the energy requirements 
of the body 1, An allowance of 60 grams is thus theoretically adequate, but a margin of safety 

1. Chittenden: The Nulrilion of Man, p. 227. 
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in addition to this is necessary. Mrs. Strong puts this figure ~t 75 ~a~, and it is. prop?sed to 
adopt this as the standard requirement for this study. Protems agam differ ma~e~Ially u•ter se • 
.Animal proteins containing certain animo-acidf! being nearly of t~e same c~mpositiOI7 ~s hu~an 
tissue are tlie most suitable-vegetable protems less so. Lusk IS emphatic up?n glVlng milk, 
egg, fish and meat proteins a higher value over t~ose from '!heat, ~Z, potato! maiZe, etc., th?ugh 
this should by no means suggest that it is imposs~b~e to obtam s_ufficient protem;; from. exclusively 
vegetable sources. Milk is an ideal food, conta~g ~he reqmred substances. m an Ideal blend, 
and should provide a good corrective to an otherWISe ill-balanced vegetable diet. 

6. Vitamins · Almost equal emphasis should be laid upon the necessity of including 
vitamins in the diet. McCullom in the course of his bio-chemic experiments, found th~t a gr~up 
of rats when given a diet containing 1! per cent. butter thrived and reproduc~d their spemes. 
When however 5 per cent vegetable oil was substituted for the butter, metabolis~ ceased, and 
so did reproduction. The reason obviously was the absence of a substance which butter f~t 
possesses and vegetable oil does not. Five diffe:ent varieties. of these were, later found m 
different natural unrefined foods-all very essential for the mamtenance of health, growth and 
reproduction sinc..e their absence in diet invariably .led to disease of one sort or another. 

• 
7. Mineral Salts-Besides these, are necessary the mineral salts. The natural human 

instinct for sodium chloride-the common table salt-is very suggestive. All natural foods 
possess this element, and a properly selected natural diet would contain enough sal~ for nutri
tive purposes. Modern dietaries lack this mineral element and we supply the defiClen~y to a,... 
-certain extent by adding salt at the table.· The minerals that are necessary may be listed as 
potassium, magnesium, sulphur, iodine, phosphorous, calcium, iron, chlorine, ~odium, etc .. The 
three most important constituents in which human diet is likely to be deficient are calCium, 
phosphorous and iron, each of these forming a constituent of our bones, tissue and blood. 

8. Prefatory Note upon the Investigation : The Collection of the Data-By order of 
His Highness the Maharaja Saheb, a dietetic survey of the whole Raj was undertaken along 

· with the general census operations. The purpose was to investigate into the sufficiency or 
-otherwise of the nutritive value of the food, normally consumed by His Highness's subjects. 
A questionnaire was issued to the census committees in two parts, the first of a general nature, 
the second relating to articles composing the dietary, their quantity and quality<>with 
reference to each group or caste in the taluka. 23 dietaries have been thus examined. 

9. Limitations of the data:._It needs of course to be realised that a dietetic survey 
is more likely to give precise results if entrusted as his whole time work to a bio-chemist than 
when entrusted as a side-issue to a statistician.. The piece de resistance is in the collection of 
data. It is, in the first place, impossible to give the exact weight or measurement of the quantity 
taken per day particularly with reference to the non-standardised ·non-commercialised home 
prepared dietary of the Indian. The quantity bought at the grocers can hardly furnish a clue, 
as the edible portion in many cases may differ, both as regards chemical properties as well as 
measurement, from the quantity purchased. When the unit of measurement is the daily 
dietary, as it was with regard to the present investigation, each little inaccuracy contributes 
towards swelling the margin of error in the monthly dietary. And the month has to be brought 
in as the intermediate unit if the occasional deviations from the normal beaten track are 
to be ta~en into considera:tion. The usually ·rice and bajri eating Patidar indulges not infre
quently m wheat and kodn and the Brahmabhat in wheat and bavata. This applies with greater 
force to the non-vegetarian portion of the population. Mainly, it seems, because of economic 
reasons the deviation from vegetarianism is fairly unusual and if the Parsis and to a less extent 
.Mahomedans are excepted, indulgence in non-vegetarian diet in the normally accepted European · 
.sense of the te~-fisb and meat for each of the two meals and eggs for breakfast-is wholly 
.absent. ~he Ra.Jput takes meat and fish but once a week, and eggs but once a fortnight, while 
the Bhang. and the Dhed resort to a smaller quantity of it even less frequently. 

10. Difficulties . in assigning Chemical Valu.;.-It is necessary to make a reference 
to th~ eno~ous difficulty. encountered in the process of reducing the food •uticles 
~ their chenncal values. B10-che~stry is in its infancy in India, and· barring exceptions 
little work bas been done upon Indian foodstuffs. Results are available no doubt of tests 
made in English or American. laboratories upon their own foods. Nattirally eno~gh, they 
concentrate UJ?OD the standardis~~ marketable packet foods or restaurant served ,varieties 
-hardly ~ppli~bl~ ~ our conditions. Again when equivalents are found for articles common 
to bo~h ~etane.:', It IS but to be expected that their values differ becailse of climatic factors 
anddieteticreqUire~ents of the peo~le. An American Mutton chop, for example, has a caloric 
value of 1660 ca~ones per lb., conta~ 15 per cent of. protein and 31.4 per cent of fat, while 
the leanest portion, the leg, generatmg 795 calories will have 18.6 per cent proteinand27.4 
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per cent fat1
• The Indian meat on the other hand equals between 576 and 672 in fuel value; 

has _b~tweeli 21.05 and _25.26 per cent protein and between 4.38 and 7.88 per cent of fnt2. 
Even m cases where Indtan values are available, the regional peculiarities make varietiesdifierent 
in their chemical value and it is the sphere of the food chemist to say whether or not the 
varieties examined in Coonoor-values whereof have here been adopted-have the same chemical 
values as those applicable in the difierent portions of the Raj. Attempt has of course been 
made to obtain Indian values wherever possible, but in some cases, resort had to be had
particularly regarding the examination of mineral salt contents--to some American analysis. 

11. Analysis of Diets : Foodstuffs of Common Consumption-Several articles, it will be 
observed from the tables, are common to all castes. Amongst these are rice, dal (pulse), 
potatoes, greens and one or more cereals-either wheat or juwar or bajri. So also are the dress
ings and seasoning substances like chillies, spices, salt, oil and gltee. Some of the latter, oil and 
ghee, for example, though not eaten mainly for their food value contribute materia.lly to it. 
Thus whereas a lb. of greens-the eggplant has been taken as a representative sample-generates 
130 ca.lories energy, a to !a and a quarter of oil or a tola and half of ghee or three to las of chillies or 
spices-pepper taken as representative-used to season the greens, generate as much more. 
In broad terms it may be laid down that the main energy providing substances are rice, dal 
and one or more other cereals,-wheat being a luxury to all except the higher castes,-while 
dal and milk with curds occasionally thrown in, provide for the protein requirements. In 
themselves these latter would be woefully deficient in protein, considering that their intake is 
very limited by reason of their bulk. Cereals also contribute a large part of the protein 
intake. This of course takes it for .granted that they are consumed in their normal and un
refined state, so as not to deprive them of their natural const.ituents. 

12. Diets in different Castes....:..Of the selected castes whose dietary was finally 
submitted for examination, a dozen are vegetarians and an equal number non-vegetarian, the 
whole group constituting 46 per cent of the population of the Raj. The presence of Thakardas, 
Muslims, Rajputs, Bhils and Dheds in the latter category however accounts for their constituting 
a major proportion of the dietaries analysed, i.e., 30.03 per cent of the population or 69.5 
per cent ofthose under survey. _Table A (Summary Table) shows the whole position at a glance. 
It requires however to be supplemented by an explanatory note. The requisite standard has 
been taken at the minintum necessary for maintenance of human health, on the J>asis propounded 
by Mrs. A. G. Strong, formerly Director, Household Arts, in the State. The figures that she 
sets out, however, mz., 2,500 to 3,000 calories of fuel value, 75-90 grams of protein, . 45 to . 67 
grams of calcium, 1· 44 grams of phosphorous and . 015 grams of iron, make no allowance for 
wastage. It has been proved though, that not all the food intake is likely to be assimilated 
in the system. It is usual therefore " to deduct 10 per cent from the theoretical caloric value 
of a mixed diet. to allow for the loss due to non-assintilation which is more marked on a vegetable 
than on an anintal diet 3 " . Colonel McCarrison, the Director of Nutritional Research at the 
Pasteur Institute, Coonoor, applies this wastage allowance with uniform regularity. After 
reducing the dietary to its daily chemical value, 10 per cent has, in every case,· been deducted 
to provide for this wastage, and the remainder tested against the standard set by Mrs. Strong. 
This seems to be the fairest procedure, since, it is not so much the mere intake, as the actual 
function of the intake in a normal human organism, that should be the purpose of a dietetic survey. 
Mrs. Strong's standards have thus been taken as criteria of effective consumption or in other 
words of actual absorption necessary into the system. That this was her intention is evident 
from the values assigned by her to a minintum and a maximum diet theoretically planned by 
her, where the values compare as under' :- -

Protein Phospho-
Calories · Calcium rous Ir .. ·n --- grams 

graiDlJ 

Maximum .. .. . . .. .. 2,562 75 .47 .107 .016 .. 

I 
Maximum .. . . .. . . .. .. 3,077 93 1.05 2.434 .030 

These it should be noted are the absorption standards for a clerk, i.e., for a man of seden
tary pursuits'. Not all the cas~ here scheduled however are pro~e ~ pursuits invohing ph!si
cal non-activity, and it is quite conceivable that for healthy funct10nmg of the human machme, 

'· Macfadden: Encyclopmdia of Physical Oullure, Volume II. page 8!2. 
'· M.cOarrison R. : Food, page 115 el seq. 
•. Mukerji Radhakamal: Food and Food Requiremenll of Indian Lalx>urerl; paper submitted to ths 15th 

Indian Economic Conference, 1932. 
'· Strong, A. G.: Indian Journal of Sociology, Vol I, p. 164 
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absorption should increase pari passu with the expenditure of ~energy in:volyed in ,a~.,ac!;i"vf ... : 
avocation. The largest group o.f people amongst the vege~ria~, fih:e fe~~-'gati~rs, are thus,;'. 
cultivators and not clerks, and 1t would have been only fau tq judge theu effective consumP': .. 
tion against a high standard-say 2,750-3,000 .calories and 90 grams of protein;· etc; ·The same 
remarks apply to the varied categories of Brahmans, few of whom pursue their traditional 
calling. Amongst the non-vegetarians, but few may belong to sedentary professions, for a 
bulk of them are petty traders, cultivators, weavers and agriculturallabourers1• There were two 
motives however in making the minimum, as against a flexible adaptable standard, the touch
stone: The qu~tionnaifes issued in the first place had taken account of only certain items of 

· {ood to the exclusion of· others. Thus tea, sugar and butter milk, to common knowledge 
thou.'gh figuring on the menu of every caste, fail to appear on the questionnaire, and if not the · 
first two, the last is certainly an item of considerable intportance from the dietetisrs ,pcint of 
view, especially when its almost general use is borne in mind. Again, with such of the data 
as is collected, the margin of error in measurement needs to be accounted for in view of the 
agency employed to gather the ·infomtation. Secondly, it was felt that the strictest fairness 
and intpartiality could be betrayed by the adoption of a minintum standard, and not a flexible . 
one, where there may creep in a chance of previous prejudices-nurtured upon the catchword 
of " India's starving millions" .,-influencing the judgment in assigning absorption level to each 
caste individually. 

13. Calories in Foods of Different Castes-Examining Table A, in few instances it will 
be noted, does the calorie value exceed the minintum requirement. Amongst the vegeta
rians, the Pa.tidar, the Audich Brahman and the Dasha Lad Vania belong to that category ; 
amongst the non-vegetarians, the Thakarda.s and the Golas. The range of such excess is how-

·_ ever very lintited, being from 86 to 216 in the first category and from 183 to 317 in the second. 
In terms of wlas of rice, these calories mean at their highest 216.;-45, i.e. 4.8 and 317 .;-45 i.e., 
7. 04. The deficiencies however are the usual feature, ranging from 24 calories among the 
A.na.va.la Brahmans to 465 amongst the Ka.chhiya.s, and from 34 amongst the MusJ.imS to 1165 
amongst the Dublas. The vegetarian is defective up to 465.5.;-45, i.e., 10.3 and the non
vegetarian up to 1165.1.;-45, i.e., 25.8 wlas of rice per day. This, if anything, corroborates 
Mrs. Strong's analysis in 1920 of the military rations, where the combatants fall short in their 
diet by 100 calories, and the non-combatants by as many as 433 calories. The analysis made 
by a. bio-chemist in Madras, of an average non-vegetarian Hindu diet indicates a. sintilar deficiency 
in calorie value, though the standard against which the diet was tested here was nearer 3,000 
than 2,500 2: 

14. Protein Consumption-Coming to proteins, the analysis unfolds a more doleful tale 
The-vegetarians barring two exceptions,-Lewa Patidars and Audich Brahmans,--are all under 
provided. T)le surplus though, in the case of the Patidars and Audich Brahmans, of 6. 38 and 
4.42 equals 6.3872.40 and 4.42.;-2.40-no more than 2.65 and 1.85 tolas of meat. The 
deficiencies range from 3. 70 wlas for Bra.hmabhats to 19.26 iolas for Kansaras. The Patidar's 
position is the strongest by virtue of his consumption of dal, milk and curds, and though other 
~astes resort ~ these. three articles too, their consumption is lintited both in quantity and 
frequency. ~only illus~ates the point previously set out, viz. that milk and milk products 
alone can proVtde anappropnate corrective to a vegetarian diet. The non-vegetarians are in this 
~egard better situated with four castes enjoying a surplus of from 1.02 grams to 21.02, equal 
m meat value to .45 to~· 76 Wlas. It will be noticed though that except in the case of the P&r)!i. 
where the perc~ntage 18 41.1 and the Mahomedan whose percentage Is 27. 3, the proportion 
t~e non-vegetanan group of f~odS contributes to the total protein supply is very lintited. And 
smce none ·of th~~ resort to milk products in as large quantities as the vegetarians do, it may be 
sugg~te~ tha~ 1t 18 o~y to supply the want of aninto-acids in their otherwise vegetarian diet 
defictent m milk pro~ms, t~t they have recourse to a.nintal food. It is even possible that the 
fact ~hat the vege~rta~ fa~l !:?·get a:ny compl!lt6 protein froin the source of the bulk of their 
protem supply, whtch ~lk ~ not, leaves their diet, theoretically at least, more deficient than 
that of the non-vegetanans who do get a small supply of these complete proteins. 

_ 1_5. Calci~ i_n Veget&rian Diet-With regard to calcium, dal, milk and curds again 
~onstttute the pnn~Jtpal sources of supply. The Patidars score again with a surplus of .,225, i.e., 
?Opercentof the requifeJ?ent. It is to be noted that of the monthly supply of 22.473 grams 
m case of th~ Lewa Pattdar these three items account for no less than 19 .98, i.e., 88.88 per 
cent-and Wlth r~gard to the Nagar for 16.40 out of a total19.54, i.e., 83.8 per cent. Simi
larly. the ~e of~ ~nd ~urds puts the Deccani Brahman in a favourable situation. The diets 
defictent m calctum, 1t will be found, are deficient also in milk SQ.d curds, dal being included 

1 Vide Table XI, Volume XIX, CollSU8 of India: Baroda, 1931. 
1 McCarriaon Robert: Food (1928), p. 114. 
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everywhere in a smaller or larger quantity. An insPection of the non-vegetarian diets-most 
of them poor in calcium-ilonfinns this statement .. For though the Parsi and the Mahomedan 
diets show a substantial consumption of non-vegetarian foods, their values remain more or less 
deficient in respect of this substance. If some intrusion upon the sphere of the bio-chemist is 
permitted, it may be suggested that the typical tall and broad structure of the Patidar has 
some correlation with· the sufficiency of his calcium supply which goes to give tone to his bony 
frame-work. 

· 16. Phosphorou ... producing Foods-By far the strongest position obtains with regard 
to phosphorous supply, amongst the vegetarians particularly. Only the Kachhiya, the Bhavsar 
and the Kansara has a small deficiency, while the surpluses range from .180 in the case of Nagar 
Brahmans to .590 in the case of Brahmabhats. It is notable that Mrs. Strong's analysis gave 
a similar surplus in phosphorous, not only in the case of the better fed military combatant, 
but even regarding the apparently half-starved follower*. The ·most potent source of 
phosphorous is dal, with wheat and bajri closely following. These being the principal items 
in a vegetarian dietary, the surplus oan be easily eXplained. Coming to the non-vegetarians, 
the position becomes less favourable with six of the eleven castes suffering a substantial defici
ency ranging from .126 to . 581 grams whilst the rest enjoy a surplus between .235 and .351 

~ grams. It will be noted that the deficient diets err in respect of a shorter than usual supply 
of dal, and often a total absence of wheat. Though milk and curds contribute towards phos
phorous supply, the gap left by dal, wheat and bajri is difficult to fill up. And animal food even 
amongst the bulk of the non-vegetarians is too poor in quantity to compensate for the ab
sence of other phosphoresce~t items. 

17. Shortage of Iron-Iron appears to suffer a general deficiency, as great as that of 
protein. Only the Audich Brahmans and the Nagars have a small surplus and the deficiency 
among the rest ranges from .0007 to .0054 in a total requisite supply of .015 grams. Dal, 
wheat and salt are the principal sources in order of importance amongst the vegetarians. The 
cons~ption of salt being for obvious reasons limited, the Audichas by reason of a liberal supply 
of both and the Nagars for whom.wheat constitutes a major portion of their total cereal supply 
find themselves favourably situated, whilst the Patidar who consumes no less of da! thaq the 
other neighbouring castes, suffers a deficit-the only one in his dietary,-beoause of his confining 
wheat to occasional use only. Amongst the non-vegetarians the surplus occurs only with 
castes in habitual use of mutton, etc.-the Mahomedan and the Parsi. In their case too, to this 
source-meat and eggs-is added a moderately liberal supply of wheat and dals. It is not.ice
able that even amongst the Parsis, the non-vegetarian items do not account for more than 
.25 grams of iron out of a total monthly supply of . 71 grams, whilst wheat happens to be the 
largest single supplier of the substance. 

18. Vitamins: the Absence of a Measure-With regard to· the presence of vitamins in 
thEl diet, it is regrettable that no yardstick to measure their presence quantitatively is available. 
The substance did not occur in the bio-chemist's stock of trade until after the World War, when 
the effect of deviations from natural foods was studied as an important dietetic problem. Only 
recently have five Vitamins been isolated and their function, in promoting and regulating health, 
metabolism, reproduction, etc. determined. Though cereals and pulses do contain them in small 
quantities, it is mostly animal products like milk, curds, ghee, mutton and eggs which possess 
them in any abundance. Other articles of diet being the same, non-vegetarians will therefore 
enjoy an advantage over their vegetarian brethren, in respect of vitamin supply. Considered 
generally, however, it seems very. unlikely that the substance is available in adequate propor
tions. A rough test the bio-chemist applies to ascertain the presence of vitamins is whether the 
food is taken in its natural form and bears the mineral salts normally occurring in it. When 
the germ is removed from the grain, for example from the wheat, in the process of bleaching the 
Hour or of polishing the rice, the effects are banefnl both upon the salts and the vitamins. If 
this principle is acceptable-that the presence of salts will insure the presence of vitamins along
side, a deficiency in the salt supply can only lead us to conclude that the vitamin allowance is 
also short. 

19. Conclusion: the Ideal Diet-Considered in broad aspects, the survey gives rather 
alarming results. The Audich Brahmans alone emerge successfnl through the test,
though with a very narrow margin sometimes-with the Lewa Patidars close upon their heels. 
The reasons for the deficit may be variously stated from rank poverty in the case of Dublas to 
ignorance of dietetic principles in the case of the Parsis. The narrow uniformity of the diet is 
another notable feature, though the want of scope in the questionnaire may have a great deal 
to do with the results obtained. It seems certainly essential that His Highness's subjects should 

• Vide article in tho Indian Journal of Sociology, VoL I, p. 184. 
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eat more food of better quality, greater variety and richer chemical worth. It will not be out ol 
place to conclude with a daily dietary theoretically applicable to India as devised by a 
bio-chemist (Colonel McCarrison). I twill be noted that his requisite standard is far higher than 
that adopted for the purposes of our test* • 

. 

IN GBAlDillB 

FoonS'l'UJ'J' Amount in Calorie~ 
Ounces Proteins Fats Ca.rbohyd. 

rates 

.dlla .. . . . . . . . . 12 48o80 6o48 244o2 1,222 

Rice : home pounded 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 13o80 Oo61 133o8 69~ 

Meat (Mutton) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 11.94 3o96 OoO 84 

Milk 0 0 oo 0 0 00 00 20 18080 20o40 27o2 360 

Vegetable oil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 OoOO 28o00 OoO 252 
. 

f!llee 0 0 0 0 00 oo 0 0 lo6 OoOO 34o60 OoO . 312 

Root vegetables 0 0 00 • 0 0 0 8 4o40 Oo36 31."8 14~ 

Cabbage oo oo . 0 0 0 0 o,o 8 3o10 0.24 10o2 66 
• 

Mango oo o.o 00 0 0 0 0 4 Oo16 . .Oo88 20o8 . 92 

Dal . 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 oo 1 6o60 Oo99 16o2 100 

IAa_lO per CtDt for W..to 
63o5 l05o50 96042 484.2 3,221 

0 0 • 0 6o3 10o50 9o64 48o4 322 
.. 

-0 
Total 0 0 57.2 95o00 86o78 435o8 2,899 

• McC&rriaon Robert: Foo,d page uao 
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TABLE A 

DAILY EFFECTIVE CONSUMPTION IN DIETS OF SELECTED CASTES 

Percentage 
0 

C.t.STB 
Surplua + Surplua + 

of Calorioo or Proteina or 
Population Deficiency - (grams) Deficiency -

1 I 2 I· 3 I 4 I 6 I 6 

V BG IIITAB.IAli 

Lewa Patidar .. .. . 9.28 2,692.04 + 192.04 81.38 + 6.38 
Audich Brahman 0 0 .. 1.86 2,836.00 + 86.00 79.42 + 4.42 
Shravak Vauia •• 00 .. 1.39 2,079.10 1- 430.90 60.03 1- 14.97 
Goldsmith 0 0 0 0 00 .54 2,367.90 1- 132.10 64.91 1- 11.01 
Brahmabhat 0 0 0 0 00 .41 2,152.60 ,_ 347.60 71.30 1- 3.70 
Ana via •• 0 0 0 .. 0 0 .48 2,476.00 ,_ 24,00 70.70 1- 4.30 

Deoaui Brahman 00 0 0 .42 2,430.30 - 219.70 66.23 1- 13.77 
Nagar Brahman .. .. .33 2,292.30 1- 207.70 66.22 1- 9.78 
Lad Vania 0 0 0 0 00 .31 2,716.60 + 216.60 66.16 1- 9.84 
Kaohhiya 0 0 0 0 0 0 .33 2,284.60 ,_ 466.60 68.07 1- 16.93 
Bhavaar •• 0 0 .. 0 0 .24 2,216.80 - 284.20 66.90 1- 19.10 
Kanaara •• 00 0 0 0 .. .08 2,158.00 . f- 342.00 55.74 1- 10.26 

NoN-VBGIIITAB.IAli 

Thakarda 00 .. .. 7.78 2,817.70 + 317.70 79.87 + 4.87 
Muslim .. 0 0 00 0 0 7.47 2,466.47 - 34.53 84.67 + 9.67 
Dhed 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 4.37 1,719.00 - 781.90 52.66 1- 22.44 
Raj put 00 0 0 .. 0 0 3.88 2,139.10 r- 620.90 61.05 '- 18.95 
Bhil .. 0 0 .. 0 0 2.23 2,146.66 - 353.45 53.94 - 12.06 
Bhangi .. 00 0 0 • 0 0 1.26 1,476.60 - 1,023.40 36.20 - 38.80 

Valand 00 0 0 .. .. 1.14 1,676. 70 -· 823.30 42.21 1- 32.79 
Maratha .• .. 0 0 .. .69 2,364.40 - 381.00 71.58 1- 3.42 
Dubla 0 0 00 0 0 00 .52 1,334.90 - 1,166.10 41.39 1- 34.07 
Parsi .. 0 0 0 0 .. .29 2,164.70 - 345.30 96.02 + 21.02 
Go !a .. .. 00 0 0 .26 2,683.10 + 183.10 76.02 + 1.02 

: Surplus+~ Surplus l Surplus+ 
QASTlC Calcium or Phospho· or Iron or 

(grams) Deficiency rous (grams) Deficiency (grams) Deficiency-

1 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 

VBGBT.ll!.IAN 

Lewa Patidar 00 0 0 .676 + .226 1.752 + .312 .0133 1- .0017 
Andioh Brahman .. 00 .453 + .003 2.010 + .• 570 .0157 + .0007 
Shravak V ani& •• 0 0 0 0 .405 1- .045 1.771 1- .331 .0117 1- .0033 
Goldsmith 0 0 .. 0 0 .384 1- .066 1.620 - .180 .0115 1- .0035 
Brahmabhat • 0 .. 00 .479 + .029 2.030 + .590 .0125 1- .0025 
Ana via 0 0 00 .426 1- .024 I. 739 - .299 .0133 1- .0017 .. • 0 

Deocani Brahman .. 0 • .554 + .104 1.655 + .215 .0122 f- .0028 
Nagar Brahman 0. .. .686 + .136 1.620 + .180. .0169 + .0019 
Lad Vania 00 .. .403 1- .047 1.649 1- .209 .0114 1- .0036 .. 
Kaohbiya 00 .260 1- .189 1.403 1- .037 .0098 r- .0082 .. .. 
Bhavaar •• .216 f- .234 1.417 1- .023 .0096 1- .0064 

0. 0 0 , 0 

.199 1.410 1- .030 .0095 1- .0066 Kanaara •• .. . . 00 .251 f-

NON· VmBTA.BIAll' 

Thakarda .. .166 r- .286 1.79( + .351 .0097 f- .0053 
00 0 0 

Muslim .340 1- .110 1.780 + .340 .0189 + .0039 
0 0 .. .. 00 

Dhed .084 1- .366 1.116 - .324 .0043 1- .0107 
00 .. .. .. 

Rajput .355 f- .195 1.314 - .126 .0000 f- .0064 .. .. 0. • 0 

Bhil .151 f- .299 1.695 + .235 .0054 1- .0095 
0 0 00 .. 0 0 

.363 1.003 - .437 .0039 1- .0779 Bhangi .. 0 • 0. 0 0 .087 r-
Valand .079 r- .371 .869 1- .581 .0060 1- .0100 .. .. 00 

Maratha .• .466 + .006 1.266 1- .184 .0109 1- .0041 .. .. .. 
.134 1- .316 1.242 

~ 
.198 .0043 1- .0107 Dubla .. 00 .. 00 

1.696 .266 .0214 + .0064 Parai .. .. 00 00 .447 1- .030 
1-Go !a .166 f- .297 1.731 + .291 .0099 .0059 .. .. 0 0 • 0 0 
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TABLE B 

CHEMICAL CoMPoSITioN oF THE EVERYDAY Foon oF TYPICAL CASTES 

ColfSITKP'liOR' I OALOBIB V4Ll7B I PIIO'rJmr CO!<· I VlTAJIIRII t 
(TOL.US)• !l'lllm (GIWIB) 

l!'OODIDlr 

I l p~ I A I ll I 0 I D Per Per I Per Per Per 
day month Tola month it'ola' month 

1 2 I 8 I 4 5 8 I 7 8 I 9 10 I 11 

Lewo Patld•r (128,871) l' "'""""" 
Wheat (Atta) . . .. . . 16 150 40.8 6,120.0 1.66 284.00 X XX .. , . 
Rloo, or} .. .. .. 18 360 . -45.2 16,272.0 0.72 269.20 .. L .. .. 
Kodrl .. .. .. 16 15~ 85.8 6,840.0 1.18 177.00 x xx .. .. 
Bajrl, or .. .. " 20 600 4S.6 26,160.0 1.11 666.00 .. .. 
Juwar .. .. . . 20 600 40.4 U,240.0 1.16 696.00 X XX .. .. 
Potatoea •• .. .. .. 4 120 14.4 1,'128:0 0.28 8S.80 L X x .. 
01'00118 .. .. .. .. 8 240 3.26 . 780.0 0.14 ss.oo x X .. 
Dal .. .. .. .. 10 800 40.0 12,000.0 2.60 760.00 XX .. .. 
ChUlloa .. .. .. .. t 22i 46.0 1,012.6 1.07 24.07 .. .. .. .. - .. .. .. .. t 16 44.4 666.0 1.76 26;40 .. .. .. .. 
on .. .. .. .. 1t 46 100.8 2,692.0 .. .. L .. .. .. Bolt .. .. .. .. t ~J i:i.o 7,2iio.o ci:w s2 •. oo XxX x x x llllk .. .. .. .. 20 
Clu'da .. .. .. .. 16 880 7.2 2,876.0 0.66 134.80 XX X X x Gboo .. .. .. .. 3 90 83.2 7,488..0 .. .. XXX .. .. 

·18 12t 8 2 
Tot.! Pfl' JDOD.th .. .. 89,73(.60 Z.71Z.67 
Toto! K"' day .. .. 2,991.15 80.«3 
I..a1%wute .. .. 299.11 1.04 

Z.69Z.O( 81.38 

Standard. rerauirem~Dt .. z.soo.oo 75.00 

Sarplu + "' o!o&cioaq- .. + m.N· + 8.38 

Audlth Brahman (16,222) V•qeto,;.,. 

Wheat (Atta) .. .. . . 16 <SO 40.8 18,860.0 1.66 702.00 X XX .. .. JUre, or} .. .. .. 16 876 45.2 16,950.0 0.72 270,00 .. L .. .. Kodrl .. .. .. 10 60 S6.6 1,780.0 1.18 60.00 x XX 
.. .. Bajrl .. .. .. .. 20 800 48.6 26,160.0 1.~1 666.00 .. .. 

Potatoes .. .. .. 6 160 14.4 2,160.0 0.28 42.00. L X x .. Greena .. .. .. .. 10 800 S.26 975.0 0.14 42.00 x X .. Dal .. .. .. .. 7 210 40.0 8,400.0 2.50 626.00 XX .. .. CbUIIea .. .. .. .. t 16 45.0 676.0 1.07 16.05 .. .. .. .. Maaala .. .. .. .. t 16 44.4 666.0 1.76 26.40 .. .. .. .. 
ou .. .. .. .. 2 60 100.8 6,048.0 .. .. L .. .. .. Bolt .. .. .. .. 1 so 

i2.o 5,400.0 o:w 2.is.oo xxx x x x llllk .. .. .. .. 16 450 
Clu'da .. .. .. .. 10 100 7.2 720.0 0.66 66.00 XX X X x Gbeo .. .. .. .. 2f 7~ 83.2 6,240.0 .. .. XXX .. .. 

. 
18 lOt 8 I 

Tot.! per moa.tb .. .. 95,53(.0 2,847.45 Total per dar .. .. 3,151.1 88.24 1.-10%- .. .. 315.1 8.82 

Z.838.0 71.42 
Stmdud r-.uirem.t .. 2,750.0 75.00 
Sarpla~ + or d.6 ' Bey .. + 88.0 + (.4Z 

2'Aal:OIY14 (190,19/f) N .,..y qtlarian 
Wheat (Atta) .. .. .. 20 80 40.8 8,264-.0 1.66 124.8 X XX .. .. Rlce,or } .. .. .. 10 860 46.2 18,272.0 0.71 260.2 .. L .. .. Kodrl .. .. .. 80 860 86.6 12,860.0 1.18 424,8 .. .. Dajrl •• .. .. .. 80 750 48.6 82.700.0 1.11 882.6 x XX .. .. Bavta .. .. .. .. 80 160 40.0 6,000.0 0.90 136.0 .. .. .. .. 
Potalooa .. .. .. 10 800 U.4 4,820.0 0.28 34.0 L X .. a....,. .. .. .. .. 16 460 8.25 1,462.6 o.u 68.0 x X X .. D&l .. .. .. .. 10 160 40.0 6,000.0 1.60 876.0 XX . . .. CblDlea .. .. .. .. 1t •• 46.0 2,025.0 1.07 48.16 .. .. .. .. !raaala .. .. .. .. 1 so 44.4 1,832.0 1.76 62.8 .. .. .. .. 
on .. .. .. .. t 22t 100.8 2,268.0 .. L- .. .. .. Bolt .. .. .. .. .. 80 

88.2 
.. .. 

XxX 
.. .. x Gbee .. .. .. .. lt 46 8,7ko .. .. .. .. 

Mutton .. .. .. .. 16 76 16.8 1,260.0 2.40 180.0 L X L X Fbb .. .. .. .. 10 20 8.8 176.0 2.06 4-1.2 X .. :R ... .. .. .. 10 10 16.8 168.0 1.62 16.2 XX XXX x Chicken :: .. .. .. .. 10 10 12.0 120.0 1.70 27.0 X X .. .. 
T otllper moatb. .. .. 93,927.5 2,882.85 lOt 14t 1t 8 Totol~day .. .. 1,138.8 88.75 Le.t% ... te .. .. 313.1 8.88 . 

2,817.7 79.87 
StuUn! helairem.t .. 2,500.0 75.00 
Surplua + .., dolidoacy- .. + 317.7 + 4.87 

It~ t.aO: =~t{btood ~umpt.lon Is oalculated by multlplylna: the d&Dy quantity of the food Item by the number of d•ya oa wblch • emon"". . 
t X-falr supply, XX-aood, XXX-•UJ IOod, ~llttle. 
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TABLE B 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE EVERYDAY FOOD OF TYPICAL CASTES 

ll'lnlw. ~J.LTB (GWill) 

OWIIUll I PB:OBPJIOB.0118 JBoK 

I 
FOOD lUll 

Pe<Tola Per month Per 'lola Permontb PorTola Pv month 

1J 19 I 14 I 15 18 17 1 

kula Pllli<IM ~~~6,8?1) V,q-

.0051 .765 .0480 7.200 .00055 .0825 Wheat (Atta) .. .. . . 

.0010 .360 .• 0109 3.920 .00010 .0360 Rico, or r .. .. .. . . .. 
·:o970 ~.200 

. . . . Kodrl . . .. .. 
.0016 .960 .. .. &Jrl, or .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . Juwar .. . . .. 
.oou .168 .0086 • 702 :Oooos ·:oHm Potatoee •• .. .. . . 
.0010 ,240 .0040 .960 Ort'CDI .. .. .. . . 
.0120 8.600 .0496 1,,880 .00000 .2700 Dal .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. ChiUiea .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. Maoala . . .. . . .. 

.. .. .. .. 
.000560 ·:0128 

on .. .. .. . . .. 
"7.8oo ·:o1oo "6.000 

Salt .. .. . . .. 
.0130 .000080 .0180 Milk .. .. . . .. 
.0260 8.580 ,0195 6.485 .000087 .0122 Curd I .. .. .. . . .. ... . . . . . . .. Ghee .. .. .. .. 

ZZ.473 58.387 .4433 TotU pa' moatb .. .. 
.749 1.948 .0147 Total p_. Uy .. .. 
.074 .194 .0014 IAulO% w .. te .. .. 
.875 t.7&Z • 131 

.450 1.440 .0150 Slllldardnqalr-1 .. ---
+·ZZS +"31Z -.0017 SarpJua+ .. de&c-..- .. 

Audido BroA...,. (46,~~~) V,qdari"" 
) 

.0051 2.295 .0480 21.80 .00055 ,2480 Wheat(Atta) .. .. . . 

.0010 .875 .0109 4.09 .00010 .0376 Rice, or} .. .. .. .. .. 
"22.zo 

.. .. Xodrl .. . . .. 
.0016 • 060 ·:os7o . . .. llajrl •• .. .. .. 
.oou .210 .0068 . 0.00 :Oooos 

. . Potatoes .. .. .. 
,0010 .soo .0040 1.20 ,015 Oreeut . . .. . . .. 
.0120 2.520 .0496 10.50 .00000 .190 Dol .. . . . . .. 

.. . . .. .. . . .. ChUllo1 . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1datlla .. . . . . .. 

.. . . . . .. 
.000560 ·:0168 

011 .. .. .. .. 
.. .. Salt .. .. .. . . 

.0180 '6.850 ·:0100 4.50 .000080 .0185 Ill Ilk .. . . . . .. 

.0280 2.800 .0105 1.05 .000087 .0087 Curd• .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. Obee .. .. .. .. 

15.110 . 
16.94 .8Zf5 Total p.r JllOiltla .. .. 

8.03 Z.Z3 .0174 . Total r;! day .. .. 
.650 .zz .0017 I..o 1 %W•IO .. .. 
.451 z.ot • 0187 

• 450 1.44 .0150 Slllldard , ..... _, .. 
+-1103 +.57 +.0007 Sorpl• + or de&cloocr- .. 

TWanla (190,196) N""'l'lldarian 

• 0051 .n • 0480 8.800 ;00055 .od Whoat(Atta) .. . . .. 
• 0010 • so .010~ 1.020 .00010 .086 Rlce,or } .. .. .. 
• 0010 • 86 .0109 8.920 .00010 .086 K.odrl .. . . .. 
.0010 1.20 .0370 17.760 .. .. llajrl •• .. .. .. 
• 0016 • 24 .0870 &.550 .. .. llavta .. . . .. .. 
• oou • 42 .0060 1.980 

:ilooo& 
.. Pot&klea .. .. . . 

• 0010 • 4& • 0040 1.800 .022 Greene .. .. .. .. 
.0120 1.80 • 0498 . 7.440 .00000 .186 Dal .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ChWies .. . . .. .. .. . . .. 1datlla .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. 

.. - .:Ooolie 
.. ou .. . . . . .. . . .. .. Batt .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Oboe .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . 

.0024 • 18 .o"o 8.900 .00080 .04& :Muttoo .. .. .. . . 
.. 

:6004o 
.. Fllob .. .. .. . . .. . . ·:mo .240 .004 EK~ .. .. .. 

.0000 0.9 Ch ekeD .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. 
s. 51 

1.;-. ; 51.700 3ZZ TotU .,.. moath . . .. 
• 183 1.900 :oto7 Total r;! ""• .. .. 

. • 011 .111 .0010 I..ll %W•t• .. .. 
•' .00117 . ,;.liS 1.711 

• 450 1.440 • 0150 Stuularlll l'equlr ...... .. 
-.zes '+.351 -.0051 Sorpla + or de&cloocr - • • 
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'l;'ABLE B 

Cm:MicAL CoMPosiTioN oF THE EvEBYDAY Foon oF TYPICAL CASTES 

0oR81JI[Pl'ION I CALOBIB V ALV:. I l'l!OTBIN COX• VIrAKIRB t 
(TOLAS)• """""(GIWIB) 

FOOD l'I'BJI 

I I I I Per I p~ Per Per Per Por A B c ·D 
da7 mouth XoJa. mouth Xola mouth 

1 2 I • I 4 I 6 I 6 7 8 9 10 11 

McW>mtdan (l8B,630) Non-V"'-

Wbeat (A.tto) 00 00 00 20 860 40.8 1,,688,0 1.56 561.6 X XX 00 00 

Rtce .• 00 00 00 15 460 46.2 20,340.0 0.72 S24.0 L .. 00 

Bajrl 0 0 00 00 00 20 so 48.6 13.080.0 1.11 883.0 X XX 00 00 

Potatoes 00 00 00 6 160 . 14.4 2,160.0 0.28 42.0 L X x 00 

Greens 00 00 00 00 10 soo S.26 975.0 0.14 42.0 x X 00 

Dal 00 00 00 00 7 . 210 40.0 8,400.0 2.60 526.0 X 00 00 

ChUUea 00 00 00 . t ~t 46.0 1,012.5 1.07 24.075 00 00 00 00 

llaaaJa. . :: 00 0 0 00 44.4 999.0 1.76 S9.6 00 00 00 00 

on 00 00 00 00 2 60 100.8 6,048.0 00 .. L 00 00 00 

Salt 00 .. 00 00 1 80 
iio s,OOo.o o:u i62.o xxX x x Milk 00 .. .. .. 10 800 X 

Ghee .. 00 .. .. 2 60 8S.2 4,992.0 .. .. XXX .. .. X 

Mutton .. .. .. .. 10 180 16.8 2,688.0 2.40 884.0 L X L X 
Fish 00 .. .. .. 10 50 8.8 440.0 2.06 108.0 

XX 
X 00 

Eg .. .. .. 00 10 150 18.8 2,520.0 1.62 228.0 XXX .. X 
Chlckau :: .. .. .. 10 20 12.0 240.0 2.70 54.0 X X .. 00 

Total Pill' DlODth 00 00 82,182.5 2,822.27 12i lSi 2i ' Total per da,. .. .. 2,739.41 94.07 
IMolO%-te 00 .. 273.94 9.40 

0 
2,(65.47 St.67 

Studull reraaiteDlllll: .. 2,500.00 0 74.00 

5arplao + .. de&d.xr- .. 1--. 3(.53 + 9.67 

• 

0 

llmmAL SAI4'11 (GIWIB) 

I'OOD lDK C.w:mrK I PBOSPBOBOUB I lBOlf 

Per Tola I Permontb I PerXola I Per month I PerXola I Per month 

1 I 12 .I 13 I 1' I 16 I 16 I 17 
0 

Malaomtdcm (182,630) Non-V~etGrian 

Wbaat(Atto) 00 .. 00 .0051 . 1.800 .0460 17.28 .0005 .180 
Rice •• 00 00 00 .0010 .460 .01W 4.110 .0001 .045 
Bajrl .. 00 .. .. .0018 .480 .0370 11.10 00 00 

Potatoaa 00 00 .. .0014 .210 • .0086 .99 .. a ...... 00 .. 00 00 .0010 .300 .0040 1.20 
0 

:ooo05 .015 
Dal 00 .. 00 .. .0120 2.520 .0496 10.<1 .0009 .189 
ChUUea 00 .. 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 

lllaaala 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 

on .. .. .. 00 00 00 00 .. 
SILit .. 00 00 00 .. 00 :Ooo56 .0186 
Milk .. .. .. 00 .0130 "8.1100 ·:otoo 8.00 .00008 .oollO 
Ghee 00 00 00 .. 00 .. ... .... 00 00 

' 
Hutton 00 .. 00 00 .oou .884 .0440 7.04 .00060 .• 0960 
Ft.h .. .. 00 00 00 00 

Eggs .• 00 .. 00 .0090 "i.3so ·:0240 8.60 :cioo40 .0600 
Cbicken •• 00 00 .. .. 00 .. 00 .. 00 

Total Per' m011tla .. 00 11.394 &9.52 .8401 
Total per day 00 00 .378 1.98 .0210 
I..s 10% waltll 00 00 .031 .20 .8021 

.3(0 1.71 .0188 

Standard nqu~nm..,. 00 .450 l.H .ouo 
S..,.Jaa + or delWoacr- 00 ..,..no t-34 +-0031 

U.la t.a~ =~{t!e~C:::.umptlon Ia oalculated by multiplying the daUy quantity of the food Item by the ~umber of days on which 

t X-falrtupply, XX=good, .XX.X~:~~.very a:ood. L-llttle. 



CHmncAL ELB>IlDIT 

1. Body lmilding Maleriah 

Proteins •. 

2. Body Regul<Jiora 

i. Calcium 

ii. PhO'Jllhorous •• 

iii. Iron 

i•. Iodine •• 

i. VitaminA 

ii. Vitamin B .. 

iii. Vitamin C .. 

'"· Vitamin D .. 

•• Vitamin E .. 
4. 'Fue!FOOIU 

Fats .. . . 

6. Carbohydratu 

•• Sugar . . .. 

ii. Starches . . 

SOURCES OP POOD ELEMENTS Sll 

STATEMENT C 

SoURCES OF FooD ELEMENTS 

Sol1ROBS 

Animal Vegetable 

.. !Jwk, egg~, meat, fish, fowl .. Pu1aea, grams, tkJU, wheat, bajri, nuta, leafy 
vegetables. 

•. jMuk, butter milk, curds, whey, Dah, nuts, fruits, grama, leafy vegetables. 
eggyolk. 

.. jMilk, butter milk, eggs, meat, Bea.na,lentila, nuts, wheat, oks, barley, leafy and 
fish. suoculentvegetable~in&ob,radish, ououm ber, 

carrot, ca.ulifiower. 

.. Liver, red meats, egg& .. 

• . Se&fish and oils •• 

• . Dal, whole eeresls, leafy and suooulent Tege· 
tableo and fruits • 

• • Se .... weed, fruits and green leafy vegetables. 

. • Fats and fish oils, liver, kidney, Green leafy vegetables and vegetable tops, bambo< 
eggyolk, butter and ghee, sprouts, lucerne, gram, sprouted grain, yellow 
whole milk. root vegetables, canota and sweet tJot&to, 

tomato, Bajri, yeast, tomato, lettuce, apinoch 
and leafy vegetables, walnuts, tUtG. 

.. Eggs, liver, brain, heart, kidney. Yeast, tomato, lettuce, spinach and leafy vege.. 
tables, walnut, atta, bo.jri, dal, milk. 

.. Liver, blood, milk .. Green leafy fresh vegetables, freah fruita, prouted 
grains and d4Z, raw carrot, or&Dge juice and 
peeL 

•• Cod liver oil, milk, ghee, butter, Se& plants, vegetables grown in sunlight, oilo and 
eggyolk, fish. grains. 

Whole wheat, vegetables. 

•. Butter. ghce, cream, milk, fieh Vegetable oils, til, olive, groundnuta. 

. . 

. . 

. oils, dripping. • 

. ... 
. . ... 

In fruits jaggery, pul, trea.ole, white and brown 
BUgar, honey. . 

In cereal grain&, dal, ~ nuta, tt.l:t~er, rootvege· 
tables, b&Uanaa,oellulose(orroughege)thewoody 
fibre found in vegetables and fruits. 

6. Temperature RegulGtor•, !Meats, milk . . .. • • Green spinaeh fruits, ·~· 
body ftusM.rs, 6/c., ....,.,. 

Bourcu 
. 
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CHAPTER IX 

LITERACY 

§ 1. CONSIDERATION OF .ABsoLUTE FIGURES 

295. Reference ' 'l~atistics-The statistics round which this - chapter 
is written are of three .rinds. In the first place with a view to test how far the 
educational policy of the State has succeeded ~ liquidating ignorance, the census 
so devised its questionnaire as to enable the figures compiled to divide the popula
tion into three categories: (a) literates who are able to read and write in any 
language, (b) partially literates, who though not able to combine both functions 
of reading and writing are still able to read only, and (c) wholly illiterates, com
prising the rest of the population who have not these qualifications. • 

These three categories were intro~ced in 1921, and have been continued in 
this census also; Secondly the census sought to know how far people were ac
quainted with English on the one hand and Hindi and Urdu on the other. Apart 
from these two kinds of figures, this chapter presents details of schools and 
scholars obtained from the Education department and seeks to correlate them 
with literacy results. The census figures are compiled in :- . 

(i) Imperial Table XIII which gives the general results by age, sex and 
religion, first for the whole State, and then, for the City and the 
different administrative divisions. 

(ii) Imperial Table XIV, which gives the number of literates and literates 
in English (aged 7 and over) in selected castes, arranged into three 

· classes-Advanced, Intermediate and IlliWrate---according to a 
percentage scale already explained in the Chapter on Civil Condition. 

(iii) State Table II, which gives the population by talukas distributed by 
religion, sex, age and literacy. · · 

(iv) State Table VI which has six parts, Parts A to C giving details of literacy 
by script, Parts D and E showing figures of full and partial literacy 
by age, sex and chief religions in all the talukas and towns of the 
State. Part F shows literacy for wards of the City. 

fu respect of these tables, it is necessary to mention that in Imperial Table 
XIII, all persons returned as " literate " below 5 years of age were neglected, and 
th~ age-groups of literates were also smoothed like tho-se of the general population 

. (vide Chapter IV).. . . · 

. 296 •. Basis of Fi~es-As progress in this regard is a matter of vital 
mterest, literacy figures m the different censuses have to be compared, and it is 
necessary therefore to know how far, if at all, the basis of the statistics has altered 
from decade to. decade. Literacy is defined since 1911 as the ability to read a 
l~tter from a friend and to :write a reply to it. In 1901 no general indication was 
~ven as to the st~dard t~ be adopted when a person was to be entered as a 
litera~. In 19~1, mstruct10ns as to what constituted a person's literacy were 
fir~t la1d do_wn m the han~book for the superior census staff : the enumerators 
bemg left With the general mstruction that one's claim to be able " both to read 
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and write any language" should be allowed without demur. In 1921 and 1931 
the_ mor~ detailed test applied in 1911 was included in the general instructio~ 
whic~ were b;oadcas~ to ~II enumerators. In the instruction classes, special em
p~sis was laid on this pomt. It was desired that the literacy record was to be 
strictly confined to those who were able to read and write. With a view to this 
end, the ~a~go17 ?f the partially literate was specially devised in 1921, (t) as a 
check on mdiscnmmate returns of persons whose claims to literacy did not come 
up to the standard required, and (ii) as a valuable indication by which we could 
~auge the_ extent ~f the lap~e from literacy in later ages. The test for partial 
literacy laid down smce 1921 ~s the ability to read printed or other books or letters ; 
but mere power to scrawl a signature was not enough. There is another point to 
be remembered while comparing figures prior to 1901. In 1881 and 1891, there 
were three categories-literate, learning and illiterate. The division seemed natural 
enough! but in practice it gave rise to many anomalies. In the first place it was 
not logical, because a learner may be either literate or not able to read and write 
at all. Secondly the return was vitiated by the omission" at one end of children 
who had not been long at school and at the other, of many of the more advanced 
students who returned thelnBelves as literates. There were thus marked discre
pancies between departmental returns and the census figures of children under 
instruction." For these reasons, only the two broad categories of literate and 
illiterate were retained by the all-India census, while the addition of the third 
category of partial literacy in the State census helped materially to enhance the 
relative accuracy of the returns. For those who were . able to read only, the 
instruction was first to enter a cross (or" no") against colunm 16 and then in the 
line below it, against the query," If not literate, whether able to read only," enter 
the affirmative sign. · 

297. Data regarding Groups-In regard to the second kind of statistics, 
it is also necessary to find out the basis of the figures. Knowledge of English is 
always part of the census questionnaire regarding literacy. Here again the stand
ard has varied a little from time to time, though formal instructions have not 
been much altered. Knowledge of English more or less involves ability to read 
and write in it. The ability to speak it is not asked for here; as in the Ceylon 
Censuses of 1911 and 1921. In 1901, literacy in the principal scripts was recorded. 
Ten years after, compilation by scripts was abandoned. In 1921, it was again 
introduced, but endless difficulties were experienced at the tabulation stage ; 
the different combinations led to complicated sortings. Claims to polylingualism 
were so extravagant that the results compiled were not of much value. In the 
present census, we ·decided to conform to the all-India minimum in this regard 
contenting ourselves merely to record scripts of Hindi or Urdu. Where a person 

. claimed knowledge of Hindi or Urdu in addition to his mother tongue, he had 
simply to show it as an additional qualification ; he had first to write " yes " to 
the general query whether he was literate or not and then enter ''yes" agaiD;st one 
or other or both of the scripts which he professed to know. If a person was ~terate 
in English, whether it was his mother tongue or not, he was to. be shown as literate · 
in colunm 16 and literate in English in. colunm 1 ~- Lastly it must be re!llember~d 
that a person was not directly asked if he. was li~rate, or at laa~t partially so, m 
his own vernacular. If he was shown as literate m colunm 16 Without any men
tion of script, it was presumed that he was so in his. own ~~rna~ular ; though the 
presumption is not always correct. _Many D~~cap1s residi:f:lg ~ the Sta~ and 
educated in the schools where there 18 no facility of teaching m Ma~athi learn 
only to read and write in Gujarati. Owing. to similar causes, many G~Jarat M~s
lims, although claiming Hindustani as therr vernacular, read and wnte only m 
Gujarati. 

298 General Results-The number of literates in the State has increased 
from 272,418 to 434,734 or by 162,316 or over 59 per cent. Taking ~he figures by 
sex the male literates have increased to 355,067 or by 54 per cent while the female 
lite~ates have nearly doubled themselves, ha~ grown from 41,300 to ?9,667 or by 
93 per c~nt. Wherever there is scope for mcrease, th~ number of literates has 

40 
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increased by leaps and bounds. The State consists of the City, 32 mahals and 8 
peta mahals. In 27 mahals, the increase is well over 50 per cent in respect 
of males and 100 per cent in respect of females. In the whole ?f Me~ana 
prant, female literacy has incn:ased by ~26 per cen~. Palsana, Kodinar, Tilak
wada and Dhari mahals record mcreases m female literacy from 200 to 337 per 
cent. Padra (196 per cent), Baroda (191), Vaghodia (191), Bhadran (168), Dabhoi 
(192) in Baroda prant; Mahuva (181) in Navsari prant; Si<J.!lpur (19?), Visnagar 
(189) and Vijapur (185) in Mehsana pra~t, and Khamb~ (189) m ~eli c?me next 
in order of progress in female educatiOn. In male literacy, the highest mcreases 

recorded are in Tilakwada (205), Baroda 
(101), · Kodinar (98), Vaghodia (97), 
Padra (88}, Bhadran (87), Mahuva (84), 
Visnagar (81) and Vyara (80). The 
marginal table gives the general rate 
of increase in literacy by sex in the 
different divisions (with the highest 
ratio recorded for both sexes within each 
division). In Baroda City and Okha
mandal, the smallest rates of increase 
are registered in the former because 

; LlTEBA.CY 

Drvunow 

Baroda City .. . . 
Amreli Division . . . . 
Highest ratio in Prant (Kodinar) 

Baroda Division .. 
"Highest ratio (~.;.u.) . . 
lllehsan& Division . . 
Highest ratio (Vitmagar) .. 
Navsa.ri Division '. .. 
Higheet ratio (Mahuva) .. 
Okhamandal •• .. . . 

.. .. .. 

.. .. 

.. 
• r 
.. .. 
.. 

Variation per 
cent since 1921 

Male I Female 

18.4 13 
56.4 141 

98 211 

66 Ill 
205 337 

59 126 
81 189 

45 93 
84 181 

23 25 

. 'there is the least scope there for further 
advance under present social conditions; 
and in the· latter, because owing to 
the backward nature of the country 
and the continued seasonal depres
sions, compulsory provisions were relax
ed and the schools declined both ·in 
number and attendance. 

299. Variation in Number of Literates in the Main Religions-The 

Total 
RBLIGIOJJ strength 

in 1931 

Total •• 2,443,007 

Hindu Brahmanic •• 2,149,200 
Jain .. .. 48,408 

Trihal .. .. 44,890 
Muslim .. .. 182,630 

Zoroastrian .. 7,262 
Christian .. . . 7,127 

Variation 
percent 
in total 

strength 
since 1921 

+ 14.9 

+ 23.4 
+ 12.0 

-72.6 
+ 12.11 

- 6.3 
- 2.1 

' 

Literacy 
strength 
in 1931 

434,734 

360,648 
24,324 

773 
39,666 

5,121 
2,466 

Variation 
per cent 

in nwnber 
of literates 
since 1921 

+ 59.6 

+ 67.0 
+ 22.0 

-72.7 
+ 62.0 

- 5.5 
+ 53.0 

marginal table has been pre
pared to show the compa- . 
rative variation in the general 
strength as well as in literacy 
under each main religion. The 
minor groups like Aryas, 
Brshmos, Sikhs, etc., have 
been omitted. It is interesting 
to find amongst Parsis, who 
had already attained. to high 
literacy in 1921, that there is 
so little scope for further 
advance that their total 
strength and the number of 
literates amongst them have 
declined at the same rate. At 
the other end of the scale in 

· ed'!-c~tional advancement~ the d~cline in literacy amongst the followers of Tribal 
!6JWons ha~ kept pace With theu decline in numbers. The Jain rate of progress 
m literacy IB almost double that of the increase in their numbers. Hindu Brah
manic records three times the rate of general increase in the ranks of its literates. 

· Amongst Muslims for every individual added to their total ranks more than 4 have 
joined tl:te ;ranks of their litera~s. But the most satisfactory progress is amongst 
the Chris~1ans. Although theu numbers have actually declined, their literate 
total has mcreased by 53 per cent showing t}J.at there has been intensive improve
meD;t a:-m~mgst the converts and only those who owned nominal adherence to 
Christ1amty have reverted back to their parent communities. 

300. Disparity in Literacy by Sex-While we are on .the study of absolute· 
~es. we ~ust . refer . to the disparity in the sexes in the matter of the 
literacy qualifi.catloiDI. . There are 445 male literates to a hundred females 
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Proportion of literate 
maloa to 

Ao•PmuoDs 
100 literate 100 literate 

persona fomaloa 

All As•• .. 82 445 

6-10 .. 70 230 
10-IG .. 72 250 

16-20 .. 77 330 
2()-30 .. 81 440 

30and over •• 91.6 1,090 

similarly qualified. Four out of five literate 
persons . are men. This disparity continues 
through all age periods as seen in the marginal 
table. While the children are at school the 
disparity is not so obvious, as both girl~ and 
boJ:S have to atten~ under the Compulsory Edu
catiOn Act. As grrls leave school earlier than 
boys, (compulsion for the former being only 
from 8 to 12 years. as again~t 8 to 1~ for boys), 
a smaller proportiOn of grrls acqll.lre literacy 
than boys. From the adolescent ages (10-15 
and. 15-20) the disparity tends to increase, 
until women lag behind hopelessly in the years 
after 30. In 1921, this disparity- was even more 
noticeable than now, there being 4 boys to one 
girl literate in the age-group 15-20. 64 per cent of male literates are aged at least 
20 year~ and ove~ :while o~y 42 per cent of female literates are of adult_ages. 
Thus while the maJOrity of literates among men are grown up, the maJority 
amongst females are in the adolescent and school-going ages. In 1921, the con
ditions were similar, only the disparity being slightly more accentuated than now. 

§\ 2. STUDY OF PROPORTIONATE FIGURES 

301. Literacy by Religion, Sex and Age-Having studied the state of 
things as disclosed by absolute fi.guxes it is time now to turn to proportionate results. 
Let us first compare literacy ratios by religion, sex and age. The following Table 
gives the particulars of literacy results in the different religions distributed according 
to sex and age.! A diagram plotting the proportionate fi.guxes of literacy for all 
ages 5 and ovei in. each main religion is also given below the table :-

( 
I SUBSIDIARY TABLE I 

LITERACY BY AGE, SEX AND RELIGION 

LITBBA.TB PER 1,000 AGED 6 AND OVBB 

., 

I I I I RELIGION All ages 5 and over 6-10 IG-16 16-20 20 andover 

tersonsl Mal~ I Female! Male Female! Male I Female! Male I Female' Male I Female 

I I 2 I 
I 

3. I 4 I "· I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I .10 1 11 I 12 

AU Religions .. 209 331 79 157 75 301 132 470 147 354 ss 
Hindu .. ... 198 316 72 152 72 293 126 466 137 334 47 
Jain .. .. 677 849 298 401 250 676 447 964 686 062 222 
Tribal .. .. 21 37 4 13 2 26 3 66 10 48 4 

Muslim .. .. 264 420 79 183 60 300 126 1162 144 466 58 
Zoroastrian .. 796 870 743 478 466 768 724 970 926 061 768 
Christian .. . . 392 606 263 260 106 478 325 713 416 520 223 

In the above table only the major religions are shown. Hind~ Aryas show 58J?er 
cent literacy (74 amongst males. and 37 amongst females). W1th Brahmo~ not m-

. eluded in the above table as therr numbers are very small, 8 out of 10 are literate-
9 out of 10 males and 8 o~t of 10 females being so qualified. Next to Zoroastrians 
and Jains Christians come up with 39 per cent literacy-followed by Hindus and 
Tribals. If the Tribals are omitted, the State proportion of literacy rises to 223. 
The Tribal literacy is pitifully low, but it shows an improvement although very 
slight on the 1921 proportions which were 20, 37 and 3 for persons, males and 
females respectively of all ages 5 and over. In the next paragraph we shall analyse 
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the ~es in the age-periods of 10-15and 15-20; th~se age~ are parti~rly 
important as they help to throw light on the efficacy of mstruct10nal agenc1es. 

LITERACY PER THOUSAND BY RELIGIONS 

(ALL AGES 5 AND OVER) 

ALL RELIGION'S 

HINDU 

"TRIBAL. 

MUSL.IM 

'ZOROASTRIAN 

CHRISTl AN 

0 lOO 2.00 ~00 400 500 600 700 &00 'SOO \000 

! ·. •. ·. ·j F"E MALES 

302. Variation in Literacy in Age-Periods 10-15 and 15-20-The mar
ginal table compares the literacy proportions in the two age-periods 10-15 and 

NU>JBRR OB LrrlmATE l'EB MILLlll 

10-15 I 11>-20 
RELIGION 

. 
Malo I Female I Malo I Fom&lo 

1931 11921 11931 1921 1193i 11921 11931 1921 

1 I 2 I 3 41516171819 

All ReligiODa .. 301 280 132 99 470 354 147 105 
Hindu .. ... 293 282 126 94 456 354 137 100 Muslim .. .. 350 315 126 100 562 424 144 109 
Ja.in . . .. 677 831 447 477 964 935 586 454 Christian . . .. 478 428 325 320 713 526 416 328 
Zoroaotri&n •• .. '768 956 724 782 970 991 925 888 Tribal •• . . .. 26 43 3 6 55 76 10 9 

15-20 for the two censuses 
in the different religions. 
In the age-periods 10-15 
the literate proportions are 
generally higher than in 
1921, except amongst 
J ains and Parsis, who are 
credited with almost un
believable proportions 
for that age in 1921. I 
suspect that in 1921,
many of these ages, who 
should have been entered 
as able to read only, were 
shown as literate. Other
wise, it may be stated that 
the reopening of the 
Infant standard in pri
mary schools in the State 
has helped to improve 
literacy conditions 

amongst children aged 10-15. The age-period 15-20 indicates how far educational 
effort has succeeded with the different religions. The " Tribal " of these ages has 
gone !iven more remote from education influences in 1931 than before because of 
t~e ~th~wal of " compulsion " provisions from the Raniparaj tribes. Much 
still remams to be done to bring the sexes more to an equality in literacy, in the 
bUlk of the p~pula~ion, although amongst Parsis and Christians the sexes are more 
or less equal m this respect. The Jains show a considerable improvement ; so do 
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to a smaller extent the. Muslims. The Hindus show the slowest progress, presumably 
because as already pomted out, the Hindu total in the present census is inflated 
with the bulk of the forest tribes. 

303. 1:-i.teracy by Religion, Sex and Locality-Now let us see how far 
the prop01;t10nate figures for the difierent religions differ by localities: Subsidiary 
Table II giVes the requisite figures in the difierent divisions :-

'1JJ 
/ 'u-, 

'• 
SUBSIDIARY TABLE f>-

LITERACY BY RELIGION, SEX Al' ALITY 

NUMBER OF LITERATES PER MILLE OF PERSONS AGED 6 AND OVF.R 
• 

NAoruruJ. Dm!IOR 
HII!DU I JAn< I TRIBAL I MUSLIK I ZORO.&BTRJ.&l'f I CliRISTUK 

Malo& I u!r;, ~·I~~IMa~I~·I-I~·IMa~I~·IMa~l~~ 
1 I 2 I a I • I 6 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 

I 
18 I 

Buoda Stat. .. .. 315 72 8<9 298 37 ' 420 79 870 743 508 281 
Baroda City • . • . . . 672 216 871 892 .. .. 448 181 940 869 706 S"' Central Gujarat exclusive of 304 79 846 816 .. .. ••• •• 900 828 486 ••• Cltr.· Kath awad .. .. .. 8<8 120 82. 822 .. .. 408 100 1000 1000 8R1 288 
North Gujarat .. .. 246 61 863 .,. .. .. 357 60 931 650 77, 648 
South Gujarat .. .. 309 71 846 377 87 • 640 136 869 788 ,8, 276 

Variations in literacy in the different religions by locality are governed largely 
by the caste composition of the religions in particular areas. Generally Hindus 
have a lower ratio than Muslims in literacy, because the backward elements form a 
much larger proportion of the ·Hindus than of the Muslims. In the City, where 
the commercial and other advanced sections of Hindus predominate, the Hindu 
shows a very high ratio of 57 per cent. Christians and Parsis are mostly confined 
to Central and South Gujarat, only scattered families of these are met with in the 
other divisions. The bulk of the Jains are in Central and North Gujarat. The 
proportions found for these religions in these areas are therefore representative. 
Muslims show a wider acquaintance with elementary education than Hindus do, 
but in the City they are far ,behind. In. Kathiawad and South Gujarat, generally 
advanced Muslim castes are met with, and their literacy ia very high being 54 per 
cent in South Gujarat. 

304. Literacy by Localities-Coming to difierentiation by areas, it is 
interesting to study the main contrasts in urban and rural areas. Just as we 
noticed in the Chapter on Occupation that a high ratio of non-agricultural work
ers . is a test of townhood, even more so does the possession of a high literacy 
ratio stamp an area as urban. In the margin proportions are calculated for 

NUliBKB r.iTBBATB PBB JliiLLB OH EA.OH BEX 

All ages Between Between Between Between 34. and over 
CLAss OJ' .bEA 7 andover 7 &nd 23 7 &nd 33 17 and 23 24 and 33 

Ma.le Fe-~ Male Fe- Ma.le 
Fe- Male Fe· Male Fe- Malo Fe-

malo male male male male male 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 101 11 I 12 1 13 

State .. .. 347 80 358 132 376 116 467 130 419 80 298 '25 

UrbanAroaa .. 541 175 540 258 5ll4 236 658 265 586 190 518 77 

Rural Aroaa .. 292 58 308 99 325 84 407 90 367 49 236 10 
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all ages 7 and over, 7 and 23, 7-33, 17-23, 24-33 and 34 and. over. The reader may 
be cautioned at the outset that the returns of ages among literate persons were not 
smoothed for towns and talukas, but only for the administrative divisions. The 
proportionate figures of 7-33 are of great importance. The Compulsory Act was 
extended throughout the State in 1906, so that the first batch ~f pupils net-t:ed 
within compulsion are not more than 34 years old to-day. This fact explams 
why the contrast between rural and urban becomes suddenly sharpened in the 
age-period of 34 and over. Up to that limit the rural areas are not very far 
behind the towns in educational progress, at least in male literacy. 

305. · Literacy by Age, Sex and Locality-Turning to the different 
divisions the contrasts are somewhat less striking. The following Subsidiary Table 
gives the requisite ratios for literacy by age-periods, sex and divisions :-

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III 

LITERACY BY AGE, SEX AND ·LOCALITY 

.. NUMBER PER :IIILLB WHO ABB LITERATB (6 AND OVBB) 

• 
NATUBAL DIVISION 

All ages 6 and over 6-10 lo-16 16-20 20 andover 

I 
Per· Male Fe. Male Fe· Male Fe· Male Fe. Male Fe-
sona male male male male male 

1 2 I 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Baroda State .. .. .. 209 331 79 157 75 301 132 470 147 354 55 

Baroda City .. .. . . 408 660 213 321 192 620 .· 318 667 326 687 174 

Central Gujarat excluding City. 238 377 82 174 84 343 149 642 160 400 62 

Central Gujarat including City, 262 404 99 192 97 366 170 662 184 428 68 

Kathlawad .. .. .. 246 384 122 187 126 3Jil 221 621 223 388 79 

North Gujarat •• .. .. 163 270 63 137 64 262 93 399 103 282 34 

South Gujarat · .• . . .. 196 307 84 128 66 261 120 428 148 346 68 

We see from. the above table that literate persons now form 21 per cent in the 
State .. One m ~hree mal.es, and one in 13 females,-(5 years and over),-are able 
~o ~ead and wnte. But these proportions vary in the different age-periods and 
mdifierentlocalities. The most literate age-group for either sex is 15-20, ·when the 
boys and girls have left or are about to leave off schooling. Between those ages, 
~early half of the ~le~, and about 15 per cent of females are literate. The most 
hterate of the localities lS the Baroda City, where 56 per cent of men and21 per cent 
of women are abl~ to read and write. In the age-group 15-20, Baroda City has 
more th~n two-thirds of its males, and one-third of its females, literate.. Next 
to the Citr comes Ce;n.tral Gujarat, which includes the enterprising Charotar tract, 
and Kathiawad; which though backward in the composition of its population, has 
had the longest spell. of comp~ory education. In female literacy, Kathiawad 
even beats Central Gujarat and lS only next to the City. 
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306. Lit!'lracy in Natural Areas-From natural divisions, the analysis 
may be carne~ to natural areas. The thirteen natural sub-divisions are 
arranged a_ccord~ to order of literacy. Here again the age returns are not 
s~oothed mto qumary groups, as in the natural divisions, and the propor
tiO~ are calculated on all persons aged 7 -and over, children below that age 
bemg neglected for th~t purpose. State Table V-Part D gives the details of 
a"J:>solute figures from which the proportionate figures in the margin are calculated. 
Frrst comes Vakal, which 
contains the City. Last, 
far behind the others, is 
Rani, where compulsion has 
been waived with the forest 
tribes, who form the bulk 
of the population there. 
In· female ·literacy, the 
highest place goes to the 
Middle Block: A map has 
been prepared and is given 
here facing this paragraph, 
to show the proportion of 
literacy per sex in each 
of these sub-divisions. The 
proportions are also calcu
lated by excluding the 
Rani tract showing that in 
the area of effective compul
sion 39 per cent of males 
and 12 per cent of females 
are literate in the age-period 
7-33. It ·appears· that in 
the whole of North Gujarat 

Litera.~s f:'r Literates 

1,000 of eac sox per 1,000 of 

a.ged 7 and over e&ah so:r: aged 
NATURAL SUB-DivisiON 7-33 

Per- Male Fe- Male Fe-
sons. male male 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 

(1) Vakal .. .. .. 317 474 135 507 187 
(2) Rasti .. .. .. 309 486 142 503 187 
(3) Charotar .. .. .. 308 456 135 518 203 

(4) Mid-Blook area .. .. 289 423 149 458 213 
(5) Scattered areas .. .. 280 418 138 418 201 
(6) Kahnam .. .. .. 233 420 70 436 101 

(7) Sea.-coaat area. .. .. 213 319 98 342 134 
(8) EaatKadi .. .. .. 180 . 299 60 352 88 
(9) Ohorat!hi · .. .. .. 16~ 280 40 298 94 

(10) Tr&ns-Sab&rmati area .. 162 268 56 274 82 
(11) West Kadi .. .. .. 158 263 49 287 61 
(12) Semi-Rasti • • • .. . .. 156 256 45 202 60 

(13) Rani .. .. .. .. 82 128 36 135 39 
Tho State •• . . . . .. 219 347 80 376 116 
Tho State aclu.W., Rani .. 258 358 85 387 '120 

and the greater part of . 
South Gujarat there is yet considerable scope for improvement. 

307. Literacy in the Age-Period 7-33-The proportions for the ages 7-33 
may be studied a little more in detail so that the special influence of compulsory 
education may be isolated. Amreli mahal forms part of the Middle Block and 
the literacy figures for this mahal are of special interest as compulsion here was 
first introduced. Schools were opened on the compulsory basis of attendance in 
ten villages in this mahal in November 1893: compulsion was extended to 10 more 
villages in May 1895, to ten others in December 1897 and to 20 more villages in 
1899. By July 1904, two villages of this taluka were added, totalling 52 in all. 
The process was gradual and the experi
ment was closely watched in this tract. 
Finally the Government decided to extend 
it to the whole State in 1906. The pro
gress in Amreli is seen by comparing the 
figures for ages 7-30 in 1921 with the cor
Tesponding proportions for the sexes ~,f,.d 
'7-33 in 1931. Thus although in this tal , 
the experiment has been tried for the long
est period, rather a half of the male popula
tion and three-fourths of the females are 
as yet uneducated. The first thirteen years 
of the experiment were spent in habituat-

YEAR .Age 
Period 

Literates per mille 
of each sex in age 

period 

Male Female 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 

1921 o7- 30 410 140 

1931 7-33 630 264 

I 
ing an agricultural people to the idea of . 
sending their children to school. Even when compulsiOn became general, the 
first steps were devoted to the organisation of the machinery and the expansion 
of schools. It was only in the last 10 years, as we shall see presently that con~ 
solidation has been begun in earnest with the improvement in schools and the 
training of the teaching staff. 1 · 
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308. Literacy in Towns-State Table VI-Part E gives the figures of 
literacy, in the different towns of the 
State. Literacy amongst males in 
the towns in the different natural 
areas is exhibited . in the marginal 
table. V akal even without the City 
ranks the highest, ·as Padra has 
progressed remarkably in this 
respect. Amreli town gives Middle 
Block a high place. The inclusion 
of Patan in West Kadi makes it rank 
higher than East Kadi, and the 
industrial population in Sidhpur and 
Kalol bring down the literacy ratio 
for the last named area. Rani towns 
(Vyara specially) rank high, because 
of their UJ"aliat (higher class) popula
tion, although the whole Rani area 
makes a very poor show. In female 
literacy, Semi-Rasti (with its one 
town, Mahuva) takes the highest 

Proportion of 
literates of each 

sex per mille aged 
NATURAL ABliA 7 andover 

Male I E:emale 

Vak&l Towns .. .. 584 152 
Middle Block towns .. .. 580 208 
Baroda City .. .. .. 579 220 
Charoter towns . . . . .. 572 204 
Rasti towns .. .. .. 569 250 

Scattered areas towns . . .. 536 190 
K&hnam towns .. . . .. 529 122 
Scmi-Rasti towns •• . . . . 622 294 
West Kadi towns •• .. 522 169 
Seacoast towns 

. 
517 162 . . .. .. 

Chorashl towns . . .. 504 110 
Trans-Saba.rmati towns .. .. 493 166 
Rani towns •• .. . . :: I 486 192 
East Kadi towns •• .. 482 116 

rank curiously enough, with 274 females per 1,000 (aged 7 and over), 
who are 'able to read and write. Rasti and the 

NAME OF TOWll 

Sojitra •• .. 
Dharmaj .. 
Bhadran .. 
Gandevi •• .. 
Padra .. . . 
Amreli .. 
Dwark& •• .. 
Navsari .. 
SankheW.:' .. 
Tha City .. 

· Male literacy 
per 1,000 males 
aged 7 and over 

668 
623 
619 
607 
605 
696 
585 
583 
581 
579 

· City follow in this respect, Chorashi, taking the 
lowest rank. Amongst individual towns Sojitra 
ranks the highest this time with 67 per cent of its 
male population (aged 7 and over) literate. The 
City ranks tenth in order of literacy, being beaten by 
such towns as Dwarka and Sankheda. It is re
markable that the first three places in this _literacy 
competition are secured by Charotar towns 
Subsidiary Table IX printed at the end of this 
·chapter gives the proport-ional figures for each town. 

309. Literacy in the City-The distribution of literates in the City is a 

AGB·PEBIODS 

1 

5 and over 
15-20 •• 
20 andover 
7 and over 
7·33 .. 
17-23 .. 
24-33 
34 and over 

· · matter always of interest. In 

Literacy per 
Literacy per 1,000 of 1,000 of each 

sex (5 and over) each sex (7 and over) 

· City as a whole\ City Proper I Cantonment 

that connection the figures of 
the City proper and the Can
tonment have been separately 
calculated by sex for the age
periods 7 and over, 7-33, 
17-23, 24-33, and 34 and over. 
The figures by quinary groups, 
are orily worked out for the 
City as a whole : while the 
figures for the other age
groups are available for the 
two different parts separately. 
The inimediate effect of 
schooling is seen in the age
period 15-20 or 17-23. The 
next age-groups (20 and over 
and 24 and over) show evi
dence of lapse into illiteracy, 

Male \Female I Male \Female \ Male \Female 

I 2 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 6 I 7 

.. 560 213 
} Not . . 667 326 a.vailab1 e • .. 687 174 

.. 579 220 679 219 661 259 .. 573 283 683 283 664 280 .. 666 301 670 302 646 263 .. "682 226 683 222 561 321 .. 667 109 668 107 662 221 

to which the industrial groups 
~re peculi~rly liable. The highest proportion for males shown marginally is 
m the C1ty proper in the age-group 17-23. It is natural that this should 
be ~he case,_ as it is there alone that compulsion is enforced. The Camp female 
rat~os are higher because of Mission activity, and the Indian Christian group 
wbwh forms a substantial portion of its inhabitants show a very general 
acquaintanee with letters. 
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310. Literacy by Wards in the City Municipal Area-The analysis by 
wards is indicative of the 
particular areas, where the 
educational machinery 
will have to be speeded. 
State Table VI-Part F 
gives the absolute figures 
of literacy and ability to 
read only by wards in the 
City municipal area. The 
marginal table is prepar
ed therefrom. It shows 
that while generally 
throughout the munici
pal area, 68 per cent of 
males, and 3l•of females, 
are able to read and write 

WARDs 

Municipal Area 

Babajipura .. 
City •• .. 
Fatehpum .. 
Raopura .. 
Wadi •• .. 

.. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. 

Litera U.S per mille (in Baroda City 
Municipal Area) aged 

7 and over I 17-23 I 7-33 

Malo I Female/ Male/ Female! Malo I Female 

.li87 224 619 311 $94 1191 

5« 216 639 272 565 276 
727 293 802 460 715 391 

434 89 462 105 434 124 
009 268 710 300 616 338 

548 167 649 219 MD 209 

in the age group o£17-23, . · . 
the City ward in which the commercial castes usually reside,· shows· 80 per cent 
for males, and 45· for females, literate. in those ages. Raopura shows the next 
highest ratios. In Wadi which is now a decaying suburb, two thirds of its males 
and over one fifth of its fema:Ies, aged 7 and over, .are literate. Fatehpura as can 
be well imagined has the least educational progress. Its principal inhabitants 
are lower-class Muslims and depressed classes. .. 

The City compares favourably in educational progress with other cities in 
India. In 1921, it ranked only below Madras, Rangoon and Calcutta in literacy. 
In 1931 we have specially secured the figures of Bombay City by courtesy of the 
Superintendent of Census Operations there. While our City has a general literacy 
of 560 per mille amongst males,, and 213 amongst females, aged 5 and over, the 
corresponding figures for the City of Bombay are 314 and 174 only. 

311. Literacy by Casttr-To show the state of things in the difierent castes, 
Imperial Table XIV (Literacy·· 
by selected castes) has beeri 
compiled from which the pro
portionate figures liave been 
calculated for .Subsidiary· 
Table X at the end of this 
chapter. The margin collects 
the principal ratios. Imperial 
Table XIV like its companion 
Tables VIII and XI has been 
prepared on the basis of a 
literacy percentage scale. 
The Advanced section con
sists of tftose castes and groups 
amongst which the literate 
males constitute at least hal.f 
<>f their sex aged 7 and . oyer. 
To this section belong all 
Brahmans and Vanias, the 
writer castes, Brahmabhats, 
Barots, · Maratha Kshatryas, 
Lewa Patidars, Bhavsars, Su
tars, · Sonis and Ghanchis, and 
amongst :[lfuslims, Saiyads, 
Memons, Vohras, Khojas 

Number !('.r 1,000 literate 
age 7 and over 

GROUP 

I 
I 

Persona Male I Female 

' ' 
Advaaced .. .. .. .. 459 687 I 210 

' 
.Hindu and Jain .. .. 467 634 210 
· Higheot (Prabhu) •• .. 774 896 646 

Loweat (Brabmabhat) .. .. 330 567 89 
Marathas .. .. .. 3tlll 537 191 

Muslim .. .. .. .. 379 610 154 
Highest (Vohra-trading) .. li1J5 763 262 
Loweat (Pinjara). .. " .. 2U8 522 8l 

-
lntennediate .. .. .. 180 308 47 

H ;rntu and Tribal .. .. 174 298 4.S 
Muslim . . . . .. .. 221 370 49 
1 ndian Christian .. .. 382 499.0 2.sl 

Dliterate .. .. .. . . 36 62 7 

Primitive TrU1u-
15 (i) Intermediate .. .. 78 137 

(ii) Illiterate -- .. .. 39 69 8 

Dcprused ClaJJsU-
117 200 37 (i) Intermediate . . .. 

(ii) 1lliterate . . . . .. 48 84 12 

Lowest ratio of all (Vaghri) .. 23 38 7 

and Pinjaras. The Inter- . . 
mediate section consists of those castes and tnbes that have a male literacy 
ratio of between 10 to 50 per cent of males aged 7 and over. This large group 

41 
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forming 41 per cent of the total population comprises the bulk of the agricultur
ists, the main body of artisans, the majority of the depressed classes and the 
more advanced sections of the forest tribes. The Illiterate group ranks behind 
these two with their literate males forming less than 10 per cent of their sex aged 
7 and over. They comprise the great laboliring groups, the bulk of the abori
gines and the remainder of the unclean castes. 

The proportions for each of the classes are shown in the inset and under 
Advancedfigures for "HinduandJain" and "Muslim", and under Interme
diate, for "Hindu and Tribal," and "Muslim," have been given separately. 
Under "Hindu and Jain" and" Muslim" in the Advanced section, those castes 
that have the highest and lowest ratios in each group are also specified. As 
to primitive tribes and depressed classes the proportions for each of these 
classes are calculated for the Intermediate and Illiterate sections separately. 
Finally, the lowest ratio of all is given "at the end of the table. The place for 
this unenviable honour goes to the Vaghris, who remain, as they did in 1921, 
the wooden-spoonists in the literacy race. The Intermediate section of the 
primitive tribes-are the Hindnised aborigines like the Chodhras, Dhankas and 
Dhodias. The castes amongst depressed classes, who have come up to -the 
Intermediate level are 'the Garoda (priests of these people) with a male literacy of 

- 458 per mille, the Vankar (209) and the Chamar (132). These form nearly 80 per 
cent of the total strength of depressed classes selected for the purposes of this· 
table. It remains to add that the Marathas, thanks to the encouragement of 
the Government of the State, enjoy a very high literacy while their brethren in 
the Deccan could show in 1921 only 6 per cent literacy amongst their males. 

312. Female Literacy in Castes-Corning to literacy amongst females, the 
· Prabhu, Konkanastha, Nagar and Deshastha 

amongst the Advanced are the few ,castes in which 
the sexes approach parity to any extent in literacy. 
The margin notes castes showing a literacy ratio 
amongst their females higher than 300 per mille . 
Other castes which are actually more advanced 
(at least from the census point of view) than 
Prabhus and Brahmans, like Khadayata Vanias, 
show a peculiar indifference towards the education 
of their females. The· groups like Brahmabhat, 
Bhavsar, Sutar, Ghanchi, Kachhia, Lewa Patidar 
and Soni, which owe their place in the Advanced 
because of the high literacy of their males are · 

CASTES 
Proportion of 
female literate 
per mille (aged 

7 and over) . 

Prabhu .. 646 
Konkanastha 523 
Nagar Brahman . 467 
Deshastha .. "' 443 

Kapol .. 398 
Ana.va.la. .. .. 358 
Porwad .. 332 
Shrimali .• .. 320 
Disawal -·. .. 305 

. markedly backward in female education. The 
Mlislims show· general backwardness hi girls' education, the highest proportion 
of female literates being amongst the Khojas (268) and trading Vohras (262). 

313. Variation in Degree of Literacy in th~ Population-Fear was 
expressed in the Report of 1921, that the 
spread of education with i~s unequal results 
in the different strata of somety had helped to 
" enforce and even widen the existing cleav
age between the classes in the community." 
The selected castes in 1921 formed a.bout 92 
per cent, and those selected in 1931, about 93 
per cent of the total population. Taking 
these selected castes as representative of the 

Proportion to total strength of selected 
castes of 

Group I 1931 I 1921 

Advanced .. 27.4 10.6 
Intermediate .. .. 41.1 44.4 
Illiterate .. .. 31.5 45.0 

. . . population in the two censuses, and the pro-
portlOns subslBtmg between them as holding true for the ~hole State, and apply-_ 
mg the same literacy percentage scalt'l for both the occas10ns, we find the· castes 
that satisfied the test for the first class have increased from 11 per cent 
to ~7 per c~nt, showing that they have gained largely from the Intermediate 
sect1on, which in its turn has increased at the expense of the lowest class. 
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Other castes, which have similarly 
progressed, are the Sutar, who now 
rank well in the first class, the Ba.ria 
who have shown wonderful progress 
and the Vankar, Chodhra, Talabda, 
Chamar and Dhodia, who have now 
come up from the last class to the 
Intermediate. Thus the difierent 
communities are approaching each 
other :md the apprehended cleavage 
is receding in the distance. The 
Illiterate section ·really represents 
the " uneduca ble " element, being 
the most obstinate of education pro
blems in the State. It consists of a 
fifth of the depressed classes, over 
three-fourtlis of the aborigines, 
about half of the Koli population, 
and the Rabaris, Ravalias, Vaghers 
and Vaghris. It is on these sections 
that educational effort must hence
forth be concentrated to bring them 
on something of a level with the rest 
of the community. 
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VARIATION IN 
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314. Partial Literacy-The question of the partially literate (i.e. those 
who are able to read only) will be considered presently in connection with the 
problem of lapse into illiteracy. In the meantime it may be briefly stated that 
those, who are able to read only, now number 102,728 (66,121 males and 36,607 
females) in the State. The corresponding figures for 1921 were 18,836 persons, 

· 13,793 males and 5,043 females. Thus their strength has increased by over 446 
per cent for both sexes (or nearly four times amongst males and over six times 
amongst females). The Wholly Illiterate in the State, therefore, has decreased 
from 832 per mille (aged 7 and over) in 1921 to 729 per mille (aged 7 andover) 
in 1931. The following Table compares the proportionate figures of two censuses 
in the age groups 5-20, 20-30 and 30 and over. The calculations are per mille of 
each sex in each age group. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 
NUMBER WHOLLY ILLITERATE PER :MILLE OF EACH SEX BY AGE-PERIODS 

Able to read only per mille aged I Wholly illiterate per millo o;;ed 
I 

I I 3() and over I I I 3() and over DIVISION 5-20 I ~0--30 5-20 20-30 
I I I 

1931 1 1921 1 1931 11921! 1931 ! 1921 11931 1 1921 11931 11921 11931 11921 

I I 
i 

I 
• 

I I I I I I 12 1 I 2 3 4 5 I 6 7 8 0 10 11 13 
I I 

Baroda State 
Male .. .. 87 19 57 16 38 10 617 779 506 671 648 747 
Female .. .. 66 10 31 4 9 2 817 022 868 042 060 973 

Central Gujarat 
Male .. ... 96 25 62 19 45 12 540 712 420 604 571 692 
Female .. .. 75 14 33 6 II 3 776 Sl;U 842 919 049 961 

North Gujara.t 
Male .. .. 83 16 53 13 32 8 664 831 578 747 727 805 
Female .. .. 57 7 26 3 7 2 862 953 904 96G 976 985 

South Gujarat 
Male .. .. 57 12 45 11 35 7 679 802 558 651 645 731 
Female .. .. 56 8 25 4 0 2 836 921 858 938 945 953 

K&tbi&wad 
Male .. .. 104 23 73 10 44 10 568 752 449 627 614 729 
Female . .. .. 104 20 56 8 14 2 710 880 794 922 864 973 
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The wholly illiterate are now 617 per mille amongst males and 817 amongst 
females in the age-period 5-20. In 20-30, the wholly illiterate males have declined 
by 165·per 1,000 in the last ten years. Amongst the females, the liquidation of 
illiteracy has been relatively less successful showing that wastage in vernacular 
education has been greater amongst females than males. In Central Gujarat the 
process has been most successful in both sexes, 58 percent of males having the 
minimum acquaintance with letters. In Kathiawad, the extirpation of ignorance 
amongst females has been comparatively more successful than anywhere else in 
the State. 

§ 3. LITERACY BY LANGUAGE 

315. Literacy in English-Coming to particulars of qualifications by 
languages, the most important item 'is literacy in the English language. There 
are now 32,022 literates in the English language (30,218 male and 1,804 female) 
in the State. In 1921 the corresponding figures were 15,660 persons, 14,773 male 
and only 887 female. The number in both sexes has, therefore, more -than doubled 
in the decade. The following Table gives the comparative figutes showing progress 
in English literacy by locality since 1901 :-

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V 

• ENGLISH LITERACY BY AGE, SEX AND LOCALITY 

LITBRAl'E IN ENGLISH PER 10,000 

1931 1921 1911 1901 

NAT1JRAL DIVISION 
6-10 ., 

I 
15--,20' 120 ond I· AU oges All ages All ages All ages to-15 over 5 and over 6 and over 6 and over 6 and over 

• • • • • • • • 
~ ~ "' l "' ~ ~ 

0 

• • • • • • ~ • • • Oi 

"' a "' 5 3 a ~ "' 5 ~ s ~ "' ! :il • .s 0 ri: 0 • 0 0 • :1! .. ~ ... ~ "' :>! "' :>! "' "' 
1 I 2 I 8 I 4 I 6 I 6 I 7 I 8 9 1 .to 1 11 1 12 1 13 14 I 15 I 16 I 17 

lkrodaState .. .. .. 33 8 169 Z3 578 42 313 14 281 18 153 10 194 s·31 59 z 
Baroda Clty 272 121 1087 374 2855 516 1757 167 1660 231 US4 125 796 65 476 28 
Central Guja.rai · excliaatve ol 26 3 165 11 558 21 249 5 241 8 96 6 75 • 36 0.1 

City. 
Knthinwad .. .. 32 3 162 9 493 15 291 8 254 7 117 3 88 2 34 0.7 
North Gujarat :: .. .. 21 2 97 4 302 6 161 3 146 8 74 2 43 o.so 20 0.85 
South Gujarat .• .. .. 23 8 137 21 528 47 817 23 208 23 174 10 89 8.2 70 3.1 . 

The general average for males for the State is 28 per mille aged 5 and over 
who are literate in English. Their proportionate strength is nowne arlyfive times 
as much as in 1901. English schools have now multiplied il). the last thirty years, 
and 58 per thousand males, and4per 1,000 females, in the age-period 15-20 under
stand English as against only 11 and 0.3 respectively in 1901. The City where 
the English teaching is concentrated, naturally shows by farthegreatestprevalence. 
In the age-period 15-20, 29 per cent of males, and 5 of females, know English in 
the City. North Gujarat which has few high schools for its population has shown 
the least progress. Female literacy in English in the State is still negligibl~. Of 
the 1,804 females possessing this qualification, 999 (or over 55 p,er cent) are m the 
City alone (914 in the municipal area). 587 others (or nearly 34 per cent) are found 
in towns, hall being in Navsari town, most of whom are Parsis. The rural areas 
haveo~ly218wo~en who know English: of these Ill are in B_aroda mahal, in Sarna 
and NIZampura vtllages where the Methodist Mission houses tts converts and has a 
boar~g school ~or girls .. Thus English education amo~gst women is practically 
non-eJUstent outstde the Ctty and its environs and Navsan town. 

~16. English Literacy by Religion-The Table below gives the com
p.arattve figures . of progre~s _in literacy in the English language by relig~on 
s.mce 19~1. Parsts and Chnstlans dominate the figures. The number of English 
hterates m these religions form 70 per mille of the English literate total in this State, 
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Number per 10,000 persons (aged 6 and ovor) 
who are literate in Eaglioh 

RBLIOION 1931 I 1921 

Per· Male Fe· Per· Male Fo. 
sons male sons mate 

All Religiooa .. 154 281 18 85 153 10 

Hindu .. .. 141 262 12 80 150 G 
Jain .. .. .. 521 1,010 20 260 490 15 

Tribal .. .. .. .I .2 ... .ll 1 .. 
Muslim .. .. 102 192 7 50 190 6 

Zoroastrian .. .. 2,419 4,189 1,135 1,670 3,390 '460 
Christian .. .. 1,153 1,422 846 750 770 730 

although the combined 
strength of these religions 
is not more than 6 per 
mille. The Jain comes 
a bad third. The Tribal 
progress is nil, there being 
only three literate males 
in English now, as against 
7, ten years ago. 
Amongst female literates 
in English, those who are 
Parsis and Christians 
form over 37 per cent. 
The .rest are mostly 
Hindus. There are · only 
52 Muslim females, who 
are literate in English. 
A.s ~ the res~ of India, MusJ?ns are very backward . in secondary education, 
part~cularly m regard. ~o-therr female~. ~he growth smce 1921 is very marked, 
particularly amongst Jams whose English literates have more than doubled their 
proportionate strength. Parsi women have similarly progressed. 

317. English Literacy by Caste and Race-Literacy in English is mostly 
confined tQ Parsis, Axyas and J ains, 
the Indian Christians and the Advanced 
section of Hindus. Few Muslims have 

. taken to it and the Vohras ttrading) CLASS . 

Adv1111ced .. .. 
Advanced Hindu •• 
Advanced Muslim 
Indian Christian .. 
Intermediate .. 
Intermediate Hindu 
Intermediate Muolim 

.. 

.. .. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Number .r;r 10,000 
(aged 5 an ovor) who 
are literate in English 

Persona I Malo I Female 

497 918 39 

530 972 41 
162 313 Ill 
933 1,175 662 

38 70 5 

25 49 I 
93 176 2 

who show the largest proportion of 
literacy in English affect only a smat
tering of it. Amongst Hindus, it is 
limited to certain Brahman groups 
(Nagar, Konkanastha, and to a smaller 
extent, Anavala and Audich), Prabhus 
and Lewa Patidars. In the Inter
mediate section, the most advanced 
group in this respect are the Indian 
Christians, who are placed here 
because of the rigour of the per
centage scale. Their male literates 
just happen . to be below 50 per cent ; but in all other respects they 
should -rank well in the Advanced . section. Their general literacy (382) 
i! high, being higher than the Advanced Muslim average. Their female literacy 
(251) is higher than even the average for Advanced females (210). In English 
literacy, Indian Christians as seen from the marginal table take a higher place than 
even the Advanced Hindu, Excepting Nagars, of whose males 38 per cent are 
literate in English, Anavalas (20 per cent), Deccani Brahmans (over 50 per cent), 
Prabhus (62), Vanias (21) and Maratha Kshatriya (14),-Indian Christians 
appear to be the mo~t educated community in the English language. 

318. English Literacy amongst Females-English 
females is still in its infancy, and it is limited only to 
certain communities which have definitely come under 
English influence. The majority of castes, however, 

literacy amongst 

whose males take to English education from utilitariall 
motives, show a very low English literacy ratio for 
its females e.g., Audich (1,259 and 18), Lewa Patidar 
(457 and 8), Disawal Vania (2,096 and 17), Lad Vania 
(2,242 and 13). Only the marginally-noted castes 
and communities show English literacy ratios amongst 
their females higher than 100 per 10,000. 

Parsi •• 
Prabhu 
Hindu Arya •• 
Indian Christian 
Konkanastha. •• 
Deohuethu •• 
Na.ga.r .. 
Ma.ratha •• 
Other Brahman 

1,136 
1,132 

705 
662 
475 
392 
322 
179 
129 
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. . 
319. Literacy in Hindi and Urdu: (a) By Age Periods-Apart from qualification 

in the English language, we compiled also figures of literacy in the Hindi or Urdu script or in 
both. There. is great public interest in the question whether educated Indians, whatever their 
mother tongue, are taking to any extent to Hindi or Urdu as a kind of lingua franca. State 
Table VI-in the first three parts-gives the main results. We shall first consider the figures 
by age-periods. The State has for some years tried the experiment of introducing Hindi as a 
compulsory second language in vernacular schools. How far this has succeeded will be judged 
from the following Table :- · 

I 

AGE 

I 
1' I 

AU Ages .. . . . . 
7-33 .. . . .. . . 

17-23 .. . . . . . . 
34andover .. . . . . 

I 

SUESIDURY TABLE VI 

LITERACY IN ScRII'TS BY AGE AND SEx 

Proportion per mille of literates, who are able to read and write in 

Hindi I Urdu I Both 

I 
I 

I I I Male Female. I Ma.le Female Male Female 

2 I· 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 

65 21 26 23 5 1 
~ 

68 20 25 31 4 1 

76 19 26 35 5 1 

59 29 30 55 7 3 

Ouly 6 per cent of male and 2 of female literates know Hindi. The proportions knowing 
Urdu or clainiing both are even more infinitesinial. The age-period 17-23 would mean the 
group nearest to school influences, and yet even amongst these only 8 per cent of males are 
able to read and write Hindi. Generally it must be conchi.ded that the policy of making Hindi 
compulsory has not succeeded. It has occupied a space in the primary school curriculum 
which is lirgently needed for other and more practical courses such as vocational or manual 
training. 

·(b) By Mother Tongue-There is another way in which the figures can be studied by 
correlating them to the strength of each of the principal vernaculars spoken in the State. The 
following Subsidiary Table gives the proportion per mille of speakers of each vernacular, who 
are literate in Hindi, Urdu o~ both :- • 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII 

LITERACY IN HINDI AND URDU AMONGST SPEAKERS OF DIFFERENT VERNACULARS • 

I ProportiOn per mille of speakers of each mother tongue, who are literate in 

YOTHER TONGUB Hindi I Urdu I :Both 

Male I Fema.le I Male I Female I Male I Female 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 
i 

Gujarati (Standard) •• .. 16 1 I 3 1 0.6 0.05 

Marathi .. . . . . 116 19 1 0.2 4 0.24 

Hindustani .. .. . . 59 4 . 6 4 4 3 

AD l.onguages .. . . 18 1 7 2 1 0.1 

. ~he above figures are illuminating. Hardly 2 per cent of Gujarati males are literate in 
Hindi. Th~ proportion of them knowing Urdu are less than one-fifth of those knowing Hindi : 
the pr?por:t10~ amongst females are negligible. EducatedDeccanis in the State alone show 
an active mclination for Hindi. The Hindustani speakers who are able to read and write 
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Urdu are mostly Muslims ; and even they are less than half of those !\Iuslim literates who 
know Eng~ish .. Acqu~intance with English is actually wider, because its practical utility as a 
world-medium 1s admitted on all hands. Some kind of speaking acquaintance with Hindi 
involYing as it does in mo·'t cases the addition of hai and tha to Gujnrati words may be 
said to be general in the State. The vocabulary of Gujarati and Western Hindi, it must be 
remembered, is largely common, and it is not difficult for the speakers of either, even if he be 
illiterate, to pick up in the course of his business or travel a nodding acquaintance with the 
other language. But the knowledge of the script is very limit.ed, far more so without doubt 
than English. There is indeed much sentiment attached to the common script movement, 
about which my remarks in the Census Report of 1921 may be still worth quoting. 

"The present attitude of Gujaratis and Deccanis to this question may. be described in one 
word : sympathetic inaction. They are prepared to concede about the script at least in their 
printed books, but no Marathi speaker is willing to part with his Modi, nor is any Gujarati 
anxious to abolish his own script altogether. Under these circumstances, there is little evidence 
of the Common Script movement making much headway at least in Gnjarat. With thcdeathof 
Hon'ble Mr. Krishnaswamy Sastri, and Justice Sarada Charan l'tlitra, the two leaders of this 
movement, it b.li.s more or less become inactive. On the other hand, there is much activity 
in the direction of what may be called co-operative scholarship, appreciation of one 
another's literature, and a united endeavour to improve the tone of their respective languages, 
recover their lost treasures and to restore the people to a right attitude towards their ancient 
civilisation." 

§ 4. CORRELATION WITH EDUCATION RETURNS 

320. Progress of Literacy by Sex and Locality-We now come to 
study the general literacy figures census by census and see how far the progress 
made has been due to State educational effort. Subsidiary Table XII at the end 
of this chapter gives the proportionate variations by main age-periods in the different 
divisions since 1881. As stated already it is not possible to compare the state of 
things prior to 1901, as the basis of the statistics was different. An attempt is 
made to equalise the basis by regarding as literate persons aged 15 and over who 
were returned as" learning" in 1881 and 1891. This is not of course satisfactory 
as the class would include a good proportion of what are now" able to read only." 
It is useful then to start with the figures of 1901 for these reasons. Further as 
compulsion was extended throughout the State in 1906, the 1901 figures help to 
throw light on the educational situation just before the State's launching out into 
their tremendous experiment. The following Table collects the principal ratios 
since 1901 from the above mentioned Subsidiary Table :-

I 
. PROGRESS OF LITERACY SINCE 1901 

Number of literate per mille (all ages 10 and over) 

LOCALITY Male I Female 

1931 I 1921 I 1911 
I 

1901 I 1931 I 1921 I lUll I 1901 

Baroda State .. .. .. 361 277 229 I 199 80 51 25 9 

City of Baroda. oo .. 590 600 472 427 214 218 Sol 27 
00 

284 270 91 71 30 10 Central Gujarat (including City) 00 437 338 
398 311 260 187 122 7l 40 7 Kathiawad 00 .. 00 

North Gujarat 00 294 215 173 137 53 30 12 

I 
3 

00 00 

South Gnjaro.t 341 289 226 219 88 58 33 25 
00 .. 00 

The greatest progress is evidenced .amo~gst the wome';l with ~hotn the 
literate strength (aged 10 and over)~ now ru~e ~rmes as. large as It was thrrtr ;rears 
ago. The greatest proportionate rncrease IS m Kathiawad a~d Nor~h Gujar~t, 
where women are now over 17 times, and men are more than t~ce, as literate as. m 
1901. But when .we compare, as we do in the margrn the comparative 
rate of progress in the age-periods 15-20 a~d 2~ and over, we find that thoug)l 
amongst males, the proportionate increase IS farrly kept up, amongst females It 
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slows do"?l considerably in the higher age-group. In the age-period 15-20, the 
female literates are · . 
now · proportionately 
more than 11 times 
while amongst females 
aged 20 and over, the 
literates now number 
proportionately only 8 
times as much as in 
1901. There is one 
reason for t~ different 

,. 

AoE-PERioD 

15-20 •• 
20andover 

.. .. 

Literates per mille 

liLu.B I FEMALE 

1931 11921 1 1911 11901 11031 11021 11911 11901 

470 354 258 206 
14711051 40 I 13 

354 265 217 208 55 34 16 7 

rate of progress. Women, who had first come under educ~tion did not have 
the full benefits of it, partly because it was something of a pioneering attempt 
for them but chiefly .because educational facilities in 1901 and even in 1911 
had not yet become an effective instrument for dispelling ignorance ; as a result, 
the first batch of literacy recruits amongst the ·women did not retain for long 
their new found accomplishment. A diagram facing this paragraph illustrates 
the progress of literacy in each sex by divisions and the City since 1881. 

321. ' Decline of Literacy in the City-The proportionate figures of City 
literacy in the different censuses deserve a little closer attention and it is here 
that we find a slight relative decline in literacy. The figures of the City are affected. 
by the fluctuating population of the Camp, the railway areas and the industrial 
population, which is largely illrm.igrant and innocent of any knowledge of letters. 
A proper study of the figures would necessitate our limiting ourselves to the City 
only. The marginal calcula
tions are prepared from the 

N umbor per mille of each sex &ged 7 and ovo!' 

Malo I Female 

Wao A.BE 

I I 
I 

'1931 1921 1031 I 1921 

Literate .. .. 579 688 220 

\ 'D Able to read only .. 50 26 43 10 

Wholly IDiterate .. 371 387 737 767 

. literacy figures of two cen
suses of the City area 
only. It s h o w s · that 
although the literates have 
declined in proportion, the 
partially literate class are 
now more than double of 
their relative strength 
amongst males in 1921. 
Thus while literacy has 
declined a little, the process 
of liquidation of illiteracy ha 
males, and 30 illiterate females less, per 1,000 of each sex than m 1921. Turnmg 
to the industrial factory operatives, we see that the number of factory hands has 
nearly doubled, and the immigrants from United Provinces and E.ajputana have also
increased in the same proportion. As calcu!-ated in· para 75 above (in Chapter III), 
the immigrant wave in the last decade was higher than at any other period of census 
history. Thus the immigrant factor may have lowered the literacy ratios in this 
census. That it has done so amongst males is apparent from the inset. State 

s gone on developing, there bein~ now 16 illi*~te 

Table XVIII was specially compiled to 
show the comparative incidence of 
literacy in each sex in the immigrant 
as well as in the native-born popula
tion of the City. The female ratios 
are higher. That is because the 
majority of female immigrants do not 
belong to the industrial class. On a 
broad review of the data collected, 
the following general conclusions are 
put forward :-

SBX 

Malo .. 
} .. em ale 

.. .. I 

.. .. j 

Proportion per mille of each 
sex aged 10 and over who are 

literate ' 

Native Born I Immiltf!Lnt 

619 '582 

217 250 

(i) The factor of immigrant males mostly industrial in character has helped in lowering: 
th.e ra. tio of male literacy : 

42 

. 
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. (ii) As to female literacy, the .fact that females who are partially literate are now more. 
-than four times proportionately to their total strength explains why .liter~J,tes amongst them 
nave declined, pointing to the inefiectiveness of some of the primary schools, where wastage 
may be more than it should be. This is evident from the figures of male literates in the age
period 15-20 who have declined by nearly 100 per thousand of their ages since 1921. The 
.attention of the educational authorities is invited to a minute consideration of the data to· 
which only scant justice can be given in a Report of this kind. · ·· ' · 

(iii) Lastly it must be remembered that li~racy is most widely preve.Ient in the City.· 
.As we have seen by wards, the ratios are so high in some parts that further scope for progress 
under present social conditions is out of question. : 

· 322. . State Educational Effort-We will ·now· briefly attempt to correl~te · 
these results with the educational efforts of the State during the last ten years. 
~nd see how far its pioneer attempt in compulsory primary education has succeeded.; 
'l'he chief events in the educational policy of the .decade were- · 

( 1) the exten8ion of facilities for training of teachers, 

(2) the consolidation of. the machillecy of piiniary education by reducing 
or otherwise improving inefficient schools, abolishing single-teacher 

· schools, and concentrating trained teaching in selected areas, 

· (3) the extension of the village library· movement, 

(4) the undertaking of intensive studies in ~erent areas with a view·to 
detect flaws in the organisatiol). of .. education and. to check retardation. 
and wastage amongst children, · · 

(5) the improvement in the pay and prospect of teachers, 

(6) the extension of facilities for secondary education and the like, to back-
ward classes, and lastly . . 

(7) the r~striction of the compulsion ar~a, by releasing the Raniparaj of the 
18 tnbes (312,051 persons in all or abqut 13 per, cent of the total 
population) from the provisions of the Compulsory Education 'Act. 

This last measure has resulted, as we have seen, in an actual set-back in educational 
J>rogress of these tribes, particularly in· Vyara and Songadh talukas. The other 
measures, however, have helped materially in the fosteringand retention of literacy 

· in the State~ Village and town libraries increased 

1 
'yEAR PERIODS 

Annual average of 
pupils admitted to 

4th standard 
lj 

1910-12 ••. .. 9,269 
1913-16 •• .. 14,052 
1917-20 •. .. 21,032 

. 1921-23 •• .. 19,112 

. 1924--27 •• .. 22,572 
1928-30 •• .. 18,015 I 

from 627 in 1920 to 698 in 1930; and reading 
rooms from. 93 to 196. * The proportion of trained 
teachers has increased from nearly· 59 per cent in 
1920 to nearly 64 per cent in 1930. The scholars 
in primary· schools have increased from 180,405 
in 1920. to 215,541 in 1930. An actual census on 
the 31st January 1931 disclosed a total school 
strength of 216,667 children in all kinds of primary 
institutions (public, private and special). In the 

. . marginal table, the annual averages of. students 
.admitted to the fourth standard for groups of years are comp·ared. Up to 
1927 July, the improvement in the average of admissions to the fourth standard 
class was'well maintained but there was falling off in.l927-28 and although things 
nave improved towards the close of the decade, the level of 1927 has not yet been 
::reached. Presumably, the lowness of the number in 1928 was due largely to the 
-fact that the children who were of age for .the fourth standard were the survi
vors ~om the plague and influenza epidemics of 1917 and 1918 in which years 
the b1rth rate was low and the infant mortality was high. 

323. Schools and Scholars-Out of the 2,969 towns and villages (excluding 
the Camp and the railway areas under foreign administrations) 1,433 with a 

-this ;ba~~er detsil.o of the progress of the library movement are ~iven in Appsndix VI att&ohed ~t·. the . end _of 
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population of 1,868,5!)9 had schools. 211 villages with a population of 72,536 
were within a mile radius of schools and, therefore, could take advantage 
of them. · 1,325 villages with a population of 495,347 had no school facilities 
at all provided for them. The number of children attending primary schools 
in the areas in which school facilities were available was 216,667 (136,521 
boys and 80,146 girls). This works out at 11 ·2 per cent on the total 
population ·of 1,941,095 of the school-going area. By sex, the proportions are 
13.7 for males and 8.5 for females. When we remember that 20 per centofthe 
population are without schools, and that compulsion is only limited to 80 per 
cent of the people, two-thirds of the area, and to over half the number of villages 
in the State, we realise the e:ffectiveness of the compulsory experiment, wherever 
it has been possible to enforce it. A coloured diagram faces this page which shows 
the extent of population coming under compulsory education . 

I 

. 324. Progress in Educational Institutions-The following Table shows 
the variations in the number of institutions and their strength since 1911 :-

, 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII 

NU.MllER OF INSTITUTIONS WITH THEm STRENGTH SINCE 1901 
'· 

• (FROM EDUCATION DEPARTMENT RETURNS) 

PUBLIC lNBTITVTIONS I I PJliVATJ: lKSTI'lCTIOMR . I 
YlWI · DEun.s All kinds Sncon- I Other 

ot lnstltu- Arts d•'1' Primary Training r~St~:- Colle- Ad van- Elcmcn-
tlons College Schools St'hools Soboot. tiona glate «<< tary 

-
1 I 2 I s ' I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 9 I 10 I 11 

~-! 
Inttitutioru :,118 1 19 2,619 2 36 1 21 83 .. .. 

!olales .. 150,099 891 8,898 180,820 260 2,2-i7 .. 8,7A4o 3,086 .. .. 
Females 80,905 20 617 78,407 175 121 25 97 1,448 .. .. 

Total Scholara 231,004 911 9,$10 208,136 435 2,368 2.l .1,801 6,128 .. .,. 
r Imtitutionl 2,791 1 41 2,639 5 2S .. 21 61 .. .. 

136,951 559 7,9.&7 110,{197 882 2,220 .. S,23G 2,811 

1921 .. 1 Males .. .. .. 
Feinales 61,866 13 268 60,408 96 41 .. .. 1,Q.I,O .. .. 

Total Scholar~ 198,816 612 8,20$ iB0,40S 478 2,261 .. 3,23$ J,660 .. .. 
3,026 1 28 2,932 B 25 .. 12 •• 

~ .. ! lmtilutimu .. .. 
Males 190,098 929 4,769 119,587 91!6 2,402 .. 1,818 1,717 .. .. .. 

54,479 58,088 60 00 .. .. 832 Fcmalm1 .. .. .. .. 
Total Scholar~ 186,111 329 4,1S9 113,515 455 2,492 .. 1,818 2,049 .. .. 

1 11 1,120 1 28 .. • 46 Institution~ .. .. 1,218 

236 2,287 68,757 .. 1,707 .. 639 3,800 Mnles .. .. .. 72,016 

18,778 25 <19 .. .. 2o& Females .. .. U,428 .. .. 
236 2,281 11,¢5 25 2,126 .. 039 3,89~ 

Total Scholar~t .. .. 86,444 

The above table shows ali round progress in the number of scholars. Girl students 
have increased by about 48 per cent in the last 20 yea:s. Mal~ students i1e J?-OW 
43.5 per cent more than in1911. Whiletherewasnogrrlstud;:mgattheco egta1;e 
stage in 1911 there are now 45. In secondary educatiOn, the progressl 
also striking. 'The number of male studen~ in th~ secon<;Iary s~a~e has near{ 
doubled, while there are now 617 girls studymgEnglish: agamst ml m 1911. n 

rimar schools however the number of students has nsen only from 173,575 to 
~08 73[ in publi~ schools, i.e., by 20 per cent-boys inc:easing ~y over ~0 _per ~ent 
and · ls b over 45 er cent since 1911. The general mcrease m popu t10n smce 
1911 '1as b!en also 26 per cent, so that the increase in general school strength~X 
be said to have just kept pace ; taking the sexes se:paratel{, hodever, we full 
that while the compulsory provisions are being more rtgorous Y an success Y 
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worked in respect of girls' attendance, similar efforts in regard to boys have been 
far from successful. This is due, in the first place, to the:restriction of the area 
o()f compulsion since 1911, and in the second place: to the operation of such extra.
<>rdinary factors as plague; influenza and famine in 1917-19 and agricultural depres-. 
~ion and the occurrence of calamities like the flood and the frost having a disturbing 
effect on attendance. Whenever these events. happ~n, compulsion is relaxed, 
:fines are no longer collected, schools ·remain closed. and educational progress is 
therefore hindered. · · 

325. Examination Results-An interesting indication is afforded of the 

Average 1921-1930 

E:x.ullNATJONS Candidates 
--·-. 

I Soot up Passed 

. Matriculation and 740 366. 
Sehool Final. 

First Year's Course 323 185 
(Including Prell-
minary Seience ). 

Intermediate Arta 
and Science -·.; 286 124 

J B. A. (P a s s_. a n d . 150 71 
Honours). 

. . -. ' 

passes in the latter has declined. 

I 1921 

I · Candidates 

I Sent up 
1 . 

Passed 

. 51~ . . 312 

204 131 
.. 

.. 

162 
; 

73 

132 77 

measure of advance in English 
education by the · marginal 
table given here. The average 
number of scholars per secon
dary. school has only increased 
from 182 in · 1921 to. 194 
in the . latest year of the 
decade and yet the average of 

. matriculation candidates sent 
up for the examination has 
increased by 44 per cent, 
showing that the strength of 
the higher classes in the 
schools relatively to the total 
attendance has increased. 
The higher degree examina
tions are becoming . more 

. popular, but the percentage of 

§ 5. MiscELLANEous ITEMS 

326. The Problem of Lapse-We will now conclude this chapter by noticing one or two 
miscellaneous iteiDB. The problem of lapse into illiteracy is always an ever present one in an 
agricultural population with low intellectual horizons. We can here deal with it only in so 
far as it affects the variations in the figures of literacy and helps to explain the proportionate 
<:hanges from year to year .. It is possible to treat the question in one of the three ways:-

(i) first by estimating the number ofliterates expected in the census from literacy ~gures 
of the past census and the returns of scholars in the fourth vernacular standard m the 
decade, · 

(i•) by comparison ofabsolute figures of literates by age-periods of two censuses, and lastly 

(ii~) by a direct reference to the figures of the partially literate. 

32.7. Expected ancl Actual Literacy-Now the number of literates expected in any 
one census can be estimated from the returns of schools and the literate population of the pre
vious census ; and this estimate can be compared with the census figure. If it exceeds, then the 
difference represents the volume of lapse from literacy. If it falls short of the enumerated 
figure, then it becomes a measure of the latter's accuracy. The recruits to literacy during the 
~ecade come really from the children who passed the vernacular third standard examination 
mto the fourth standard. Four. years' schooling (including the infant standard) is enough 
for the purpose of giving the minimum qualification of literacy for census purposes. Very few 
recruits can come to literacy from other sources and beyond the school-going ages. The 
chances as well as the leisure for adult education are few. indeed. We can take therefore the 
~tal of third standard passed clu.1dren in yearly batches and subject them to the rate of morta
lity }'roper for the healthy school-going ages. The survivors of these should be added to the 
Slll"Vlvors of the literate population of 1921, w.ho should be similarly subjected to a death rate 
proper to all ages 5 and over, and the result is the figure of expected literacy in 1931. In 1921, 
a death rate of 8 per mille was assumed for the literacy recruits aged 5-15. Eromthedepart
mental returns, we find thatfromJuly 1921 to the end of 1930, 201,669children passed into the 
vernacular fourth and thus qualified to be entered as literate in this census. Now to apply the 
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:rate of8 per mille per annum we must remember that each annual batch of 20,167 had on an 
average5years'riskofmortalityatthat rate. Thus there will be 193,602 survivors. The literat" 
population of.1921 was 272,418. By the Hardy method we have found (in Chapter I, para28) 
-th&:t 377,559 IS the number of deaths on the 1921 population at an average age of 5 and over, 
which means a death rate of 17.75 per cent for ten years. The literate rate of mortality must 
be a little less than this. Assuming 15 per cent, the number of survivors in 1931 of the literate 
population of ten years ago would be 272.~~~xs• =231,555. So 193,602 + 231,555=425,157, 
the actual ~gure o~ literates expected by normal growth through education. In addition, we 
have on this occas10n to allow for the special factor of migration. The State gained, we have 
iound, by 26,755 hijratis and 99,110 other migrants. As the former were largely literate farmers 
organised through political agitation; and also a portion of the migrants were returned emigrants 
who were born and presumably educated in the State, we may aesume25 per cent at least of 
this gain t!n"ough migration as being literate. This gives a total of 450,330, as the figure of 
-expected literacy. Instead, the census returned only 434,734. Thus the deficit of 15,596 
·may be put down to lapse from literacy, which works out at 3. 5 per cent of the expected 
result. 

328. Comparison by Age-Periods-We can co~e into closer grips with the probl1•m by 
taking a particular area and find out by comparing age-periods and applying suitable rates of 
mortality, how far the enumerated figure of literates falls short of the expected result. For 
this purpose we shall take up .Okhamandal, where the migration factor is negligible. Now the 
literates of 1931, aged 30 and over are composed of survivors from the literates in the age
group 20-30 and 30 and over in 1921. The mortality rate for the age-period 20-30 of general 
population is found from the rate of variation in the figure for the age-group 20-30 in 1921 and 
that for 30-40 in 1931. This is 5. 7 per cent.· As the literates sufier from a lower mortality 
;rate, we apply 5 per cent rate to the literates aged 20-30 in 1921. Similarly we find 37.5 per 
cent as the general mortality rate for the age-group 30 and over. For literates, we must reduce 
it to 25 per cent. Thus for both the age-periods, the survivors among the literates number 2,488. 
The actual census total of literates for 30 and over in Okhamandal is 2,162, giving a lapse rate 
<1f 13.1 per cent of the expected figure. Coming to North Gujarat, we have another division 
where the variation is mainly due to natural causes, without any disturbing factorS such as 
hijratis that vitiate the qalculations in South and Central Gujarat. We apply the same rates 
<If mortality as above, vi,i;., 5 per cent for ages 20-30 and 25 per cent for 30 andover. Here the 
expected result is 42,583' while the census figure is 44,099. But we have not allowed anything 
.at all for migration. The gain, although it forms only a small portion ofthe census increase of 
109,429 there, it is co)\Siderable enough to affect the above comparison, Assuming 10 per cent 
<If the above increase ~o be due to migration of persons aged 30 andoverand25 percent of the 
migrants to be literate, we have to add a further sum of 2,736 on account of these literate mig
rants. Our total of expected literates aged 30 and over in North Gujarat in 1931 is thus 
45,319, giving a lapse rate of 2. 7 per cent; But this is far from correct as the division is pre
dominantly agricultural and the lapse from literacy ·is far more prevalent amongst persons 
\ngaged on the land than amongst other communities. This is indicated also by the increase 
<~f the partially literate from·6,399 in 1921 to 38,201 in this census in this division. • 

329. The ln~rease in tbe Partially Literate-Lastly, the study of absolute. :figures 
<If persons able to read only helps to throw further light on the problem of lapse. We have 
-estimated above a deficit of 15,596 persons (vide para 327) who should have retainea literacy 
but who are not returned as such in this census. Now the partially literate have increased by 
:Over five times this census, but the greatest increase has happened in the ages 5-10 and 10-15, 
the figures for which show a jump of 557 per cent. This abnormal increase is entirely due to 
the reopening of the infant class in the vernacular schools in the last decade, which was closed 
for some years before the Census of 1921. Th~ number of those who w~re able to _rea_d only 
'9.ged 10 and over in 1921 was 16,758. The surVJvors of those who have failed to attam hteracy 
'9.re now aged 20 and over. The number of the partially literate who are aged 20 and over in 
1931 is 38 411. The crude variation in the figures of two censuses is thus an increase of 21,663. 
But to thls must be added the losses through death on one hand and promotion to literacy on 
the other. Allowing 10 per cent for these two factors, we get 23,829 as the figure repr~sent
ing the partial failures of educational effort during the decade. On an average, 35,000 children 
enter school every year; thus on a decade's attendance of 350,000 new childr~n brought under 
-educational influences, 201,669 (admitted to the fourth standard) may be sa1d to have passed 
the literacy test, 23,829 are partial failures and the rest remain illiterate .. These figures work 
<~ut to 576, 68 .and 356 per mille respectively. 

330. Comparison with British Gujarat-Now it will be profitable to 
compare the literacy results of this State with the corresponding figures of 
British Gujarat. The results of the literacy race with its neighbour in the last 
four censuses are shown in the margin. It proves conclusively how this State 
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started with a heavy handicap in 1901 and rapidly improving its position in the 
intervening .censuses, has now left British Gujarat far behind. It is possible that 
the non-co-operation movement had something to do with influencing the figures 

· for British Gujarat, but it 

· Proportion of litomtos per mille aged 5 
and over , 

. . 

YEAR Baroda State I British Gujarat . 

Male I Female I Male I Female 

1001 .. .. 180 9 227 18 
1911 .. ... 206 24 234 31 
1921 . . .. 240 47 254 48 
1931 .. .. . 331 79 254 46 

only affected the results in 
Ahmedabad City, which being 
an industrial area has always 
a low literacy ratio. If it be · 
suggested that hiJ'ratis helped 
a great deal in raising the 
State literacy ratio the reader 
may be assured that this is 
not the case. The hijratis 
consisted of 14,424 males and 
12,331 females; they contained 
a larger number of children 

than the normal migrant family should have, but even if we exclude the 
whole lot from the general population and deduct from the literate totals 
the hterate hijratis (calculated at 25 per cent and distributed. by sex 
according to the ratio obtaining among the total literate population) the ratio 
for male literacy in the whole State is only reduced thereby from 331 to 329, 
while the female literacy· remains at the same figure, i.e., 79. The above 
comparison illustrates effectively the success of the compulsory experiment in 
this .State. We have not the figures by age-periods regarding British Gujarat 

PROVINCE OR STATE 

British lndi-
Ajmer Merwara •• .. 
Assam .. .. 
Bengal • • • • .. 
Bihar and Orissa .. 
Bomhay .. .. 
Burma •• .. 
Central Provinces .. 
Madraa •• .. . . 
Punjab •• .. .. 
Delhi • • 0. .. 
United Provinces .. 

Stat eo-
Central India Agency •• 
Coohin ... . • • • • 
Gwalior .. . . 
Hyderahad .. . . 
Mysore •• .. . . 
Rajputana .. .. 
Travancore .. .. 
Baroda . . .. 

Proportion of literates per I ,000 
aged 6 and over 

Persons I Male I Female 

103 203 35 
91 152 23 

110 180 32 
50 95 8 

108 174 32 
367 560 154 

50 110 11 
108 187 30 
59·, 95 15 

163 226 72 
'54 94 11 

52 92 9· 
337 460 220 
47 78 11 
47 83 10 

106 174 33 
54 94 11 

288 408 168 

209 331 79 

and it is .not worth while delaying 
this Report for that. detail, for in 
the 1921 Report, it was shown that 
.even though for all ages British 
Gujarat had then the lead, in 
the adolescent groups 10-15 and 
15-20, this State showed greater 
progress. There can be n6 doubt 
that in this tespect also Baroda 
has improved upon its lead in this 
census . 

331. Comparison with 
other States and Provinces 
in India-In general 1 iter a c y 
the position of this St~te. as 
compared to the other prmc1pal 
provinces or states in India can 
be understood from the marginal 
figures. It will appear that Burma 
has retained its leadership in 
literacy. Travancore and Cochin 
have continued as expected 
to be in advance of this State. 

But on the other hand progress achieved in this State is actually more 

PROVINCE OR STATE 

Bnrma. .• .. .. 
Cochin .. 
Trava.ncore •• .. 
Berod.a .. .. 

Literate per mille aged 5 and over 

-
1931 I 1921 

Malo I Female· I Male I Female 

660 164 610 ·112 
460 220 317 115 
408 168 380 173 
331 . 79 240 47 

rapid than in most other provinces 
and states. Burma for instance 
shows only an increase of 50 per 
mille in male literacy against 
our 91. In Travancore, female 
literacy has actually declined 
since 1921. The presence of large 
Christian populations in Travan
core · and Cochin helps to force 
up their literacy while the presence 
of a large Raniparaj element 
h~mpers progress here. 
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332. Comparison in English Li terac:y-The situation· in respect of English 
education is not so favourable 
to this State by comparison with 
other provinces and states. The 
educational policy hitherto fol
lowed here has concentrated on 
primary education and it is 
only within the last ten years 
that English schools have multi
plied.· Here again we see the 
rate of ·progress in" this State 
actually more fast than in many 

' '. 
Number of literate In English 

per 1,000 

PBovmoB oR STATB · Male I PemBle 

1031 I 1921 I 1931 I 1021 

Baroda State . . .. 28 • 15 z 1 
(I) Cochln .. .. 68 86 16 R 
(2). Ben~al •• .. .. 43 34 6 2 
(3) Bombay .. .. 32 23 7 4 

provinces and states. (4) Travancore .. . . 31 26 7 6 
(5) Madraa 26 19. ·' 2 .. 
(6) British Gujarat .. 24 20 2 2 

333. Comparison of 
Baroda with other Countries 
in point of ·. Literacy-In 

(7) Bono& •• .. 
Baroda City .. 
Bombay City 

.. 

.. 

.. 
21 16 6 4 

166 118 23 13 
153 118 78 40 

.. 
concluding this chapter we set -
out for the reader the following details of literacy in other parts of the world :-

(1) 

(2) 

In the United States of America; illiteracy amongst persons aged 10 
and-over decreased from 17 per cent in 1880 to only 6 per cent in 
1920. The American Negro has a literacy ratio of 77 per cent 
(for ten years and over) which is higher than some of our most 
advanced. castes. 

In France in 1928, from the data regarding conscripts, it could be 
said that literacy amongst adults aged 20 and over amounted to 
90 per cent. · 

(3) In Hungary, 15·2 per cent of the population over six years of age 
were illiterate. 

(4) But we. may be happy in the thought that in certain other countries, 
· like Spain, where literacy is only 46.3 per cent (amongst persons 

aged six and over), . Portugal, where in 1920, 54.7 per cent were 
still unable to read and write, and Turkey where according to the 
Census of 1927, only 8 per cent were found literate in Arabic charac-

, ters, conditions of things are somewhat more comparable with 
Baroda, and India generally, than in the countries previously 
mentioned. · 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX 

LITERACY IN TOWNS 

I 
:PROPORTION OF LlTBIU.TES TO TOTAL POPVLA.'fiON (Plm. MILLE) . ! 

All Ages 7 and over I I I I TOWN 7-13 U-16 17-23 24 and over . 
f Fema.lesf I Females I Females I I Females I Femo.les Mates Males Ma.les Males Males 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 

Baroda City . . .. 679 220 447 276 679 411 666 301 673 109 

AmreU .. .. .. 606 207 461 308 763 431 717 272 604 119 

Damna gar .. .. 6S7 191 321. 282 7S8 449 640 248 662 100 

Dharl .. .. .. 626 210 386 260 688 600 648 sso 520 94 

Kodlnar .. .. .. 478 1S1 319 180 614 218 609 195 492 76 

Babadarpm . . .. 448 llS 322 161 637 214 612 176 462 67 

Bhadran .. .. 619 272 613 270 804 646 776 463 673 183 

Dabhoi •• .. .. 6S9 180 347 140 707 239 6S6 167 825 70 

DbOrmaj . . .. 623 297 482 S42 820 618 818 662 636 170 

Karjan .. .. .. .447 97 232 85 494 124 602 149 . 486 72 

Mak&rpura .. . . 416 84 3S8 140 5n 257 420 63 415 48 

Meblav . . .. .. 483 168 S6S 214 680 498 696 874 461 70 

Nar .. . . .. 661 206 84S 221 783 . 628 767 426 647 108 

Padra .. . . .. 605 160 434 23S 776 349 788 292 604 81 

l'etlad .. .. . . 622 1S8 324 132 663 242 636 200 6S2 106 

]'ij .. .. .. 672 196 461 246 737 603 711 S86 646 94 

Sankheda .. .. 631 102 433 136 698 281 672 166 692 60 

SavU. .. .. . . 466 108 300 168 603 267 613 178 464 47 

Sinor .. .. .. 678 163 351 196 676 278 673 232 618 108 

Sojltra .. .. .. 668 260 403 294 863 648 829 436 660 172 

Vagbodlo .. .. 525 125 306 163 n2 286 707 215 495 62 

Vaso .. .. .. 666 lOS 434 264 808 376 748 352 626 lOS 

Atarsumba. .. .. 661 192 316 216 6S7 384 618 861 681 11S 

Cbanasma .. .. 609 106 389 160 707 279 698 181 40' 44 

Dehgam .. .. .. 470 141 S64 153 668 819 636 260 474 86 

Dhlnoj .. .. .. 601 101 222 86 636 248 612 206 42S 68 

Kadl .. .. .. 611 116 360 164 617 244 608· 176 618 68 

Kalol .. .. .. 481 98 812 1S6 676 180 60S 148 681 67 

Aheralu .. .. .. 87S 61 2U 88 482 16S 462 07 361 30 

Ladol .. .. .. 421 71 214 100 666 216 612 102 403 . so 
Mehsano. .. .. 60S 140 369 170 6S6 230 582 211 670 02 .. 
l'atan .. .. . . 650 182 435. 207 707 360 67S 270 6S6 12S 

Sltlhpur •• . . .. 408 146 S13 138 515 257 650 248 641 100 

Unavo. .. .. . . 637 210 404 262 714 418 742 S80 608 110 

Unjba .. .. . . 468 111 850 134 780 205 7S7 203 409 40 

Vadnagar . . .. 464 82 265 09 697 208 664 164 478 40 

Vljapur .• .. .. 446 81 297 96 646 226 634 184 437 40 

VL"nagar .. .. 634 120 360 168 67S 286 682 217 636 76 

Billmora .. .. 536 193 812 206 738 . 437 688 260 644 186 

Oandevl .• .. .. 607 238 894 291 830 647 751 812 624 163 
I 

Katbor •. .. .. 570 202 310 251 785 436 716 289 602 127 
Mahuva .. .. .. 622 274 284 264 721 ·519 664 418 646 185 
Navsarl .. .. .. 588 297 301 266 712 429 680 372 611 269 
Falu.na •. .. .. 652 212 254 237 798 465 691 33S 601 126 
Sonqadh •• .. .. 446 189 811 221 488 289, 619 295 470 120 
Varla.v .. .. .. 690 141) 267 188 886 233 684 216 536 104 
Vyara .. .. .. 601 192 881 171 648 271 683 282 617 160 
Beyt .. .. .. 460 136 227 . 208 695 239 660 186 375 90 
Dwarka .. .. .. 685 207 863 250 736 866 668 277 618 167 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE X 

LITERACY BY CASTE 

Nmmn PBIL 1,000 WHO AlLB Ll'rn.A'l'B l NtnrBU. PBIL 10,000 WRO ARW Lt1'11U.ft Ul 
};lfGLiliK 

CASHS SBLRO'tBD 1981 1921 I 1931 1921 

Per- Maleal ,!T.,, ;:; I Males! ~;.j Per- I MAles/~~~~ Per- I F•· IOQI •onl •ona llales males 

1 I = I 3 I ' I 5 I 0 I 7 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 

AdYIIDCOd .. > • .. . . 451 887 Z10 . . . . .. 417 118 Sl .. .. . . 
Hindu and Jain •• . . .. .. 461 691 B16 .. . . .. 630 91B 41 .. .. . . 

l3bavsar (Blndu and .Jato) .. .. 449 722 171 876 674 95 229 '" 12 98 108 I 
Brabmabhatt and Barot (Hindu and 

Jain) • • • • • • • • • • sso 567 89 188 299 70 %24 441 2 60 117 .. 
Brahman .. .. .. . . 642 180 B84 429 669 118 998 1,838 89 637 1,014 36 

A.na.vala .. .. .. . . 626 871 858 4&7 678 207 1,080 2,037 83 661 1,030 7 
Audloh .. .. .. . . 489 ... Z29 894 644 136 645 1,259 18 262 664 10 
Deshaatba .. .. .. 766 . 927 448 587 888 s~ 2,652 ,,660 892 1,562 2,860 128 
Xhedawal .. . . .. 576 8" 296 491 747 269 1,124 2,196 .. 668 1,261 18 
Konkanstha .. .. .. 788 951 628 640 845 881 8,27~ 5,582 476 1,988 8,364 242 
Mewada .. .. .. .. 484 761 176 859 604 93 627 977 6 224 431 .. 
Modh .. .. .. .. 608 780 244 429 684 176 672 1,333 81 857 764 11 
Nagar .. .. .. .. 665 869 467 652 772 888 2,046 8,820 822 1,283 2,364 180 
Tapodhan .. . . .. 364 565 143 %29 891 68 804 669 .. 104 105 14 

· Other Brahmans .. .. 558 758 294 874 684 lOS 918 1,646 120 841 595 78 
Gbanchl .. .. .. .. 406 688 112 868 548 .. 117 Z28 2 83 68 2 

Ka.ebbla (Xhambbar) .. .. 462 668 115 257 442 .. 160 299•8 9 82 61 .. 
Lewa l'attdar (Hindu and Jain) .. 895 696 163 259 414 79 249 457 8 164 192 2 
Luhana .. .. .. .. 488 780 185 882 685 108 82< 628 9 160 837 ' llaratba Xsha.trlya .. .. .. 885 687 191 868 ... 157 87' 1,422 179 499 823 110 

Prabbu .. .. .. .. 77~ 806 6<6 665 8<2 460 S,71' 6,184. 1,132 z.•o1 4,126 662 
Son! .. .. .. .. .. 517 811 203 412 671 136 136 260 4 78 U6 1 

Sutar .. .. .. .. .. 843 568 110 215 861 58 75 1<5 1 26 40 1 

v ani a (Hindu and Ja:in) .. .. 606 819 319 618 BOO 221 796 1,516 36 420 BOO 26 

Dlsawal .. .. .. .. 605 897 805 564 769 241 1,070 2,096 17 48< 083 32 

Kapol .. .. .. .. 661 809 898 557 826 254 1,019 1,860 82 405 m 11 

Xbodayat& .. .. .. 628 013 287 521 776 186 1.006 2,003 40 •o• 845 84 

Lad .. .. .. .. 660 809 283 565 701 218 1,191 2,242 18 685 1,101 • 
Porwad .. .. .. .. 610 866 882 .. .. .. 768 1,425 44 .. .. .. 
ShrluuiU .. .. .. .. 591 865 826 ... 814 227 880 1,048 84 295 558 29 

OtberVaola.s .. .. .. 619 888 826 516 811 219 801 1,659 40 587 t,UG Z2 

MWilim .. .. .. .. .. 379 610 161 238 401 16 16Z 313 16 73 102 J 

KhoJa .. .. .. .. .. •o2 718 268 220 262 127 824 508 47 81 113 ~ 

Mcmon .• ... .. .. .. 855 608 105 155 258 46 51 95 8 7 18 .. 
PlnJara .• .. .. .. .. 208 522 81 284 416 49 49 106 .. 20 40 .. 

• Salyad .. .. .. .. 848 557 12( Z27 300 57 277 510 26 107 201 6 

Vobra (Agri<"Ultural) .. .. .. 828 550 126 }277. { 82 163 9 
} 101 468 95 202 8 

Vobra (Trading) .. .. .. 565 768 262 278 551 29 

lntenDecUato .. .. .. .. 180 308 47 .. .. .. 38 79 5 .. .. .. 
Hindu, Jain and Prilml .. .. 114 298 45 .. .. .. •• 40 0.1 .. .. .. 

Anjana. Obaudbarl .. .. .. 1« 259 22 74 188 9 20 so .. 6 11 1 

Barla .. .. .. .. .. 130 221 27 12 20 8 0.7 1.8 .. 2 2.8 1 

Bava and Gouin .. .. .. 808 460 77 211 829 87 81 188 .. 27 45 .. 
Oham&r" .. .. .. .. 71 182 " 27 50 8 4 8 .. 1 2 .. 
Darjl (Hindu and J'&ln) .. .. 289 481 119 164 817 64 88 79 1.4 21 48 0.1 

43 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE X--concld. 

LITERACY BY CASTE . 

N'OliBER P:O. 1,000 WHO ARB LlTEJU.TB I NUliBER PD 10,000 WBO ARB l.I'rERA.D m 
ENGLISH . 

CA.SrES SBLB<ITED 1931 I 1921 I 1931 I 1921 

Per-jlW••I Fe- I Per-l Mal I Fe· I Per· llW••j.!r..J Per- Males Fe-sons males sons es males sons sons males 

1 I 2 I 8 I 4 I 5 I 8 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 12 I 18 

Garoda •• . . .. .. . . 256 458 75 120 222 21 16 38 .. 12 25 .. 
Gc!a (l!Jee·pounders) •• .. .. 264 481 65 190 869 22 66 180 8.9 27 55' .. 
Kadwa Patldar (lllndu and Jain) .. 217 887 46 122 219 18 36 71 1.2 21 41 .. 
Karadla .. .. .. .. 202 295 110 24 47 .. 2.0 5.9 .. .. .. .. 
Kumbhar (Hindu and Jain) .. .. 163 276 48 88 148 24 20 40 0.6 8 ·12 .5 
'tuhar .. .. .. .. .. 275 474 86 169 302 40 44 86 3.4 21 42 .. 
l!ochl (Hindu 1111d Jain) .. .. 801 488 109 197 318 73 85 67 2.4 18 so .. 
P&lll!lw&dla .. .. .. .. 110 190 24 .. .. .. 4.2 8 .. .. .. .. 
PrimiU• and Farm !I'ribu (Hindu 

and 2'ribal) .. .. .. 78 137 IS 38 7I 2 2.I ' .. 9 IS .. 
Chodhr& .. .. .. 69 120 13 87 72 .1 8.8 7 .. 17 82 .. 
Dbanka .. .. .. 86 138 29.6 14 27 .s .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Dbod!a .. .. .. .. 92 162 17 47 86 7 .. .. .. 1.1 2.2 .. 

Balput (Hindu aud J&ln) .. .. 193 324 48 180 226 26 40 76 1.0 18 81 .. 
Sathwara .. .. .. .. 204 860 68 99 195 16 13 28 .. 6 13 .. 
T&labda .. .. .. .. 181 316 50 .. .. .. 85 70 0.4 .. .. .. 
Xargala (Hindu &ud J&ln) .. .. 800 486 1<8 186 836 73 61 130 4.2 43 101 .. 
Valand .. .. .. .. .. 227 882 77 188 228 88 55 112 .. 18 86 1 
Vankar •• .. .. .. .. 125 209 44 46 79 10 12 25 0.4 8 6 .. 

Mulim .. .. .. .. .. 221 378 49 I66 286 33 93 I76 2 42 75 ' s 
Fakir .. .. .. .. .. 188 807 41 117 199 20 47 88 .. .. .. .. 
Ghancbl .. .. .. .. 807 498 98 . 177 303 40 126 242 .. 61 118 8 
Malek .. .. .. .. .. 174 824 22 125 226 16 62 123 .. 19 86 .. 
Molesa.lam .. .. .. .. 221 895 30.6 140 258 9 56 l06 2.8 • ·7 .. 
Momna .. .. .. .. .. 134 249 22 180 328 86 22 .. .. 6 18 .. 
Pathan •• .. .. .. 258 419 56 178 296 82 145 . 258 8.4 71 117 18 
Sbslkh .. .. .. .. .. 266 417 68 186 810 47 184 246 4 76 184 8 
Blndhl .. .. .. .. .. 1<6 258 19 93 156 18 29 66 .. 9 16 .. 
Tal .. .. .. .. .. 254 447 76 257 484 49 128 261 5.6 22 46 .. 

I ftdi"" Chrlatian .. .. .. 382 199.6 2SI 232 294 IS9 933 1,115 662 543 564 SIB 

Dliterat• .. .. .. .. 36 62 7 .. .. . . 2 3 .. .. .. .. 
Bh&ngl •• .. .. .. .. 56 06 16 29 50 8 2.4 4.7 .. 1 2 .. 
Bbsrwad (Babarl) .. .. .. 27 45 8 24 86 11 2.4 4.8 .. .. .. .. 
Cbnnvaua .. .. .. .. 62 98 28 .. .. .. 6.2 12 .. .. .. .. 
PrimiUw and Forut 2'ribu (Hindu 

•114 !l.'ribal) .. .. .. 39 89 8 Is 27 3 I a .. .7 I.l .. 
Bhll .. .. .. .. 46 82 7 13 22 2 0.7 1.8 .. .. .. .. 
Dubla .. .. .. .. 66 96 16 18 81 5 8 6 .. 1 2 .. 
Gamlt .. .. .. .. 82 56 7 14 26 1 1.7 8.8 .. 1 2 .. 

.)lloyakda .. .. .. .. 78 7 22 87 6 1.1 2.1 .. 1 2 .. 
Tad vi .. .. .. .. 46 82 5 .. ... .. 1.2 2.8 .. .. .. .. 
Talavla , • .. .. .. 88 M 11 .. .. .. 1.7 8.4 .. .. ... .. 
Vaaawa •. • .. .. .. 26 47 2 .. .. .. .7 1.4 .. .. .. . . 

Bav.U. .. .. .. .. 51 90 10 23 88 6 2.3 4.4 .. .. 1 .. 
Sbenva •. .. .. .. .. 25 •• 2 11 20 2 .. .. .. 2 ' .. 
Tbakarda (Hlndu and Jain) 0 0 .. 82 56 3 .. .. .. 1.6 8.1 .. .. .. .. 
Vagher oo .. .. .. .. 26 45 2 29 so 27 ,,8 9.2 .. . 9 11 7 
Val!hrl .. .. .. .. .. 23 38 7 16 26 3 1.4 2.7 .. 2 ' .. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE XI 

PROPORTION OF LrrERACY AT CERTAIN AG.ES 

I TOTAL PoPtTL&TIOM PBoPOBTION' OJ' Ll'l'EBA.TE PRoPORTION o:r ENoLISB 

AGB-GBOUP 
PBB Mn.r.a LITIISATB PEB TBN A!ILLB 

Persons I Males I Females! Personal Males IFemol~ I Person• I MoleoiFemaleo 

1 . I 2 I 3 I 4 I li I 6 I 7 I 8 
I 

9 I 10 

7-13 -- oo 0 0 00 410,148 216,678 193,470 174 231 111 30 48 10 

14-,16 oo oo oo 0 0 167,596 87,336 80,260 335 476 182 269 467 62 

17-23 oo Oo oo oo 315,786 158,328 157,458 299 467 130 338 630 36 

24 andover oo Oo Oo 0 0 1,087,262 560,262 527,000 195 338 44 143 267 12 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE XII 

PROGRESS OF LITERACY SINCE 1881 

I 
l\11liBE& OJ LlUJU.TB PJ:B MILLS 

All Ages 10 and over 

NA'l'UIU.L DIVISION 

I Males Females 

1931 I 1921. I 1911 I 1901 I 1891 1881 I 1931 I 1921 1911 I 1901 I lBGl I 1881 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 5 I 0 I 7 I 8 I 0 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 

Baroda State oo o• 361 277 229 199 155 107 so &1 25 I • z 
Baroda. Clty : , o. oo 590 600 472 427 377 289 214 218 84 27 25 7 

Ceetral Guja.rat" excluding 
City oo oo oo 409 293 250 238 165 108 81 48 20 7 8 1 

Central Gujarat Including 
Clty oo .. .. 437 338 284 270 198 135 DO 71 3D 1D 6 2 

KAth!awa<l oo o. o• 398 311 260 187 173 135 122 71 40 7 5 1 

North Gujarat Oo .. 294 215 173 137 Ill 73 53 3D 12 3 3 1 

South Oujarat o. o• su 289 226 21D 179 130 88 58 33 25 13 5 

NV~BEB 01' LITE1U.TB PD MILLB 

15-20 I 20 and over 

NAT11B.AL DIVISION Males I Females I )late• I Females 

-1-1~1-1-1-l~l-1-1-1~ 1901 11931 19lt lDll \ 1901 

1 1 14 l 15 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 19 lsolu/221zslulzs/zsl~l 28 20 

I Buoda State t70 354 258 206 147 105 40 13 354 265 217 208 55 34 If 7 o• Oo 

Baroda City .. 00 •o 667 . 766 511 440 326 370 151 40 537 562 •oo 430 17< 17< 88 21 

Central Quja.rat excluding 
lOS 345 52 City 00 •o o. 542 389 305 216 100 42 10 400 278 230 28 11 5 

central Qujarat including 
143 00 266 278 City 00 00 oo 562 us 343 285 184 17 428 320 68 48 10 8 

Katblawad 00 o• o. 521 425 294 215 223 169 71 11 388 200 237 10< 79 39 21 6 

North Qnjarat 00 ·- 399 27S 176 1<2 103 06 16 3 282 302 165 148 .. 18 7 2 

South Gujarat 00 .. 428 350 270 MD 148 103 45 33 346 285 219 224 68 .. 26 22 

NOTE. :Proportional 8.gurea for the year 1881 have been calculated for all &Rea, 6 and over. Penons aged 1& and over who were returned a1 
"'learning •• in 1881 and 1891 have been re_clloned aa •• Uterate" l.o. the calculation ot the above proportion•. 
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APPENDIX VI 

THE BARODA LIDRARY SYSTEM* 

1. In!roductory-The remarkable advance of literacy which has already been recorded· 
in the body of the Report is due in no small measure to the development of a library system · 
which the State inaugurated in 1910. His Highness the Maharaja Gaekwad is the pioneer in 
India of free and compulsory education ; while watching the results of this bold and states
manlike experiment, His Highness soon found .that a large proportion of the students who 
passed through the elementary school tended to relapse into illiteracy in after life. The solution 
to this problem of retention in later years of literacy acquired in childhood, occurred to His 
Highness when he observed the value of free public libraries to mass education, during his 
tours in the U. S. A. in 1906 and 1910. He made a beginning in Hl07 -8 by giving liberal grants 
to the public libraries of his State. Three years later he brought out to Baroda Mr. W. A. 
Borden, an American library eipert, to organise a State Library department. Mr. Borden 
during his three years' tenure of office conducted a library training class, organised the Central 
J,.ibrary and a travelliug library system, and planned a network of free public libraries· through
out the State. His successor, Mr. J. S. Kudalkar, who was sent abroad to make a survey of the 
library systems of the world died prematurely in 1921 and since then Mr. N.M. Dutt, F.L.A., 
who has been associated with the Baroda Central Library since 1913, is the Curator of Libraries 
and head of the organisation. 

2. The L."brary Organisation-The Library department under the general super
vision of the Commissioner of Education is entirely supported by the State, which spent over 
a lac of rupees over it in the 1930-31 budget, nearly half this sum being distributed in grants 
to free libraries. The staff consists of the Curator, an Assistant Curator, 11 librarians and 
senior assistants (including 2 ladies) besides subordinates and menials. There are two main 
parts of the organisation :. The Central Library under the direct supervision of the Curator 
and the country libraries which are looked after by the Assistant Curator. 

3. The Central Library-The Central library situated in the heart of the capital is 
a free, public and open access library comprising of the following sections : newspaper reading 
room, lending, reference, ladies' and children's libraries, children's play room, bindery and 
general office. The total stock of books in the Central library alone is 99,586 volumes. The 
circulation in 1930-31 was 119,858 books of which 25 per cent were English books. The ~aily 
average issue was 437 .44 books which is a remarkable record in a City containing 44,817 litera
tes and people able to read ouly. No other library in India could boast of such a circulation. 
The Reference library which contains the largest collection of books in India on bibliograp~Y 
and library economy, helps not ouly local scholars and research workers but answers enqwnes 
from outside the State and even fro~ foreign countries. The Ladies' library is hi~hly pop~ar 
and 22,356 books were lent out of 1t last year. The children's play room a~d library which 
has become one of the show places of Baroda is visited by nearly 28,000_ childre11; every year 
who are free to read or amuse themselves in the gaily decorated halls Wlth practically every 
variety of indoor game and juvenile literature at their disposal. Other activities of the Central 
library include the foundation of the Gaekwad's Oriental Series now set up independently as 
the Oriental Institute under the direction of an eminent Sanskrit research scholar. The ins
titute possesses 21,362 books and manuscripts and has hitherto published over 70 volumes of 
critical editions of rare unpublished Sanskrit manuscripts. Further the Central library 
extends its activities beyond the State in library propaganda, the following to enumerate but 
a few of them, being the more important·: it conducted an illustrated quarterly in three lan
guages entitled " The Library Miscellany" (1911-19) to preach the 'library gospel' ; its editor 
~nd the then curator Mr. Kudalkar presided over the All-India Library Conference in Madras 
m 1.9~9 : the cult of library exhibitions was started by the Baroda Central Library which sent 
exhibtts as far away as W embley and Rome, besides exhibiting in India at Benares, Madras, 

*Prepared from notes furnished by the Central Librory deportment. 
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Calcutta, Bombay, Ahmedabad and Gwalior. The present curator presided over Library 
Service Section of the .All-Asia Educational Conference at Benares in 1930. The Library also 
trains students from institutions of other provinces and states in this kind of work. 

4. The District Libraries-Whlle the Central library caters to the epicurean tastes 
of the cultivated metropolitan palate, the humble district libraries' branch without any such 
patrician pretentious, is doing greater good to the greater number by giving the everyday bread 
of learning to the masses. The chief function of this branch is the organisation, control and 
snbsidising of State-aided libraries. The minor functions are managing the travelling libraries 
and the visual instruction section. The travelling library section has a stock of 20,228 books, 
and circulated 15,262 volumes last year through 147 centres. The system consists in lending 
to responsible institutions or persons boxes of 15-30 books for circulation in different localities. 
The Department pays freight both. ways. There are ' fixed ' and ' elastic ' sets of books, the 
former being on particular subjects or authors and the latter answering to the varying demands 
of particular localities. The visual instruction section started in 1912 is now temporarily 
transferred to the Sanitation department for helping in the scheme of village uplift. The 
section has an equipment of magic lantern and cinema apparatus for peripatetic demonstration& 
among rural areas for the edification of the illiterate masses. 

5. The Modus Operandi of Country Libraries-Reverting to the chief function of this 
branch, its procedure can be summarised as follows: when a village, town or district-town com
munity collects amounts npto Rs.lOO, 300or 700 respectively, the department grants an equal 
sum and the PrantPanchayat or District Board does likewise-sometimes also the local munici
pality. For a library building, if one-third of the estimated expenee is collected by the local 
library committee the Department and the Panchayat find the other two-thirds. Finally for 
a nucleus for a new library the department gives a subsidy of Rs. 75 if the quarter share of 
the hundred is found by the local committee. The committees a,re elected by the contributors 
and are practically autonomous so long as they conform to the simple rules of accounts, etc.· 
laid down by the department. Further they are not left entirely to their own devices but are 
encouraged to keep in touch with the assistant curator who tours the districts from time to 
time and holds discussione wit!). library workers. In autumn, secretaries and librariane are 
invited from rural areas to undergo a short period of training at Baroda. A Gnjarati monthly, 
' Pustakalaya,' devoted to the library cause is maintained by the department and this along 
with a classified catalogue already published, helps the various libraries in the selection of 
Gnjarati books. A co-operative sUJ>ply society is established by the associated libraries for 
wholesale economical purchase of books and periodicals. Since 1925 the Baroda District 
Libraries Conference has met five times. The people of the State have responded satisfactorily 
to these efforts. 773 free public libraries have been hitherto established with an aggregate 
stock of 573,170 volumes independent of the Central and Travelling libraries stocks and with 
a circulation of 402,286 a!Jlong 75,535 readers. 111libraries have their own buildings. There 
are 216 reading rooms. The vogue of ladies' and children's libraries has hitherto brought 
into existence 10 such enterprises. Apart from all these there are a few independent 
snbscrip~ion libra?es which are doing well. 

6. Progress of the Library Movement-The marginal table shows the progress since 
the last two censuses. 
The average number of 
books per library is now 
920 which was 655 in 
1920-21, and 309 in 
1911-12. The number 
of institutions h a v e 
increased by 23 per cent, 
stock of books by 73, 
circulation by 60, and 
number of ·readers by 
39 per cent in the last 
ten years. The growth 
since 1911 is nothing less 
than phenomenal. The 
four diagrams given 
below illustrate respec
tively:-

Central No. of books 
Library, No. of 

YEAR Baroda Other libraries No. of 
and Libraries which own Readen 

Oriental buildings Stock Circulation 
Institute 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 6 I 7 

1911-12 ··I 1 274 20 84,054 92,787 36,277 
1920·21 .. 1 627· 82 411,673 329,899 62,732 
1930·31 .. , 2* 773 111 714,346 64(),872 87,442 

• In 1926·27 the Sanskrit oootion of the Central Library WBB aeparatelf 
eotablished BB "Tha Oriental Institnte." 
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(i) the actual increase in the stock of books in the State-aided country libraries year 
by year since 1911-12 ; 

STOCK OF BOOKS 19Il-1912 TO 1930-1931 

REFERENCES 
stATE·AIOED U8RAIIIEI c=:::2 
111:AV!LLING U8RAAY IIIIIIlJ 
ORIENTAL I.HSJJTUTe c:;:::J 
C:EHTllA.L UBAASn' ~ 

(il-) the increase in the circulation of books dnring the same period, 

CIRCULATiON OF BOOKS 1911-1912 TO 1930-1931 
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(iii) the proportion of stock and circulation of books to number of literates and registered 
readers as in July 1931, and 

PROPORTION OF" STOCK AND CIRCULATION OF" BOOKS TO LITERATE PERSONS AND 

REGISTERED READERS. AS IN JULY 1931 

(iv} the popuiation served by libraries. 

DIAGRAM SHOWING POPULATION OF" THE STATE SERVED BY 

0 ... 
0 

0 
a: 

... 

' 
By 

3 0 

TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 13•4g PER CENT 
TOTAL POPULATION NOT SERVED 36" 51 •• 
TOWN POPULATION SERVED 10"00 
VILLAGE POPULATION SERVED !53"98 .. 
VILLAGE POPULATION NOT SERVED 46" Got 
AH VIU..AG.ES WITH SCHOOLS BUT NEITHER LIBRARIES NOR READING 

ROOMS WITH pOPULATION OF 505,028 

REFERENCES. 

COUNTRV. LIBRNIJES. tm1liD 
~LLINGLIJftARV. ~ 

CENTRAL L18AAA'V. ~ 

ORIENTAL INST1ntr8. I§H!m 

7. Conclusion
The above diagrams 
speak for themselves. 
This phenomenal de
velopment would not 
have been possible if 
the benevolent ·efforts 
of an enlightened 
Government w.ere not 
reciprocated by the 
co-operation of an in
telligent and respon
sive populace. The 
success of the system 
is due to no inconsi
derable measure to the 
succession of the men 
at its helm. Mr. Bor
den in inaugurating the 
department brought 
to bear a lifelong 
experience of Ameri
can libraries as well as 
his native genius for 
organisation. H i s 
successor, Mr. Kndal
kar, laid the founda
tion of the Oriental 
Institute. The pre
sent Curator, Mr. N. 
M. Dutt, who has 
been associated with 
the library movement 
for . over 18 years is 
recognised as one of 

the leading library experts and an enthusiastic propagandist in that line in India. He has 
raised the il;lstitntion to its foremost place in India. His assistant also is well known for lon(Z 
and close association with district library organisation. 
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CHAPTER X 

LANGUAGE 

§ 1. GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF LANGUAGES 

334. Introductory-We now come to the" language returns.· Statistics 
regarding the distribution of languages and the prevalence of bilingualism have been 
compiled from the responses to columns 14 and 1/'i of the census questionnaire. 
Column 14 required the language ordinarily used in the home to be entered. For 
this purpose, the instructions emphasised that only "the mother tongue," i.e., 

. the language as fust spoken from the cradle was to be entered. It was further 
laid down in respect of the infant or the deaf-mute that the language of the mother 
was to be entered in. that column. In spite of these express instructions, the 
perverse humourist could not be gainsaid. I remember, at one of 'the census 
meetings, to have been confronted with the poser " What if the mother herself 
was a deaf-mute 1" No set of instructions however could ever hope to be fool
proof. The intention has all along been to record the person's own natural home 
vernacular. Instructions to carry this out have been progressively improved from 
census to census: in 1891, the person's "parent tongue" was required to be entered. 
But this often led to mistakes, where, as occasionally happened, a person changed 
his domicile or took to his home a wife speaking a different language. In 1901, 
it was directed that " the language ordinarily used " was to be· entered. This 
also did not serve the purpose, as immigrants often entered the language of their 
domicile, instead of their own mother tongue. In 1911 and 1921, the instructions 
were made more definite in that only the language used in the home, or the mother 
tongue was to be entered. This materially helped in the accuracy of the returns, 
as "matri bhasha" (mother tongue) is well understood in the Indian languages, 
and the ordinary Indian villager readily distinguishes the language he speaks from 
other tongues. In 1931, these instructions were carefully elaborated, and in 
addition, column 15 was devised for the record of subsidiary languages in order to 
measure the extent of the interaction of different languages on one another. For 
column 15, the instructions were to " enter the language or languages habitually 
spoken by a person in ailduion to his mother-tongue, in his or her daily avocations." 
This was a special feature of the language census of this year, and it will be well to 
premise our consideration of the langU.age figures by stating the consequences that 
resulted from this change. · · 

335. Results of the above change-As was pointed out in the 1921 Report, 
one of the real difficulties that usually militate against the accuracy of the language 
return is the factor of bilingualism. There are large classes in the State,-th~ 
bulk of the foreign element Muslims, the Deccani castes, the speakers of Kachchhi 
and a large section of the Raniparaj-all these speak one other language besides 
their home vernacular. There used to be only one column for language in the census 
schedule, and in such cases of bilingualism, 1t was left to the enumerator or to the 
compilation staff to re-edit the returns with a view to have one language compiled 
per individual. In spite of specific instructions that only the language used by the 
womenkind-the home vernacular-was to ·be entered, the return was not an 
accurate one of the language distribution, nor was it a true indexof the extent 
to which certain dominant languages were displacing other less developed tongues. 
The addition of a new column for subsidiary languages had an important bearing 
on these circumstances. Mainly there have been two kinds of consequences. On 
the one hand, it has led to a correcter estimate of languages like the Bhili which 
were supposed to be gradually giving way to the influence of Gujarati and other 
tongues of civilisation. As the schedule now made room for both the languages 
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of the home and the language for outside consumption (so to speak), it was nat.ural 
that both should be returned : previously where there was ouly a choice 
between say Gujarati and Bhili, the latter was very often discarded, untl 
the enumerator, more often than not through personal predilection or some other 
similar motive, chose the former. The additional column, therefore, in these 
cases has been helpful in getting a more accurate record. But on the other hand . 
in respect of Muslims in particular, there is reason to believe that the census was 
used in many cases for returning Hindustani rather than Gujarati, even though 
the latter language happened to be the natural home language. There was some · 
little agitation amongst them when the census instructions were first issued, as 
they thought their mother tongue was being slighted by their not being allowed to 
return Urdu as their vernacular ; but· it subsided when it was explained to them 
that Urdu and Hindi were terms signifying scripts and that "Hindustani" was 
the proper term for the medium of speech. After this, a tendency was noticed 
particularly amongst Muslim enumerators and other census staff, to return 
Hindustani even for classes like Pinjara and the like as their home tongue, instead 
of Gujarati which is their real vernacular. Secondly, amongst those sections, which 
did return Gujarati as vernacular, there was a tendency noticeable to show. 
Hindustani also as subsidiary. Where the latter contingency happened, it may be 
taken at once to be evidence of a genuine movement. Sections of Muslims who 
are local converts and ate known as Neo-Muslims are being gradually subjected 
through communal considerations to an intensive Muslimisation, one most charac
teristic feature of which is the enthusiasm shown for learning Urdu, instead of the 
local vernacular. But the cases of the first category, doubtless, would fall into the 
class of deliberate falsification of returns, from which no census however carefully 
conducted is fr~. Other cases, of wilful, or rather playful, falsification were the 
eagerness of many educated Hindus to return English, in spite of express instruc
tions to the contrary, as their subsidiary language. Mere capacity t9 understand 
English or any other language besides the vernacular· was not enough : he must 
habitually use it for his business and other purposes, before he can return it as a 
subsidiary. Occasionally the claim went to laughable lengths-sixth standard 
students of English schools claiming English as a subsidiary language. We, there
fore, decided not to compile English at; all as a subsidiary language. 

336. . Reference to Statistics-The results are compiled in the three parts 
of Imperial Table XV. Part A gives the general distribution of languages spoken 
as mother tongues and classified according to the scheme devised by the Linguistic 
Survey. Part B indicates the area and extel't of Bilingualism. The five principal 
languages of the State have been selected for this Part, as also for Part C, where 
Polylingualism in so far as it relates to these ton~es. has been compi_led .. State 
Table VI-Part B correlates the figures of the prme1pal languages With hteracy 
in Hindi and Urdu separately and in these two scripts combined. · 

337. General Language Distribution-Altogether 56 languages and 
dialects have been separately compiled in the Language Table XV-A. Of these 
37 are languages and 19 ~alects (counting Kachchhias adialectof.Sindhi and t~e 
Bhil.group as separate dialects). 24 of these are languages or dmlects of India 
and 13 belonged to outside India. Of these .13, no less than six lan&llages wer.e 
from Europe. No dialects were recorded as m 1911, except Kachchh1, Konkaru, 
Banjari and the Bhil dialects. Banjari which was wrongly included in previous 
censuses under the Bhil group is now shown under Rajasthani. Two gypsy lan
guages appear for the first time-Odki and Pendhari with 115 and 6 speakers 
respectively. So do Sinhalese with one speaker, Russian (one female), Ugandi 
and Hebrew. The last named must be the result of a fanciful claim on the part 
?fa Jewish family. Japanese(likeBuddhism~n the R:eligion Table) owes its place 
m the returns to the accident of a Japanese ship touching Port Olilia on the census 
date. The comparative strength for the two censuses of the main lang11ages 
spoken in the State and their proportional variations for three censuses are given 
in the following Subsidiary Table :-

44 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ToTAL PoPULATION BY LANGUAGE 

ToTAL lTU'MBEB oF PROFOB.TIONATE STRENGTH 
. 

sPEAKERS Varia.. PER MU.LE 

LANGUAGE 
tion Where chiefly spoken since 

1931 I 1921 1921 1931 I 1921 I 1911 . 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 

Gujarati .. .. .. 2,119,551 1,867,343 + 13.5 868 878 864 Everywhere 

Bhil dialects . . .. 180,384 145,856 + 23.6 74 68 72 Rani · Jllahals and San· 
khed& and Tilakwad& 

. Jllahals 

Western Hindi .. . . 78,188 62,367 + 25.4 32 30 36 Ci~i Central and Nortb 
uja.rat . 

Rajasthani . . .. '1,246 4,453 + 62.8 3 2 2 Ci~ Central and North 
jarat 

Marathi with dialects .. 35,841 33,165 + 8.1 15 16 17 City and South Gujarat 

Kachchhi .. .. .. 17,679 11,439 + 54.5 7 5 8 Kathi&wad 

' Lahnd& and Sindhi . . 952 661 + 44.0 .. .. i .. Central and North 
Gujarat 

Oth~r Languages .. .. 3,166 1,238 +155. 7 1 1 1 

Total Population .. 2,443,007 2,126,522 + 14.91 1,000 1,000 1 1,000 

. 338. Subsidiary Table I considered-It must be understood that the 
strength shown against each language in the above table represents the number 
of speakers who have returned that language as their mother tongue.· The ques
tion of their use as subsidiary languages will be presently considered. Gujarati 
as mother tongue has increased by 13.5 per cent and Bhil dialects have increased 
by 23.6 per cent; while the general increase in population is only 14.9 per cent 
and that amongst primitive tribes is 20.7 per cent. The increase in the Bhil 
dialects is proportionately larger than the growth of the tribes that speak them 
proving :that many speakers who were shown as speaking Gujarati in 1921 are 
(more correctly) shown under their own native vernacular, as there is now room 
for sb,owing Gujarati, where necessary, as the subsidiary language. This expla~ 
the slower rate of increase amongst Gujarati speakers. Similar reasons explam 
the large increase under Kachchhi. The increase in Rajasthani is wholly due to 
immigration. As the birthplace returns show, immigrants from Rajputana 
Agency,-Ajmer Marwara and Idar State now number 12,254 against only 9,031 
in 1921. Western Hindi shows a larger increase than the average recorded in 
the general population, and this is probably due in part to immigration. Immi
grants from the United Provinces have nearly doubled their strength wit~n th:e 
last ten years. But Western Hindi has also gained at the expense of GuJarati, 
as will be shown ~ater through Muslim predilections .in favour of Urdu. ~hes~ 
(lauses have comb~ed to reduce slightly the proportionate s~rength of G~1arat1 
among the population. It still remains by far the most dommant tongue m the 
State. It is the language of the administration and, through the network .of 
~chools and the enc<?urage!llent given by the State to the pr?duction of book~ ~n 
1t, has firmly established 1tself as the ordinary language of mtercourse and Civil

isation. Marathi has not grown so much as the other languages, partly because 
flome of the typical Deccani castes that speak it have actually declined in numbers. 
In the last column of the Table, an indication is given of the area or areas where 
· t~e speakers of each language are to be most found. Of the speakers of the Bhil 
~halects, the bulk, i.e., nearly 82 per cent are in South Gujarat-and the" remainder 
m Central Gujarat. ',I'he speakers of Western Hindi are distributed in almost 
~qual strength in Baroda and Mehsana prants.· In the City alone, their number 
1s almost as large as in Mehsana prant. It remains to add in this connection that 
out of the total population, no less than 2,442,610 or 999.8 per mille speak some 
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.lan~age of ln?-ia. Only 397 persons speak dialects or languages that are not 
. Indian. The SIX European languages returned are spoken by 250 persons. · 

339 .. ~'?cal Distribution of Languages-Distributing the languages by 
natural diVISion, we find ~he greatest prevalence of Gujarati in North Gujarat 
where 97 _per ce~t speak It, and the lowest proportion of Gujarati speakers in 
So~th GuJarat With only 60 per cent. Bhil dialects claim 37 per cent in South 
GuJarat a~d ~~y 4 per cent in Central Gujarat. They hardly occur elsewhere. 
We~t~rn Hindi IS ~ost preva!ent ~n Central Gujarat, particularly in the City. Kach
c~ IS almost ent~ely locahs.ed m Kathiawad, where 8 per cent speak it. l\Iurathi 
(With 3 _pe: cent) IS mo~tly concentrated in the City. Hardly one in a hundred 
sp~a~s 1t ·~ South. GuJ~:>t and. Kat!llawad. The City shows the greatest lin
~stiC _vanety _; GuJarati IS less m eVIdence there than in any other administra
~Ive urut, fonrung (.mly 57 per .cent. Of the other languages, Marathi is the most 
u~po~tan~ there ~th 23 per cent ?f the City's population speaking it. W est.ern 
Hmd1 (Hmdustaru) comes next With 17.5 per cent. The following Table gives 
the proportionate distribution of languages in each natural division reckoned on · 
10,000 of the population :-

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II 
' . 

DISTRIBUTION BY LANGUAGE OF THE POPULATION IN EACH DIVISION 

NUMBER PEB 10,000 WHO SPEAK AS MOTHER ToNOl1E 

NATURAL DIVISION . 

Gujarati Bhil dia- Maratbi Western Kachohhi Other 
lects . Hindi Lo.nguo.gca 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4' I 5· I· 6 I 7 

-
Baroda State .. .. .. .. 8,676 738 146 320 72 48 

Central Gujarat including City .. .. 8,654 397 344 519 0 77 

City .. .. .. .. .. .. 5,656 46 2,260 1,767 22 249 

North Gnjarat 9,713 0.1• 10 • 226 5 36.9 .. .. .. .. 
South Gujarat .. .. .. .. 6,013 3,65I 94 211 8 23 

Kathiawad .. .. .. .. .. , 8,910 2 13 198 787 30 
. 

340. Bilingualism : General Results-The general results regarding 
the return of subsidiary languages will now be set out. Bilingualism is very 
little evident with Gujarati as mother tongue. Of 10,000 speakers of Gujarati, 
9,939 do not profess to use any subsidiary language, 51 profess to know Hindustani, 
only 6 know Marathi and 4 Kachchlll. But amongst speakers of the Bhil group, 
40 per cent speak Gujarati also. Amongst Marathi speakers, 46 per cent claim 
mastery over Gujara~.. Speak~rs of Bhi~ ~J?d l\bratJ:i show vary:ing degrees of 
proficiency in GuJarat1 m the different diVISIOns : for ~nstance, while only 30 per 
cent of Bhili speakers in South Gujarat know Gujarat1, as many as 83 per cent or 
more than four-fifths of such speakers combineGujai:ati as well in Central Gujarat. 
64 per cent of Marathi speakers in South Gujarat and· only 41 per cent in 
Central Gujarat know Gujarati. As 1::<> W~stef!l HiJ?di,_while 54 per cent ~enerally 
of speakers of this language know Gujarati, this rat!? nses to 63 per ~ent m Sou~h 
Gujarat and falls to .53 in Central a?.d No~th Gujarat. Kachc~ speakers m 
Kathiawad show only 44 per cent. of ~ili~gu3;hsm. The accomp~nymg ~p sh?ws 
by suitable rectangles the linguistic d1stribut~on and the proportiOn of b1lingua~Ism 
in each division. Subsidiary Table VIII pnnted at the end of the chapter g~ves 
the detailed proportions with regard to the five principal languages, c~mb!ned 
with one another to which reference may be made. A summary table 1s g~ven 
below. The five principal languages selected are Gujarati, Marathi, Bhil dialects, 
Western Hindi and Kachchhi. The speakers of each language (as mother tongue) 
are proportioned to the total population (i.e., for columns 2, 4, 6 and 8) while those 
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that combine their mother tongue with a subsidiary tongue are proportioned to 
the total speakers under each language. The ratios are calculated on a percentage 
basis:-

SUBSIDIARY TABLE Ill 

PROPORTION OF SPEAKERS UNDER EACH LANGUAGE, -WHO COMBINE A SUBSIDIARY 

' . GUJAJIA.TI I J\lABA.Tm I BHIL DIALECTS I WESTESN Hmnz I KAOHOHHI \, 
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~c>CIS m ~ '""~ "~ "'" m _.." ~oS 
m o 

~ 
m.s 
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0 ... 0 " -5 ~ s:~.S " •,d a =.s g.s a .... o =.s " "' ~e~g- 0 «< Cl) c s "-~ 0 ~~:~ .... 

-u-~ 
om .i! _,,.- 5-I 81d i!j iJ: ~ 8~ ..8 87,; :e~8f k88~ -~ ~ ~., 

~ "' .... ,J:l"::Q .8 m 'i3 .8 a ;; .8 m ..!!l '"'.!iii .... 
-" m - 8:h i: g. .. ~ 8. ... 8 §::l .. ]. 8." 0 .!!, a= ... g, Oc:dep+> 
s'"~.s acsks:::l.! §OJ.<~ a-~.9 ~ ::s~::lo oases ;:1 +> & 0 e a.s ,dOO 

£1l:S 
0 s-o.: ::I 

~~8.8. Z'""' te .... ~--C) z· ... ~ I'< m-" z .... ~~ z·-:; ~ 8. J!::.S i<C. Pot co .a ..... 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 .I 11 

Baroda State .. 87 0.5 1 46 7 40 3 53 7 46 

Central Gnjamt • 87 0.6 3 41 4 83 5 51 1 68 

Kathiawad .. 89 0.3 0.7 47 .. .. 2 54 79 44 

North Gujamt •• 97 0.4 0.2 76 .. .. 2 53 0.5 47 

South Gujarat .. 60 1 1 64 37 30 2 63 1 61 

. NOTE :-The subsidiary language selected for each mother tongue 'is the principal one with which it has been 
found most in combination. 

341. ~e the Bhil dialects being displaced-The question of the influence of 
Aryan tongues on the primitive tribes of this country is always of interest. But it is l;lecoming 

. more and more difficult to find out how far the dialects of these tribes are giving way under 
the influence of .schools and Hindu teachers to Gujara.ti. Tbe case of these tribes in Baroda, 
howe_ver, stands on a different footing from other cognate non-Aryan tribes such as we meet 
with in Assam or Chhota Nagpur. All regards these latter, itisaquestion of non-Aryan dialects 
giving way before the advance of Aryan civilisation. Here in this State, the process repre
sents a much later stage. We do not know what dialects these tribes spoke before the advent 
of Hindu civilisation. What we do see now is the presence of dialects which ate in themselves 
Aryan in form and even in the bulk of their vocabulary. But these Bhil dialects are a corrupt 
form of the neighbouring Aryan language influencing them, e.g., Marathi in Khandesh and 
West and South Songadh, and Gujarati in remaining areas.- All in the case· of other lower 
class Hindus, the spread of education tends to approximate their speech to the standard dialect 
of the upper class, so also will these dialects in time be absorbed by Gujarati and the question 
how long they" will take to do so will depend very much on the progress of education amongst 
these tribes. In previous censuses, the results as then tabulated gave rise to the belief that 
Gujarati was fast supplanting these dialects. Tbe number of the primitive tribes retlll1llng 
~ujarati as their mother tongue was estimated at 100,379 in 1911, 112,591 in 1921 and 130,894 
m. 1931. In 1911, the proportion of tribes speaking Gujarati was 40.6 per ~ent. In 1921, 
this rose to 43.6: In the latest census year, the percentage has fallen to 42 which would makP 
it appear that in spite of a genuine Hinduising movement amongst them, the hold of their 
languages still continues at least as strong on them as before. One other minor reason for the 
decline in the proportion of Gujarati amongst Bhil tribes· is as we have seen in the previous 
chapter; the falling off in literacy in the age-periods 10-20 amongst the Tribal. But the spread 
of Gujarati amongst them can be seen from Imperial Table XV -Part B which shows the extent 
to which languages are combined as principal and subsidiary in the State. In that Table, we 
find that in addition to those of the tribes who have returned Gujarati as their home language, 
71,819 speakers of Bhil dislects (38,552 males and 33,267 females) have claimed Gujarati also 
as a subsidiary language. It must be observed here that the speakers of Gujarati from amongst 
p~itive tribes can ouly be estimated, as the language retlll"IUI are not compiled directly by 
tr~bes or races. It is assumed that all speakers of Bhil dialects belong to one or other of these 
tr1bes,andthetotalofspeakers of Gujarati amongst themis obtained by deducting the speakers 
of these dialects and the estimated number of Bhil speakers of Marathi from the total 
strength of these tribes. There is very little error involved in this method of calculation, as 
very fe~ of these tribes speak any other tongue of civilisation than Gujarati or Marathi. A 
proportion of the Bavchas and a few Vasawas and Bhils on the border of Khandesh district 
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have been_ abll?rbed by Marathi, but it is remarkable how some of these tribes-even so com
plete!~ Hindmse~ as Chodhras or Bavchas-have clung tenaciously to their dialects. The 
~ollowm_g Tabl~ gtves t~e compara~ive figures from the Tribe and Language returns which are 
m:'tru~t1ve: S1de. by_ s1de along mth the total strength of each tribe, the number professing 
HindUISm lS also mdicated to show how far religion has helped Gujarati in establishing itself 
among these people:-

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF TRIBE AND LANGUAGE TABLES 

STRENGTH OJ' TBlBB Number NUIIBBB BPKAKINQ 

Name of TBIB.t.L DLu.Bo-r prof088· 
NA.llno OJ" TRIBB . corresponding ing 

tribal dialect 

I 
IFemaleo 

Hin~ 

I 
Maleo IFemaleo Total Malee duism Total 

1 
I 

2 
I 

3 
I 

4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 

Bo.vcha. .. .. Bavchi . . .. 1,186 573 613 1,186 558 286 272 

Bhil .. •• Bhili . . . . 54,542 27,789 26,753 53,235 32,827 16,187 16,640 

Chodhre. .• .. Chodhri .. .. 38,786 19,952 18,834 29,736 37,746 19,319 18,427 

Dhodi& .. •• Dhodia .. .. 26,132 13,268 12,864 25,414 22,210 11,240 10,964 

Gamit .. •• Gamtadi .. 59,213 30,230 28,074 33,210 50,209 30,179 29,030 

Kathodi& .. Kathodi .. .. 551 279 272 333 428 216 212 

Kokm> .. .. Kokni .. .. 7,952 4,137 3,815 6,449 7,030 4,134 3,796 

Kolgha .. .. Kolghi .. .. 991 . 472 519 798 820 411 409 

Kotwalia .• • • Kotwali .• .. 2,207 1,140 1,067 1,156 2,065 1,091 974 

Mavchi .. •. Mavchi .. .. 919 510 409 905 924 503 421 

Nayakda •. Nayakdi .• .. 11,802 6,053 5,749 11,662 4,130 2,011 2,119 

Val~ .. .. Valvi .. .. 132 74 58 101 29 12 17 

Varli .. .. Varli .. .. 368 203 165 187 483 262 221 
. 

Vasawa. .. .. Vasawi .. .. 11,527 8,886 8,641 13,290 11,025 5,570 5,455 

Number 
•peaking 

othor 
Jan-

guageo 

I 10 

628 

21,715 

1,040 

3,922 

4 

123 

22 

171 

142 

.. 
7,672 

)03 

.. 
6,502 

342. Consideration of Subsidiary Table IV-The first point that strikes at once as 

, I Strength I No. of 
NA.HE o• Tarn in 1931 Hindua 

Dhanka .. .. 3,457 3,457 
Dubla .. .. 12,894 12,811 
Tad vi .. .. 20,817 20,817 
To.lavia .. .. 52,565 52,407 

Total .. .. 89,733 89,492 

one studies the above table is that the list does noi con
tain certain tribal names for the reason that these do not 
possess any tribal dialects at all. Nearly thirty per cent 
of the total tribal strength do not have any dialect of 
their own. These tribes are set out in the inset Table, 
and as it will appear from it, they are the most completely 
Hinduised sections of the Raniparaj, (to use the term 
now applied to them) .. They live amongst the upper 
class Hindus and Parsis and are powerfully influenced by 
their contact. Next in point of Hinduisation are Bavchas, 
Chodhras, Bhils, Nayakdas, Dhodias, Vasawas, and Kol.-nas. In the margin a table is given 
comparing the proportion of Hindus amongst each ~f 
these tribes with that of persons who have forsaken therr 
tribal dialect. The figllfeS of Hindus are taken from 
Imperial Table XVIII. and are accepted a~ corre?t. I_n 
the Chapter on Religton the figllfeS of Hindus m this 
census have been. accepted as reliable. If any thing, 
they rather underrate the extent of Hinduisation a~ongst 
the Ranipa.raj. The tribes are arranged accor'!IDg to 
their order of Hinduiaa.tion. But the proportiOns of 
those who have forsaken the tribal dialect do not by any 
means correspond. Only Nayakdas· and to a smaller 
extent Bavchas and Bhils show that Hinduism does have 

Per cent Per coot 
NAME oPTsmz 

fo.,..king following tribal Hinduiom dialect 

Ba.vchas •. .. 53 100 
Bhil .. .. 40 98 
Dhodi& .. 15 97 
Nayakda .. .. 65 90 
Chodhre. .. .. 3 77 
Kokna .. .. 0.3 81 
Vasawa .. .. 17 76 

• 
an effect on their lang118ge. The Dhodia figllfes as to . . . 
langll8ge, as noted in the next paragraph are open to doubt. Therr correctness will be discussed 
there. But in the meanwhile even if we make allowance for the ~t that at least 6,0?0 D_ho
dias who should have been entered under Gujarati are wrongly mcluded under therr tnbal 
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dialect, the proportion of Gujarati speakers amongst these is only raised from 15 to 38. Thus 
Hinduism is not such a potent factor in this respect with the bulk of Raniparaj as one would 
imagine. We find on the other hand the true explanation seems to be this: Hinduism does 
help, but only where it is reinforced by other circumstances such as status and economic de
pendence. Dublas and Tala vias are generally in the position of great economic dependence
almost reduced to the status of serfs-on their Hindu and Parsi neighbours. Amongst these 
tribes Gujarati operates with success in weaning away these people from their parent tongues. 
The same may be said of Nayakdas and Tadvis. Koknas retain their dialect because of their 
almost entire want of education. On the other hand, the socially conscious sections like the 
Chodhras, Gamits, Vasawas and Dhodias have in spite of their Hinduism continued their hold 
on their dialects. Particularly the Chodhras are keenest on retaining their individuality in 
this respect. Lastly before this table is dismissed from consideration, the discrepancy about 
MavclU and Varli has to be mentioned : the speakers of these dialects as returned by the Census 
are actually found to be larger than the number of Mavchis and Varlis. Obviously there is a 
mistake somewhere. Some Bavchi figures may have been wrongly returned under Mavchi 
and Varli may have been similarly confused with Valvi. · 

343. Variation in Bhil dialects--We will now consider the variations in 

DIALECT I 1931 I 1921 I 1911 

Bhill .. .. .. 32,827 26,228 35,111 
Chodhri .. .. 37,746 30,656 26,852 
Dhodia. .. .. 22,210 19,051 18,051 
Ga.mtadi .. .. 59,209 51,587 47,177 
Va.sawi .. .. 11,025 5,358 Included 

under 
Bhill 

· the last three censuses in the five 
principal dialects. The margin gives 
the absolute figures for the last three 
census years. Vasawi is closely 
related to the Rani Bhili of Songadh 
and other forest areas in -Navsari 
p1ant. It was not separately com
piled in 1911. In 1921, the figures 
were separately sorted and shown 
in the Caste and Language Subsi-. 
diary Table (p. 298 of 1921 Report) · 

Dubli has disappeared and the language of Dublas in the Rasti parts of Navsari 
is undistinguishable from the Gujarati of Koli and such like classes. Gamtadi 
.is closely allied to Chodhri, differing from it however in a few characteristics, 
namely that the hardening of .soft aspirates does not seem to recur and that l is 
not regularly changed to n. Dhodia is influenced by the neighbouring Marathi, 
although its case-suffixes are generally the same as in Gujarati. The relation of 
Mavchi with Bavchi will form the subject of a separate appendix. In the mean
time it will be sufficient to suggest that the figures above given do not indicate any 
'.' wild inaccuracy " in the results, such as the late Mr. Sedgwick complained about 
m the last Bombay Report. He said that " our census figures were a matter of 
the wildest chance." On the contrary the Baroda Census figures are fairly ac
curate and dependable. The variations do not show any abnormal jurop_s and 
correspond closely enough to the increases recorded from census to census m the 
strength of each of these tribes. On the whole therefore the strength of these 
dialects as given above may be taken as fairly correct with the exception of Dhodia. 
The Dhodia dialect shows an increase of 16.5 per cent, while the Dhodia tribe 
has grown by 22.4 in the last.ten years. But the dialect figures should not sh?w 
any increase at all. The stronghold of the Dhodias is in .Mahuva taluka, whi?h 
was also the storm-centre of the Mata movement, which meant not only the dis
pla?ement o~ aboriginal deities but also the supplanting of their dialect by Gujarati 
wh~ch es~blished itself through bhajans, religious services and constant propagan~a. 
It 1s estimated by a careful local authority that a third of the Mahuva Dhodias 
(who number 18,000) have given up their dialect for Gujarati which means that 
the above total of 22,210 shown against Dhodia should be reduced by about 6,000. 
~his estimate I am l?repared to accept as Dhodias a~e the most advanc~d educa; 
.t10nally of these tr1bes. Large numbers have enngrated to Gandev1, KamreJ 
·and Navsari where they only speak Gujarati. Thus the final estimate of the 
Gujarati speaking Raniparaj comes to 137,000, or nearly 44 per cent. 

· 344. languages spoken by Muslims--W e will now see how far the new 
arrangements in .the census schedule have affected the language returns for 
~~lmans. By a special compilation the marginal table has been prepared. A 
Slllllla! table less detailed was prepared in 1921 also, and comparative figures 
are given side· by side. It will be seen therefrom that Muslim speakers of some 
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fonD. of Western Hindi (Hindustani, 
Urdu or " Musalmani ") have in
creased since ~921 by 21.2 per cent; 
the Kachchhi speakers have in
creas.ed by nearly 51 per cent, and 
Muslims acknowledging Gujarati as 
their mother tongue have increased 
by hardly 4 per cent. The general 
Muslim increase being 12.5 per cent, 
.the true figure for 1931 (assuming· 
that the 1921 return was correct) 
should have been 113,500 for Gu
jarati, 62,550 for Western Hindi and 
7,763 for Kachchhi. But Kachchhi · 
figures for 1921 are open to suspicion 
that many speakers of it (Hindu and 
Mahomedan) were returned under 
Gujarati. In 1931, with a separate 
column for subsidiary languages, 
a truer return for Kachchhi has been 

I..ANOUAOB 

Oujarati .. . . 
Bhil dialects .. .. 
\\'estern Hindi .. .. 
Kachchhi .. .. . . 
Mamthi .. .. . . 
RajasthMi .. .. 
Bengali .. .. . . 
Burmese 
Punju.bi, u'hnc1a. Sindhi,. ~w. 
Dravidian languages •• 
Gyp.•y .• .. .. 
Kashmiri • • , . .. 
N•ipali .. .. .. 
European languagea .. 
Ambic •• •. 
&lochi, Pashto and Persi~n 
Turkish .. .. 
Mrica.n lo.ngua.gea .. 

.. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. ,. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
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Numbor of Muslim 
spoakora 

1931 I 1921 

102,638 98,709 
6 

67,383 66,688 
10,413 6,900 

l<JO 80 
277 143 

95 
12 

1,079 
28 
6 
3 948 
1 

17 
64 

495 
6 
7 

obtained. In 1911, the number of Kachchhi speakers was 15,268. In 
1921, the figures fell by 25 per cent to 11,439, and the decline was explained 
by " progressive Gujaraticisation " of Luhanas and Bhatias, but the figures 
for 1931 do not bear this out. Memons and Khojas together number 
11,138. The bulk 9f t~ese especially those residing in Amreli and Okha 
prants, speak Kachchhi and the number of Muslim speakers returning 
Kachchhi, which is 10,413, may be therefore accepted as correct. Our 
above estimate of 7,762 in respect of Kachchhi falls short of the truth by 2,650 · 
and the above estimate of Gujarati ' 
(113,500) should be diminished by 
2,650 to arrive at the truth. The 
margin gives the correctedfigures for 
Muslims in the three languages as 
compared with the census return. As 
to the figure of 62,550 (being the 

Corrected estimate of Muslim I Census Varintlon speakers in l'iguro• 

Gujarati .. ll0,850 102,638 8,212 
Western Hindi .. 62,550 67,38.1 4,833 
Ko.chchhi .. .. 10,413 10,413 .. 

estimated number of Muslim speak- . 
ers of Western Hindi), it is to be remembered that only the Musalrnans 
with foreign strain and such other sections amongst the \converts who have 
long been assimilated with these elements speak Hindustani in their homes. The 
Afghans, Balochis, Makranis and Arabs after a time adopt Hindustani and only 
a small proportion of these retain acquaintance with their original vernaculars. 
The foreign strain element was estimated to number 56,993 in 1921 (vide paras 
381-2 of the 1921 Report). These elements now number 60,391; there are besides 
local converts assimilated to them, so that, taking both together, the above esti
mate of 62,550 is nearer the truth than the census figure ; so nearly 1),000 Musal
mans have been wrongly entered under Hindustani while· their proper language 
is Gujarati. The M uslimising tendency 'is active enough, but i tcannot be said to 
have succeeded in obliterating Gujarati from its place in the average Muslim 
home in the State as its natural and normal vernacular. The non-Hindustani 
speaking foreign elements amongst Muslims number nearly two thousand, of 
whom less than a third speak their mother tongue. · 

§ 2. CoRRELATION oF LANGUAGE AND QASTE RETURNS 

345. Caste and Language Tables Correlated-A fairly effective measure with which 
to gauge the accuracy of the language returns is to correlate them with the Caste Table. 
Under each language, the census figure can be compared and tested with the estimate of speakers 
from castes and tribes that are known or expected to speak it. The following Table has been 
prepared on the basis of actual facts. Of course certain assumptions have to be provisionally 
made, as for instance all forest tribes are asAumed to speak their own dialects, all Cutchi Memons 
and Khojas and all Kathiawadi.Kharwas, Bhatias an<p;.uhanas are taken to speak Kachchhi, 
and all known Deccani groups are believed to be Marathi speaking. Similarly all non-Muslim 
speaking Rajasthani are assumed tO be Hindus. Such of the Bavchas, Koknas and V arlis as 
do not speak the tribal dialects are assumed to speak Marathi. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V 

LANGUAGE RETURNS CORRELATED WITH THE CASTE FIGURES 

• 
Actual . 

number Total of Excess of Excess of 
l.ANGUAOB returned in C&ates, Tribes, and Races estimated Census estimated 

Census as supposed to speak the language speakers figures over figures over 
speaking the estimated the Census 

language 
. 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 6 

Gujarati .. .. 2,119,551 A-Brahmanio Hindus (2,149,200) 1,992,874 126,677 .. 
-Less (i) Decca.ni Hindu 
Castes {34,942), (ii) Rani-

. paraj Hindus (267 ,161), 
(iii) Hindus speaking 
Western Hindi estimated 

. (10,600), (iv) Hindu speakers 
of Rsjasthani {6,969), (v) 
Castes speaking Kachchhi 
(9,907); 

..... B-Indian Christian less Goans and 
Feringhis (7,064--196=6,868); 

C-ParBis {7,127); 
D-Gujarati 8peaking M 'IL8a!T1!4ns 

-co"eded figure a8 above 
(110,850); 

E-JaiTUJ (48,408) 

Marathi with dialects .. 35,841 Deccani castes as above estimated 35,911 .. 70 
(34,942) ; Goans and Feringhis 
(196) ; Such of Bavchas, Kok-
nas and Varlis as speak Marathi 
{773) 

Western Hindi .. 78,188 Hindustani speaking Hindus 
(10,600), Muslims with foreign 
strain and other allied Muslims 

73,150 5,038 .. 
(62,550) 

Bhil dialects .. .. 180,384 Forest Tribes (312,05i) (Hindu 311,278 .. 130,894 
267,161, Tribal 44,890) less 
Marathi speakers (773) 

Kachchhi .. .. .. 17,679 K.hoja. and Memon residing in 16,882 797 .. 
Kathiawad (7,766), Bhadela 
(1,908) ; Okha Bharwad, Sath-
wara and Luhana. and Kathia.-
wadi Kharwa., Bhatia and 
Khatri (7,208) 

Sindhi .. .. .. 934 Sindhi (4,160) 4,160 .. 3,226 

Pashto, .Balochi, Persian, 621 Baloch, (1,011), Makranis (639), 1,939 .. 1,318 
Arabic Afghan (15), Arab (274) 

English .. .. .. 201 Europeans and Anglo-Indians 198 3 .. 
Remaining 1angusges .. 9,608 Remaining population 6,616 2,993 .. 
Total Population •• .. 2,443,007 Total Speaker. 2.443,007 135,508 135,508 

346. Consideration of Subsidiary Table V-The above table is as pointed out already 
based on assumptions some of which are no longer true. Thus it is no longer true that forest 
tribes stick to their dialects. Nearly 44 per cent of these tribes now have given up their tongue 
for Gujarati. Subsidiary Table V can only therefore be accepted as provisional. We shall 
take each principal language in turn and see how far the estimate falls short of the truth and 
how far the census return. can be accepted as correct; 

(a) Guiarati-Taking Gujarati, we must at the outset increase the estimate for Gujarati 
by the nun:~ber of those of the Raniparaj (forest tribes) who speak it as their home tongue. Out 
final estimate Qf these is 137,000. Our estimate of Gujarati speakers is therefore raised to 
2,129,874 or 2.13 millions in round numbers. To these Musalmans contribute 110,850. In 
the Censils Report of 1921, an elaborate estimate was made of Muslim castes that usually speak 
~jara:a. SomearewhollyGujaratispeaking,othersarein part so. In the margin are collected cer
tam chief castes and races amongst the Muslims who speak Gujarati and the extent to which that 
language prevails is also indicated. Shaikhs and Pathans, though properly foreign elements, 
are apt ~ have their strength diluted by paroenu accretions from Neo-Muslims. That is why 
a certain proportion ofthese elements amongst Pathans and Shaikhs has still retained Gujarati. 
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·Again long domicile in Gujarat has resulted in 
impos~g Gujarati even on those who are of purer 
extractmn. Maleks who among indigenous 
Musalmans are the most' assimilated to the 
foreign elements are divided about Gujarati
those in North Gujarat speak it, while in South 
Gujarat they prefer Urdu, and in other places . 
the two languages have an equal strength. Certain 
other Muslim sections like Behlims, Kassis 
Poladis, etc., have always spoken Hindustani; 
while the trading communities like Vohra, Memon 
and Khoja have always preferred Gujarati or 
Kachchhi. Pinjaras and Tais have similarly pre
ferred Gujarati; so also have typically agriculturist 
communities who have come in contact with 
the Patidar, like the Momna, Molesalam and 
Vohra (peasant section). The influence of edu
cation has however developed a communal sense, 
quickening the religious needs of all sections of 
Gujarat :Muslims and they have taken to learning 
Urdu of a fashion, particularly because it is the 
storehouse of their religious literature and partly 
also because it is good form to learn it. 

N.um o~ CAsTa 

Shaikh .. 
Pathon .. 
Malek •• .. 
Memon .. 
Vohra •• .. 
Pinjara .. 
Momna .. 
Molesalam .. 
Khoja •• .. 
Gbanchi .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Peroontage of thoao nnder. 
stood to spook 

Wcstnrn Guj•ratl Kach-
Hindi ohhi 

70 30 .. 
70 30 .. 
45 6S .. 
. . 64 36 

2 98 .. 
.. 100 .. 
.. 100 .. 
.. 100 .. 
.. 9 01 

.. 100 . . 

· (b) Western Hindi and Eastern Hindi-Turning to other languages, we find that the 
estimate regarding Western Hindi falls short of the census total by over 5,000. We have esti
mated already while dealing with the figures of language amongst the Muslims, that nearly 5,000 
Muslim speakers of Gujarati were wrongly (and perhaps wilfully) entered under Hindustani. 
Even after this deduction, the estimate as given in the Table has to be further reduced 
owing to the following consideration. Eastern Hindi has only 3 representatives and Bihari 
none, although immigrants from the eastern districts of the United Provinces and the Bihar 
districts number no Jess than 2,689, showing that many true speakers of Bihari and Awadhi 
were wrongly returned under Hindustani. It was made clear in the instructions that Hindus
tani was a dialect of Western Hindi, and that Awadhi was the representative dialect of 
Eastern Hindi. The terins "Western" and "Eastern Hindi" were purposely avoided, as 
they conveyed very little meaning to the average enumerator and emphasis was laid on 
Hindustani and Awadbi as representing their respective groups. Magahi was the representative 
dialect of Bihar. The estimate of Western Hindi should be therefore reduced by at 
least 1 ,500. 

(c) Kachchhi and Sindhi-The Kachchbi estimate is about800lessthanthecensusfigure, 
but the census total is right, as the estimate does not include many Sindhis of Okha, who speak 
Kachchhi. Under Sindhi, there is a comparatively large discrepancy but this is explained 
by the fact that about a quarter speak Kachchhi and the bulk of those that do not speak either 
Sindhi or Kachchhi have been returned under Hindustani. Sindhi Musalmans, except in Okha, 
generally take to Hindustani, after some stay in Gujarat. 

(d) Maratki-ln ·this case, the estimate almost exactly tallies with the cepsus 
total. The slight excess is due to the fact that Goans of good families returned Portuguese 
a8 their language. For preparing their estimate the following Decca.ni castes and tribes 
were selected-

Bhandari 
Brahman:

Deshastha 
Gaud Saraswat (Shen
vi) 
Karhada 
Konkanstha 
Devrukha 

Yajurvedi 
Dhimar 
Dhangar 
Ghadsi 
Gurav 
Holar 
Ka.sar 
KokniKunbi 

Komti 
Mahar 
Maratha Kshatriya and 

Kunbi 
Prabhu 
Shim pi 

' Sonar 
Vidur 

(e) Other Lar11JUilfles-The figures of English alone of the remaining lan~ges have · 
been correlated with the race returns. But some of the other languages may be bnefly dealt 
with. Speakers of Bengali numbered 1~3 of whom 95 w?re Mus~ .. Immigrants from Bengal 
number 393 but as these include 133 mth Calcutta as birthplace, 1t 18 probable that the figure 
of Bengali ~pea.kers is right. English speakers include three Indians (two Muslim females). 
The Dutch speakers were all Muslims being immigrants from South Africa. 

45 
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~GUAO~ .c>•t: I Co~d I 
~· :>:r:·,.·: :;• estuna.te 

· Gnjamti Dif·' .. 2,129,900 
w.estem:· di .. 71,650 
·Maraihi '· .. .. 35,841 
Bhil dialects •• .. 175,000 
Kaohchhi .. .. 17,679 
Eastern Hindi and 

Bihari . . . . 1,500 
Remaining Languages . 11,437 
Total .. .. 2,443,007 
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... 

Census 
return 

2,119,551 
78,188 
35,841 

180,384 
17,679 

3 
11,361 

2,443,007 

(f) Finally adjusted figures-We now arrive 
-at the corrected return ·of the principal languages. 
These figures ·are compared with the census return 
and.shown in the margin. The largest adjustments 
are required as will be seen in Western and Eastern 
Hindi, the distinction between which, in spite of 
injunctions solemnly conveyed by the Linguistic 
Survey, is lightly -ignored by the census authorities 
in the United Provinces and Bihar. But. this 

.. . . . distinction has to be insisted on to get at the true 
prevalence of Hindustani th~- figures of w¥ch are unduly inflated in the census returns. 

§ 3. PREVALENCE OF, BILINGUALISM 

347. Bilingualism--· The question of bilingualism has been already: touched. 
upon in para. 340 above and also while discussing the languages returned by the 
Forest Tribes. In the Census Schedule, all sorts of claims were allowed to be made 
b~t while compping for lmperial.Table XV--Parts B and ~nly five languages. 

INCIDENCE OF BILINGUALISM 
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Gujarati, the Bhil illalects, Western Hindi (Hindustani), Kachchhi (a dialect .of 
Sindhi, which for its local importance was tabulated separately) and Marathi,
were taken into account, and as they together are spoken by 99. 5 per cent of the 
State, these combinations present as adequate a view of bilingualism as can be 
·wished for. It is necessary to point out however that while ~hil dialects were 
shown as the vernacular of 180,384 persons, not a single instance was found of these 
dialects being returned as subsidiary. But this is not the case. There are not 
infrequent instances of Gujarati speakers-timber contractors, teachers, mission 
workers and the like-who use the Bhil tongues in the course of their business in 
the forest tracts but perhaps they thought it beneath their dignity to disclose this 
fact. What is more curious still that not one of the 131,000* of these tribes who 
have returned Gujarati as their home tongue has cared to state any of these dia
lects as their subsidiary medium. With this exception, these other four languages 
were found in combination as subsidiary, as the following Table will show. A 
diagram to illustrate the main. combinations is also given to facilitate the study 
of figures :- · 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI 

· INciDENCE OF BILINGUALISM 

• Incidence Number of 
of bilin- female eub· 
gualiam Bidia.ry 

GBOUl" OF LANGUAGES Pemona Malee Females per 10,000 spoakera 
speakers of per 1,000 

ea.ch mothe malo 
tougue 

' I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 

A-fhjarati as mother lo1lg1te with foll<>wing as 
B!llmdiary •• . . . . .. . . 2,119,661 1,088,238 1,031,313 10,000 . ... 

i. Moratbi .. .. .. .. I,l69 893 276 5.5 891 
ii. We.wmHindi .. .. .. .. I0,758 7,916 2,842 51 851 

iii. Kachcbbi .. .. .. .. 911 496 415 4 837 

Total Subsidiary .. .. .. .. 12,838 9,305 3,533 60•5 380 

B-Bkil dialeda as mother tongue with foUowing 
180,384 91,427 88,967 10,000 (18 B!llmdiary .. .. .. .. .... 

i. Gujarati .. .. .. .. .. 71,819 38,552 33,267 3,981 863 
ii. Moratbi .. .. .. .. 88 56 32 5 671 

iii. Weat.em Hindi .. .. .. 3 2 I . ... 500 .. 
Total Subsidiary .. .. .. .. .. 71,910 38,610 33,300 3,988 882 

o-Marcthi aa mother tongue with following as 
36,632 19,086 16,446 10,000 B!llmdiary .. .. .. .. .. .... 

i. Gujarati •• .. .. I6,139 9,867 6,272 4,586 636 .. .. 
920 654 266 260 407 ii. Weat.em Hindi .. .. .. .. 

3 2 I I 500 iii. Kachcbbi- .. .. .. .. 
Total Subsidiary .. .. .. .. 17,062 10,523 8,539 4,828 621 

D-Western Hindi as mother tongue withjolk>wing 
78,188 42,684 a6,604 10,000 .... 

"" B!llmdiary .. .. .. .. 
•• Gujarati .• .. .. 41,751 23,999 I7,752 5,340 740 .. .. 

217 I52 65 28 428 ii. Maratbi .. .. .. .. .. 
60 3 57 8 19,000 

"'· K&chcbbi .. .. .. .. 
· Total Subsicliary .. .. .. .. 42,028 24,154 17,874 5,378 740 

E-Kackchhi "" mother lo1lg1te with foUowing a8 
17,679 8,907 8,772 10,000 .... oubridiary .. .. .. .. .. 

•• Gujarati .. .. .. 8,052 4,417 3,635 4,556 823 .. .. 
3 2 1 2 500 . 

ii. Moratbi .. .. .. . . 
313 I60 262 479 ;;;. W eat.em Hindi .. .. .. .. 463 

Total Subsidiary .. .. .. 8,518 4,732 3,786 4,819 800 .. 

• Nearly 90,000 of these however have"!' dialects of thetr own, 1t muat be remembered, o.g. Dublaa, Tol&Vl&ll 
and Tadvis, · 
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348. Basis of Subsidiary Table VI-The reader will notice that the total 
of subsidiary speakers given under each mother tongue in columns 2, 3, and 4 

·of the above Table differs by 1,235 from the totals given in corresponding columns 
of Imperial Table XV-B. That Table was prepared on the following basis :
Where a person returned only one subsidiary language there ·was of course no 
difficulty. But where a person !eturned more than op.e subsidiary language, it 
happened that a language was returned by soine as a first choice, and by other as 
a second subsidiary. Some Gujarati speakers may have for instance returned 
Marathi as their first choice aud Western Hindi as their second, These cases of 
Western Hindi as secon,fchoice were added in the Imperial Table to the :figures 
'of that language returned as first choice, in order to show the total incidence of 
that language. This was done .with other languages also. These Cl!!!es of tri-or
.polylingualism have however been omitted from the above subsidiary table as 
otherwise the true incidence of bilingualism cannot be found. Again, :figures of 
second subsidiaries are no' test whether such secondary preferences are really an 
indication of the true extent of the vogue of these languages. Besiq.es Subsidiary 
Table VIII on which the above is based is prepared on the basis of 10,000 speakers· 
of a mother tongue, to which :figure, the numbers of those who speak it only and no 
other language, and of those others who· combine it with each of the subsidiaries 
are to be separately proportioned. This cannot be done if the reduplicated :figures 
are not omitted. The total number of polylinguists in the State, out of those that 
speak these five principal languages, is 1,235 {900 males and 335 females). A small 
table is given below in which the polylinguists' second preferences in respect of 
subsidiary languages are compiled per mother tongue. A revised Table showing 
only first preferences per administrative division is prepared and subjoined at the 
end of this chapter as Subsidiary Table IX :- . 

MoTHEB ToNGUE 

.. 1 I 
Gujarati .. .. 0 0 

Marathi .. 0 0 

western Hindi .. .. 
Kachchhi .. 0 0 .. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI-A 
FIGURES OF SECOND PREFERENCES 

PERsONS RETURNING FOLLOWING AS SECOND SUBSIDIARY LANGUAGES 

Gujarati I. Marathi Western Hindi I Kachcbhi 

Males I Females! Males I FemaJesl Males I Females! Males Females 

2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 

.. 0. 79 7 80 11 9 1 
92 3 • 0 0 0 127 33 • 0 0 0 

452 229 48 0 0 .. 0 • 2 • 0 

5 6 6 00 00 45 0 0 .. 

In the above Table, the :ligures given are in addition to .the number~ shown 
in Subsidiary Table VI. With Gujarati speakers, Hindustani and Marathi appear 
to supplement each other as second preferences, just as with Hindustani speakers, 
Gujarati and Marathi alternate in this respect. With Kachchhi as mother tongue,· 
Hindustani and Gujarati are the rival subsidiaries that vie for the first place. 
Kachchhi as a second preference is hardly returned at all. These second preferences 
are mostly confined to the City of Baroda whose cosmopolitan population favours 
such polyglot combinations. · 

· 349. Consideration of Subsidiary Table VI-As might be expected, the 
Gujaratis living in their own home do not need to use any other language but their 
own. They show, therefore, the lowest incidence of bilingualism. Only one in 
about 165 Gujarati speakers owns to using other languages as subsidiary. But in 
all other languages, the proportion of bilingualism is at least as high as 40 per cent: 
the greatest incidence occurring in Western Hindi (54 per cent), then Marathi 
(48.3 per cent) followed by Kachchhi (48.2 per cent) and the Bhil group (39.9 
per cent). Gujarati seems to be the hottest favourite among~t subsidiary langua
geg.....,..forming 39.8 per cent of Bhili speake'fS, 45.6 with Marathi speakers ; 53 per 
cent with Hindustani speakers and 45. 6 per cent with Kachchhi as mother tongue. 
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We~tern Hindi .(Hind~tani) for~ a. bad second, being o~ly 5 per mille with Guja
ra.tis, 26 ;per nnlle Wit~ Deccams (speakers of Marathi) an~ 26 per mille with 
Kachchhi speakers. It lB hardly known amongst the RamparaJ. The sex ratios are 
also instructive. In their own home, the women of Gujarat hardly need to know 
any other la.nguage,-as only one woman out of about 300 claims bilingualism ; 
but amongst people sp~king Bhil dialects or Kachchhi, there are nearly as many 
women as men, who clann knowledge of other languages; as re~ards Western Hindi 
and Marathi, the sex proportion is nearly 7 to 10, as the social needs make it 
inevitable that immigrants of both sexes speaking these languages should have a 
familiarity with Gujarati, the language of the State. Over half of the speakers of 
Western Hindi (of either sex) know Gujarati. More than half of the men, and well 
over a. third of the women, speaking Marathi, boast of Gujarati as their subsidiary. 

350. Area of Bilingualism-The following Table has been also prepared 
from Imperial Table XV-Pa.rt B. It shows the particular division where bilin• 
gualism m each group of languages is most evident. The proportions are calcu• 
lated per 1,000 speakers of subsidiary languages under each mother tongue :-

SUBSIDIARY TABL~ VII 
AREA OF BILINGUALISM 

AREA OF Bn.JNOUAUBM 

GROUP OF LANGUAGES 
Stat<~ I City I Baroda Ko.thia.wa.d M.ehsa.nu. ~ NavMri 

1 I 2 I 3 .I 4 . I 6 I 6 7 

A. Guja.ra.ti with other subsidiaries .. 1,000 211 194 118 304 173 
B. Bhil group with other subsidiaries .. 1,000 4 374 .. .. 622 
c. Mamthi with other subsidiaries .. 1,000 632 92 45 86 145 
D. Hindustani with other subsidiaries .. 1,000 155 373 53 289 130 
E. Kachchhi with other su bsidia.ries .. 1,000 22 44 875 33 26 

I 

351. Consideration of Subsidiary Table Vll-The above variations are 
largely conditioned by the prevalence of the main language which forms each group. 
Where the mother tongue has the widest prevalence, it shows the largest propor
tion of bilingualism. Thus, the Bill group is confined to South .Gujarat (Semi
Rasti and Rani areas) and to Central Gujarat (parts of Kahnam and Chorashi). 
Kachchhi is mostly to be found in Kathiawa.d. That is why bilingualism in regard 
to these languages is almost entirely confine~ to thes~ areas. Similariy ~s 72 per 
cent of Marathi speakers are concentrated m the C1ty, t~e la!&est mc1dence of 
bilingualism in respec~ of that language occurs there. Gu]a~at1 IS t~e m.ost p:e
dominant in North Gu3a.rat, where also, we find the extent of Its combmatlon With 
other languages to be relatively the largest. In regard to Hindustani however, 
other considerations have to be taken 
into account. The margin compares the 
distribution of Hindustani with the ex
tent of bilingualis~ in re~e~t. of that 
language in the different diVISion~. In 
the City it is widely prevalent havmg 26 
per cent of the total number of speak~rs. 
But the bilingual ratio is small, showmg 
that in the City there is not ~he sam~ 
need of using Gujarati for Hindus~m 

HINDUSTANI 

Proportion Proportion 

DrvrsloN according o.ccording 
to distribu· to bilingu~ 

tion liem 

City .. .. .. 26 16 
Centr&l Gujara.t .. 29 37 
Kathiawad .. 5 6 
North Gujarat .. 30 29 
South Gujarat .. 10 13 

State .. .. 100 166 - speakers as in rural areas where Mus~s 
and Hindus live side by side and come mto 
greater intercouxse with one another. . . . . . . 
Another reason for the lowness of the rat1o of bilingualism m respect of Hmdus
tani is that amongst educated sections, English takes the place of <?ther languages 

b 'eli ry medium Possibly a. third reason may be found m propaganda.. a.sasus1 a · kd' thedir · f The vocal sections amongst the City !'1uslims rather wor e ~. . ect1?n o not 
acknowledging 'that Gujarati had an influence, even as a subsidiary, m therr homes. 

352 S re d of Languages-There is another way in which the figures 
relating "to bflin~alism may be studied and which may be of interest. There are 
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2.12 million speakers who own to Gujarati as their mother tongue. But 137,761 
others or 44 per cent of the remainder (of those who speak the five chief languages) 
profess to use it habitually in addition to their mother tongue in the course of 
their ordinary avocations. Thus, the proportion of Gujarati rises· from 868 
pet mille to 924. In the. margin a small table is given showing ·the total 
-spread .·of each language spoken both as a mother tongue and as a subsidiary. 
· It is interesting to observe that 

L4.NOUA.OB 

Guja.rati-
as Principal . . .. .. 
as Subsidiary .. . . .. 

Ma.rathi-
as Principal . . .. .. 
as Subsidiary .. . . .. 

Western Hindi-
88 Principal . . . . .. 
as Subsidiary . . .. . . 

Kachchhi-
as Principal .. . . .. 
as Subsidiary . . . . .. 

Bhil-
as Principal . . .. · .. 
as Snbsidi&ry .. . . . . 

Total . . .. . . 

Speakers in 
nearest 

thousands 

2,120 
138 

35 
1.5 

78 
12 

"18 
1 

180 . . . . 
2,431 

Percentage 
of remainder 
who use it as 
subsidiary 
to total of 
remainder 

44.3 

.09 

.5 

.04 

.... 

. ... 

those, whose mother tongue is not 
Hindustani, but who understand 
and use it as a subsidiary medium, 
are only a little more than a third 
of the number of literates .. in 
English in the State. But this 
question of the vogue of Hindustani 
(at least through its scripts Hindi 
and Urdu) has been already dealt 
with in the ~revious chapter. 

353. Polylinguali sm
In connection with subsidiary langu
ages, a reference must now be 
made to the eollection of data re
garding polylingualism, contained 
in Imperial Table XV-Part C . 
The main details of that table 

may be here summarised. Out of the total population, 2,431,334 speak the :five 
main languages of the State. Of these 2,277,743 or over 93 per cent speak only 
one language (i.e. their mother tongue), 152,356 or 6 per cent speak two languages 
(their mother tongue and one subsidiary), and only 1,235 persons speak three or 
more languages. In linguistic proficiency one would have imagined that the City 
should have taken the lead with nearly 19 per cent of its inhabitants speaking two 
or more languages. But Okhamandal with its almost general combination, of 
Kachchhi with Gujarati and vice versa, just beats· it with a little over 20 per cent of 
linguists. Navsari {13.6 per cent) comes third, with Gujarati and the·Bhil group 
interacting on one another. Taking by languages polylingualism is least evident 
with Gujarati as mother tongue-there being only 187 out of 2.1 million Gujarati 
speakers who profess to know two or more languages in addition. But 73.1 speakers 
out of 78 thousand odd who claim Hindustani as their vernacular are polylinguists: 
and 255 Deccanis have this proficiency. Bhili does not show any trace of polylin
gualism whatsoever. As mentioned above, th~re are only 1,235 polylinguists and 
·' 917 of these or. nearly 

FA.JdiLY i:r11 LANGUAGES 

!-Indo-European •• .. . . .. 
A-Indian .. . . . . 

i. Central •• .. .. . . 
ii. Pahari .. . . . . . . 

iii. Mediate .. . . . . 
iv. Southern .. .. 
v. Eastern •• . . . . .. 

vi. North-West .. 
B-Southern Asiatic (S;;u,..!..;,j .. 
C-Ersuian •• •• • • .. 
D-Dardic .. . . . .. . . 
E--European .. .. .. . . 

II-Dravidian .. . . .. 
lli-Tibeto Burman :: . . . . .. 
IV-Mongolian .. .. .. .. 
V-Gypsy .. . . .. . . 

VI-&mitio .. . . . . . . 
Vll-Africsn .. .. .. .. 

closely . the Grierson model. 

Strength 
in 1931 

2,441,943 

2,441,154 
2,386,327 

} 54,827 

1 
535 

3 
250 
784 

13 
46 

121 
91 

9 

Proportion 
per ten 
mille of 

total 
population 

9,996 

9,992 
9,768 

224 

} 4 

3 

} 1 

three-fourthS are found in 
the City. The census in
structions were careful to 
point out that only pro:fi- . 
ciency in three, and not 
more languages, need be 
shown. The object was 
to prevent . humourists, 
pedants or such like from 
making fanciful claims to 
an encyclopredic acquaint
ance with dialects . 

§ 4. SoME 0BSERV ATIONS 

ON GRIERSON CLASSIFI
CATION 

354. Classification 
of Languages-In Impe
rial Table XV, the classifi
cation adopted follows 

The margin give~ the main :figures. The 
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Indo-Aryan family has absolute predominance over other languages. Only 4 
llersons out of 10,0?0 in the population speak tongue~ not belonging to the 
Indo-European family. The Indian branch of that family of languartes claims 
~,992 out of ten mille ; and the Central Group in which Gujarati'''is classed 
Is ~he lar~est of the Indian languages. But if Gujarati, Bhil dialects and 
Ra.Jastharu are separated from the Central Group and classed with the 
Mediate (Eastern Hindi), as recommended in the following paragraphs, then a. 
different set of proportions is arrived at. The Central Group falls from. 9, 768 to 
only 324. The Mediate group rises from nil to 9,444. 

355. Gipsy languages: Pendhari and Odki-These two languages occur ·for the 
first time in the Baroda Census. A brief account of each is here given. Pendhari, as the 
Linguistic Survey states, is " the language of a tribe of no common race, and of no common 
language, represented by the 'Pindarees' of Inman history. These were plundering bands 
of freebooters, who welcomed to their ranks outlaws and broken men of all parts of India
Afghans, Mara.thas, Jats and so forth, and who were finally broken up by the Marquis of 
Hastings in 1817. At the present day they are represented by groups of people scattered over 
Central Inilia, the Bombay Presidency and elsewhere. They have generally adopted the 
languages of their respective surroundings, but in parts of Bombay, they still- have a home
language, which is called by the name of the tribe. As may be expected from the people's 
origin, this is a jargon-a mixture of rough Dakhini Hindustani, Marathi and Ra.jasthani." 
Pendhari is derived from "pendha," a sheaf, and the tribe originally must have deriv~d its 
name from grass cutting. Odki is the ilialect returned by Ods, a wandering tribe found all 
over Inilia (Vide Appendix entitled "A Caste Glossary" at the end of the Chapter on Race, 
Tribe or Caste). The strength of the tribe is 2,028, while the numbe;I of Odki speakers is only· 
115. The name is derived probably from Telugu, and the majority of the Ods are found in 
South Inilia. These speak a pattYis of Telugu, but those found in Guja.rat and Ct!tch speak a 
form of ilia.lect in which Gujarati and Marathi are the strongest Aryan influences. As a mixed 
form of speech the alien elements found in it are an indication of the wanderings of the tribe. 
" The Marathi element is particnlarly strong "-to quote from the Survey. " Thus the neuter 
of strong bases ends in e or i as in Marathi ; compare tale, tank ; ki!Te, it was said. Strong 
masculine bases end in a, plural e; thus, ghiira, horse; glliire, horses. Note also the oblique 
bases in a of weak and e of strong masculine bases, and in i of feminine bases ; thus, desa-rna, 
in a, country; Terki!-che, of a man; malkati-chii, of the property. The termination cllii, chf, eM 
of the genitive is important. The same is the case with the termination Iii of the past tense of 
verbs ; thus, gelii, .went; marla, struck. Compare further the imperative plural in 1i ; thus, 
awa, come; the infinitives in ii and na ; thus, kehii, to say ; marne, to strike, and so forth. 
Such forms are found in all the specimens, and they gain in importance when we remember 
that they all hail from districts where Maratbi is not a home tongue of the population. Several 
of the usual terminations in Odki do not agree with Marathi but with Gujarati and Raja.sthani, 
Such are the suffixes e of the agent and neof the dative, both of which are also found in Malvi; 
the ablative in ti; the locative in m& ; forms such as hi, I (compare Gujarati, Malvt and 
Marwii.ri hfi) ; chhi, se and he, is; the conjunctive participle is tfne (Gujariitl ine) and so forth. 
The Gujarati element is strongest in Guja.rati districts such as the Panch Mahals and 
Ahmedabad, but is· also apparent in other districts. Features borrowed from languages other 
than :I.Iarathi and Gujarati have more of a local ~haracter. The Ioca~iv~ termination .may! 
which is prevalent in Marwar'i is, however, common m the Ahmedabad distr1ct, where GuJaratl 
is the chief language. Of such local borrowings I may mention the common cercbralisation of 
a a, in Cutchand in the 'districts of Hyderabad, Thar and Parkar, Shikarpur and Muzaffarga.rh ; 
the Panjabi dative termination nii in the same districts with the exception of Cutch, and other 
sporailic instances of borrowings from the local ilia.lects." . · 

356. Some Notes· on Classification-A few observations may here be permitted on 
the Grierson classification. The Inilia.n Census, ever since the great work of Risley and Sir 
George Grierson appeared, has been dominated ~ its consi~erations of ~<;" and Language ~y 
the weight of these formidable names. · Occa.smnally a flippant Provm01al Census Supenn
tendent has dared to set aside the fine distinctions between Eastern and Wes~rn Hind!, and 
Bihari, and Jump all speakers of. these dialects under th~ general name of Hindustaru, but 
generally the standard classificatiOn has been ~ollo~ed faithfully. In the ~ns~ :ae~rt of 
1921 I suggested a departure from the c!a.ssJfi.catmn scheme, by separatmg Gu3arat1 and· 
Ra.j~thani from the Central group and classing them in the Meiliate. gro~p with Eastern 
Hinili. I ventured to do this because I thought that the orthodox cla.ssificatmn was based on 
a view of Inilian history and of Aryan linguistic developments which was not supporteq by 
facts. Briefly, it was suggested that the Grierson scheme was ba:sed on the idea. that it was: 
the language of the Midland "with its armies and its settlers·" which pre!'l!ed on the langusgea.. 

. ' 
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of the Outer Band, drove them further outward and produced a group of intermediate languages 
and that this idea had little support of historical evidence behind it. In his Introductory 
Volume (page 175 footnote) he refers to my contentions and while disagreeing with them 
suggests that the· mat~r of history is not of much importance " as a question of pure 
philology." I submit that it is. In fact Dr. Grierson is himself so strongly influenced by his 
reading of Indo-Aryan race movements that his interpretation of Eastern Hindi and its 
relations with Western Hindi on one side and the Eastern group on the other is governed 
-almost entirely by it. For instance his explanation of the conjugation of the verb may be 
mentioned. In Bengali and Bihari, he says the past tense of transitive verbs in the active 
voice is merely a reminiscence of an old passive construction with an enclitic suffix which has 
now lost its pronominal character and that in the Eastern Hindi, it is, to quote his picturesque 
phrase, " caught in the act of forgetting it," while in the Western Hindi, the full form of 
agential construction is in existence. Now such a· process can only be base<]. on his theory of 
the eastward pressure of the midland dialect, while the reality seems to be quite the reverse. 
If the passive construction was the original form of the Bengali past tense, surely its memory 
must have been preserved somehow in the Eastern Prakrit and in the later Magadhi or the 
Gaudi Apabhramsa. Nowhere is there the least evidence, t{) my knowledge of such a form. 
The Bengali past tense, in its present active form with the subject in the nominative case, is 
as old as it can be ; so is the case with Bihari. In Awadhi, as Dr. Grierson himself shows, 
there is an Eastern as well as a Western form, the· former using the nominative, e.g., U maris, 
and the latter the agential, e.g., Ui maris. Thus the actual facts of linguistic development 
show rather an outlandic system of languages pressing on the midland and being influenced 
by it. In Gujarati, it is true that the agential construction is in general use with transitive 
verbs, but the nominative construction with lavavun (to bring}, japvun (to worship), 
jamvun (to eat), tarvun (to swim), shikhvun (to learn), etc., is not infrequently used, !lnd it is 
the older form of the two. In Bhalan's Kadambari (ci1·ca xt century) an intermediate form is 
found, with the subject in the agential, the object in the nominative and the verbal participle 
in neuter, e.g., "tene hun dithu nahi "-an approach to a true passive construction. The 
evolution seems therefore to be rather from the normal active construction, which is charac
teristic of the Outlandic group, through an intermediate passive stage with the object in the 
nominative case to a gradual return to the active construction, with the object in the accusative, 
although the agential is still retained. In Marathi on the other hand, both the alternatives of 
agential and nominative constructions are found where pronouns are subjects-the foriner 
older in time and the latter being the modem usage. Here is an instance of an older Midland 
influence, perhaps not unconnected with the tradition of Rams's stay in Panchavati, gradually 
giving way to the Outer band. The historical evidence is therefore important. Sir George 
Grierson in order to prove the strength of the Midland drive towards the Outlandic band is 
forced to have recourse to tradition about Panchalas and Kurus, but within historical times 
he can only mention isolated traditions about Kachhwahas and Rathaurs. On the other 
hand, ever since Indian tradition had become hardened into reliable history, i.e., from about 
the ninth century B.C.-the era of the sixteen janapadas-, the main facts of race movements 
are all in support of the contrary view. The eruption of the Yadavas from the Himalayas 
through Mathura which he quotes in support cannot be held to be part of the movements of 
the Midland ; while the remarkable influence of the Gurjaras on these languages is wholly 
iguored. 

357. Gujarati and Eastern Hindi-At any rate I can see no objection to Gujarati 
.and Rajasthani being classed with the Eastern Hindi group. They are all mixed forms of 
speech. All serve as links connecting the Midland dialect with the Outer Band. Gujarati 
.and Rajasthani-the latter through its dialects-Marvadi, Jaipuri and Mal vi-form an unbroken 
ehain, with "Bagheli and Awadhi, of Intermediate languages. I see no insuperable objection 
in conjoining these into one class, even though in the matter of the conjugation of the transitive 
verb in the past tense, Gnjarati and Rajasthani make somewhat of a closer approach to Western 
Hindi than does Eastern Hindi. But this detail is not so vital as to necessitate the inclusion 
of Gujarati and Rajasthani with Western Hindi in the Central group. H the conjugation of 
the transitive verb is of importance, why is Marathi not similarly brought to the Central 
group 1 On the other hand, Gujarati and its closely allied sister, Rajasthani,-are so different 
from Western Hindi that they deserve to be separated. In its phonetics, in its retention of the 
neuter gender, in its l-past participal form, in its s-future system, in its oblique form for case 
terminations, and other particulars, it retains still certain essential characteristics of its old 
Vrachad base and extends .one hand towards the West to Sindhi and Lahnda, and another 
towar~ the East through Malvi to the Magadhan system. For details of this argument, the 
reader 18 referred to my Census Report of 1921. Relevant extracts have been reproduced on 
this occasion in the form of an Appendix. 

358. Why Change in Classification is insisted on ?-These criticisms in support of 
a departure from the standard classification are not offered . with a view to. belittle the 
greatness of the work of Sir George Grierson in his Linguistic Survey, which will always remain 
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. an achievement of enduring value Rut I f 1 h · • 
about the essential character f G. · t' ee II: c ange 18 nec.essa~y, as. o~hc_rwiso the point 
Inner Ian a e It . o UJ~ I as a nuxed language IS nussed if It Is classed as an 
of connecfo!. with 'ihas h~ ~e~~m~dOout alr~ady, a composite l~nguage with a network 
vernaculars it bea e. w o e o utlandic languages. Unlike most other Indian 
h • rs on _Its body many tell-tale evidences of the various race elements that 

0;;:!:~:y\ff: ~~~~Ion _of thedic?~po~ite Gujarati people. It is this richness and variety 
thr h th . a ~ gtve!l' a ~~ct1ve colour to the language, as wellBS to its literature 

. oug e rune centuries of 1ts striking progress. 

§ 5. LITERARY AcTIVITIEs IN THE STATE 
359. Details re • Publication f B k d N Fr · · 

1 d • 0 oo • an ewa- • om these considerations we 
may . now c~nc u e on; . general review of the language returns by detailing a few fi~re 
showmb g tfheb literaly ~~:ct!Vltr of the State. In the margin a small table is given showing th: 
num er o ooks published m the different 
langttages in the three decades since 1901 
The number in all languages seems to hav~ 
~oubled in the last 20 years, although 
~the latest deca~e, it has slightly declined, 
smce 1921 particularly in Urdu and 
English. Taking the figures year by year 
since 1921, it appears that the number of 
books published rose from 279 to 459 in 
1924-25, a~r which it fell gradually to 
ouly 126 m the latest year for which 
figures are available. Presumably literary 
progress was arrested after 1925 when 
financial and agrarian depression' for a 
series of· years reacted on the printing 
press enterprise in the State. News

Number of bo~ks published in 
L..AliGUAGE 

1921-31 I 1911-21 I 1901-11 

Gujara.ti .. 1,709 } 1,801 1,023 Sanskrit-Guja.rati .. 48 
Englisb.Gujarati .. 37 51 .. 
English .• .. .. 100 206 99 
Hindi •• .. .. 99 47 .. 
Urdu .. .. .. 28 82 .. 
Marathi .. 103 103 19 
Other languages .. !54 186 7 

Total .. 2,278 I 2,476 I 1,148 

papers ~nd magazines number 35 in 1931 as against the same number in 1921. The marginal 
table gtves the. kind of periodicals with the 
total of estimated circulation. The circulation 
of weeklies has alone increased, showing that 
in spite of increased literacy, there is com
paratively ~ttl~ demand as yet of locally pro
duced periOdicals except weeklies. One 
reason is the competition of the vernacular 
newspapers from Bombay, Surat, Ahmedabad 
and Katbiawad. Two vernacular dailies of 
Bombay have a circulation of over 500 in the 
State. Weeklies from outside also enjoy at 

1931 I 1921 
Knm o:rr 

PEBIODIC.U. 

I Circulation! No. I Circulation No. 

Weekly .. 6 12,000 7 9,130 
Monthly .. 24 17,135 26 10,125 

" Bimonthly .. 2 700 
Quarterly .. 3 3,200 2 80) 

I 

least as large a circulation as some of the more popular of the local papers. 

360. State Encouragement to Literature-The above indications of literary 
activity show that in spite of economic depression much has been done in spite of the fact that 
private effort has suffered a decided setback in the last half of the decade. The main reason 
for this continuous activity is that State-aid to literary enterprise has continued undeterred 
by these circumstances. In the 1921 Report details were given of how State initiative was 
able to prop up private effort in the production of literature. The idea of translating standard 
books into Gujarati, Ma.rathi and Hindi was started in 1912. Later the encouragement of 
individual scholars in the production of original works was taken in hand by the State. From 
1917, the work has progressed at a very satisfactory rate. Two series were planned, the &yaji 
Sahitya Mala meant for adults and Sayaji Bala Gnana Mala for the use of children. From 1912 
to 1921, 87 books were published under the auspices of the State-66 in the Sahit!la series and 
21 in the children's series. During the last ten years 205 new books were planned, and 
altogether 128 were published in the Sayaji Sahitya Mala series and 69 in the children's series. 
These books became very popular, e.g., 7,000 copies of :r.Ir. Kashishan'kar's life of Dalpatram 
were sold. Among other noteworthy publications were J'.Ir. Daji Nagesh Apte's remarkable 
Marathi essays on Progress and a. competent translation of Kautilya's Arthashastra. by Mr. 
J. P. Joshipura.. Histories of Indian Music, Indian Medicine and modem Marathi literature 
were other undertakings successfully accomplished. A very laborious work was the pro
duction of Shri· Sayaji Slu:J,san Shabda Kalpataru, by a committee of local men under the N yaya 
Mantri (Legal. Remembrancer) as President. This work is a compendium of synonyms in 
eight languages including English and the prin_cipal I?dian ve~acula~ for ~ords co~monly 
used for the purpose of legislation and administrat!on. It IS conceiVed_ m an e~ne_n~ly 
practical spirit and while aiming at purity in the Indian languages has strive!' for s1mphcity 
and clearness. The Gaekwad's Oriental Series, being published under the auspices of the State 
Oriental Institute, is another valuable contribution to scholarship in general and Indology in 
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particular. The hlgh standard of these publications bas evoked praise from~ scholars 
like M. Sylvain Levi of Paris. During the decade 37 works were published ; and the rsnge 
of their interest includes Persian history, poetics, dramatwgy, iconography and even tantrik 
rituals. .Altogether 55 works have been so far published and 20 are still in the press. The late 
Pandit C. D. Dalal set a splendid tradition of scholarshlp which has been kept up under Dr. 
Bhattacharya, the present Direc¥Jr of the Institute, whose edition of Sadhana Mala-a 
Buddhist tantric text of. rituals, circa 1165 A.D.-is an inter~ting excursion into an obscure 
byway of Indology. Other noteworthy publications of the decade are (~) Tattva Sa'fl{}faha 
of Santaraksita (circa 750 A.D.), a voluminous production from the standpoint of 
Mahayana Buddhism, edited by Pandit Kri.shnamacharya, and ( ii) Nyaya Pravasha ol 
Dinnag, the Sanskrit text of whlch has been edited by that veteran scholar, Principal 
Dhrova of Benares University. 
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ADDITIONAL SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII 

DISTRIBUTION BY LANGUAGE OF THE POPULATION BY NATURAL DI:VISION 

NtrUJnm PKB 10,000 OJ' TIIB PoPDLA.TlOS 8P8A.IUNQ 

0UJABJ,'IJ AS MOTBBB TONG1JB-A BBJL DIAUCTB J.8 liOTBBit TONOVb-B M.l.nAnn J.l1 ~IOTIUIR 
NAT'Il'It!L DIVISION TO:tous-o 

' With B WitbO WltbD WithE With A WltbC WlthD WithE With A WlthB A only as sub- M sub- as aub- fLfiSUb• Donly as sub- n1 aub- as sub- AI ~Ui). Conly as aut.. at tub-aldlary stdlary aidlary sidlary aldlary tldlary aldlary akllary aldlary sldlaQ' 

1 I 2 I • I • I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I • I 10 I 11 I 12 I 18 I H - I 
Baroda Stale .. .. 9,939 .. • 51 c 6,014 3,9st 5 . . . . 1,17t •.ses .. 
Central GuJarat Including 

Baroda City .. .. 9,9.26 .. • •• 1 1,701 8,272 26 1 
.. 

6,061 6,087 .. 
North Guja.rat .. .. 9,959 .. • 88 .. 2,600 7,500 .. .. .. 2,140 7,687 .. 
South Gujarat .. .. 9,909 .. • 82 .. 0,069 3,031 .. .. .. 8,471 6,884 .. 
Kathlawad .. .. 9,916 .. 5 82 47 8,383 6,667 .. .. .. f,70& ,,702 .. 

NtmBER PE& 10,000 OJ' TBB FOPULA.TJO:S 8PEA.IWlO 

lliRATBl AS 
. Mo'l'HER TONGUE WESTERN HINDI AS MOTR'B.B TONGUE-D :KACD<JilBl .&8 llornu TOJCOUK-B 

-C 

NATURAL DIVISION 

WlthD WithE With A WlthB WlthO WithE With A WlthB With C WlthD 
&.8 sub- as sub· D only as sub· as sub· ASIIUb• as sub- E only 8111Ub• 8111Ub• AI IUb- AI sub-
sld.Jary sldlary sldiary sldi.ary sldia.ry sldlnry tldlary Jidlazy •!diary lhllary 

1 I 15 I 16 I 17 I 18 I 10 I 20 I 21 I 22 I 23 I 2' I 25 I 20 

Baroda State .. .. 260 1 4,624 5,340 .. ZB 8 5,181 c,sss .. z ZIZ 

central Gujnrat Including 
BB.roda City .. .. 262 .. 4,806. 6,146 .. 38 12 2,202 6,849 .. .. 85D 

North Gujarat .. .. 267 .. 4,682 6,311 .. 7 .. 4-,580 4-,605 .. 19 701 

South Gujarat .. .. "2 8 3,630 6,84, .. 26 .. 3,540 6,136 .. .. au 

Xat~tawad .. .. 460 18 ,,503 5,f35 .. 87 25 5,430 4-,410 .. 1 160 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX-A 

I 
BARODA STUB BARODA CftY AJmBL1 

( GROUP or LA.N011AOB 

I I I I Feuiales I I l'eraODll Males Female& Persons Males Persons lllalos Fematea 

1 I 2 I 8 I ' I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 

A.-Mother Pongu1 Oujartdi 
with the JOIJ.&uting a• Sub-

!,119,661 . 1,088,238 1,031,313 63,842 34,922 28,920 166,81! 84,611 81,196 liditJJ71 .. .. . . 
. I . Marathl .. .. . . 1,169 893 276 424 348 76 55 48 7 

II. Western Hindi .. .. 10,758 '1,916 2,842 2,275 1,855 420 422 870 52 

iii. Kacbchhl .. .. . . 011 496 41.5 10 7 8 97 78 19 

B-Jitotlln Tongue Bllil Dlalectt . 
toith thtJ Jol/IJwing Ill Sulr 

180,384 91,421 88,961 630 279 261 4S 22 28 lidia.'1! .. .. .. 
I. Oujaratl .. .. . . 71,819 88,552 33,267 179 90 89 80. u 16 

II. llaratbl .. .. .. 88 56 82. 84 52 82 .. .. . . 
iii. Western Hindi .. .. 8 2 1 8 2 1 .. . . . . 

C-Mother TonUtU Maralhi with 
the follotoing aa Sul.lridiaru. 86,632 19,086 16,446 25,6U 13,616 11,999 1,036 680 466 

I, GujaraU .. .. .. 16,189 9,867 6,272 10,186 6,422 8,784 532 294 238 

II. Western Hlodl .. .. 920 654 206 591 862 229 28 Sf • 
iii. Kaehchhl .. .. .. s 2 1 . . . . . . . . .. . . 

D-Mothn' Tongue Wmtrn Hindi . 
with tha follou:i'llf aa Sub-
ftditJtTI .. .. . . 78,188 42,684 85,604 19,752 11,856 1,896 a,ufJ 1,884 1,661 

I. Gujaratl .. .. . . 41,751 28,999 17,762 6,3fl 4,815 2,026 2,092 1,217 875 

(i. Maratbl .. .. .. 217 152 65 142 93 49 8 7 1 

iii. Kachcbhl .. .. .. 60 3 57 . 52 .. 52 . . .. . . 
E-Mollltr Tongue Kacllclllli IDith 

thefollounfll lUI Sublidiaf'l/. 17,679 8,907 8,712 256 U3 liS a,4tr 1,690 1,821 

I. Gujaratl .. .. .. 8,052 4,417 3,635 166 110 56 3,835 1,072 1,263 

ii. Haratbl .. .. .. 8 2 1 .. .. .. .. . . . . 
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APPENDIX VII 

SOlliE CONSIDERATIONS ON CLASSIFICATION * 

1. Some Considerations on Classification-In the body of the Report the classi
fication laid down bv Sir George Grierson has been strictly followed. In regard to this classi
fication certain conS'iderations will have now to be mentioned, for which purpose we shall have 
to leav~ aside figures for a bit and plunge into past history and comparative grammar and 
philology. In the scheme adopte~ in ~~e .Linguistic .survey, as a.Is? i~ .the latest pamphlet 
issued by Sir George Grierson, Gu1arat1 IS mcluded With Western Hindi m the Central group 
of the Inner Sub-Branch of the Indo-Aryan Branch of Languages : Urdu, Hindustani and 
Hindi are therein classed as dialects of Western Hindi. Bhil dialects and Khandeshi are 
included along with Gujarati in the Central Group; Kachchhi is put in the North-Western 
group of the Outer Sub-Branch as a dialect of Sindhi and Marathi is treated along wi~h 
Sinhalese as members of the Southern Group of the. Outer Sub-Branch. These are the mam 
languages with which this State is concerned. 

2. Consequences . of the Classification-This classification involves certain 
consequences the importance of which must be realised. In the first place, it brings Gujarati 
into far more intimate nearness to the Midland language than Awadhi, for instance, with whose 
vocabulary that of the other dialects of Hindustani is very largely identical, and whose contri
bution to the common literature of Hindt!Stani has been as great, if not greater than, that of 
its Western partner. In the second place, it has resulted in snapping the ancient ties that bind 
Gujarati with Kachchhi and through it, with that group of North-Western languages, from the 
speakers of which a great portion of the Gujarati population trace their descent. In the third 

. place, the classification loses sight of the numerous strands of affinity that exist between 
Gujarati and Maharashtri on the one hand especially through the cultural influences of 
Jainism, and Magadhi on the other through their common Vaishnavism for one thing and their 
phonetic and grammatical resemblances. Lastly it must be said that Sir George Grierson was· 
influenced in his classification as much by his preconceived notions of Indo-Aryan origins, as 
by the somewhat artificial classification of Prakrits and Apabhramsas favoured by the Indian 
Grammarians. ' 

. 3. Grierson Classification based on his Theory of Indo-Aryan Movements
First as to history. It was Dr. Hoernle, I think, who was the first to suppose that there were two 
waves of Indo-Aryan immigration into India. The first wave came probably by sea, it was 
assumed, in the pre-historic period, and the second came later from the North-West through 
land and driving itself through the Punjab to the Madhyadesa, it thrust itself as a wedge into 
this other prehistoric Aryan group and drove them to what is called the Outer Band. That 
there were two ethnic strains amongst the Aryas is supported by the evidence of the Vedas 
the~lves. There were the Rishi or the priest-poet clans such as the Angirasas and 
Vashishthas and the others were the warrior tribes such as the Yadus, Turvasas and Purus. 
This racial differentiation, it may be also admitted, stamped itself on the language of the Indo
Aryans. But the point of dispute is the inter action of the one on the other. Sir George 
Grierson is of opinion that the language of the Midlands " received a constant literary culture." 
It was the direct ancestor ·of the Sauraseni Prakrit and Apabhramsa from which the dialects 
of Western Hindi are descended • 

. " Ro~d ~he Midland and on three sides-west, south and east-lay a country inhabited, 
e!en m Y edic tm~es, by ot~er Indo-Aryan tribes. This tract included the modem Punjab, 
Sind, Gujarat, Rajputana With the country to its east, Oudh and Bihar. The various Indo
Aryan dialects spoken over this band were all more closely related to each other than was any 
~f th:~ to ~he language ~f the Midland. . . . . . . . . . . In fact at an early period of the 
lingwstJc history ~f India there must have been two sets of Indo-Aryan dialects, one the 
language of the Midland and the other that of the Outer Band ......... As time went 
o~, t~e population of the Midland expanded and forced the Outer Band into a still wider 
cmmt. The Midland conquered the eastern .Punjab, Rajputana (with Gujarat, where it 
~eached the ~ea)_ an~ Oudh. With its .armies and its settlers it carried. its language, and hence 
m all these territones we now find IWXed forms of speech. The basiS of each is that of the 
Outer Band, but the body is that of the Midland."t 

• Abridged from paras 322·27 of the Jl&roda Census Report of 1921. 

t Art. " Indo· Aryan languages " by Sir George Grierson, p. 488, Vol. XIV, Encyo. Britt. 11th Edition. 
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In this statement, SU: George Grierson attempts to fit in his sense of linguistic difi~noes 
to an elaborate reconstruction of lnd<rAryan movements which bss little historioal eYidence 
for its support. As Professor Ramaprasad Chanda rightly points out in his monograph on 
The lndo-il.ryan ~· Eastern Punjab (or the ancient Ueinara) was not in the Outer Band at 
all but formed an mtegral part of Vedic Aryandom. He quotes an etlmographicallist from the 
Aitereya Brahmana in which the Vasas, Kurus and Panchalas are inoluded with the Usinaras 
as part of th~ "firmly fixed middle country (asyam dhruvayam madhyamayam dis1)." There 
was no question therefore of the conquest of the Punjab by the Midland. As to the other 
countries, there is little historical eYidence to support the statement tbst " with its armies and 
its settlers it carried its language." Whether the Midland Aryans came later than the other 
group of Aryans, or whether they preceded them, is one of those problems that have not yet 
emerged into shape from the cloudland of speculative ethnology. But at the same time, there 
is no reason to suppose the Vedic Indo-Aryans to be a conquering band of colonisers, before 
whose might the nations of the Outer Band rapidly gave way. On the other band, such 
traditions as we have, point to the other direotion. Gujarat or the ancient Anartta was under 
the rule, if the Puranic lists are to be believed, of a scion of the Yadavas even down to 
Buddhistic times. Kathiawad or Saurashtra continued under the rule of the so-caUed 
P.aksbssas in the Epic period. We have historical eYidence of the swooping down of the 
Gurjaras from the Western Punjab, acroRB the .AxavaUis, through Malwa to Gujarat. The 
Scythian period of domination also left its impress no doubt on the heterogeneous Gujarat 
population. The Cbslukyas, it is known, did overrun the country from the south ; but there 
is no eYidence of any conquering horde coming from the Madhyadesa anrl imposing its language 
on Gnjarat. The short-lived imperialism of Harsha, "the only natiYe of Madhyadesa who 
ever succeeded in subduing " the countries of the Outer Band did indeed result in the over
running of Gujarat for a little while ; but after his death his empire crumbled into small 
kingdoms. There is little doubt that the nations of the Ouber Band belonged to the dominant 
groups amongst the Ind<rAryans. The same passage as above quoted from the Aitereya 
Brahmana lllso points out that the nations of the Middle country were consecrated to 
" kingdoms," i.e., small states, and that the other nations (mostly of the east, 'fl1'acl1yam disi) 
were given to samrajya or Empire states. This points to the greater power of the Outer Band. 
Again one of the most significant events in Indian history is the rise to power of the Nandas. 
As Professor Chanda says, " the subjugation of Vedic Aryandom by a low-born conqueror 
from the semi-barbarous Magadha probably contributed much more towards the over-throw 
of the Vedic culture than the teachings of Buddha and MahaYira." Then followed the 
Mauryas, the historical Naga and Gupta dynasties with the Scythian interlude in between. 
All these powers belonged ethnically to the Outer Band. "It was not therefore the conquering 
armies ~f the Midland but the armies and settlers from Miigadha and other Outer countries 
that carried their languages to Oudh and other places where the mixed languages are now 
spoken." 

4. Affinities of Gujarati with. the Outer Band Group-Later researches 
therefore enable us to conclude that the present position of the languages like Gujarati is not 
so much the result of the superior impact of the Madhyadesa on the Outer Band, as of the 
reverse.. Whatever super-imposition from the Midland bss happened is of a much later date. 
In the Linguistic Survey, Sir George Grierson accepts the authority of the gram111arian 
Hemachandra and traces the modern Gujarati to the Nagara Apabhramsa, a language closely 
akin to the Saurasena. Hemachandra was a great J aina Acharya who flourished in the 12th 
century A.D. The Nagara Apabhramsa takes its name from the Nagar Brahmans, an 
exclusive literary caste, which exercised unbounded influence on the growth and development 
of the Gujarati language. Here was the impact of the Mi4Jand, not communi011ted through 
armies and conquering settlers, but by the literary influence of a caste, which though probably 
not descended from the Midland constituted itself as the special repository and transmitter 
of the culture of Vedic Aryandom. This Nagar caste forged the literary dialect of Gujarat 
perhaps through the Mugdhatoa bodh mauktika*-written anonymously by a pupil of 
Devasundara shortlv before the appearance of .Narsinh Mehta (circa 1400). This literary dialect 
bss adapted itself a8 far as possible to the lan~ge of t~e people and bss ~ua~y ~eveloped 
into the spoken la?guage of t~e educated secti?n;' of Gu]arat, and the m.edium of Its lite~ture. 
But with all that It has remamed absolutely distmct through the centun~.s. Any one With the 
slightest acquaintance with Gujarati will mark out at once the characteristic marks of this 
dialect-its Sanskritisation, its periphrases, its otiose clarity of enunciation-from the hulk 
of Gujarati speakers. In its characteristic accent ~be Nagar dialect difie~ widely fro~ the 
intonation of the other castes (even educated sectiOns amongst them). 811' George Gnerson 
says "that the base of Gujarati is some Outlandic language (probably north-western) bnt 
that' its body is Midland." The truth seems to be if the relative position of the Nagar dialect 
with reference to the indigenous dialects of Gujarati is more closely studied, that not only the. 

. • The book in question was written in 1394 A.~. and appearB to be_an el~entary ~krit Grammar, written 
In an old form of Gujarati. Sir George GrieliiOn lindsm It a close connect1on With the Gaur.Jara Apabhralll8&. 
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base of it but a goodly proportion of its limbs and_ itS a_ccent and distirictiv:e manner _belong to 
the Outer Band while its adornments and its frippenes are from the Midland. Sir George 
Grierson himself 'poirits out numerous eviden~s of the affinities of_ Guj~mti to_ the ~orth-western,. 
Eastern and Southern groups, but is not influenced by ~hem m his classificatiOn. In _the 
Encyclopredia Britannica article, from which the extract m para. 3. has been quoted, be gtves 
a table iri which he traces Gujarati from what he calla the Galir]an Apabhramsa* and places 
it amo~gst Intermediate languag~ ?orrespon?IDg ~pparen_tly to t~e Mediate Sub:B~anch of 
his Survey along with Eastern Hindi (Aw~). Rajastham, Pahan and ~ve~ PanJahi. The 
classirig of Gujarati along with Eastern ~di would have been mo~e JUStifiabl~ th~n ~he 
arrangement pursued in the Survey. It IS m defence of the suggestiOn that Gujarati {With 
Bhili and Khandeshi) should iri future be definitely allocated to the Mediate Branch that 
attention is directed here forcibly t~ its affinities with the lang11ages of the Outer Band. 

5. Phonetic Resemblances with ·the Outer Band-That such affinities are many 
and highly significant cannot be denied. Space permits us only to poirit out the most important. 
;First as to phonetics. The Sanskrit syllabary imposed on the Gujarati language is iriadequate 
for all its sound-requirements. The short e corresponding to a iri bat and the short o corres- · 
ponding to a iri faU are very common to Gujarati ; and iri colloquial Gujarati not unlike 
colloquial Bengali the Sanskrit a frequently becomes the broad o and i becomes e. The broad 
0 is c~mmon not ouly iri Bengali and Oriya, but also in Lahnda and iri the Konkani dialect of 
Marathi. The Gujarati preference for o instead of an has its counter part iri Siridl!i and 
Assamese. The short ai which is a feature of the Labuda vowel system occurs also iri Gujarati 
very frequently, as iri bhiii, pronounced without the long stress on a as iri Western Hindi. 
Agairi the sibilants tend iri colloquial Gujarati as in Sihdl!i and Bengali to be pronounced like 
sht. In Bengali this characteristic is regarded by scholars as a legacy from the Magadl!i 
Prakrita. As to aspiration, Sir George Grierson points out as a peculiarity of . Kashmiri 
phonetics, the absence of sonant aspirates. Thus gh becomes, g, jh becomes j, dh becomes .d, 
and th becomes t. This absence of aspiration is well-marked iri colloquial Gujarati, e.g., ekatu 
for ekthu, hate for hathe. The Nagarists have retairied the aspirate iri their orthography with 
an eye to purity of lineage : there is a whole literature of controversy scattered in the pages 
of the Gujarati magazine Vasant regarding this aspirate. Much literary blood has flown over 
the spellirig of the word ame (we). Now this droppirig of the sonant aspirate is a marked 
feature of the Eastern Bengal dialect where ghar becomes gar and ghoda, gora. The change of 
s irito his a well-known phonetic peculiarity with Northern .Gujarati and also iri Bhil dialects ; 
thus manah for manas (man), huraj for suraj. This peculiarity is present in the Pisacha 
languages as well as iri· Eastern Bengali and Assamese where svasur (father-iri-law) becomes 
lwur and sakal is turned irito hogol or hoggol. Examples of the iriterchangeability of n's and i's 
of metathesis (i.e., of iriterchange of consonants iri the same word), of tendency to double 
consonants and similar phonetic peculiarities can be quoted from Gujarati as well as from the 
Outer languages. 

· &. Epenthesis in Gujarati-One most important poirit remairis to be noticed. Sir 
George Grierson rightly insists on epenthesis as an important differentiating mark with Dardic 
or Pisachi languages. By epenthesis is meant simply the change of the sound of a vowel by the 
influence of one iri the next syllable. Thus kulckari (hen) becomes Tculclcir by attraction to the 
final i. Sir George Grierson does not notice this iri G11jarati but I submit that evidence of a 
like vo~el ?bange are numerou.~ iri that language. In the phrase ene gher for the full form ena 
ghare (m his house), we see how the oblique case terniiriation a of ena is changed to e and so 
also ghare becomes gher by attraction. In the Surati dialect of Gujarat, numerous iristances 
of vowel changes happen which resemble epenthes·is. Sir George Grierson mentions some but 
does ~ot notice their _significance. In regard to forms like lavyo, Tcaryo, chalyo, maryo, the 
Surat1 changes ~hem mto laiyo, kairo, chailo, mairo, etc. Exactly the same thirig happens in 
Eastern Bengali where the literary Bengali kmiya, choliya, asiya are transformed irito koira, 
choila, ayeso.. This peculisrity is undoubtedly a north-western characteristic and governed by 
the same principles as epmthesis. · 

7. Grammatical Resemblances-Grammatical resemblances are no less remarkable. 
In certairi essential directions, Gujarati has no correspondence with Western Hindi. Some of 
.the most promirient of these dissimilarities can ouly be mentioned. The first is the existence 
of _the neu~ gend_&. _Th!s is noted by Sir George Grierson, who mentions it as one of the 
pomts wh~rem Gu1ar~t1 ~ers strongly from Western Hindi and agrees with Marathi, an 
~uter langua~e. GuJarati also follows, says the same authority, "the Outer Circle iri one of 
1ts most p~rs~t:;nt characteristics iri having the oblique form iri a, which is quite strange to 
Weste~ Hindi. The use of the help verb, chhu (I am) iri the present and perfect and future 
(gerun~al) ~nse~ occ~ also iri various fonns iri the languages of the Outer Circle. In the 
Bengali cOnJugatiOn, this help verb is fused irito the participle to form one· word. In this · 
,,_,ect• 

1
InththNe Language Chapter of the Indian Census Report of 1901, Sir George Grierson regards Guj&r&ti as a 

IWlW o e a.ga.ra. Apa.bbramsa. 
t In Surati diale<:t, however the reverse tendency of pronouncing all s's &a simple 11 is seen. 
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respect colloquial Gujarati follows at least in pronunciation if not in spelling. Sir George 
Grierson maintains that Gujarati declension as well as conjugation agrees generally with 
Western Hindi, in that it is analytical, i.e., has recourse to help-words and post-positions.· He 
however admits the important exception in respect of the Gujarati dative and genitive oases. 
Here Gujarati follows the practice of the Outer Circle, which is synthetic, i.e., forms its oases 
by means of inflectional terminations. The most synthetic of Indo-Aryan vernaculars are no 
doubt Marathi and Bengali, and in comparison, Gujarati is certainly analytical in its manner 
of declension. But I venture to think that Sir George Grierson based his opinion too much 
on the stereotyped formularies of the grammarians and not on the actual facts of living speech. 
These facts point i:ddubitably to a pronounced synthetic tendency in Gujarati. The help
words in the conjugation are only required in the present continuous and the participial tenses. 
Even here in colloqnial speech and pronunciation, the words are so slurred and fused .that they 
become one word. In Parsi Gujarati which is only a developed form of Surati dialect,-these 
syncopated forms are found throughout the participial as well as the future tenses. Here 
the practice has a striking resemblance to the clipped forma which are so common in 
colloquial Western Bengali. I am of opinion that this syncopation is part of the process of 
synthetiaation which ,in some Outlandic languages may be taken to be a return to the 
earliest form of Primary Prakrit, lcaroch, lcariech, lcarecha, kar8u from Parsi Gujamti, 
and even such forms from the Standard Gujarati as kehto'to, n'koto are examples 
of this widespread tendency. Gujamti conjugation is in its essence though not in its form 
synthetic. , One or two other points can only be mentioned in this brief discussion. The 
formation of the simple future by 8, which obtains in Gujamti, is also found in Lahnda, and in 
some dialects of Rajasthani of which J aipuri and Marwadi agree most closely with Gujamti. 
To quote again from the Survey on this important point : " One of typical characteristics of 
Lahnda is formation of the future with the letter 8 • • • • •• There is nothing like this in 
Sindhi ..... but the 8 reappears still further south, in Gujamti where we havemar.fe. The 
connecting link is Western Rajasthani immediately to the south of Lahnda. We thus have 
a line of languages with s-futures extending without a break from the north of Khagan, through 
the. Western Punjab, and Western Rajputana into Gujarat." Historically this link is interest
ing for it traces approximately the passage of the Gujars into Gujarat. • . Finally we will 
mention the case of the agential construction. The construction .is an amplification of the 
Hindustani impersonal passive. In Hindustani impersonal passive construction, the objeot 
is ·put in the dative case, the participial verb into the masculine gender, and the subject is in 
the agential. In Gujarati, the verb is generally made to agree in gender and number with the 
object. In Marathi of the Konkan, there is the same idiom: These idioms are based on the 
fa~t that in the Midland language as well as in some Intermediate and Outlandic languages like 
Gujarati, Mamthi and Sindhi, past and future participles are passive in their origin, and hence 
tenses in which they are used are to be c~nstrued passively. In Bengali, however, this passive 
origin has been forgotten, and a synthetic past tense has been evolved which can be conjugated 
as in Sanskrit. In Gujarati, in certain transitive verbs, e.g., samjyo (I understood), the subject 
is put in the nominative and not in the agential. These verba are not many, but at any rate 
they represent a stage further than the Western Hindi in the development towards a synthetic 
conjugation. 

8. Proposed Classification-The above discussion emboldens us to suggest that 
Gujarati should be separated from the Central group, and that Jaipuri and Marwardi (or at 
least Marwadi) should be assigned to Gujarati. Their close resemblance to it has been already 
mentioned above and it has been also fully acknowledged by Sir George Grierson himself (vide 
p. '15, Vol. IX-Part ll of the Linguistic Survey). ~uj~ti ~hola~ !mve claimed M~adi as a 
dialect of their language and they have reason. Gu]arati With Bhili and Khand~hi .should be 
classed as an Intermediate language in the Mediate Branch, along with Eastern Hindi. There 
remaius Kachchhi. Gujamti scholars claim it also as one of their dialects. It has numerous 
evidences of borrowings from the Gujarati of which the use of the Gujarati conjunctive parti
ciple in ine is very common. The Survey states the main facts in this matter ~n page 184 of 
Vol. Vill-Parti. There are two sub-divisions of Kachchhi,-Bhatia, whi.ch has been 
mentioned already, and Kayasthi Kachchhi. The latter is based on Kach?hhi ~ut .muc~ 
mixed with Marwadi and Gujarati. These two .come very ~lo~ to ~t~wadi Gu]ar_atl. 
But there is one insuperable obstacle about classmg Kachchhi With Gujarati or th~ Mediate 
languages generally. It is in regard to the treatment of the double conso~ntB; denved from 
the Prakrit. In most languages of the Inner and Outer branches, the pra~1ce 18 to drop on~ 
of the double consonants and lengthen the vowel preceding. In Kachchhi as we~ as Smdhi, 
this compensatory lengthening does not happen, although one of the consonani;B .18 dropped. 
Thus we have hath (hand) not kattk, or kaik, kan (ear) and no.t lcann or kan. This 18 ~ne ~f the 
most distinctive peculiarities of Dardic languages ; Kachchhi therefore belongs to Smdhi and 
the North Western Group. 

• Sir George Gri~u, however, .thinks that the .,.future ha.d ita origin in the Inn~ circle, f1ide page 335 foot:. 
note, India CeiiBWI Report of 1901. But tho explanation given above ooema more plaUBlble. 

47 
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APPENDIX vm 

· MA VCffi AND BAVCffi 

1. Introductory-In the Census Report of 1921, the view held by Mr. Dalal in 1901 
that Bavchi .was a gipsy dialect was controverted and Bavchi and Mavcm were stated to be 
closely allied dialects, just as these t:wo tribes .were closely rela~d. 0~ t~e present occasiol!, 
an attempt was made to find out then: connection; The Mavchi occurrmg m South Songadh 18 

somewhat difierent from Kbandeshi variety, a specimen of which has been included in the 
Survey (Vol. IX,.pp. 95 etseq.). It has more Gujarati admixture and even case-terminations, 
as the following specimen will show. Possibly as the Survey states, its specimen was coloured 
by· the Marathi speaking man who prepared the text. There is an important point of 
difference however. The text shown below gives the agential construction--vahne poire tya 
ballklcal akhyan (the younger son spoke to the father) ; while according to the Survey the 
nominative construction (showing Marathi affinities), e.g., to abolWlakhya (he said to his father) 
is alternatively used. The Bavchi specimen given side by side is the translation of the same 
extract (as set for the Mavchi) from the Parable of the Prodigal Son. Two intelligent Bavchas 
-one a sixth standard Vernacular passed youth, who seemed a very knowledgable sort of 
fellow and was a chauffeur by profession, and another1 a peon in government office in the 
City-were selected for this purpose. The second was illiterate, and was used by me while 
taking down the specimen to counteract whatever Gujarati influence the first may have shown 
in his translation :-

MAVCffi 

Yoka jane ben poira 'ita. 

Tyibi miil).e vihue poire tyii. 

biihkkill ii.kuyil). : " Apul). 

mil mill milkit mibne 

j o man bhiig o eto to 

vintine min di." Tyii. 

upne billiken tyi-a 

milkit vanti deni. 

Thod-hii wllln viti giya 

pii.chhe vahuo poiro tya 

badi milkat yokthi k~yne 

dJ!·U' mulkhill chalryo giyo. 

Ane tin thod-hii. drhamii.l).-e 

tya mal milkat moj mojamal).-e 

udii.vi deni. Jo-ve tyen badiil). · 

udavi dena, to-ve tya 

mulkhill K8.l podyo ne 

to garib 'illat mii.l).-6 

·yei podyo ne tya mulkhamii.J).-e 

ronara mail).-na yok ja-al). pal).i jaine to rQ-an 

tii.gyo tya goryo 

doyile tyill tya ranaml).-e 

cj.ukra cham dovdyo. 

Tove tyen rinii.mii.J).-ena · 

cj.ukrii.ha khilinii. chhodiil).-han 

BAVCffi 

Ek mahva ben poha 'attil. 

Timai thine vahyane pohe tya 

abilla akhiyaka : " 0 Aha, aphe 

mal mat& mii.ithine 

j o mii.J). bag o-i, tO 

mill vehl).chine de." Ti-yia 

upethine abe ti-yia pota 

milkat vehl).chi deni. 

Thod-hii di-yi-hiya pachchi 

vahyano poho ti-yi-a 

hogi milkat la-yi-ne 

du' .ga~de jato royo. 

Ane tii.n aglil thod-ha 

di-yihi tiyi a mal milkat moj majah mill).-i 

'udavi deni. Jove ti-yi-yen hoga 

udavidentil, tove ti-yia 

gavii.mii.J).-i Kill podi-yio ne 

· to garib 'alat mii.l).-i 

o-i go-yio ane ti-yia gayamal).-inii. 

Ek mahva tal).,. to rovai]. 

lagi-yio. Ti-yia govan 

dani-yre ti-yr-alii. ti-yia khetamail).-i 

bul).-dhde chovii.da dovdi-yio. 

Tove ti-yiel). khet a mii.l).-yina 

bul).-dhdu khai-yanal). chholta 



MAVCHI AND BAVCHI:. POINTS OF SIMILA.RITY . 

MAVCHI 

ma~-ene boyllno vichar ka-yao 

ane kade~ tya.I kai~ dii.-a~ 

madya~ nii~-e tove tyal 

akka.I yeni ne tyen tya-yaj 

man-ma~-~ vicha.r koiyoka 

ma~-a~ bihkatin 

kamar-yahi khaina hii.ti 

joje tya koyatin vodare 

bakhi-i ti-yar koyete~-hen. 

ne ii.i~' -i bukhe movtahu~. 

ai~'-i u~hine billa pa~-ye 

ja hi~-ne akh-hil)ko " Oh Bahka 

ain-i to'-o ne par mehra 

gunhega.r heta ii~ ne 

ai~' -i firi pii.so poiro 

akha~ tayak mai~, ten-ye 

tume~ a.Iiya~-man-e 

yoka ali koi-ne rakha." 

B.A.VCHI 

ma~-ithine ti-yia pet hoi-no irado ka.ryo 

ane kadha~i ti-yiala k!lin 

dena~ nain-iy!l, tove ti-yiala 

hamaj i-yene ane ti-yien 

man-ma~-i vichir koiyoka 

rna~ aha ta~ 

majurlokha khai-ma~ vAste 

khubuch 

bakhi-yio ra~-di-yia mii~-yia iye-thi-hyo 

· ane iii~' -i bukhe mohii~. 

ii.in' -i' ma~ aha pahin 

jai-hi ane akhihi~ ka " 0 Aha 
ai~' -i tum he ane bagwii.ni ~gla 

gunegar heto ane 

ii.in' -i firithi tumhe poho 

ikhadnii. rokho nahi~. tethi 

tumhe chikar mii~ -ina 

ek chikar rokno thova." 
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2. Points of ·Similarity-The above specimens indicate how closely allied the two 
dialects are. The same Gnja.rati passage from the Parable of the Prodigal Son was given· for 
translation into these dialects independently at two difierent places-one at Songadh and the 
other in Baroda City. As a result at places a paraphrasing has happened, e.g., jato royo 
(Bavchi) and cluiliyo giyo (Mavchi). Occasionally also different words are used as gava in 
Bavchi for mnllch in Mavchi, khet (in Bavchi) for ranii (in Mavchi), bagwan (in Bavchi) for 
parmehra (in Mavchi), and so on. But Bavchi shows more Gnjarati influence, that is all. In 
all essentials however the two dialects are almost identical. The phonetics are the same. 
The short a has the same sound in both. Both show a cockney tendency in dropping lJ, e.g., 
'iilat for hiilat, bOg for bhiig, bagwan for bhagwiin, etC. In both, vowels are very commonly 
nasalised. In both, r is frequently elided between vowels. Both drop B for h. Both have 
only two genders. The case terminations are mostly similar : the only difference seems to be 
that the locative-lin Mavchi gives place to-miin in Bavchi (which is a Gujarati borrowing). 
The Survey however states that locative suffix in mii~ is also found in Mavchi. The dative ia 
--1, or 1a with both dialects. Both show the combined case-terminations " mii~-ina " (of· 
among) which is .found in Gujarati. The verb shows many similarities-the most important 
being the conjugation of the transitive verb-which is the same as in Standard Gujarati. The 
participial forms are alike, only in Bavchi, a lengthened form is used in which the vowels have 
their full value, perhaps a legacy preserved in its archaic form from the Apabhramsa from 
which the dialect takes its origin. The imperative is~ in Mavchi, and --11 in Bavchi. The 
frequent use of~ in Bavchiafter parl!cip~l. words, e.g., Za-yHte and its CO~J?arative ~b.sence 
in Mavchi shows difierent degrees of Guja.rati influence. One trace of Marathi m Mavchi 18 the 
use of sa~i (pronounced ka1i) which in Bavchi becomes the ordinary viiste (on account of). 

3. Conclusion-These remarks are necessary in respect of these two dialects, for it is 
just possible that at the next census, both of them may disappear from the returns. Indeed 
Mavchi did disappear in_I?21, possibly throng~ a ~ke o! record_o~ compilation. Bu~ b~th 
these dialects are fast gtvmg place to Marathi and Gujarati. Varli 18 a form of Mavchi With 
strong Marathi influence. 
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CHAPTER XI 

RELIGION 

§ 1. MAIN RELIGIOUS DISTRIBUTION 

361. Reference to Statistics-After dealing with different ~ypes. of statis
tical material which are compiled for the census, we are concerned m this chapter 
and in the next, with two of the main principles of division. on '"Yhich mo_st of the 
figures are based .. Tliis chapter deals ~th the fi~e~ co~taJ?.ed m Impenal. Table 
XVI which has t~ee parts. Part A gives the distnbut10~ of ~he populat1on by 
religion. Part B d~tails the strength of various ~ec~ compnsed m each of the four 
main religions. · Part C gives the figures of Chnsti:"ns by se~t. an~ . race: . ~tate 
Table XVII gives the distribution of figures of sects m the admmJstrative diVISions. 
As usual these absolute figures are rearranged in natural divisions and converted 
into proportions in Sub;diary Tables of which the following is the list :-

SUBSIDIARY TABLE · !--General. Distribution of the Population by Religion. 

" " 

" 
,, 

" 

II-Christia:D.s-Number and Variations. 

III-· Religion of Urban and Rural Population. 

IV -Sects of Hinduism classified according to their 
nature. 

362. Instructions to the Enumerating Staff-. A summary of the standard 
instructions for recording responses to column 5 of the questionnaire is given 
below:- · · 

(i) The name of the religion was to be entered in column 5 and thereafter 
with a small dash, the name of the sect was to be shown. 

· ·(ii) A list of the principal religions occurring in the State wasgivenforready 
reference. . · . 

. . . (iii) For Brahmos and Aryas, the staff was enjoined to enter what the 
mdiVIdual declared. Members of the Prarthana Samaj were to be shown as 
" Brahmo," · 

· (iv) Regarding "Raniparaj_" tribe~, it was. laid down that those -who 
called themselves Hindu sl10uld be-entered as sU:ch, and that those who did not 
do so, should have the name of their tribe or caste ·entered in the column of 
religion, e.g., Chodhra, Kokna, Vasawa, etc. 

(v) The~ follo~e~ detailed instructions re; sects, t~e names of principal 
ones, and the chief varieties under each. Thus "VaiBhnava "mcludes Vallabhachari, 
Ramanuji, Swaminarayan, Ramanandi, etc. ·" Shaiva" includes Smarta and 
Daks~a~hari ShaJct:a. · U~der "Shakta ", the third great division of Hindu 
se~taries, It was specmlly la~d down pn this occasion that the staff were to distin
gul!!h be~wee~ the non-descript worshippers of Mata--the bulk of whom are Kolis 
and RamparaJ-and the brthodoxBrahmanical adherents ofBhavani Mahalakshni.i · 
Parvati, Ambaji, Kalika, Bahucharaji, etc. The first were to be shown as " Devl 
Bhakta" and the second under " Shakta". · 

(m) Special care was to be taken of the record of Christian sects. Teachers 
and pastors among the ~onverts were generally selected as enumerators and lists 
of the s~rength of the different mission organisations were prepared and obtained 
for testmg the accuracy of the return. Each convert, it was arranged, was to 
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be given a slip by their missionaries on which the name of his sect was to be shown 
and this was to be handed over to the enumerating staff. The inspecting staff 
were directed to pay special attention to this matter. 

(vii) As to Piranas, the instruction was to show the name of the sect and 
add " Hindu " or " Muslim " before it, according as the individual person chose 
to be returned. . 

(viii) In the Abstraction stage it was laid down that where column 4 was 
blank (which was as a matter of fact a very rare event) it was to be filled in with 
reference to the name and caste of the person concerned ; as to Indian Christians, 
if the sect·was not shown, it was to be inferred from that of the mission at work in 
the neighbourhood. In difficult cases, local enquiries were to be made. 

· 363. Basis of the Figures-Before the analysis of the figures is taken in 
hand, it is necessary to understand exactly what is meant by the statement that 
there are so many Hindus, so many Muslims, etc. Here we are confronted by the 
primary difficUlty in the alm~st radical difference in outlook as represented by the 
difference in the connotation of the term " religion" on the one hand and its supposed 
synonym" dharma" on the other. The Indian word" dharma" covers the whole 
:field of social conduct in all its wide relations. " Religion " only includes certain 
special departments of it, in so far as man's attitude is governed by his ideas as to 
God, future life and so on. Now, the census does not cover the whole sphere of 
conduct and in regard to religion, it does not care for minute differentiations of 
personal belief which are too endless for any practical use in demology. It is an 
attempt to record " religion in its communal aspect, merely distinguishin~ those 
who lay claim to one or other of the recognised sectional labels without looking too 
closely into the validity of .their claims:" Some religions like Islam and Chris
tianity readily lend themselves to this labelling, as their doctrinal basis and cultural 
outlook, in spite of numerous sectarian differences under each, are fairly distinct 
enough for that purpose. But on the other hand with a system like Jainiam on 
the one hand and the vast mass of amorphous tribal beliefs at the other end of the 
scale, there cannot be any escaping from the influence of circumambient Hinduism 
with which they are riddled. Even Islam is not without evident traces of this 
influence, for on the fringes of it, occur relatively small groups in which the forms 
and exercises of both religions are combined in an inextricable way. The main 
difficulty is Hinduism. It has as yet no clear-cut formulary of belief although 
the Pan-Hindu movement within recent years has done much to crystallise religious 
dogmas in a lucid manner. But its adaptability deprives it a great deal of synthesis 
and cohesion and its readiness to absorb the various animistic systems with which 
it has from time to time come into contact in the course of its long history has 

. persuaded it to water its essential doctrines, prescribe a graduated system of 
ceremonial and thus help the evolution of a fluid process, by which beliefs and 
observances of lower class Hindus have tended continuously to mingle with tribal 
superstitions and even tribal magic in a manner which has so far defied scientific 
definition or analysis. If however Hinduism is difficult to define, the name 
" Hindu " is readily recognisable. The ignorant Talavia or Tadvi little knows, 
or cares, about the minutire of "puranokta" and "vedokta" rituals, but he would 
not be returned as a Muslim : so also the Depressed Classes in spite of their social 
disabilities inGujarat, as acute as anywhere else, wouldneverdream of entering any 
other than " Hindu " for their religion. 

364. Rellgion as a Basis !>f. Statistical. Class~fi~tio~-:-These COllJ!id~ra
tions lead one to think whether 1t 18 worth while retammg relig:ton as a pnnc1ple 
of distribution of census statistics. · So far as customs of demological importance 
like marriage, seclusion of women, and such other da~ ~eg~r~ occupa~i?ns 
and even educational progress, etc., are :concem~d? ~heir. distnbut10n. by relig:t?n 
is not of such vital importance as by h?nzontal ~VlSions m~ e<:<'nonnc and somal 
strata. Thus the difference between Hindu or Jam or even Sikh m all such matters 
does not afford any useful basis for analysis. of variations .. The gre~tes~ diffi~~ty 
about a horizontal classification however 18 that there 18 no readily mtelligible 
test which can be of general application~ ali-In~ a~d ~y which differentiations 
on the basis of social stFata can be appra18ed and distmgwshed. If caste was not 
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such a matter of controversy affecting materi.ally the _val:u~ of t~e r~t~· itself, it 
would have served as a more satisfactory basis, by a ]Udimous distributiOn of the 
figures in~ broad gro~ps, tha;n Religion. Occupation would have ~ff~red anot~er 
fairly satisfactory baslS, ~d It not been for.the f~ct ~hat the ~tatistlCs regarding 
it are so difficult to compile~ the scheme IS so mtricate andmter-related that a 
differentiation by occup~~ion is neit~er ~i~c~nt nor reliable_. We saw. while 
discussing figures of fertility _that therr d!stnbut10n by occupati?ns had failed. to 
give satisfactory results. If 1t were poss~ble to ~v.e .an occup~t10nal. scheme With 
major non-agricultural grou~s a~d a horiZont~l diVIsion of agn~ulturlSts based on 
size of holdings, etc., and to distnbute de~olog1eal figm;es according t~ these ~~ups, 
perhaps valuable results could be obtamed; but this would reqlllre additional 
columns to the schedule, and a revolutionary change in the Census Act itself, 
besides demanding from the census staff qualities of tact, discernment and accuracy, 
which are as yet unrealisable. Race, it is argued .sometimes, would prove a more 
satisfactory substitute, but here again the great modern designations like Gujarati, 
Maharashtriya, Deccani, Bengali, Punjabi, etc., although they are acquiring 
a historic fixity and social significance all their own, are not helpful, in so far 
as the distinctive social attitude represented by each of these significations is still 
riddled by the cleavage of religion which goveTilB such social practices as polygamy, 
prohibition of widow remarriage, early marriage, purdah, etc., these practices it 
must be remembered, affect population changes to a great extent, influencing 
statistics of civil condition, literacy, infinnities, etc. Finally, so long as the public 
attitude continues to be coloured by communal considerations, Religion will have 
to continue, however unsatisfactory it may be, as a basis of statistical 
classification. · 

365. Accuracy of the Return-The value of the figures under each 
head will be discussed later but in the meantime it will suffice to state that the 
general accuracy of the return cannot be doubted. For reasons mentioned later 
the figures for Hindu and Tribal are more accurate than in previous years. The 
record of Christians was carefully scrutinised with mission estimates and found 
correct. In the inspections at the last census, one or two cases came to my 
notice of Dhed converts being returned as Christians and these later on 
" reconverted " to " Hindu Ramanandi " by propagandist supervisors. These 
cases were sternly dealt with and the returns· were at once corrected. In 1931, 
very special care was taken that no grounds for complaint on that score should . 
exist. The returns for Jains and Muslims admit of little doubt. In respect of 
borderland sects (like the Pirana, Satpanthi, etc.,) no discretion was left with the 

\enumerating staff at all. Similarly as to Tribal aborigines, at the abstraction 
stage the ru}.e laid down-as decided in the Census Conference of January, 1931, 
-was that m the ca~ of the Raniparaj in the settled areas, like Central Gujarat, 
they should be compiled as Hindu and in the forest tracts where their condition 
was ~!lore primitive, t~ey should be shown as Tribal.· · But there was very little 
oc~asi~n to apply this rule. Everywhere, except in Songadh and Vyara, 
Hindmsm had so ~y established itself that rarely adjustments were required. 
As to the returns of Hmdus, although Hinduism is hard to define. it is easy enough 
to distinguish it from other religions. ' 

. 366~ . Ge~er~ ~ta~stics regarding Religious Distribution-The 
roam religious distribUtiOn 18 as shown in the margin, in which a summary of the 

RELIGION 

Hindu .. 
(a) BraA;.;.,nic : : .. 
(b) Arya .. . . 
(e) Brallmo .. .. 

MUBiim .. .. .. 
Join .. .. .. 
Tribal .. .. . . 
Christian .. . . 
Zoroastri&~ · .. .. 

I 

Proportion 
Strength per 
in I93I IO,OOO 

2,I52,071 8,809 
2,149,290 8,797 

2,801 12 
70 . ... 

I82,630 747 
48,408 I98 
44,890 I84 

7,262 30 
7,I27 29 

Variation 
since 
I92I 

+ 23.5 
+ 23.4 
+ 334.2 
+ 100.0 
+ I2.5 
+ "I2.0 
- 72.5 
- 2.1 
- 5.3 

main proportionate figures is 
given fromSubsidiaryTable I. 
The proportion of Hindus 
has largely increa~ed, and it 
is now over 88 per .cent 
of the total population. 
Muslims and Jains have in
creased owing to natural 
causes ; but the Christians and 
Parsis have declined slightly. 
The Aryas have grown more 
than fourfold, largely ·at the 
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expens~ of ~~tians. Th~ Hindu rate of increase is double that of Musalmans 
The Tnbal re~ons have disappeared from the returns almost eve here in th~ 
State, except m the two forest mahals of South Gujsnat Th Bryw hm 
small community almost ~ted to the capital a,nd the Navsar~ taf:ka. 

08

B:~de~ 
the. above, there are 521 Sikhs, 55 Jews and 43 Buddhists. The Sikhs are almost 
entrrely confined to the Camp, belonging to the British Indian regiment stationed 
there. Th~ Jews are ~f the Bene-Is~ael community mostly found in the capital. 
The Buddhists owe theu: a:ppearance m the returns almost entirely to the accident 
of a Japanese steamer havmg called at Port Okha on the census date. 

. 367. Religion of U~ban and Rur~ Popul~tio~-Coming to the distribu
tiOn ~f the figu!es ~y locality, the first pomt to notice Is the relative prevalence of 
the difi~rent faiths m town and country. Subsidiary Table III gives the requisite 
p:oportlOJlS. . It may be. n?ticed that the proportions here are calculated on a 
difierent ba,~lB from Subsi<J.!.a!Y Table II of Chapter II (vide para 61 supra). There 
t~e ~rop?rt1?n of each religiOn found in towns was shown. Here the religious 
di~tr1but10n _m town an~ co~try is contrasted. Chapter II showed that Zoroas
tri~ns, Muslims anq Jams-m the order stated-are the most urban of religions. 
This fact helps us to understand the 
jnset figures, which show that the · 
religious distribution varies much · in 
urban and rural areas : the towns 
contain double · the proportion of 
Muslims and Jains in the general 
population, while · the Tribal abori
gines are hardly in evidence. Parsis 
are confined mostly to South Gujarat 
where their proportionate strength is 
four times as much as their ratio to the 
general population . there. Urban 

Proportion Proportion 

RELIGION 
of urban in tho general 

population population 
(por IOO) (por IOO) 

Hindu .. .. .. 78.7 88 
Muslim .. .. . . 15.6 7 
Tribal .. .. .. 0.2 2 
Jain .. . . .. 3.9 2 
Parsi .. .. .. 1.1 } 1 
Christian .. .. .. 0.6 

Muslims are most concentrated in the Sea-coast areas, where they form 28 per cent 
of the town population,. and in Kahnam where they are 21 per cent. Hindus are 
found to the greatest extent .in Charotar and Chorashi towns where they form 
nearly 83 and 87 per cent respectively. The Jain proportion is largest in Mehsana 
prant towns and in the Vakal tract in Baroda. The Tribal religions form only 2 
per mille of the town population, and in rural areas, they are confined, as stated 
already, to the Rani mahals, where they form 40 per cent. Except these mahals, 
everywhere else in the villages, Hindus dominate the figures. 

368. Number and Distribution: Hindu-Subsidiary Table I gives the 
main details. by locality. Hindus everywhere are predominant; and the range is 
fairly unifol'lh from 778 per ?Jlille in Okhamandal.to 911 in North ~ujarat ... In 
Baroda City, their strength lB 791. In South GuJar!"t, where the Tnbal relig10ns 
occur,. the Hindus claim four-fifths of the populatiOn. Everywhere else, they 
constitute at least 900 per mille. 

Muslimr--They are only 75 per mille in the State, bu~ Okhamandal with 
215 per mille and the City with 164 show the largest proportiOns of adherents of 
Islam. In North Gujarat the Muslim ratio {61} is the least. 

Jain-These constitute only 20 per mille in the State, but in North Gujarat, 
where over 58 per cent of them are_found, their proportion goes up to ~8. ~f the 
City population, 23 per mille are JainB. In Okhamandal they are least m eVIdence 
with only 4 per mille. 

Tribal and other-The aboriginal religions are only confined to South 
Gujarat, where they form 111 per riillle of the population. Ev~n _here, they are 
mostly concentrated in Rani mahals. Nearly. 85 per cent of Chnstm~ a!e found 
in Central Gujarat and the City. A?out one-eight_h of the co~~:verts reside m South 
Gujarat. Christians form 11 per mille of the C1ty population .. Nearly 90 per 

.cent of Parsis are in South Gujarat, where they form 16 per mille. 
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A map is attached facing this page which illustrates the distribution in the 
difierent divisions. It shows also under Hinduism the proportion_ of the depressed 
classes. As to what are included under such classes, the reader 18 referred to the 
next chapter. 

369. Variations in the Different·Religions: Study of Absolute Fi~ures 
-We can discuss the variations by absolute figures and then by proportiOnate 
figures. Subsidiary Table I works out both ways for four decades an~ _five 
censuses. Taking the dominant religion first, we should expect that the vanatwns 

in it should conform to the movement in 

Va.ri&tion Variation in 
DECADE amongst population 

Hindus changes 

1891-1901 .. .. -27.63 -19.15 
1901-1911 .. .. . + 9.74 + 4.1 
1911-1921 .. .. + 2.6 + 4.6 

. 1921-1931 .. .. +23.48 +14.9 

the general population. But on the 
other hand there is little correspondence. 
As Hinduism .did not formally· accept 
converts (until reqent ·years) the increase 
or decrease amongst them has been 
hitherto largely due to the caprice of the 
enumerating · staff who converted the 
tribal aborigines to Hinduism, or reverted 
them back to their . primitive faiths, 

. much as they themselves willed~ Wide 
discretion in the past was left to them as to whom they should include as Hindu . 

. Elaborate tests were laid down, which because of their very elaborateness crumbled 
at the least touch of practicality. It was because of this capricious fluctuation 
in figures that the late Mr. Sedgwick in the 1921 Bombay Report advised, as a 
sheer counsel of despair, that the class of Animists should be abolished and their 

• figures included under the Hindu total. This would have been unscientific as it 
·would hav'e really obscured the essential difierences between Hinduism and Tribal 
beliefs. · But since then, the influence of modern ideas has so ordered the march 
of events that Hinduism has now become amenable to definition ; something like 
a creed can be now formulated for it, and its religious organisation has improved 
and acquired a missionary character, which in this State at any rate has brought 
about a real change in the figures. It has been well said that although Hinduism 
is doomed to die, it is determined to live. The practically wholesale absorption 
into its ranks of tribal aborigines almost everywhere, except in the two mahals 
of Songadh and Vyara, is the most conspicuous feature of this year's religious 

-census. The enumerators were specially enjoined to take down whatever religion 
was returned. and to use as little discretion as possible, and that too only where, 
in regard to such of the forest tribes as were too ignorant to state their faith, their 
caste or tribe names were to be written in the column of religion. In 1921, some 
·discretion was left to the enumerators to find out whether these persons really 
knew anything of Hinduism. This discretion was left on this occasion to the 
com~oilation stage, bu~ as pointed out already very few adjustments were really 
reqUired, as these tribes themselves had been sufficiently prepared through 
sustained propaganda to enter " Hinduism " in the returns. In Central and 
South Gujarat this Hinduising movement was reinforced on the one hand by the 
political movement having its centre in Bardoli, and on the other, by a genuine 
desire amongst the trib~ themselves to give up theit rude di~ties for the gods 
~nd goddesses of the Hindu pantheon. This latter movement IS of old date, but 
m 1922-23, the Mata revival with its astonishing, though somewhat transient, 
developments, gave significant force to this Hinduising wave. The widespread 
changes in social habits, which resulted will be studied elsewhere in this Report, 
but in the meanwhile, it is sufficient to ~tate that the movement had a permanent 
effect on the religious attitude of these tribes and to conclude that the true · 
Aninrist strength is not very much more than the figure of Tribal as disclosed in the 
census. 

DBOADB 

1901-ll .. 
1911-21 .. 
1921-31 .. 

I Variations 
in Hindu 
and Tribal 

+ 5.2 
+ 5.2 
+15.3 

370. Variations in Hindu and Tribal-The above 
considerations would only justify us to regard · the 
increase of 23. 5 per cent in the Hindu total as real, 
but for the sake of comparison with previous censuses, 
the figures of Hindus and Tribals (formerly called 
Animists) should be taken together and their variations 
calculated. The margin does this and shows that there 
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is great s~arity between thes~ variations and population changes, although 
t~e rate of mcrease amongst Hindu and Tribal sections taken together is a little 
higher than the general rate of movement. If we exclude from the Hindu and 
Tribal totals of 1931, the figures of hijratis, the rate of variations is reduced 
from 15.3 to 13.9 per <:ent. If the aborigines (both Hindu and Tribal sections) 
are excluded from the Hindu totals, the rate of increase is 14.4 per cent. 

. 371 •. Variati~ns in the Strength of Trib_al Hindus estimated-The Rauiparnj con
.slBts of etghteen tnbes .. _These number 312,051 In this census. In the 1921 Census Report, an 
attempt was made to estrmate. the real strength of Hinduism amongst the Rauiparnj aborigines. 
Two tests were employed. FirSt was that as soon as a Raniparaj tribe began to claim Rajput 
descen~ an~ acquired all the incideJ~,ts of a Hindu caste, Hinduism may be said to have become 

. an active influence. The second test, i.e., the test of language as a criterion of Hinduism is 
however proved to be not very satisfactory (!tide Chapter X). It was held that as soon as a 
tribe had become sufficiently Hinduised, it began to abandon the tribal language. This is 
not true so far as Chodhras, Bavchas, Vasawas, Dhodias and Central Gujarat Bhils are 
concerned. They have stuck tenaciously to their languages and yet Hinduism has become an 
intenser force with them than ever before. So language fails as an adequate test. But as the 
reverse proposition is not true, namely that in proportion as a tribe adopts Gujarati it forsakes 

E.tim•t.e of R""iP""'I 
Hindus o.ocording to 
tho tests laid down 

YEAR· 

Rnnipamj Ranipornj 
Hindu Tribal 

1911 .. l04,685 142,241 

1921 0 0 119,935 138,512 

1931 .. 229,920 82,131 

Hinduism, the language test helps to fix the minimum 
strength of Hindus amongst the Raniparaj. The estimates 
for 1911 an\l 1921 were calculated in the last Report and 
are given in the margin. For 1931 the calculation must 
proceed on the known: fact that Central Gujarat sections 
of these tribe.~ have gone over bodily to Hinduism and 
that in South Gujarat, Chodhras and Dhodias, although 
showing great attachment to their own dialects are pre

. dominantly Hindus. The. Rauiparaj are divided accord
ingly into two broad divisions-(i) those who have wholly 
given up their. old dialects and adopted Gujarnti or 
Marathi and (ii) those who have only partly done so. The 
strength of the first is 89,733 (vicle para 342 supra) and 
of the second is 222,318. Of these latter, only 41,934 
speak Gujarati and Marathi. Thus 89,733+U,934. give . . 
the minimum stren~b of Hinduism amongst the tribes, which is _13~,667. . Add to thiS. the 
figures of Bavchas, Chodhras and Dhodias, and the speakers of Bhil dialec~ 1D <J<:ntral Gu]arat 
and we get 229,920 as the estimate on the basis of the above tests of Tribal Hin~us. These 
estimates form a better basis than the census for gauging the actual rate o~ absorptl~n of these 
tribes by Hinduism. ~ tl1e margin shows, although the strength of the tr1bes grew Ill 1911-21 

I 
Variation per cent among 

DECADB 
Tribal 

Total 
Tribal Tribal 
Hindus Aboriginca strength 

1911-21 .. .. +14.6 -2.6 + 4.6 

1921-31 0 0 0 0 +Dl.9 -40.7 +20.7 

by nearly 5 I!er cent, the Hindu 
section increased by over three times 
as much. In the latest decade, their 
numbers have grown by over four 
times the general rate of increase 
amongst the Rauiparaj. The strength 
of aboriginal beliefs has declined pro
. portionately since 1911 ; the last 
census showed that they were wiped 
out in certain areas and are now 
surviving only in their forest 
fastnesses. The census return of . . 
Tribals is only about baH of the above estimate: showing that the process of absorptwn 18 even 
more complete than the tests worked upon as above wo~d !ndicate. If the estimates made 
above are accepted, then allowing for the general rate·of vanat1?n of 20.7 p~r cent~ ~perate, 
the number of Tribal aborigines should have become 167,284 m 1931, but. ms~~ 1t IS only 
82,131; thus 85,153, or nearly 30 per cent of the mean strength of t~e Ra~paraJ m the decad~ 
passed over to Hinduism since 1921. If we accept the return _of Tnbals m 193~ as apprOXI· 
mately correct as I myseH am inclined to do, then on the basiS of our above estu:~1ate for 1921, 
the number ot' aborigines claimed by Hindus during the last ten years, would r1se to 122,394 

or nearly 43 per ce~t. 

372. Variation amongst Muslims-The variations amongst Muslims are 
little affected by any inaccuracy of record and ar.e therefore gove~ed by !eal. causes. 
'The Muslims shared in the general decrease.m 1_!101,_ bll;t theiT;d~cline m 1911 
. was particularly put down to the effect of nugratwn m South GuJarat. In the 

48 
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I 

I DECADE 

1891-1901 .. .. 
1901-1911. . . . . 
1911-1921 . . .. 
1921-1931 .. .. 

Variation per cent among 

Muslim General 
population 

-12.6 -19.15 

- 2.5 + 4.1 

+ 0.9 + 4.6 

+12.5 +14.9 

decade that followed, the Muslim strength 
remained stationary, their adult popula
tion-particularly in the City being 
thinned down by the joint influence of 
emigration and also of the epidemics of 
influenza and plague that harried the 
period. In the last decade the increase 
amongst Muslims has been due to natural 
causes. The extra Indian migration 
more or less stopped : the community on 
the other hand received many accessions 
to its strength in the last ten years through 
the repatriation of thousands of their 

compatriots who had settled in South Africa. The Muslims received hardly any 
adventitious aid from the hijrati factor. There is little doubt also that the Muslim 
gain through conversion is practically nil. The rate of increase therefore is less 
than the general rate and far less than amongst Hindus. · 

373. Variations in other Religions-The variations amongst Jains also 
are an accurate record of real movement. There is no reason to suppose that J ains 

Variation per cent among 
DECADE 

Jain 1· Parsi I Christian I General 
population 

1891-1901 .. -4.1 + 2.5 + 1,090.6 - 19.15 

1901-1911 .. -10.0 - 5.4 - 6.4 + 4.1 

1911-1921 .. -0.5 - 5.3 + 3.0 + 4.6 

1921-1931 .. +12.0 -5.4,- 2.1 + 14.9 

·--

wish to pass off as Hindus . 
.As a commercial com
munity they enjoy a high 
status, but in social 
observances they are 
indistinguishable from 
Vanias of the H i n d u 
persuasion. The return 
at least for the last three 
censuses has encountered 

·no difficulty. There was 
no Vania returned who 
had left the column of 
religion blank. There were 

also ncr Jains found who had left the caste column unspecified. They are an 
educated comm~ty and particulars about them could be readily compiled. 
This community has suffered until the latest census through emigration. 
In 1921, the figures should have shown an increase, but for the fact that 
in 1911 there was a large gathering of Jains at Gandevi on the census day 
and the Jain total for that census was unduly swollen on that account. The 
decrease in 1911, which was heavy, was put down to emigration. The increase 
amongst ?ains in 1931 is 12 per cent and is due to gain through migration (pro
babl:y <_>wmg to th~ fact~r of the returned emigrant) and _to natural ~auses. T~e 
ParsiS mcreased slightly m 1901, but since then have consiStently declined. Therr 
rate of natural increase is generally lower than in other religions as thei:" families 
are usua.ll:y small sized; and the Navsari Parsi emigrates as. soon as he .Is a~le to 
earn a livmg. The Axyas. have an active mission in the Crty and therr alliance 
with th~ ~du Sabha has helped them in winning converts · b;r hundred~ fro~ 
the. ChriStian fold and s~mmmg effectively the tide. of Mushm. conversiOn m 
Gujarat. The actual decline amongst the Christians IS 159 but If ~h~y had t~e 
advantage of the same rate of natural increase as the others, the Christ1an total m 
1931 should have been 8,334 or an increase of 913. Thus, the real decline is 1,072. 
The Axyas during the same period have increased from 645 to 2,801. I am inclined, 
therefore, to attribute half at least of the gain amongst Axyas to re-conversion 
amongst Indian Christians in the State. · 

374. Variations in Proportionate Figures-· The above discussion has 
now prepared us for.th~ stu~y of cha:nges in the religious.distribution from ~ns~s 
to ceusus. The varratrons m the proportionate figures smce 1891 are detailed m 
c<_>l~ 3 to 7 ~f S~bsidiary Table I. The figures are given there by natural 
diVISrons. The di:ffermg rates of variation in the religions when compared with 
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the general rate of variation give 
the. cl~e to t~e ~hanges in the 
religious distribution. Thus 
Muslinls and, to a smaller extent 
the Jains decreased less tha~ 
the general population in 1901 · 
that is why their position in th~ 
distribution improved in that 
year. In 1911, their decline in 
numbers accounted' · for their 

I 

RELIOIOB 

Hindu .. 
Tribal .. 
MllBlim •• 
Jain .. 

• 1891 

. . 8,8fi0 .. 184 .. 781 

.. 208 

Proportion per 10,000 of tho 
population 

I 1901 I 1911 I 1921 I 
7,022 8,351 8,190 

767 508 903 
845 791 703 
247 214 203 

379 

1931 

8,809 
124 
747 
108 

app:eciable drop ~·their proportionate strength. In 1921, their practically 
statiOnary strength m absolute figures, while the population rose by nearly 5 per .. 

DIAGRAM SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION PER 10,000 Or THE 

POPULATION OF' HINDU, TRIBAL AND MUSLIM 

Iota:• Bach diamond represents 300 Psraona 

1891 ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• 4 ••• 
1 S,OI •••••• ••••• •••• •• ••••• ••••• ··~~<> ++<I 

19 II ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• •••<><> f>-(,>(1 

19 2.1 ••••• ••••• . ... ~· ••••• ••••• • • • <> <> (I •• 4 

19.$1 •••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• • • •• • 4 •• 4 

• • •• •• • • . . • •• •• 
•. HINDU () TI\IDAI.. 

cent, helped to deteriorate their proportions still further. In the present census, 
the phenomenal increase amongst the Hindus has depressed still further the 
relative. strength of the other groups. 

375. Comparison with AU.·India Results-It will be interesting to 
compare the variations in the different religions in the State with all-India figures. 
Only the provisional totals are to hand but 
the all-India variations since 1921 help us to 
understand how far the factors of migration 
and re-conversion have influenced the State 
figures. The Hindu increase in this State is 
more than twice as large, showing that the 
gain from Tribal is larger here than in other 
parts of India. The Muslim rate of growth 
is the same in both cases, proving that the 
increase is unaffected by migration. The 
Jain gain here is nearly six times as large
industrial depression possibly has driven many 
Jain families back to their homes in the State, 
but perhaps the all-India figures are not 
quite complete. The Parsi figures are not 
complete, but even then it illustrates how 
much the community in this State s:uffers 

Variation per cent 
since 1921 in 

RBLIOION 

This State ,. India. 

Hindu .. .. + 23.5 + 10.0 

Tribal •• .. .. -72.5 -26.9 

M11Blim .. .. + 12.5 + 13.1 

Jain .. .. .. + 12.0 + 2.3 

Christia.n .. .. - 2.1 + 25.4 

Zoroastrian .. .. - 6.3 + 5.1 

;from et¢gration. The loss through this cause must be put down to at least 
10 per cent. 
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§ 2. DISTRIBUTION AND VARIATION OF SECTS 

376. The Sect Return : Its General Accuracy-;Following the precedent 
of other years, this census undertook an elaborate record of. sects. The general 
results are compiled in Imperial Ta:bl~ XVI-B and C a;nd Sta~ :r'able XVII. The 
proportions regarding sects of ChriStmns are set out. m Sub~1~ry Table II and 
those in respect of Hindu sects f~r three censuses ~ ~ubs1di~ry Table IV. As 
pointed out in para 365 above, spee1al care was taken m mstructmg the staff about 
the nature and name of sects, and in respect of Christian denominations, the co
operation of missionary bodies was freely sought to test t~e accuracy of the 
figures. As will be shown presently, the census figures make a farrly close approach 
to the truth. 

377. Sects of Christians-We sball deal first with the figures relating to 
Christian sects. The American Methodist Episcopal Mission works in the City 
and the neighbouring talukas (Kahnam and Vakal); the Presbyterian mission and 
the Catholic propaganda vie with the Salvationists for the souls of Charotar; while 
the American Church of the Brethren has confined itself to South Gujarat, amongst 
the Raniparaj. The Methodists have declined from 4,958 to 3,185. Perhaps, 
one reason of tj:ris decline is more accurate record in this year. There is reason to 
believe that most of the Presbyterians and all the Churches of.the Brethren conv~rts 
were wrongly included under the Methodist total in 1921. Another cause is the 
vigorous re-conversion propaganda of the Arya mission. A third reason is stated 
to be the attitude of the Home Board of the American Missionary Organisation to 
retrench in the matter of propaganda and to concentrate on the more efficient and 
faithfUl amongst the converts. Their finances haviilg been curtailed, their work 
has consequently been reduced. On the other hand, the American Church of the 
Brethren in the Rani area has progressed. Their converts increased by 80 per 
cent from 498 to 897. 

378. Relative Accuracy of the Christian Sect Return-All the mission-
. ary agencies were approached 

NUMBER 011 SECT Locality 

Methodist 
&lia.n. 

Episcop- Kahnam and Vakal •• 

Church of 
thren. 

the Bre- Rani and Semi-Raati. 

Roman Catholic •• Charotar .. . . 
Presbyterian •• Central Gujarat .. 

Number of Indian 
Cbzistjans according to 

Census Mission 
of 1931 Estimate 

. 3,168 2;247 

740 1,200, 

1,961 Not avail. 
able 

213 Not avail· 
able 

I 

to furnish particulars, but the 
Catholics and Presbyterians 
could not give details, while 
the . principal agency, the · 
American Methodist Episco
palian mission, gave full de
tails. Steps were taken to 
appoint Christian enumera
tors from these denominations 
so that no grounds for com
plaint could arise. As the 
above figures show the esti
mate of the Methodist mission 

. · is actually less than the census 
record while the Vyara mission in Rani claimed 460 converts more than the census 
figure. This point was enquired into through local officers an:d I hav-e assured 
myself that this claim cannot stand.· · · 

379. Variations in the Number of Christians-Subsidiary Table II 
~hows that Indian-Christians really began to figure appreciably in the returns 
m 1901. In the two previous censuses, their number was well under a thousand, 
mostly concentrated in the capital and round about it. The famine of 1900 
brought a goodly crop of" rice Christians", and the 1901 figure showed an increase 
of over 1,000 per cent. In 1911, the tide of conversion receded somewhat and 
1921 saw a small ~c~ase. Th~ preoent census has however registered a decline 
of 2 per Cilnt, but 1t_IS_ more senous in Central Gujarat (13. 8 per cent) than any
w~ere else. Th?Chr.st1an set~le~e~ts inNorth~ujarat and Kathiawad. are mostly 
railway eiD:ployes a~d others .m Slmilar occupatwns. In the Southern portions of 
West ~adi, bordenng on Vrramgam, the Irish Presbyterian mission has begun 
some kind of activity without much success so far. 
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num~~· 7 R06a4ce, CdastEe and Tribe of Christians-Of the Christians, the Indians 
' an uropeans and 

An~lo:Indians only 198. The Indian 
C~1st~ans by caste and race are dis
tributed· as in the margin. The 
larg_est number is returned under 
Indian Christian unspecified. The 
next largest total is under V ankar 
(1,519) who form over 21 per cent. 
Goane~,e and Fering~ are lumped 
under Portuguese Indiaiis" and are 
theref~re, rather larger in numbe; 
than m 1921. Under " Unspeci
fied" must have come large numbers 
of" Depressed Classes" converts who 
did not return their castes. ' The 
families of converts, in' the second 
and third generation, generally for

NA!IE OP CASTB oa 
Strength in 1931 

TaiDB 
Pel'!ons I I M•lo Female 

Bhangi .. .. 8 5 3 Chamar 
Kanbi 

.. .. 82 50 32 
Maratha 

.. .. 11 9 2 .. .. 1 I Pathan .. ..

1 

.. 
7 4 3 Portuguese Indion .. 196 113 83 Primitive and Forest I 

' Trihca .. .. 538 328 210 Shenva . . . . 88 47 41 Tori .. .. .. 22 II II Vankar 1,519 810 709 Indian • Chrlsii~n u~: 
specified .. .. 4,592 2,308 2,234 

Tots! .. I 7,064 I 3,735 I 3,329 

get or wish to forget their caste of origin. 

381. S~ctS of Hindus-;Coming to the .distribution of Hindus by sects, it may be said 
that except m respect of DeVIbha.ktas there IB no reason to complain about the relative a 

0 
_ 

racy ~f the re~ults. In 1921, .a s~heme of cl_assification of Hindu sec'ts was adopted, accor~in~ 
to :which, a fa~rly com~reh~llSlve.Id;a of their nature and of their relations inter se can be had. 
ThJ:S scheme has been .contmu;d th!B year also. In the margin the main heads of this classifi-
cation are shown With their · 
strength and their variations 
in each since 1921. Some note 
on the changes in the classifi
cation should, . however, be 
inade here. Parnamis who were 
treated as a. Guru-worshipping 
cult in 1921 have been tramr
ferred, on a. closer review of its 
doctrines, to Class II. Satya 
Keval is now found to be 
another name for Kuber panth 
and is, therefore, transferred 
from Class II to III. Saji 
Sawai and Nakalanki now be
long to Class V. With these 
changes, the proportions and 

' 
HEAD Ol!' CLASSIFICATION 

(i) Movements of comprehensive 
reform .. .. .. 

(ii) Movements checked by defence 
o! orthodoxy . . . .. .. 

(iii) Guru.worahipping colts •. 
(iv) Orthodox sects hosed on Vedic 

and Pauranic Hindusim 
(v) Sects on the borderland of 

Hindusim and Islam •. 
(vi) Sects tending towards Tribal 

beliefs .. .. 
(vii) Hindu nnspecified, eto. .. 

Variation 
Strength Percentage per cent 
in Ui31 of tots! RiDC!O 

IU21 
(+or-) 

2,871 0.18 +300 
' 

110,157 5.12 -36 
83,427 3.88 +407 

1,327,809 63.79 + 3 

15,586 0.72 +84.5 

551,361 25.62 +159 
15,86~ 0.74 +562 

variations in the marginal table have been worked out. Class I has quadrupled itself, owing to 
vigorous Arya ·proselytisation. Class II shows a large decline but t)lis is apparent as large 

. numbers of Bijapanthis have returned themselves as Ramade Pirs, and to that extent, the 
ranks of Guru-worshippers have swollen. It is important to remember that the Guru-worship
ping cults are developments from the body of Pauranik and Vedic Hinduism and the only point 
where they differ from the particular branch from which they have broken away is round the 
personality of their founder whom they have deified so much that such deification has remained, 
to the excl~on of other doctrines, the most significant element of their ceremoniaL Thus 
the Santram panth has grown out of the Shaivacnlt. The Kuber panth is similarly a deflection 
from the Ramanuji system of Vaishnavism. So are the Gopinath panthis. The Ram Sanehi 
and Ravi Saheb sects are similarly outgrowtha of the central Vaishnava doctrine. The orthodox 
sects-Shaivas, Vaishnavas and Shaktas-which form the great bulkofHinduismhaveincreased 
only by a little over three per cent. This is due largely to the fact that in 1921 by an arbitrary 
distinction 30 per cent of the believers in Shakti were shown as Shaktas and 70 per cent shown 
as Devibhab.-tas. Thus we obtained 84,988 Shaktas and 198,306 Devibhaktss. In the present 
census, a stricter and more accurate record as already mentioned, was insisted on. Ouly those 
worshipping the recognised goddesses of Paura.nik Hinduism were recognised as Shaktas. That 
is why Shaktas have declined from 84,988 to only 53,133. It is also one of the reasons why the 
Devibhaktas have jumped from 198,306 to 510,038. The other and the chief reason however 
of this extraordinary rise is that the Hindus amongst the forest tribes have increased from 
95,370 to 267,161, and all these unclassifiable Hindus have been grouped under the convenient 
name of Devibhaktss. It is proper, therefore, to exclude all Shaktas from the total of Class IV 
in the two censuses in order to get at the true rate of variation in this most important group of 

' 
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Hindus. After this is done, we find that the rate of increase rises a little but only up to 6 per 
cent. This is much lower than even the State average of natural increase; !J.nd the main reason 
is that other sectaries notably Guru-worshipping colts have increased at the expense of the 
orthodox body. To a smaller e~nt, the element of "Hin~u unspecified" w:hich looms rat~er 
more largely in this census than m the last accoun~ for this slower :ate ?f mcreas~. A third 
reason for the slower rate of increase amongst the VaJShnavas and Sha1vas 1B that the1r followers 
belong to relatively higher strata of society which propagate much less than the lower classes 
of Hindus. 

§ 3. CERTAIN FEATURES OF THE SECT RETURN ILLUSTRATIVE 

OF RELIGIOUS TENDENCffiS 

382. Proportionate Distribution of Main Heads since 1911-Having considered the 

Cuss 

!-Movements of eomprehen-
sive reform .. 

ll-Movements checked by 
defence of orthodoxy •. 

ill-Guru· worshipping sects .••• 
IV-Ortbodox sects of Vedic and 

Pauranic Hinduism 
V-Sects on the borderland of 

Islam and Hinduism 
VI-Sects tending towards Tribal 

beliefs . . 0. .. 
VII-Hindu unspecilied •• .. 

Proportionate strength per 
10,000 Hindus in 

1931 I 1921 I 1911 

13 4 4 

512 988 1,270 
388 94 70 

6,379 7,630 7,299 

72 49· 36 

2,562 1,221 1,265 
74 14 56 

variations in absolute figures, 
it will be usefnl to turn to propor
tions. It is interesting how year 
after year the Guru-worshipping 
colts are clainling more and more 
adherents from the main body of 
orthodox Hinduism. 39 per mille 
of Hindus belong to one or other 
of these groups. The main body 

·of Vedic and Pauranic Hindus 
has declined by 1,251 per 10,000 
in the last 10 years. Sects on 
the fringes of Islam have increased 
their proportionate strength a 
little. The vast body of Ani
mistic Hindus (Class VI) have 

increased by 159 per cent. But this proportion is calcnlated on the 1921 Census figure of 
Tribal Hindus which we ·have rejected. We have calculated that something like a lakh and 
a quarter of aborigines have passed to the banner of Hinduism. Most of these are Devibhaktas . 
and compiled in Class VI. The remainder of the increase under this head must be put 
down to the fact that the castes and tribes, generally given to the worship of the Mata of 
the indeterminate kind breed much more rapidly than more advanced social strata. 

383. BrahmosandAryas-Certain of the sects require individual treatment. 
We have seen in the marginal table attached to the previous paragraph that Class I 
although small in numbers has increased by 300 per cent and advanced its 
proportionate strength from 4 in 1921 to 13 on the present occasion .. This is almost 
entirely due to the. vigour with which the A:cya mission has developed its work, 
though the Brahmos also have increased their modest total form 35 to 70. The 
A:cyas now number 2,801. Nearly three-fourths of them are found in Central 
Gujarat including the City. Navsari town is another large centre, but it is remark
able how the A:cya mission has worked in particular rural centres like Itola, Ranoli, 
etc., and met with niuch success in re-converting the Christian convert, the Tribal 
Bhil and even the Muslim Koli. Their appeal is to nationalist sentiment and as 
Yllpresenting the church militant of Hinduism, they prefer to work their reforms 
on the traditional plan. Very few A:cyas of the State observe the reformed anusthan 
{rituals) ?f the samaj. Marriages are usually confined to their own castes and other 
~eremoruals follow the orthodox pattern in most cases. The A:cya Kumar Ashram: 
m Kareli Bag in the City however works more on anusthanic lines and carries on 
regular services on the basis of the exalted ideals of the late Swami Dayanand, 
the founder of the movement. The Brahmos are confined to the City and Navsari 
town and a few other places. About nine families belong to it. No branch' of 
the ~alcu~ta organisation exists here nor is there a regular service. .A. joint theistic 
servrce.wrth the A:cya Samaj is however occasionally held in the City. In its own 
home, m ~engal, the Brahmo movement still retains something of its old vigour, 
~lthough 1ts ecle~tic attitude towardS the great world religions seems to have led 
~ts .Present orga~ers to become lukewarm about increu..,;ng their numbers. But 
m 1ts protest agamst orthodox Hinduism, it is still radical and thorough going, far 
more so than the Axya Samaj, as most of its members are anusthanic, i.e., observing 
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to t~e ~.all the_re~orme~ ceremonials. The community, as ~Ir. Edward Thorn _ 
80~. pomts out, ~ Its prlll1e was and still is, " rich in intellect and in artisBc 
~JY t~e modt ~fteh~group in the world." Generally the attitude of orthodox 
now :ad~~~: ~efi~ftiono~t~~Ht;das,is ?dhanging. hThe ~indu Mahnsabha ha~ 
h · · u W1 e enoug to mclude them· and on 

t e1r part, Aryas and Bra~os have advanced eagerly to claim the Hindu name 
and s~re the benefits of Its all-embracing organisation. The two reform sects 
h~ve influenced_profoundly the attitude of educated Hindus generally, in raisina 
t e age of marriage,. the removal of purdah, the emancipation of women and all 
other matters of soc~al reform, but their membership does not increase as fast as 
the spr~ad of educat1011: w~mld_lead one to expect. Aryaism indeed has multiplied 
but~h~m;mmbers~r~ Still ~tesimal and they have grown more at the expense of 
Christi~ruty, aborigmal relig10n and even of Islam, than Hinduism. In fact as 
educat10n advances, orthodoxy slackens its shackles and the liberal-minded Hindu 
does ~~:ot ~ave the same need of going out of his way and joinina these reform 
orgarusat10ns as before. " 

384. Vaishnava Sects-The four principal Vaishnava sects are Vallabhachari, Swami
narayan, Ramanandi and Ramanuji, of which the 
firs~ two belong to the ckuises as opposed to the third 
which is a popular denomination to which the masses 
(including the bulk of the depressed classes) belong. 
The Ramanujan system, the earliest departure from 
the orthodox monistic position of Shankara was 
founded in A. D. 1150 in South India and m~de a 
stronghold for itself in South Deccan. In Gujarat 
its followers are confined to those Brahmans who ar~ 
not Shaiva~ and the few Vanias who do not belong to 
the Swammarayan or Vallabhachari sects. The 

S•cr I Number I Variation 
amce 1021 

Vallabhaohari .. 153,818 -3.4 
Swaminarayan .. 71.246 +25.0 
Ra.manandi , . .. 584,643 +2!!.0 
Ra.manuji .. .. 45,813 -5S.O 
Vaislmava onspecificd. 67.271 +10.2 
All Vaiohaavao .. 922,340 + 7.4 

Ramanuji . Shri Vaishnava doctrine takes the earliest phase of Vaishnavism and in its 
conception of a persol).al monotheism may be said to make, next to Brahmoism and Arya 
Samaj, the closest approach to the Christian· religious positiolh The Vallabhachari and 
Swaminarayan sects are based on Krishna worship. The Ramanandi system, started by a disciple 
of Ramanuj (A. D. 1300-1400), turns to the more austere and human figure of Ram as the 
pre-eminent avtar of Vishnu, insisting on virtue, mercy and charity. The decrease in Ramanu
jis is more apparent than real. Ramanuji ~ often mistaken for Ramanandi, as the former sect 
is not very well known in the State and the census stafi are apt to confuse between the two. 
The decline therefore amongst the Ramanujis must be explained by the abnormal increase 
amongst the Ramanandis: judging from the figures of the previous cepsuses, and applying the 
generalrateofVaishnavaincrease, we should put the corrected figure forRamanujis at the 
present tinle at 117,060. The deficit of 68,543 required to make up this total must be met from 
Ramanandis whose correct figure is therefore reduced to 516,100 which gives them 7. 9 per 
cent as their true rate of variation. The Vallabhachari decrease is 
remarkable, being continuous since 1901. The adherents are all respect
able and educated groups. The sect is very well known and there can 
be no doubt that its record is unambiguous and correct. The decrease 
is therefore real ; as the castes from which its adherents are recruited are 
increasing in numbers, the decline in numbers of this sect must be put 
down largely to deflection to other denominations, as seen in t~e ~e of 
the Swaminarayan sect-a relatively modem movement of dissidenc.e 
dating from about the beginning of the nineteenth century. T~e Swamt
narayanis have gained in numbers, by about 33 per cent smce 1911. 
They have also grown in wealth and ini portance. Part ?f the decrea~e 
amongst Vallabhacharis must be put down to the att1tude of thetr 

Vallabhacharis 

Variation 
YEAR with IUOI 

08 100 

IDOl .. 100 
1911 .. 94 
I921 .. 87 
1931 .. 84 

younger sections who are indifferent to their d~c~es an~ are . 
apt to be rebellious against the influence of thetr high pr1esta or M~raJIU: ~he 
present movement of nationalism in Gujarat with its insisten~e on p;rsonali7 all;d Idealisa
tion of povertv and service has also had a great deal to do With turning men s mtnds away 
from tho somewhat florid and colourful ritual of Vallabha's creed. " He took up the 
doctrine of lila" as an efHorescence from the Supreme Being, " and made of it a. bright
hued and gorgeous ritual. 'If the human soul is _identical wit~ God '-aa~d this Vais~':a 
prophet ' the practice. of austerities must be ~arded as directed aga~ God and It ~ 
rather by a. free indult>~..ice of the natural appetites and the pleasures of life that mans 

• In An Indian Day, page 36. 
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lo~e for God will best be shown.' * Thus the ~orship_ of Vishnu d~vd?p~d into an elab?rate 
tem of erotic theism concerning itself exclusively With the mythical mCidents of the life of 

~h! infant Krishna (Bal Gopal) in Vrindavana. The doctrine of Bhakti was interpreted into 
absolute self-surrender to God and even to His earthly representatives. Much of the sexual 
license resulting therefrom has now happily disappeared through the influence of education."t 
The Swaminarayan was started as a kind of Puritan . reaction ~ga.inst emotions~ e::rcesses 
to which the Vallabhacharyan sect was prone. But therr advance m wealth ·and somal impor
tance has weakened their original Puritan strictneas of attitude in many matters. 

385. · Sects bordering on Islam-The Hindu and Muslim sections or Fir-worshipping 
sectaries together number 17,951 and 

Worshippers of Muslim 
Pirs and Saints 

Hindu 0 0 00 00 

Muslim 0 0 0 0 00 

1931 192~ 

15,586 8,015 

2,365 2,001 

1911 

5,714 

2,102 

have more than doubled themselves 
since 1911. The Hindu sects bordering 
on Islam have increased by nearly 85 
per cent since 1921, while the Muslim 
Imamshahis have grown by 18 per cent 
ouly. The gain amongst the Hindu 
section must be to a certain extent dis
counted by the fact that the Matia 
Kanbis' total has risen from 431 to 

3,530. This latter figure includes 2,920 hijratis, by excluding whom, the true rate of increase 
amongst the Satpanthis or Piranas is reduced to 50 per cent. Even then, the rate of increase 
is very high as compared to the Muslim section, whose figures are small and show a net increase 
<lf ouly 13 per cent in the last 20 years. Many Matia Kanbis have left the Pirana fold and gone 
Qver to Vaishnavism of the usual pattern or to Arya Samaj. Many prefer to call themselves 
« Hindu " Pirana. The tendency for these borderland sects to afliliate themselves to Hinduism 
is obviously on the increase and will result in the near future in the total absorption of these 
Piranas into the fold of Brahmanism. The recent decision of a Shankaracharya to exclude these 
Satpanthis from Hinduism was widely resented by these people ; thereupon the Hindu Sabha 
not unnaturally took steps to repudiate promptly the Hindu divine's decision and to reclaim 
these refuses back to the Hindu fold. On the other hand, there was amongst the Pirs, one 
missionary of ~lam, who achieved some notable success in the decade amongst his Hindu follow
ing, by which he helped to swell the numbers of the Hindu section of Fir-worshippers. In 
South Gujarat the success· of Maulana Pir Motamiyan of Mangrol is noteworthy. He belongs 
to the famous Chistiya order of saints. The founder of his family in India was Baba Ferid 
{circa 1150 A. D.) of Ajudhan. The latter attained a foremost place in his time as a missionary 
<lf Islam and became the sole deputy of Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti of Ajmere. Baba's des
-cendants came over to Gujarat about 400 years ago and established a religious seat at Mangrol 
(Navsari prant). The present occupant of the gadi, Pir Motamiyan III succeeded his inheritance 
in 1915. Educated in the modem learning, he worked with credit in Baroda and Sachin States, 
before he became the head of his order. The remarkable feature of his teachings is his endeavour 
to keep alive a real entente between Hindus and Muslims by insisting on a high reverence for the 
cow working on the basis of the underlying harmony between Islamic and Vedanta philosophies 
and allowing full liberty to his Hindu followers to retain their Hindu name and continue their 
<lld social relations. His non-insistence on a formal conversion in a large measure explains the 
increase in the numbers of Hindu Satpantl1is. ThE! Pir is credited with about a hundred thousand 
followers in Surat and Khandesh districts and Navsari prant. It is remarkable that this success 
has been achieved in spite of the frowns of Muslim orthodoxy. 

In 1921, it was pointed out that Islamic reform concerned itself mainly with the removal 
<lf the taint of man-worship, caste system and idolatrous tendencies. "In Gujarat these tenden
-cies are s~en in the ortliodox hostility towards Pirana sectaries, the growing desire for knowledge 
<lf Urdu and the anxiety to proVide through its means religious instructions for Muslim chil
men."t In the decade that was closed by the Census of 1931, these tendencies were deepened. 
The linguistic reactions have been already dealt with in the Chapter on Language. The restive
ness amongst the Khojas against the personal authority of their religious head was seen in the 
development of the masidia movement in .Kathiawad. The Ismailia Bohras in Sidhpur and 
elsewhere, were still.under the rule of their Mullahs, but the stirrings of the younger section 
among them,_ S? noticeable in Bombay City, against priestly domination and the administration 
<lf wakfs (religious trusts), were not without their echoes here. But the chief religious move
menllamongst Muslims in the State was the triumph of the reform party in 1924 in taking over 

• Vide Article Hinduiem by Dr. Julius Eggeliug, Enoyclopa!di& Britannica, Vol. XIII, page 510. 

t Baroda Census Report of 1921, page 124. 

: Baroda Census Report, 1921, page 135. 
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the management under the guidance of the State h · · 
Mosque-underacommitteeofeducated ers . aut orltu;s, of the Juma Masjid-a Sho.hi 
of its income, and the spurring on to new tfe ~~~l~~~enovation .at~ lo.rg~ expen~e, the increase 
ing, eto. Much greater attention than hith a:ry orga~t10ns like 1ts hbr~y. board
youths. All the Muslim or anisations .erto be~n to be pa1d to the. education of 1\[uslim 
the authorities, in keeping ~ack comm~:rb:!:!1Zo:~:lss~~~e, actively co-operated with 

I 

386. Sects among Jains-The sects of Jaine .were easy to compile. The three main 
groups are well-known ; there was no reason to sup
pose "f~lsifi~~tion of returns. The element " sect 
unspecified only forms about 2 per cent as against 
6.2 per cent amongst Vaishnsvas, but. thls is more 
due to the carelessn~ of enumerators than to indiffer
ence of Jains thems"e1ves. The feature of the varia

. tio~ is the incr~e amon~t t~e ·Stha~akwasis. (the 
non-Idolatrous Jams)-which IS contmuous since 
1~11, an~ the equally persi.stent decline amongst 
Digambam. The SwetambariS are the' predominant 
sect amongst the J aine and retain amongst its members, 
the b~ of the weal~h and public enterprise of the 
<lOmmuruty. The chief feature in Jain teligious 
activity in the decade, apart from petty squabbles 

JAJJ< SzOTS 

Soot Strength Variation 
ainoo 1921 

AD JaiDI .. .. 48,408 +JZ.O 

Swotambari • : .. 39,360 +11.6 
Digambarl .. .. 3,487 -4.1 
Stbanakwaai. , .. 4,680 +32.8 
Unapecified .. .. 891 +!8.3 

b_etween sangk~* an~ anti-sangk~, is the organisa- · 
tion ?f. a. ca_mpaign agamst the ~a_king away o! immature yout~ from the bosom of their families 
an~ Initia~g them to m?nasti~ISm. Here IS a cause of fission that goes straight back to the 
antique ongms of the Jama faith. In essence. a monastic system, it has exalted renunciation 
~ th~ perfect mode of _conques.t of the passions. Throughout its history, Jainism has carried 
With It the germs _of this_ conflict be~ween the monastic and the lay attitude towards life. In 

. t?e last decade this confhct came agam to a head and caused much bitterness and social disrup
tio~. On t~~ o~~ hand, the monastic case was well represented by Jain religious mums, notably 

. S~ Ra~ VIJa;ni, who exalted the ascetic ideal, justifying the policy of recruiting sadhus and 
rell!'orcmg their arguments by oratory of a very high order. On the other, the secular case was 
pemstently brought before the public through an active press propaganda, in which the inevi-

. ta~le abuses with consequent disruption of family life were emphasised and brought home to the 
Jam community. · The State has responded by" bringing in a bill to remedy the abuses which 
is before the public. · I ' · 

387. The Mata Movementt-=-Finally the special reactions of the Mata movement must 
be briefly referred to before this chapter is concluded. The ordinary features of aboriginal 
religion are recorded in the note on Primitive and Forest Tribes in the Caste GIOBSary (Appendix 
IX). The absorption of aborigines gradually into the Hindu religious organism in an old pro· 
cess, as stated already in para 369 above. The description of that process in Sir Edward Gait's 
Census Report of 1911 cannot be bettered and is here given :-

" An aooriginal tribe in an environment where Hindu influences a~e strong comes gradu
ally and half unconsciously to adopt Hindu ideas and prejudices, to take part in Hindu festivals, 
to attend at Hindu temples and to pay a certain amount of homage to the Brahmans. Some 
degraded member of the priestly caste, or perhaps some Vaishnava Gosain in scaroh of a liveli
hood, becomes their spiritual guide ; and as time goes on, the difierence between them and their 
Hindu neighbours, in respect of their social custoDIS and outward religious obse~anc~s, becomes 
less and less marked until at last they are regarded by theDISelves and their neighbours as 
regular Hindus. ~h~ change takes place so slowly and ineidiously that. no o~e is conscious of 
it. There is no formal abandonment of one ritual for another. SometlDles It happens that a 
tribe is thus divided into two sections, the one Hinduized and the other still Animistic. In such 
<lases open proselytisation often takes place amongst the unregenerate. The theory seeDIS to 
be that the latter have lapsed from a higher state, and the Hinduized section of ~heir com~nn• 
ity make no difficulty in admitting them after they have performed such oeremorues of purifica
tion as may be prescribed by their spiritual preceptors.'~ 

The Mata movement started in November 1922. The great curse amongst these primi- . 
tive tribes is their addiction to drink. A certain amount of temperance propaganda had been 
carried on among them previous to 1922 actllated by gem_tine te'?perance ?lotives on _the part 
of the Raniparaj teachers and others who did not share m the VIce of their fellow tnbesmen. 

* Those who lead and organise a pilgrimage to Jain Shrineo. 
f Abridged from notea supplied by me to :Mr.l'. W. Sergeant, for his Bukr of BarotlG, 0/uvpkr .XXV. 

49 
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-
This had provoked occasional counter-activity on the part of the liquor dealers, but no serious 
disturbance had occurred, the propaganda being largely futile from the poin~ of ~ew of tempe
rance. In November 1922, an extraordinary change came over the Ra.niparaJ people. An 
invasion of gaulis, religious zealots of the primitive revivalist type, came from Baglan (in Nasik) 
and swept through the ~ng~dh taluka, a ~h~ stronghold. At the start t~ere was m~chcrude 
magic in their ceremomes ~~h. ~he brsndiShin~ of the red cloth. (selu) :Which symbolised ~he 
sweeping away of the old diVllllties. The ,qaull usually worked himself mto a. frenzy of excite
ment and by means of incantations, declared the complete extirpation of the old gods and god
desses. " There ·runs Sailibai " the gauli would shout " there goes Devlibai" ; and in plaQe 
of the banished deities the goddess Bhavani, a. form of the sakti of Shiva, was installed. Her 
cult involved the observance of cleauly habits, abstinence from drink, and vegetarianism. In 
consequence the converts sold their poultry and sheep for a song, the. profiteers, mostly Parsi 
or Vohrs, reaping a. rich harvest. lJ'rom Songadh, the movement rapidly spread to Vyra. and 
Mangrol everywhere destroying the drink pots, scattering the poultry and demolishing the old 
animistic inlages and gods. In MShuva, the gaulis began to train up others in the practice of 
dhun (religious trance) in whicb. condition, religious mandates were given and prophecies u~red. 
Here in Mahuva the Chodhrss and Dhodias more educated than the rest, gave a more secular 
aspect to the movement. The pseudo-gaulis speaking Gujarati took the place of the Khandesh 
evangelists. Also temperance workers not belonging to the tribes began to take advantage of 
the movement about January 1923-when a large conference was b.eld at Shekhpur in Mahuva 
taluka in which the movement was given a definitely agrarian turn ; the class consciousness 
of the Raniparaj, against the Parsi liquor interest which had maltreated them in the past, was 
sought to be roused. In Rani and Semi-Rasti, there was almost complete cessation from drink 
for some months. Agitation became more and more secular and violent, but the religious 
interest was organised on a more permanent basis under Hindu influence. The whole of 1923 
was occupied in this organisation. Bhajan meetings were held everywhere and became a. 
regular feature of aboriginal life : attempts to give diksha to educated tribesmen were made 
and advantage was taken of the anti-drink movement to introduce changes in food, dress, 
habits, etc. While the anti-drink fury and the class-war subsided, as they were bound to do, 
these changes in religion and social attitude have persisted and tended to become permanent. 
The ritu~l observances of higher class Hindus began to be copied and Brahman priests came to 
~ke .an mterest in the~e matters and assist in the domestic ceremonies. The tribal organisa
tion m respe~t of Dhodias and Chodhras was re-shaped according to the Hindu pattern. Hyper
gamy established itself amongst Chokapurs Chodhrss and Chuvani Vasawas. Claims to Rajput 
descent became more clamorous and insistent. And the local Arya Samaj fanned the flame 
by investing some of the " Bbil Kshatriyas " with the eacred thread. · 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I-GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF PoPULATION BY RELIGION 

PlloPOBTION PBII 10,000 OW Tllll 
POP11L41'ION 

- V .6.BtlTION PER OIOMT INCIUWIB ( +) 
oa D.all.tilla (-) Religion and Locality 

Aotua.l 
No. in 

1931 ~--r--1~.-~---1---.---,---.----1 1931 1921 1911 11901 1 1891 1921-31 1 1911-21 1 1901-11 1 1891-1901 

Not 
Variation 
1891-11131 

I I 2 

Hindu 

Baroda St<m ' •• 2,152,011 
Central Gujarat.. 640,604 
Baroda City • • 89,320 
North Gujarat • • 920,241 
South Gujarat .. 322,922 
K&thiawad .. 178,984 

Amreli .. 155,400 
Okhamanda.l • • 23,584 

Muslim 

Baroda Swte •• 
Central Gujarat •• 
Baroda City .. 
North Gujarat •• 
South Gujarat •• 
K&tbiawad •. 

Amreli .. 
Okhamandal •• 

Jain 
Baroda Swte •• 
Central Gujarat .. 
Baroda City .. 
North Gujarat •• 
South Gujarat •• 
Kathiawad •• 

Amreli •• 
Okhamandal .. 

Tribal Religion 

182,630 
55,528 
18,549 
61,255 
26,113 
21,185 
14,654 
6,521 

48,408 
10,344 
2,639 

28,254 
1,381 
3,980 
3,862 
us 

8,809 
9,004 
7,915 
9,112 
7,986 
8,762 
8,934 
7,775 

747 
780 

1,543 
606 
646 

1,037 
843 

2,150 

19X 
145 
234 
280 
79 

195 
222 

39 

Baroda Swte .. 
Central Gujamt •. 
Baroda City •• 
North Gujarat •• 
South Gujarat .. 

. 44,890 184 

Kathiawad •• 
Amreli •• 
Okhamandal •. 

Christian 

Baroda Stale •. 
Central Gujamt .• 
Baroda. City •• 
North Gujarat • , 
South Gujarat .. 
K&thiawad · · •• 

Amreli .. .. 
Okhamandal .. 

Zoroastrian 

Baroda Swte · .. 
Central Guja.ra.t
Baroda City •. 
North Gujarat •• 
South Gujarat .. 
Kathiawad •• 
. 1lnlroli •• 

Okhamandal •• 

Other 

Baroda Swte •• 
Central Gajarat .. 
Baroda City·· •• 
North Gujarat •. 
South Gujarat •. 
Kathiawad .. 

Amreli •• 
Okhamandal •• 

44,890 1,110 

7,262 
4,878 
1264 
'173 
897 
50 

"so 

7,121 
80 

593 
49 

6,371 
25 
18 
7 

619 
38 

'495 
• 25 

3 
58 

4 
54 

ao 
69 

111 

.. 
2 

22 
2 

16 

29 
1 

53 

157 
1 
1 
2 

a 
1 

44 

3 

18 

8,196 8,351 
8,690 8,409 
'7,964 7,891 
9,089 9,035 
4,714 6,479 
8,821 8,736 
8,909 8,877 
8,144 . 7,861 

763 
831 

1,604 
608 
670 

1,045 
854 

2,129 

203 
137 
242 
296 

71 
!93 
219 
36 

767 
247 
12 
3 

4,332 
7 
8 

35 
92 

Ill 
2 

15 
2 

11 

36 
2 

61 
1 

199 
I 
1 

1 
I 
6 
I 

791 
834 

1,732 
632 
692 

1,061 
893 

2,072 

214 
136 
222 
324 

83 
197 
220 

69 

668 
516 . 
20 

2,530 

as 
103 
76 
4 
2 

.. 
3 

39 
2 

56 
I 

214 
2 
I 
5 

2 

3 
4 

1,922 8,850 + 23.18 
8,202 8,879 + 20.29 
7, 783 7,897 + 18.42 
8,939 9,055 + 12.41 
4,215 8,518 +101.30 
8,662 8,686 + 14.86 
8,810 { Separate + 14.34 
7,868 figures + 18.33 

are not 
available 

845 781 + 12.61 
840 774 + 9.00 

1,809 1,793 + 22.08 
667 625 + 11.86 
847 759 + 14.44 

1,140 1,151 + 13.82 
967 { Separate + 11.18 

2,069 figures + 20. 22 
· areaot 

availohlo 

241 208 + 11.99 
160 127 + 23.17 
218 213 + 14.94 
376 309 + 5.97 
89 68 + 31.34 

188 158 + 16.83 
213 { Separate + 15.49 

69 fixureo + 28.26 
are not 
available 

903 124 - 12.41 
670 217 -100.00 
51 1 --100.00 
17 II -100.00 

4,595 421 - 69.56 
6 .. -100.00 
6 { Separate -100.00 

.. figures .... 
are not 
available 

39 
126 
75 

a - 1!.14 
I - 13.82 

43 + 20.61 
•• - 7.49 

1 I + 80.12 
4 1 + 78.57 
3 { Separate -100. 0 
4 figures + 85.18 

are not 
available 

13 34 - 5.36 
2 2 - 28.23 

57 50 + 3.31 
1 .. - 12.50 

252 233 - 5.77 

. ' 

1 1 + 66.67 
1 { Separate + 20.20 

figures +700. 0 
areaot 
availablo 

I +500.97 
.. +171.43 

7 3 +816.67 

4 .. 

- 10.70 
+ 0.00 
+1,833.33 

{

Separate +100.00 
figures +5,300.00 
areaot 
availohl• 

+ 2.60 
+ 7.78 
- 3.78 
+ 8.83 
- 26.19 
+ o.oo 
+ .I 
- .2 

+ .9 
+ 4.0 
- 11.7 
+ 4.1 
- 1.7 
- 1.5 
- 3.3 
+ 3.0 

- .6 
+ 4.9 
+ 4.0 
- 1.1 
- 12.6 
- 2.2 
- .6 
-38.7 

+ 41.8 
-50.1 
- 41.2 

+26,200.0 
+ 73.7 

+ a.o 
- 6.3 
+ 40.1 
-46.3 
+730.0 
+250.0 .... 
+285.7 

- 5.3 
+ 13.8 
+ 2.3 
-27.3 
- 5.8 
-48.3 
-- 6.2 
-100,0 

II 

+ 9.71 - 27.63 
+ 11.40 - 36.20 
- 2.96 - 12.13 
+ 0.81 - 25.00 
+ 7l.fi5 - 53.47 
+ 3.67 - 4.06 
+ 5.41 { Separate 
- 7.07 fixureo 

an not 
available 

- 2.50 - 12.61 
+ 7.94 - 16.29 
- 8.33 - 10.11 
- 5.49 - 18.05 
- 8.82 + 4.93 
- 4.68 - 4.68 
- 3.40 { Separate 
- 6.81 liguno 

are not 
available 

-10.0 - 4.06 
- 7.46 - 3.11 
- 2.66 - 8.44 
-14.19 - 7.33. 
+ 3.24 + 23.0~ 
+ 7.511 + 15.04 
+ 8.31 { Separate 
- 7.41 fill'lro• . 

ate not 
availohla 

-34.62 
- 16.21 
- 62.45 
-99.03 
- 38.50 
-100.00 

+490.81 
+137.60 
+6,7M8.80 
+ 10.21 
+ 927.04 

-100.00 { Separate 
.... figures 

are not 
available 

- o. 86 +1,090.60 
- il.OG +11,812.28 
- 3.3U - 63.67 
+1,350.0 - oo. 0 
+ 30.63 + 70.17 
- 86.67 . +3Gl.04 
- 07 .DO {Separate 
- 36.36 6rureo 

are not 
available 

- 6.40 + 2.47 
+ 3.81 -· 23.01 
- 5.87 + 2.41 
;_ 22.22 +1G7.57 
- 5.41J + 2.04 
+ 45.0 + 66.67 
- 20. 0 JSoparato 

•••• figuroo 

lare not 
available 

I! 

+ .68 
+ 2.118 
- 2.84 
- 7.50 
+ 18.68 
+ 14.31 
Separate 
fipno 
are not 
available 

- 3.24 
+ 2.44 
- 11.16 
- 10.77 
+ 7.04 
+ 2.14 
Separate 
fiiiUreo 
•r• not 
available 

- 3.89 
+ 16.8U 
+ 6.113 
- 16.114 
+ 46.78 
+ 40.14 
Separate 
figures 
are not 
available 

+ 60.30 
- 100.0 
- 100.0 
- 1<10.0 
+234.00 

s.~ .. 
firur .. 
are aot 
availobla 

+1,024.16 
+8,467.9 
+ IrJO. 79 
+2•10.42 
+3,637.50 
+284.61 
Separate 
figureo 
are not 
available 

-13.16 
- or..o6 
+ 1.89 
+ 32.43 
- 14.29 
+108.33 
Separate 
firureo 
are aot 
availoblo 

- 20.17 +182.01 
. + 16 .. 67 + 20.00 

+ 80.00 + 50.00 

- 8.00 + 1,138.00 

. +600.00 +300.00 
-57.14 -53.13 

--~~:80 {~to 
.... figuroo 

are not 
availohle 

{ 
Separate firuroo 

are not available 

{ 

Separate firuroo 

are aot available 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II 

CHRISTIANs-NUMBER AND VARIATIONS I AC'1'11AL N""""" o• C!nu.B'rW<s nr VARIATION PBR OBNT 

NA'fVRAL DIVISIOR 1931 11921 11911 11901 11801 11881 lf!l j_ 1911 I . 1901 I 1891 I to to to 
1931 1921 1911 1901 

1 I 2 I 8 I ' I 6 I 6 I 1 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I 
846 11 

1881 I to 
1801 

12 I 
B•roda State .. 7,%!! 7,421 ·'·~J 77 604 613 + 20.61 + 40.10 - 8.36+ 58.67-17.78+ 

1881 
to. 

1931 

18 

841.89 
106.04 

''1 
- 2.141+ 3.02 - '8.351+ 1,080.&6~ 18.211+ 

Baroda City .. 1,264. 1,048 
Central Gujarat .. 4,878 6,660 6,039 6,790 67 77 - 13.82- 6.27 - 11.06 + 11,812.28- 25.97 + 6,286.06 

24 + 78.671+ 250.0 -. 86.67 + 361.64 46.88 + .108.88 XathlAwad. .. 60 28 8 60 18 
North Gujarat .. 178 187 348 •• 48 •• - 7.49- 46.26 + 1,860.0- 60.01+ 9.09 + 298.18 
South Gujarat .. 897 498 60 43 •• 18 + 80.12 + 780.0 + 39.68 + 79.17 + 84.62 + 6,800.00 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III 

RELIGION OF URBAN AND RURAL POPULATION 

' NUMBmr. PER 10,000 OF URBAN PoPULATION WHO ABE 

NATUBAL DIVJS10N I Muslim I I Zoroas- I 
Chris· I Hindu Tribal Ja.in trio.n tian Other 

1 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 8 

Baroda State . . .. .. . . 7,867 1,552 18 390 111 52 10 

Barod&City . . . . .. .. 7,914 1,643 .. 234 53 112 44 

CBNTBAL GuJABAi'exoluding City .. 8,184 1,385 .. 340 5 84 2 
Charotar . . .. .. . . 8,346 1,182 . . 326 .. 144 2 
Vakal •• . . .. . . . . 8,339 1,019 .. 624 9 9 . . 
Kahnam .. .. . . .. 7,450 2,083 . . 431 11 20 5 
Chorashi .. .. .. . . 8,660 1,266 . . 57 11 6 . . 

NoRTH GuJABAT . . .. . . 7,999 1,405 . . 584 3 8 1 
EastKadi .. . . . . . . 8,079 1,470 .. 435 4 11 1 
WestKadi . . .. . . . . 7,827 1,320 .. 849 . . 4 .. 
Trans·Saharmati Area . . .. 8,110 1,109 .. 775 6 . . . . 

Soum GuJABAT . . . . .. 7,160 1,563 158 243 837 39 .. 
Rasti . . .. . . . . 7,067 1,696 31 231 951 24 . . 
Semi-Rasti .. . . . . 7,224 1,122 . . 717 937 . . . . 
Rani .. . . .. . . . . 7,705 855 948 216 135 140 1 

K..a.TBIAW AD .. . . . . . . 7,344 2,291 .. 357 4 2 2 
Mid block . . . .. .. . . 7,486 . 2,064 . . 446 4 . . . . 
Scattered Area .. .. . . 7,477 1,136 . . 1,387 . . . . . . 
Sea.Coast Area . . .. . . 7,122 2,843 .. 20 5 6 4 

I NlJliBEB PER 10,000 OF Rtm.AL POPULATION WHO ARB 

NATUBAL DmstON 

\ 

Hindu Muallm I Tribal I Jain I Zoroas .. 
I 

Chris· Other trian tia.n 

1 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 

Baroda State .. .. . . ··I . 9,0661 .~281 229 
• ~461 7 24 . . 

Baroda City .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 
CBNTBAL GuJABAT excluding City .. 9,178 652 .. 104 1 65 . . Charotar · • • • • • • .. 9,139 559 . . 145 .. -157 . . Vakal •• . . .. . . . . 9,206 598 .. 124 1 71 K•huam .. .. .. . . . . 8,886 998 . . 113 .. 3 . . Choruhi .. . . .. .. 9,471 459 . . 33 1 35 1 .. 
Noam Gu.u.B.A.T .. . . . . 9,347 437 215 1 EastKadi 

.. . . . . .. . . .. •.• 9,326 452 222 
WestKadi 

.. . . .. .. 
Trans-Sa~ti ~ 

.. . . 9,374 430 . . 196 .. . . . . .. . . 9,393 368 . . 239 . . .. .. 
Bourn GuJAUT .. . . . . 8,131 484 1,278 50 38 19 . Rasti . . ... . . . . . . 9,289 618 8 55 28 2 Semi-Rasti .. 

Rani 
.. . . . . 8,965 811 93 73 61 7 .. .. .. . . . . . . 5,906 22 3,959 22 39 52 . . 

KATDIAWA.D .. .. . . .. 9,202 648 145 2 3 Mid block .. .. .. .. .. . . 9,452 352 196 Scattered Area .. . . .. .. .. . . . . 9,521 255 222 2 Sea Coast Area .. . . . . .. .. . . 8,719 1,224 . . 41 l 7 8 

.. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 

SECTS OF IlnmUISM CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEm NATURE 

NA>!B 011 Sxor 
Stren~h 

in 
1931 

Variation 
per cen~ 

Binoo 
1921 

1 2 I 3 I 
HINDU .. • • 2,152,071 + 23.42 

I M~ of 0omp1"ehen&ive Reform •• 

Arya S&maj including Veda Dharma 
Bs:mo. Samaj including Pr&rthana 

maJ • • ... •• •• 

II M ovet1U1118 ckecked by Defenu of Ort/w. 
dozy • • • • • • • • • . 

m 

(a) Recen1 .. .. .. 
Radhaswami • . . . . . 
Shreyas Sadh&k Adhik&ri Varga • 

(b) Morkrn .. 
Bij Panth 
Dado Panth 
KabirPanth 
Mota Panth 
Nirat Panth 
Parnami Panth •• 
Ud& Panth 

• 

Guru W orshippi11{! Oulta.. .. .. 
Bh&bh&mm Panth .. .. .. 
Gopinath Panth .. .. .. 
Kuber Panthino1udingS&tyaKewol •• 
Nanak Panth .. .. .. .. 
Ramade Pir . . . . . . •. 
RaviS&heb ·.. .. .. .. 
Santr&m .. .. .. .. 

2,871 + 300.41 

2,801 + 312.61 

70 + 84.21 

110,167 - 36.01 

1,503 - 33.40 
698 + 174.80 
806 - 69.81 

108,664 - 36.04 
61,363 - 63.32 
2,188 + 18.33 

32,737 + 6.08 
167 + 14.38 

1,292 + 183.95 
8,762 + 75.80 
2,146 +1,410.66 . 

83,427 
1,387 

'"7,172 
12,349 

105 
58,648 

1,686 
2,181 

+ 406.91 
+ 21.66 
+ 194.17 
+ 676.17 

+ 443.72 
+ 443.65 
+ 452.15 

IV Ortlwdo:r: 8ectariu based on Vedic and 
PuranicHinduism .. .. .. 1,372,800 + 3.20 

(a) Sh&iva or Smart& 
(b) Sh&kta .. .. 
(c)· V&ishn&va •• 

Madh&vachari •• 
Radh&vallabhi •• 
Ra.manandf .• 
Ramanuji .. 
Swaminara.yan .. 
Vallabha.ohar:i •• 
Miscellaneous and 

V&ishn&V&S .. 
(d) Ganssh Panth .. 

Unspecified 

V Sects on the Borrkrland of Hinduilm and 
Ialam ·.. .. .. .. .. 

Ganj Pir • • • • •. 
Nayak&ka •• •• •• 
Pimna Pan~h • • • • • • 
S&ji S&wa.i • • .. .. 
Sat Panthi including N&kal&nkis •. 

VI 8ectslendi11{! l.olllarda Tribal Ileligiona •• 

Ajepel .. .. .. .. .. 
Devibh&kta .. .. .. . • • • 
Hari Bava, Tulsi Upasak and. ot= 

degraded V&ishn&V&S .. .. 
Xhij&di& Panth .. .. .. 

VII Hindu Umpecified and other• •• 

396,994 + 2. 96 
63,133 - 37.48 

922,340 + 7. 35 
1,067 + 225.23 
8,492 + 141.59 

684,643 + 22.24 
45,813 _. 58.00 
71,246 + 24.99 

153,818 - 3.36 

67,271 + 10.24 
333 .. 

15,686 + 84.63 

61 
466 

14,628 
186 
355 

- 65.91 
+ ll8;63 
- 43.63 
+ 251.49 

661,361 + 169.07 

1,626 + 670.70 
510,038 + 157.19 

38,984 + 175.73 
813 + 361.66 

16,869 + 661.70 

PBoPoB'I'IONATII &ra.uom 
PER 10,000 Ill 

1931 1 

5 I 
10,000 

13 

13 

612 

7 
3 
4 

605 
286 

10 
162 

1 
6 

41 
9 

388 
6 

33 
68 
1 

273 
7 

10 

6,379 

1,845 
246 

4,286 
5 

37 
2,715 

212 
321 
741 

.. 

256 
2 

72 

3 
66 
1 
2 

2,662 

7 
2,371 

181 
3 

74 

1921 1 

6 I 
10,000 

I 

' 

988 

13 
1 

12 

976 
764 

11 
177 

1 
3 

28 
1 

94 
7 

14 
9 

61 
1 
2 

7,030 

2,213 
488 

4,929 
2 

20 
2,744 

626 
327 
913 

298 

49 

.. 
8 

. 38 
2 
1 

1,221 

1 
1,138 

81 
1 

14 

1911 

7 

10,000 ., 
' 

1,270 

1 

1,269 
1,006 

14 
200 

1 

40 
8 

70 
6 

' 8 

7 

7,29~ 

2,004 
608 

4,727 
1 
9 

2,680 
619 
316 

1,010 

212 

36 

12 
22 

2 

1,206 

1 
1,186 

76 
2 

66 
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CHAPTER XU 

RACE, CASTE OR TRIBE 

§ 1. GENERAL 

388. Nature of the Caste Census-This final chapter of the Report will 
be devoted exclusively to the discussion of the returns of Race, Caste or Tribe. · The 
full title of this chapter should be Race, Caste, Tribe or Nationality, but in the 
Indian Census, the term" Nationality" is reserved for persons of non-Indian races 
who belong to the nations of Europe and Am.eric~, and these are so few in this State 
that it is not worth while retaining the full title. Race is a division of people into 
stocks, each with a common possession of similar physical characters which marks 
it off from the rest of mankind. '' Tribe " would connote according to Dr. Haddon, 
"a group of a simple kind occupying a concentrated area," with a common dialect, 
a common social organisation but undeveloped and primitive in mental equipment 
and civilisation. " Caste " is a term special to Hindus and J ains : it is a system of 
segmentation of Hindu society into which, at different times and in various ways, 
more than one principle of division have entered and coalesced ; but in general four 
kinds of social distinctions may be recognized, following the Indian Census Report 
of 1911:- . · . 

(~) the four traditional classes (or varna) into which the Manavan scheme 
reduced Hindu society, viz., Brah'TIUZn, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Sudra 
with a fifth (and modern) division of miscellaneous (and untouchable) 
Sudras-viz., asprishya Sudra ; 

(ii) the modern social groups based on a corrimon.traditional occupation, 

(iii) the sub-castes or endogamous groups into which each main. caste is sub
divided, which are further subdivided into closely knit septs or brother
hoods, e.g., gol, bhag, etc. Thus the Audich Brahman sub-caste has 
two sections-Sahasra and Tolakia. The Nagar Brahman sub-caste 
has six subdivisions each having a priestly and non-priestly section-all 
exogamous to one another. Besides these, there are 

(iv) the nunor subdivisions or exogamous. groups within each sub-caste, 
composed of persons with a reputed common ancestor, and between 
whom marriage is prohibited. These are the main distinctions of caste 
observed in present-day Hindu society, but so far as Gujarat is con
cerned, we see here such an infinite fragmentation of society that dis
tinctions under class (i) have more or less lost their validity, and only 
classes (ii) and (iii) alone matter from the pomt of view of demography. 
As to class (i) of the four main divisions, the Brahman alone has remain
ed as a class apart, the Kshatriya has lost its identity or rather has become 

· identified with one or two dominant castes, and a variety of miscella
neiius group's has claimed kinship with the name, with a view to better
ing their status. The Vaishya name is also similarly identified with the 
Vania, a group of closely allied castes, connected. pre-eminently with trade 
and commerce, which has given its distinctive tone to Gujarati society. 
But the Sudra has lost its antique significance, and the agrarian interests 
formerly associated with its name have now :beco!lle so important in 
the social economy that the social gradations within them form indeed 
a· .new scheme of horizontal social gr~uping-. a new network of caste 
'wlthin caste. Thus we see that caste, in different ways indeed from the 
principle of nationality, has subserved a similar function, namely it has 
brought together different people under one banner. The Gujarat 
B~ahina~ for instance has traditionally 84 divisions, in their origins 
~d~ly different ~om one another by language and social environment. 
Similarly the GuJarat Vania has 40 sub-castes-each a real caste dif-
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ferent from the others-and some recruited even from the Rajput and 
other stocks. · Even the sections within each Vania sub-caste bear re
miniscences of older ethnic divides. Then come the modem functional 
groups, the very important artisan caste amongst which the identity 
of ~he calling is an active principle of association. These are individual
ly rmpo~~t enough ~or figures in each to be recorded and compiled. As 
to class (ttt), there IS the question whether all sub-castes are to be 
compiled. . 

. · 389. Limitations of the Ca~te Return-It is obvious that castes grouped 
under the gel?-eral names of Brahman and Vania are distinct enough from one an
vther for t.heir strength to be separately noted. The Depressed Classes comprising 
orders, the members of which are considered beyond the pale of Hindu society and 
cont~~;ct with '!hom is considered a pollution to caste Hindus, are a definitely as
certamable unit (at least in this State) whose numbers, distribution and variation 
from census to census it is important to know. Again, there is the miscellaneous 
body of Hinduised aboriginals, who have been half absorbed in the body of Hindu 
?o~union, but _whose tribal organisation has not yet com~letely adopted all the 
mCldents of a. Hindu caste. At the other end there are tnbes, whose forination 
dillers from a Hindu caste, although in faith, the members of the tribe may belong 
loosely to the Hindu religious system. Thus the Talabda has differentiation out 
of the great Koli race and become a typical Hindu caste, while the BhU still remains 
a tribe. The dillerent sections, tribes, or semi-castes, such as are corucious enough 
to be returned by a distinctive name, have also to be ascertained.· Beyond these 
there are numerous small groups, which have little or no demographic value. 
Within the sub-castes themselves there are, as pointed out above, numerotiS sub-sec
tions, individual numbers of which are too small or unimportant for compilation. 
In this respect the tendency of the Baroda Census has been to neglect from decade 
to decade more and more these infinite ramifications, and to concern itself mainly 
with the true castes, and with such only of the sub-castes as are really true castes 
themselves (e.g., sub-castes of Brahmans and Vanias). The justification for this 
policy is that beyond the limited interest which these minute divisions, with which 
Gujarat society is riddled, have for their members, there is little demographic value 
in their tabulation for any scientific presentation of figures. In 1901 and 1911, the 
Baroda Census busied itself by setting out in details, the figures of sub-castes and 
septa of sub-castes in the State. In 1911 for instance 235 caste and sub-caste names 
were recorded of Hindus and Jains. No less than 65 of these were Brahman sub
castes and 22 were Vania. Besides, the above207sub-sectionsofsub-castes, were 
separately compiled in the Caste Table. In 1921 these sub-sections were generally 
dropped: sub-castes· of Brahmans and Vanias and all other true caste names 
alone were compiled. In this census, only such castes have been tabulated as have 
a strength of one per mille of the population ; certain other castes also have been 
'included, that fall below this level and yet are of some local importance or are re~ 
quired for all-India purposes. Also all true Brahmans, all Vanias, all members of 
the so-called Depressed Classes and all members of the Tribes that are recognised to 
be Primitive and J)'orest have been included in the Caste Table. Although the total 
strength of Brahmans and Vanias was shown, the sub-castes in each of these groups, 

. below the above minimum, have been neglected. . 

390. Reference to Statistics-The general caste return is shown in Im
perial Table XVII. The variations since 1881 in the strength of the primitive and 
forest tribes have been shown in Imperial Table XVIII. The taluka ~~es ?f 
chief castes are compiled in State Table VII: ~e ~ace. an~ sect of Christians IS 

shown in Imperial Table XVI-C and the temtonal ?-istnbut10n of Euro:peans and 
Anglo-Indians is given in Imperial Table XIX. With these Tables thiS chapter 
is principally concerned. Past Census Reports of the State a~e full of much valu
able material bearing on the ethnogra:phy of the ~ocalJ?opulatlon .. In 1911, a ca~te 
glossary based mainly on the matenals contamed m the GuJarat PopulatiOn 
Volume of the Bombay Gazetteerofl899-1901 (Volume IX-Parts I-II) was prepared. 
In 1921, when I .wrote my first Report, I did not venture !A> recast th!s glossa;7 
mainly because I thought that a decade was too short a trme to admit of socml 
changes in the castes and tribes in!labiting this State. Since then, Mr. Euthoven's 
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' 

Tribes and Castes of the Bombay Presidency appeared in three volumes; and much 
new material has come to light through my own investigations and the reports of 
ceruius committees and notes of honorary correspondents. These I have ventured 
to incorporate in the new and revised Caste Glossary which forms an appendix to 
.this chapter.; In this Glossary; in view of the new m~tter ~dded, many ~por
. tant entries have been taken out and the arrangement 1s reVIsed on a more swtable 
plan. AB this Glossary serves the purpose of an ethnographical survey on a small 
scale adequate enough for the reader of this Report, this chapter will be exclusively 
devoted to a statistical analysis of the figures, as to their local distribution and 
variations. AB we have seen in the Chapters on Sex, Civil Condition, Infirmities, 
Occupation, Literacy and Language, caste has entered largely into our discussions . 
. It forms an important criterion by which the above figures can be distributed and 
analysed. · 

391. Utility of the Return-That brings us to the consideration of 
the general utility of the caste return. It has been hitherto impugned on two 
grounds: from one side, Indian demographers have themselves doubted the utility 
of the return of the popUlation by caste, "on the ground that the distribution of 
various castes and tribes changed only at large intervals. and that it was not 
·necessary to obtain figures at each decennial census." On the other hand, the· 
'caste return is attacked, because it has the effect of perpetuating-what is deemed 
to be undesirable-namely the system of caste differentiation, and secondly 
.because the returns are worthless as the lower castes are always trying to pass off 
as something higher than what they are. It is true social changes do take longer 
than a decade to effect themselves. But then if caste is dropped, a return 
tnerely of religious distribution is too broad· and colourless to be of any use either 
for economic or sociological analysis. On the other hand caste is vital and still 
excites the deepest interest in the Indian mind. The Hindu knows more about 
his caste than about his own sect or religion. One of the commonest type of 
mistakes in the sect return is where a Hindu, forgetting his sect returns his caste 
name under religion. A Hindu Vaishnav woUld sooner call 'himself a Hindu 
Patidar or Hindu Vania than refer to his Vaishnavism. As we shall see presently, 
the_ number of those who have definitely abandoned caste even amongst Brahmos 
and Aryas-at least in Gujarat is so infinitesimal, that any demand for dropping 
the caste return cannot be taken seriously as representative of general public 
opinion. The demand for abandonment of the caste return however was renewed in 
.this census more vigorously than before, and a number of names held in the highest
respect in the country were associated with it. But it roused protests in many 
parts of this Sj;ate, as elsewhere, and amongst certain sections, the untouchables 
and the like, the move was looked upon with suspicion, owing to the urifortunate 
myopia with which their outlook is coloured, and interpreted as a dodge on the part of 
the higher castes to minimise the strength of the submerged classes in the country • 
. The Government of India, however, backed up by the census authorities, responded 
sympathetically to enlightened opinion in this regard. In his reply to the 
Secretary of the Jat-Pat Torak Mandai of Lahore of the 1st November 1930, 
the Joint Secretary to the Government of India stated the policy of the Govern-
ment as follows :-· · 

"Though Government have ~very sjmpathy. with the desire of the Mandai to abolish 
any anti-social features that may appear to the Mandai to be involved in the caste system, 
they do not consider that the mere fact of not stating caste in the census return will have any 
effect in the direction. 

· " In the case of all persons who have actively ceased to conform to the caste system 
and who have accordingly broken it in their marital or commensal relations, but who do not 
-belong to reforming or schismatic communities such as the Arya Samaj or the Sikhs or J ains, 
a return of nil will be both accurate and adequate and will be accepted by enumerators, parti
.cularly: 'Yhere they have personal knowledge of the accuracy of the householder's reply. · 

- . " It is not possible to go further than this or to make a general dispensation from the 
necess1o/ of returning caste in the case of people who observe it in practice, whatever their 
theoret1c sympathetic inclinations, or to take any steps which will make it difficult for. the 
Census Departm?n:t to get from the general public, information desired for the gener~ good 
an!l, for the obtammg of accurate measurements of social progress." · 
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. 3_92. The: State Attitude in regard to the Caste Return-'V e are 
m this State m full agreement with th,ese sentiments and consider that the 
abandonment. of th~ census return of caste in the present state of Gujarat social 
development IS entirely premature. Wherever there was any desire on the part 
of any person not to record caste, enumerators were instructed not to press. 
Brahmos, Aryas and persons of similar persuasions who had avowedly abandoned 
caste were of course expressly exempted from the necessity of recording caste. 
The accur~cy of the return will be appraised in the followincr paragraphs but in 
the meantune the experience of seven censuses in this Stat: confirms the view 
that the caste return is one of the most accurate of all the census tables and is 
far mor~ reliable than age-statistics for instance, or the return of infirrities or 
occupatiOns. Lastly caste figures have also an important economic bearing which 
is not always realised. In the absence of any accurate data of wage-levels or of 
earning power1 cas~ through_ its reactions on the emplo:rnents of the people does 
afford something like a horiZontal scale-however rudimentary-from which we 
can. derive some idea of social values in the different grades of the population. 
Besides the literacy ~cale on w~ch castes have been divided in this Report into 
Advanced, Intermediate and· Illiterate has helped us to understand many of the 
reactions of caste on such important social problems as fertility, marriage, infirmi
ties, occupations and educational progress ; .for it cannot be doubted that caste 
in its broad groups is still of importance as representative of types of social 
environment ; and figures relating to age, civil condition, occupation, etc., if 
presented by castes, show interesting correlations which are often the result of 
race, historical circumstances and the contrasted social attitudes prevailing in the 
different strata of society. · 

393. Nature of the Instructions-The Caste Tables with which we 
are now concerned were compiled from the entries in the census cards against 
column 8. The vernacular word " nyat jat " does admirably for the distinctions 
connoted in Caste and Race or Tribe-peta nyat stands for sub-caste.. The 
instructions given to the enumerators were based on the Imperial Code (Chapter 
VII, page 38}: 

, " Enter here the name of the caste for Hindus and Jains; and after writing the name of 
caste, show also the name of the sub-caste, e.g., Brahman-Andich; care should be taken to 
enter the true caste name. If any one states his occupation as the name of his caste, ask him 
further and ascertain whether the occupational name is a true caste designation. Avoid 
modern territorial names like 'Dakshini,' 'Bengali,' 'Pardeshi,' 'Marwadi,' ' Kathiawadi,' 
etc. Enquire what a person's true caste is, see if it is included in the alphabetical index of 
castes given to you and then enter the proper name. For Musalmans, write the true name of 
race, e.g., Mughal, Saiyad, Pathan, Baluch, Pinjara, Vohra. For Buddhists and Christians, 
write race, e.g., Indian Christian, Burmese, Buddhist, etc. For . non-Indians, state their 
nationality, e.g., Portuguese, Canadian, Turkish, etc. If persons return themselves as Anglo
Indians such should be entered. If Indian Christians state the tribe or caste to which they 
formerly belonged previous to conversion, such tribe or caste should be entered." 

In addition to these instructions, every supervisor was supplied with a 
detailed index of caste names in which supplementary information was given 
about the different kinds of Muslims, the number of castes ascertained to belong 
to the depressed classes, the number and kind of primitive and forest tr!bes a~d 
certain other cautions which are necessary for a careful record. Along With a list 
of tru:e caste names, a list of spurious caste names ~as also. appended in wh!ch 
occupational names of recent coinage w~re shown, agamst which the _enumcra:tmg 
staff was specially cautioned. As ~ent10ned aJ;ready a large_ proportiOn of Hindu 
castes are based on occupations which are of fatrly old standin~ but more modern 
than the older four-fold functional divisions. These have definitely become castes 
and are recognised as sue~ in the Hindu. social sy~tem. There are other occupa
tional groups however which are recent m formatiOn and have not yet ~rdened 
into castes. These are therefore to be excluded from the table, e.g., Kadia (house 
builders}, Kagdi (stationery sellers), Kapadia. (seller of clothes). These names 
may comprise members from different _castes-even Bra.hmans-nd may, and 
does, inClude Muslims a.nd other non-Hindus. 
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394. Accuracy of the RetutD-In :view of the detailed instructions there was not 
much difficulty felt in the Abstraction Office in the compilation of the caste returns. Instruc
tions regarding them have been modified and elaborated through successive censuses and the 
people themselv~ ta~e an interest in seeing that the ret~. is. cm;rect as far as possibl.e. . In· 
Gujarat if anyt~g IS w~ll ~own about a son of t~e soil, 1t ~ his caste; ~a~ organl83tl~~ 
still exists as a livmg reality m the State; and there IS comparatively less possibility, at least m 
regard to the higher castes, the agriculturist& and the artisan groups, of anybody passing off as 
belongingtoacastenothis own, than in other parta of India. The greatest difficulty, however, 
in the census of castes, is in respect of castes that are affiicted with social aspirations. There 
is the genuine variety of castes wishing to forget their past ·and to change their old names for 
new ones with less opprobrious associations, and otherwise trying to ape the customs of the 
socially snperior groupe.. In regard to these, the census maintained an attitude of responsive 
sympathy. So l~ng as any new name adopted did not cause any confusion, or prevent com
parison with past figures, the Census readily agreed. Thus the Hajams were allowed to call 
themselves Valands or Nai Brahmans although they were excluded from the Brahman total; 
the Dheds were renamed Vankars; the Barias were separated from the Koli total but their 
claim to be considered Rajput was firmly turned down ; and lastly the great agricultural 
communities, who seemed to dislike their old name of " Kanbi," were thereupon shown under 
Patidar in the Table. The Bhils were persuaded by certain propagandists to ask to be allowed 
to return themselves " Aryas," but as this was likely to cause confusion with genuine members 
of the Arya. Samaj, this request was disallowed. The forest tribes in the vernacular. census 
instructions used to be known as the Ka.lipara.j-" the black folk." But this wa.s resented by 
the vocal sections of the tribes, and the name-given to them by Mr. Gandhi hi=elf--of 
Ra.nipa.raj was adopted in the present census. Certain Muslim Piranas used to be known as· 
Shaikhdas and it is believed that a.ll of them returned themselves as " Sha.ikhs." Technically 
this wa.s correct, as " Shaikh " is the generic term for all unclassifia.ble MuslilnB. But through 
these accretions, " Shaikh " lost its value as a race name of Arabic origin. 

395. Caste Claims and how they were disposed of-The follovring Table collects a.ll 
such cases wherein there was some move either from the whole caste, or from a. section of it for 
new names or affiliations, a.nd the action taken finally on each case is noted in the third column : 

Old Name of Caste, 
Race or Tribe 

Aojana Kanbi •• 

Antyaj : Dhed 

Baria (Baraiya) 

Claim ma.de to new names or affiliations Final aotion taken 

• • Claim was made to Raj put status. The name Claim to Rajput status held no 
Ka.nbi was disliked. " Chaudhari " preferred. proven. " Kanbi " name was 

abolished-Anjana removed from 
general head of Patidara and 
shown under " Anja.na Cbau· 
dhari ,. in the Table. 

•• Articulate sections of the depressed classes express. " Ant'yaj " is expressive and does 
ed occasional diss&tisfa.ction with -the Antyaj not seem to have any speoia 
name. At the conference of 7-8 March 1931, opprobrious signification but 
some pressed to be called 'Ary& 9 ' but were dis- "Vankar" was used instead of 
euaded from carrying out their resolution when it Dhed as there was no cha.nce of 
was explained that u Arya " will cause confusion confusion. 
~th ~e~uine members of the Arya Samaj. 

Sr&mik was another name suggested. It is 
curious that nobody thought of Mr. Gandhi's 
title for these classes-' Harija.ti '-which does 
not oeem to have caught on locally. The pre. 
donunant Antyaj caste was previously shown in 
Caste Tables as Dhed. Their leaders preferred 
" Vankar," as they thought "Dhed" ha.d a 
derogatory meaning. 

•• There was a la.rge and genuine movement from Baris., Kha.nt, Makwana and Ta· 
Centl'al Gujarat Baraiyaa to be considered dis. labda shown separate from Koli 
tinct from K.olia, and aflillated to the Rajput. total. Their claim to Rajpilt 
Petitions were received from 32 villages signed by ata.tua turned down, as the census 
over 1,000 persona. Local enquiries confirmed was no forum for recording such 
the genuineness of their feeling_ Similar agita- decisions. 
tion, but less intense, was observed in 1921. 
Representative Rajput Thakores and other Raj 
put organisations were asked whether they were 
prepared to consider Ba.rias as belonging to them 
They refused, but admitted having taken girls 
in marriage from them as from Makwanas and 
Talabdas. The "Padhlar" surname is genuinely 
Ba~, and it OCCU1'8 amongst Ra.jpute also. 
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Old Name of Caste, 
Race or Tribe 

n..rot 

Bhil 

Gandhrap 

Hajam 

Kalal 

Kaliparaj 

Kamalia 

Kanbi 

Karedia Kanbi 

Luh&r 

Machobhi 

Mahar 

C1aim made to new namee or affiliations Final act.ion taken · 

' 
.. jBn>hn~abhata renewed their claima to be aeparated AI in ID21, they wore ahown ... 

from Bhata or Barota. parate in thia oonaus alao. Tho 
were not included undor n...ii'. 
mana. 

• • Cl!"m to be. ~nsid~ Kshatriyas waa found only They won> allowed to rotum Bhil 
m a very huuted oeotion who won> moved by Arya Kshatriya or limply Bhil bu 
Samaj propaganda. They wiahed to be known not • Arya. • 
aaArya • 

• . A aectio;,, Hindu by faith, stated that they had AI their numbers aro vory amall, 
nothing to do with Gandhrapa, but wen> a oepa- Jagaria wore proviaionally inclod· 
rate eaate ealled Jagari. ed under Gandhrapa, but !or tho 
. o .. te GIOIIIIAry, their numbers 

wen> specially aorted out and 
shown separately (~lido nnW. 
'" Gandhrap "-Caste Gloaaary) • 

. . Next to the Ba.r:ias;._ the ~ hitherto known asr,rh_e word 11 &jam " wn.a removed 
Hajam was most penristent. But there were two from caste table for Hind01 fol· 
sections: both opposed to th'e Haja.m name, but lowing the barber's profeMion, 
one preferring to ca.ll theDlBelves Valand and own- the Muslim sootion continuing to 
iD.g to "ba.rbei"' as hereditary occupation and be Bhown M "Hajam". The 
another, presumably Arya. Samajist in lean~~ Hindus were aUowed to return 
wishing to be known aa NayceorNaiBrahman and either Valand or Nai Brahman aa 
claiming that haircutting and shaving wen> not they ohoee. 
their ancestral OCCUMtion. In North Gujara.t, a 
largely signed petition signed by per!IOIIB frankly a 
ca.lling themselves Hajams waa received. But '6 
enquiries showed that the " Hajam " name was 
reeented by the bulk of the Hindu barbers . 

• • The Hindustani section wanted to be known aa KaJ. Shown under KsJal, 
lar Kshatriya. . . 

• 
• • This name applied generally to Forest Tribes means " Raniparaj " was adopted. 

" black folk " and was resented by them. The 
feeling was general. u Ra.nipamj " waa more 
colourleea and appropriate. 

•• Wanted to be shown aa Hindu • • Those wen> ahown aa Hindu who 
&aid they wen> .Bindwo • 

. . A section of the Kanbi caste who were C<Hiharera of 41 Patidar 11 waa aubetitoted for 
the village land used to be known ae Patidaro. " Kanbi " for Lewa and Ksdwa 
Now "Pa.tidar" name is generally affooted by all castes. Anjall&l were taken ou 
the Lewa and Kadwa caatee and any attempt to so alao Karediaa from the liat of 
diatingniah between the Kanbi and Patidar aec- Kanbia. Konkanl and Maratha 
tions was futile. Kunbia were alAO shown separate. 

Tho miaoollaneous Kanbio in· 
eluded Mara, Uda and Barad 
aection.a. 

•• They wanted to be separated from Kanbia and shown The " Kanbl " namo being aboliah· 
under Rajpnta. · ed, Karadia& wen> shown ... 

parately. They could not be 
included undflr Rajpnta. 

•• " Panchal l!mhman •• waa tho now title affected b~ The old 
their Gnati Sndharak Mandai, in 1111pport of whic• 
they refern>d myateriouely to a judicial" deoiaion, 

name continued. 

which they. were unable to produoe. 

A eeetion of them dwclling on the hanka of the Tapti The old nama continued. 
• • wanted to be known as Talabd& Koli, who, they 

admitted, 'were unwilling for IJIIClh intrnsion. 

•• A Bombay organieation applied to be shown nnW. The affinities. of W.preaaed claaoea 
u Ma.yavanshi Rajput.." to the Ra]put race have been 

· J>Ointed oot fn tho Caste Gloaaary. 
But their inclnsion nndor the 
Rajpnt total ae a opeclal section 
would have been misleadiDg. 
Old nama continued. 
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I 

Old Name of Casta, /Cwm. made to n~w names or affiliations Final action taken 
Raoe or Tribe 
// 
I~ The 1921 Report has reference to their claim to be Nothing was done, but it is suspect-M~Ghonohi -- considered as Modh Vanias, which was then turned ed..individual members o\r this 

down, but the claim was not formally renewed. U&Bte have passed oft as odh 
Vanias. 

Sa!&t -- .. No formal claim was made, but some returned the~- The old name continued. 
selves as Sompuri Brahmans ~ut they were m-
oluded under Sa!&t. 

-
Sh&ikhda .. •• This oasta of Hindu-Muoalmano resented the old title Those who wanted the "Muslim 

es opprobrious and applied to be returned as Mus· Shaikh " name to be recorded 
lim Shaikhe • were allowed to do so. 

Sonar .. • • The Decoani goldsmith caste hove long cla.imed to be The old name cOntinued. 
a variety of Bra.hmans-Daivadnya. Brahmans 
and local representatives were returned a.s such. 

Sutor .. .. Some Suta.rs were returned as Vishwakarma., after The old name " Sutar" was conti-
the name of their patron sa.int. Thus Vishwa- nued, and "Vishwaka.rma" re-
karma was wrongly compiled as e. sect in 1921. - moved from list of sects. 
It is really a caste na.me. 

Thake.rda .. •• A section calling themselves Thokarda Solanki, from The old na.me continued. I 
Kadi taluke., wanted to be separe.ted from Koli 
and shown under a distinct hee.ding. On enqniry 
there was no reason to separate them from the 
general head of " Thakarda " and a.s they them 

' selves · were separated from the Kolis, nothing 

I further was deemed necessary to be done. · 

396. Parvenu Accretions-Apart from these genuine cases, the most 
difficult problem is to isolate from genuine entries the element of the surreptitious 
social climber. In all sections of the superior castes there are doubtful elements 
whose inclusion is always a matter of doubt.. Amongst Brahmans and Vanias, the 
.cross breed or varnasankar-variously known as Barad, Pancha, Baj-is a distinct 
though unimportant element. The Rajput caste is again the favourite resort of 
many of these spurious cases. · Quite a few Barias must have found room there as 
Padhiar Rajputs and this it was not possible to prevent at the compilation stage. 
Again large numbers of Patanwadias and other Kolis passed off as Barias. A few 
of the aspiring untouchables are apt to call themselves Kshatriyas or Rajputs. A 
few Dabgars, Sonis and Modh Ghanchis and such others of the prosperous artisan 
classes masqueraded as Vanias. The Patidar class, which is fast developing into· a 
national caste, has similarly absorbed many non-descript elements-mostly recruits 
from Kathiawad. Amongst Musalm.ans, Pinjaras are rather given to calling them
selves Pathans; Maleks and Kasbatis pass off,as Shaikhs and in rural areas" Ghanchi" 
and "V ohra" have become often interchangeable. Occasionally, however, a caste 
like theSaiyad is jealously guarded and allows little chance of such unlawful entry. 
Even so, the clandestine entry of persons inferior in the social scale as Saiyads is 
not uncommon and could not be prevented. The transmogrification of a Quasab 
into a Saiyad, as he grew in affluence is enshrined in the Persian proverb: "Im sal 
Qusab budam par salo shaikhji arjan chul). galla shebad Saiyad shawi." . 

§ 2. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RETURN 

. 397. General Results: Caste not Returned-These general consider
atiOns are necessary for the understanding of the Caste Tables properly. We will 
now take the general results and set them in order. First we shall study the 
phenomenon of "caste not returned", in order to see how far modern influ
ences are operating in the direction of denial of caste. The general policy in this 
regard has been already stated. No one was really prevented from showing 
" ~ " a~ainst cas~ if he so chose. Brahmos and Aryas and members of other 
schismatiC sects which were based on the denial of caste were of course presumed 
to return no caste. Even in their case as the marginal table shows that the majority 
were prepared_ to indi~~te _the caste_s to which they belonged, or at least the caste 



of their origin. It will 
be noticed also that 
under " Hindu" there 
are two classes shown · 
-(1) caste not returned, 
i.e., of ·genuine cases of 
protestant Hindus with 
whom caste observances 
had ceased to have a 
meaning and (2) caste 
unspecified, a large 
class, some of which may 
have belonged to num
ber (I) but all owina 
their inclusion there~ 
under. because they 
omitted to return their 
caste through ·inadver
tence, ignorance or 

· choice or because the 
enumerator was too 
careless to record their 
caste. Even the two 
classes together do not 
form more than 1 per 

DISTRffiUTION OF CASTES 397 

Numbor who have not 
Prtlportion 

por DliiiO o( 

RELIGION 
opeoified oaote auch 

n-ligiona 

Persons Maloo I Females Pflnsons 

Total Unspecified among 
Re!igiona in which Caato 
occurred 13,577 7.443 6,134 8 

Hi>Uiu 
I. Caste not returned .. 58 II 47 } 1 

II. Caste unspecified .. 1,281 969 322 

Jain I 
Unapecified .. . . .. 1 . . 1 .. 

Hindt4 Arya 
Caste not returned ; • .. 412 181 231 140 

Hi7Ufu.Brahmo 
Caste not returned .. .. 16 9 7 229 

Indian Chn"stWn 
Unspecified .. .. 4,592 2,358 2,234 6~0 

Muslim ..1 Unapecified .. .. 7,241 3,938 3,303 40 

NOTE :-Casto Table shows figures for " Minor Hindu and Jain f!Mtf'll " 
and " Otber Muslims'', which include figures for Hindu and Mus .. 
lim unspecified shown above. 

mille of the total Hindu population. Of the two reform sects, only 14 per cent of 
.Aryas and 23 of Brahmos did not record their caste through choice. 65 per cent of 
Indian Christians did not show the caste of their origin, possibly the bulk doing 
this through ch?ice as they are drawn from depressed and other bacl..--ward groups 
and are anxious to forget their origin. 4 per cent of Muslims do not show any 
caste or race to which they belong. These are perhaps the miscellaneous 

'converts of comparatively recent date, who have not . yet definitely affiliated 
themselves to any recognised Muslim group. In 1921 there were 2,376 Hindus 
of unspecified castes, 728 similarly placed Jains and 9,597 unclassed Muslims. 
The decrease in numbers in 1931 may be due to better record on the present 
occasion. At any rate the figures of both censuses are convincing enough to 
show the strength of the hold of caste on the population; 

398. Distribution of Castes-We will now consider the question of distri
bution. Let us first take the castes in broad groups. There are seven large groups 
in the Hindu, Jain and Tribal castes, the Muslims form. the eighth group, and 
the rest of the population may be lumped together in the ninth group. The 
seven groups: (1) Brahman consisting of all true Brahman castes-even those like 
Tapodhan, Vyas and Rajgor, whom it is the fashion of other Brahman castes to 
look down upon; (2) Vania similarly comprising all true Vania castes; (3) the agricul
tural, forming the largest group consisting of Lewa and Kadwa Patidars and 
Anjanas; {4) the miscellaneous' labouring population of Koli and semi-Koli race, 
and includingBarias, Talabdas, Khants andMakwanas who have Raj put affiliations; 
{5) the Raniparaj, localised in South and Central Gujarat; (6) the Depressed Classes 
consisting· of the 13 recognised castes found in this State ; and (7) the Artisan 
group consisting of the modern occupational castes: Bhavsar, Darji, Kadia, Kansara, 
Kumbhar, Luhar, Mochi, Sonar, Soni and Sutar. Included under Luhar, Kum
bhar and Sutar are the subcastes formed by fission or change of occupation. which 
are known as Luhar-Sutar, Kumbhar-Sutaria and Kadia-Kumbhar: The 
Muslims have been grouped together here, but they have really two well
marked divisions-(i) foreign elements and (ii) local converts. The latter are 
also divided into trading or· occupational groups which are as organised as any 
Hindu caste. Among the _chief castes in!lluded ~der t~e Rest are the ~~jputs, 
Bharwads,. Rabaris, Ravalias an(}, Vaghr1s. A diagram 18 shown here g~vmg the 
respective proporti?ns which will help the reader to und~rstand the T~bl~ gi~en 
below it. A map 18 also attached below the Table to illustrate the distnbution 
of the chief .sociaL groups. · · 
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DIAGRAM SHOWING PROPORTIONS OF MAIN 
CASTE GROUPS . 

II 

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

• Depressea 8.3 7 Brahman 5.0 1 Pa.tiaar 19.8 4 

2 Ba.ria., etc. 17.7 5 Muslim 7.4 8 Vania 3.5 

3 Raniparaj 12.7 6 Artisan 6.1 9 The Rest 19.5 

NOTE.-Figures against serial numbers denote percentage to total population. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I 
SnoWING THE PROPORTIONS .oF THE CHIEF SomAL GRoUPs IN THE 

. • DIFFERENT DIVISIONS 

BARODA. STATE 
CENTBAL NORTH SoUTH 

KATHIAWAD 
r- GuJA:BA.T GuJARA.T GUJARAT 

SOCIAL GROUP Per Per Per Per Per .• 
Strength oent- Strength eent- Strength oent- Strength cent~ Strength cent~ 

age ·.age age age age 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 

Patidar and Anjana .. 484,491 20 141,227 17 273,7ll 27: 22,849 6 46,704 23 
Baris., Ta.la.bda., eto. .. 435,087 18 161,980 ,20 224,076 22 31,137 8 17,894 9 
Raniparaj •• .. 312,181 13 90,816 ll 2,778 .. 218,370 54 217 .. 
Depressad Classes .. 203,043 8 72,362 9 "93,832 9 20,303 ! 16,546 8 
Artisan Group .. 149,343 6 34,981 4 76,015 8 18,297 20,050 10 
Brahman .. .. 123,714 5 42,907 5 49,187 5 17,937 4 13,683 7 
Vania .. .. .. 86,477 4 33,572 4 38,735 4 5,773 1 8,397 4 
Muslim . . .. 182,630 7 74,077 9 61,255 6 26,U3 7 21,185 10 
Rest .. .. 466,041 19 172,419 21 190,418 19 43,598 ll 59,606 29 

Total .. .. 2,443,001 100 . 824,341 100 1,010,001 100 404,311 100 Z04,28Z 100 
• 
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The above map and table show how some groups are widely diffused and 
others are localised. The Brahmans are only 5 per cent in t he State and in the 
different divisions they retain this proportion more or less unchanged. In Ka.thia
wad they form 7 per cent because of the temple places of Dwarka. and Beyt. The 
V anias are only 4 per cent ofthe general population, ancl everywhere except in South 
Gujarat, where they are only I percent, they retain this proportion. The Patiuars are 
abouta:fifthof thetotalpopulation;butin South Unjarat they are only G per cent. 
Of the Patidars the Lewas predominate in Central Uuja.ratand the Kadwas in North 
Gujarat. But a fifth of the Lewas is found in Kathiawa<l and about one-twelfth 
in South Gujarat . The Anjanas are almost entirely localised in North Gujarat. 
The Raniparaj are mostly found in South Gujarat, where they form 54 per cent 
of its populat ion. In Central Gujarat. less than a third of t hese tribes reside, while 
the other divisions are practically without them. The depressed classes are met 
with everywhere, and their general ratio (8 per cent) is practica1ly repeated in every 
division, except in South Gujarat where they are in rather less numbers. The 
Artisans form only 6 per cent, but they are apparently in greatest strength in 
Kathiawad. 

399. Castes by their Size-.A.nother way to look at the caste return is to 
take the individual castes 
(taking the Brahman and 
Vania sub-castes as separate 
caste names and the forest 
tribes and depressed classes 
individually) and consider 
them according to their 
strength. We shall for that 
purpose omit the Muslim 
races and castes and just 
confine ourselves to the Hindu, 

siu: 

I 100,000 and over .. .. 
II 50,000-100,000 .. .. 

III 20,000-f>O,OOO .. .. 
IV Below 20,000 .. .. 

Total Hindu, Jain and Tribal .. 

No. of Strength 
Pcrccntav;e 

to total 
Castes in 1031 popnlntion 

(j 847,!J88 38 
7 426,1o3 1!.1 

IG 483,153 2 1 
114 488,075 22 

142 2,245,369 100 
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Jain and Tribal castes. Altogether 141 castes were s~parately compiled in this 
census· the miscellaneous Hindu and Jain castes not compiled numbered only 
2 883 e~cluding the number of Hindu unspecified shown already in the marginal 
t~ble of para 397 above. These miscellaneous castes are counted as one and included 
in the total of 114 (castes with a strength below 20,000) in the marginal table. The 
five castes of greatest size ard Lewa Patidar (226,871), Kadwa Patidar (219,159), 
Thakarda (190,195), Vankar (Dhed) (107,988) and Baria (10~,774). In 1921, there 
were only 3 castes of this size-Vankars and Barias have now moved up to the 
first class. The second class now consists of the Rajput (94,805), Bharwad and 
Rabari (64,378), Talabda. (59,225), Bhil (53,235), Tala via (52,407) and Kumbher 
(50,996). In 1921 there were only 4 in this class of which two have now moved 
up to the higher class, and Rajputs and Talabdas have continued in the 
second class. Bharwads have come up to this class because Rabaris have not been 
separately compiled in this ceusus. The other four have peen promoted owing · 
to their increase in numbers. The third class consists of one Brahman caste 
(Audich) with 45,222, one Vania (Shrimali) with 34,172, three Raniparaj tribes, 
two of the Depressed, three of the Artisan group and six other castes. In 1921, 
this class had only 13 castes. The first three classes absorb 78 per cent of the 
population. The remairider about a fifth belong to small-sized individual groups. 

400. Caste by Traditional Occupation-A third way of an!].lysing the 
caste figures is to distribute the population (of all religions) according to tradi
tional occupation. In the Chapter on Occupation we have seen that 32 per cent 
of the population belong to castes in which more than half of the workers are engaged 
in their ancestral calling. It is useful therefore to take the caste returns as afford
ing an index to the occupations of the people. Subsidiary Table II (given at the 
end of this chapter) attempts thi~ distribution on an elaborate basis. The scheme 
consists of 33 groups of occupations and the rest grouped as the 34th. The fol
lowing chief groups are given with figures against each showing the proportions 
per mille:-

Number 
Propor· 

Number 
of group 

Name of group of group 
Name ol group 

Propor-
in Sub. • . tion in Sub • tion 
Table II per mille Table II per mille 

I Landlords and Cultivators .. 274 xm Traders a.nd Pedla.rs .. .. 53 

II M~ita.ry and Dominant .. .. 48 XV. Barbers .. .. .. .. 12 

ill Labourers •• .. . . .. 174 I XVII Weavers, Carders and Dyers •.• 52 

IV Raniperaj .. .. .. .. 128 XIX Carpenters •• .. .. .. 11 

v Graziers and Dairymen .. .. 29 XXI Potters and Bricklayers •• .. 21 

VII Hunters and Fowlers .. .. 15 XXIX Lea.ther workers .. .. .. 23 

VIII & IX Religion including Temple Service. 61 XXXIII Sweepers .. .. .. . .. 13 

I XII Musicians, Da.ncers, etc. . . · .. 15 XXXIV The Rest .. .. . - .. 14 

. The Subsidiary Table itself indicates the races or castes included under each 
group; a supple~entary Subsidi~fY Table (II-A) is also appended in which detailed 
~ames of cast~s mcluded :under Others " in each group are shown. The above 
list do~s not mclude wnters (who fortunately for the State number only 2 
per ~e) an~ bards and. genealogists. who are more than three times as many 
as wnters .. F1she~en, Tailors, Washermen, Masons, Oil-pressers, Blacksmiths, 
Gold and Silversrmths and Village servants are other castes omitted but together 
these do not form more than 4 'per cent. Of the rest who are included, 27 out of 
100 pers?ns have an agrarian bent, 17 have the call to labour humbly either on the 
land or m <;>ther ways, 6 _would turn to religion, 6 others will be disposed towards 
trade, 5 _will swagger wrth a militant air, 11 will be inQlined to industry and 
only 2 will be found to cater for the sanitary needs of _their fellows. . . 
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401. Caste and Occupation T bl C 
compare some of these figures with a es orre~ated-It is interesting to 
workers (earners and workina de e lhe:a~ts regarding the general strength of 
po1;1ding occupations, as elicited £

0 
n ~t ) 

0 
m actu_al employment o!l the corres

This comparison will afford some bz: . e ccup!"t10n Table (Impenal Table X). 
supply for each type of occu ation s1s for finding out the pro~able sources of 
occupation by tradition will ~ot h~w The ~gures ofhcastes a~socmted with some 
find out also the number of ever e enoug · It will be necessary to 
workers (earners and working 
dependents) also in each group 
to find out a correcter basis 
(If comparison, for w b i c h 
purpose figures have to be 
collated from Imperial Table 
XI. A further caution is also 
necessary. In Subsidiary 
Table II, primitive and 
forest tribes have "been 
separated from the rest of· 
the population, presumably 
because they have no tradi
tional occupation. But two
thirds of them are actually 
occupied on labour, and a third 
on cultivation. Their workers 
have also to be distributed 
similarly. Thus we arrive at 
the marginal table which will 
be of interest. We find that 

Traditional Occupation with 
which Caste iJJ &880Ciated 

Landlorda and Cultivators .. 
Labourers (agrestic and general) 

Military and Dominant •• .. 
Graziers and Dllirymen •• .. 
Religious (inclnding Temple 

Sel'Vice) •. .. .. 
Trade .. .. .. . . 
Writers (Public Administrstion 

Profeosions and Liberal Arts). 

Sweepers •• .. .. . . 
Village Service and Watch .. 

Strength 
No. of 

Strength workon 
of of actu•lly 

Caste workers in employed 
c .. te OD the 

ooaupatlon 

774,603 375,632 433,001 

643,947 319,793 271,307 

118,014 54,265 8,760 

71,171 . 38,728 38,191 

147,983 57,687 15,379 

128,439 41,511 28,016 

22,479 7,616 26,304 

31,018 16,940 6,077 

10,904 5,074 7,330 

unde~ {1) Agriculture (landlords and cultivators), (2) Professions and letters and 
{3) Village service, the traditional sources of recruitment are deficient and' the 
demand has to be met by recourse to other castes. Thus it is explained why 
large numbers of people not traditionally used to agriculture have flocked to the 
land and why people denied the use of arms (like Marathas) or deprived of the 
opp<?rtunities of service to religion (like the Brahman) have crowded the public 
servwes and overstocked the learned professions. The commercial classes also 
show a large .s~lu~, who find no r~om in their fa~ar calling and attempt 
to eke out a livmg e1ther through agrwulture, state semce or other occupations 
a~ lawyers, teachers or doctors. Eve~ t~e Bhangi ~ds little scope now for 
his humble but most necessary funct10n m rural somety. Only about a third 
of their workers are able to find employment as sweepers. · 

402. Variation: General Results-We will now consider the question 
of variations in the strength of castes. Subsidiary Table III (at the end of this 
chapter) gives the variations in castes and tribes since 1901. The absolute figures 
are given first and the rateS of increase or decrease are worked out in the final 
columns. In the margin, a summary of variations is given for the main 
castes, divided according to the literacy percentage scale with which the reader 
is now familiar. The Brahman increase is only 8.6; it is further reduced to 
just 8, when we deduct the · hijratis from. the increase. Of these, the 
Gujarati ·section has grown by 9.5 per cent. The Lewa Patidars have grown 
by 16 per cent. But this is . ouly apparent. Without the hijratis, their 
~crease is only 7 .4. We see therefore that in the Advanced g;roups, the real 
mcrease is much less than the growth of the general populatiOn. The slow 
increase amongst Patidars is due not only to . their low birth rate, .b~t also ~ 
loss through migration. As shown already m the Chapter on C1vil Condi
tion, the rate of increase amongst the selected castes of the . Advanced group 
is only 11.4. Maratha Kshatriyas ~how a. declln:e of 9.5 per cent, but 
combined with Maratha and Konkaru KunblS, the1t total strength shows an 
increase of 2. 7 per cent, which may be take~ as their real variation. ~ny 
Marathas not specially entered as ~hatriy~ .~ust have been complied 
as Maratha Kunbi. In the Intermediate diV1B10n, the most remarkable 

51 
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C.ABTB. 

Advanced 

Brahman .. .. 
Lewa. Patida.r .. .. 
Ms.ratha .Kshatriya .. 
Vania .. . . .. 

Intermediate 

Anjona Chaudhari •• 
Baria, Khant and 

Ms.kwana .. .. 
Kadw& Potida.r .. .. 
Kumbhar .. . . .. 
Rojput . . .. . . 
T&!abda ~ .. . . .. 

Dliterate 

Bbarwad . . .. . .. 
Koli and ollied castes ... 
Depressed Claoses .. 
Primitive Tribes. • • .. 

Muslim 

Fakir .. .. . . 
Ghancbi .. .. . . 
Ms.~ •• .. .. . ., 
Memon ;~: ... .. 
MQI&alam '· •• .. 
Momna ..... .. .. 
Pathan . . .. . . 
Saiyad .. . . .. 
Shaikh . . .. .. 
Vobra .. .. . 

' 
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Strength 
m· 

1931 

123,714 
226,871 

12,164 
86,477 

38,459. 

128,901 
'219;107 

50,996 
. 94,805 

59,566 

64,378 
238,411 
202,777 
312,051 

6,495 
. 7,426 

11,206 
8,971 

10,862 
13,829 
15,884 
. 9,590 
26,073 
28,355 

Variation 
per cent . 

since 
1921 

. 
., 

+ 8.7 
+16.2 
-9.5 
+10.2 

+17.4 

+29.6 
+16.2 
+18.5 
+19.7 
-18.1 

+10.3 
+10.7 
+14.7 
+20.7 

+34.0 
+82.5 
+43.0 
-35.3 
+15.1 
+95.0 
+17.7 
+ 7.6 
-2.9 
+ 7.2 

growth is seen amongst Barias, Kha.nts 
and Makwanas who are supposed to 
have grown by nearly 30 per cent. 
Here again the increase is only appa
rent. The Ba.rias themselves, an aspir
ing community, are a caste to which 
many of the lower caste Kolis (Patan
wadia and the like) wish to attach 
themselves as a half-way house to the 
Rajput status. Particularly was this 
tendency evident in this census, as it 
was decided that the Barias would not 
be shown under Kolis in the Caste 
Table. As a result many of these 
Patanwadias, etc., .called themselves 
Baria. The increase in the Ba.ria 
section alone is over 42 per cent. It 
is necessary, therefore, to take the 
Baria, Khant and Makwana total and 
add it to that of Talabada and Koli 
and allied castes, to find out the true 
rate of variation, which is 13.8 per 
cEmt. The Rajputs show an increase 
of nearly 20 per cent. Part of this is 
spurious for reasons already stated .. 
They could not have grown at a faster 
rate than the general population, as 
they do not marry their widows, and 
their females are in serious defect. The 
Depressed Classes' increase is genuine, 
so is that amongst the Forest Tribes. 

A:iiiongst Muslims, the low increase in Saiyads is aue to reasons similar to those 
given for Advanced Hindus. The· V ohras show only 7 per cent increase. But 
the Yobras consist of two groups : the Agriculturist and the Trading. The first 
incre~sed to 16,436 in 1931 from 5,391, i.e., trebling itself, while the second declined 
fr<im-"21,064 to U,709 or nearly halved itself. Obviously the census figures for 
tliese sections separately are not reliable and even the total strength of Vohras · 
as shown by the census does not appear to be entirely correct. Some persons 
returned as Ghanchis in rural areas have been found to be really Vohras. But 

. even if .the total of Vohra.s .of both sections is accepted as correct, the strength of 
· ea~ section has to be estimated. The question remains, which year's figures are 
to be accepted as a correct basis. In 1911, the agriculturist and trading sections 
n1,llllbered 11,858 and 13,177 respectively. In 1921, the corresponding figures 
were 5,391 and 21,064. Thus as between the 1911 and 1931 figures, those of 1921 
appear obviously to be incorrect. If we assume a 5 per cent increase for the 
agriculturists in 1921, they should have numbered 12,430 in that year, instead of 
5,391, and the trading section would then be only 14,025 instead of 21,064. Thus 
the true increase in the agriculturist section is reduced to 32. 2 per cent ; and the 
true variation amongst the traders·is a. decline of 16.5 per cent~. Shaikhs show a 
decline, but the 1921 figures included many· Maleks and other miscellaneous. 
elements. That accounts for the -large increase amongst the latter in 1931, the 
figure for which year may be taken as corr~ct. If the_ Shaikhs and Male4s are 
taken together, the increase is only 7. 5. Memons and Mumnas are two other 
groups with whom, owing to confusion of names, the mistakes in reGord USUally 
happen. The matter was enquired into closely in this census, and it was found · 
that large numbers of Mumna population in Sidhpur and J'atan talukas were . 
often mistaken for Memons and recorded as such in 1911 and 1921. The two 
combined show a. variation of 8:8 per cent in the last ten years. If the 1931 
figure of Memons is considered correct and an increase of 9 per cent is assumed, 
then there must have been only 8,163 Memons in 1921 instead of 13,871 and there 
sho~d have been 12,800 Mumnas instead of only 7,092 in that year. Thus the 
real mcrease a~ongst Mumna.s is only about 9 per cent .. 
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403. -Variation in Social Groups-We will now group the castes 
according to their main hereditary occupations and see how far the variations in 
each diller from the general rate of increase. For the purpose of estimating the 
strength of landlordS and cultivators, and agrestic and general labour, we 
shall again distribute the Ranipara.j tribes, as we have done in para 401 above. 
Under Religious and Professional, we have combined priests and devotees, 
temple servants, genealogists, bards and astrologers, and the writer castes. 
The Artisan groups are the same as those selected for Subsidiary Table I above. 
The below table gives the strength of these difierent social groups and their 
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Strength Variation 
SoCIAL GHOUl'S in per cent 

I93I 

I. L&ndlordsandCultivatom 774,603 + I9.I 

II. Military and Dominant •• 118,0I4 + 1704 

m. Agrestio and General 
I7.7 Labour •• . . . . 643,947 + 

IV. Grazier& and Dairymen· • 7l,I7I + Il.I 
' 

v. Religious and 
Professional . . .. I70,462 + I2.3 

VL Traders and Pedlars .. I28,439 - 4.0 

VlJ, The Artiean Group .. 149,343 + I4.5 

vm. The Rest •• .. . . 387,028 + Il.1 

variations since 1921. The highest 
increase is recorded amongst those 
castes and :races associated with 
agriculture. Labour and Dominant 
come next in contributing to ·the 
general growth of population, while 
in the rear come the Religious and 
Professional castes, with Traders 
actually recording a decrease. But 
this decrease is not real. The Trad
ing classes consist, among others, of 
Memons. But the 1921 Memon and 
Trading Vohra figures are incorrect, 
as suggested in the paragraph above. 
The true figure for Memons for· 1921 
is somewhere about 8,200 or nearly 
5,700 less than the census return, 
and the true Vohra (tradin§) figure 

is a little over 7 000 less. Thus the total of the Trading class for 192I should 
be reduced by about 12,700, and the true variation arriyed at ~ an_ increase of 
6.1 per cent inste!'d of a decline of _4 per cent. A diagram IS grven on the 
previous page to illustrate the margmal table above. . 

§ 3. TREATMENT OF SELECTED GROUPS 

404. Depressed Classes-We will now notice a few selected groups. 
Taking the depressed classes first we show in the margin a list of castes that are 

NAME OF CASTB 

Bh&ngi • • • • • . 
Burud including Vansfod&. 
Chs.mar .. . . 
Garod& .. .. . . 
Holar· .. .. .. 
Mahar . . .. .. 
Mang .. .. .. 
Nadia .. .. .. 
ShenV& ~ . . .. 
Thori . . .. . . 
Turi .. ' .. 
Va.nkar including Dhed .. 

Strength 
in 

1931 

3I,018 
478 

42,802 
7,796 

54 
572 

37 
622 

9,643 
56 

1,711 
107,988 

Variation 
since 
I921 

+I2.7 
+18.1 
+21.8 
+18.7 . ... 
-2.4 

+ 8.8 . ... 
+58.8 .... 
+50.4 
+ 8.4 

definitely known to be " untouchable •: 
in the State. Their strength in 1931, 
and variations since 1921 are indicated 
in the marginal ·table. Of these, the 
following eight castes are Gujarati :
Bhangi, Chamar, Garoda, Nadia, Shenva, 

· Tu:ri, Thori and Vankar. The rest 
occurring in small numbers in the State 
are Deccani. Nadias occur for the 
first time in this census. Probably 
they were mixed up with Bhangis and 
Chamars in previous censuses. Thoris 
occu'rred in 1911, and disappearing in 
1921 have again found a place in the 
returns. Nadias are a little higher than 

Bhangis, but lower than Chamars. For details regarding them the reader is 
referred to the Glossary. The variations are more or less normal. The large 
increase in Shenvas is· inostly accounted for by the small increase in Bhangis below 
them and the still smaller increase amongst the Vankars (Dheds). As~umption 
by the latter of the Vankar name generally must have led to considerable stiffening 
of their caste organisations everywhere, and the drifting of many into the lower 
groups of Cha.mar and Shenva. The Shenva figure in 1921 showed a decline of 
nearly 20 per cent since 1911 which was unnatural. According to the general 
rate of increase, they should have numbered 7·,966 in 1921 and 9,161 in 1931. 
There are therefore nearly 500 spurious accretions in the Shenva total. The 
Bhangis have grown at a rather lower rate than: the general population since 1921. 
In 1901 they numbered 24,011 since which date their numbers have risen by only 
20 per cent. One reason for this slow progress is that a few on the top have passed 
off as Shenvas and that Nadias in previous censuses were returned as Bhangis. 
The largest caste, Vankar, has made the slowest progress only 14 per cent in the 
last 30 years. The Garoda, the most educated of these classes, has increased by 
32 per cent since ,1901. . . · 
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405. Muslim ·ca~es an~ ~ces-We will now separately deal with Musfuu 
cas~s and rac~s. While cons1dermg broad social groups, we included different 
sections of Muslims under each. But their proportions vary in these groups. Thus 
though under Landlords and Cultivators, Muslims form rather less than one
seve~th, unde~ Labour their contribution is only 1 per mille. Under Military and 
Domman~, their ~e:presentatives are only Arabs and Behlims : Pathans who have 
also war~e traditiOns are in this State given to agriculture. Under Heligion, 
the Muslim quota is only one-ninth, 
but in Trade, they bulk more largely 
being about a fifth of the total strength 
of the classes traditionally associated 
with it. In the margin the Muslims 
are divided into Advanced, Inter
mediate and the Rest (according to our 
familiar percentage scale) and the va
riations in each are indicated. They 
are further divided into (I) foreign 
elements and (2) indigenous converts, 
who are further sub-divided into (a) 
the trading section a.nd (b) other groups. 
The variations in each are shown and 
compared with the general rate of 

Variations amongst Mual.imo 

Social Groupo l Sttength Variation 
ainco 1021 

Advanctid •• .. .. 113,847 - 3.4 
Intermediate .. .. 100,637 + 24.6 
Rest •• . . .. .. 28,246 + 8.8 

Foreign elem.ente .. .. 60,3~1 + 5.8 
LooaJ Converto .. .. 12'l,279 + 16 . .2 

(i) Trading .. .. 23,266 - 31.3 
(ii) Oilier .. .. 90,01& + 16.3 

General Mualim •. .. 182,630 + 12.5 

increase in the Muslim populatioJl. The Advanced group shows a decrease, but 
this is only apparent as it contains Memons, figures regarding which for 1921 
have required adjustment (vide para 402 above). After this is done, the variation 
under Advanced is changed into an increase of 7.7percent, which is about the same 
as Advanced Hindus and may be accepted as correct. For similar reasons .the 
decline in the Trading section of local converts and the increase under ' other' 
are to be discounted. But' generally it seems true that the Muslim population 
depends for its growth mainly on its indigenous elements and not on its 
foreign ; and like the Hindus, it is being replenished, not by its most affiue~t or 
most intellectual, but by its hardier, but less educated and poorer sectw~s. 
We have now to set out the component sections of each of the elements formmg 
the Muslim population. For this purpose, we give a table prepared on the same 
basis as that shown on page 329 of the Census Report of 1921 :-

Name of Group . 

L-Foroigo Elements 

A.-Arab 
B.-Pathan •• 

C.-Mughal •• 
D.-Baloch •• 
E.-African •• 
F.-Sin.dhi •• 

U.-lndigeaous 

Including 

• . &iyacl, true Shaikh and Arab 
• • Pathan, Khokhar, Afghan •• 

.. Mugbal .. .. .. 
Baloch, Makrani .. .. 

.. Sid.di (Habsbi) .. .. 
Sin.dhi .. .. .. 

.. . . 

.. .. 

.. .. . . .. .. . . 

.. .. 

.. .. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Number of oaate 
nameo compiled 

3 
2 

(Afghan not compiled) 
I 
2 

Not compiled 
1 

A.-Neo-Mnsaimans • Khoja, Momon, Vobra (peasant), Vobra. (trading!, 10 
Molesa.la~D;, Kasba.ti, Momna, Slpahi, Dha.d.hi, (Miraai included unde 
and .Mirao1 Dha.dhi) 

B.-Converts w h 0 Cbhipa, Darji, Bhat, Bhoi, Khatri, Dhobi, ~Jl'i, (Oth . 1 ~e.d uodel 
have still re- Sotar, Rathod, Parmar, Makwana, 1m, el'8 1,!1,c 0 . ) 
ta.ined Hindu Gandhrap, Gola, Gha.nchi, Ka~, Kumbhar, other .musbma 
caste or oceu· Luhar, Mali, Hajam, B~bhu.nja, &~t, Sara· 
pational na.mes niya, Bandhara, Mochi, Galiara, HiJda. and 

Bhand aJ Khatki 
C.-Converts w h o Bhadela, Bhathia.ra, Bhiati,, J?udhw a, . ' 

have adopted Naghori~ ~at, Pin~ra, Pin!~• Pola..di, Rang· (Othelll Included undet 
new oocupa- reJ, PanJmgara, Tru and Kasa.i other .Huslima) 
tiona! names. 

6 

D.-Converto w h o 
are menials or 
labourers .. Malek&.. . . • · · · · · · · • · 

I 

E.-Unclean • • . . Bhangi 
F.-Religiono Mendi-

cants • • Fa.kir · · • · 1 • • • • ' • • • ' • 
G.-Unspecified Muo· 

1 

lim •• .. 

Strength 

60,351 

122,279 
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406. Race of Christians-Christians are made up of 7,064 Indians, 63 
Anglo-Indians and 135 persons belon~ng to Europ~n and allied r_aces (~ 
Imperial Table XVI). Europeans consiSt of 111 subJectk of the Emprre and 24 
belonging to other races-mostly of American: nationality. Anglo-Indians have 
increased from 44 and European British subjects have increased from 80 to their 
:respective present figures in the last ten years. The increase amongst Europeans 
is wholly due to the presence of a. ship in Port Okha on census day, which contri- · 
buted 27 European males (British subjects). If these 27 are omitted, the number 
of European British subjects is reduced to 84. The Anglo-Indian increase is wholly 
due to the opening of the workshops in the Marshalling Yard and Goya G;ate in 
Baroda City and the Dabhoi Railway Station. The number of Europeans residing 
within the State limits (excluding the Camp) is much less than before because many 
high posts which used to be filled by Europeans are now held by Indians since many 
years. Apart from the adventitious presence of Europeans in Port Okha, the others 
usually reside in Baroda City and environs. The next largest settlement is in the 
Mehsana Railway Station. As to record of Anglo-Indians, it may be mentioned 
that since 1921, a stricter reckoning has been made of them, so that non-descript 
Indian converts of the " Feringhi " type were treated as Indians. A distinct ten
dency is also observable amongst educated Goans of good families to call themselves 
Indians, dress their ladies in saris and in other ways to assimilate themselves to 
Indian ideas. The Indian Christians are divided by race or caste as shown in the 
margin (vide Imperial Table XVII). The largest section is the Indian Ch.Pstian of 

Caste or Race 

DepreaaedCJ ........ .. 
Kan bi, Maratha . . .. 
Pa.tha.n .. .. 
Portuguese Indian .. 
R&nipar&j • • • • .. 
Caste unspecified •• .. 

Strength 
in 1931 

1,719 
12 
7 

196 
538 

4,592 

the indeterminate variety as pointed out already; 
they are mostly drawn from the socially degrad
ed Hindu castes and do not care to disclose ·their 
ongm. On the other hand, the Indian convert 
in the ·second or third generation is so com
pletely changed that he does not in many cases 
really know from what caste his ancestor was 
drawn. · 

407. Forest and Primitive Tribes-Imperial Table XVill gives details of the eighteen 

Name of Tribe 

All Tribes .. .. 
Bavcba . . .. 
Bhil .. .. . . 
Chodhra . . .. 
Dhank& .. .. 
Db odie. .. . . 
Dnbla •• .. . . 
Go.mit .• .. .. 
~hodia .. .. 
Kokna .. . . 
Kolgba . . .. 
Kotwalia .. .. 
Mavchi .. .. 
Naya.kda .. .. 
Tadvi •• .. . . 
Talavia. .. . . 
Valvi .. .. .. 
Varli ' .. . . 
Va.sawa .. . . 
Unspecified .. .. 

Strength 
of tribe 
in 1931 

312,051 

1,186 
54,542 
38,786 

3,457 

26,132 
12,894 
59,213 

551 

7,952 
991 

2,207 
919 

11,802 
20,817 
52,565 

132 

368 
17,527 

10 

Variation 
since 1921 
' 

+ 20.7 

+ 16.6 
+ 24.9 
+ 18.1 
- 54.6 

+ 22.4 
- 58.8 
+ 13.9 
+ 48.1 

+ 17.6 
+ 3.9 
+ 57.2 
+ 90.2 

+ 36.1 
+ 47.0 
+ 156.0 
- 91.0 

+ 79.5 
+ 30.2 
- 94.0 . 

tribes which are usually found in the State. The 
marginal. table gives the strength of each tribe 
and the variation since 1921. To understand 
the variations, it is important, however, to 
remember the following points. Talavias are a 
socially superior sept of the Dublas. Vasawas 
also have difierentiated out from the Bhils but 
as a sept distinct from them. Tadvis also repre
sent a fission (as the name implies) from Bhils . 
Chodhras have a sub-sectio,n.-known as Valva 
or Valvii.di, with which Vii.lvis are sometimes 
confused by the enln:nerators. These Valvis are 
perhaps a degraded sept of the Gamit tribe, them
selves the most depressed economically of the 
Raniparaj. Dhanka (toddy tapper) is something 
of a generic name for all these tribes,. so that 
persons returned as Dhanka are like " Rani
paraj " unspecified. Kolghas and Valvis are the 
untouchable sections amongst these tribes. Tad
vis are localised. in Central Gujarat. Nearly 72 
per cent of the Bhils are met with in Central 
Gujarat and the rest from what are known as 
the Rani Bhils of Mangrol, Songadh and Vyara 
talukas. · Nearly one-th;rd of Tala vias live in 
Central Gujarat and the rest in the Southern 

. . division. Seven out of 12 ~ayakdas reside in 
~~th Gu]arat, the rest mostly m Sankheda taluka. Over two-thirds of Vasawas are in South 
Gu]arat (M•mgro~ and Songadh talnkas) and the rest in Central Gujarat (mostly in the Kahnam 
area and Va~hodia taluka). Chodhras, Dhodias, Gamits andDublasarealmostentirelyconfined 
to South Gu]arat. Dublas are mostly to be met with in the Rasti Chodhras are on the other 
hand spread in Semi-Rasti and Rani tracts while the bulk of the Gamits are in the Rani area. 
These considerations will help in the expla~tion of some of the curious jumps which the figures 
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show. T~e large decline in the Dhankas is rather a testimony to greater aoourllOy of record. 
~ey declmed by nearly 60 ~er cent in 1921, so that this accuracy is continuous and progro.'ISive 
s~ce 1911. Dublashavedeclinedby nearly 59 per cent, largely accounting for the extraordinary 
riSe of 156 per cent amongst Tala vias. Both these tribes taken together show only an in
creas~ of 26 per cent, which ~y be considered as the true rate of increase amongst them. The 
large mer~ amongst Tad VIS IS mostly dtie to the fact that nearly half of the persons returned 
as Dhanka m 1921, ~ere shown under their true name in 1931. The decline amongst Valvis 
was d.ue to the fact discovered after the Caste Tal_>le was ready that certain Val vis were wrongly 
c?mpiled as Ch?dhras. Generall~ ~t ~y be said that these tribes are Gujarati-speaking,-only 
Varlis, Kathodias and Koknas or1gmating from the Konkan speak a patoi9 of Marathi and 
Gujarati. For further details, the reader is referred to the Caste Glossary. 

§ 4. RAcE CoMPosiTioN AND MoDERN ~ENDENOIES 

408. Race Composition of the . Gujarati People-Having now completed the statis
tical analysis of the caste return, we shall attempt to estimate the strength of the different 
elements of the Gujaratis. The Gujarati people, as pointed out in the Chapter on Language, 
is a composite population into. whose formation various race elements have mingled at widely 
different points of time. The primary element is the aboriginal, represented in this State by the 
eighteen tribe8, in the higher sections of which there is decided Aryan admixture. Next come 
the Aboriginals of the Plain, the Koli and allied castes, together with the semi-Rajput com
munities. Then there are the communities in which there is evidence of the Rajput and Gujar 
etraine, the latter of which has given its modern name to the country and its people. Then 
there are the intellectual stocks-the Brahmans, Kayasthas and non-Rajput Vanias-which 
are of relatively pure Aryan lineage-leaving the residue of miscellaneous groups in 'which the 
Aryan and Dravidian stocks have mingled. At the base are the aboriginal tribes, the prhni
tive inhabitants of the country. From the Raniparaj, the Chokapura (Pavagadhia) section of 
Chodhras has to b~ omitted to get an idea of the purer aboriginal element. As the Chokapuris 
were not separately compiled in this census, a 20 per cent increase on the figures for 1911 has to 
be added; this done, we get the remaining Ranipa.ra.j-301,766-as definitely aboriginal. 
Even then there is considerable admixture : the Central Gujarat Bhils, Tad vis, Talavias and 
Naiks show decided Aryan influence in their physical and mental characters. It is proper there
fore to distinguish between the early Aboriginal and the Aboriginal of the Plain, for which pur
pose we have to omit these Central Gujarat sections from the B:b?ve totaL and '!e thus ~et 222,009 
as the estimate of the early Aboriginal element. The Abor1g~l of the Plam consiBt of these 
Central Gujarat settled Bhil commnnities-79,757 as recorde~ m the last census-and also of 
Kolis proper .with allied tribes, excluding the upper layer of Bar1a, Khant, Ma.kwa~ and Talabda 
who may be termed Quasi-Rajputs .. These ex~luded, ~he second .class Will number 326,35~. 
Then we have to estimate the races With the Ra]put stram. These mclude the undoubted RaJ
puts, the quasi-Rajputs as above, the castes of ·Rajpnt des~ent like Oswals, Shrimalis (amon!! 
Vanias), Karadias and Anjanas, Bhavsars, Luhars, Kathis, Var;hers, Vadhels, Chokapur1 
Chodhras, the converted Rajputs like 
Molesalams, Beh!inlS and Memons, and 
lower down in the social scale-Rava
lias, Vaghris, V ankers and Chamars. 
Akin to the Rajputs but pastoral and 
agricultural · in occupation are the 
large groups associated with the Gujar 
name like Lewas, Kadwas, other 
Kanbis, Kachhias and Sathwaras with 
their corresponding Muslim converts, 
Maleks and Mnmnas, who are predo
minantly agricultural ; and Ahirs, 
Bharwads Rabaris and Gujar Cha
rans, wh~ are pastoral~the typi~l 
Gujar c,alling. Then again the Gu]ar 
strain enters largely into some of the 
prominent artisan castes-Darjis, 
Luhars, Kumbhars, Sonia and Sutars. 
For these we have to estimate from 
the 1911 figures with the addition ofa 
presumed 20 per cent increase. We 
have to add lastly the few Sikhs to 
make up the total under this head. 
These calculations give a total of 
1,277,529 for races with the Gujar and 
Rajput strains. Then we have to cal-

I. 

II. 

m. 

IV. 

v. 

VI. 

RACIAL GROUPS 

Early Aboriginals •• .. 
Aboriginals of the Plain .. 
Racca with a Rajput and 

Gujar Strain .. .. 
Brahmans and allied ,Ar. 

yan including Parai .. 
Miscello.neooa 
Aryo.IJmvidian 

i. Non~Gujar ArtiBELn • 
ii. Other eaates inciud-

ing Marathae and 
inWgenous Mus· 
limo .. .. 

Foreign Elements 

i. Muslim .. 
ii. Other including 

European and 
Anglo· Indian .. 

Total Popalatiou .. 

Strength 
Pro_hrtion 
to opuJa-

tion 

222,000 9.1 

326,353 13.4 

1,277,529 62.3 

204,938 8.4 

58,336 2.4 

293,196 12.0 

60,351 } 2.4 

296 

2,443,007 100.0 
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culate the strength of Brahmans a~ .allied Aryan groups, and. the residue. o~ Aryo-Drav:i<J!an 
elements, finishing np with the foreign elements amongst Muslims and Christians. A margmal 
table is prepared which gives also ~he relative perc.entag~ of these· elementa, to . the total 
population. The Brahmans and allied ~uvs contam, besides all t:ue Brah~an cast:s {there 
being no evidence of Gujar Brahmans m this State) and aU non-Rajput Varuas, ~arsJS, Brah
makshatris, Brahmabhats, Barots, Targalas, Kayasthas and Prabhus. The foreign elements 
consist of those amongst Muslims which we already know and of Buddhists, Jews and 
Europeans. These leave 111! ~th ?8,336 hon-Guj~r artisans a~d 293;195 f?r the misc?lla" 
neous residue of Aryo-DraVIdian Hindus and MuslinJS. The Gu1ar together With the Rajput 
forms the most dominant element. The Aboriginals of the Plain come next followed by 
the Aryo-Dravidian and the rest. 

409. Who are the Rajputa and Gujars ?-Having now obtained a general 
conspectus of the composite Gujarati po,pulation, it will be necessary to see how far the scheme 
fits in with known facts of anthropology and history. The classical Risley classification of 
Indian races would place the whole of the Gujarat population under the " Scytho-Dravidian" 
group. This classification is surprising in view of Risley's own admission that Rajputs and 
Gujars are not Scythians, but Indian Aryans. But the BO'WJay Gazetteer (Gujarat Population} 
would class Rajputs and Gujars with the White Hunas or Mihirs. This theory however is 
grounded on the surmise-for it is nothing more than a surmise-that the Gujars are a race 
of foreigners who swooped on India from the North-West, like the Sakas and the White Huns. 
From the Raj put word of 'mer' or 'ruidh' signifying a title of honour, it is argued. that the 
Gujaras were the same as Mihiras (the Sanskrit name for White Hunas}. None of the Rajput 
clans have any tradition aseooiating them with Scythians or other non-Indian races. The 
Gujars appear in Indian history about the 6th century A.D.on the break-down of Buddhism in 
the land. They appear in Rajputana and Broach in two isolated groups where they establish 
dynasties. The Broach dynasty spreads into the whole of Gujarat, lasts for about 200 years 
till the middle of the 8th century and disappears from Indian history but not withot#; leaving 
its name and impress uneffaceably on the Gujarati people. Now it is suggested !:f?.m mere 
verbal resemblances, that Gujaras may have been the same as Khizars. "The sinillarity of 
sound " says Rao Bahadur C. V. Vaidya, in his History of Medireval India, "has often misled 
antiquarians into strange theories, and the attempt to identify the Gujar with the Khizar is 
not less strange than the now generally abandoned identification of the J ats with the Goetae." 
The nasal index of the pastoral Gujar -which is 66.9 is shown by Sir H. Risley himself to be 
even lower than that of Parisians and to stand first in that regard amongst all Indo-Aryans. 
Gujars have characteristically long heads also. This is an insuperable objection to treating 
Gujaras and Rajputs as part of the Scythian stock which was a broad headed race. " Still less 
probable is it," to quote from the India Census Report of 1901 "that waves of foreign 
conquerors entering India at a date when the Indo-Aryans had long been an organised 
community should have been absorbed by them so completely as to take rank among their 
most typical representatives, while the form of their heads, the most persistent of racial 
distinctions was transformed from the extreme of one type to the extreme of another, without 
leaving any trace of the transitional forms involved in the process." There is no need again 
to assume an extra-Indian emigration when the facts of history are enough for us to hold that 
the Gujars are an Aryan tribe, pastoral in characteristics, but raised through the pressure of 
times to a military and aggressive nation. Not one of the accepted lists, in India:.;t tradition 
or history, of non-Indian tribes mentions the Gurjara as one. The Mahabharat lists speak of 
Chinas, Kambojas, etc., but not Gurjaras. Pauranic lists mention Sii.kas, Yavanas, Turnshkas 
and Gandlmrvas, but not these. Even as late as 8th century A.D. when Hinduism is firmly 
established, Mlechhas mentioned in the Mudra Rakshas are Chedis, GandlJarvas, Hunas, 
Khasas, S~kas, ~ut no~ Gurjaras. It is suggested as the ground for the surmise that Gujaras 
were an alien tribe of mvaders, that they were Hinduised, of set purpose, by the Brahmans. 
who admitted them to Kshatriyahood, in order to crush the Buddhists and their Kushan allies. 
This hypothesis assumes that Scythians were crushed with the aid of their own kinsmen. 
There is no shad?w of a reason for this supposition. Hindu kings have repeatedly beaten the 
nomad hordes Witho~t any such assistance. Gautaruiputrain 15()A.D. defeated the Pahlavas, 
Sakas and Yavanas m the Dekhan; the great victories of Samudragupta (370-395} are well
known. Chandragupta IT overthrew the Sakas in 395-415 A.D. Yasodharman crushed the 
H~as. in 530 and Sri Harsha had one of his earlier triumphs over Turks and Hunas in the 
begmnmg of the 7th century. In none of these struggles does it ever appear that the Hindus 
sought the &.!d of Gujars. Again if Hindus did accept the Gujars as allies, Bana, the laureate 
of J?rahr?aUJSm, would not have gloried in the victory of Prabhakar Vardhan over them . 
. BeSides, if the Gujars and Rajputs were really a nomad horde, it is hard to believe that they 
sho~d have ?een so completely Hinduised as to become within two hundred years, the pre
donun~~t ra~1al group in ~ujarat and Rajputana, to be accepted without demur as the flower 
of ln<l;ia s chivalry:. No alien race would have been vested with so much honour. Then again 
there IS no reason to suppose that they are the same as Khizars. What we know of the history 

.;1 
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of Khizaria does not show that the Khimrs were ever a conquering people. Their homeland 
was the venue of wild hordes, from whom they fled and took refuge " among the seventy mouths 
of the Volga..:' They w~ a civil commerr.ial people; while the Gujnm of India were a pastornl 
people, hardy and war-like, and cattle breeders by profes.•ion. These latt<>r cannot but be of 
the same sto~k as the Ahirs: The traditional origin of the Agnikula Rajpnts-the Pnrm1\l', 

~auhnn, Padiha;r and Solanki-n':6d no~ support a theory of a b?dy of alien immigrants adopt<Jd 
mto ~~ Kshatrl!" .fold after thell' )?urificati?n by fil;l· It 1n1ght far more suitably support 
the ra!Smg of an mdigenous Aryan tr1be lower m the soc1al scale-probably V aisl!va in origin-to 
the Kshatriya status by reason of its deeds in conquest and its militant organisatio~. And indeed 
that seems to have happened. A thousand years of Buddhism had obliterated, in Western and 
Northern India, as it did in Eastern India, all distinctions of caste and l't18pect for Brahmans. 
The tradition of Parashuram's extirpation of Kshatriyas was followed, and reinforced under 
Buddhi$m, by a long sustained levelling movement. The Scythian interlude showed to the 
Brahman that the only way to renew Hinduism was to raise Vaishyas and other lower orders 
to the military brotherhood. That is how the Gujam~n ancient Vaishya tribe-came into 
fitfnl prominence on the stage of Indian history. But the Brahmans took care that the Gujars 
did not grow too powerfnl-Prabhakar V ardhnri had to punish them for that reason. To quote 
again from Mr. Vaidya* :-

. " The Gujam like the Jats are the ancient Vedio Aryan V aisyas ; and that exp!.•ins why 
their names are not met with in ancient records before the fifth or sixth century, For snch 
ancient scanty historical records as we possess concern themselves chiefly with kings and kingly 
families and rarely mention the common people. In the third cent.ury A.D. the V aisyas for tho 
first time came into prominence because (most Kshatriya kingly families l>eing killed or driven 
further south) many Vaisya families took to the profession of arms against the foreign invaders 
of Scythio origin. The Guptas thus were Vaisyas who first opposed the Yue-chi and mtterly 
opposed the HIID8. It seems that when the HIID8 first invaded India and founded 11 kingdom 
at Sialkot the Gujars moved down into Rajputana, the sandy deserts of which have always 
afforded shelter to Aryans of the Punjab and the middle country when oppressed and dis
possessed by foreigners. That seems to be the reason why the Gujars came into prominence 
about the time of the HIID8. They moved from the Punjab into Rajputana and founded a 
kingdom at Bhinmal about the beginning of the sixth century, They even sent off-shoots 
further southwards and we find the Gujara kingdom of Broach founded by Dadda at about 
the same time; These two kingdoms were found in a flourishing condition by Hiucn Tsang. 
Pratapavardhnna conquered the Gujaras not because they were Huns or foreigners ; he 
conquered them as every conquering hero in India did who oonqnered. both foreigners and 
Indians in his digvijaya. The Gujaras of Bhinmal were to his south-west and he must ha vo 
establiShed his overlordahip over them also, Yet the Gnrjara kingdom of Bhinmal was strong 
and even Hamha did not entirely dispossess the Gujaras. They were probably only in nominal 
snbjeotion to him as we have already stated. And they not only remained strong but in the 
next century grew stronger and subdued Kanauj itse!L" 

410. Proposed New · Classification-If the view that Gujars and 
Rajputa are Indian Aryan tribes is adopted, then we have the following broad 
classification of the Baroda. State population :-

Grou; No.I 
Name of Group Popul&tion strength P.,..n to.ge to total 

2 • 3 ' 
I Early Aboriginal .. .. .. .. .. .. 222,009 9.1 
II Civilised Aboriginal with Aryan Strain .. .. .. 326,363 13.4 

III Indian Arys.n.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,4M2,467 60.7 
IV Aryo-Dr&vidi&n •• .. .. .. . 351,631 14.4 .. .. 
v Non.Indian Elements .. .. .. .. .. 60,647 2.4 

411 Modem Tendencies-From these speculations on race, we turn 
with reli~f to describe such of the recent tendencies within castes which are worthy 
of note It has been well said that although caste at any given moment seems rigid 
and ~utable, yet. it is not so una.mena.ble to change, as its seeming rigidity ~nd 
its apparent injustice would lead one to expect. New cas~ have come mto . 
existence from time to time ; once formed, they appear to be mexorable, but the 
fact that the formation is possible show~ .that the sy~tem a~its ?f change an~ is 

· capable of adapting itself 't? n~ co~ditwns .. ParticularlY,' 18 this ~he case Wlth 
the occupational groups, which still ciD:g tenaCiously to thell' old callings. wp.~re 
modern conditions have rendered thell' employments unprofitable, enterpnsmg 
individuals have drifted away from their present castes to new trades or have 

.• V&idya'o HimriJ qf MtdioJval Hirulu-lruli4, page 356, 
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taken to the land. Thus are formed the new castes, Kadia-Kumbhars, Luharc 
Sutars Sutar-Luhars and Kumbhar-Sutarias. In 1911, the first named group 
was still forming with only 45 persons. In 1931, these Kadia-Kumbhars (i.e;, 
potters who have take~ to the more el~borate work of b~d~rs) numbered 1,946. 
Sutar-Luhars were similarly a new umt formed by fi.ss1on m 1911. They were 
only 72 then,-they are now 2,040 and they ~elude among them .also Luhars who 
had turned Sutars. We see thus two oppos1te processes coalescmg for purposes 
of association. We have not yet seen in the State, evidence of artisan groups 
consolidating under one name-like that of ' Rohela Tank Kshatriya ' ; but there 
is a great deal of activity amongst these for self-improvement and search after 
new caste names to raise themselves in the eyes of their fellows. The instances of 
Vala.nds and Panchal Luhars have been already cited. Indeed so intense was the 
agitation for changing the name of the old barber caste that the rival claims of 
'Nai Brahman' and 'Valand' nearly split "t1he community in twain. The old 
Valand Hitechhu Mandai was broken up about 1928, their conferences became 
inactive and their organ ceased publication. The Prajapati Sabha for the 
Kumbhars began to function fairly actively during the decade. Apart from these 
special activities, other sections were busy in organising caste sabhas for social 
reform. The Luhana caste formed its. maruln,l, and an active, and ·somewhat• 
obstreperous youth league formed amongst them, made it hot for their elders to 
waste money on caste feasts, on occasions of marriage or death. Similar youth 
league activities were prominent amongst Patidars, Vanias and other higher castes, 
helping to swell the protest against child-marriages or disparate union of old men 
with young girls and other social evils. Everywhere there was stirring and men's 
minds were deeply moved to social service. 

412. The Problem of Untouchability-Particularly was this stirring noticeable 
·. amongst classes which are submerged. .AB an offshoot of the mata movement, some of the 

Ra.niparaj .tribes, particularly the Dhodias, kept firm in their attitude towards drink and took 
praiseworthy steps to improve their community in education. The so-called Antyaja.s, whose 
touch still causes pollution to the orthodox Hindu, showed great progress in education and 
social organisation. With the active sympathy-and even indulgence~£ the State 
authorities, the Antyajas have gradually improved their claims with the caste Hindus. In 
social organisation they have begun to show signs of intelligence and even leadership. The 
great meeting of 7,000 Antyajas inChhathiarda (near Mehsana)on the lOth Aprill927, which 
lasted for 3 days, and the Dalit Parishad on the 17th May 1931 are two memorable events in the 
history of their uplift movement. His Highness the Maharaja has always been very keen on 
the removal of untouchability which has so far acted as a bar to· their progress. On the lOth 
April last year, he gave a banquet, to which he invited all the prominent leaders of the 
Antyajas and his leading officials sat down with him and ate freely in the company of these 
people. Still more recently, the decision of the Education department to throw open schools 
for caste Hindus in selected areas to the children of the depressed classes has attracted con
siderable notice and roused violent protests from Brahmans and other higher classes in certain 
towns. The problem of untouchability has however neared solution very considerably in the 
last ten years. Two factors however which militate against its removal must be remembered . 
.AB Mr. H. N. Brailsford remarks in an article in the "New Leader'!:- · 

" More than half of the difficulty is that the outcaste are themselves penetrated by a 
sense ~£their ?wn degradation and feel for the higher castes a shrinking reverence which has , 
eaten mto their very nerves, The other half of the difficulty is that the untouchables often 
are, ~ fac~, degraded-dirty, ignorant, abysmally poor, and given to practices which really 
are disgusting and mean." 

: . These remarks, true as a whole, have to be modified in certain areas, where long 
established schools working amongst them have achieved marvels of sanitation and cleanliness. 
The so-called Dhedwadas of Chhsni, Unjha and other places in the Raj are as clean as, and 
~ven better swept than, the homes of higher classes. . . .t-

• 413. Signs of Co-operative .Effort-From these evidences of class consciousness and 
the urge for self-improvement, we «an judge that organised effort on co-operative lines can become 
mo~ and more succ~ssful if work~ properly. Weavers' and Chamars' societies were begun 
cl.urmg 1911-21, but smce then CODBlderable progress on these lines has been recorded. There 
are now 41 weavers' societies as against 19 in 1920, while societies for economic improvement 
of Chamars rose from 5 to 11 in 19:>0. Societies on co-operative lines for the economic needs 
of ~el?ressed classes generally began to be formed in the last decade; There were seven such 
SOCletlei!· Altogether there were 1,226 members of these societies, and their working is reported 
to be fairly successful ... Amongst high~r classes, there is a society for the Chandraseniya Pra bhus 
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of the City but the most noticeable organised effort on these lines was observed in rc.qpoot of 
Audich Brahmans of Uujhs, which was begun in 1925, as a sortofgol (cirole) of connubial villages 
~ .co~terac~ th? kul~ni&m of the Sidhpur .Audichas; but the society developed as a " bctter
livmg org8.I1188.tion With nearly a thousand members. Over lllakhs in personnl budgets of it." 
members hsve been sa~ed since its establishment in respect of expenditure on social ocromonios. 
A great number of so01al reforms, such as the raising of ago of marriage, the discouragement 
of disparate marriages, the spreading of education and such like, have been effected. Owing 
to the severity of its money penalties, the society encountered some opposition at first, but the 
community has since appreciated its good work and on its side the society has learnt more wis
dom and moderation in its dealings with delinquents. The Kadwn Pntidar Kcla\"lli Jllandal 
was started in 1920, to give point to the reform movement amongst Kadwa Patidars. They 
organised themselves as an educational and social reform society-working for healthy activities 
and spreading decent social influences amongst its youth. They established 8 very successful 
boarding institution at Kadi with the object of combining manual training and knowledge of 
useful arts with a literary education. It roused considerable enthusiasm amongst its people 
and collected large funds. In 1929, with the active help of the State, it started a reform propa
ganda work with 8 paid staff of itinerant lecturers. Their main plank was the advocacy of adult 
marriages, child welfare, sanitation, prohibition of caste-feasts and other extravagances, and 
the dispelling of ignorance. This staff was further supplemented in vacations by batches of 
touring stu~ents, who worked in close co-operation with the authorities. Altogether 126 villages 
were visited in a year's work, and 423 addresses were given, sometimes with the aid of magic 
lanterns, to nearly 60,000 persons (including 19,000 women and 6,000 children). Eight pamphlets 

·were issued and broadcasted throughout the pant and the monthly organ " Chetan " ably 
supplemented these activities. As a result of these lectures, etc., in 13 villages public opinion 
vowed ·itself to persevere in the reforms and 9 seva mandals were established in other centres 
and older organisations were revived with new life. 

414. Caste and Democracy-From these activities one sees proofs how 
caste, even on its old basis, is subserving the ends of patriotism. It has been al
ready emphasised that caste is like nationality, in binding different races together 
although it does this in different ways. Wherever, as in the higher classes, its 
hold and organisation have become feeble, there intellectualist tendencies are 
utilising the cloak of caste to serve the purpose of consolidation. Brahmans are 
in this respect weaker in organisation in Gujarat than elsewhere in India. But 
the Vania has become the representative custodian of commercial interests. The 
greatest advance however is in the direction of consolidation of agrarian interests 
under the Patidar which is fast developing into a national caste. The movement 
against kulinism amongst Patidars has indeed grown apace, gols have multiplied, 
and the area from which kulins can take brides by selling themselves, has become 
more and more restricted. But that apart, latitude in respect of caste has become 
wide'' and more loose. The hunt for brides in Kathiawad has become more insis
tent · and I am informed the taking out of brides from the kulin fold has been 
desi~edly encouraged by .t~ese _gols themselves. The!e i_s th~s .a tendency_ to 
democratise castes and th1s 1s meV!table when caste orgarusat10ns ms1st on spreadmg 
education, which is the " sledge hammer of democracy." The caste punchayat 
has thus become the most primary form of representative institutions in India. 
There is no wonder therefore that the Patidar, by his special insistence on·the para
mount importance of his interests, has utilised his new opportunities by capturing 
thxough the ballot box more. than his due share of ~eats in district b_oards and ~ther 
representative bodies, as will be seen from margtnal table. Pat1dars constitute 
only one-fifth of the · 
population and yet 
they have secured more 
than half of the seats. 
But this has been 
achieved, it must be 
added, without much 
feeling JJ.owever on the 
part of the non-repre
sented sections. Brah
mans and Vanias have 

Name of Prant 

State .. 
Amreli .. 
Baroda .. 
MebB&D& .. 
Navsari .. 
Okhamandal •• 

No. of 
electors 

.. 155,021 

.. 13,403 .. 57,689 .. 65,778 

.. 15,562 .. ·2,589 

No. of Number of aeat.o held by 

elective I BrahlDanal sea to Patidan and &ot 
Vanw.t 

102 53 26 23 

12· 6 1 6 
27 16 6 6 
34 26 3 6 
19 6 10 4 
10 .. 6 4 

begun however to feel" raw" on los!ng their old monop?lY in .these m_atters; 
artisan groups are now resenting the soCial ascendancy of Patidars m the villages ; 
while the " uppishness~· of the so-called untouchable is paBBing into a proverb: 
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"Dev gaya dungre, Pir gaya Makke, 
Angrajna RajmJi,n Dhed mare dhakke." 

" The gods have gone to the hills, the saints to Mecca : 
·Under English rule, the Dhedas knock us and slap us. 

415. Caste and Nationality-That brings us to the linal question : what 
will be the reactions of caste in a place like Gujarat where it is still strongly en
trenched, on the new opportuniti~ which are unfolding themselves ~ In 1921, I 
wondered, whether in the futUie, in an era of new opportunities, " caste will adapt 
itself to new conditions and be content to remain as it were, the ' election agent ' 
ofthe new democracy."* But since then events have moved rapidly. The press 
of political stimuli together with the general urge for self-expression has released 
p()werful forces which had hitherto been held in leash by the social discipline of 
elders. We have mentioned the increasing measUie of democracy in caste move
ments. But the institution itself has been und~rmined mainly in three ways. 
The pressUie of population on the land has driven multitudes of landless manual 
workers to herd in. towns. This has resulted in enforced mixing of all sorts and 
classes in industrial groups and under factory conditions. Caste restrictions of 
commensality and exclusive living have been therefore considerably relaxed in 
towns. Intermarriage between different castes,-" a wanton practice", as one 
of my correspondents called it with severe austerity-has hitherto been prevented, 
but restrictions even here are breaking down through love marriages or illicit 
unions. Secondly, dissatisfaction with the traditional calling has thrown on the 
market thousands of men and forced them to take to occupations for which they 
have had no ancestral bent. Thus the Patidar has become a cooly for unloading 
,of cargo in ports and harboUis, while the Brahman has taken to tanning. The 
Vania has become a motor mechanic, while even the Bhangi has contributed his 
humble quota to the teaching profession. This tendency has become a potent 
influence for disintegrating caste restrictions. . Thirdly the desire of inferior orders 
to claim kinship, and even adopt, the names of higher castes, has become a very 
powerful movement within recent years. So many have clamoured for the Rajput 
name, that it is doubtful whether even high-born Rajputs can now much enthuse 
over their own traditions. The incUision of Valands, Sutars, Sonars and Luhars 
into the exclusive Brahman fold can only result in a reductio ad absurdum of the 
caste system and of its immemorial dignity," just as the creation of a large number 
of peers must inevitably reduce the prestige of the House of Lords."t If these 
disintegrating influences become still more powerful in the future, as it is inevitable 
that they will, castes will no longer be the mainspring of the Indian party system. 
In themselves they will be no more inimical to national fusion than are trade unions. 
Th~y ~· simply help t? !~solve, by adapting new political instituti?ns! Indian 
soc~ety mto honzontal diVISions, 'rather more rigid perhaps in the begmrung than 
their prototypes in modern EUiopean countries. Judged in that view, the develop
ment of caste is decidedly in the direction of nationality while its anti-social fea
tUie~ are.being overthrown, or at least controlled, by a g~nuine movement in soc~al 
service, literatUie and art throughout Hinduism, !riving definite evidence of 1ts 

" · · ·ability to rise to the heighte which the new political forms will demand. In recent 
years, the cry' Back to Hinduism' has not meant a return to the old dolce far niente; it has meant 
the e~~tion from Hinduism of powers latent in it but hitherto dormant. It is the demand 
for Hindwsm to stand on ite own legs, the demand for action and positive service. The wonder
~~ resulte that have already shown themselves in the very short period of active Hindu national-
18m leads one to hope that, with the attainment of a self-reliant manhood, Hinduism may have 
many more good things to give."t 

.Caste has in its possession a richly stored experience, developed through 
CeJ?-tunes, of organised collective action, of mutual help, social discipline and co
eXIStent tol~r!tnce. It is believed that it will bring these qualities to the aid of 
the new political order, when it begins to function. Even though the futUieseems 
d~~:r~ ~~;t the moment of writing, this Report may well end on this note of hope and 
optumsm. 

• Baroda Census Report of 1921, page 341. 
t G. T. Gamr.tt, An Indian Oommemary, page 20. 
t II... N, GilchriBt,lndian Notiqnality, page I37. _ 
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No. of I 
Group 

1 I 
I 

Group and Caste I St.rength 

2 I s 

La111111olders a1111 cultival<>rs 
670,543 

.. -iw-
Arunala Brahman .. .. 
Anjana Cbaudbo.ri • • • • 
Kachhia .. •• .. .. 
Kasbati . . . . ... 
Kadwa Patidar .. .. .. 
Karadia . . . . . . 

11,818 
38,459 
8,156 
2,852 

219,161 
8,745 

Lew& Patid&r • • • . • • 226,871 
11,206 
10,881 
16,128 
15,884 
6,550 

26,304 

n 

m 

IV 

v 

VI 

vn 

Malek .. .. .. .. 
Molesal&m (Hindu and Muslim). 
Momua (Hindu and Muslim) •• 
Pathan .. .. .. .. 
Sa.tha.wara. • • .. • • • 
Shaikh (Hindu and Muslim) •• 
Sindhi . . . . . . . . 
Vohr& (Agricultural) .. .. 
Others . . . . . . . . 

Military a1111 Dominant •• 

Kathi •• 
Maratha Ksbatriya 
Rajpnt .. .. 
Vagher .. .. 
Others .. .. 

Labourers (ind1111ing agricullural) 

Baria .. 
Chunvalia 
Gola (Rice· pounders) 
Pata.nwadia. .. 
Talabda .. 
Tbakarda .. .• 
Others .. .. 

Fore8l a1111 Hill Tribes •• 

Bhil 
Chodhra .• 
DbankB .. 
Dhodi& 
Dubla 
Gamit 
Kokua 
N•yakda .. 
Ta.lavi& 
Vasawa. .. 
Others 

Graziers aml Dairymen . . . . 

Ahir .. .. .. 
Bbarwad (including Rabari) •. 
Dhangar .. .. .. 

Fi&hermtn, Baal,.... and Palkhi 
Bearers. 

Bhoi 
Bbadela •• 
Dhimar .. 
MBOhhi •• 

Hunter• a1111 Fowler• 

Vaghrl 

4,602 
16,646 
46,280 

118,014 
48 

3,525 
12,164 
94,893 

5,175 
2,257 

425,826 
174 

103,775 
8,180 
6,209 

20,778 
59,566 

190,195 
37,ll8 

312,181 
128 

54,542 
38,786 

3,457 
26,132 
12.894 
59,213 
7,952 

11,802 
52,565 
17,527 
27,311 

71,171 
29 

6,537 
64,378 

256 

12,521 
5 

4,765 
1,908 

167 
5,681 

35,805 
J/j 

35,805 

~~:; I Group and Caato llit.relljJtb 

1-----;-----------------
1 1 2 1 3 

1---~------------~ 

VIll Priuto a1ll1 Dn'OI.., 

Audich Brahman •• 
&va .. •. 
De•hBBtba llrahmao 
l'"n.kir • • • • 
Oaroda •• • • 
Oosain . . • . 
Mewada llrnhma.n 
:llodh llrnhman •• 
Nagar Brahman .. 
Otheor Brnhrua.n •. 
Saiy&d .. .. 

IX Templ .. erva.U .. 

X 

Aboti Brahm&n •• 
Tapodhan Brahman 

GenttJ/cgi.t., Bards ami A•trolo-
ger• 

&rot 
llrnhmabhat 
Hindu Cbaran 

41\,222 
3,3118 
6,713 
6,4115 
7,7110 

14,0114 
6,076 
0,11.19 
8,0!16 

27,201 
0,600 

0,3.14 
--J-

204 
6,070 

17,202 
7 

4,6115 
10,0H0 
2,011 

6.277 
XI Wriler6 .. -r 

xn 

Brahmak&hatri •• 
K&yaatba .. 
Prabhu .. 

MwiciaM, 8ingtr1, Dancu1, 
Mimu, JU{Jgler• and Drum· 
mu•. 

Ravalia .. 
Targala .• 
Others 

Dish&wal Vania .. 
Lad Vani& •• 
Lubana • . . . 
Mcmon .. .• 
Porwad Vania •• 
Shrimali Vania •. 
Vohra (Trading) .. 
Others •• .. 

XIV f]arrier1 by Pack Animak 

XV 

XVI 

VaDjar& •• 

Barber• 

Mlllllim Hajora .. .. •• 
V &land (including Nayco Bra h. 

man). 

Dhobi (Hindu and Join) .. 
Dhobi (Mnolim) • • •• • • 

1,313 
4115 

8,4119 

27,614 
4,002 
4,088 

7,215 
7,708 

13,6117 
8,971 
7,807 

34,172 
11,709 
37,11() 

1,023 
0 

1,023 

29,164 
12 

1,129 
28,035 

3,111 
1 

2,672 
439 

• The number shown m 1talios helaw tho toto! strength of each group mdicateo tho proportion per DUlle t<> the 
total popu!Btion. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE 11--concld. 

CASTES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEm TRADITIONAL OCCUPATION::; 

No. of I Group and Caste I Strength Group 

I I 2 I 3 

No. of 

I Group and Caste I Strength Group 

I I ·2 I 3 

xvn W eawrs, Cari!ns and Dyers 
I27,860 .. 52 XXVI Oil-Preaaers 21,744 .. .. .. 

9 

Bhavsar .. .. .. .. 5,876 
Pinjara ., .. .. . . 4,764 
V&nk&r (including Dhed) .. I07,988 
Others . . .. .. .. 9,232 

X~ Tailors 15,763 .. .. .. .. 
7 

Ghanchi (Hindu) .. .. 14,300 
Ghanchi (Muslim) .. .. 7,426 
Teli .. .. .. . . 18 

xxvn Toddy Drawers and Distillers I,871 .. 
1 • 

Bhandari •• .. .. .. 265 
D&rji .. .. . . .. 15,763 Kalal .. .. .. .. 1,606 

XIX Carpettters .. 27,617 .. .. .. 11 XVIII Butchara ll7 .. .. .. .. 
0 . 

Sut&r .. .. .. .. 24,290 Kasai .. .. .. .. ll7 
Others .. .. .. .. 3,327 

XX Maa<n18 3,027 .. .. .. .. 
1 

Kadia Kumbhar •• .. .. 1,946 
Sa.l&t .. .. .. .. 1,081 

XXI Potters and Brick Layers 51,893 .. 21. 
Kumbhar (Hindu) .. .. 50,996 
Kumbhar (Muslim) .. .. 897 

XXII Bl4ckamiths 21,062 .. .. .. 
9 

Luhar .. .. .. .. 21,062 

XXIII Goldsmiths and S•1veramitM , 13,326 .. 
6 

Sonar .. .. .. .. 1,149 
Soni .. .. .. .. 12,I77 

XXIX Leather Workers 55,476 .. .. .. 
23 

Chamar .. .. .. .. 42,802 
Mochi · .. .. .. .. 10,598 
Others .. .. .. .. 2,076 

XXX Basket and Net Makers .. 540 .. 
0 

Burud, etC.,. Mang ; Pomla .. 540 

XXXI Earth Sa11, etc., workers and quar· 8,717 

rier8. 4 
Kharva .. .. .. .. 6,699 

- Od .. ... .. .. 2,018 

xxxn Village watckmen and menials 10,904 .. 
4 

Shenva .. .. .. .. 9,643 
Others .. .. .. .. 1,26I 

XXXIII Sweepers 31,018 .. .. .. .. 13 
XXIV Brass and CopperamitM 2,159 .. 1 

Kansara .. .. .. .. 2,159 

Bhangi .. .. .. .. 31,018 

XXXIV ThaResl 34,639 .. .. .. .. 14 
XXV CcmfediC~Mr~ and lhain Parchars. 410 

0 
Bhadbhunja .. .. .. 410 

Christiana .. .. .. 7,262 
Zoroastriana .. .. .. 7,127 
Others .. .. .. 20,250 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II-A 

Number 
of Lists of Castes included under " Others" 

Group 

Number 
Lists of Castes included under" Others" of 

Group 

I I 2 I I 2 

I Brahman-Karhad&; Kanbi-Mamtho., 
Konkani and miscellaneous ; Patid&r-
Matia, Ud&; Makwaua: Mali; Tamboli 
Thakor (Pardeahi); Khokhar; Mugh&L 

n Arab ; Behlim ; Gurkha and Jat. 
. 

xm Bhatia; Bmhman-Khed&wal; Vania-
Jh&role., Kapol, Khad&ya.ta, Mewad&, 
Modh, Nagar, "Oawal, U!"ad, Ot~er 
Vania; Dudhwa.l&; ~OJ&; BhoJa.k 
(Join). . 

.m Bajania; Go!& (Khavaa); Koli-Gedia and 
Bhatia ; Khant ; Baloch. 

IV Bavoha; Kolgh&; Kotwalia; Mavchi • 
Tadvi; Kathodia; VaJ.vi; VarU; Ra.ni~ 
paraj unapeciiied and Raniparaj (Hindu 

VIII 
Arya). 

Brahman-Gaud& Barawat including 
Shenvi; Gugali; Jambu; Konkauaatha • 
otherBmhma~ ' 

xvn Khatri; Mahar; Vanza.; Tai. 

~ Kumbhar Sutarl$ ; Sutar-Luhar including 
Luh&r-Sutar. 

XXIX Da.bgar ; Khatki. 

xxxn Makrani; Nadia. 

XXXIV IDjda. ; Kamalia. ; Kaaa.r -; Sagar ; Sa.ra.nia ; 
Caste-not returned and minor Castes ; 

XII Bharthari; Grandhrap; Gura.v; Bolar; 
Turi; Vadi; Dadhi; Thori. 

Depressed Cl&aaea (Aryaa); Indian (Arya) 
Pagi (Arya); Arya unspecified; Mus· 
lim unspecified. · 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE ill 

VARIATION IN MAIN CASTES, TRmEs AND RAcEs 
' -, 

I l'BBsoK8 Percentalltt nrlatlon Net VAI'Iatlon 1001 
lncreue ( +) d~o (-) to lU#l 

CASTB. 

~~~ 
1921 1011 1001 

1001 "' to to Ablolate Per coot 
19Sl la21 1011 

1 G 0 7 8 0 10 

HiMu. Jain and Tribal .. 
Ahlr .. 6,537 6,4.13 6,182 t,Sl8 +20.8 + &.6 
Anjana chBudhBrl +20.1 +2,221 +61.6 

3S,4S9 82,iiJO 30,9'.W 82_&32 +17 •• + 0.0 -6.0 +A,U:!7 +18.j 
Ba.rln., Khant and 

Ma.kwana. .. .. 128;925 90,H6 71,018 4.&,055 +20.8 +&0.0 Hakwau& ~no a\·allablo 
fur 1001 

Bhanmd·B.abarl 64,378 &8,381 53,405 t8.870 
Bhavaar •. 

.. +10.8 + 0., +U.t +t7,7HA +37.0 

Dbol 
.. .. 5,876 5,677 6,6S9 7,878 + 3.6 -0.2 -~.8 - 1,602 -20.4 .. .. .. ,,765 8,873 .. ,079 4,127 +23.0 -5.0 -1.1 + llll8 +U.a 

B""'man (all) .. .. JS3,114 JJJ,811 11a,:us. 138,901 + B.S +0.66 -18.4 -16,190 -IO,fl 

Anavala .. .. 11,818 10,751 0,016 10,862 + 0.0 + 8.& -8.7 + """ + 8.8 
Audlch .. .. 45,222 40,475 40,67Q 41,41)7 +11.7 -o.a -2.0 + 8,726 + 8,0 
Deehastha .. .. 5,713 4,9S3 6,4M 6,6~ +15.8 -23.7 -18.6 + 10 + •• Modh .. .. 9,03Q 8,536 8,800 9,5i8 + 6.0 -8.0 -8.1 - ... -•.n 
Nagar .. .. 8,0!J6 7,713 7,900 8,H4 + 6.0 -8.5 -8.1 - .. .6 
Tapodhan .. .. 6,070 6,039 f,465 4,7.&0 +20.5 +12.9 -6.8 + 1,SSO +28.1 

Do.rji .. .. 15,i63 14,318 13,277 14,023 +10.1 + 7.~ -6.8 + 1,7ol0 +1~., 

Dopruud Clauu (all) •• 203,043 116,902 114,480 166,140 +14.7 + 1.4 + 4.5 +36,808 +11.7 

Dhangl .. 31,018 27,548 26,307 24,011 +12.7 + ••• + 0.0 + 7,027 +20.1 
Chamar-Kbalp& .. 42,802 85,147 32,210 29,74.6 +21.8 + 9.1 + 8.8 't-11,0!'16 +4S.U 
Garoda. • ~ .. 7,796 6,570 6.281 6,019 +18.7 + 4.6 + 0.1 + 1,877 +31.7 
Shenva .. 9,643 6,072 7,587 5,209 +58.8 -20.0 +46,7 + 4,U, +t16.1 
Vankar·Dhed:: .. 107,988 99,627 99,798 99,627 + 8.4- -0.2 -0.8 + 8,461 + 7.8 

Dhlmo.r •• .. .. 167 2,040 6,410 'ii.2u -91.8 -0.!.8 
+' 2',0slo Ohanohl •• .. U-,300 12,338 11,867 +16.9 + &.0 -2.8 +i7.1 

Oola (Riee pouod;r) .. 6,209 5,223 6,210 6,660 +18.9 + 0.8 -8.0 + ••• + 0.1 
Oosain and .Bava .. 17,-122 15,728 16,081 16,097 +10.8 -2.2 + 6.6 + 2,326 +16.4 
Kachhla·Kha.mbbar .. . 8,155 7,434 8,029 8,855 + 9.'1 -'1,, -0.8 - 700 -7.0 
Ka.dwa Patldar •• .. 219,161 188,891 172,850 175,68-& +14.2 + D.Z -1.0 +48,407 +2f.8 
Karadia ,, 8,745 7,112 5,974 6,456 +23.0 +10.0 -7.6 + 2,289 +86.5 
Koll Po.tanW11dlli Tbaka'r: 

da and Allied .. 238,411 215,395 218,413 284-,370 +10.7 :- 1.& - &.8 + •• 041 + 1.7 
Kumbha.r .. .. 50,996 43,029 41,693 41,395 +18.5 + 8.2 + 0.7 + 0,601 +28.2 
Lewa. Patldar .. .. 226,871 195,188 184,810 171,223 +16.2 + 5.6 + 7.9 +76,6.'i8 +44.2 
Luhana. •• .. .. 13,597 11,833 11,588 10,461 +U.O + 2.1 +10.8 + 3,136 +30.0 
Luhar (Lavar) .. 21,062 19,160 19,212 19,052 + 9.9 -o.s + 0.8 + 2,001 +10.6 
Mach hi and Kharva 12,380 8,937 2,542 9,826 +88.6 +251.6 -7&.1 + ~.665 +26,0 
M.aratbaK.sho.trlya.Kunbi 

and Konka.ni •• 17,007 16,564. 17,818 17,302 + 2.8 -7.0 + 2.& - ... -2.2 
Mochl .. .. .. 10,598. 8,882 8,715 8,593 +19.8 + 1.9 + 1., + 2,006 +28.8 

Primitiw tuUl p.,.ft 
T..W.s(all) .. .. 812,051 2$8,141 :146,926 190,462 +20.1 + 4.6 +!9.6 +W,Il89 +68.8 

Bhtl .. .. 54,542 43,667 41,888 87,650 +2&.0 
+ '·' 

+11.1 +10,892 +60.2 

Chodhri.' .. .. 38,786 32,841 31,366 23,324 +18.1 + f.'l +34.6 +16,462 +flll.8 

Dbanka .. .. 3,45'1 7,610 18,667 5,524 -5-&.6 -59.2 +287.9 - 2,067 -87.4 

Dhod.la .. .. 26,132 21,341 20,487 15,861 +22.5 + 4.2 +20.2 +10,271 +04.8 

Dubla •• .. .. 12,894 31,807 40,976 28,402 -58.8 -28.0 +43.8 -16,608 -6f.8 

Gamlt •• .. .. 59,213 51,974- 49,615 88,169 +13.0 +'·a +30.0 +21,0U +66.1 

Kokna. .. .. 7,952 6,762 6,451 3,646 +2!1.8 + &.8 +76,9 + 4,300 +118.1 

Nn.yakd& .. .. 11,802 8,672 10,030 6,970 +36.1 +18.6 +43.0 + 4,832 +60.8 

Tn.dvl .. ... .. 20,81'1 14,156 2& 8,435 +f7.1 +68888.8 --oo.7 +12,882 +146.8 

Tala via .. .. 52,565 20,527 9,6-17 12,561 +156.1 +112.8 -29.1 +W,OU +818.8 

Vo.sawa. .. 17,527 13,610 10,951 2,383 +28.8 +24.8 +859.6 +16,144 +635.6 

Ra.jput • • • • .. 94,803 '10,308 64,228 59,414 +19.7 +23.5 + 8.1 +36,47P +69.7 

Raval (RAvalla.) •• .. 27,614 23,018 22,484. 20,080 +15.5 + 6.& +12.2 + 7,675 +3'1.8 

Satbwara .. .. 6,550 5,771 5,830 5,362 +13.5 -1.0 + 8.7 + 1,188 +22.2 

Soni .. .. .. 12,177 10,033 10,120 10,818 +11.4 -20.0 -0.4 + 1,3~7 +12.6 

Sutar .. .. .. 24,290 22,868 20,719 22,585 + 8.6 + 8.0 -8.8 + 1,706 + 7.0 

Tatabcla .. 59,566 '12,700 91,521 36,220 -18.1 -20,6 +147 .1 +23,337 +84.4 

Targn.lo. and Bb0J~k .. 6,242 ,,594 4,815 4,817 +14.1 -4.6 -<l.O& + ••• + 8.7 

• Vagher , • .. .. 5,1'16 s;118 4,277 ,,308 +39.2 -13.1 -0.'1 + 880 +20.2 

Va~hrl .. .. .. 85,895 30,659 28,129 23,264. +17.1 + 0.0 +20.0 +12,541 +68.D 

Valand (lnclud.lng Nayee + 2.0 + 0.2 + 8,157 +12.7 
Brahman) •• •• 28,035 25,669 24,838 24,878 + 0.8 

Vania (aU) .. .. 86,411 18,457 7~,618 81,J10 +10.2 -0.2 +10.2 - 898 -1.0 

Dlsbawal .. .. '1,21& 6,858 6,145 7,461 +18.6 + 8.6 -17.6 - 2 •• -8.8 

Lad .. .. '1,798 8,558 8,500 8,556 -8.9 + 0.7 -0.'1 - 758 -8.9 

Porwad .. .. 7,867 6,206 8,613 9,500 +24.9 -26.9 -0.8 - 1,633 -17,2 

SbrlmaU .. .. 34,712 20,085 81,965 27,415 +17.5 - 0.0 +16.0 + 6,767 +2&.7 

Mwlim (all) .. .. 18!,630 162,328 160,881 165,014 +12.6 + .9 . -1.6 +11,616 +10.6 

Fakir .. .. 6,495 4-,840 4,689 4,'125 +8&.0 + 4.6 -1.8 + 1,770 +37.6 

Gbanchl :: .. 7,426 4,070 4-,614 3,929 +82.5 -11.8 +11.4- + 3,497 +88.9 

Ka.sbatl and Slpi.bt .. 2,852 2,049 ,7,108 a: ... +39.2 -71.1 
....:.ia.8 + 2:218 +zu 

Malek •• •• .. 11,206 '1,839 7,519 +48.0 + 4.8 
Mcmon 8,971 18,871 13,540 7,607 -85.8 + 2 •• +78.0 + 1,364 +17.9 

MoleaalarD.' (t~'ctudi.Ji.i 
Rathodand Parmar) •• 10,862 10,651 9,116 10,140 + 1.0 +16.8 -10.0 + 722 + 7.1 

Momaa .. .. .. 13,829 7,092 7,183 12,153 +05.0 -1.3 ---40.9 + 1,676 +13.8 

Fa than .. .. .. 16,88' 13,500 16,307 11,402 +17.7 -17.2 +43.0 + 4,482 +39.8 

PlnJa.ra .. .. .. 4,764 4,473 6,40~ 4,217 + 6.5 -17.8 +28.2 + 647 +18.0 

Saiyad .. .. .. 0,590 8,915 8,772 '1,205 + 7.6 -1.6 +20.8 + 2,2{11) +31.6 

Sbtlkh 26,078 26,854- 81,510 22,416 -2.0 -14.8 ·+40.6 + 8,66'1 +16.8 

Vobro. (TJ1Ldl.ng&~d A.grl: 
cultural) • • • • 28,355 26,455 25,035 25,3'12 + 7.ll + 5.7 -1.3 + 2,983 +11.8 

lndia" Chri.ltian .. .. 7,064 1,B14 6,96B '1,461 -2.9 + 4.6 -6.7 - 191 -6.1 

p.,.; .. .. .. 7,12'1 1,6JO 7,965 8,409 -6.4 -6.1 - ~-~ - J,BBZ -16.1 
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APPENDIX IX 

A GLOSSARY OF CASTES, TRffiES AND RACE~ 

Wide IMPERIAL TABLE XVII OF THE CENsus OF 1931) 

NoTE.-(1) Names printed in black capitals as BHARWAD arethoseofthemaincastes, 
the distribution of which by districts is given in Imperial Table XVII. The figures entered in 
brackets after each name show the total strength of the caste or snb-caste. Names printed in 
black capitals and lower case a:e those of sub-castes or tribes or sub-classes, e.g., Abatis, etc., 
included under a general head like ASCETICS, BRAHMANS, DEP~SED CLASSES, etc. 

(2) When there are :Musalman castes lik~ those of J?ndus, they are shown separately 
.below the Hindu caste names, and are marked With an asterisk; but when there are only a few 
:Musslmsns or Hindus, following a particular trade, their number only ~ shown separately in 
brackets after the name of the Hindu or :Musslman main caste, e.g., Dhob1 (H. 2656, M. 439). 

· . (3) The sub-casteS noted are only those found in the State, Outside the State, some· 
castes have additional sub-castes also. 

(4) This glossary ~as first compiled for the Baroda Census of 1911 by Rao Eahadur 
Govindbbai H. Desai, from a variety of materials of which the Gujarat Population Volume 
(Vol. IX) of the Bombay Presidency Gazetteer of 1901 was the chief. Since then, Enthoven's 
Tribes and Castes of Bombay appeared in three volumes late in 1920. In the Censu8 of 1921, 
this work was utilised to a small extent in the Caste chapter of the Report of that year. For 
this census, a thorough revision of the Caste Gloss&ry in the light of these new materials was 
deemed necessary. This has been done : figures of the latest census have been used. Uninlpor
tant entries have been omitte<L Where modifications were deemed necessary they have been 
freely made. The authorities above quoted have been largely drawn upon. The Notes on 
Brahman, Depressed Classes, etc. are almost entirely based on them. Entries have been re
arranged and grouped on a new plan. An attempt has been made to bring the Glossary up-to
date with due regard to economy of space and lucidity of treatment. 

ABOTI-See under Brahman-;-Aboti. 

AIDR (6,537)-Cattle-breedors, found.chiefly in Kathiawad. According to Manu, they 
are sprung from a Braliman and an Ambastha or Vaidya woman. According to the Brahman 
Puran, from a Kshatriya father and a Vaishya mother; according to the Bhagavat Puran, 
from Vaishya parents, and according to an old tradition, from a Raj put slave girl and a V aishya 
slave. 

They claim to be Vaishyas but are regarded by Brahmans as Shudras. They were once 
a ruling class, and, like the Ahirs of the United Provinces, claim Krishna's brithplace, Mathnra, 
as their first seat, Some of their surnames are the same as Rajput tribe names, e.g., Chavda, 
Chu~~ama, Gohel, Goris, Pithia, Ravalia, Sisodia, etc. The men wear a. black and white 
headdXess like the Mers, a. short puckered jacket and light ankled trousers of hard woven cotton 
like Bharvads. The women a.re easily known by their coa.rse free hanging blanket shawls, 
pink cotton skirt and smooth flattered anklets. They have given up cattle-breeding and, 
except a few who are carpenters, live as husbandmen. They reverence Tulsishyam (Lakshmi 
and Krishna) and a number of local goddesses. Their ordinary food is like that of Vanias and 
Kanbis, millet bread, pulse, milk and vegetable, but they can eat mutton, venison and other 
game but not beef. Clilldren are betrothed at any ag~.and married between twelve and fifteen. 
Like Rabaris, they celebrate their marriages every year on one fixed day. Among them it is 
usual for the younger brother to marry his elder brother's widow. The caste has a headman 
who, with a committee of the caste, settles all disputes. Breaches of castes rules are punished 
with fine, and eating with for hidden persons by excommunica.tion, 

. The na~e ~ is a corruption of the Sanskrit Abhira. The Baroda Ahir belonging to the 
Gu1arat sect10n differs from his Deccani congeners. In regard to the Gujarati section, it is 
n?C?~ry to assume ~~t they.were originally of one tribe, and are still without exogamous sub
di~ons, except f8Jllllies bearmg the same surname. The endogamous groups are of the terri
ton~!~: (\) ~~lma froiD: t~e river Machhu nea.r Morvi, {ii) Pranthalia near Vagad, {iii) 
Bonc~a In: Kanthi, (w) Sorathia m South Kathiawad, etc. A further division is according.as 
they live m settled communities in towns, etc.,. or are nomadi~ in character migrating from. 
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nes tones (~their temporary hamlets are caUed). The attempt to connect the Ahirs with the 
Sc~hians, like t~at other at~mpt to trace the Gujars to Khizars, is now disoreditOO. by Jate."t 
Indian scholarship. The Ah1rs belonged to the great pastoral section of tht- Aryan race. 

ANAVALA-See under Brahman-Anavala. 

ANJANA CHAUDHARI (38,459)-Acas~ of cultivators mainly found in the Mebsana dis
trict. They are more like Rajputs than Kanbis, and to distiuguish t.hemsclvl'.s from the latter 
style themselves Ohaudlw.ris tfrom Skt. 
Chaturdhurin, lord of the four directions). 
Like Rajputs some of their names end in 
sing as Dansing, Harising, etc. There are 
among them 23 clans who eat together 
and intermarry. Some of these clan 
names are Rathod, Solanki, Chohan and 
Parmar. Unlike other Kanbis, Anjanas 
eat flesh of sheep and goats and of the 
wild boar and hare. They eat opium 
and drink liquor. :Most of the males 
wear flowing whiskers divided by a 
narrow parting down the chin. In pre
British days they were martial in th('ir 
bearing and as ready as Rajput.'! to use 
force in defending their cattle and crops. 
They have now settled down 'to quiet and 
orderly ways. But they have not yet 
taken kindly to education and rank low 
in literacy. By occupation they are 
cultivators. Their women help them in 
the field work. In religion they are 
Ramanuji, Shaiva and Swaminara.yan. 
Their priests are Audich, M'ewada., l\Iodh 
and Visnagara Nagar Brahmalli!. Their 
customs at birth, sixth day, marriage, 
pregnancy, and death do not differ from 
those of Lewa Patidars. Besides, they E . £ An' , L--- Kh raJ · · · d uenor o an ,.na 1 avuae, e u have fatth m sorcery and \v1tchcraft an . . . 

· in ordinary omens. Girls are married be(~rc 11 years ?ld. ~V1dow mamagP- and d1vorce aro 
allowed. They have their headman, who m consultatiOn With a few respectnblc ca.'itcmcn, 
settles divorce cases and caste disputes. 
The type of dwellings in which they live 
is rural, but characteristic of North 
Gujarat, with greater regard for seclusion 
of women and affording more protection 
against thieves and other criminals. In 
view of their Rajput affinities, their 
dwellings approach the pattern of their · 
congeners. In front of the house, the 
deltli or covered ~trance is the only 
shelter of the cattle. Rajput houses 
contain more furniture than other 
cultivators. There is the inevitable 
sword or matchlock. The quadrangle is 
larger. There is often an enclosing wall. 
Two illustrations showing the outer and 
inner portions of an Anjana's house in 
Kheralu are here given. 

ASCETICS (V airag~ Bava, etc., 
3,352; Suisari Cosains, 14,064; Fakir, 
6,495.)- Under this head are detailed 
religious orders and classes of mendicants 
under Hinduism, Jainism and Islam. 

A. HINDU 
Hindu religious mendicants are of 

two varieties: (i) Sanslri and (ii) Vairagis. 
63 

Laterior of u Aajaaa'• lloue, K&eralu 
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Generally known as Gosains and Bava.s, these mendicants when they definitely renounce the 
world become known as Sadhus. The SansAris marry and adopt the normal life of 

' householders. 

Gosains-Also called Atit. Those who are not SansAris are further divided into two 
classes : mathdharis-eelib&tes attached to some recognised math or monastery ; and rakhadta, 
wandering and unattached mendicants. All Gosains ar~ S~aivas and_ belong to ten sects---: 
Gir Parbat Sagar Puri Bharthi, Van, Aram, SaraswatJ, Tirth and Ashram. They add the 
cia~ name to the person'a! name as Karangar, Hirapuri, ~hanchalbharathi, .etc. All of th~e 
clans have some of their members householders (Gharbans) and others monks (MathdhariS). 
Among the Mathdharis, the Guru Shish?ja Sampradaya or succession from precep'?r to. disciple 
obtains. The appointment of a chela IS made by tonsure (mundan) and c?ve:mg him With 
chadar, which ceremony is followed by a feast to the members of the order, whtch IS called bhan
daro. Gosains are either entirely or partly clad in brown. Most of them are professional 
beggars. But among them some are bankers, merchants, state servants and soldiers. They 
do not wear the sacred tread and allow widow marriage. · 

The unattached variety are variously known as Bavas, Vairagis, or Sadhus. These are 
generally celibates. The name Vairagi, derived from vi (without) and Tllfl (passion) is commonly 
reserved for Sadhus of the Vaishnavite order. 

Sadhu-As a rule, ordinary Hindu Sadhus adopt a life of easy, irresponsible indolence 
and mendicancy. They know well how to time their wanderings so as to make them fit in with 
the festal event of each locality within their annual round. They are generally attired most 
scantily, and for protection from the sun's rays and insect pests, have their skin rubbed over 
with ashes. Most of them have on their foreheads and noses tilaks or neatly painted white or 
coloured sect marks. Irrespective of sect some called Juttadharis have their hair braided and 
coiled upon the anterior part of the crown of the head; some called Bhoureeahs wear their hair 
falling in disorder about the face ; while others have shaven pates. Most Sadhus wear strings 
of beads about their necks or carry rosaries in their hands. From the nature of the beads it · 
is easy to distingnish between the followers of Vishnu or Shiva, according as they favour beads 
of the holy basil wood (Ocynum sanctum) or the rough berries of the rudraksha tree (Elaecarpus 
ganitrus). The Shiva rosary or japmala cons~ts of 84 rudraksha beads and the Va.ishnava 
one of 108 beads of tulsi (basil) wood. Some Sadbus were phallic emblems suspending from 
the neck by woollen threads ; some wear great wood or metal ear-rings ; and others wear annlets 

· of iron, brass or copper wliich are well-known as badges of visits to the lofty Himalayan monas
teries of Pasupatinath, Kedarnath and Badrinath. Some have a white conch tied on to their 
wrist, indicating a pilgrimage to Rameshwar and some have symbolical marks branded conspi
cuously upon the arm as evidence of a pilgrimage to Dwarka. Most of the Sadhus keep in their 
hand a pair of big iron fire-tongs. They use a wooden staff, called bairOfJun a.s a chin-rest or 
arm-rest and earthen pipes called chillums for smoking ganja. Some Sadhus keep with them 
miniature chapels with miniature stone or metal idols or pictorial representations of the deities, 
which are set up when they make a. halt at any place. 

As a part of their tapascharya or austerities, some Sadhus undergo many inconveniences, 
pains and sometintes even terrible tortures. Some called panch dltuni sit under the open sky 
giit about with five small fires ; sometintes only four fires are lighted, the sun overhead being 
regarded as the fifth one. Some sit and sleep 011 a bed of spikes; called kanak saiya ; some called 
tharashri stand leaning on some kind of rest for days· or weeks together. Sadhus known as 
urdhvamukhi hang head downwards suspended from the bough of a. tree for half an hour or more. 
Those known as urdhvabahu keep one or both of their anns erect over head till they are reduced 
to a shrunken and rigid condition. Some p~tise ashtangdandvata, that is, applying the eight 
parts of the body-the forehead, breast, hands, knees and insteps-to the ground and thul! 
measuring the ground, go on a. long pilgrintage by slow and laborious marches. Some called 
jalshai sit. a. wh?le night !mmersed in water. Some calledfalahari, live upon fruits, others called 
dudhahan sups1st on milk alone, while those known as aZuna never eat salt with their food. 
As aids to me~tation, a. great number of asans or postures, e.g., padmasan or lotus posture, 
have been deVISed. Some Sadhus perform purificatory rites known as neti karma, drawing a. 
thr~d through the mouth and one of the nostrils with the object of cleansing the nasal fos888 ; 
dhot~ ka?M ~wallowin~ a. long strip. of cloth and after it has reached the stomach drawing it 
o~t agam With the. obJeC~ of clea.nsmg out the stomach ; Brahma datan cleansing the throat 
w1th a long and thin green stick used as a briiSh ; brajot karma and ganesh kriya for Hushing 
the colon without instrumental aid. ' 

A Ssdh~'s anger and displ?asure are much· dreaded and avoided a.s far as possible. Some 
Sadhus are b~lieved to have maglC powers by which they can work wonders and cause calamities. 
Some are beheved to be proficient in alchemy by' which they can turn the baser metals into 
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gold ; ~hile _some affect to be fortune-tellers, palmists, and expert medicine men and ~onver~ 
sant .WJ~h hid~en tre&ures. _Many a credulous or greedy devotee has lost his all and come 
to gnef m seekmg to become ncb with the help of Sadbus. 

S~iva and Vaishnava. Sadhm-The Sadhus ·usually met with in this State are: 
(1)--S~Iva :--{~) Brahmacha~! (b) San_yasi, _(c) Dandi, (d) Yogi and (e) Parnmhansa; and 
(2)-VaiS~va .-{a) Rl;-manUJI or Shri VaiShnava, (b) Ramanandi, (c) Ramrumncl1i and 
(d) Swammara.yan. Shaiva Sa~us while paying special honour to Sbiva do not, as a rule, 
reJe~t the ot~cr g~ds of _the. Hindu Pantheon. In the same way, Vnishnava Sadhus whilo 
speci~lly ado~g VIShnu m his human incarnations as Ramachandra or Krishna, either with 
or Without their consorts, do not disregard Shiva altogether. 

. !he -class distinctions amongst Shaiva Sadhus represent gradations in the dcgr<>e of 
asceticism. . 

. Br~c:Jaaris-Brahmacharis or celibates belong to an inferior ministering order. 
This orde~ IS sa.td to have been created by Shankaracharya to serVe as helps and companions 
to Sanyasts and Paramhansas. Brahmacharis also generally serve as worshippers in Mahndev 
or Mata temples, put on a red fisher-like cap on their head nnd a necklace of rurakJJha beads 
on their neck. ' 

Sanyasi-All Hindus, even Shudras and out-castes may become Sanyasis. When 
after a period of probation the postulant wishes to be received ns a chela, he has to bring an offer
ing including a tmga and a r'll.draksha berry to the Sanyasi whose disciple he wishes to become. 
Four Sanyasis are required for the initiatory ceremony. The chief of the four, the selected guru, 
whispers into his ear the mantra of the order; another confers a new name upon him, which 
gen~rally ends as in respect of ~sa.ins in one of the following ton suffixes :-Girl, Puri, Bharti, 
Ban, Auran, Parvat, Sagar, Tirth, Ashram and Saraswati ; the third rubs him over with ashes, 
and the fourth breaks his sacred thread if he have one, and cuts off his shikha or scalp-lock. 
After initiation, the chela is expected to serve his guru for a time in order to learn wisdom from 
him. When the period of probation is over, more ceremonies are performed including shradl~ 
or post-funeral rites of the new Sanyasi. When a Sanyasi dies, he is buried in a sitting posture 
facing east or north-east, with llormB supported on a wooden rest called bairagun. As the follow
ers of Shankar, though paying special honour to Shiva, do not reject the other gods of the Hindu 
Pantheon, the order of Sanyasi is a mixed one and bas many V aishnavas and even Tan tries 
among its members. All Sanyasis may eat together and accept food from any Hindu. They 
rub ashes over their bodies, wear sahnon coloured robes and a tige.r skin if they ca.n get one. 
They make sect marks on their forehead, wear a necklace of r'IJ.draksha berries or at least one suoh 
berry. ',I.'he hair of their head and beard is allowed to grow freely. In their hancla they carry 
a pair of iron tongs. Whenever they are seated they light a fire and smoke ganja. 

Dandi-The Dandis, so calied from the danda, or staff, which every member is required 
to carry, were originally recruited exclusively from the twice-born or sacred tbread-bca.ring 
castes, but now any Hindu is allowed to join the order. He who wishes to become a Dandi 
fasts for three days. On the fourth day, there is a. havan (sacrifice) after which he is shaved, 
head and all. He is then taken to a river or tank in which he is ma.de to stand waist-deep in 
water and take out his sacred thread. While in water, he receives the mantra of the order from 
his rrlru and also a new name which has for its suffix, ashram, tirth, bharati or swami, when he. 
stope out of water, he is given the dand, a bamboo with six knots, and a. piece of salmon coloured ' 
cloth attached to it and a gourd and is robed in five pieces of salmon coloured cotton cloth, one 
piece being wrapped round the head. Ruies for his guidance in life are explained to him. 
They are to the effect that he must not touch fire, must take one meal a. day, must get his food 
from the houses of Brahmans only and so on. He is ~her enjoined to pr~~ to. the people 

. and to practise virtue. Dandis sh~ve their head~ upper li~ and beard .. As a distmctlv~ feature, 
they bear the Shiva mark on their forehe:W, ~-, the tnpundra, a ~pie trans':erse line m&4e 
with ashes obtained from the fire of an Agnihotn Brahman. A Dandi 18 not r':'l~red to worship 
any god, but some worship Shiva and a_lso Vishnu as Narayan. They r~pea.t IDltlatory mantras 
Om Namah Shivaya; salutation to Shiva and Naft!O Nara_yan, salu~tmn to Nal'l_'yan. So~e 
Dandis worship the deity NiTgun Nira~aya, that 181 d~v01d of attnbutes or passton. Dandis 
a.re either buried or thrown into some nver when they die. 

. Yogi-Yogi or Jogi, as they are call~ in the v~~uia~ ~roperly means one who pract~ 
Yoga with the object of uniting his soui With t~e Di~e Spmt: The word Y?f~a meaD!' unton 
and yoga V idya i,s the complex system of philosophical ~o~tnnes. ~nd practtcal exer~18es for 
promoting union between the individual soui ~d the di~e spmt. ~e Yoga philosophy 
founded by Patanjali teaches that by certain practices a. m~ 18 a.ble to ob~ complete mastery 
over matter. These practices are pronayams or long continued suppresamn of bresth and 84 
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difierent ways of fixing th~ eyes on the tip o_f the nose .. It has recently attracted much a:tention 
in the west and the United States of Amenca. Yoga IS not confined at present to YogiS. alone, 
nor is it practised by all who are known as Yogis. Many a religiously-disposed layman and 
follower of other sects resorts to it when so inclined. Yogis regard one Gorakhnath as the 
founder of their order. They pay special respect to Shiva,. a demi-god called Bhairava and nine 
Nathas or immortal saints. They also hold in spt;cial veneration 84 Siddhas or perfect Yogis, 
some of whom are believed to be etillliving upon the earth. Members of all castes may become 
Yogis. They are divided into several sub-orders, of which the two more prominent are Kanfati 
and Oghar. They wear rosaries of ru.draksha beads and .put ~n la'fi!Jotis, o~ loin cloth only and 
sometimes salmon coloured garments. They wear thell' hall' pla1ted WJth threads of black 
wool and coiled on the top of the head. They mark their forehead with a traverse line of ashes 
and also smear the body with ashes. They live in monasteries and often move about the coun
try in groups or singly. They bury their dead in a sitting posture facing the north. The Kan
fatis wear huge wooden ear-rings (mudtra) and their sect names end in Nath. The Oghars have 
names ending in das and ·are recruited from the lowest of castes. They do not wear ear-rings 
but keep a small wooden pipe, called nath suspending from the neck by a black thread. . 

Yogis returned to a wordly life -have formed castes in Gujarat which are known as Jogi, 
Ravalia, or Bharthari. They live as itinerant beggars, common carriers, tape-weavers and day
labourers. Those of'them who are beggars carry a small fiddle with them and sing religious 
songs and verses in the streets. · . . 

Paramabansa Paramahansa, derived from Sanskrit param, great, and hansa, a swan 
which can separate water from milk, means one who can distinguish truth from falsehood. The 
order of Paramahansa_ ranks higher than that "of Sanyasi or Dandi. Only those Dandis or 
Sanyasis who have undergone a probation for not less than twelve years can be admitted to it. 
Paramahansas occupy themselves solely with the investigation of the supreme Brahma, without 
regard to pleasure or pa~ heat or cold, satiety or want. In proof of their having attained 
this ideal perfection, they move about in all weathers and sometimes do, not speak even to indi
cate any natural want. Some members of this order even go about naked or affect to live 
·without food, or eat only when fed by others. Some refuse food unless they are fed by-a Kuma
'fikp, {maiden) with her own hand. Paramahan.~as are buried when dead or floated in a running 
st-ream. · 

Aghori-Shiva ascetics called Aghori ·or Aghorpanihi are seldom seen in towns· and 
villages, but a few are said to be living on the Abu, Girnar and Pavagadh hills. The Aghoris 
seem originally to have been worshippers of Devi and tohave required even human victims 
for their rites. They are hideous in appearance and their habits are very repulsive. They 
eat human flesh which they procure secretly from the graves in the villages they pass tlll'ough. 
They p]lSh in pantheistic doctrines of the Vedant philosophy to its logical conclusion by arguing 
that if anything in existence is only a manifestation of the Universal soul, nothing can be unclean. 
~boris are much dreaded by the people, and sometimes impostors succeed in extracting alms 
from them by threatening to eat in their presence disgusting offal or fonl carrion. 

Vaishnav Sadhus-All Sadhus of the Vaishnsv sect devote themselves especially to 
the wo~hip of Vishnu and difier from one another mainly in paying adoration to him in his 
human mcamations either as Ramchandra or as Krishna. Rama worshippers may or may not 
asso?iat~; Sita with their God. Kris~a worshippers usually adore his consorts Laxmi and Radha 
or hiS m1etress Radha alone along With the deity. 

Sbri Vaishnava-Ascetics of the Ramanuji sect are called Shri Vaishnavas because 
they worship Laxmi as the consort or Vishnu. They have monasteries in the Deccan, but 
occasio~tally reside in the Ramanuji temples at Baroda, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Sidhpur and other 
p~c.es 1!1 the S~te. They wea~ silk or wool garments and are· scrupulous in keeping caste 
distmctions and m the preparation and privacy of their meals. Their necklaces and rosaries 
are made _of tulsi wood or oflotus seeds. A novice is initiated with the name of Narayan or Vishnu. 
The apecml marks of the Ramanuja sect are a close shaven moustache, and J ai Sita Rama, as 
the salutation phrase ; the disc or chakra and the· conch or shankh emblems of Vishnu and 
yertical ~r slant~g lines ~n the forehead of white clay, a perpendi~nlar red strea\c for Laxmi 
m the nnddle, With a honzontal white clay line connecting the tlll'ee across the root of the nose, 
the whole from on~ to two inches wide and representing Vishnu's throne. 

Ramanan~ Ramanandi Sadhus bear on their foreheads the distinguishing Vishnu 
sec~ mark, the trifala, which consists of three upright lines; the centre one red and the side ones 
W:hi_t.E;· They also. wo:ar necklaces and rosaries of tulsi wood. Marriage is allowed amoni 11 
diV:Wion called san?Dfll but for?idd~n. to the division called naga or naked. The head guru who 
res1des at Kheda m JodlJpur IS enJomed to observe celibacy. The Nagas are divided into (1) 
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Achari, (2) ~yasi, (3) Khakhi, and (4) Vairagi. The Acharis wear silken and woollen garm~nts, 
the SanyaslS'. salmon coloured cotton clothes, the Khakhis only a loin cloth with their bodies 
~esmeared With as~es and their hair ~n~ nails _unclipped. Some of them perform severe austeri
ties such as stan~g-on the head, Sittmg a!llldst fire and smoke, keeping their heads erect for 
hours together believmg that the greater the self-inflicted severity, the greater the sah'lltion. 

. Ram~ehi-Sa~us of th~ Ramssnehi ~t live in their monMterics in Marwad and in 
their subordmate establishments m Baroda, V18nagar and other places. Among their rules of 
conduct, truthfulness, contro} ?Ver the passions, a solitary residence and bcg~"ting readymade 
food from lay followers are enJomed. The use of fire or even a lamp at night is strictly forbidden 
and even the tou~h of a coin is he_ld sinful. They rise and bathe at early dawn und wear an 
ochre coloured piece of cloth •. Thetr .f~reh~d mark is of white gopicllandan clay in shupe like 
the flame of a lamp emblematic of diVIDe light. They use a rosary of ratanjal or red sandul. 

Kabir Panthi-Kabir Panthi Sadhus have no distinctive dress or ceremonies. As 
far as t~ey affect. peculi~rities of anr kind, they follow those of bairllgU wearing tulsi beads 
and havmg the trifala pamted on thetr foreheads. · 

Swaminarayan Asc:etics-Swaminarayan ascetics are of three orders : Brahmachari, 
Sadhu and Palo. Brahmacharis rank the highest, after them come Sadhus, while the Pains 
who rank the lowest are mere attendants on the Acharya or head guru or temple servants .. 

Brahmachari-ABrahman follower of the sect who is prepared to lead a celibate life and 
dedicate himself to the service of the faith can be a Brahmachari after the probation of about 
a year. A Brahmachari wears a white· dhoti, wraps an ochre coloured cloth round the upper 
part of his body and puts on a red woollen cap or phent.a on his head. His duty is to read 
the Pursns and other religious books, and to preach to those who visit the temples. Brahmo
charis are allowed to use metal vessels for eating and drinking. They can also keep hair on 
the head and wear moustache and beard. 

Sadhu-Sat&angia or followers of the sect who are lower in rank than Brahmans, but 
not lower than Kanbis, can be Sadhus. A Sadhu must lead a celibate life and devote his full 
time to the servi~e of the faith. He is required to shave his head, beard and moustache. He 
must put on an ochre coloured dlwti, wrap round his person another similarly coloured cloth, 
and put on a jalia or head-dress of the same colour. Brahmacharis and Sadhus are prohibited 
from wearing coats, jackets or other tailor-made garments. A Sadhu must use wooden 
dish (patra) and a wooden jug (kamandal). He should on no account use metal vessels. Like 
the Brahmacbari, he reads or preaches to the people. Swaminarayan Sadhus and Brahmacharis 
are not allowed to go out of the temples singly. They always move about in pairs or groups. At 
the headquarters, they live in monasteries ; while moving in the district they live in the 
temples of the sect which are to" be found in almost every villsge. 

Palas-Lilre Brshmacharis and Sadhus, Palas also must lead a celibate life and devote 
themselves to the service of the faith. They are recruited from Koli, Rabari and other low 
castes. They are allowed to put on white garments and also to use shoes, and tailor-made 
coats. They serve as menials waiting upon the Acharya or as servants and managers of the 
temples. They are quite necessary in the organisation of the sacerdotal order of the sect, for 
only they can touch money or make the necessary purchases. 

. Daily Life-Bram«charis, Sadhus and ~alas rise earl>:, offer prayers and attend the 
six o'clock meetmg where the head Brahmachan or Sadh~ d~livers ~sermon or reads from thq 
Pursns. They retire at nine o'clock and read or study till dinner time at .e~even .. They th~n 
meet at the temple, take a recess at two, reassemble at three and. hold rehg10us' d1scourses ~ill 
six in the evening. At night supper is served only to the weak or infinn and to those who Wish 
to have it. The rest read sacred books and retire at eleven o'clock. ~rahmac~ris and S~us 
are forbidden to indulge in the pleasures of the pa~te. They are reqUirei to llllX up the differ
ent viands together before eating. A Brahmachan o.r Sadhu me:y not even look at a woman. 
Should he touch one, even accidentally, he has to expiate for the sm by a whole day fast. 

The distinguishing forehead mark of ~his sect .is a vertical streak of g~ clay or 
sandal paste with a round red powder mark m the !lllddle, and a necklet of sweet basil beads. 

Dhed-na Sadhu-A class of ascetics exists amongst the Depressed Classes known as 
Dhetlrna Sadhu. They are Vaishna vas by religion and are reckoned as ~piritual !?receptors of 
all the untouch .. ble groups except Bhangis. They are mostl:y: fo~d m Dabhoi and P~ 
talnkas. They are classed usually with Dhed (Vankar). Their soc1~l exc~nges (of bnd~, 
etc.) are with the latter. . According to their accounts they are found m 32 villages ; and their . . 
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total strength is about 150 houses. Mostly their occupation is as gurus : a few have taken to 
cultivation. They are better than other untouchables in economic condition. "They are not 
celibates but live normal lives as householders of the Hindu lower classes. They have recently 
taken actively to education and shown gifts of leadership. A very small 8ection of these call 
themSP.Ives Vairsgi~ and have taken to mendicancy. 

B. JAIN 

Amongst the Jains . there are three classes of ascetics-Sadhus, Sadhwis 
and Gorjis. Any person i:nay become a Sadhu. The Sadhu wears only two pieces of bhagva 
or ochre coloured cotton cloth but no head-dress. He does not allow the hair of his head, 
moustaches or beard to grow. Except when enfeebled by age he does not shave, but after 
allowing his hair to grow for about six months, tears it out with his fingers or gets it clipped. 
He always carries his staff (dand) and (ogho) brush, and before he sits down, sweeps the ground 
to push insects away. .He sleeps on a blanket and owns no property. He never kindles fire 
or cooks food for fear of 1.-illing any living thing, but begs cooked food from Shravaks. He 
enters those houses only whose doors are open, and on entering repeats the words Dharma 
Labha (acquisition of merit). The owner of the house lays before him bhiksha or cooked food. 

· When he has gathered enough for a meal from the different houses, the Sadhu returns and eats 
at home. Drinking water is collected in the same way. During the fair season, Se.dhus are 
forbidden to stay more than five days in the same village and more than a month in the same 
town. But they are allowed to pass at one place the rainy season, that is, the four months 
from Ashadh Sudi 14th to Kartik Sudi 14th. The Sadhu's chief duties are to study and teach 
the Jain Shastre.s and to keep the panch maha watas or five main vows. They are to refrain 
from pranatipat, life taking; murkhavad, lying; adattadan, receiving anything without the 
knowledge of the owner ; nuzithun, sexual intercourse ; and parigraha, taking gifts not allowed 
by religious rnles. 

Sadhwis-Sadhwis or nuns are recruited from religious Shravak women. A Sadhwi 
wears one robe round the waist and another on the upper part of the body. Like the Sadhu, 
she tears out the hair of her head once in six months, carries dand and ogho and beg& her meal 
and water. 

Gorjis-A Gorji differs from a Se.dhn in wearing white instead of red ochre clothes. 
Gorjis grow the moustache and hair of the head. Unlike Sadhus, Gorjis have no order of 
female Gorjis. Except a few who break the rnles and cook rich food in their monasteries, 
Gorjis never cook but beg bhiksha like Sadhus. Any person may become a Gorji. At present 
most of them are sons of low-caste Hindus, or illegitimate children, who are brought up by 
Gorjis. For this reason, they have sunk in estimation. Gorjis practise sorcery and magic 
and prescribe medicine. 

Shripujya-Sadhus and Sadhwis belong to no gachha. Gorjis and · Shravaks are 
divided into gachhas or bodies. Each gachha has a spiritual head, called Shripujya, who is 
chosen from among the Gorjis of the same gachha, provided he was originally a Shravak or a 
Brahman ... Shripujyas wear their hair and dress and beg in the same way as Gorjis, except 
that a GorJI sometimes brings his food and water for him with his own. · 

Initiation-There is little difference in the entrance ceremonies for Sadhus, Sadhwis 
o~ Gorjis. The person, who wishes to become a Sadhu, goes to a learned Sadhu, and bowing at 
his feet humbly asks him to take him as his pupil or chela. The .Se.dhu finds out that the 
pare~ts and relations of the youth are willing that he shonld becolll!l a Sadhu, and that be has 
s~Cien: strength of body and mind to stand the fasting and other discipline laid down in the 
Jam scnptures. A lucky day is chosen for the initiatory ceremony. When the disciple is a 
man of means, the· ceremony iS performed at his expense. In other cases, the cost is contri
buted by the Shrava.k community, who are always pleased when additions are made to the 
number o~ their religious class. The ceremony is celebrated with the same pomp as a Ill&¢age. 
!'- P:.:OCessiOn starts from the house of the disciple, who is seated in a palanquin, with a cocoanut 
~n. ~ hand ~n~ passing through the principal streets. A female relation of the person to be 
lDltiated cames mher hand a chhab or bamboo basket with the articles required for the intended 
S~u. . The procession passes outside of the town and stops below an aaopakJ (Polyalthia 
~foluz) tree, where the gunt., who is awaiting the arrival of the procession, performs the 
Imtmtorr ceremony. The Sadhus form a circle round the novice, and the laity stand behind. 
The novtce puts off his old clothes except the waist cloth. He then plucks out the hair of his 
head or gets som~ ?De to do w, and puts on his new garments as a Sa.dhu. He is then given a 
new name, con~ at least one letter of his original name. Camphor, musk,· sandal, saffron 
and sugar are applied to his bare head, while the initiator repeats texts calling on him to 
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ob~erve with care the five :prescribed vows, paMA tnaha vra/as. He is then suppli~d with the 
~rtJClea allowed to an ~etic by the Jain scriptures. They include five wooden pots or pr~lra, 
~n the ~pe of deep dishes, a _dand, ~bout five feet long, a ogho or brush, which, while walking 
IS earned under the left armp1t and IS used to sweep the ground. · The ceremonv is completed 
by the guru throwing vas klu:p or fragrant powder on the head of the new ascetic as he· pa&~es. 
He does n~t return to the town, but passes the night in the neighbouring viUage or in a r.>st
house outside the town. He comes back ne.'Ct morning and stays in the apo8artl or monastery. 

C. MUSLIM 

~aki:r-Under Islam, c~me the differ:~t tribes or brotherhoods llf religious beggars known 
as FakirS.. ;Umost all beggmg oom~umties lead a ro~ life. Those of Gujarnt origin 
however limit themselves to the provmce and seldom leave it. Beside., non-descript idlel'8 
there are eleven brotherhoods of Muslim religious mendicants, belonging to two main clus.'es ; 
('i) Besharaa, i.B., those beyond the law, and (ii) B!lSharaa, i.e., those under the law. The fimt 
class have no ,wives or familie~ and a_re nomadic in their ways of living. They drink, and do 
not pray or fast, nor rule thm pass10ns. The Basharaa on the other hnnd have wives and 
homes and follow the normal religious rontinA. Ench brotherhood genernlly has three office 
bea~~- Of these _one is the ~ead teacher, chief (.ror guroh), co~trolling the whole body o.nd 
receiVIng a share m the earmngs. The two others are subordinats : the nakib (summoner) 
and bhandari (treasurer) looking to the creature comforts of the paternity. Tho members are 
further sub-di~ded into murdhids (teachers) and khadims (or disciples). The disciple brings 
his day's earnings to the sar guroh who taking share and reserving some for the bhandari, leaves 
the rest to be divided between the disciple and his murshid. The genernl mode of initi11t.ion of 
the disciple is as follows :-

The teacher sees that the entrance ceremony is properly performed ; that the disciple 
is shaved and bathed ; that he learns the names of the heads of the order; thllt he promises to 
reverence them ; thnt he r~ceives certain articles of dress ; that he gets a new name ; thnt he 
learns the new salutation; that he swears not to stesl, not to lie, not to commit adultery; to 
work hard as a beggar or in any other calling and to eat things lawful and fin~lly thllt the 
entrance feast is duly given. At the close of each day, the new comer lays his earnings before 
the head teacher, sarg11roh. Taking out something for himself and a share to meet the"· 
treasurer's chnrges, the head teacher gives back the rest. This the beggar takes to his .teacher 
who giving him a little as pocket money, keeps the rest for himself. So long as the teacher 
lives, a beggar continues to be his .disciple. When a teacher dies, the oldest disciple succeeds, 
or if the teacher has a son, the son 11nd the senior disciple sh11re the other discipltis between 
them. The Abdalis 11nd the Nakshnbands are the two orders belonging to the lawful (baslwriia) 
group and the rest are beshardas. The following nine beshnraa orders are met with in this 
State :-(i) Benawa, (ii) Hijda, (iii) Huseini Bmhm11n, (iv) Kalandar, (v) Madari, (vi) Musa 
Suhng, (vii) Rafai, (viii) Rasulshahi 11nd (i·e) Siddi (Habshi). 

As to their origin; it is sufficient to state thnt the natur11l disposition of the Arabs for a 
solitary and contemplative life led t~elll; soon to forget the c~mm11n~ of, the Prophet " no 
monks in Ialamism." Another expressiOn m the Koran "poverty lB my pride ' was the argument 
which, thirty years after the death of the Prophet, was used_ by his sectarillns to found ~umerous 
monasteries in imitation of the Hindus and the Greeks ; smce then the order of Fak1rs (poor) 
and of dervishes (sills of the door) so multiplied in Arabia, Turkey and Persia that they reached 
the number of seventy-two exclusive of 11n equal number of heretic sects (Brown's Dervishes, 
p. 76). 

Mode of Living-F11kirs in Gujarat include in their mnks men ~m all parts of_ India 
and of every variety of descent. They move from house to house gathermg money, grnm and 
cooked food. The money they keep, and the grain and broken food they sell to potte~ as 
provender for their asses. Others reciting pmis~ of the ~ener?us and abuse of the stmgy, 
ask for a copper in the name of Allah to be repa1d tenfold m this world and a hundredfold 11t 
the day of judgment. 

Abdali also called DaWi or Fada.Ii, players on the tambourine daf, are found. wande~
ing in small numbers. They speak Hindustani and beg in the ~me of Allah, beatmg the1r 
one-end drum, danka, and singing religious songs. In_ North Gujarnt, they hnve a fixed due 
or tax upon the houses of Musalmans in towns and villages. 

Nakahaband-literally mark-makers-re found all over Gujar11t. They speak 
Hindustani, keep the head bare and wear the hair and be11rd long and well combed. With a 
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lantern in hand, they move about singly chanting their saint's praises. In return for alms, 
they mark children on the brow with oil from their lamps. They are quiet and well-behaved 
and have homes and families. 

_ Benawas are fakirs of the beshara order. They are also called Alifshahi from wearing 
a black Alif-like (first letter of the Persian alphabet) line down the brow and nose. They 
wear Persian-like wooJlen hat, sleeveless shirt and round the neck long rosaries of beads of 
selis. They move about in bands of five or ten begging in the name of God. In each town, 
they have a headman called bhandari or treasurer, who receives their earnings and after giving 
back for expenses, forwards the surplus amount to the murskid or spiritual head of the order. 

Kalandar, from an Arabic word meaning monk, are fakirs who wander over the 
country for begging and are troublesome in their demands. They shave the whole body 
including the eye-brows, and are Sunnis in faith. 

Madari fakirs are mostly converted Hindus of the nat or tumbler class. They take 
their name from Badi-ud-din Madar Shah, the celibate saint of Syria, and ~elong to the beshara · 
order of Sunnis. They beg alone or in bands of two or three. Some move about dragging a 
chain or lashing their legs with a whip to force people to give them alms. Others are snake
charmers, tumblers, monkey dancers and trainers, tricksters and ropes-dancers. They honour 
Hindu gods and follow Hindu customs. They marry only among themselves and form a 
separate community with a headman. 

Musa Suhag are Musalman fakirs, who are so called after their patron saint Musa, 
who lived at the close of the 15th century, and used to dress as a woman to indicate that he 

was devoted to God as a wife to her husband. In 
memory of their saint, fakirs of this order dress like 
married women in a red scarf, a gown and trousers. 
They do not shave the beard, but put on bracelets, 
anklets and other garments. They are Sunnis in 
religion and never marry. 

Rafai fakirs are also called Munhphoda or 
M unhchira, that is: face lashers or face splitters. 
They are found in small numbers all over the State. 
They hold in their right hand a twelve-inch iron spike 
called gurz, sharp-pointed and having near the top 
many smal liron chains. While begging, they rattle 
the chains, and if people are slow in giving them 
alms, strike at. their cheek or eye with the sharp iron 
point, which however causes no wound. They are 
Sunnis, some are celibates, while some are married. 

-
Rasulshahi fakirs are also known as mastan or 

madmen. They put on only a shirt and a. waist cloth. 
They are S1mnis of the beshara or celibate order and 
beg with a wooden clnb in their hands. 

Musa Suhag Sidi or Habshi fakirs are the descendants of 
African negroes brought to India. Their chief object 

of worship is Babaghor, an Abyssinian saint~ whose tomb stands on the hill near Ra.tanpur 
in the Rajpipla State. Sidi fakirs move about ~ small bands. While begging they play 
upon a peculiarly shaped fiddle ornamented with a bunch of peacock feathers and sing in a 
peculiar strain in praise of their patron saint. 

AUDICII-See under Brahman. 

BAROTi~cluding BRAHMA BRATS (Hindu 14,555; Jain 26; Arya 10) Bards and heralds, 
they are found m large numbers in the Mebsana and Baroda districts and in small numbers 
in.t?e Amreli and Navsa.ri districts. Local inquiries seem to show that Gujarat Bhats were 
ongmally Brahmans from Allahabad and Marwar, who settled in Kadi and its neighbourhood. 
~hat so~e at least came from North India appears from the existence of Kanojia Bhats, both 
m Kathi.awad: ~nd Cutch. There are eleven Phat settlemets in North Gujarat. Of these 
four ~re ~ Bnbsh Ahmedabad .district, five in Baroda and Mehsana districts, two in· Kaira. and 
one m Cambay. Traces of their Brahman origin survive in their wearing the Brahmanic 
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thread and in their having such clans or shakhas as Harmani, KMnim1i and Parmtani. Like 
Brahmans, Bhats of the sa~e shakha do not intermarry. In Central . Gujarat Brahman ' 
(Brahma) Bhats ~ f?und m_large numbers. In North Gujamt and Knt.hiawad, besides 
Bra~ Bhat. the prmmP?-1 sect10n, there are six sub-castes, toiz., Dashnami, Kankali, Kanojia, 
~agan, ~akhia and Vahivancha. Thongh the members of these sub-divisions neither inwr
dme nor mtermarry, all.eat !o?~ cooked b,r Vanias and Kanbis. Brahrna Bhats hold a higher 
place than any of the Six diVlSJons. Theu: marriage ceremonies do not differ from those of 
Kanbis. A man m~y divorce his wife, but the wife is not allowed to divorce her husband. Some 
sub~astes allo~ Widow remarria~, but. Brahma Bhats and those among others, who are 
c?nsid~red kulms ?r of go?<~ family forbid it. A ktdia eats with an akrllia, but does not give 
~ his daughter m mam~ge. ~~ma.le infanticide was formerly practised among the k11/ieu~. 
Gujar&t Bhats are vegetarians livmg on food-grains. · 

The h?norific title of. ~o is appli~d to Barots. Their main llceupation is repeating 
verses of t~eir own compositiOn or selectiOns from Hindu legends. They chant verses in a 
style pecuhar to themselves and not unpleasant to a stranger as the modulation of the voice 
and an energetic graceful action give effect to the poetry which is either to praise some renowned 
warrior, commemorate a victory, record a tragic event or panegyrise a present object. The 
chief patrons of the Bhats are Raj puts, but Kanbis, Kolis and Luhanas a lao have their Bhats, · 
who visit their patron's house. The Bhat is the genealogist, bard and historian of his patron's 
family. His vahi or book is a record of authority by which questions of conRanguinity are 
determined when a marriage or right to ancestral property is in dispute. An interesting feature 
in the history of the Bhats was their use as securities. They became guarantees for treaties 
between rival princes and for the performance of bonds by individuals. No security was 
deemed so binding or sacred as that of a Bhat ; for the reason that on failure he had at his 
command means of extorting compliance with his demands which were seldom used in vain. 
Those were the rites of traga and dharna. Traga consisted in shedding his own blood or the ' 
blood of some member of his family and in calling down the vengeance of bea ven upon the 
offender, whose obstinacy necessitated the sacrifice. Dhama consisted in placing round the ~ 
dwelling of the recusant a cordon of bards, who fasted and compelled the inhabitants of the ' 

· house. to fast until their demands· were complied with. For these services, the Bhats received , 
an annual stipend from the district, village or individual they guaranteed. Under the estab-

.lishment of British supremacy in Gujarat, these rites became impossible and the custom of : 
employing Bhats as securitie.q fell into disuse. Many Bhats have abandoned their hereditary · 
calling and become husbandmen. Some are well-to-do bankers, money-lenders and traders. 
Some are grocers and village shop-keepers and some are day-labotu:ers, domestio servants 
and messengers. A few live by begging. While moving from house to house, the Nagari 
Bhats beat a tokri or drum, the Kankali carry a trident and the Palimanga, a knife. 

In Religion, Bhats ar~ Rama.nuji, Shaiva and Vaishnava and worshippers of Amba, 
Bahucharaji and Kalika. Their priests are Audich, Modh or Shrimali Brahmans. Among 
Brahmabhats, Chamunda and Kalika are tutelary deities. 

Bhats have no hereditary headman. Social disputes are settled by a few respectable 
castemen. 

The Bra.hma Bhats (10,076) who are distinctly the most Brahmanica~ section of_ th_e 
caste are themselves divided into 10 sub-sections: (1) Devluk, (2) Hannam, (3) Kashiaru, 
(4) Indrani, (5) Kundanpuria, (6) Messa"!'• (7) Parvattani,. (8) Ra~a, (9) Rao and (10) Sodani. 
Marriages are prohibited within each sectiOn or group of allied section like (1) and (3), or (2), (3) 
and (7), or (9) and (10). 

BARIA (Hindu 103,769; Jain 5)-A ca.Ste of Kolis with a distinct ~jp~t strain. They 
are found chiefly in the Baroda district. Their own account makes Bana m Rewakantha, 
their original home from which, towards the close of the 15th century they were expelled by 
the Chohan Rajpnts, who in turn had been driven out of Champaner by the Mahomedans under 
Mahmud Begada (A.D: 1484). · 

Their growing race-consciousn~s ~ad 1~ llarias, _ahnost en masse in the State, to repu
diate their Koli origin, and to seek affiliation With ~he Raj puts, most of who~, however, alt~ou.gh 
they are ready to take girls in marriage from Banas, are not pre~ared to giVe them t~e. digruty 
of their status. Some of the .ruling chiefs ~nd thakores h?wever ~e Jambngorah, Rajpipla and 
Miyagam have encouraged this group to lift themselves m the soCial scale. 

Barias are smaller and darker than Patanwadias and are remarkable for their wonderful 
eyesight. In occupation they are landlords, eultivators and labourers. · 

54 
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Th Barias in Central Gujarat are of fairly good repute sooially ; their intermarriages e • . 
. with the RaJputa, parti-

Hc~le of a a..rotar Daria (aterior) 

cularly of the P&dhiar 
clan were frequent 
enough to warrant their 
persistent putting for
ward of their claim to. 
Rajput status. This 
fact combined with that 
other well-known cir
cumstance that " Koli " 
is a vague term, cover
ing a number of tribes of 
inferior status, but with 
little relation to one 
anotherled the ~nsus 
of 1931 to treat Baria 
apart from Kolis as a 
distinct entity in the 
Caste Table. The Barias 

10£ the socially superior 
sections are now begin
ning to discourage widow 
remarriage. The follow

ing illustration of a Baria house in 
Charotar is typical of their social condi
tion and standard of life. Lower roofed 
and more congested than of the average. 
Patidar, they showed the same fondness 
for brass utensils and the same type of 
furniture. There is more herding with 
the cattle and their stalls are far too near 
to permit of cleanly Jiving. 

BAVCHA-See under Primitive 
a.nd Forest Tribes. 

BEHLIM (1,732)-They are con
verted Rajputa of the Behlim tribe and 
are chiefly found in the Mehsaila pram. 
They intermarry with other Musalmans. 
The name Behlim apparently is of 
Turkish origin. Ma.b.ammad. Behlim, an 
Islami.sed Turk, who held Lahore on 
behalf of Sultan Atsa.lan Shah (A. D. 
1115 circa) overthrew and subjugated 
many hal1ghty Hindu chiefs, among 
whom was the Chief of Marwar. This 
account, for the muslimisa.tion of many 
Rajput clans who took the Behlim 
name. But through frequent intermarri
age with other Muslims, the present day 
Behlim has ceased to be a separate class. 

Houae of a Charotar Daria (interior) The women have given up the Rajput 
dress and now wear the Musalman scarf 

gown and trousers. But there is a great admixture of Hindu ·religions and social practices 
e.mongst, them, as amongst other converted Rajputs. They are not strict Musalmans, and at 
marriages (when the bride is a Hindu), both Brahman and Islamic rituals are combined. They 
still observe the Rajput cu<Jtom of sending a sword to the bride's house and bringing her back 
~the bridegroom's village for the ceremony. . · 

BHADELA (1,908)-A name given to Mussalman sailors known as lascars, found in 
Anue1i district.. . Originally Musalman settlers from Arabia, they assimilated the converted 
Yaghers and Kharvas. They are found in Beyt, Div, Dwarka, Jafarabad and the Nawanagar 
po~. The Vagher element ia of undoubted Rajput stock, a fine· looking race hardy and enter
pnsmg, capable Qf enduring fatigue.- They are long voyage sailors by tradition. Allied to them 
IS another sea-faring class of Muslims~ the Kaba V aliyas who are converts from amongst Kh.arvas. 
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They owe their conversion to imm'. t K b ( h had . · 
b ) . 1gran a as w o settled there commg frolll KabatisVl\n y sea. . 

BHANGIA--see under Depressed Classes. 

B~WA?~ (included under RABARI)-.A. caste of shephert!s. They claim Ookul Ilrin
~va;; ~eub Or1gmal home and to be of the same Me her caste to which Krishna's fo•ter-father 

an e er e~onged .. From Ookul, they are said to have moved to Mewar, and from Mowar 
to have spread mto Gujarat, Kathiawad and Cutch. They are closely l't'!at<•d to Rnbaris with 
whom they eat but do not intermarry. 

They li;e c;>n milk and bread, but can also eat the lle•h of sheep and goats. They sell 
goat and ewes milk and weave and sell woollen blankets. Except a few who are Rsmanandi 
B~ are followers of Mata. Like Kadwa Kanbis, Bharvads in Kathiawad and North 
~UJarat celebrate t~eir marriages only once in twelve, fifteen or twent.y·five years, on a day 
m the month of VaU<ha~l1, and all the Bharvads of the neighbourhood hold their marriages in 
the same place. The nchest B~arvad among those who wish to get their daughters numied 
buys the ground where the mamages are to be cele]lrated. This is necessary because the ground 
cannot be used a second time for the same purpose. It is kept a• pasture and an omamontal 
wooden post, called the. marriage pillar, is set up on it and preserved to show that the ground 
has been used fc;>r ~amages. Among the Bhi\XVads of Central and South Gujarat, marriages 
are performed Wlth_li~le or ~o ceren;tony. .A Brahm~ or a Darji, or in their ab•ence, one of the 
members of the bnde s family oflicmtes at the marr1age. Polygamy and widow marriage are 
~owed. .A younger brother of the deceased husband has the first claim on his widow. Divorce 
1B allowed. In some places the mother is not held impure after child-birth and does her house
hold work from the day of delivery; in other places, she remains impure for fifteen days. Bhar
wads bum the dead. ShraiMJ~a ceremony is performed with the help of a Kayatia Brohman, 
Caste people are feasted on the 12th day. CIISte disputes are settled at a meeting of the adult 
castemen, Elopement is punished with excommunicat.ion and other breaches of ca.•te rules 
by fine. 

BHA VSAR (Hindu 4,860; Jain 1,006; Arya 10)-.A. caste of calico printers. Bhavsars are 
found chiefly in cities and large towns. According to their story they were originally Rshatriyas, 
who during Parshuram's persecution hid themselves in a Mata's temple and for this act of bhav 
or confidence in the goddess, came to be known as Bhavsar. They have such tribal sumamcM as 
Bhatte, Chohan, Oohel, Pannar and Rsthod, which support their claim of Rsjput descent. 
The original home of their ancestors was Vraj-Mathura in North India from which they moved 
to Marwar and thence to Champaner and the country bordering the Mahi and the N arbada. 
From Central Gujarot some went to Kathiawad and Cuteh in the north and some to Surat in 
the south. .A.hmedabadi, Harsolia, Jamnagri, Mesania, Moderia, Prantia, Visnagara and other 
local surnames bear witness to their early settlements. Their family goddesses are Ambaji and 
Hingalaj. Besides being divided into Meshri and Jain Bhavsars, who eat together but do not 
intermarry. Bhavsalil have three sub-divisions-Rewakanthia, living on the banks of the Muhi 
and the Narbada.' Rsmdeshis, living in Pali and Pratapgad, and Talabda living in North 
Gujarat. In this State, the last named form the predominsnt section. · The members of these 
three divisions neither eat together nor intermarry. But Rsmdeshis and Rewakanthias eat 
food cooked by Talabdas. Of ~he three sub-divisions, th~ Talabdas alone liye on. vege~ble 
diet· Ramdeshis and RewakanthiiiS except those who are Jal08 have no scruple m catmg aruma! 
food'in South Gujarat. Many Bhavsars have given up calico printing and have become confec
tioners tailors washermen and sellers of cloth and pretty brass-ware. By religion some are 
Jain a~d the ~t belong to the Kabirpanthi, Radhavallabhi, Rsmanandi, Santrampanthi, 
Swaminarayan and Vallabhachari sects. In their marriage rites they d~ not differ from Va~as 
and Shravaka. Girls are msrried before they are eleven and boys at any time after ten. lllamage 
is not allowed between people of the same surname. Divorce is allowed and a widow sometimes 
remarries the younger brother of her deceased husband. _They bum th.eir dead, t~e Ja~ B~av
sars with the full Shravak Vania rituals, and the Meshri Bhavsars Wlth llleshri Vanm r1tes. 
Each community has its headman who settles caste disputes at a meeting of all the· members 
of the caste. 

BIDL--8ee under Primitive and Forest Tribes-Bhil. 

BHOI (4,765)-Water carriers and palanquin-bearers. They make nets and practise 
fishing ~!so. According to th?m theY: are Rsjputs fro?t Luc~ow. Th~y have nine suh-di.visiona 
-Bakoria, Bathava, Gadhedia, Gudia, Kahar, Machi o~ Dh~r, Mali, Meta a~d Purbm. Of 
these, Mali and Bakoria eat together and intennarry ; Mali, ~udia and Kahar eat Wlth one anoth~r 
but do not intennarry; the rest neither eat together nor m~rm~rry. T~ey are stronglY: buil.t 
and dark like Kolis. Except the Purbia, whose ho~e speec~ 1B Hin~ustam, theY: speak GuJarati. 
Palanquins are now used only on marriage oeeas10na and m carrymg about high caste parda 
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ladies or idols. Bhois now also till lands, tend sheep or goats, grow ":ater _chestnuts,. or work 
as field labourers. They employ Audich or Modh B~hmans .as their priests. · Widows are 
allowed to marry and divorce is easy. T~ey worship Meld~ Mata; but some of them are 
Bijmargi, Ra.manandi, Shaiva or Vallabhachap. 

BRAHMABHAT -See und,er Barot. 

BRAHMAN (123,522, besides 192 Aryas)-The term Brahman· is derived from Brahma, 
the supreme Being, and in its earliest sense denoted one who attained to Him. Durin~ the 
Vedic period it came to denote one who knew or repeated the Vedas, and later on,_ as the ri~als · 
became more complicated, -a. "priest". The Purusha Sukta hymn of the Rig Veda IS an 
account of the general cosmogony of the universe and makes the earliest mention of Brahman . 
as a class name, representing the "mouth of the Supreme Being." That hymn foreshadowed 
the later crystallisation of Hindu society in the Manavan Scheme into a fourfold division ~f 
caste based primarily on function and status, and later, through the progress of Aryan donn
nion 'developed on the basis of colour and race. But the present day characteristic of Indian 
cas~ viz. its inflexible hereditary character, did not develop till late. In the Vedic tinies, 
insta~ces ~f Kshatriyas and other non-Brahman's being raiseO. to Brahmanhood for austerities 
or learning are numerous. Later even, instances of creation of certain classes of Brahmans, 
through necessity, or the prerogative of Jrin.,as, have happened. Differences in Brahman sub
castes are therefore primarily due to (i) purity of lineage and (ii) assimilation of other classes in 
the Brahman status. Secondly through Inigration, Brahmans tended to differentiate themselves 
round certain places after which subsections were named ; and these later hardened into castes. 

Group of Gujarat Brahmans-The Gujarat Brahmans may be roughly formed into 
three groups, the early, the Iniddle and the modern. 

(t) The early Brahmans are in most cases 'connected by tradition with some holy place 
chosen in early tinies by Aryan settlers from Upper India. Most of these early divisions are 
husbandmen and as a rule darker and sturdier than the more modern iniinigrants.* Among 
these are the Bhargavs of Broach who claini descent from the great seer Bhrigu and who still 
hold a high position among Gujarat Brahmans ; the Anavalas, the vigorous skilful class of south 
Gujarat landholders whose origina.J settlement or mahasthan seeins to have been at Ana.va.J, 
near the Unai hot springs, about forty miles south-east of Surat. With them rank the Sajodras, 
who take their name from Sajod, a place of early sanctity about eight miles south-west of Broach. 
Further north are the Borsadias of Kaira, who claim descent from an early religious settler 
named Bhadrasiddha. Other divisions of earlier settlers seem to have come to Gujarat from 
the Dakhan. They are the Jambus of Jambusar in Broach, the Kapils from Kavi at the mouth 
of the Mahi, the Khedavals of the Kaira district, and the Motalas of Mota about fifteen miles 
west of S~t. . These classes have all become so completely Gujaratis in appearance, speech and 
customs that they must have been long settled in tho province. Copperplates show that the· 
Jambus at least were in their present villages as early as the beginning of the fourth century 
after Christ (A. D. 320). . 

(i~) The second group of Brahmans represents sma.ll bands of iminigrants from Upper 
India whose settlement the kings of Anahila.va.da (A. D. 961-1242) encouraged by grants of land. 
These small bands of settlers came from different parts of Northern·India,andreceivingseparate 
grants in different parts of the province have never associated and have been one of the chief 
causes of the minute divisions of Gujara.t Brahmans. The chief divisions that belong to this 
group are the Audichya, Harsolas, Kandoliya., Khadayata, Modh, Ra:yakwal, Shrimali, and 
Vadadra. The Nagars, the chief division of Gujarat Brahmans, seem to be earlier settlers as 
copperplates from. the fifth to the· eighth century mention Nagars at J unagadh, V adnagar ana 
Vallabhi. . 

(iii) The Iniddle group includes another set of division of whose arrival no record re
mains but who see~ to have come from Marwar and Ra:jputana before the tinies of the Musa.J
mans, driven south, it is believed, by famine. Of this group the ·chief divisions are the Desaval, 
. Jharola, Mevada, Palival, Shrigaud, Udambara, and Uneval. 

. 
• According to local legends some of these early Braru,;..ns belonged to the pre-Aryan tribes and were made 

Brahmans by early Hindu heroes and demigods. Pre-Aryan tribes may in some cases have been raised to the mnk 
of Aryans in rewa.rd for signal services.. But such cases are doubtful. The explanation of. these local. classes of 
early Brahmans seems~ be that they are the descendants of settlers from Upper India who entered Gujarat either 
by Be& or by land from Sm~ These settlers were_ joined by others of their own class who. marrying With the women 
of the country u wu sanctioned both by the law and the practioe of the early Brahmans, founded a local Brahman 
colony. The process of founding these local Brahman claaees is thus described by Megaothenes (B. C. 300). When 
Megasthenes wrote thE? process would seem to have been still going on. "Persons who desire to live the same life 
aa the Brahman hemuts cross over and remain with them, never returning to their own country. These also are 
~:.Brahmans ; they do not follow the a&me mode of life, for there are women in the oountJ'y from whom the native 
1 1tanta are sprung and of these women they beget ofisprings". McCrindle's.Megasthenea, 121, 
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(iv) Of modern Brahmans, i.e., of immigrants since the time of Musalmnn rule, the 
chief are Maratha Brahmans of the Deshnsth, Konka.nasth and Ka.rha.da. tribes, who in the early 
part of eighteenth century accompanied and followed the Mamtha conquerors of Gujarnt. 
Under British rule no large bodies of immigmnts have entered Gujarnt. But there has been a 
slow steady stream of sPttlers from Marwar. This State has further received recruits from 
Kanojia and Sa.rvaria Brahmans from Hindustan to the military, police or other ranks. 

List of Gujarat Brabman.-()rdinarv accounts and the lists in the Mirat-i-Ahmedi 
(Circa 1760) and in Dayamm's poems give S4divisions of Gujarat Frahmans. Details however 
in the lists do. not agree and perhaps the number 84 is tmditional. The Gujarat Population 
Volume of the Bombay Gazetteer recogoises 79 divisions of Gujamt Brahmans. "The Tribes and 
Castes of Bombay" (Enthoven) recognises 93 subdivisions, but includes Garodas (pricstBofthe 
untouchables). ItcxcludesAbotis.(whoareanindependentsection, but are wrongly included as a 
sub-section of Shrimali). It further mentions Bhojaks as a Brahman subseetion of Shrimalis, 
but they are now J ains and are no l~mger Brahmans. The list is given bolow :-

1. Agarwal . 33. Guru 64. Parsolia 
2. Agarsindhwal 34. Harsolia oi: Ha.rsola 65. Porwal or Porwad 
3. Akshmangal 35. Indhval or Idhaval 66. Preteval 
4. Anavala (2 sub- 36. Jamu or Jambuvant 67. Pundwal 

divisions) 37. Jharola 68. Pushkarna.orPokhnrna 
5. Anodhia 38. Ka.linga 69. Puwa.wa.l 
6. Audich (29 sub- 39. Khandolia 70. Rajwal or Rangwal 

divisions) 40. Kapil 71. Raikula 
7. Ashpum 41. Karbelia 72. Raipum 
8. Balam or Valam 42. Karkhelia 73. Raisthala 
9. Bhalvi 43. Khadayata 74. Rayakwa.l (2 divisifns) 

16. Bhargav (4 sub- 44. Kheda.wal or Khedwal 75. Rodhwal or Rotwa 
divisions) (3 subdivisions) 76. Sa.chora (2 sub-

11. Bharthana 45. Lalat di=ns) 
12. Bhnkania 46. Madhyachal 77. Sa.jo 
13. Borsada 47. Malikwal 78. Sanothia 
14; Chaun 48. Mewada (5 sub- 79. Sa.nodia or Sanath or 
15. Chovisa or Chorisa (2 divisions) S SanB?la 

divisions). 49. Modh (9 subdivisions) 80. arvana 
16. Dadhich or Dadhichi 50. Madhmaitra 8~. ~ars~nt 
17 Dahema Or Dayama 51. Motala 8 . va 

' Dareda 52. Nagar (18 sub- 83. Sindhwal 
~~: Deshawal divisions) N d 84. srr~a~d ) (10 sub-

20. GaG diali tra 53. N:t= or an • 85. Shri':~~ns (5 sub-
21. angapu N . diVIS' ,·ons) 

2 Ga d ( · ts) 54. N arsingpum or anng-
2 · ro a pries 85A. Sonpura or Sompum 
23. Ga ya wal pura thi 

Godhwal or Gorwal 55. Nardik 86. Sora a 
~~: Girnara (5 sub- 56. Nam;l N d d ~~· ian~= 

diVlS• 1·ons· ) 57. Nan ora or an o ra · a po sub-
Nandhana 89. Udambara (3 

26. Godmalvi 58· N 1 divisions) 
2 Gh . · 69 apa 
7 · ogan · 90 V adadm or Valandra 

~~: ~::a! :~: ~p:fi~al or Ppalewal 9
92

1: VVaa'y·':i~ Vadhm 
· li 62. an3ora or angora . 30· g:jar 63. Parja or Parasar (2 93. Yajnikval 

~~: Gurja.rGauda orGhoda subdivisions) 

. . Names occurring in the State-Of these, 12 n~mes ocdc~ inthethe
00

Earoda Census. The 
· "' ted names found in the ~tate are not mclude m a ve 

margmauy no h D f from the North BardAI 
list Most of these Brahmans are from t e ec~an, ~ ew . Deohaotha. 

· kin Hindustani A few like Ka.yatia are GuJ&rati speaking but do n~t Devrukha 

~~:r ~ the list. Vyas is probably a fusion of sub-castes. The name 18 ~::akubja 
. to descendants from 108 Brahmans of several sub-castes who conducted Karhada 

grven rf ed b a Brahman jester in the court of a Musal- Kayatia 
a pena!lce ceremony pe 0~he t!mili who took part in this ceremony were Maithil 
man king of Ahmedabad. ;! te VyasBralrmans allow widow ll.aJgor 

exco~unica~~ a~ formed ~';:p~.::ud· Patida.rs. They are husband- !i"..J..~gi 
remarnage an m ss rese d some have taken to begging. A Unev&l 
men, cloth. sellers and money-len~rs an d ha .. ed 'th the Tar• Vanz& gor 
later section. find employ as strolling pla~ers an : . vefrJOomm thWle list " they ~~Y~ 

d Bha · u als are a cunous OID1881Dn , 
g~ and hi vall 1~38·B ro~:v and Kathiawad and take their name from Una Yajorvedl 
are.oun c e ym a . 
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(in South Kathiawad). They originally ca.me. from Rajputana. Vanza. Gors are 
priestS of the caste of weavers of that name . foun~ in Kathiawad, and for that 
reason are degraded. V anzas are distinct from Salvia and regard themselves as superior 
to them. They have gradually left off weaving and taken to other occupations, such 
as tailoring, calico printing, etc. 

Territorial 0~-Most of the su~aeotio~ of_ ~hese sub-castes of Brahmans ~eriye 
their names from territones or places denoting their ongm. A few of these names of territonal 
signification enter into other castes· as well: e.g •• Agarwal, Deshawal, Harsola, Jharola, Khada
yata, Nagar, Nandora, Oswal, Palival and Vayad ~ in both _Erahma_n and Vania groups. 
Shrimali occurs not only amongst Brahmans and Vamas but With Soma as well. So also 
Mewada, but with Suthar in addition. Sorathia occurs with Brahman, Vania, Kumbhar and 
Luhar. In two subdivisions, Audioh and Nagar, there is a section called Barad, which defi
nitely points to vama8ankar or assimilation with other subdivisions or even perhaps other 
oastss. A maD is attached, showing the origins of some of these territorial names. · 

MAP 
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Function of Brahman groups-Except Anavalas, who are all theoretically laymen 
or ~tha8, each of the B:ahman subdivisions is either entirely priestly, i.e., bhikshuka, or 
contains two classes, one pnestly, and the other, lay. Except Bhargavas, Nagars and a few 
other Brahmans who have among them families believing in one or other of the Vedas, Gujarat 
Brahmans are generally followers of the Yajurveda. Each division includes from 5 to 25 
exo~~us gotras or family stocks, each stock claiming descent on the male side from one of 
the f'!Bhts or seers. Except among Nagars, religious and lay families, if not of the same stock, · 
can mtetmarry. A man's position as priest or layman is hereditary and is not affected by his 
actual business or profession. 

. Their features-Except the fair and regular featured Nagars and Bhargavs, most 
Gujarat Brahmans, compared with the trading and other high caste Hindus, are somewhat 
dar~, ro~h-fea~ed and strongly made. Except in Cutoh, where some men wear long flowing 
Rajput-like w~ers, and except some who in fulfilment of a vow allow the hair on the head 
and face to remam uncut for a few months or a year, Brahmans as a rule retain the hair of the 
h.ead. only over a space ~hat could. be covered by a cow's hoof. This hair is generally long and 
tied m a knot from behind, especially when engaged in religious worship. Wo!llen have .their 
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forehead marked ~h a circular kataku-(red powder) dot; the men's forehead ia marked with 
sandal or kanku Cll'Ole or two or three horizontal lines. • 

Dreu-U~e Vanias who are .alwaya amply and oleanly clad, the everyday dress of 
most Brahmans IS little more ~ a tnrban and a waist and shoulder oloth, and the everyday 
dress of mo.st of the women IS sunple and cheap. Still all have some store of good olothea · 
t~e men, a nch tnrban and silk dining dress, the women at least two good robes one of them of 
silk. Compared with other high caste Hindus, the men have few ornaments. 'But the women 
have nearly as large a store of jewels as the women of any other oaste. 

Sects of Brahman• All Gujarat Brahmans, except a few who belong to the Svami
nerayan sect, ~followers of Shiva. Their social and religious oustolllli are chiefly ruled by the 
Mayukh, the Mitakshara ~d the Dharma and Nimaya Sindhu. Of the sixtcent Vedic 
sanskar~ or saoramen?', Gu]arat Brahmans observe ouly four at their proper time : SimanttJ ~ 
or partmg of the ha1r at pregn~cy, UpaooyaM or thread girding, Vivaha or marriage, and 
Bvargarohana or ~era! ceremomes, literally "heaven-climbing," some of the remaining baing 
observed along With one or other of these, some being not performed at aU. 

Marriage-Marriages ere prohibited between sapindas and between members belonging 
to the ~me gotra and pravara. Sapindas ~ are those who are within five degrees of affinity 
on the side of the mother and seven on that of father. The person himself oonstitutes one of 
these degrees ; that is to say, two persons stand to each other in the sapinda relationship if their 
ciomm?n ancestor, being a male, is not further removed from either of them than six degrees, 
or, being a female, four degrees. The pravara, also called arsheya, are those saori.ficial fires 
which several gotras § had in oommon. So persons of these gotras whioh had a common 
pravara cannot intermarry. Marriage with a father's sister's, mother's sister's and brother's 
daughter is not allowed. A man may marry his deceased wife's sister. Except among 
Nagars whose girls are seldom married before they are thirteen, Gojarat Brahmans generally 
marry their girls between seven and eleven irrespective of the bridegroom's age. Besides a. 
dowry the bridegroom receives presents with his .wife. In regard to the dowry, the practice 
among most qivisions of Brahmans is fixed. Except among some degraded Bralm!s.ns, widow 
marriage is ndt allowed. Divorce is strictly prohibited. Polygamy is permissible, but polyandry 
is unkD.own. 

Notes on individual Brahman groups-The following brief notes are attached to some 
of the principal Brahman sub-castes occurring within the State. For more detailed accounts, 
the reader· IS referred to the Gujarat Population Volume and Enthoven's Tribe and Castes of 
Bombay, from which the above account is condensed :-

• Generally speaking worshippers of Shiva use horizontal and wonhippers of Vishnu vertical mark& 

t Some authorities make 12 only; others 40. 
~ Also Bimantak or Bimant<mayana. 
'II Su,pinda, literally having the same pinda. The pinda waa the b&ll of flour or rice offered to the &001 

in the •hradd/us ceremony. 
1 GolrrJ means literally a oow-peu, and he'!ce _any encloswe ; zms~. exoelle.nt ohief an~ henoe & foUDder of 

a """' ; ,.,.h<ya of or belonging to a ,.ho. The 10nse of saorilicial file ,. DOt olauical. 
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significance (as a socially select sept) and as such i~ forms a subsection ·of other communities 
(e.g., Soni mastalls). Bhathela is either fro~ b~t (nee) a name well deserved of these pe~ple, 
as they are the most successful rice growers m this area ; or from bhrasthela (fallen)-a denva
tion of opprobrious intent, evidently favoured by ~rahmans of other nam?s. Anavala 
Brahmans' are grihasthas. There are no priests or mendicants among them. Somally they are. 
divided into an.upper or Desai c~, the .revenue farmers, and~ lower or Bhathe~a class, the 
ordinary cultivators. The Desrus eat 'with Bhathelas, but object. to ma~ therr d~ught.:rs 
into any except Desai families. ·On the other hand Bhathelas, amoous to rmprove theu soCial 
position, try hard to marry their daught.:rs into Desai families. This rivalry for bridegro.oms 
of good family has, as among the ~attdars of Ch~rotar,_ le~ to some: ~usual practtc~s. 
Polygamy is not uncommon. . A Desai, who finds hintse!f m difficulty, tnames another wife 
and receives from his bride's father money to pay off his debts. Expenses consequent upon 
marriages, such as dowry, sending the bride to her hu~b~nd's house, pregnancy, birth of. a child, 
etc. are incurred not by the husband but by the wife s father. Even the expenses mcurred 
by the mother of the bridegroom at the. time of her delivery have to be paid by the father of 
the bride at the time of marriage. Some Desai families with many daughters b.a.ve fallen into 
debts and have been forced to mortgage their lands. During the last twenty years reforms in. 
marriage custoinB have been inaugurated by the educated in the community, which have 
resulted in the .reduction of marriage expenses, diminishing polygamy and marrying of girls 
without reference to kul or family. Caste organisation is however notoriously loose amongst 
this caste-Anavils generally are enterprising-many having gone to Europe or Africa for 
education or industrial pursuits, without any dire social consequences on their return. As a 
result, there is little of mutual help or of collective co-operative effort towards caste welfare. 
But they are friends to education, hospitable and liberal. Almost all Ana viis are Shaiva in 
religion, but they are ti lax on ceremonial observance as they are careless in enforcing 
caste rules. 

Audich (45,222)-A Brahman caste so called, becauSe they entered Gujarat from the 
North (Udicha). According to their cas_te tradition, they were invited to Gujarat by King 
Mulraj (A,D. 961-996) from the north, tO help him in holding a sacrifice. When tlte sacrifice 
was over, the King offered them money and grants of land •to induce them to l!tay in his 
country. About a thousand (sahasra), who readily agreed, came to be known as Audich 
Sahasra (36,754), while the rest, who formed a toli (band) and refused till they were persuaded 
by further grants, came to be known as Audich Tolakia (3,925). The Srihasras are superior in 
social rank ,to the Tolakias. The Sahasras are again divided into Sihoras and Sidhpurias from 
th~ towns of Sihor in the Bhavnagar State and Sidhpur in the Baroda State, which are said to 
have been bestowed on their ancestors. Audich Brahmans live on alms ; a. few are cultivators, 
the rest are cooks or family or village priests. Those of them who are priests of Darjis (tailors), 
Gandhraps (musicians), Hajams (barbers),. Kolis and Mochis (shoemakers), are looked upon as 
degraded. Ex-communications for serving low caste people have given rise to several sub
divisions, such as Da.rjigor, who serve tailors, Ha.jamgor, who serve barbers, Gandhrapgor, who 
serve Gaudhraps or musicians, Koligo~, who serve Kolis, Mochigor, who serve shoemakers, 
etc. Those Audichas who have settled in Vagad are held degraded and are treated as out
castes, because they smoke the hukka, allow widow marriage and carry cooked food to the fields. 
They are, however, allowed to give their daughters in marriage to Audichas of Halawad in 

. Kat~awad, whose. danght.:rs marry Dhangadra Audichas, and the daughters of Dhangadra 
Audichas are mamed to Vuamga.m, Ahmedabad and Sidhpur Audichas, who hold the highest 
socia~ r~nk in .the caste. The Sidhpuria Audichas are regarded as superior to other Audichas, 
M:d It IS co~Idered ho?-ourable to give ~ daughter in marriage to a Sidhpuria Audich .. It is 

. this competrtiOn for bndegrooms from Srdhpur, which has given rise to polygamy in the caste. 
· Rodhval, Napa!, Borsada and Harsola Brahman castes have emanated from the Audich 

Brahmans, owing to some members of them einigrating from their home to other places · and 
K?~gor, Rajgor, _Kayatia, ~ya~or, Vyas and Targala castes .have emanated from the ~arne 
ongmal caste owmg to theu taking to degrading occupations. 

D'esha~a (5,~13)-:-Immigrant Maharashtra Brahinans from the Deccan, mainly 
for State semce. It IS sard that a Maharashtra King who wanted to perform a sacrifice invited 
t~em to the Deccan from the North. After the ceremony. was completed, he gave them rich 
gifts and settled them there. Hence they were known as Deshastha, i.e., those settled in the 
country (desk). 

. . Gugali (1,513)-A_Brahman caste, so called from gugaZ (aloe incense). Another deriva
tio~ IS fro~?' Gokul,.the birthplace of Shri Krishna, and appears more likely as connecting Shri 
Krishna ~th. Kat~wad. They are numerous in Beyt and Dwarka where they are Vaishnav 
temple PUJans or pnests; they act as purohit and pilgrim conductors, and are also shop-keepers. 
:rhey are not much respected by other Brahmans. Though not returned in the -census, there 
IS a small sub-caste Bodha among the Gugalis. Bodhas are neither allowed to intermarrv nor 

. . 
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interdine with other Gugalis The cau f th lit · 'd b d . . . II h . . . • se o e sp Is sa~ to e ue to a gentleman of tho 
~rte m~tmJfda .t e mdi":'du~ls of the caste to attend a sacrificial ceremony and snying that 

ose w o not come m time would be excommunicated. It so happened that some 
J?-ephews of the man happened to come late. He was naturally angry and called them bodlHJ 
t.e., fools, and excommumcated them. ' 

J~bu (~412)-A Brahman caste, also called Jambusaria, found in the Baroda district 
They denve the1r name from. the town of Jambusar in the Broach district. They are said to b~ 
descended from the sage YaJnavalkya and according to tradition were the first colonists of the 
toW?- ~f Jambusar. Copper-plate grants show that they were settled there as early as tho 
begmnmg o~ the ~ourt~ cel:'tury· They were once a large and learned community but are now 
mostly family pne.sts m VIllages an~ cultivators. The rest are traders, money-lenders, village 
headmen .and cult1vators. Alo~g With the Anavalas and Bharagavas, they represent a very 
early Aryan settlement. But like the Kl).eda wals, they hailed from the South. 

. ~~hada (1):24):--A caste of Brahmans from the Deccan. They are so called from 
the1r ongmally setthng m the Karhat ~ountry, i.e., the tract between Ratnagiri and Savantwadi 
State, called Karal!atla desh. There 1B also another tradition about their origin, vi:., that they 
were made by· Pa~ashuram from camel's bones. The Karhadas were until recently supposed 
to be human sacrificers and eyen now, there are people especially some Tailangi Brahmans 
who have scruples to take their meals at the house of a Karhada. Karhadas are invariably 
Rigvedi. 

Khedaval (3,992)-A Brahman caste which takes its name from Kheda or Kaira, the 
headquarters of the British Kaira district. Their chief settlements are at Un~reth in the Kaira 
district and Sojitra in the Baroda district. According to their tradition they are descended 
from a band of Tripravari and PanchpratVLri Brahmans ·who under the leadership of Shankar 
Joshi and Dave came from Shrirangapattam in Mysore and settled in Kaira during the reign 
of a certain Mordhvaj, a Rajput of the lunar stock. The truth of the story is supported by the 

. fact that Khedavals are still connected with Shrirangapattam. Their females we11r a necklace 
called Chitak and ear-rings called kap of the same shape as those worn by Deccani Brahman ' 
women and like them their widows dress in white. Many Khedavals, some from Sojitra in the 
Baroda district and others from towns in the Kaira district, have settled in Madras, Bengal, 
the Central and the United Provinces. Most of them are jewellers and tr11ders, and some 
have attained to great wealth through money lending. They are divided into Baj " outsiders " 
(2,493) and Bhitra "insiders " (798). It is said that the Kaira chief, anxious to have a son, 
once offered them cows of gold as gift. The greater number refusing the gift secretly scaled 
the walls of the city, and came therefore to be known as bahya, corrupted into baj. Those 
who accepted the gift remained within the walls and came to be called as bhitra or insiders. 
Even to this day, the Baj Khedavals look upon the non-acceptance of gifts by their ancestors 
with feelings of pride. The Mahikanthe. Khedavals trace their origin from Brahm& Khed in 
Idar, but according to tradition they are of the same stock as other Khedavals. 

Konkanaatha (3,539)-Also called Chitpavan. A Brahman caste, the members of 
which have immigrated from the Deccan mainly for the purpose of State service. The tradition 
about their origin is as under :-

When Parshuram the sixth incarnation of Vishnu, had destroyed the Kshatriyas, he, 
to atone for that sin, gr~nted the whole earth to the Brahmans in gift and brought out a strip 
of land for his own use from the sea. Having settled there, he once wanted to have some 
Brahmans for the performance of a shr~ha and a sacrifice, a!'d sent emissaries in search of 
them ; but none came. This enraged him so much that he wished. to crea~ new Brahmans. 
With this idea uppermost in his mind, he went to the sea-shore for his morrung bath and there 
found some fishermen standing near a funeral pyre (Chita). He asked .them who they were ; 
they replied they were kaivartas and lived on fishing. On t~s he granted them ~rahmanhood 
and said that they would be known to the world as the Chitpavan Brahmans, smce they had 
been purified near a funeral pyre. 

They are also supposed by some to hav? migrated from .the north-wes~ of India, or from 
Egypt and this supposition is based upon their colour. The celebrated fsnnly of the Peshwe.s 
belonged to this caste. Konkanastha Brahmans are among the M~he.ras~tra ~rahmans what 
the Nagars are among the Gujl}rati Brahmans. Konkanasthas aree1ther Rigvetl~or Apasthamba. 

Mewada (5,075)-A Brahman caste which, as its name indicates, origine.!ly came . fro~ 
Mewad in Rajputana. . Mewadas are divided. into three classes, Bhe.t, Ch~ras1, ~nd Tnvedi. 
The last-named section is the most numerous m the State: T~ese three mterdine, but. do 
not intermarry. They are mostly religious mendicant3, family pnests and peasants. There L~ & 
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curious custom among the Trivedi· Mewadas. . Before ma;riage, t~e bridegroom reposes 
oil a cot and the bride applies molasses to his navel. Mter this, the bridegroom goes to the 
marriage hall. 

Moclh (9,039)-A llrahman caste, so call~ ~m _Modhera, once an ~portant place in 
the Chanama taluka Kadi district. They are diVided mto five classes-Agiarasana (1,171), 
Chaturved.i (6,394), 'Dhinoja (759), Jet~ (48), ~~d T~ved.i. (70): These _neither interdine 
nor intermarry. There is a great difficulty m obtaining WIVes m thif! ~a.ste, m coi!Bequence ?f 
the large amount to be paid to the bride'~ fat~er. All the five sub-d.i~o~ are to be foundm 
the State the Chaturvedi who are profiCient m the four Veda$, the Tr1ved.i, who know three, 
the Jethi' who ai:e wrestlers, the Dhinoja, who live at Dhinoj in the Chansma taluka and the 
.Agiara.sana, who are found in Baroda and Amreli ~tricts. ~he Dhinojas were till . the last 
century professional thieves and murderers and thell" depredations spread far and Wide. 

. Nagar (8,096)~Nagars claim to be the highest among the Brahman castss of Gujarat 
. As a rule Gujarati Brahmans do not intermarry, but they have no objection to interdine, except 

with those Brahmans who are considered as degraded. But Nagars neither intermarry nor 
interd.ine with other Brahmans. They rank .themselves above all other Brahmans and are 
undoubtedly a shrewd and intelligent people. They have an engaging address and their 
women are comely. By their tact, skill and intelligence, they always advance themselves into 
power in government service, which is th~ir main occupatio!l: Their ~otto is. "f!aln;m; lcailchhi 
ane barchhi" (pen, laddie and spear) which means that wntmg, cooking or fightmg·IB the ·only 
work which a Nagar will do. · 

There are several traditions current among the Nagars about their origin. One tradition 
.says that they were created to officiate at Shiva's marriage. According to another they were 
created to officiate at Shiva's sacrifice. A third tradition is that they are the descendants of 
a Nag, who pursued by some enraged snake charmers, assumed the form of a Brahman, fled to 
Vadnagar, married a Brahman girl and had several children by her, who came to be known as 
Nagars. Vadnagar was no doubt the place of their original settlement, and has given to them 
the name Vadnagara Nagars. Nagar is a Sanskrit word meaning belonging to or residing in 
a twgar or city. Nagars were probably so called either from their residence in the city or from 
their descent from the Nag tribe of people, who appear to have followed the Indo-Scythian 
king Kanaksen, intermarried with local Brahmans and settled in Vadnagar. · Even at the present 
day Nagars say that their women are Nag kanyas or Nag maidens. . . . . 

There are seven main sub-divisions of Nagars-Vadnagara (2,368), Chitroda (85), 
Krashnora, Prashnora (157), Sathodra (223), Dungarpnra and Visnagara (4,963). None of the 
divisions intermarry or dine together except that food cooked by V adnagaras or Dungarpuras is 
eaten by all ()ther classes except Prashnoras. The split in the community is l'ottributed to Shiva's 
wrath whose temple (Hatkeshwar) was excluded from Vadnagar when the town wall was built. 
It is said that from that day Nagars COl!liJlenced leaving Vandnagar and thetownnowcontaina 
but one Vadnagara Nagar family. Another tradition attributeS the Nagar migration to certain 
N~gars taking presents fron;t Vishaldev, the Chohan king of Patan. When Vishaldev founded 
VIBnagar, he caused a sacrifice tobemadeatwhichheinvitedmanyVadnagaraNagarBrahmans 
and offered them ikilcsltina_, b~t they refused to accept it. The king then 'wrote upon pieces 
of paper the grant of certain villages and wrapped them in betel leaves which the unsuspecting 
Brahma~ accept:d. The grantees however were excommunicated by" their caste men, who 
had remamed behind at Vadnagar; whereupon they went and settled in the villages granted 
~ ~~em, and f?rme~ a separa~ ~a~te as vishalnagara Nagars. In addition to the seven main 
diVISIOns, there IS an e1ghth sub-diVIsiOn ofNagars called Barad among the Vishnagaras and Sa tho· 
dras. They are those 'Yho, unable to have wives from their own community, married girls 
from ?ther castes and lived apart. The rest of the sub-divisions are named after the places 
of ~hell" settlements. subsequent.to the split into Vadnagaras and Visnagaras. The Chitrodas take 
theu name from thell"_townofChitrod, which is believed to be -near Bhavnagar. They are a small 
bcdy and are found m Bhavanagar and Baroda. The Sathodras take their name fromSathod 
a village near Dabhoi. They are found in Dabhoi in this State and in Nadiad Ahmdabad 
and other places in British Gujarat. The Prasm'oras take their naine from Pushkar near 
Ajmer and are found mainly in Baroda. district and Kat~awad. They are vaiilyas and readers 

. of Pur~m. _The Krashnoras take thell" name from Krishnanagar or Krishnasagar. They are 
found m Gujarat. · 

. Of the seven divisions~ Vadnagar~, Visnagara and Sathodr~ are again sub-divided in 
i[}~tha (layme~) and bhtk.shuka (prtests). There are no. intermarriages between the 

rihaatha and Bhik~uka sections among the Vadnagara Nagars. 
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.Among Nagars marriage .is a very expensive thing. The bridPgroom has to pre~Pnt to 
th~ bnde ~oney for gold an~ silver ornaments and this has given rise to the proverb Rupiya 

. hoi gargard~, to male Nagard' (a Nagar can marry if he has a potful of rupees). 

The Vadnagara. Nagars are strictly monogamous, and marry their daughw.rs lnte i.e. at 
the age of fifteen or even later. ' 

. Tap~an (6,070)-A Brahman caste a.lso contemptuously called Bharda. It is found 
m all the districts of the Sta.te. Tapodhans are pujaria of Mahadev, Muta and Shmvak temples. 

· Those who are not engaged m temple service are husbandmen labourers and bricklayers Other 
Brahmans are apt to consider them lower than themselves as 'they accept food and othe; articles 
offered to Mahadev .and allow widow marriage. · As a result, Tapodbans, who are educated 
!IDd have .become soCially afl!~ent, have begun to discourage the remarriage of widows permitting 

· It only m the case of child-widows. · 

BURUD--See under Depr~d Classes-Vansfoda. 

. ~ (Hindu2,610;ArYa 1)-Found in Baroda, Meshana and Amrt>Ji districts. Accord
mg to ~ bardic account, C!Iarans are the descendants of a son born to an unmarried girl of the 
Dh~dhi clan of the Raj puts. _ To hide her shame, the girl threw the boy as soon as he was born 
behind a gadh (fortress). The boy was saved and calledGadhivi by· which name Charansare still 
known in Gujarat. Guj~rat C!Iru:ans include four distinct sections:-Gujjar, Knchhela or Kachh 
C!Iaran, also called ParaJia or outsiders, Maru or Marwar Charan and Turner probably from 'Sindb. 
The K~c~elas are the largest division of Gujarat C!Iarans. Besides Cutoh, they are found all 
over Ka.thiawad and fonn the bnlk of the Charan population, both in North and Central Gujarat. 
Kachhela Oharans are closely allied to the Kathis and the Ahirs, who are their great patrons. 

CHAMADIA, CHAMAR. CHAMBHAR...,.-See under Depressed Classes-Khalpa • 

. CHODHRA--See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

CHUNV AUA--See under Koli. 

DARJI (Hindu 15,'123; Jain 15; Arya 25)-They are a.lso called Merai or Sui, from Sui, a 
needle, and live chiefly in towns and large villages. They are of twelve divisions, Dhandhaya, Doshi, 
Dungarpuri, Gujjar (3,545), Maru Ramdeshi (11 ), Champaneri, Charotaria, Kathiawadi (46), 
Pepa.vanshi, Surati (448) and Vakalia (169), none of whom either eat together or intermarry. 
The Pepavanshi or Rajkali, who are found in the Kadi and Baroda districts, seem to he of 
Raj put origin of which a trace remains in the surnames Chavda, Chohan, Gobel, Dabhi, Makvana, 
Pannar, Rathod, So!anki and Sonora. The Ramdeshis, who are found in the Baroda district, 
were originally Marwadi Girasias. Darjis hold a middle position in society. In South Gujarat 
in' the absence of Brahmans, a Darji officiates at Bharvad marriage. Besides tailoring, Darjis 
blow tnrmpets at marriage and other processions. Nowadays they look upon this occupation 
·as humiliating and in most placo:s hav~ resolved not to .perform it. ~ religiol!-, they belong 
to the Madhavachari, Parnamipanthi, Radhavallabhi, Ramanandi, Swammarayan and 
V allabhachari sects. Their widows are allowed to remarry. Husband and wife are free to divorce 
each other in some places, and in others like Kadi, a husband can divorce his wife but a wife 
.cannot divorce her husband. Caste disputes are settled by a few leading men at a caste meeting. 

There are a few Muslim converts from amongst Darjis,'but in this census, they were not 

compiled separately. 

DEPRESSED CLASSES (Hindu 202,777; Arya 266; Christian 1,719)-In the body of 
the Report a standard list of ca_stes .definite.ly known to be.~touchable is given. Of these, the 
marginally noted castes are Gu]ar&ti speaking. The remalDlng un-
touchable castes that are recorded in the State-Butud, Holar, Mahar Bhangi 
and Mang-are from the Deccan. The uncleanness which a~hes g:",;: or Kbalpa 
to these castes would seem to have its origin in the type of occupations Nadia 
in which they engage themselves, rather tha~ in the character of Bbenva 

these people themselves. Three ca~es are ~tgned _why these castes i~~ri 
iirst came to undertake their degrading duties :. one 18 that they were Vank&r (including Dbed) 

of shameful birth children of a Brahman woman and a Budra ~n. VaDS!od& 

'The second is that .their race of origin is alien, the remains of a tt?be '--. ------..J 
h had long refused to submit to their conquerors. . The third, thetr own reason, and 
~0~ the almost entire sameness of look, language and customs, it appears to be th~ true reaso~, 
is that they are fallen Rajputs, forced by the pressure of want or thr~ugh miSfortun~ m 

to agree to undertake meanest callings. Fairer, larger and less active than th~ Bhil or 
~~r aboriginal, these castes are hardly to be distinguished from the lower ranks of artl83ns and 
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cultivators. Their accent however. distinguishes the bulk of these people readily from higher 
class Hindus, although educated persons amongst them in meetings and conferences are now 
able to speak with the purest accent. Their houses! generally are in a quarter by themselves. 
Most.oHhese huts are one-roomed but the walls made of mud or brick and the peaked roofs 
coV:~red with thatcli. or tiles are larger and better built than .those of the Raniparaj. 
Orderly and more sober than the aboriginala, they are freer than these from the dread 
of witches and spirits. They honour most of the Brahmanic god,s, but chiefly Hanuman, 
Ganpati, Ram, and Devi, and above all they reverence the saored basil or tulsi plant. 
A few among them belong to the Swaminarayan and a good many to the Kabirpanthi 
sects. These are more careful than the rest of their class-fellows · in what they eat 
and with whom .they associate. As. they are not allo"!ed to enter them, people of !hese cla.sses 
seldom worship at the regular village temples or shrines. In some hut near their dwellings 
they have an image of Hanumaii or of Ganpati, where on holidays they light a lamp or ofier 
flowers. In front of their houses most of them keep a plant of basil or tulsi, and inside some 
of them have an image of Mats, Hanuman or Ganpati. Those who can afiord it, are fond of 
going on pilgrimage, worshipping Krisluia at Dakor and Devi at Pavagadh and Ambaji. 
They do not pass into the bnilding, but standing in the portico, bow as they catch a glimpse 
of the image and present a few coppers to the temple servant .. 

. Asceticism amongstthe Depressed-Compared with artisans, many of these castes devote 
themselves to a religious life. Two of the best known and most respected religious teachers 
of Gujarat are Rohidas the Cbamar and Haridas the Dhed. These religious :inen or bhagats 
difier in the extent to which they hold themselves aloof from the ordinary duties .of life. Some 
of them continue with their families working for their support. ·Others without family ties live 
more striQtly 8s ascetics, contenting themselves with what they receive in alms. Some are 
pop$r for their knowledge of charms. But, as a rule, tJ:tey clailh .no special power over ghosts 
and spirits. They are sober and strict in their lives, spending It~ost of their ,time in reciting 
hymns and prayers taught them by other holy men of their own class. ·>. · 

p '.o."'' 

Religion-Except a half-Musalman section of the scavenger or Bhangia caste, the 
members of all these castes respect Brahmans and follow closely the ceremonie.~ practised by the 
higher classes of Hindus.. Except among Bhangias, the name is given by a Hindu priest,, and, 
among all of the castes, bethrothal is sealed by the red brow-mark or chandw and children are 
married at any age up to sixteen .. At marriages the priest chooses the lucky day, the god 
Ganesh is worshipped, the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric powder, and a booth . · 
-with a central square or chori is built in front of the bride's h9use. On arrival the bride's mother 
meets the bridegroom; and, presenting him with the grain-pestle an«! other articles leads him te-. 
his seat and places the bride opposite him, separated only by a cloth; .the. priest recites verses, 
the hems of the bride and bridegroom's robes are tied, and, together they walk three' to nine 
times round the central squa~e. · . . 

; Death ceremonies-When no hope of recovery remains the dying is laid-on a freshly 
cleaned floor and a copper piece or some leaves of the basil or t1dsi are placed in his mouth. Women 
come to the house to mourn and beat the breast. The body is carried oli a rough bier, the .bear
era,_ except among the Dheds, calling Ram Ram as they go. Some of them burn; others bury 
therr dead. But all observe the regular rites on the third, fourth and twelfth days after death. 
Except the Bhangias, the people of the depressed classes have a set of Charans who visit them, 
note the, names of their children, and attend at marriages. According to their own story, the 
forefathers of these Bhangia Charans failed to pay the government demand due by certain 
B~rvads or shepherds, for whom they had stood security, and in punishment were forced to 
drink water ftom a Dheda's cup. They still visit Bharwads, but dine with Garodas, Dheds and 
Cbamars.* · . · . 

. Social organisation-In every villsge with more than one family each of these castes 
has 1ts headman .or pate!, and in social matters each of them has its caste rules, and, according 
to the ~ecisi~n of the council, visits with fin!! or expulsion such ofiences as adnltery, abortion, 
and eatmg wtth or marrying persons of a lower caste. Though the bulk of them are poor and 
few have began to send their children to school, under British rule the position and prospectS 
of the depressed castes have much improved. The same rights are conceded to them as to 
~he. hi_g~er class~, and they are freed from the burden of forced labour and from other 
~digrut1es. Their progress has gone on remarkably in recent decades. The Chapter on 
Literacy shows the strides made by some of these castes in education. The last decade 
marked certain distinct stages in the development of a new sense of dignity and conscious
ness amongst these people. 

• ~. No~~em Guj&f'!lt the head~ of these castes has the social title of mehtar Or prince. 
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Bhangi o~ Bhangia (Hindu 31,018; Christian 8)-Scavengen. They are so-called 
be~us~ ~hey split bamboos for making them into baskets. They are n.lso called Olgana, from 
their livmg o?" scrapmeat. ~he;r are said to be the descendants of a Brahman sage who carried 
away and buried a dog that d1ed m a Brahman assembly. They have for their surnam!111 such 
na~es as. Chohan, C~udas~a! Dafda, Jethva, Makvana, Solanki, Vagbela, Vadher and Vadhiya, 
which pomt ~ a Raj put ong1?'· They have also Dhevda, Maru, Purbiya and such other names as 
surna.mes w~ch s~gg~st a lll!xture of castes. They are scavengen and night-soil oarrien and 
are VIewed With kindher feelings than Dheds partly because they are more subsurvient and also 
bec~use t~eir pr~sence ~so essential. in rural economy. The cloth that coven the dead and the 
pot m which fire IS earned befo~e the corps~ are given to the Bhangis. Presents of grain, clothes, 
and money are mad~ to Bhang~~ on an eclipse ~ay, as Rahu the "tormenter and eolipsor" of 
the s~ and Moon, IS a Bhang~a and. b;r .P~easmg them, he is pacified. Like Dheds, Bhangis 
are Hindus and ~onour all Bra;hman diVIrutJes. As they are not allowed to enter Hindu temples 
they bow to the 1dol from a distance. They are wonhippers of Hanuman, Mcldi, Sikotri and 
the basil plant. Many Bhangis are followers of the sects of Kabir Ramanand and N anak. 
Poly~amy, div:orce and widow re:marriage ~re allowed. A younge'r brother genemly marries 
the Widow of his elder brother. Priests of their own castes or Garodas (Dhed Bmhmalns) officiate 
at all their ceremonies. They eat flesh of every kind except in Surat, where the flesh 
of arlimals which die a natural death is not taken. They eat food cooked by 
Musahnans. Caste disputes are settled by the headman of the caste either alone or with the 
help of some elden. Breaches of caste rules are punished by forbidding the olfenden the use 
of water or fire, and they are re-admitted into the caste on paying a fine. There is no half.l\lusal
man section amongst Gujarati speaking Bhangis. Deocani Bhangis have six sections, of which 
Lal Begi.is half-Muslim and Shaikh is completely so. The Lal Begis are a totemistic section 
who refuse to eat the flesh of a hare, becallJ!e Lalbeg, their religious head or guru, was suckled 

. by a female hare. The strength of Lalbegism is in the United Provinces, from which many 
immigrants have come and become later 888imilated with the Gujarat Bhnngis. The Gujarat 
Bhangi is fond of pilgrimages and is deeply religious. Besides La) Beg, some Bhangis pay 
respect to other Musalman saints. In South Gujarat, their great day is the clwddi, or the 
dark ninth of Sravan (in Augi!St). The caste has given to the religious history of Hinduism 
many devout saints like Chiko, Dhiro, Harkho, Manor, V alo, etc. 

Burud-See under Depressed Classes-Vansfoda. 

Chamadia, Chamar, Chambhar-See under Depressed Classes-Khalpa. 

Dhed-See under Depressed Classes-Vankar. 

Garoda (7,796)-Priests of the unclean castes, including Bhangis in Central Gujarat, 
but except Bhangis in South Gujarat. Their surnames -Dave, Joshi and Shukal-point 
to a Brahman origin, but a few bear ·Rajput surnames such as Gobel, Parmar, etc. They keep 
the Brahman fasts and holidays, understand Sanskrit and recite hymns and p888a~es from t~e 
Purans. They are called 'Brahmans by Dheds, Bhangis, Chamars, etc., and offimate at their 
marriages and deaths As among Brahmans, a few men called Shnkals act as priests of Garodn. 
They draw up and ~e horoscopes. Some Garodas till, others weave and a ~ew act as t~ilors 
and barbers to Dheds. Their dead are bu.rjed and they perform shradhas. Divorce and Widow 
marriage are allowed. They have no headman but a council of their caste punishes breaches 
of caste rules by fines or explusion. 

Holar (54).-A Deccani untouchable caste. They are musicians and ballad singers. 
·Immigrants from the Deccan. 

Khalpa (Hindu 42,802 ; Christian 82)-The name is .derived from Khal, outer sk!n. 
They are also known as Chamars or Chamadias from charma, skin. They are tanners and skm
·dressers and are found all over Gujamt. They b.ear Rajput surnames and appear to. be descen
dants of Rajputs, degraded for following their unclean pro!ession .. In Northe~ Gujarat, t~ey 
rank below and in Southern Gujarat above Dheds. Their work IS th~ .tannmg and colourmg 
of leather, the making of leather buckets, bags and ropes, and the repamng _of old shoes. The 
leather. is chiefly made from the skins of buiialoes, bullocks and cows. W1th .goat and sheep 

. skins they have nothing to do. 'l'hey bury their dead. They eat coarse gram! but ha~e no 
· scruples ~eat flesh. Their priests are Garodas. They hav~ a headman or patel m each village 

and settle all caste disputes by calling together five of thell' own body . 

. Mahar (572)-Dec~ni Dheds. The term denotes properly speak!ng an asse~bly 
of tribal units, found thro.ughout the Marathi speaking area. ~t least 50 sectiOns are comp~1sed 
in it but they do not intermarry. Some of the lllahar sections are now the broken res1d~e 
of m'any former aboriginal tribes ~ho had o~ed the country ~nd were now. degraded to thm 
present lowly position. Kolis, Bho1s, Khatk!S, etc., have much m common With them. 1\Iahars 
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like their Gujarat confreres live apart from "caste" groups in the village site, but they have 
-lower grades of untouchables with_whom _they will not c~nsort. !-- pop~~r deri~tion of the 
term Mahar is from mahahari (great eater) m support of which certam trad1t10ns eXISt. Accord
ing to another tradition, Mahars were originally ~ght rovers (nishachar) whom the god Brahms 

· turned to men for the benefit of the whole creatiOn. Mahars are usually strong, tall and dark 
but with regular features and intelligent countenanc~. · T~eir Marathi is incorrect and od~ly 
"pronounced·. Their men carry a long statiand dt"eBS m a·lom cloth, blanket coat or smock Wlth 
3 dirty Maratha turban. T~e Mahars. have 53_ endogamous divisions: Somavanshis being 
·the most numerous and soc1ally super)or; . The1r exogamous surnames are based on devalc8 
(or totems) not unlike the _Marathas. The remarriage ·of widows is permitted, so also is divorce. 
'The caste follows the Hindu law of inheritance. Mahars profess Hinduism, of both Shaiva 
•and Vaishnava forms, Many are followers of Kabir, Giri and Nath. The favourite deities 
-of the Deccani secti~;~n are Bha.vani, Ma.ha.deva, .Chokhoba, Dnyanoba, Kha.ndoba and Vithoba. 
'The religious teachers and priests of the caste are from themselves, gurus, sadhalc8, etc. A 
-class of Mahar thakurs (probably degraded Bha.ts) acts as their priests in Khandesh. The 

· -dead .are generally buried. A few with means· burn. · Ma.hars are hereditary village servants 
.and are authorities in all boundary matters. Their duties are to cut firewood, carry letters, 
sweep and clean the yards in front of the villa.gers' houses, carry cowdung cakes to the burning 

, ground and to dig graves .. · They are paid in cash and have a monopoly of dead village anhp.als. 
'The more skilful go in for domestic service with Europeans, a. few have done well as chaufieurs, 
.and have become p}oney lenders or contractors. · /;B unskilled labourers, Maha.rs have a good 

_ -repute. The more am~itious section has taken keenly to education and have led the depressed 
-classes generally in agitation for greater recognition of their rights. The usual village organisa

. tion of the caste is through Pandwars a!!d Mehters who are hereditary office holders. Usually 
• the most sensible son or other heir is chosen for the job. Caste disputes are settled by the men 
-of the village with or without the help of the headman. In some places they have caste councils. 
': Usual"Social'pima.lties are expulsion~ excommunication and fine. 

_' ·. 'The Mahars in the St!J,te are mostly to be found ln. Barod& City, where there are about 
, .'100 families. They werE) employed by the Marathas in their armies before in Kadi and Patan. 
IP'Some of the Mahars are still in the Huzurat Paga (lrregnlar Horse). Some have_taken to private 

sezyice as mukadam, groom or even chauffeur. They have a temple built for religious worships. 

Mani (3'1)-A wandering c~al tribe, found mainly in the 'Baroda and Navsari 
-districts. They make .baskets and winnowing fans; Some are nomad snake charmers and 
jugglers. Socially they are the lowest. They never make use of a Brahman's ltervices nor 
pay him any respect. Among them, is a clsss of men called Bhats who claim to be of Brahman 

· . descent and act as their -priests. Except the dog, cat and asi!, they eat all animals.. The Mangs 
· · "bury the dead. · A silver image of the dead is kept in the house and in front ofthe image, every 

11even or eight days, a lamp is lighted. Some men with the title of patel are chosen to settle 
social disputes. A ~an gtii.lty of breaking· caste rnles is fined and money spent in drink. The 
-caste has two kincWibf leaders : (a) religious (mehetaria) who settle caste disputes, ~tc., and 

<(b) samailc8 who lead them in action, criminal E'Xpeditions, etc. · . ·. 

. . ' The tribe is described in Sanskrit literature by the name of Matang. It has three terri
··torial divisions : (i)· Maratha, (ii) Kanarese (or Ma.dig) and (iii) Gujarat Mang (or Mangela) . 
. None of the sections-interdine or intermal"I"V. · · · ..;. . . --, 

/.,: . · Ali a clsss, M~ngs are tall, dark, coarse featured, with blood shot eyes and lank and thick 
:hair·'· Women tie the hair in the Kunbi fashion. Their hands and arms are profusely tattooed. 

· · The {JIISte · has no less than 25 endogamous septa, some of which have a bastard 
. {akkarmashe) division. Th_e Assai Mangs hilye the highest social rank. Remarriage of widows 

.. .is -petll)itteq_.~ept amongst Poona. Mangs with Maratha surnames. Polygamy is allowed . 
.. Mangs. -~rofess Hinduism. Most of them are Shaivas, but their favourite goddess is Ma.riai 
.an_d tb~U:- ~mily deities are Bahiroba., Khandoba, etc . 

. • ; :~/.<:. Nadia (622)-..,-An "untouchable". class, Gujarati-speaking, mostly found in the 
•·· ·City and th': Mehsana. pant (Kalol taluka). Lower than Chamars or Shenvas, they are higher 

than BhanglS, whom they will not toucli or consort with. They deal in bones and skins of 
Alead ~als(pa.rticnlarly horses in cities or towns where they dwell). Also they are rag-pickers 
and disposers of discarded glsss. They are quite distinct from other untouchables and marry 
amongst the~elves. They eat food from the hands of all other untouchables except the Bha.ngis, 
'They bury theu dead and allow remarriage of widows. Garodas serve as their priests on supply 
-of food from them • 

. Shenv!l (Hindu 9,643 ; Christian 82).-Also oalled Sindbva from plaiting the leaves of 
Bhend~ or wild -date and Tirgar from making tir_ or arrows. They bear such Ra.jput 
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names ~ . Rathod, Solanki, V aghela and Makvana. Most of them e&m their livelihood· 
by making mats and brooms from date trees and ropes of bhendi fibre. A few also aerve aa 
villaguervants. ~ey rank .be~een Dheds and Bhangia:· Db~ do not touch them and they 

· do not touch BhangiS. Thotr. prtests are. Ga~. . Thmr food IS coarse grain, but they also 
ea~ flesh w~e~ they ·C&Jt get 1t. They are ~•Jmargt, Ramanandi and worshippen ·of &mcfe 
Pw and J!hddt. Maw.. They observe the ordinaty Hindu fasts and feasta, but the followers of 
Ramde P_~r fast on n~'!"' moon days and do not work on Fridays. Some of them go on pilgrimage 
to AmbaJt, BehcharaJI, Dakor and.Dwarka. · Th~y -do not e~ter the temple, but WOl'Bhip standing 
near the door. Among them dtvoroe and wtdow-marnage are allowed. The wtdow of a 
man manies his younger brother. Social disputes are settled by a few of the eldel'8. ·· · -. 

Thori (56}-A wandering tribe living upon . the sale of katharot (wooden plates). 
chatva (wooden laddies) and plaited reed baskets. They are divided into Garaaia and Makwana 
who difier in no way except that intermarriage. is not allowed~ They appear partly at least 
to be of Ra.jput descent, but are looked upon as untouchable like Dheds, eto. They are reputed 
to be cattlelifters. Their headquarters are in Kapadvanj onder Kaira and Mandva near Chandod, 
where they stay during the monsoon . . · During the rest of the year they travel from place to 
place in bands of ten to fifteen for the sale of their wares. Their home language ia Gujarati' 
but tbey understand Hindustani also. All social disputes are settled by a pancA whose decision 
is final. Widow maniage is allowed. Those dying of small-pox of· without ever having 
small-pox, are buried. All others are burnt. Flesh of any kind except pork ~d )Mlef ia eaten. 
Brahmans are not employed. · -· , 

Turi (Hindu 1,711; Christiaa 22)-A caste found chiefty in the KB<li district.· They 
· take their name from tur (drum). They are said to be the descendants of a Bhangi and a Musalman 

dancing girl. According to their own story they are the descedanta of a Bhat. They are 
probably degraded Ra.jputs as among their surnames are Dabhi, Makvana and Parmar. In 
appearance, dress· and language, they do not differ from Vankars. In position they rank 
between Dheds and Bhangis. Besides grain of all kinds, they eat fish and flesh of animala 
that die a natural death. They eat the flesh of goats, sheep, fowls, deer, bears, hares ,and por· · 
cupines, but do not eat dogs, cats, horses, asses, jackals, oame1s, cows, vultures, owls, serpents, 
cranes, or iguanas. They cultivate during the rains an~ wander ab?ut in the fair ~n playing 
on tur and singing tales, half-prose, half-verse to the aooompamment of a sarafl!l'- Widow 
remarriage and divorce are allowed. The younger brother of the deceased ~uaband h&;' ~ 
first claim to his widow. The dead are buried. They have a .headman who With the maJonty 
of the men present at a caste meeting, settles alf disputes~· Breaches of caste rules are punished 
with fines which are spent in caste feaa~. 

. lnspite of their degraded position they have still retained trac.es of t~eir bard,io origin, 
in that they are the custodians of the Vankars' and Garodas' genealogies (m7n.~). . 

Vankar (Dhed) (Hindu 107,988 -; .Arya 266; CbristiaD 1,519)-Baid to be the descendant& 
of Kshatriyas, who during Parshuram's .perse
cution, passed themselves of as belongmg to 
the impure castes. Cha.vda, Chohan, Chu4asma., 
Dabhi, Gohel, Makvana, Parm~, Rath?d, 
Solanki Vaghela and other surnames whic4, 
they h;ve, show that they must have Rajput 
blood in them. 

· Dheds from Marwad are called Marvadi 
or Maru and those from the Konkan and- the 
Deccan are called Mahar. · Besides . t~ese, 
there are ten local divisions named e1ther 
from the tract of the country in which they 
live or fro:tn their callings. Patanla (of Patan), 
Bhalia (of Cambay), Charotaria or Tal~bda (?f 
Petlad and Kaira), Chorasia or Mahtk~nthi& 
(of Baroda and Mahikantha), Kahanam1a (of 
Kahnam tract in Baroda and .. Broach) and 

· Surtis (oi Surat) ·are the six p~e names. 
Hadias' (bonemen). Megwans (ram-men) .and 
Vankars (weavers) are the three c~ft IUlJlleB. 

Only one, Gujjar, is race-name and IS adop~ 
by the Dheds of B:.;oach. ~one of-these diVI
sions intermarry . but . all e?Ccept th~ Marus' 
dine with each other. ·They live chiefly ,on 
~ains; bui have no s~ruple about eating flesh.. 
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Theyhavetheirownpriests called Garoitas. TheyworshipHanuman, GanpatiandMata. Many 
belong to Bijmargi, Ramanandi, Kabirpanthi and Swamin~rayan sects; Some of them have 
recently embraced Christianity. Polygamy, divorce and Widow remarnage are allowed. The 
widow of a man generally marries his younger brother. Except a few, who are w:ell-to-do, Dheds 
burytheir dead. Death pollution is observed for 11 days. Shradha cer~mony 18 performe~ by 
the chief mourneronthetwelfthdayor four days from the tenth to the thirteenth. Dheds beheve 
that a high future is in store for their tribe. A king will marry a Dhed woman and will raise 
the whole caste to the position of Brahmans. Each village has its headman called Mehtar in 
North Gujarat, and Patel in South Guja;at .. Along with three or f~ur ?ther ~e~bers of the 
caste he settleS all caste and other social disputes. Dheds are strict m pumshing breaches 
of ca~te rules and show more respect than other artisan castes to_ the opinion of their headman. 

Large numbers of Vankars have gone over to Christianity. 1,519 Indian Christians 
owned to being Vankars (Dheds) in this census. · 

Vansfoda-Found in the Baroda City. So called from their occupation of splitting 
bamboos and making baskets, chiks, etc. They are also called Ghancha. The Deccani section 
of bamboo splitters is known as Burtd. ·Together the two sections numbered 4 78 in this census. 

DESHASHTHA-See under Brahman. 

DESHA VAL or DISAVAL-See under Vania. 

DHANKA-See 1,1nder Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

DHED-See under Depressed ciasses-Vankar. 

DHIMAR (167)-Deccani fishermen who settled in South Gujarat. They have the 
peculiar North Konkan custom of naming their children from the week-day of their birth, e.g., 
Man~li (hom on Tuesday), Budhio (born on Wednesday), etc. A Brahman officiates at their 
mamage. 

DHODIA-See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

DUBLA-See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

FAKIR-See under Ascetics-C. Muslim. · 

GAMATADAt_g d p. . . dF T 'b GAMIT f ee un er rumtive an orest n es. 

GANDHRAP-A caste of musicians from "Gandharva," the mythological musician 
of the gods. They are found in Kadi and Baroda prants. They have entered the provinces 
from the north and say that they were originally Chitroda Nagar Brahmans. Traces of a 

· northern origin remain in the men's long and flowing turbans and in the coverlets with which th~ 
women swathe themselves when they go out of doors. They play on various musical instruments 
and accompany dancing girls in all their performances. They wear the Brahmanic thread and 
their priests are Audich Brahmans. They are vegetarians. Divorce and widow marriage are 
not allowed, but owing to the smallness of their number, marriage among the children of brothers 
and sisters is allowed and practised. Some of them are Shaiva and others Vaishnav. They 
have no headman and all social disputes are settled at a mass meeting of the male members 
of the caste. · 

!du~alman Ganclhraps-Musalman Gandhraps number 617. They are mostly 
found m the Patan mahal (Balisana villa.ge). These converts are Sunni in religion. In the 
dry .season, they ~ov~ about the country and in the rainy monthe, return to their homes and 
~ultiv~te. As thell' gll'ls become professional dancers and prostitutes, the men never marry 
m thm own ~aste. They seek wives from among the poor Musalmans and sometimes Kolis. 
The ~rents live on their daughter's earnings. They have a union and a headman, and during 
the ramy season generally meet together at marriages . 

. Jagari-An allied caste to these-Hindu in religion-is a small · section. known as 
Jagan (~ 7 ~ales ~nd 15 females) found in Harij talnka. The caste is professedly devoted 
to prostitutiOn Witho~t reserve. Gandill'aps at least have the excuse of art in their calling. 
A;! soon as~ female child is born, if she happens to be good looking, she is destined for prostitu
tion. S~~ 18 never ~etrothed, but when she is about 14 years of age, she is married to a sword. 
An auspicious hour 18 ~ound and after, a regular ceremony of marriage with the pratishtha of 
Ganesh, songs appropnate to the occasion sung by women for four to eight days, the inevitable 
Brahman who performs the rites duly joins the child to the sword. From a hundred to 
four hundred rupees are spent by the father of the bride· on the occasion. She is thereupon 
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allowed to ply her trade .openly with the approval of her elders. But before the formal 
ceremony of t~e sword m~ge happens, the girl is offered also the option of being cho~en hy 
anyone belongmg .to any Hindu c~U:· except the depressed, who is prepared t<> contribute 
towards the wed~g exp~es, a_s his partner. No formol marriage happens, but the partner 
so. chosen has to live With her m h~r _fathe~'s home (somewhat like tho Khatuladiyo of Bhil 
tr~bes), work for her and pay for her livmg, Without any legal right as a husband. But he is 
fr~e to leave ~er whene.ver h~ wills, alth?ugh she is n?t free to accompany him. Even while 
this ?lan. contmues to hve With her, she 18 free to continue her trade as a prostitute ; and her 
earnmgs go to th? upkeep of the whole household, including her father's. Very few fathers 
dare to keep therr good looking daughters from this calling. Other daughters, le.'!S favoured 
take to t~e usual course of ~arriage. The caste lives mainly on prostitution of its gir!R, but a 
few Jagans ha~e t:&k~n to. agnculture. Tjle caste is found also in Palanpur agency, aud then 
Thar Parkar dJStnct m Smd and numbers ·over a hundred and fifty families all told. 

GARODA-See under Depressed Classes. 

GEDIA-See under Koli. 

GHANCHI (Hindu 14,300 ; Muslim 7,426)-0ilmen, found chiefly in towns and large 
villng~. They. are o~ 8 divisions :-:-Ahmedabadi (652), Champaneria (145), Modh (8,909), 
Pat;am (1~8), S1dhpurm (164), Surat1 (58), Khambhati (5) and Pancholi (210). They have 
Rajput tribal surnames such .as Gobel, Jhala, Parmar and Solanki. Of the eight divisions 
the Modhs and Sidhpurias .rank highest, the other divisions eating food cooked by them, whil~ 
they do not eat food cooked by the other six. None of the eight divisions intermarry. Though 
they hold almost as goQ\l a position as Bhavsars and Sutars, the common Gujarati expression 
Ghan,chi-Gola .is used in the sense of low caste Hindus, just as Brahman-Vania is used for high 
caste Hindus. Ghanchis are fairly religious and belong to Kabirpanthi, Ramanandi, Swaminara
yan, and V allabhachari sects. They are also great worshippers of the Kalka and Bahucl1ara 
Matas. Marriage ceremonies do not differ from those performed by Kanbis, except in the 
fact that Hanuman is worshipped by the bride and bridegroom inrmediately after marriage. 
Polygamy and widow remarriage are allowed, but divorce is rarely granted. The widow of a 
man sometimes marries his younger brother. Each sub-caste has its own headman who settles 
caste disputes at a meeting of nil the men of the caste. The Hindu Ghanchis have advanced 
rapidly in elementary education. Some of the Modh Ghanchis are now putting forward claims 
to be treated as V anias and a few also returned themselves as V anias in this census. 

The Musalman section of Ghanchis are also called Gbanchi-Vohrs. They are the 
descendants of Hindus of the Pinjara and Ghanchi castes. In their homes, they speak the 
Gujarati language. Their females dress like Hindu and have su9h Hindu names as Dhanbai, 
Jivi, Mankor, etc. Males put on Hindu-like turbans. At marriage, their women go singing 
like the Hindus with the bridegrooms to the bride's house, and in their feasts they have Hindu 
dishes of ladu, kansar, etc. At death women wail and beat the breast. They are Bunni in 
faith. They marry only among themselves and the Pinjaras. They have a jfJmat, with a 
headman chosen by the members. 

GOLA (6,209)-Rice pounders, found in. most of the towns. According to their story, 
they were originally Rajputs of Chitor in Mewad who ca\led thems~lve~~ slav~s or galas to prote~t 
themselves from the persecution of Parshuram. In token of Rajput stram, the word Rana. 18 

always added to the name Gola. Their tribal surnames ere. Chohan, Chodhava~a, Dalad~, 
Divadia Hirvana Katak:ia, Manllora, Nagaretha, Panchshahdia, Pat, Parmar, Pasm, Samalia, 
Sitpuri, 'solanki, Takoria, Vaghela, Vaghmar, Varaskia and Vehiriji. They eat besides co~rse 
food-grains, fish, fowl and the flesh of the goat, deer, h.are and an~lope. They d~ 
liquor to excess especially at their feasts and caste. dinners. This leads to a~~g 
each other and sometimes coming to blows, and has passed mto a proverb. A quarrel ending m 
abuse with a certain amount of gentle slapping is called gola ladhiii or gala br.awl. When em
ployed in pounding rice, they have to be closely watched as they frequently carry nee awn y. Some 

· Golas have given up rice-pounding an~ work as sa~ers,gumastas to grocers and cloth-dealers,~ 
sellers of salt and carriers of goods either on theu shon!ders or on donkey-back. The Gola ~ 
held in little respect. A slovenly Vania is called. a Gola m con~mpt. The Golas a.nd Ghanchis 
are the first on the other side of the boundary line between h!gh and low c:aste Hind?S· As a 
class they are religious and are either Bijpanthi, Kab~ant?i, ~~nandi or Swammararan. 
Some belong to the Pirana sect, who, while they ":orship theu samt s tomb, al?" respect Hindu 
gods. Marriages are not allowed among near relatiOns or between J?Oople benn~g the same sur
name. Except that they are less detailed, their marriage ~ereroomes .do not diff~r from those 
performed by Kanbis. Widow remarriage is allowed-the widow sometimes fl!arrymg a younger 
brother of her deceas~d husband. Caste disputes are settled by a headman w1th the help of five 
leading men. · · 

"" 
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GOSAIN-See under Ascetic.s-Hindu. 

GUGU-See und~>r Brahman. 

HOLAR-See under Depressed Classes. 

JAMBU-'See under Brahman. 

KACHHIA (Hindu 8,143 ; Jain 11)-The caste of market growers, from katchha, a vege
table garden. Thev are said to be originally Kanbi or Koli cultivators who took to the growing 
of garden produce and formed a separate caste. They are of three divisions in North Gujara.t 
and four divisions in South Guja.ra.t. The three North Gujara.t divisions are Ajvalia, the most 
numerous section in the State, Andharia. and Kha.mbha.ti of which the Andha.rias are the lowest 
in social rank. Ajvalia. and Khambhati eat together, but do not intermarry. The four South 
Gujara.t divisions are Ahmeda.badi, Kha.mbhar, Khatri and Mali, of which Ahmedabadi rank 
the highest. The four divisions neither eat together nor intermarry. In addition to growing 
garden produce, Ka.chhias are also bricklayers, hand-loom weavers, carpenters, sawyers and shop
keepers. In religion, they are Bijpanthi, Swaminarayan or Va.llabhachari. The Andharia. 
and Khatri Kachchias are .like the Matis Kambis, followers of Imam Shah and observe half
Hindu, ha.lf-Ma.homedan rites. They fast on Ramjan and visit Pira.na instead of Hindu 
places of pilgrimage. Children are married before they are ten years old. Marriage 
ceremonies do not differ from those of Lewa. Kanbis. Marriages are not allowed among 
relations on father's or mother's side. Widow marriage and divorce are allowed. The dead 
are burnt and shradha ceremonies are performed. They have a pateZ who settles caste disputes 
in a meeting of the caste. · 

KADWA PATIDAR (Hindu 219,086; Jain 21; Arya 54)-A caste of cultivators. They 
are found in all the districte of the State but are most numerous in. the Mehsana district, which 
is their original home. They dine but do not intermarry with Lewa. Pa.tidars. About their 
()rigin it is said that when Shankar went to perform austerities on Mount Ka.ilasa, his consort 
Parvati to beguile thetediumof solitude, thought of creating some human beings. She thereupon 
created 52 males and females from the perspiration on her waist. Shivs being apprised of this 
by the sage Narad, returned from Kailasa and ·seeing these human beings enquired of Parvati 
as to how they came to be there. She told him plainly what she bad done. This pleased Sbiva 
so much that he allowed these beings to go to the earth and settle there under the name of Kadwa., 
as they had been created from the perspiration of the ked or waist. At the same time he gave 
them kana (grain).and bij (seeds) to maintain themselves; and so they came to be called Kadwa 
Kanbis. There is a temple of their patron goddess Umlia Mata at Unjha in the Mebsana. district. 
A curious marriage custom p,revails among the Kadwa Kanbis. Once in every 9, 10 or 11 
years, priests and astrologers connected. with the temple of Umia Mata, fix a day on which 
marriages take place in the whole caste. Children about a year old and even unborn children 
are married .. In the latter case the pregnant women walk round the chori on an understanding 
that; if their children are a boy. and ·a girl, the couple will marry. Ifa.suitablehusba.ndcannot 
be secured for a girl, she is married to a bunch of flowers. The flowers are afteJ;Wa.rds thrown into 
a well or a river, and the girl, now a widow, can at any time be inarried according to the simple 
natra form. Sometimes a married man is induced, for a money consideration, to go through 
the form of marriage with a girl, and to divorce her as soon as the ceremony is over. The girl 
can then be married according to tbe natra form. Widows marry, but not necessarily to the 
brother of the deceased husband. A husband can divorce his. wife, but a wife cannot divorce 
her husband without his consent or after she has become a mother. Certain families of good 

' birth hold the position of sM.tltia or pateZ, which is a hereditary distinction and manage the affairs 
of the caste. ]'or the betterment of the caste, a reform movement under the leadership of the 
enlightened Patdi chief started nearly 20 years ago. Their main efforts were at first directed 
in the first place to abolish their en masse marriage system, and secondly to spread education 
amongst the people. In the first matter, the State helped them by their legialation preventing. 
child-marraige, so much so that thea~ Umia. Ma.ta unions, so it is reported, are now limited 
to a minority of the community. The Kadwa Patida.r Kelvani Uttejak .Mandai has been 
established for. the last ten years at Kadi and has to its credit a number of useful activities some 
of which have been already detailed in the chapter. 

KANBI~ee under respective titles-Lewa and Kadwa Patidars. 

· KANSARA (Hindu 2,038 ; Jain 1 ; Arya 120)-Coppersmiths deriving their names from 
~a'll"!u (bell-metal). They are found in most of the large towns except Sidhpnr in the Mehsana. 
district, wJ:tere th~re a!e. no coppersmiths. The saying is "Copper will not melt in Sidhpur." 
They ~y that their ongmal home was Pa.vaghad, tw~nty~nine miles east of Baroda. According 
to their story, five brothers lived at Pavaghad and were warm devotees of Kalika Mata, whom 

• 
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they worshipped by beating bell-metal symbols. The goddess was so pleased with their devotion 
that sh~ told them to make a living by "beating" metal. From beating brn...~ they advanced 
to making brass, copper and bell-metal vessels. Their sUinames are Bagaya, Ba.rmcya, Bhntti, 
Gohel, Karka.sariya, Parmar and Solanki. The tribal surnames of Bhatti, Gohcl and Pannnr 
show that Kansa.ras have some strain of Rajput blood. Kansaras belong to five divi ions:
Champaneri, Maru, Shihora, Ah.medabadi and Visnagara of whom the lastnamcd aro the mo t 
numerous. None of the five divisions eat together or intermarry. Of the five dh-isions, 
the Maru or Ma.rwari wear the sacred thread. In their look, dress and speech, Kansaras do 
not diller from Vanias and Kanbis. Kansaras hold a respectable position like Vanias and call 
themselves Maltajan. In religion they are Ramanandi, Shaiva and Vallabhaohari, but hold 
their family goddess Kalika Mats in high reverence. Their great holiday is the bright ninth 
of Aso, on which day they perform in some of their settlements a sacrifice and at midnight dance 
and leap, holding a wreath of karena (oleander) flowers in one hand and a lighted toroh in the 
other, and shouting Palai! PaJai I PaJai I One of the revellers, inspired by tho goddess, profess 
to cut off his tongue with a sword. They visit the shrines of Ambaji, Bechnroji and Knlikn. 
Their priests belong to many divisions of Brabmans- Audich, Mewadn, brigod and Shrimali. 
Except among Visanagaras, widow remarriage is allowed. They have their own trade guild. 
In South Gujarat, an outsider who sets up a coppersmith's. shop, pays Rs. 7 to the guild fund, 
Rs. 11, if he starts a pedlar's business and Rs. 150 if he wishes to work in brass. 

KAPOL-See under Vania. 

KARADIA (8,745}--A caste of semi-Rajput cultivators found in tho Kodinar taluka 
of the Amreli district. 
They are said to be 
originally Rajputs, and 
have such surnames as 
Zala, Vaghela, Rathod, 
Chohan, Parmar,Jadhav, 
etc. They have acquired 
their present name from 
their having paid kar or 
taxes to Government. 
They are agriculturist_s. 
Their females appear m 
public. They dine with 
Rajputs but m a r r y 
amo ng themselves. 
Widow marriage JS 

allowed. 

K.ARHADA See 
under Brahman. 

KASBA TI (2,852) 
Literally dweller a in 
towns. Some of them 
are the descendants of 
Baloch or Pathan merce
naries and others of 
Rajput converts. Their 
home language is Urdu 
mixed with Gujar~ti or 
Urdu only. Some of 
them hold !!rants of land c . 
and the rest are agn-
culturists or employed in 
government service as 
sepoys, police constables, 
etc. Their women du 
not appear in public. 
They are Sunni in faith. 
The males have Pathan 
names as J afarkhan , 
Sirdarkhan ; and t h c 
females have such names 
as Laduihibi or Dula.hihi. 
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They give their daughters only to ~usalmans b_ut ,occ~sionally ~arry Hind? wives of the 
Raj put or Koli caste. At such marnagcs. the bnde s fnends occasiOnally call m a Brahman. 
In other cases the ceremony is entirely Musal..10an. They have no headman and do not form 
a di~tin ct community. 

KATHI (3,525)-A curious and interesting race found in Kathiawad. The cradle of 
this race ie. unknown, but it appears to have come from Central Asia, driven by the tide of 

1\lahomedan invasion, t hrough Sindh and Cutch 
in the 14th century. A party of them, under 
the leadership of Umro, came to Dhank, ruled 
by a Vala Ra.jput . Umrohad a beautiful daughter 
named Umarbai with whom the Dhank chieftain 
Dhan Vala fell in love. Umro agreed to marry 
iter with him on the condition that they should 
eat together. To this Dhan agreed, but his 
brethren considering him degraded, drove him 
out. He became the leader of the Kath.is, and 
had by her t hree sons, Vala, Khuman and 
KLachar, who r J e ccndants bear their names 
and are considered the three noble t ribes of 
Kathis. They are called Shakhayats, while the 
descendants of the original Kat his arc called 
A vartias or inferior. Kathis worship t he Sun 
and usc it as a symbol on all their documents. 
Owing to contact with Hindus, they worship 
Hindu gods and respect Brahmans. At funeral 
ceremonies, instead of feeding crows, they feed 
plovers and ba ve a strong friendly feeling for them. 
They have adopted the Hindu feeling about the 
sacredne s of the cow. They eat food cookcrl by 
any Hindu except the unclean ones and drink 
liquor. Widowrua.rriage is a llowed, but is seldom 
practised, except in the case of the deceased 
husband having a younger brother. In such a 
case. the mle is peremptory that he should 

Kathi marry with his widow. They do not observe 
su.tak like H ind u s . 
Similarly women are 
not segregated as among 
the Hindus at particular 
seasons. 

KATHODIA- S e e 
under Primitive and 
Forest Tribes. 

KHADAYATA-See 
under Vania. 

KH ALP A- S ee 
under Depressed Classes. 

KHANT (4,427)
A caste intermediate 
between the Rajput and 
the Koli, found mostly 
in Mehsana and Amreli 
prants . Th e te rm 

House of a Kathi: Exterior means a borderer. As 
their name implies, they 

are a wild and high spirited tribe. They resent the name of Koli applied to them, but in appear
ance, they differ little from Bhils. Their chiefs who are known as Mers are descended from a 
~hati Rajput. Their most famous leader was J esa, who h elped Emperor Mahmmad Taghlak 
m the conquest of Junagadh from Rakhengar. The Khants owe their ~scendancy in 
So~ath to this help as they got Girna.r and 24: villages in Bilkha Chovishi as a reward. Their 
c~efs are good looking having intermarried Gohels and Jbala.s. They are giving up their 
cruninal propensities and settling down to agciculturc.' Except the cow, they eat all animals 
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incluo:ling the pig. They practise diyar ootu, 
husband's younger brother. 

KHEDAWAL-See under Brahman. 

t.e. 
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marriage of the widow with her late 

h KHOJA (2,167)-Literally meaning "honourable converts" are the descendants ofLuhllnas 
~~ :e;~~o1~~~rted to Islam, by the prea~hin~ of a Shiah preach~rcalled Nur Sataguror Nur-ud-

. _century. ~ur Satsgur IS satd to have made a number of converts in Gujarat 
by ord~r;ng the tdols ?f a Hindu temple to speak and bear tcstintony to the truth of his mission. 
~additiOn to ~doptmg the n~me ?f Nur Satagur (teacher of pure light), he practised the 
Hindu abs~act10n o~ samadh~, which shows the process by which the first Ismalia preachers 
succeeded m ~onvertmg the Hindus. The Luhanas were the first to be converted, and they who 
were Kshat:Iyas were called Khavaja (lord) after their conversion. A lute el<·mrnt 
of strength m the Khoj_a c?mmunity . was the co version of a race of Sun worshippers 
called Ch~k. and other tnbes J_D the PunJab and Kashmir. One of Nur Satagnr's successors 
Rande,_ ongmally a Tuwar Ra]put, sowed the seed of lsmalia faith in Cutoh and K11thiawud. 
On therr first. settlement in the towns of Gujarat, the Khojas were parched grain-sellers, fuel 
sellers and bnckl~yers. They now enjoy powerful position in all the trades. They are scat
tere~ all ove; Gu]arat and are to be found in all intportnnt trade centres within and outside of 
India. Kho]as have many observances and customs differing from those of regular l\1u.'<.<;almnns. 
They obs_erve the chhathi or sixth day ceremony after birth. Their marriage keeps a relic of 
th? marrmge by purchase, which they believe once obtained among them. The father of the 
br~degroom pays Rs. 51 to the father of the bride which he hands over to the jamat. Like 
Hindus, they follow the Hindu law of inheritance. The religion of the Khojas is" Shish Ismail
ism." In order to present the Ismalia. faith in an inviting form to the Shakti worshipping 
Luhanas, the first lsmalia-missionary made some modifications in its doctrines. The Mahdi or 
unrevealed Imam of Alamut was preached to the Shaktipanthis as they looked for the tenth 
incarnation, the Nikalanki or stainless avatar. The five Panda vas were the first five Ismalia 
pontiffs. The first Ismalia. missionary Nur Satagur (A.D. 1161) was the incarnation of Brahms 
that appeared on earth next after Buddha. Among the Matapanthis, each of the four yurtas 
has its own preacher or bhakta. The first epoch is assigned to Bhakta Pralhad, to the seoond, 
Harischandra and to the third, Uddhisthir. Instead of the fourth Balibhadra, Pir Sadruddin, 
the third Khoja missionary, added his own name. The four sacrifices of the four yugas were 
confirmed, as were also confirmed the Ghat-Path Mantra or prayer and ritual of the Shakti
panthis. Instead of Shakthipanth, Sadrudo:lin adopted the name of Satpanth or "True Doctrine" 
for his new faith. Sadruddin was not connected with the family of Aga Khan, the present 
religious head of the Khoja community by lineal descent, but is alleged to have been a disciple 
of his ancestor.Shah Nazir. He said to Shah Nazir that on his return to India, he would declare 
Hazarat Ali the first Imam to be Nikalanki or the tenth aia,tq,r and Shah Nazir his descendant. 
When Aga Khan's ancesto.:S came and settled in India, the Khojas transferred their allegiance . 
to them, they being believed to be the proper religious heads of their community and discarded 
the descendants of Saiyad Sadrudo:lin Shah. Originally th~ Khojas were a ~~gle ?ody. ~u.t 
for about twenty years, they have Rplit up into two facttons called Pan]aibhm and Pu:al. 
The Panjaibhai section is the most orthodox ?ody and look ~po;n Ag~ ~an as the represe~~~1ve 
of the Prophet or the incarnation of God himseH. The Prra1, whtch 18 a ''ery small divlBIOn, 
'consider Aga Khan merely a pir or religious head of their community and nothin.g m?re. A 
Khoja has to pay his Imam the dassonilt or tithe and the petundl•, a smaller contr1bu~ton an_d 
about sixteen other minor contributions, varying from a few annas to Rs. _1,000. Besides this 
when pressed for money the Imam sends the jholi demano:ling an extraordinary levy of the 
·dassonth and petundh. The regular dassonth, tenth part of income, is levied on each new moon 
day, each Khoja dropping in thejholi, kept in the jarrw,tkhana for the purpose, as much as 

he is inclined to pay. 

KOKNA-See under Printitive and F9rest Tribes. 

KOLGHA-8ee under Printitive and Forest Tribes. 

KOU-A term applied loosely to tribes ~~~t differ ~dely from each other. S~me wri~rs 
speak of them as aboriginals of the plain or ctvilized B?lls ; other~ find the~ so little unhke 
Rajputs as to lead to the conclusion that Kolis aud Ra]puts _ar_e m. the mam ~f ~helis sam~ 
stock. Bhils and Kolis of Eastern Gujarat are as' hard ·to distmgtiiSh as are t e .. 

0 

1 an 
RaJ'puts of Western G~1·arat. Accoro:ling to the author of the "Bombay Gazetteer . yo ume 

· · · f this diff ce seems to be that the Mihrras or 
on Gu]arst Populatron, the explanatiOn o eren d h· st f d th 
Gujjars, coming into Gujarat from the west, north-west an n?rt ea , o~ e 
plain country held by Bhils. In central parts, the new: comers so dommated the earlier race 
that the result was a Koli hardly to be known ~om a ~aJput. ~ th:r:~~l:~~~b~~:J~~: 
hand, the new comer's element wassmalland mtermi.xture pro uc · 
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can hardly be known from a Bbil. Similarly t~e Kolis in the ilouth ~ad a later. ele~ent so w~k 
as to have but little affected the Dubla, Dhodm and other stocks With whom 1t llllXed. Agam 
in the north and west, when the struggles with the Musalmans set in, new comers, classed under 
the general head of Raj puts, joining with the ea!Iier settlements of Kolis, were in some cases 
absorbed by them and in others succeeded in raising the Kolis to their own level. Even now 
intermarriage goes on between the daughters of Talbada Kolis and the sons of Rajputs 
and the distinction between a Rajput and a Koli is one of rank than of race. In view of 

. this reason and also because of the fact that the term "Koli" is of very indeterminate signi
fication, loosely including widely dissimilar castes and tribes, merely because of their super
ficial resemblance in status and occupation, it has been determined in this census to limit its 
application to tribes who are content to be included in it, and to show other castes like Talabda, 
Khant, Makwana and Baria separately as distinct entities, especially as these represent un
doubtedly the Koli aristocracy in Gujarat. Ta.labda is imdoubtedly the highest in rank. 
Khant and Baria have obvious Ra.jput affinities. The highest fa.milies in the social sense 
prohibit widow remarriage in imitation of the Raj puts; and the Ba.me is true of the Kha.nts 
and Barias in the north of Central Gujarat and of the Pa.teliss of the Panch Ma.hals and Rewa 
Kantha. The above named castes have given brides to Raj puts, and failing them, to Molesalam 
husbands. In Central Guja.rat, all except Pata.nwadiss are known as "Dha.ralas," -a. term which 
includes Khant and Baria, but. is more applicable to Talabdas. Over the border of the Sabarmati 
towards the east of North Gujarat, the term Dhara.la is Unknown and the Koli aristocracy is 
represented by the Koli Patelia and Ta.labda, while the Thaka.rda or Pagi, holding a distinctly 
inferior position, proclaims his. baser blood in every line of his features. The " Thakarda " 
or more properly " Thakore " name is also appropriated by the higher families amongst the 
Chunvalias (q.v.). Other place names include Bhalia (belonging to the Bhal country, west 
of Charota.r). · · 

Units of Exogamous groups-Exogamous groups have been reported from Pa.lanpur, 
Mahi Kantha, the Panch Mahals and Cutch, but it is doubtful whether marriages are regulated 
in practice by a consideration of these clan or family names, and careful enquiry has disclosed 
that the important group with most Kolis of the present day is the village. In no case is 1narriage 
within the village permitted and in some cases, a regular cycle of villages has been found to 
exist, brides being given from villsge A to villsge B, from village B to villsge C and so on. 

. Interrelation of castes in Koli group-These classes, e.g. Talabda, Baria, Chunvalia, 
Pata.nwadia, etc. are distinct and, as a. rule, do not intermarry. Each class is divided into a 
number of sub-divisions or families and members of the same sub-division or family do not . 
intermarry. Kolis used to live as robbers. Though they have now taken to husbandry and 
other callings, the love of thieving has not disappeared and they contribute the largest number 
of convicts in the State Jails. As husbandmen, they are inferior only to Ka.nbis. .Kolis eat 
fish and flesh, but owing to poverty they are generally vegetarians. They worship all Hindu 
gods and goddesses, but specially Khcdiyar, Meladi and V erai Matas. The Mahikantha Kolis 
regard the Ma.hi river as their family goddess. Some Kolis in the Navsari taluka are Matia, 
i.e. followers of the Pirana sect. Many Kolis are followers of Bijpanth and some follow the 
Swaminsra.yan, Kabir and Ra:insanehi sects. At the beginning of the present century, the 
Swaminarayan Acharyas are said to·ha.ve reclaimed manyKolisfromlives of violence and crime. 
In recent years a Koli guru called Daduram acquired great respect. Brahmans are respected 
by them and also used as priests ; their priests mostly belong to Shrimali or Audich castes 
of Brahmans. Kolis are superstitious and have a firm belief in spirits and spirit possession. 
They employ a. bhuoo to exorcise spirits. 

Boys and girls are married after their twelfth year. The Rajput practice of Inarrying 
out of the clan is closely followed. Polygamy and widow 1narriage are allowed. Preference 
is given by a widow to her ~ecessed husband's younger brother • A Koli can divorce his wife 
merely by a formal declaratiOn to that effect in writing. A Koli woman can also abandon her 
husb~nd, but in that cas_e, she mus~ return the palla or dowry settled on her at the . time of 
ma~ge. As a_rule, Kolis ~urn therr dead, but children under eighteen months are buned. All 
questions relatmg to 1narrmge are settled by a panch or committee of agevans or leaders of 

· the caste. 

Chunvali8 (8,185)-~ caste of Kolis. They take their name from Chunval, a 
tract of country near ~a.di, so called from its originally containing chunvalis or 44 villsges. 
Th~y are mostly found m the Mehsana district. Fifty years ago, they were the terror of North 
Gu]ara.t. L~ by their chiefs or Thalcardas of partly Rajput descent, they lived in villsges 
protected by rm~ble thorn fences and levied contributions from the districts round, planning, 
if r_ef~, regular mgh~ attacks and dividing the booty according to recognised rules, under 
which live-stock and com _belonged to the chief, and cloth, grain and such articles belonged to 
the captors. There are still among them men of criminal habits, but as a class they have settled 
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as cultivators and labourers Th h t · · 
Adh B B 

··'-'- D. ey ave wenty-one prmctpal sub-divisions· A""·---:. 
game., aroge., IISUJ<m abhi, Dhe. dis Dha dhuk · · .,..,__, 

!::~:g~\:pa~heM~~=· Palegia, Pa::;:r, Piplia~ B~b~,GS!tia~a~!=i.Jh~~~~f:k~~~ 
b-di 

·. . Y arry among thetr own class alone, but not among members of the 
same su Vll!lon. . 

Gedia-A caste of Kolis found in the Amreli district. They are so called from Ged 
the name of the tract between Porebunder and Madha · h' h th · · ' 
They are mor? respectable than other ~olis, live chiefli~' t\lla;e 

1~nd h~eo~;:l~p ~~~~~ 
predatory habtts. ~hey are a good looking race and live in houses, not in kubas or huts like 
oth~rs of the !abou;mg class. T~ey eat no flesh, but live on fish, vegetables, millets and fruits. 
Their wo~e':l mvanably w~r a com or two as ornaments. They marry ouly amongst themselves 
and constder themselv~s htgher than other Kolis. Together with Bhalias, they number 27,437. 
They numbered 3,685 m 1921, on 11 20 per cent increase, they ought to be about 4,422 now. 

Patanvadia (20,777)-A caste of Kolis, so called from Patan, their original home. 
The;r are also called Kohoda. They freely partake of animal food and ani the only class of 
Kolis who eat t~e flesh of the buffalo. They are lower in social rank to other Kolis. Most 
of t~em hav~ Rawut surnames such as Chavda, Dabhi, Vaghela, etc. No Talabda or any other 
Koli or semt-~oli caste would intrude on a Patanwadie.'s land or beat. But a Patanwadia 
wol!ld not hesttate to c~mmit depredations on the property of other Koli&. They are strong, 
acttve and hard!- Thetr houses are generally small single~roomed huts with sides of wattle 
an~ daub and high peaked roof of thatch. Their farm stock sometimes includes a cow or a 
patr o~ bullocks, but almost never goats, sheep or hens. Their tools are 11 hoe and 11 plough or 
sometwes a cart. Of late the caste has taken some advantage of education: and in evidence 
can show one or two matriculates and even a graduate. 

. . Thakarda (Hindu 190,177; Jain 8)-A caste of Kolis mainly found in the Mehsana 
distf!-c~. They are. so called from their half-Rajput descent. The bulk are low type, half 
abortgmal, and thriftless. These are known as Pagis. But the term "Thakarda" is of 
somewhat vague significance ; including as it does the low typed pagi of the northern talukas 
of Mehsana prant, it is applied also to the Koli aristocracy amongst the Chunvalia~. There is a 
section found in Palanpur. These Palanpur Thakardas are a distinct and prosperous group 
like the Talabdas of South Gujarat. · 

KONKANASTHA-See under Brahman. 

KOTW AUA-See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

KUMBHAR (Hindu 50,996; Muslim 897)-Potters; the name is derived from kumblwkar 
(kumbk a water pot and kar, maker); they are generally found in all cities and villages. In some 
places, they are called ojhas and are also known as prajapatiB (creators). Some of them have 
Raj put surnames, such as Chavda, Rathod, Gobel, Solanki, etc., and show the usus! pretensions 
to Raj put descent. They are divided into nine sub-castes as follows :-Gujar, Lad, J\111ru, Ajmeri, 
Banda, Khambhati, Sami, Varia and Vatalia. The first named is the predominant section in the 
State. Besides working as potters, many ofthis caste are employed in villages as domestic servants 
and in towns have become carpenters or bricklayers. Those who have taken to carpentry or 
bricklaying call themselves Sutar-Kumbhar or Kadia-Kumbhar and clsim superiority over 
others. Marriage between near relations is prohibited. Widows remarry, the younger brother 
of a deceased husband has no particular claim. They live mostly on vegetable food but some 
in South Gujarat take liquor and even eat flesh. Brahmans officiate at their ceremonies, and are 
treated on: equal terms by other Brahmans. They burn their dead and perform shradha. Each 
division has its headman and settles social disputes at the meeting of all the men of the caste. 

The Musalman section are descendants of Hindu converts from the Kumbhar caste. 
They are also called Karatia. They speak Gujarati. The m~n dress like poor Musa!mans and 
women like Hindus, except that they wear silver bracelets of the 1\lusalman pattern. They 
sell but do not make pot&. The men work as labon;ers and serv~nts. They marry a.mong 
themselves and with Kathiaras or wood-cutters. Wtth the Kathiaras, they form a Jamat, 
(union) and have a headman to settle disputes. 

LAD-See under Vania. 

LAVAR-See under Lnltar. 

LEWA PATIDAR (Hindu 224,298; Jain 1,485; Arya 1,088)-A caste of .landlords and 
cultivators. They are found all over the S~te, but .are most numerous m the Ba.roda 
district. Kanlii is a descriptive term for the btg functiOnal group of husbandmen. Gujarat 
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Kanbis claim to be of Kshatriya stock. There is now no doubt that they are Gujjars and 
came from the Punjab. Socially they are divided into Patidars or shareholders in the village 
lands and Kanbis or cultivators. As a. general rule, Kanbis allow widow marriage, but Patidars, 
in imitation of the Brahmans and Vania.s, do not allow it. Patidars eat with Kanbis and even 
take their daughters in marriage, if endowed with a good dowry. Patidars ~f 13 villages in 
the Charotar (7 under Baroda, 5 under Kaira and 1 under Cambay) are considered kulin and 
are hypergamous to the rest. They do not give their girls in marriage outside these vWa,ges, 
but take as wives girls from any village. They not only exact large dowries from other Patida.rs 
wishing to give them their daughters in marriage, but also practise polygamy. Within the 
last twenty years, there has been a change in the general attitude of the caste towards kulin 
Patidars, and in most of the villages ekda, or solemn agreements have been made to eschew 
the kulins and to give and take in marriage only in their own social circle. For instance, the 
Vakal circle containing village:; of Baroda and Pa.dra mahals and some villages of Jambusa.r, 
have framed rules, providing for heavy fines for giving a daughter in marriage outside the circle. 
The Kahnam circle of 24: villages has similarly penalised against giving brides to Charotar. 
The Dhavat circle (16 villages of Karjan and southern portion of Baroda mahal) derives a large 

income from such fines 
and distributes lahnis 
(domestic utensils for 
eating or carrying food) 
to its members. The 
Lewa Kanbis of South 
Gujarat have two 
divisions-Char ot aria 
and J apti--the cause of 
fission being the relative 
recency of their arrival 
from their original kames 
in Charotar. These two 
sections interdine, but do 
n o t intermarry. A 
cUiious set of prohibi
tions is met with in the 
Broach circle, which 
prohibits daughters from 
being given in marriage 
within the same village, 
or the natra ceremony 

Exterior of a Patidar's House. Cbarotar form being performed 
within the precincts of 

the village where the widow's former husband resided. There is no headman and no caste 
government, except among the K1.nbis and Lewa Patidars of some villages. 

. The Patidar name has now practica1ly lost its tenUiial significance and is generally affect-t'.tl 
by all Lewas, especially the socially conscious section in Central Gujarat. In South Gujarat 

' and Kathiawad, the 

. Interior of • Patiw-a Boase, Cbarotat 

Lewas residing there are 
content to call 'them
selves Kanbis. North 
and South ·Gujarat 
Kanbis .are considered 
inferior, and e v e n 
daughters are not taken 
from them by t h e 
hypergamous Patidar 
section, except surrep
tiously or driven by · 
want. 

Owing to minute 
sub-divisions of ances
tral land many of the 
Charotar Patidars have 
left off their original 
calling and taken to 
education. Many o f 
them are now govern-· 
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ment .servants in all its departments, there are some traders also They are very enterprising 
and have gone to Africa in seareh of employment. ' 

. LUHANA (Hindu 13,570; Ar):a27)-AcorruptionofLohana. They are said to derive their 
name from Lohanpur or Lohoka.t m Multsn and were originally Rathod RaJ'p ts Th 
dri bv th u •---- fr th p . b. u . eywere 

ven ''· e JILW!allllallli om . e unJa ~to Sindh and afterwards in the 13th centur , 
fo~d therr. way to Cutch, ~thiawad and Gujarat. In Sindh they eat flesh, are addicted [0 
~pm~ous liquors, do no: oblect to eat fish and onions and drink water from the hand• of their 
infenors as well as s~penors m caste. Tod (Annals of Rajasthan, 292) says:-" Of the Lohanas 
th~ proverb runs-;- e:x:ce~t cats and co.ws they will eat anything. ' " In Cutch they still use 
aruma! fo?<i, but m Kathiawad and Gujarat they neither eat flesh nor drink spirits. Gujarat 
and Kathiawad Luhana~ do not therefore regard those of Cutch and Sindh as belonging to their 
~ste. Luhanas are Va18hnava of Vallabh~ohari and Ramanuji sects. Their family goddess 
IS !f.andel Mata, and they are devout worshippers of Darya Pir, the spirit of the Indus, who is 
sa1d to have sav~ them w~en they fl.~ from Multsn. They wear the sacred thread and allow 
polJ>:gamy. and Wldow mamage. Therr custoDJS do not difier from those of the Bhatias. Their 
familY: pr16f!ts are Saraswat Bra~ns w~o ~e with them. They have a headman {palel) 
but 81V:e ~ no personal authonty. Sooml disputea are settled according to the opinion of 
the maJonty of the members. 

They are mostly traders and are found in almost all towns and villages. This caste 
has many charitable, educatioqal institutions in Bombay as well as in this State, which have 
large endowments. 

. . 
LUHAR (Hindu 21,026; Mya 27)-Blacksmitha, from Sanskrit lohlcar. They are found 

in cities and large villages. According to their account they are the descendants of one Pithvo, 
who was created by Parvati out of the dust clinging to Shiva's back, to prepare weapons in 
Shiva's war against the demons .Aildhkar and Dhundhakar. They have such surnames as 
Chavda, Chohan, Dodia, Sirohia, etc., which show that some Rajputs also must have taken to 
their calling. There are 13 main divisions in this caste, who neither eat together nor intermarry. 
They are Gujjar (12,177), Bhavnagari (266), Panc!).al (1,173), Sirohia (107), Surati (176), Chokia 
(51), Dali (30), Khambhati (1,350), Lodhaghada (47), Rupaghada. (43), Pithva (2,910) and Parajia 
(332). Panchal Luhars claim to be Brahmans, who were degraded owing to their taking to 
the blacksmiths' profession, and in the present census some returned themselves as Panchal 
Brahmans. Luhars are strict vegetarians, except in South Gujarat, where they privately eat 
flesh and fish and drink liquor. In blowing the bellows and in the lighter part of the work, the Luhar 
is helped by the woman of his family. The competition of European ironware has for?ed Luhars 
to give up their original -calling and become silversmiths, carpenters, w~tch reparrers, etc., 
and in some cases field-labourers. In return for mending field tools, the vil!agers pay a Luhar 
in grain at harvest time. Marriage between near relatio.ru: is avoided. Divorce an~ wido':" 
remarriage are allowed. Luhars belong to many relig10us sects, such as Ka.btrpanthi, 
Swaminarayan, Ramanandi, etc. Their priests belong to many divisions of Brahmans who 
are known as Lultar GMB and are despised by other Brahmans. 

A small section of Luhar has become converted to Islam. These Muslim Luhars are 
mostly emigrants from Sindh. The men dress like Memons "?th a Musalman turban, coat and 
trousers .. The women dress like Hindus. They make knives, nut-crackers, spear-heads and 
daggers. They are Sunnis in religion. They marry with other Musalmans and have no separate 
headman or union. · 

MAHAR-See under Depressed Classes. 

MALEK (11,206)-They are converted Hindus. · Their home ~ngue is Gujarati in 
North Gujarat and Hindustani in South Gujarat. The! are landlords, cult1vators an~ constables. 
In their marriage and other oustoDJS, they do not difier from othe.r conve~d ~Jp~te. ·As a 
class they are tall and fair with good features. · Of men, some dress like ~this Wlth b1g turbans, 
tight jackets, trousers and waist cloth. Others w~.- the. common Muslim dress. The wom~n 
dress in'the north like Hindus and in the south like ~rdinary M~alma1 ~·thT~e~~~en ;:m 
but do not work in the fields. Maleks are clean, but 1dle and thrift ess m err ~ : ey 
are poor, many of them heavily in debt. Sunnis in name, ~~ey are not howeverreligJO.us, few 
of them knowing the Koran or saying their ~ra~ers. . Traditions of Mahmu~ ?f G?azru (A.D. 
1025) converting Raj puts of North Gujarat still linger m the coun~ry. To distmgll18h converts 
from the armed Rajput and Koli castes, the Musalman governorS comed suchnamesasMolesalam, 
Malek and Sipahi. · 

MANG-See under Depressed Classes.· 
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. MARATHA (KANBI AND KSHATRIYA)-An immigrant caste from the Deccan. It 
has two divisions Maratha Kshatriya (Hindu 12,155: Arya 9) and Maratha Kanbi, of which the · 
former is hypergamous ~ the la~~· but was not origina~y distinct. .Ma~tha Ksha~yas 
support their claim to so01al s~penority over ~ratha KanbiS, by favounng mfa~t mamages, 
forbidding the remarriage of Wido~ and weanng the sacred. thread. The Kanb.1 on the ~ther 
hand does not claim to be a Kshatnya, allows both adult mamage and the remamage of Widows 
and wears no thread to indicate the twice-born status. The dividing line between the Kanbi 
and the Maratha is not of the nature of a permanent barrier, such for instance as that which 
exists between the Shenvi and Deshastha Brahmans. The Marathas proper are allowed to marry 
the daughters of the Kanbis. The latter would not ordinarily secure a daughter in marriage 
from their social superiors. The difficulty however ia frequently surmounted by a well-to-do 
Kanbi who rises to the higher rank as his means increase, and if common report is to be believed, 
adopts' the title of ~hatri;y~ ~t~ ~he sacred thread ~nd its ~estrict!ons o~ ~dult and widow 
marriage. The supenor diVISion lB supposed to consiSt of nmety-SIX families or kula, such, 
as Surve, Bhonsle, Ghorpade, Salunke, Sitole, Chavan, etc. The bearers of the best names among 
the ninety-six kulas are undoubtedly of Rajput origin. In 1836, the Raja of Satara sent a 
Shastri to the Rana of Udaipur to make inquiries regarding the origin of the Bhonsles, a leading 
Maratha family. The Rana sent word that the Bhonsles and his family were one, and despatched 
with a messenger, Raghunathsing Zala, a letter to the same effect written by Raja Shahu in 
A. D. 1726 to Vaghaji Sisode of Pimple in Mewar (Udaipur). Raghunathsing is ~eported to 
have satisfied hinlBelf by inquiry at Satara of the purity. of blood of certe,in Maratha families, 
viz., Bhonsle, Savant, Khanvilkar, Ghorpade, Chavan, Mohite, NiJnbalkar,. Shirke, Mane, 
Jadhav, and several others. At the same tinie, it has to be borne in mind that several Maratha. 
families have kuldevak or totenlS which cannot be reconciled with a pure Rajput origin. Sun 
flower, kadam tree, the mango, the conch shell and the pea.cqck~s feather 11-re examples of these 
totenlS which are rapidly falling into disuse but are still worshipped on the occasion of marriages 
and when a new house is occupied for the first time. The Maratha and Kokani Kanbis 
together numbered 4,834 (besides 9 Aryas) in this census. 

MATIA (Hindu 3,530; Arya 28}-A caste of E:anbis mostly found in the Baroda and 
Navsari districts. 'fhey were originally Lewa Kanbis, who came to be called matia, because 
they followed the mat or doctrine of Pir. About ;lOO years ago, a company of Lewa Kanbis 
on their way to Benares, put up at Pirana, y;here the saint ImanlShah preve,iled upon them to 
abstain from the hardships of a journey saying that he would show Benares to them there. 
This miracle he is said to have performed, and then these Kanbis looked upon him and accepted 
him as their holy saint. They thus acquired many Musalman custonlB and observances and 
had to separate from the Lewa Ka.nbis. They are strict vegetarians eating neither fish nor 
flesh and drink no spirits. They also do not use asafretida, garlic and onions. They folloy; 
the Atharva Veda and call thenlBelves Satpanthi. They worship the tombs ofMusalman saints 
whose mausolcUUlS are. at Pirana, Navsari, Ahniedabad and Burhe,np1ll. Their sacred book 
is a collection of religious precepts called Shai~ha Patri made by Im=hah, the saint of Pirana. 
Some of them learn this book by heart and are called Ko,ka or devotee. A family of the Kakas 
officiates at a tem-ple at Kukas in the Sinore taluka.. Matias have three religious divisions, 

· Panchia or followers of Surabhai's mausoleum, originally managed by five devotees; Satia 
or followers of Baba Mahomed's Mausoleum, originally managed by seven devotees ; and 
Athia or followers of Bakr Ali's mausoleum, originally managed by eight devotees. Except 
in being called by different saints, these divisions do not differ in belief- or in practice: . Matias 
keep Ramjan fast and observe as holiday the Uras or saint's day. Besides Musalman holidays, 
they observe as days of fasting, Holi, Akshatrij, Divaso, Balev and Divali. Their chief places of 
pilgrimage are Navsari, Vemar, Pirana and Burhanpur. Widow marriage is allowed, the widow 
of a man marrying his younger brother. Divorce is lawful. A bachelor cannot marry a widow 
or a divorced woman without first undergoing a mock marriagewith theshami tree (P·ros1ns 
Spicigera). Matias bury their dead. They have no headman. Caste disputes are settled 
by the leading men. Fines inflicted on the offenders are used in purchasing vessels for the 
caste's use or are sent as presents to the saint's shrines. · · ' 

From 1880 there has been a split among the Matias. Through the preaching of an 
ascetic called Nirmaldas, who told them of their Lew:a Kanbi or!glli, some 200 families calling 
the=.elves Vaishnava Matias formed thenlBelves into a separate caste as distinguished from 
the Pt;ana Matias. The seceding or Vaishnava l'4atias ha.ve joined the ltamanandi and Dadu
pl\nthi sects. They worship images of Ranchlwdji or Dwarkanathji and go on pilgrimage to 
Be~res, Mathura, etc. Vaishnav and Pirana Matias do not eat together. The Vaishnav 
lliatiD:B have a~andoned all Musalman custonlB, call Brahme,ns to. officiate on marriage and other 
occasions and m all respects live like Lewa Kanbis. But Lewa Kanbis do not rune with them. 

MAVCIU-See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 



MOCHI 
4.51 

. MEMON (8,971)-A corruption of tnuamin or beli . 
of Musalman converts from the Hindu castes of Luh evers, a nam: gJVen to tho d~sreudouta 
took place in the middle of the 15th century in s· dh am:: an: Kachh'~. The convel"!lion first 
ud-Din Kadri, a descendant of a saint in Bagdad mAt: t~.t e ~rsun>.•.on of one Sniyad Ensttf 
four nukhsof theLuhanacommunity was in fa · • tN a u::e,' anek)l, the head of titc eighty. 
named Markat Khan. Markat Khan became a ~o'f{a agart at~ainthecourtof a Samma ntl~r 
and 700 other Luhana families followed their ruler~ eox:er ~f th~ Satyad a_nd Mane~ji, his two sons 
name ofthe community to Muamin or believers Befo 

01f e. . n ~~n;~onb the srun~ changed the 
blessing to which the Memons trace their fuutfuht re eav~g m • ~ le&<ed his peopl<•,-a 
the Memons spread to Cutch and Kathiawad and a ess an to Rl:~ess ~~ trad?. From Siudh, 
in India and also in Burma Siam Sin a ur J re now . oun m all tmportant towns 
short, according to the su~na! ( ~acti~ef o/ th:v; and East Africa. They wen~ t~e moustaches 
the m_ost. Most of them shave ;he head. Both ~~t~t :::: ::~:~l a~ut s;;.tnches.long.at 
collynum. Memon women redden their palms fin ers and fi ~c en t etr _eyehds wtth 
toes with henna. Memons are fond of costly cl~the!. The me~g=~ n~~sd n:rd ~~~~~;~~:end 
and the women of gay colours. They are great eaters and fond of d h gTh h ry 
di · · K h hhi dHal·" T goo c eer. ey ave two ~IOns, ac c an. at. he Kachchhis are the descendants of market gardenin Lnhanas 
of Sm~ and the Halat from Hala;. From Halai, there have been three offshoots cal~ed Dhaka 
(belongmg td Dholka), BltavMfjan (from Bhavnagar) and Vervada (from Veraval) Th H 1 • 
Memons are darker and smaller than the Kaehchhi Memons with whom th · . e a IU 
In "te f th s· dh . . • ey never mtermarry 

apt o e. .~ s~ram m the Kachchhi and the Kathiawadi strain in the Halai, the s eech 
of both the diVISions IS fundamentally the same Contact wt"th Urdu s ki M 1P 
h · 11 M · · - pea ng usn mans 

as gtven a emons .c~lloqmal knowledge of Urdu. Both are Sunnis of the Hanafi School. 
Ai; a class,. they_ are rehgtous, though some of them, especially the Kachchhi, keep to their former 
non-I~lannc soct~l us~ges. The most notable of these is their refusal to allow their daughu

1
rs 

and Widows any inhentance. They are very fond of performing pilgrimage to Mecca and about 
50 per cent of them have the ~ononrable preftx of Ha.ii or pilgrim. They believe in astrology 
and consn!-t astrologers, a :practtce condenmed by the Prophet. The religious head of the Kachchhi 
Memons lives .at. Mundra m Cute h. He pays his followers a yearly or two-yearly visit when a 
mon~y sll:bscnpt10n called k~eda, from Rs. 2 to Rs. 200, is gathered from every Memon family 
an~ IS patd to the Ptr. Bestdes having a high priest in Sarhind in the Ptmjab, who visits his 
~UJarat ~ollowers every five years, the Halai M~mons ~ave a pro~cial head or Mukhi at Dhoraji 
~n ~at~wad. He hears and passes orders m mamage and divorce matters and sometimes 
m inhentance cases. 

MEV ADA-See nuder Brahman. 

MOCHI (Hindu 10,520; Jain 52)-Leather workers. They are found in towns and in 
most of the ~ages. According to their own account, they were Raj puts living near Champaner, 
who got thetr present name; because one of them made a pair of stockings or mo.i•t out of a. tiger's 
skin .. Traces of their Rajput descent !tppear in their tribal surnames : Chohan, Chudasma, . 
Dab hi, Gohel, Jhala, Makvana, Maru, Parmar, Rathod, Solanki and V aghela. Their local 
divisions are Ahmedabadi, Khambhati, and Surati, who eat together but do not intermarry, 
Besides being divided according to their settlement, they have split np into many sections, 
according to their callings. The chief of these craft sections are Chandlagara or makers of lao 
spangles, Rasania or electro-platers, Chitara or painters, Minagara or workers in enamel, 
Panagara or gold and silver foil makers, Pakhari or makers of ornamental horse hangings, 
Netragara or makers of idols' eyes, Jingara or saddlers, Dhalgar or shield-makers and Sikligara 
or e;rinders. The Jingari is the largest, the Chandlagara comes next ; the other sections are 
hardly met with in the State. The diJierent sub-divisions eat together, bnt those Mochis who 
have left off working on leather, and. especially the Chandlagaras, Chitaras and Rasanias have, 
of late, separated into separate castes and raised themBelves to the level of bricklayers, carpen
ters, masons and other artisans. The Mochi holds a low position in social scale, and though he 
does not touch Khalpas, Dheds or other depressed classes, a high caste Hindu formerly consi
dered the touch of a Mochi a pollution. Moohis used to eat fish and flesh, but of late years, 
owing to many of them becoming followers of Swaminarayan, the use of flesh and liquor has 
grown less and in some places has ceased. For this reason, and also on account of the advance 
of the caste in education the :Mochi has lost his " untouchable " character in Gujarat, unlike 
other provinces and is fr~ely admitted to schools, etc., and mingle without restraint with other 
classes. In all their ceremonies, they employ Brahman priests, who are called :Mochi Gors and 
are despised by other Brahmans. Girls are married before ten and boys at any age after eight. 
Polygamy is allowed and divorce is grsnted. Widow remarriage is allowed. The off-putting 
of a Mochi has passed in a proverb "Saini sanf ane Machin~ vahanu" (the tailor's i;O:night and 
the shoe-maker's to-morrow morning). Ai; a ca~, Moch!s are generally .unam~ttious. Th_e 
proverb "Me! Karvat Machina Machi" (Even if sawn m two, a Mochi remalnB a Mochi) 
illllStrates that they are quite satisfied with their lot. The prover~ has its origin~ the followi~g 
tradition :-It is said to have been the belief in olden times, that tf a man got himself sawn m 
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I 
/two at Benares, he woul get the positi?n he wishes at his ~ext birth. Accordingly a Mochi 

went to Benares and des' ed to be sawn m two. The person m charge of the sacred saw asked 
him what caste he woul like to have at his next birth. He pondered for a while and came to 
the conclusion that the · of Mochi was preferable to all others, and openly declared "MeZ 
Karvat Mochina Machi.( The moral usually de~uced from this is ~hat .each generally likes his 
own caste. Each sub-division of the caste has Its· headman. Somal disputes are settled at a 
meeting of all men of ,the caste. There is a sma~ section of Mochis, converted to Islam. 
Mochis observe every new moon day as a non-working day. 

MODH BRAHMAN-See under Brahman, 

MODH VANIA-8ee under Vania. 

MOLESALAM (10,862)-Converts to Islam, made from among the Rajputs, chiefly in 
the reign of Mabamad Begda (A. D. 1459-1513). The name is derived from Maulat-Islam, 
meaning masters in Islam. When an infidel was converted to Islam, it was the custom to call 
him Maula. Molesalams dine with other Musalmans, and though they sometimes take flesh, 
ordinarily they eat vegetables like Hindus. A Moles.alam will marry his daughter to a Shaikh 
Saiyad, Mughal or Babi, but not, as a rule, to Musalmans of the lower order. The son of a chief 
may get a Rajput girl in marriage. But other Molesalams marry either among their own people 
or the poorer classes of Musalmans. They employ kazis and maulvis, but also maintain their 
old Brahman family priests and support Bhats and Charans, whom the rich engage to while away: 
their leisure by reciting poetry and the poor to serve as priests at marriages. Indoors, a Mole-· 
salam wears a waistcloth ; out of doors a turban, cqat and trousers, with a cloth wound round the 
wa~ or thrown over the shoulders like a Raj/. The women wear a salla, a bodice and a 
petticoat. 

. . 
MUGHAL (1,008)-They are of two distinct classes, the Persian and the Indian Mughals •. 

Persian Mughals are the descendants of Persian political refugees and merchants. They form 
a distinct community and generally marry among themselve.s. They are chiefl:r found in cities. 
The second or Indian Mughals are the desce~dants of the Mughal conquerors of India and are 
found in all parts of the State. Like the ersian Mughals, the men place th~ title of Mirza 
(hom of a great man) before their names and dd Beg (lord) after them, as Mirza Mahomed Beg. 
The women add Khanam to their names, Hussaini Khanam. In appearance they do not 
diller from ordinary Musalmans. In religion, hey are Sunnis. They are occupied as cultivators, 
constables and sepoys. 

MUMNA (13,829)-From momin (believers) they are the descendants of Hindus of 
~ny castes converted to the Shiah form of the.faith by difierent members of the Ismaliya 
~yads, of whom Imamshah of Pirana was the most distinguished. Most of them on.Palanpur 
mde shave the head and wear the beard, but those in the vicinity of Ahmedabad keep the choti, 
shave ~he f~e and look like K.anbis. They put on their old Kanbi turbans. Their females 
dress like Hindus. Almost all eat flesh, but those living in the Kahnam tract of the Baroda 
district are strict vegetarians. Instead of the K(}Tafl, they read Imamshah's book of religious 
rules and also worslllp Hindu gods. Circumcision is practised and. the dead are buried. Both 
male_s and females have Hindu names. In addition to Musahnan marriage, the Kalmam Mumnas 
call m a Brahman and go through the Hindu ceremony. Like Hindus, women wail and beat 
the .breas~ at deaths. Palanpur and Baroda Munmas do not intermarry. Each settlement 
has Its umon, headman and code of rules, which are generally well-kept. The Kahnam Mumnas 
are far more Hinduised than those found in North Gujarat. 

. .There is-a movement in the caste for reform, and a tendency on the part of some towards 
~dUISm. This has r~ulted in fission into two factors ; the feelings are so intense that married 
girls are not sent to their husbands if belonging to the opposite faction. In this State they are 
found mostly in Sidhpur and Patan mahals of the Mehsana district. They are agriculturists 
but some of them are hackvictoria drivers in Bombay. The agriculturists have begun to call 
themselves Mumna Patidars. · 

NADIA-Bee under Depressed Classes. 

NAGAR BRAHMAN-See under Brahman.· 

NAGAR VANIA-8ee under Vania, 

NAYAKDA-See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 
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OD (Hindu 2,018)-Chieflv found in Baroda and M h 
e..mnt inNavsari. They are a caste of earth d" e_ ~a prants, and to a smaller 
with bringing them to dig the Sahasralin taJgerspby trndttlon Stdhrnj Jayasing is cr~dit<:>d 
of the Karnatak. From the name they ~~pea ~\ atan. The b~lk of the tribe ~re residonta 
they claim a Kshatriya origin and 'state that t{ e ~onnected wtth Odra de&h or Orissa, but 
According to tho Ras mala, Sidhraj brou ht thes:b;:e escendants of B~agirnth, son of Sagar. 
woman of their 'number, named J asma wto declin d hisfro:Malwa and fell m love with a beautiful 
mitted suicide. She cursed the kin ' h"l d . e vours and wh<·n pursued by him, cern
water. She further announced thatir~fu~u;eenoyo"l~ ~nd declared that the tank would not hold 
the reason it is true that the Od t (Od woman) should be beautiful. Wbatover 
and maso~ is well known all o.;:;~~~i:~e bnott c~~el~i The skill of tbe ~sto in earth work 
must have recruited itself from other u; u dortgma Y of the aame e_t!m!o stock, the tribe 
(in Karnatak) from Lin ats Kurub cas san ~ven now accepts applicatwns for admission 
with ceremony, his heaffnd ~oustac~ and su~h ~e. lhe a:pplica~t is recei~ed into the caste 
buruing nim stick and he is made to ~re; ha~e an the ttp of his t.;>ngue .Is branded with a 

d th h · b · . 0 0 Y water. If the applicant IS a female sho is 
~~ons ~ ~aV:g ul ~tripped of ~er ~odi?e a1_1d glass bangles. There are four te;ritorial 
· d taila · f ra anW G ~ares~, Gu]arati, Smdht and Pardeshi, each differin" from tho rest 
~ e o cer.emo · . UJarati Ods state they are Deecani immigrants and so~e are followers 
:fu:h~ n.a:dab beet. Gu]_arat Ode have two endogamous sections: proper and nambhai, which 
ll ~ oge :r ut do D;Ot mtermarry. Exogamous sections exist like Bhatti, Chuhan, Solanki, 

a ymg _eac to t~e Ra]put c~n ~f the same name. Marriage of widows is permitted : so also 
the leVIrate or.dty~rvatu. (which 1~ even compulsory in Kathiawad). Divorce is allowed. The 
cerem?ny cons18ts m calling ~he_wife p~blicly mother or sister, which frees the husband. They 
ar~ ~mdus, the ~ulk worshippmg Shtva, but many are Swaminarayanis or Ramdasis. Their 
rehgt~us teacher 18 Baba Gorakhna~h. Th~ priests are village Brahmans, who do not however 
eat With them. The Ods bury thetr ~ead _With the h~d ~ointing to the North. They eat flesh 
of goats, sheep, deer, and fish and drink liquor. Thetr dialect is a patois which is discussed in 
the Chapter on Language. 

OSWAL-See under Vania. 

~ARSI (7,~27)-Th~ n~me mea~ the people of Pars or Fars, the south-west province 
of Persm, the capttal of which 18 now Shiraz. The present Parsis of India are the descend11nts 
of those who were for~ed out_ o! their country mora than 1,280 years ago by the Arabs, who 
conquered and well-mgh annihilated them. Thev landed first at Diu, then at Cambay and 
subsequently near San jan, a little to the north of ~odem Daman, where they kindled the aacred 
fire ~~lled lr~h~h which now burns at Udwada, in thanksgiving of their Slife arrival; but the 
traditiOnal belief 18 that they brought it unextinguished from Persia. The Hindu king of San jan 
allowed them free liberty to follow their own religion, while they had import certain ceremonies 
and customs of the Hindus. Very little is known of them for over 800 years after this settlement. 
But they still follow their own religion in laborious rituals, which have been handed down 
to the present day. Among the Parsis, there is a sort of hierarchy, though not on the rigid 
method of the Hindus, but there are no castes. The Mobeds are to them what the Brahmans 
are to the Hindus. The stronghold of lllobeds is the Baroda town of Navaari, because the Parsis 
migrated to it from Sanjan and Bahrot and have thrived and flourished there ever since. No 
religious ceremony can be performed, no marriage-tie can be knit, no prayers after the dead be 
recited and no funeral services can be held except by the Mobeds. When a child is seven years 
old, the ceremony of investing it with the kasti or Sllered thread is performed. The Kssti is 
made by the in tertwinings of 72 stronu threads out of wool and woven in a special way on a 
sort of loom. It is sufficiently long to go thrice round the waist and to allow of its being knotted 
np in certain ways, which every child is taught to do. Mobed (priests) and Behdin (laymen) 
could not intermarry 50 years before. But the restriction is not much observed. 

Parsis are divided into two divisions, called Shehenshahi and Kadami. This division 
arose in A.D. 1745 from a dispute regarding the reckoning of the year. Shehensha!Jis are th_ose 
who kept to the Indian reckoning and the Kadamis, those who adopte~ the Persmn pr~c.tt.ce. 
Formerly intermarriage was shunned but it is now common. ConversiOns from one diVISion 

into another are rare. · 

Parsis speak the Gujarati langua!le and p~t on_ a head-dre~ peculiar to them. The priests 
dress wholly in white. Parsi women wmd a white ptece of muslin round the head. 

Fire is the chief object of Parsi veneration an~ the Fire ~mple is the public place of 
Parsi worship. Besides the leading rites and ceremo~es called Jashan, gamJ:~r and m~kta4, 
Parsis have many minor practices and observances to whiCh more or less a religtous ~nct1on 18 
attached. A Parsi must always keep his head and feet co~ered, he _must never _be Witho~t t~e 
sscred shirt and cord must never smoke and must wash his hands, if he puts h18 fingers m his · 
mouth. After shavfug his face, a Parsi bathes before touching anything. 
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. Parsis followed many of the practices and beliefs of Hindus and Musalmans. They 
made offerings to "the Hindu H oli, offered. vows. and sacrificed goats and fowls to Shitala Devi, 
and some offered oil, to Hanunw.n. They offered vows and made presents to Tabuts and at the 
tombs of Musalman Pirs. Their women had great faith in amulets which they bought from· 
sorcerers and wore round their neck or in their hair to win the favour of their husbands. Most 
of these superstitious practices have now died out of the community as a whole on account of 
the spread of education. · 

PATANWAD.IA-See under Koli. 

PATHAN (15,884)-0ne of the four classes mto which the regular Musalmans are 
divided. They are of Mgha11 origin. The men add Khan to their names and women Khatun 
or Khatu: The name probably means people of the Uplands. Burton derives it from the 
Arabic to mean " victorious." Mghan traditions trace the name to Ba.tan (rudder) 
said to have been given by the Prophet of Islam to their great ancestor, Abdur Rashid. It is 
now however generally agreed that the name Pathan is the Indian form of the name " Push tun " 
(plural Pushtanah), derived from an old Iranian word Parshti ("hill"). The name first appears 
in Indian Literature through Varaha Mihira (A. D. 550) who mentions the race as Avgana (vide 
Brihat Samhita, Chapter XIV). · 

Pathans came originally to Gujarat as soldiers and merchants and are of two classes-
old settlers and vilaitis (newcomers). The descendants of the first have by intermixture lost 
their original character. The new settlers are tall, with a ruddy olive complexion. They have 
a bad name locally for·greed and are relentless as creditors. A few are merchants and horse 
dealers. The bulk are soldiers. All are sunnis by· religion. The unlettered among them carry 
their fervour to fanaticism .. But the State Pathans have taken kindly to education, sending 
their children to schools and universities: Many have taken to service, a few have risen in the 
service of Indian States. 

PINJARA (4,764)-Cotton-cleaners. A term applied to Hindu converts who follow 
the profession of cotton cleaning. A pinjara is a cotton scutcher, who striking a bow with a 
heavy 'vooden plectrum, uses the vibrations of the bow-string to separate the fibres of the cotton, 
to arrange them side by side and to part them from dirt and other impurities. Some of them 
have left their traditional occupation after the introduction of cotton mills and are now shop
keepers, bricklayers, pedlars, oil-pressers, etc. They are ashamed of their old name of Pinjara 
and call themselves Vohra or Dh.unak Pathans. In villages they put on Kanbi-like_ turbans 
and in townsfentas. Their women dress Jil{e Hindu females. 

POMLA (25)-A curious caste found in the City of Baroda. Its members spoke a dialect 
which resembled the Telugu; Both males and females have now adopted Gujarati names, 
such as Haribhai, Narshi, J amni, Kashi, etc. They live upon making and selling toys, brooms 
and baskets of palm leaves and seem to have migrated into Gujarat from the Madras Presidency 
about two hundred years ago. They had the custom prevalent among other primitive peoples 
in different parts of the world, requiring that the husband should be doctored while the wife 
gives birth to a child. This has given rise to the proverb:-" Pomli jane at>e PIYmlo khai," 
which i;' applied whe~ one enjoys the fruit while another undergoes the labour for earning it. 
Immedmtely after delivery the female was made to drink the juice of the bark of the nimh tree, 
and a quantity of oil. She was then taken out of the house and was not allowed to enter it for 
five days during which time the male lay confined taking the usual medicines. The Pomlas used 
to say that they did not lie confined merely to observe a custom ; that they actually felt indisposed 
during the period and that the indisposition was but a mark of favour of the Mata or goddess 
and that imm?ral ones among them being outside the Mats's protection were not allowed by 
the Mata to lie confined. They have small settlements in Nadiad, Ahmedabad, Broach and· 
Sura~ al~o. At every twelve years, a gathering of this caste takes place at Dumral Bh.agol in 
Nadiad m honour of the llfuta, when those who are specially favoured of the goddess perform 
various miraculous feats such as walking on fire, etc. In the 1921 Census, they were not returned 
at all. In 1931, only eigh' families were recorded. · 

B;emarriage is not common among the Pomlas, the belief being that their tutelary goddess 
Lakshm~ Mata does not favour those who perform it. · . 

Special enquiries were made on this occasion as to whether their total number was re
corded. It was found that the enumeration was complete. The community has one literate, 
and o~y one old man who could remember anything about the traditions of their origin. The 
cas!e JS now complet;ely Gujarati speaking, its Mai!ra.si origin being entirely forgotten. The 
cunous custom at birth recorded above does not now exist and the so-called analogy with 
couvade no longer holds good. 
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PORWAD-See under Vania. 
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PRABHU (Hindu 3,490; Arya 9)-A cas~ of tb~ Ksh tri I . . . . 
from the Deccan. Prabhus are found 

10
• 11 th d" . . f ah yaS 

0 
ass, or•gmally ummgrnnta · t . a e tVJStons o t e tate Their · · 

IS govemmen servtce. They are divided into Ch dra . K · mam occupation 
interdine nor intermarry. There are. no sub~fvisi::tya ayastha aQd Pathare ~ho neither 
Prabhus were considered a sub-division of Ch dra . x::monf'\!:aem. At one tune, Dt.11.,.1 

• them, but did n?t allow marriage relations. a~ut ~!. thr:S1a~' :rhubsh.• who toofk foodd with 
true Cbandrasem Ka asth Pr bh d . • a us were ouu to be 
in the District of Dfman :nd ~ha~' ~aU:.i~e :~s~~= 8:UJ?IY 0

,n accou~t of their r.:sidence 
now treated as one without any distinction and m' te g. d m.to Davnll e, the two sectiOns are , rmarrmge IS now a owed. 

PRIMITIVE AND FOREST TRIBES (Hindu 267161· Tribal 44 890· Ary 1 • · 538J-~nder this ~rm are_included a~ tribes of whose co:WUg to Gujarat n~ tradit~~C=~:::- · 
an w o at.one t~e h~ldmg the plam country were ousted from their towns and stron hold~ 
by dthe Ko:s, ;ulttva:mg Brahmans, Kanbis, Raj puts and other waves of northern se~tlers 
an e:x;cep a ew, w o. we~e kept near villages as servants or bondsmen, were drive~ 
by thetr ~onquerors ~ainly mto the country of hill and forest that borders Gujarat 0 th 
eas~. ~tth m:my 1111DOr.clans and family divisions this section of the people is di~ide~ 
mainly n~to thirteen sectiOns of which the Bhil, the Chodhra, tbe.Dhodia (orDhulia) theDubla 
the Gannt and the Nayakda are the chief. From the Bhil and Dubla sections ther~ have be ~ 
ot_her offshoots, who have c?-t away fro.m their pa~ental stock and formed themselves into distin~t 
trib~. The Vasa~,Mavchi,and+'adVtarethustribescaused by fission from the great Bhil tribe · 
S~arly, Ta!aVtas have cut away from their Dubla congeners. In Central Gujarat nea; 
Mahi Kantha and where the fanch Mahl\ls stretch into the uplands of Malwa, BhilsandNayak
das muster strong ; ~d among the sp~ of the Rajpipla hills in ths forest-clad uplands of 

VaJpur, Umarp~a and South Songadh, there is a concentration of Bhils 
ChodJt:as,Dhodias,Dublas, Nayakdas and Varlis. The margin gives a com: 
plete list of these forest. ~nd hill tribes ~et within this State; in all they 
number 11). Of the ortgm of these tnbes, though nothing certain is 
known, their names, their languages and their customs show that they 
reached Gujarat, some from the north, othersfrom the east, and a third 
section from the south. With most of them, two influences have for ages 
been at work blotting out what was individual in their character and 
manners. The evergrowing pressure of stronger tribes, driving them back 
to wilder and more unhealthy lands, kept lowering them to a uniform 
level of poverty and ignorance and the intermixture of higher class Hindus 
especially of Rajputs, on the other hand served as a medium of contact 
with higher and more civilised communities and the introduction of better 
blood and more spiritual rites and observances. Though showing consi
derable varieties of feature, colour, and size, the aboriginals are, on the 
whole, smaller and darker than the rest of the Hindu population. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

118 

Ba.vcha 
Bhil 
Chodhra 
Dhanka 
Dhodia 
Dubla 
Ga. mit 
Kathodia 
Kolgha 
Kokna. 
Kotwalia 
?t!avchi 
Nayakda 
Tad vi 
Tala via. 
Val vi 
Va.rH 
Vasawa 

Housing, Furniture and Social Condition-It would be of interest here to give a brief 
description of a Raniparaj dwelling. It is generally a hut sometimes with mud walls but oftener 
of wattled bamboos or sticks smeared with cowdung or mud. The roof is peaked or conical 
and has deep overhanging eaves; it is either covered with large flat tiles or thatched with 
grass or teak and palm leaves. It is generally situated by itself in a large cleanly kept 
enclosure. Of the household goods the stock is small. In the hut, besides the sleeping mat 
or a rough bedstead, the stone handmill, a pestle and mortar and a roll of blanket or tom 
coverlet, there is nothing but a few pots and cups, most of them of clay. Some own brass and 
copper dishes but a few have more than a scanty stock of cattle, some goats and fowls and a 
few field tools. On the next pagearegiventwophotographsshowingtheouteideand the interior 
of a Dhodia house in Navsari taluka which very well illustrate the above description. Their 
store of goods is of the scantiest particularly in the wilder regions where modem influences 
havesofarnotpenetrated. Of £ann stock a few have ploughing cattle and a cow or she-buffalo, 
but most have only goats, cocks and hens. Their field too!s are a hoe, !1 pick and an axe, and 
in the case of those who have c.attle, a plough. Except m South Gu1arat where the men of 
good families wear short cotton trousers, cotton jackets an~ a cap or ~rban, their dress is 
of the cheapest and scantiest. The men wear two coarse pteces of white cloth wound the 
one round the head, the other round the middle. The women wear the shone.t robes, tucked 
almost to the top of the leg and worn with. or ~thout bodice. Of o~ments tb': men wear in 
their ears and on their fingers a few rings of tm or silver. The women, ~tdes the stnngs of shells 
and beads with which many of them used to be laden, wear broad plam banda of brass, bone or 
wood two or three at a time and sometimes rising in tiers on their legs from the ankle to near 
the bee and on the arm from the wrist to the elbow. Under recent modem influences, the , . 
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practice of covering their 
arms and hands with 
such decorations is being 
practically given up, 
particularly in the settled 
villages of Vyara and 
Mahuva talukas, where 
under the influence of 
teal!hers and state schools, 
the more decorous and 
comely habiliments of 
their Gujarat neighbours 
have come to be adopted. 

Food-The bulk of 
the aboriginal classes eat 
the coarest grain boiled 
in water. Want of thrift 
and love of drink compel 
most of them, during 
several months in a year, 
to live on borrowed 

grain, on wild fruits, 
berries and roots, on 
game and on liquor. 
Though all eat animal 
food, most of them 
refuse the flesh of the 
cow or of any animal 
found dead. Only a 
few eat the ass, the 
monkey or the rat. 
All have passionate 
craving for strong 
drink, and for their 
draught of toddy palm 
or beer or their glass 
of 'mahuda ' ( bassia 
latifolia) spirit they 
will reckless} y barter 
away their whole stock 
of grain. 

Interior of a Dhodia's House Occupation-Ex-
cept a few police 

messengers and village watchmen, ~he aboriginal tribes are peasants, wood-cutters, basket
makers and bbourers. In the Rasti talukas of Navsari or in Baroda, many among the Dublas 
and Talavias have shown themselves to be hardworking and successful farmers and in parts 
also of Centrn.l Navsari , Chodhras, Dublas and Dhulias have been able, under the influence 
of Anavala Brahmans and Kanbis, to grow rich crops of rice and garden produce)> but for the 
most part their tillage is slovenly- yielding only a scanty harvest of the coarsest grains. 
Along the eastern frontier, especially in the southern forests of the Rani mahals they are 
still unsettled, moving from place to place, burning brushwood and tree-loppings and sowing 
seed in the ashes. 

Religion-Most of these forest tribes which have forsaken aboriginal belief can be considered 
as Hindus. The Bombay Gazetleero£ 1901, Volume IX-Part I, remarks that there are no l\Iusalman 
Bhils in Gujarat. ~lr. Enthoven regards Tadvis as half Musalrnans being the descendants of 
Bhil women and Uusalman men and tracing their origin at about the time of Auxangzeb but he 
presumably refers to the section of that name of Khandeshi Bhils. The Tadvis of this State 
who are found only in Baroda prant arc all Hindus. Most extensive enquiries were made in 
all the villages, where they reside ; and there is not the least trace of Muslim influence. They 
do not keep beards nor do they eircumcise ; they generally bury their dead, but so do other 
Hindu tribes, for burning is a matter of expense which only the well-to-do among them can afford. 
Af3 the Rev. Enoch Hedberg, D. Litt, points out (vide Appendix N, page 23, in the Bombay 
Census Report of 1921), "all Bhils even the most wild and backward, with the exception of 
a small number which has turned Muharnrnedans or Christians, declare themselves to be Hindus. 
And a.s such they are accepted by Native Christians, Muslims and Hindus alike. In a tract 
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where there are Christian or Muha d . 
ancestral religion are ev""""h mm~ anb converts from amon~ the Bhils, those who stick to their 

. _ nl . -, ·· ere an Y evervone called Hmdu-Bhils This is the to 
githve o y one ~tance, even among the very wild Bhils of the Akrani And to tell th caset,h t 

ey are not Hindus would be an insult. · om a 

"As to their conformity to the main points in Hindui "t · ffi · · _ sm 1 IS su e1ent to mentJon :-
(1) that they observe caste, 

(2) celebrate the Hindu festivals, and 

(3) worship Hindu gods and goddesses. 

_ ' "It is true that ~heir caste feelings on the whole are not so strong as among the Hindus 
~ general. But caste IS there ; and its spirit manifests itself strongly enough at certain occa
siOns. The Mahars, Chamars, Mangs, Holars and other low caste Hind11S are looked down upon 
by all respec~ble Bhils to whatever tribe or class they may belong. They would never take 
~e~~m the1r hands or accept them by marriage into their caste. Even to touch them is 

· . " The reli~ous festiva!s 07 holy days kept by the Bhils are the same as those kept by 
th~ Hindus-holt, dasera, dwalt. Even the petty Hindu festivals are more and more 
bemg observed by them, The ~du Pantheo~ of gods, g~desses,_ avatars, apotheosis, etc.; 
has ?een taken over by t~e B!Ws. They bnn_g_ them the1r saortficcs and worship them. 
A~ttedly they have the!'f tribal or local de1t1es too. But so have other Hindus all over 
~dis. A good deal of Animism and even Animatism is still practised among them. This 
ts however m~re or less the case not o~y in the lower strata of Hinduism, but to a great extent 
among B~ddhists, ,Jews and even M~~· not to speak of such Christians as uneducated Copts 
and Russ1an farmers. There may sttll m most oases be noted a difference between a common 
Bhil and an ordinary Hindu. But the difference is more of a racial or ethnological nature than 
a religious one, and is rapidly disappearing. · 

" To conclude, tne Bhils should in this respect be accorded the same rights as are given 
to other Indians and professors of other religions the whole world over-to be taken at their 
word in religious matters. They are as good Hindus as many other low claBB people of this 
eountry .. When they profess themselves to be Hindus they ought to be classified as such." 

Apart from the above testimony, there is ample evidence, as shown in the Chapter on 
Religion, that since the Mata movement of 1921, there is a genuine Hinduising wave amongst 
these tribes. Many have become regular Kabirpanthis or Ba.manandi V aishnsvas. Some 
have joined the Kaivalya Panth. (Group V of Hindu Sects, q.l!. in Chapter on Religion.) 

Social Organisation-These tribes appoint a headman from amongst them but there is 
no rule as to who should be appointed, Any respectable man who is trustworthy and well 
eonditioned is appointed as a patel, but if the parents do not belong to the same clan, this fact 
works as a disability for appointment. 

The constitution of the panch differs in the various tribes. These panch committees 
give their decisions in matters of marriage and social disputes, which are binding on the whole 
eommunity. Amongst the Bhils, however, the nayak (leader) and the karbhari together pro
nounce in caste matters. With the Gamits, again, the pate!, karbhari and pradhan (minister 1) 
form a committee to decide social matters. The pradhan's duty is to bring all people together . 

• 
With the Dublas, the leaders of two or three villages form the panch. People are 

~x-Qommunicated but on payment of fine, they are taken back to the castes. 

With the Chodllras, those of Naldhara (in the Mahuva taluka) are considered to be 
-chief and all important matters are decided with their consent; ~etty qu~stions are disposed 
by thjl village leaders. Dhodias and Nayakas have looser temtonal consciOusness: leaders. of 
their 'respective groups in each village work as panchas. Amongst the Vasawas, those w1th 
nayak as surname used to be chosen as pat~1s, but. no~ the d~tinction is done a~ay ~th. Any 
adult man, taking a forwardpartinthe comm~1ty IS appomte~ pate!, and he IS assiSted by a 
.karbhari and a pradhan. With Valvis, K~twalia.s a~d Kathodias, the ~te ~ew~m act ~ 
panchas. In Baroda district particularly m Vaghodl& taluka caste orga1118ation IS more m 
-evidence-the Bhils there have not only panchas but a sarpanch and _have re~rly drawn up 
-caste rules. In Sankheda and Tilakwada, leaders of each caste arbitrate for 1ts members. 

From the above it will be plain that th?r~ is o~y a small r~idu~ of beli~f ~hich can be 
-called Animistic or rather Animetistic as distmgDIShed from HmdUISm. Anim!SID of the 
unalloyed type which worships inanimate objects as spirits or gods hardly exists amongst the 

58 
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aborigines of to-day. The greater deities worshipped by these tribes are the Gohamayamadi, the 
Devalimadi, the Vira Mayamadi, the Kavadia Dev and the Kalo Kakad. The first three are 
female deities and their sex seems to indicate that worship of purely inanimate nature has given 
place to anthropromorphism. In addition, the preponderance in aboriginal worship of the female 
principle as shown in these and the other Matas like the Khodiar Mata of the Bhil, the Mori 
Mata and the Kalka Mata of the Dubla.s and the Bhavani of the Dhodia and the Nayakda, are 
traces of a primitive, perhaps matriarchal social organisation which existed long before Vedic 
Arya.nism. But in spite of these excrescences, the chracteristic attitude of tribal belief is different 
from Hinduism. The worship of the mogar (alligator) and the vagh (tiger) is reminiscent 
of this characteristic attitude. There is indeed some dim notion of the supreme spirit, but 
aboriginal worship is wholly indifierent towards it. It is interesting to see how the sun, the · 
moon and the great stellar constell&tions are considered differently from Hindu mythology 
amongst these tribes. Thus the sun and the moon are considered male gods generally amongst 
these tribes, but in Song&dh, the Dhodi&s consider the sun as male and the moon as female. 
The Orion's belt is known as the harail (deer,) the Heides as govalia (cowherd) ; the Grea.t 
Bear in Ma.huva, a more sophisticated area, is picturesquely described as Bhagwan no khatlo 
(God's bedstead). The Milky Way is variously represented: in Mahuva it is the "Way to 
Heaven" (swarga no ra.~to) ; ·in Songadh it becomes the "Ghost's Pathway " (bhut wat) ; in 
Tila.kw&da., most picturesque of all it is the way frequented by mothers-in-law and the daughters
in-law (sasu vahu ni wat). The dark spot on the face of the moon is said to be the banyan tree 
on which the witches are hanged; in Til&kwada amongst the Tad vis, the spot is called the 
ni&rk or brand of the bhabhi (brother's wife). The rainbow has a curious explanation in Til&k
wada, where it is said that when snakes are breathing it comes into existence ; in Song&dh and 
Vyara, the rainbow is believed to be Ram's or Indra's bow. If it appears in the East, rain is 
prophesised, but if on the West, the reverse, i.e., a drought is bound to happen. Thunder 
amongst the tribes is caused by the sons of th-e Rain god playing at balls. No definite beliefs 
in the soul's resting place after dea.th seem to be entertained by any of the tribes. In Song&dh 
and Mahuva the belief is that the soul goes out somewhere, to the firmament or at any rate 
out of the world. In Vyara a witch is supposed to swallow all souls after dea.th. 

Bavcha (1,186)-An ea.rly tribe mostly found in the Songh&d t&luka of the Navsari 
district. They &ecompa.nied the Gaekwads as grooms, and havyettled in Baroda., Patan and 
other places. Their women still dress like the women of the early tribes. They are occupied 
as grooms, grass-sellers, bricklayers and day-labourers. All Bavchas are Hindus. · 

A special appendix is devoted to their language Bavchi and its affinities to Mavchi(Vide 
Appendix VIII). . . 

Bbil <H;iadu 53,235; Tribal1,307)-An aboriginal tribe, generally' very dark in ·colour 
and very wild m appearance. The men are muscular, well-built and of a medium height. The . 
~omen are well-made, but have coarse irregular features. Among the meo, the hair of the head · 
m, as a rule, worn long. The women fasten their hair in braids or plaits brought low down nea.r 
ea.ch temple. Formerly they used to live in huts in their. own fields. But now-a-days they 
live in groups of houses on the village side. · 

The Bhil' s usual dress is a cloth wound round the loin and long strip twisted round the 
head. The women commonly dress in a large ghagra (petticoat), a bodice and a sari wrapped 
round the bo~y and brought over the hea.d. They tattoo their faces and pierce their ea.rs and · 
noses for wea.rmg ornaments. Bracelets of tin or brass cover the arm from the wrist to the elbow. 
Glass and lac bangles are also worn. · 

Bhils ea.t all a~als e~rcept the ass, horse, camel, rat, snake and moukey. Formerly 
t~ey were always changmg thetr houses and lands, but most of them have settled in villages and 
till.regul&rly ~houg~ roughly,~ the same fields. Fifty years ago there were almost daily com
plsmts of thetr daring robberies. And though tl*y are even now considered a criminal class, 
most of them are gradually becoming quiet and law-abiding cultivators. Though not consi
dere~ one of the ~lasses .whose touch defiles, Bhils hold a very low place in the social scale and· 
no high caste Hindu will take water from their hands. 

. They worship Mata or Devi, reverence the moon and believe in witches. Their chief 
objects of worship are spirits and ghosts. To these they ofier clay horses, jars and beehive-
shaped vessels. · 

As a. rule, marriage seld~m ~es P_lace. before a boy is twenty and a girl fifteen. A man 
may marry a second !>r third wife m the life-time of the first. A woman marries again not only 
when her ~usband ?ies• but even when she gets tired of him. Her new husband pays her old 
husband his ma.rrmge expenses. The children, if any, stay with their father. 
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The B~ ~f Cen~ Gujarat cia~ descent fro~ sage Valmiki, author of th• epic of 
~mayan, and IIISlllt on bemg classed as Hindus. There 18 a great awakening among thlm now, 
c~Iefly by the efforts of Mr. ~itlal Thakkar, who has made the uplift of the tribe his i&'a sole 
aim. There are schools, boarding houses and temples of Ram specially bnilt for tho oommlnity. 

Ch~a ~dua 29,736; Tri~. 9,050)-~ tribe found chiefly in the Rani mahals of 
the Navsan district. It has several diVISlons of which only two -Chokapuri and Valvada 'll!re 
recorded in 19~1. C~okap~is were found to be more than do~ble the strength of the !at~. 
Of .these, the highest m ~omal rank are the Chokapuria, who are also called Pavagadia. They 
claim part!y to be of Rnjput descent a~d to have lived as carriers in the Rajput kingdoins of 
North Gujarat an~ fled sou~h on theu overthrow by the M=lmans. This appears very 
probable, as the Anjana KanblSof Kheralu are very similar to them in their appearance, manners 
and customs and may .be t~e descendants of those of them who remained in North Gujarat. 
~e men are stronger an~ fauer and the women are better looking than those of the oth~r early 
t~bes. The men dress m a turban, coat and waist cloth. The women keep their hair very 
tidy and wear a coloured cloth over the head, a bodice and a cloth round the waist. The 
men's ornaments art; silver, brass and tin ear and finger rings, and if well-to-do, bands of silver 
at the ~!bow and wnst. Women wear round the neck coils of white glass beads and, if well-to· 
do, a silver nec~ce, brass brooch on the arm and tin brass anklets. Except the cow, buffalo, 
~ors~, donkey, J~c~al, rat, .snake, dog and cat, they eat most animals. Their chief worship 
IS paid to the spmts of theu forefathers. They set apart near each village a plot of ground as 
the de:uasthan or spirit-yard. They honour Rama, but the objects of their special worship are 
palio and simadio devs (boundary-gods and village guardians). They pay no special respect to 
Brahmans and never make use of their 'services. On the sixth day after a birth, they worship 
the goddess chhatthi, feasting their friends on liquor and val. A boy is considered fit to marry 
after 18, and a girl after 16. A man anxious, to marry his son, goes to the girl's house, and if 
the father is willing, entertains her parents and relations with liquor. One or two days before 
marriage, the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with yellow powder. On the marriage day, 
the bridegroom goes to the girl's house, and after the boy's father has paid the girl's father 
Rs. 32! as dowry, and presented the bride with a salla, a bodice and a silver necklace worth about 
Rs. 13, the bride and the bridegroom are seated in the marriage-booth. Their skirts are tied 
by the women 9f the house and together they walk four times round· the pole of the booth. 
Dancing, in which the bride and the bridegroom join, and a feast of rice and pulse complete 
the ceremony. When the bride leaves her father's house, the father, according to his means, 
gives a few bufiJ.Ioes or a little money as present. The practice of winning a bride by taking 
service with her father, khandhadio is common among the Chodhras. Their dead are burned. 
Before lighting the funeral pyre, Chodharas place cooked rice and pulse in the corpse's mouth 
and consider it lucky, if a crow comes and takes it away: On the fourth day, after a death, 
a spirit medium (bahadar havr!a), accompanied .bY, the frie~~ of the dec~d, takes a s~ne 
and groaning and shaking, as if possessed, sets It m the spmt Y,ard. ~e kills a fowl, .lettmg 
some of the blood fall on the stone .. Next, he adds butter, gram and liquor and making the 
stone red consecrates it to the spirit of the deceased. Near the stone, the friends place a small 
clay cow 'or she-buffalo for a woman, or a horse for a man. Three times a year on akhatrif, 
divaso and divali Chodhras in a body visit these shrines.. They offer fowls, goats and sheep, 
drink freely and ~en and women dance together an~ cl~se ~he feast. The Chodhraa have no 
headman, and there is an entire want of caste orgaruzatton m them. 

The so-called Tribal section is only a misnomer, as those that returned their castes in 
lieu of religion in the.column for religion were com,Piled as Tribal. There is no doubt that the 
Chodhras are the most Hinduised of these early tnbes. 

Dhauka (3,457)-Literally one who taps the palm tree. It is a genera~ t~;rm loosely 
applied to all members of the forest. tribe, and presumably has the same stguificanoe as 

Raniparaj. 

Dhodia (Hindu 25,414; Tribal718)-An early tribe found in the Navsari dis~ct .. Man's 
ornaments are earrings and armlets of brass, tin or silver. The females put ~n solid nngs of 
brass over the whole of the leg upto the knee and also on th? artn fr~m the.~l8t to the elbow. 
These ornaments weigh from 18 to 20 lbs. Dhodias hold a htgher soCial positiOn t~n ~he ot~er 
early tribes, all of which except Chodhras eat food cook~ by them. But a ~:~ din~s;;i~h 
no one who is not of his own tribe. Among the Dhodias, there are ~ny • u., s 

. whose status depends upon the vill3ges inhabited by them a~d the o~cupat10~ ~ollowed by them. 
They do not allow marriage within the same kula. DhodlSS of higher families contract. early 

· · A b 'd · h sed by the payment of about Rs. 25 to her father. Men with no 
marrmges. n e IS pure a f term f to fi ears During 
means of paying the dowry, offer to serve the girl's father or~ o on.e ve Y · 

· this time the snitor receives food and clothing, but his earnmgs go to his master· If he prov.es 
idle or gl~ttonous, he may at any time be sent off. Even when the three years are over, the gul 
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may refwe him, but.then he can claim p~~ent for his services. When all ~oes \~ell, the regular 
marriage ceremony IS performed. But 1t IS not necessary to allow the parr to live as husband 
and wife. This is called kharulhadia or bride-purchase system. In certain rare cases, Dhodias 
purchase a girl for their boy and allow the pair to live as husband and wife without making 
them go through any ceremony. 

They do not use Brahmans as priests. Divorce and remarriage are allowed. A wife 
h&s to pay Rs. 5 only to be released from her husband. Corpses are taken in a procession with 
music playing to the burning ground. On the bier are placed a scythe, a tansala (brass bowl) 
and a lota (wateJ: jug). A khatrun (memorial stone) is erected in honour of the deceased. When 
the husband dies, the wife throws into the pyre her ornaments of solid rings of brass which she 
is wearing. When the wife die!'l, the husb"nd throws one of his chief ornaments in the same way. 
In most Dhodia villages, one family has the hereditary right of headmanship. The Naik, as he 
is called, is treated with respect, but most of the social disputes are decided by a mass meeting 
of the tribe at one of the big funeral feasts. Breaches of caste rules are punished by fine, or if 
the offence is heinous hy turning the culprit out of caste. 

Dubla (Hindu 12,811 ; Tribal 83)-Derived from Sanskrit durbala tweak); an early tribe 
found in the Navsari district. They have come into closer contact with the civilised castes 
and do not much differ in appearance from Kolis. They have eight sub-divisions, Bava, Damani, 
Narda, Palia or Khodia, Sarvia, Talavia, Vasava and Voharia. The members of these clans 
seldom eat together and never intermarry, They claim a strain of Rajput blood and call them
selves Rathod. Females wear the kanchah, and do not move about with open breasts like Gamits 
and other early tribes. (They are peasants and labourers. Most of them are h.alis or the heredi
tary servants of Bhathcl'a.s, Kanbis and other better class of cultivators. They are entirely 
dependent on their masters for food and clothinj> They treat Brahmans with respect and make 
use of their srvices on marriage and other occasions. Boys are married between 10 and 20 
and girls between 10 and 18. Widow marriage is allowed, but polygamy is not allowed. The 
dead are burned. Caste disputes are settled by a few hereditary leaders or patels. 

Gamatda-Same as Gamit. 

- Gam. it (Hindu 33,210; Tribal 26,003)-Also called Gamta or Gam a td a ; an early tribe found 
in the Na.vsari district. They eat sheep, goat, rabbit and fowl, but will not touch the flesh of 

Cam.it 

a cow nor of any animal found dead. 
They are peasants and wood-cutters. 
They worship V aghdev, Samladev and 
Devli Mata. They never make use of a 
Brahman's services nor pay him any 
respect. :Men of their own caste act as 
their priests. Among Gamtas marriage 
takes place when a boy can climb a palm 
tree, i.e., generally after he is 12 years of 
age. Khandhadia system prevails. 
Polygamy and divorce are· allowed. 
Remarriage is also allowed but only 
between the widowed of both the sexes. 
A widowed person of either sex is not 
allowed to take as a pa.rtn~r the un
married of the opposite sex. The dead 
are burned. Caste disputes are referred 
to a 'few hereditary leaders or patelJS. 

Gamta-Same as Gamit. 

Kathodia (Hindu 333; Tribai218)
An early tribe found in the Navsari 
district. It has four sub-divisions; 
Helam, Jadu, Pawar and Sindhi. The 
Kathodias found in the State belong to 
the last class and are the most degraded. 
They are black in colour and go about 
almost naked. They are labourers and 

ea.techu makers. They worship the Bhil Dev. They pay no respect to Brahmans and never 
make use ?f their services.. Boys and girls generally marry after they are fifteen years old. 
Kharnlhadtya system preva1ls. Polygamy and widow marriage are allowed and practised. 
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~e dead are burned. A funeral feast is given by those. who ~n &fiord to do so. They 
raiSe no tomb·sto~e and no other ceremonies in honour of the dead. They have a headman 
and a caste committee. 

· Ko~a ~du 6,449; TriJ:W 1,503).-~ early tribe fo~nd in the Navssri district. They 
Bpe!:'"k a DUXed dialect of Marathi and GuJaratJ, and from thetr name seem to have passed into 
Gu]arat from Konkan. They are labourers and cultivators. {.§ome who from want of bullocks 
themselves drag the pl~mgh are· called hathodia or hand·plougbJuen"':) They worship BraJ11n 
and Vaghdoo. Brahm, a stone placed near a samdi tree, is supp1ied with a clay horse a 
l~mpstand and a flag. Vagh, a wooden pillar, with a tiger cut on it, is generally covered with 
t~tndur. Koknas.sho": no respect to Brahmans and never make use of their services 88 priests. 
The age of mamage IS 16 to 20 for boys and 15 to IS for girls. 

Th~ practice of khandhadio prevails. Polygamy is allowed and practised and widows 
marry agam. A woman may leave her husband and go to Jive with another man on his agreeing 
to pay her husb~nd the amount lte spent 88 her dowry. The dead are cremated. Kokn88 
have a w~II-orgamsed caste system. When a man suspects his wife of adultery, he MIL• a meoting 
of t~e tnbe .. T~e ptPnchayat hears the charge, and, if proved, fines the adulterer. Part of tho 
fine IS spent m liquor and the rest is made over to the complainant 88 compensation • 

. Kolg_ha. ~du 798; Tn"bal193)-They are one of the lowest of the early tribes, found in 
the Navsan distnct. Though reckoned inlpure, they neither eat with nor touch a Bhangi. Tho 
men's dress is a cap or a scanty turban, a waist cloth and a loin cloth. The women wear two 
clothes, one thrown over the head and shoulders, the other wound round the waist. Of orna
ments they have earrings, two or three solid brass bands on each ann and one or two coils of 
glass beads roundthe neck. Anklets are not worn. As a class they are very poor and at 
tinles live on roots or.fast for two or threedaystogether. TheypaynorespecttoHrahmansand 
have no priests of their own class. On the sixth day after a birth, the goddess chhothi is worship
ped. On marriage occasions the.boy's father gives girl's father Rs. 3 as dowry, Polygamy 
and widow marriage are allowed and practised. They have no headmsn. Social disputes 
are sett.led by the whole caste. · 

· Kotwalia (Hindu 1,156; Tribai1,051)-An early tribe found in the NavsaridiRtrict. They 
are dark in colour. The males put on a small dhotar and a turban ouly; the females cover their 
lower limbs with a small piece of cloth , and their bead with another like piPce. They put on a 
bodice ouly when they have to go to a large town. They put on bracelets of brass, anklets of tin, 
and necklaces of beads. Marriages among them take place by mutuRl selection and choice. When 
a boy and a girl have agrP.ed to join in matrinlony after their meetings on thA roads or in the 
fields, the parents of the boy visit tho8e of the girl and contract to pay from Rs. 4! to 10 as 
her dowrv, and fix a dav for the marriage. On the day so fixed, the girl and her parents go 
to the boy's house, and there dance, eat and drink. At this time ornaments are giventothegirl 
by her future husband, excepting anklets, which are given to her by herfather. The next morning 
the girl and the boy are severally placed on.the sho~ders of two m.en wh~ '!Ju~:ceab?ut!and.then 
their hands are joined. This finishes thetr mamag~. After this, a~ JOin ~n drinkm~ bquor 
and toddy and the girl's parents then depart to thetr house. Marrw.ges WJth the children of 
maternal :U.cle or a paternal aunt are legal with these people, but it is otherwise with the 
children of a mother's sister and of a brother. 

In spite of this marriage by choice, ~ the husband do.es not like his wife, he s~nds her 
away from his house; and il the contrary~ the cas~. the wifa returns .the ~owry paid to her 
and leaves hinJ. This is the easy way of divorce WJth them. Remarrmge IS also prevalent 
among them. 

The khandhadio system obtains among them.. The Kot.walias ei~he~ burn or bury their 
dead · but before doing so they place a small quantity of kodn and a ptce m the mouth of the 
corps~. After disposing of the dead body, they d~ and then separate; at the end of a year 
they place a khatmn in the spirit yard and worship 1t every year. 

They have no other ceremonies; but 5 days after the birth of the child, they cowdung 
the house, drink liquor and toddy, and name the newly-born babe. 

. Ma hi (Hind 905 • Tribai14)-A forest tribe found in the Navsari district. Those 
vc u ' h Thist 'b h "ts h . th W t Pi who came to Baroda as grooms are known as Bavc a. n e as I ?~~m e es m-

palner and Baglan talnkas of the Nawapur peta of Khan~esh and. ad]otmng. parts of the 
Dangs and Songadh mahal of this State. ~os~ all Mav~his found m the State are confined 
to this taluka, a few stray individuals occurnng m Amreh and .lllehsana P!"ants. They are a 
t . 'd · t · · ff · ople rather uiven to drink and especmlly the wilder ones, truthful um , qute mo ensive pe , · o· f · 
~hey constantly change·theii: huts and move their settlement. The commonest fonn o mamage 
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among them is the !.:handadio form,. i.e. winning ?f .the bride. by serving her. fa~her for a term. of 
years. Five years is the usu~l pertod, but credit ts o~n gtven and the ~l1s ~ll~wed to hve 
with and have children by him, before the full term 18 over. The mamage tte IS loose and 
divo~e is easy, even on trivial reasons. Remarriage is allow~d to the woman who leave~ her 
husband at will. The caste panr.h usually awards compeMatJOn, but-cases are not rare when 
the husband does not think it worth his while to apply to the panch and without any further 
ado, he mav take on another wife. Mavchis are ignorant and superstitious, tracing all evil 
to the influinces of witches. They worship Astamba, Gavli Mala, Vaghdev and even Paramesh
war. They bury the dead and also sometimes, the personal _Property ~f the dece~sed w:ith him. 
Mainly cultivators, they have taken to cart. They eat vartety of arnmal food, mcluding beef. 

Naika or Nayakda (Hindu 11,662; Triball40)-~.<\..n early tribe found in the Navsari and 
Baroda districts. It has four sub-divisions-Cholival, Nicha, Gabad and Kadbad--{)f which 

the first two eat together but not with the 
last two. None of them intermarry. Th.is 
tribe once held the place of leaders among 
the Dhodias, who look upon them with 
respect, and at marriage and other cere
monies treat them as Brahmans. Like 
Dhodias, they are peasants and cultivators. 
At betrothal and marriage, men and women 
dance both singly and in pn.irs. The dead 
are cremated. A year after a death, a 
memorial stone (khatrun) is set up. It is 
rubhed with red lead, a hen is killed and its 
blood sprinkled on it. .After the ceremony 
is over, the hen is roasted and eaten by 
the party. Every year at holi time, a hen 
is offered to the memorial stone. Heredi
tary headmen settle caste disputes. 

Tadvi (20,817)-0ne of the early 
tribes found in the Baroda district. The 
Tad vis were treated in 1901 as an unclassifi
able unit of the· forest tribes. But the 
Tad vis as the name implies are a sub-caste 
formed by fission (tad) from the great Bhil 
tribe. Exactlv how the fission arose, the 
details are ~ot so far available. Mr. 
Enthoven regards them as descendants of 
Bhil women and Mnsalman men and traces 

Naikda their origin to Aurangzeb. But there is 
uo reason to treat them on that account as 

Musalmans. Possibly :Mr. Enthoven was not. referring to the Gujarat Tadvis who have no 
connection with the tribe of the same name found at the foot of the Satpuda Hills in 
Khandesh. Very special enquiries about their religioufi belief were made in Sankheda and 
Tilakwada where they bulk the largest, and there is no doubt that they are Hindus. They all 
worship Hindu deities including Shankar (Mahadev). In Sankeheda they have a special 
reverence for Sri Krishna Bhagwan, paying court al8o to the Sun, and to all Matas. 
They do not circumcise or keep beards nor do they venerate any Muslim Pirs. 
They call in BrahmaM of the Na.ndora section for their marriages and Kayatia 
Brahmans for their funerals. To mark the beginning of marriage ceremonies, they 
mak_e a drawing of Ganpati with geru (ochre)-they propitiate the planets and tie the 
clwlt ba?-ds. They sing marriage songs in Gujarati which is their home-language They 
allow Widow remarriage and divorce ; through a caste panch, social disputes are settled 
and divorces are decreed. No money to the bridegroom has to be paid, but the panch requires 
~ fee of Rs. 12 out of which Rs. 5 are paid to the officiating Brahman. The natra ceremony 
18less formal, not always requiring the presence of a Brahman. All that is required is that the 
couple throw rice at each other in the presence of the caste patel. Hindu festivals are generally 
observe~ inc~uding the s·iiala satam (to propitiate the small-pox goddess), and the }anmastami 
d~y (Sn KriShna's birth-day} when fast is observed. There is caste organisation in settled 
VI~lages, where there is a nyat patel, chosen from among the fittest families, but there is no such 
thing as kul. They have vahivanchas amongst the well-to-do families-flame Barot from 
Kheralu visi~g once in three years. They burn or bury their dead, according as their circum
~tan~ penrut. If cremation is followed, then a Brahman is called in, who offers pindas and 
18 patd ~· 25 to 3~. Where burial is practised, there the ritual is less expensive and formal. 
Dead bodies are burted usually on the banks of the Narmada ; and kasumbo (opium juice diluted 
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with water) is drunk copiously Whil b . 
north : if the corpse is that of· a male e it ~g,t~ _he4;f ~e corpse is placed towards the 
7d shelu (red covering cloth). ' 18 swa m w te, if of a female, it is wrapped in 

Ta1avia <Hindu 52,407 :Tribal 158)-0ri · 11 
an independent caste with the~. They are hir~ Y ~ .sub-caste of J?ublas now grown into 
They are all Gujarati speaking and more ore les/ H?u: . ~ theT~a~n and Baroda distriota. 
this census are properly s~-1.:~ Hind 1~ Ul8 • • e tr1bals returned as such in 
other Dublas and seldom l'~t g_th '"us. Tala~as consider themselves hy}l<lrgamous to 

• ea WI tuem or mterm · th th 1 
acknowledge their connection. They look down B~ WI · ell!• a though they 
social dealings with them Th upon very defirut.ely and have no 
has to pay Rs. 25 to the· bride~; ::~ f:~o~!athemselves. The prospective son-in-law 
and 12 annas worth of cho!i are his gifta to his b 'd ge Nxpenses. Rs. 1-4-0 worth of cloth 

o:her resp<lcts their marriage costa them little, as ~h:· Bra~~!~e~e~r::n:ff li;h~l~od:. . In 
!h:Ra frol·P: SV ~ ~ anndas.th They are ~?rshipp<lrs of oorai {mhat) mat a, the goddess c a~":,1 

, g san o ercommuruties Brahmans are required f d · · d 1 · 
Sindu'l" (red paint) on to the stone image of the Mata Th h or omg pu;a an app ymg 
of Ra. d th Hind b. · ey ave a vague notion of god and 
Th . ma an ° er n o Jecta of veneration. But they worship the Sun every morning 

etr women fast on. full moon days and worship the moon. In the navaratra da (sacred 
to the mala ) they sow paddy seeds ~nd o~e~ com ~nd do fast. They bury their del; as the 
~re J<>o .Po?r to bum. The corpse 18 burted m a lymg position (an hour after death) with t:O 
. ea pom:mg to the north. No further ritual is observed, only the women waiL Their or 
18 an Audich Sahasara Br~hman (in Karjan) who is looked down upon for ministering to t:ese 
people. They havE) a vahtvancho, by name Amarsing, who lives in Padra taluka. 

Valari-Same as Varli . 

. Valvi (Hindu 101; Tn"bal 31)-A forest tribe found in the Barodaand Navsari districta: 
ConSidered degraded, they are pro~~bly .an untouchable section of the Gamit tribe found in 
Songadh and Vyara talukas. Valvt 18 not to be confused with the Valvi section of Chodhras. 

Varli (Hindu 187; Tribai181)-An early tribe found in the Navsari district. 
They .see~? to have come from North Konkan were they are found in large numbers. The 
name 18 satd to be derived from varal, a patch of cultivated ground. The men shave the head 
and do not w~ the beard. T!'e women wear the hair oiled and plaited. They do not eat 
the flesh of a cow or of a dead aruma!. They are fond of smoking and drinking. They cultivate 
lan_d and also r~ fowls. On. the sixth day after a birth, the goddess chhathi is worshipped. 
Childrel!- are marned. at any ~tme a~ they a~e tw:elve years old. The pr~tice of serving 
for a wife, koonlhadw, prevails. Wtdow marnage 18 allowed but polygamy 18 not practised. 
The dead are burned. Brahmans do not officiate on any ceremonial occasions. A headman 
who holds office during the pleasure of the community decides all caste questions. 

Vuawa (Hindu 13,290; Tribal 4,23'1)-An early tribe, also called Vasavda, 
found in the Baroda and Navsari districts. Their males put on dhote£8 or payjarM, a jacket 
and a turban. But one of their peculiarities is worth noting. Whenever a new garment is 
brought for the wife the husband tears off a piece from it sufficient to cover ita nakedness. 
This piece is kept hanging from the thread on his waist at day-time and is made to cover up 
his loins at night. The females wrap a piece of cloth round about their lower limbs and put 
another on the head. They begin to put on a bodice only when they go to their husbands. 
They wear necklaces of white stones and two anklets of brass on each leg. When a boy has 
attained puberty, his parents and relation~~ go out in search of a wife for him and take him 
along with them. If the boy likes the girl shown to him by his parents, they send for toddy 
from the market and drink it with the girl's parents. The boy's father agrees to pay from Ra. 22 
to 30, and settles a day for the marriage and returns home. A day previous to that fixed for 
the perfonnance of the ceremony, the _boy and his pare~ta reside and put up_ fo~ the night outside 
the village and dance there the whole rught.. ~ext mo~g the~ go to .the bnde s . house, where 
a bamboo is held lengthwise betw~en the bnde sa:nd bridef!Toom s partt~ S:Od dancmg commences. 
After a time when a bottle of wme and two ptce are gtven to the gtrls party by that of the 
the boy, the bamboo is removed and both parties ~n~ tA;lgether. The~, a new garm?nt in one 
of the corners of which are tied a rupee and 4 ptce 18 gtven to the bnde by the bridegroom. 
Both are then anointed with oil and turmeric powder and are placed on the shonlders of two 
men,-the boy with a sword and the girl wit~ its sheath. Both of these men dance away with 
the human burden on their shoulders for a tune and then put them down. After that, they 
sit down to dinner which when over the boy and party return home with the new bride. When 
nine days have pa'ssed after this a~picious event, the leading men of the village of the bride's 
parents go to her husband's house and dance in front of it without speaking, until a bottle of 
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wine and a rupee are given to t~em by t~e ~oy's father. Then. they speak w_ith him, dine at 
his house and.return with the gul to theJr village. The system of khaniihadw, as well as re,, 
marriage and divorce, obtains among these people. 

No sooner a Vasawa dies, a match-lock ia fired. The dead body ia then placed on a 
bedstead and carried in procession with music playing and match~locks firing to the burning: 
ground. Then the pyre is erected, around which the dea~ body ~th the bedstead is taken 
seven times and is afterwards placed on the pyre. Food JS placed m the mouth of the dead 
body and his usual implements and weapons are placed by his side. The body is then burned. 
and the mourners bathe and go home. In the evening they again assemble, drink and eat 
together. This being over, a relative of the deceased gets up and pierces an adjacent tree. 
with an arrow to mark- the completion of the funeral ceremonies. 

They do not perform menstruation and pregnancy ceremonies at all, but give a small· 
feast on the fifth day after the birth of a child and then give a name to it. · 

In the classification 'of early tribes, it is difficult to fit the Vasa was into the ·scheme. 
Aceording to their own claim, they are the settled branch Of the Bhils, as they have settled in· 
permanent hamlets in the State. Mr. Enthoven considers them as a section of the Khandeshi 
pure Bhils. But the term Vasawa occurs as a well recognized sept of the Dublas (Group V). 

RABARI (with Bharwad 64,378)-Herdsmen. They claim to be. Rajputs, 
who instead of .marrying Raj put women, married celestial damsels (apsarM) that is, perhaps, 
Cbaran women or daughters of god (devputris) as they .style themselves and were therefore 
called RaM-bahe.ri, th~t is going out of path. Their original home is said to be the United 
Provinces from which they moved to Marwar, and from thence to Gujarat, Kathiawad and 
Cutch. Some of their surnames are the same as Rajput tribe names, e.g., Chohan, Dodiya, 
Gohel, Jadav, etc. Except in Kathiawad, Rabaris have no sub-castes. In Kathiawad, there 
are~ sub-divisions which interdine but do not intern1arry. They take flesh and drink spirits 
and in Kathiawad eat with Musalmans. They are quarrelsome people and by·breaking fences, 
and grazing their cattle on crops cause great loss and a~oyance to cultivators. In religion 
they belong to Bijmargi, Ramanandi, and Piriirui. sects. Their priests are Audich and Sompura 
Brahmans. Among them all marriages take place on the same day. The Rabaris of one or 
more villages who wish to have their daughters married meet in a temple. A Brahman is 
called and he fixes the marriage day. Marriage among near relations is avoided. Widow 
marriage and divorce are allowed. The younger brother of the deceased husband has the 
first claim upon his widow. The dead are buried. Shradhasare performed, and.caste people 
are feasted on the eleventh and twelfth day after a death. Rabaris have a headman but he · 
has little authority and caste ·disputes are settled at meetings of the men of the caste. 

RA)PUT (Hindu 94,805; Arya 88)-A Kshatriya caste found in all the parts of the 
State, but principally in the Kadi prant, as Anhilwad Patan in that district was, for many 
centuries, the capital of the Raj put kings of Gujarat. The chief social peculiarity of the Raj puts 
is their division into clans. The following is a list of the 103 Rajput clan names in use in 
Gujarat :- _, · · 

. Ada, Avera, Balater, Barod, Bhati, Bihola, Solanki, Biya, Bodav, Chamarpa, Chandavrat, 
Cbavada, Chavad, Chochu, Chiod, Chohan, Chudavat, Dabhi, Dagh, Daima, Dairja, Devchand, 
Devda, Dhandhu, Dod, Dodiya, Duval, Ed, Galecha, Ghelot, Gohel, Goiter, Gor, Gujjar, Ha.dial, 
Harashi, Hatha, Humad, Jadav, Jadeja, Jhala, Jiriya, Jodha Rathod, Joja, Jut, Kaba, 
Kachhotia, Kalam, Karadia; Kher, Khod, Khula, Kukan, Lakam, Mahida, Makvana, Mal,· 
Masani, Mer, Mohal, Mori, Narvan, Padhra, Padhiar, Palonia, Parmar, Pesrau, Puravia 
Chohan, Rana, Ranrathod, Rathod, Raval, Ravar-Solauki, Rehevar, Revod, Sedhal, Sisodia, 
Sodha, Sodris or Sadris, Sojatria, Solauki, Songad, Surcha, Suvar, Tank, Tantol, Thokiya, 
Tuar, Vadhel, Vadvasia, Vaghela Vaish, Vaja, Vala, Vamla, Vanol, Ventia, Varam, Vejola, 
Vethia, Vezania, Virpura Solanki, Udvat and Uma .. 

. . All clans eat together and intermarry, but the members of a clan are' forbidden to marry 
wtthin. the clan, as they are believed to be the children of one common ancestor. The Dagh, 
Karadia and Padhra clans allow widow remarriage and let their women appeli.r in public. They· 
are therefo~e looked upon as degraded. The Daghs are found in Cutch, Karadias are scattered 
all over Gu]arat and Kathiawad ; and Padhras are found only in the Surat and Navsari districts.' 
Of the other clans only Chavada, Cliohan, Daima, Gohel, Gori, Jadeja, Jhala, Parmar, Rathod,· 
Rehevar, ~arv~y~, S~dia, Solanki and Vaghelas have retained their importance. The rest 
have sunk mto lllSignificance. . · · 
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Raj puts are by birth soldiers and la dh ld S f 
or landholders and holders of service m:ds 

0 ;~· th ~me 0 ~hem are1~';en ~ow chi.efs. Gira&iru 
and by their indolence, habi~ of extravagant e endi:Ir ser~ce ~ so l~rs Is not m demand; 
holders have lost their patrimony and dwindlJ. to ure an opmm.tskmg, most of the land
them are forced to take service as eons d e m peasant propnetors. A great many of 
field labourers. · p an constables and even as personal attendants and 

Except amon~ their lower classes, Rajputs have no headman. Caste dis utes are 
usually settled by a Jury of four or five respectable persons of the clan who have Ste po 
to fine or expel from the caste. wer 

. ~V~ (27,6~4)-Aho called Jogi. They appear to be of Rajput origin aud are 
sub-diVIded !Dto Sakhm (c~nsmen) and Vahalia (carriers)~ Sakhias are divided into Joshi 
Raval, Maru ;Raval ~~ Pat_ai Raval. Bot~ Sak?ias a_nd Vahalias eat together and intermarry. 
~urat Ra:vals ar~ diVIde~ .mto Khambhati, Rajbhari and Surati; and Ahmedabad Ravals 
mto Bans, Bhalia, ~homia Makvana and Udlia. The five Ahmedabad subdivisions eat 
together, but do not mtermarry. Rav~ eat fish, mutton and fowl and drink liquor. They 
keel? sheep and asses and work as car;te;s and .laboure~; some weave bed tspes and a few 
cultiv:ate lands. They also beg and It IS considered p1ous to give cooked food to a Raval 
especmlly when there has been some death in the family. Widow remarriage and divorce are 
allowed; J:Ounger brother ~as the choice of marrying his elder brother's widow. They have 
caste councils and head~en m large villsges. 

SADHU-See under Ascetics-Hindu and Jain . 

. ~AIY AD (9,590)~ne of the four clru:ses into whi~h the Musalmans with a foreign strain 
are diVIded. They cla!ID descent from Fat!IDa and Ali, the daughter and son-in-law of the 
Pr~phet and a.~ the descendants .of those who came during the period of Musalman rule in 
Gujarat, as relig~ous teachers, soldiers and adventurers. They mark their high birth by placing 
the title Saiyad or M ir before, or Shah after male names and Begam after female names. They 
marry their daughters only among themselves, but tske wives from other Musalmans. Some 
of them are -pirs or spiritual guides and the rest follow all callings. The head ia often shaved 
but when allowed to grow the hair has a natural curl. As a class Saiyads are fond of learning. 
:• Daulat mile to Mir, nahin to fakir, maren to Pir " : " if we get money we are lords, without 
1t, we are beggars ; and when we die we are saints.'' As spiritual guides and religious teachers, 
they are well-to-do and some of them rich. In religion, they are both Sunnia and Shiahs. In 
South and Central Gujarat, they are mostly Sunnis. In North Gujarat, though all profess 
the Sunni rite, most are Shiahs at heart. The Shiah fraternity form· a distinct group, their 
chief bond· of union being their secret celebration of Shiah rituals. Saiyads, though they 
take daughters from all pucca Muslims are chary of doing so from the Nau-muslims. 

SATHWARA (6,550)-A caste peculiar to the Mehsana and Amreli districts where its 
members follow agricultural operations in villages but are bricklayers in towns. Women of 
the caste sell vegetables. Their surnames Chavda, Dhobi, etc., point to a Raj put origin. They 
have no recognized divisions, though Ahmedabadi Sathwaras do not marry with the Kathiawadi 
section. ~1arriages are forbidden between descendants of collateral males within seven degrees, 
but natra (widow remarriage) and diyarvatu (marriage with the deceased husband's younger 
brother) are allowed : so ia divorce. Both husband and wile can seek divorce. In religion 
Sathwaras are Shaivas and Vallabhacharis. A few are Ramanandis and Bijmargis. Kathiawadi 
Sathwaras are meat-eat~rs, but do not eat birds ; they eat fish oruy in the evening. The Kathia
wadi Sathwara grows rich garden crops. 

SHAIKH (26 073)-Properiy speaking one of the four classes into which the Musalmans 
with a foreign stra~ are divided. But the term "Shaikh" which m~ns elk; ia applied to 
descendants of local converts as well as of foreigners. The men have the t1tle Sha1kh or M alwm£11 
placed before their names and women BiiJi after theirs. They follow all callings and are 
found in every grade of life. 

Shaikh or Sbailcbada (Hindu 231)-They are found chiefly in the Baroda district. 
Originally Hindus, they are converts ~Islam worshipping_ t~e shrine of Bal~ :l.fuho~ed Shah, 
one of the minor Pirana saints. In their ways, they are s1milar to the. Matm. Kanb!S. They 
bury their dead, but otherwise follow Hindu customs. They are not mrcUDic~d and do not 
eat with Musalmans. They make tila and many of them have .lately .been followmg the tenets of 
the Swaminarayan sect, and have returned themselves as.Hindus m the ~r~nt census. At 
the time of marriage, both a Hindu and a Mahomedan pnest attends. Ntlr.a IS perform~ ~y a 
Fakir and afterwards the Hindu rite of clwri ia performed by a Brahman. They form a d!Stmct 
.community and marry oruy among themselves. 
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SHENV A-See under Depressed Classes. 

SHRIMAU-See under Brahman and Varria respectively. 

SINDm (4,602)-MllS81man immigrants from Sindh. They are chiefly found in 
Baroda, Amreli and Mehsana districts. 

SONI (Hindu 12,145; Arya 32)-Gold and silver smiths. They are found in towns and 
large villages. They are of eight main divisions :-Gujjar, Maru, Mewada, Parajia, Shrimali, 
Tragad, Kathiawadi and Khandeshi. The Shrimali section forms half of the total strength. 
The Traaad or Mastan community has two divisions, called nanu (small) and motu (large) and 
claims d:scent from a Varria father and a Brahman mother. In token of their partly Brahman 
origin, they wear the Brahmarric thread and do not eat food cooked by any one, other than a 
Brahman. The Parajias called after the village of Paraj near Junaghad, claim to be Rajputs, 
They are of two branches, Garana and Patrri, Gango, the founder of the Garana branch, es
tablished himself at Girnar and his descendants are found in Halar and Sorath. Nando, the 
founder of the Patrri branch, went to Patan during the reign of Sidhraj Jayasing (A. D. 1094-1143) 
and established himself there; The Patrris and Garanas eat together but do not intermarry. 
The four other subdivisions, Gujjar, Maru, Mewada and Shrimali claim to have once been 
V arrias. The Shrimali Sorris, who originally belonged to the Shrimali Varria commurrity, are 
divided into Ahmedabadi and Charotaria. They eat together. The Ahmedabadis take Charo
taria wives, but never give their daughters to a Charotaria in marriage. Mewada Sonis original
ly belonged to Mewada Varria commurrity; the Maru or Marwari Sonis have come into Gujarat 
from Marwar; and the Gujjar belong to the Gujjar Varria stock and are a trace of the great 
settlement of Gujjars who gave its name to Gujarat. 

Arranged according to their work, S(}nis are goldsmiths or workers of gold ornaments, 
J adias or tracers of designs on ornamen~ and PanChigars or diamond and precious stone setters. 

Like Varrias Sonis live on grain and smoke tobacco. They have a bad name for filching 
gold and for mixing metal. . The saying is :-" A Sorri ,takes gold even out of his sister's orna
ments." Socially Sonis hold a high position, ranking next to Vanias. Some of them are 
Shaiva, some Vallabhachari, and some Swaminarayan. Their family priests are Audich, 
Saraswat and Shrimali Brahmans. The Maru, Parajia and Chorataria Shrimali Sonis practise 
polygamy and allow widow remarriage. Among Charotaria Shrimalis alone, · the wife is 
free to divorce her husband. Each commurrity has its headman or patel who, in "consultation 
with four or five leading men, settles caste disputes at a meeting of all the men of the caste. 

SUTAR (Hindu 24,275; Arya 15)-Carpenters from the Sanskrit word sutradhar (sutra• 
i.e., the thread with which the course of the saw is marked). They are pretty evenly distributed 
over the whole State. They belong to six divisions, Pithva, Gujjar, Mewada, Pancholi, 1tlarwadi 
and Vaishya. Of these, the Pancholis and the Vaishyas are found only in Gujarat proper, the 
Gujjars and Marwadis in Gujarat, Kathiawad and Cutch and the Pithvas in Kadi. The Gujjar, 
Mewada, Pancholi and V aishya claim to be the descendants of Vi?hvakarma,. the divin,e world 
brrildcr. Both Marwadis and Pithvas claim to be the Rajputs who took to carpentry when 
Parshuram resolved to destroy the Kshatriyas. The Gujjar section forms over 40 per cent in 
the State. The Vaishya and Pancholi rank 'next in order of strength. Except that the other 
five divisions eat food cooked by Vaishyas, none of the six divisions eat together or intermarry. 
The Vaishyas rank highest, because they do not eat food cooked by the other divisions, wear 
the sacred thread and do not allow their widows to niarry. The Pancholis rank lowest, because 
they alone prepare oil-presses and do other woodwork which causes the loss of animal life. 
Besides the regular carpenters, some Darjis, Kolis, Kumbhars and Tapodhans have taken to 
carpentry. · 

In look and dress, Sutars do not differ from Varrias. All the six divisions of Sntars are 
thrifty and sober. In religion they are Parnamipanthi, Ramanandi, Shaiva, Swaminarayan 
and Vallabhachari. Of the six divisions of Sutars, the Vaishya and Mewada in North Gujarat 
wear the Brahmarric thread. The Sutars' marriage customs do not differ from those of Vanias 
and Kanbis. Among the Vaishya and Mewada, widow remarriage, polygamy and divorce 
are not allowed; among the rest widows are allowed to marry, divorce is granted and polygamy 
practised. Caste disputes among the several divisions are settled either by a headman or 
a few leading men at the meeting of all the men of the caste. No fee is levied from an outsider 
who tak~ to carpentry. Carpenters who do not observe as a close day the dark fifteenth of 
e'(ery Hindu month, or the day on which a death has taken place in the caste in a town or . 
village, are fined ; and those who work as shoemakers are excommurricated. 
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A very small section of Sutars has be M 1 · · 
come usa man-numbermg only about 40 fnmili~s. 

TADVI--See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

in the ~!~~1~tri=ea;e~ fof~ c:efly in Dabhoi ~aluka. of the Baroda district and also . · er c aun escent from Hatun Tat, but appear to be a mixed clnss 
()f fore~gt~ers and converted Hmdus. Some of them speak Hindustani and oth G · ti T,h 
wear cotton robes and turbans. Like Hindus they mve """te d' .ers, UJnra • . ~y 

d d th . .Th , .,. ~ mners on p~gnanoy mnmage 
an ea occas1?ns· ey marry only among themselves and form a se te · ' · 
headman of the1r own. para ;amal With 11 

. T~DA (Hiudu 59,525; Arya 41)-A caste intermediate between Kanbis and Kolis 
and dtsda~ng to. call themse!ves by the latte~name: they are also called Dharala or swordsmen. 
The name IS der1ved from •thalpada meanmg local According to th 1 th · · f 1 · ' . • erose ves, e name IS 
a. col'l'll:pt10n o ta patt-lan_dlord, and cons1der themselves superior to other Kolis and do not 
dine .With them. They clarm. des~en~ fro~ a Parmar Rajput of Dharanagri in Malwa, who 
marr!ed the dau~hter of a Bhil chief m G:uJarat. to secure his help and support. The caste is 
localised mostly m Central and. South Gu]arat, ISolated groups being found in Kathiawad and 
other plaees. The Central Gu]arat group has two sections the Mahikantha and Charotar'a 
The. Dharalas of Cha!o~ar are subdivided into Vaghela, P~gi and Kotwal sections. Anothe; 
section known as :Sana IS. often confu;!ed with Barias proper (q. v.). The Dharala Talabda is 
a poor m~an looking spemmen. B~t m North Gujarat, the Talabda Patelia is a fine class. In 
South Gu]ar~t, Ta~bdas are _the ~am group. They are there thrifty and prosperous and make 
excelle~t agn~ult~ts. It IS c~ous that wh~re they are fina~cially the most affiuent, they 
have little obJectiOn to the Koli name. Mamage between Ra]puts and Talabdas is not un
com~on, but the latter usually marry amongs_t ~~emselves, observing the Raj put rule against 
mamages between members .of the same subdiVIsion. They- have 22 surnames of which Chu
da.sma, Jadav and Sarvarga are the highest socially. Talabdas have borne a good reputation 
for peaceful pursuits. Most are good agriculturists and efficient labourers. The Kotwals 
and Pagis serve as gt~ards and village trackers. The caste has taken to education and English 
literates including matriculates and at least one graduate are not unknown. ' . 

• 
TALA VIA--See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

T ARGALA (ffindu 4,902; Jain 340)-Also called ·Bhavaiya, that is performers of bhat'IJi or 
comedy. They are found mostly in the Mehsana pram. The word bhavai is derived from the 
Sanskrit word bhav which is a name of the god Shiva and is so called from that deity being per
so~ated in acting. Bhavaiyas are said to be the descendants of one Asit, an Audich Brahman 
of Unjha in 'the Mehsana district. Asit was excommunicated by other Audich Brahmans for 
dining 'with a Kanbi girl. He was e. good songster and supported himself by singing and dancing. 
His descendants followed his profession and formed a new caste. The Te.rgalas have two divi
sions, the Vyas and the Bhavaiyas who neither eat· together nor intermarry. Both consider 
that they have the right to wear the Brahmanic thread, but are not very careful about wearing 
it. The Vyas do not eat with other castes lower than Kanbis, while some Bhavaiyns eat with 
Kolis. The latter are called Bhil Bhavaiyas with whom other Bhavaiyas neither eat nor inter
marry. They travel during the fair season in companies of 15 to 30 and return to their homes 
and cultivate their fields during the rains. Each company or toli has its naik. They have no 
theatres and perform in open places in the outskirts of towns and villages. The high class per· 
formers nowadays take service as actors in dramatic companies in Bo~be.y and .other places. 
Their marriage and death ceremonies do not differ from those of KanbiS. Mamages are not 
allowed among the descendants of collateral males on the farther's side, but they are allowed 
among the descendants on the mother's side, when they are from three to sev~n degrees removed. 
Widow remarriage is allowed, but the widow of a man does. not marry ~ younger brother. 
Divorce is granted on the ground of disagreement, the o!Iendmg .party havmg to p~y a .fine of 
Rs. 12. They have a headmaJ?, in Ahmedabad who exercises li~tle control. .SoCia~ disputes 
are settled by a majority of the caste people. Targalas ~re Sha1va and keep. m thm h.ouses, 
images of Umia Mala and Mahadev. No band starts on 1ts cold weather actmg tour wtthout 
first performing before the Fahucharaji Mats. 

THAKARDA--See under Koli. 

THORI--See under Depressed Classes. 

TURI--See under Depressed Classes. 

UMAD-See under Vania. 

VAGHER (5 175)-"-They are partly Hindus and partly Musalmsns and ar~ found in O~ha
mandal of which tb~y claim to be the earliest inhabi~nts. The name Vagher IS ~rtly denved 
from vai, without, and ger, smell, meaning a tiger devmd of the sense of smell. In time the term 
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was applied to the kala tribe who were as crimina.! and sanguinary ~ tigers. Another legend 
is that Vaghers were so called because they cooled the gods on a VISit to hot Okhamanda.l by 
gher (enclosing) of va, or wind and -this refreshed them. 

Vaghers are a fine looking race, strong, sturdy and enterprising. Like Rajputs, Raba.ris 
and Charans, they part the beard in the middle curling the ends behind the ears. Their women: 
are well-built and hard-working. The mother-tongue of the Vaghers is a corrupt form of the' 
Kachchhi dialect. By nature they are restless, turbulent, impatient of control and have preda
tory leanings. They rose four times between 1816 and 1873 against the constituted authority. 
By occupation, they were first fishermen, then pirates and freebooters and are now landliOlders, 
fishermen and sailors. By religion, Musalman converts are Sunni. Those who are Hindus 
hold Dwarkadhuh in great veneration. All Vaghers come to Dwarka on the bhim agiaras day 
(11th of the bright half of Jeth), ba.the in the Gomti and worship Ranchhodji. Hindu Vaghers 
do not eat food cooked by Musalmans, but give their daughters in marriage to those Musalmans 
who can pay for them. · 

VAGHRI (35,805)-A caste deriving its name from Sanskrit, wagurik or 'IXI{}Ura drawer 
and means tribe of netters. In appearance and occupation, they seem associated with fowlers 
and birdcatchers known as Pardhis. Vagharis are superior to Dheds but inferior to Kolis. 
According to their own account they are Chohan Rajputs. Their surnames, however, do not 
favour a separate tribal origin. ·Chavan, Charan, and Koli suggest a mixed people, descendants 
of men of higher classes who either in time of famine or frotn a passion for a girl of the tribe or 
from some breach of caste rule, sank to be V aghris. 

Vaghris are divided into four main sub-castes Chunaras or lime-burners, who are also 
cultivators and fowlers ; Datanias who sell datan or tooth brushes, Vedu who grow and sell aria, 
a species of gourd, and live in towns, and Patani who trade in wood and bamboos and sell chickens. 
The names of the other subdivisions are Tala.bda, Champta, Kankodia, Marwadi, Saraniya 
(27), etc. The Talbadas neither eat nor drink with the other. divisions. The other divisions 
are of a lower grade and eat and drink together but do not intermarry. In order of strength 
the Datanias are the most numerous, forming about one-third ; then come Talabdas forming 
one-sixth ; followed by Chunaras and Patani. 

Except the owl and the jacka.I, they eat all animals including the pig. Their favourite 
food is the flesh of the iguana. or gho and· sandha (a reptile of the lizard species). They generally 
keep goats and fowls, sell eggs, catch birds, and go as shikaris. They need no Brahmans for 
betrothal, marriage or death ceremonies. They believe in spirits and lucky and unlucky days. 
They worship goddesses, the chief among whom are Bahucharaji, Kall;a, Khodiar, Meldi, Hadkai 
and Vihat. Children are married when 10 or 15 years old. They bum or bury their dead. 
Widow marriage and divorce are allowed. They have their headman or patels, but all caste 
disputes are decided by the council of the caste. ' 

Vaghris pride themselves on the chastity of their women. When a family returns home 
from a tour abroad, the women are taken to vihat, and a bufialo or sheep is also brought along 
with her. The woman then has to confess all her sins ; even the most trivial, as " One day, a 
miya ogled me, and forgive me, Mata, if my looks encouraged him." If the Devi is satisfied, 
then the animal shivers and is forthwith decapitated. If otherwise, then her wrath falls upon 
some member of the family, who sickens and dies. The priests of the Vaghris in these and 
other rituals are bhuvas, who are simply spirit-possessed V aghris into whose bodies the vihat 
mata enters. · These bhuvas are s!aye~ of evil spirits. 

VALAND (HiDdu 28,016; Arya 19)-Barbers. They are found in every town and village 
in Gujarat. The word Hajam is derived from Arabic hafam, to cup, and refers to his doing 
cupping operations in olden times. This word can be applied more appropriately to muslim 
barbers and when applied to a Hindu, it is resented. "Valand" is the appropriate word
for this caste so named. The caste is also variously known as Gairljo from the barber's old 
operation of dressing wounds or glta; rat from practice of carrying a torch at night time; and 
matka from an earthen pot on which barber boys are taught to shave. There are seven main 
divisions ·of Valands :-Liniachia, Bhatia, Maru, Masuria, Pardeshi, and Dakshani. Of these 
divisions, the Liniachia (or more properly Nimachia from Neemuch) rank the highest. They 
allow Bhatia Valands to smoke out of their pipes, but do not eat with any other division. None 
of the divisions intermarry or interdine, but all except the Pardeshi and Dakshani eat food 
cooked by a Limachia Valand. The Liniachias claim descent from a band of Rajputs, who after 
some defeat fled for protection to their goddess Limachia in Patan. From Patan they went to 
Champaner and from Champaner they spread over Gujarat. Among the Limachia surnames are 
Bb~ti, Chavda, Chohan, Dabhi, Gohel, Parmar, Rathod, etc. Except the Masurias of South 
Gujarat, who eat goat'.s flesh and drink liquor, and also work as dho!is, or drum-beaters on 
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mar?ag~ occasions, Valands live on ordina food- . · . . .• . . 
but m villages they also cultivate land Tryh . grams. Theu ordinary pro!esston ts shaving 
th ha · ed · eu women aot as midwives · ·u ' em ve recetv professional training · · ti d . m VI ages and some of 
Valands to touch drinking pots Amon mKct :;'!and ~wns. Ftgh caste Hindus do not allow 
drinking pots and cleanses the ~okin ~ a:U •s an ow caste, Hi?dus, a barber tonch~s tho 
Borsada and Shrigaud Brahmans w~o~y wad vr~lsh Valands pnes~ aro Audich, Rayakvnl 
Valand_s are Bijpanthi, Kab~thi, Ram!~~ g taro called" H~Jam~rs". By religion: 
remamage are allowed. The widow of a man ~d Vall~bJta<:hari. Dtvorce and widow 
are proverbially talkative boastful and rete ~me es m_ames his younger brother. Hajarns 
strong, the Valand has to put in a grenldeat ~o~s. ~ ~bolages. whero the Patidar element is 
legitintate grievance. 0 orce ur, m respect of w4ich he has a 

The Deccani barbers of the Hiudu pers · call d N . . 
caste in North India is known 

88 
N • ~ton aro e ha'!M, while the corresponding 

influence have started calling themsel~:~ N! ~:~ of .these~ prcs~ably under Arya Sarnaj 
which Gujarat Valands have not yet insisted. ans, tmplymg a clatm to Brahmanhood, on 

During the decade, this caste in various parts f G • t h k k · 
education, and improved their caste or . tion b o UJ.ara ave~ en mdl~ to .vcmao:Uar 
the encroachment of Patidaxs, etc., a~e forc~d ~ ~:=~ hu~al, ag~!Atmg aga~nst 
But on the whole, the Valand caste is docile and noted for its fidelityu;tna~.VIIJag~ oflicTtahls. 
agi~tion set up by the Nai Brahmaus has totaUy caused something lik o~es. tc servttche. o 
uplift movement. . e sston on e caste 

VAL VI-See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

VALRI-See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

V~ ~du 4~,486; .1~ 44,939; Arya 52)-The Vanias occurring in the Sts~ are 
almost all Gujarati Vamas, claiming to.be Vaishays, the third of the fourfold classification of the 
~anavan system. But most ?f.t~em do not_ perform the thread ceremony, which is compulsory 
m. respect of .the first three di~10ns. Posstbly the caste in its present form (like -the Patidar 
Wlth the agncultural COID;IDunt~tes) ~':olved from members of many caates engaged in trade, 
who la~r when t~ey r?se m soCial poSitio~ on accoun~ of their wealth claimed the Vaishya name, 
as a natiOnal dest~tiOn for the commercml commmuty as a whole. This tendency was welded 
through the cen~unes by the growth of the lfnahaJan system of trade-guilds which definitely 
stren~hened then; corporate. character, although in their marriages and other social exchanges 
the difieren.t Vanta castes lived on a basis of co-existent exclusiveness. 

Sub-castes of Vanias-Gujarat Vanias have forty sub-castes of which the following 
are met with in this State :- ' 

1. Agarwal* 6. Kapol* 10. Mewada* 14. Nima* 18. Shrimali* 
2. Baj 7. Ka.npuri 11. Modlt* 15. Oswal* 19. Sorathia* 
3. Disawa.l* 8, Kha.dayata* 12. Nagar 16. Porwa.d* 20. Umad* 
4. Gujar 9. Lad* 13. Nandora 17. Rayakwal 21. Vaya.d 
5. Jharola 

Those marked with an asterisk have a Jain section. Dishaval, Ka.pol, Khadayats, 
Lad, and Modh have indeed small Jain sections but they are predominantly Hiudu. Shrimali, 
the largest Vania caste is predominantly Jain. So is Porwad. Mewada, Oswal and Uma.d aro 
exclusively so. Most of the sub-castes (except Kapol) have two divisions each a Visa and a 
Dasa section. A few have a Pancha section, e.g., Baj, Dishava.l, Jharola and Nagar. These 
terms signify numerals, " twenties," " tens" and fives". The last named are considered degraded 
with whom other Vanias will not dine. Occasionally a Pancha group, e.g., that of the Baj, 
develops class consciousness and refuses to dine with Patidars and forms a section of ita own. 
" Twenties" or " tens" are said to represent gradations in the purity of lineage, although difierent 
traditions ascribe a variety of originS for these divisions. Thus about the origin of Dasas and 
Visas amongst Shrima.lis, three stories are current: One says that those who settled in Gujarat 
after wandering in the four quarters of heaven or disha were called D88&s, and that those who 
had settled in the four comers or vidisk were called Vidishaa or VistUJ. A second account says 
that those who sprang from the right side of Mahalakshmi's garland were called Visas, and 
those from the left Dasas. The third tradition, which is the most sensible, tho Visas, twenties 
were so called because they were twice as high as D~ or tens. These di~ons ~ve become 
through time harder than even the difierence of_religton between ~he Mesltr! (ValBhnav~) and 
Jain sections. For there could have been marrmge between a Jam and Hmdu belongmg to 
the Visa Shrimali section but a Visa Hiudu cannot marry a D88& Hindu bride from the same 
caste, The recent reviv~l of sectarianism however has prevented the spread of intermarriages 
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between jain and Hindu sections. The process of fission has further developed through the 
multiplication of marriage groups (ekdas) or circles of villages or towns within which all girls 
are reserved as brides for the eligible males of the caste. Originally these ekdas (or gols) 
were established as a protest (as with the Patidars) against the hypergamy of the kulin (or 
town-bred and affiuent) families. The latter naturally did not care to give their daughters 
used to the standards of town-life to rude homes in the countryside, although they were willing 
to take brides from villages. Those with a rural domicile were at first attracted by the 
comforts of a city-life, but they soon found th8t brides were rare for the rural husbands, and 
the revolt led to the rapid development of gols which are now general throughout Gujarat. 
These groups are by no means rigid, villages drop out or are added, and departures from the 
strict rule of marriage within the circle are sometimes permitted by the gol panchayat on 
payment of a prescribed fee or fine. · 

Social Solidarity of V ania&-All the . Vania sub-castes resemble each other strongly 
in most respects of social ceremonial or religious belief. They differ little in colour and <hess 
varies according to locality. These resemblances have tended to produce a considerable amount 
of class consciousness which is seen in the efficiency of their mahajan organisation. In all the 
chief centres of trade or distnlmtion of agricultural produce, the chief Vania capitalists under 
the name of mahajan (great men) form a merchant guild. The guild fixes the rates of exchange 
and discount, and levies fees on certain occasions spending the proceeds on humane and religious 
~bjects. The head of this guild is the nagarsheik or city-merchant (Shreshti..,-()hief citizen) 
formerly a person of great importance, now with much diminished head, on account of the 
sweeping social changes brought about by democratic franchises and municipal institutions. 
The mahajan within recent years has taken on new phases, by :taking on its body representatives 
from other commercial communities not necessarily Hindu (Vohras and Parsis have been some
times requisitioned) and also from the crafts (such as Sonia, etc.). But it has carefully excluded 
the Brahman and the Kshatriya. For the settlement of social disputes each subdivision of 
Vanias has in each town one or more leading families. The representative of this family 
under the name of patel or sheth chooses some four or five members of the community and with 
their help decides the question in dispute. Compared with high-caste Hindus, Vanias treat 
their headmen with respect and are careful not to break their .caste rules. 

Religion-Vaishnava' Vanias are staunch followers of the Vallabhachari sect, to which 
they were converted four centuries ago. To the Maharaj or religious head of the sect, they are 
wont to pay extreme reverence, which is now however on the wane owing to modern influences. 
Instead of the sacred thread, men and women both wear a basil bead necklace or kanthi. 
Agarwals and Shaiva Nagar Vanias wear the sacred thread. The Jain Vanias in Gujarat belong 
principally to two sections-Digambari and Swetambari. 

Deshaval or Disaval (Hindu 7,137; Jain 78)-A Vania caste found mainly in the 
Mehsana and Baroda districts. Disavals are found in largenumbersin Kalol, Kadi, Patan and Sidh
pur talukas. They take their name from Deesa or Juna Disa, an ancient town near the military 
station of the same name. They are divided into Visa, Dasa and Pancha. Dasas are further 
subdivided into Ahmedabadi, Surati and Ghoghari. . Both Visa and Dasa eat together but do 
not intermarry. · The Panchas form a separate coinmunity. Bride and Bridegroom go round 
the chori eight times among the Deshavals instead of seven times as in other Vania castes. 
Their family priests are Deshaval Brahmans and they are followers of the Vallabhachari. sect. 
Sidhmata is their family goddess, and certain rituals have to be done in her presence. The 
Deshavals of the Dasa section have a circle regulated by rules. These give their daughters to 
other circles, surreptitiously against the rules of their circle, and they do so only where they 
are able to drive a hard bargain. . 

Kapol (Hindu 2,535; Jain10)-A Vania caste. It traces its origin to Junaghad orGirnar. 
Kapols are chiefly foundin'the Amreliand Dhari tslukas of the Amreli district. They are not 
divided into Dasa and Visa. But they have divisions called Delvadia and Ghoghari, who interdine 
but do not intermarry. Their family priests are Kandolia Brahmans who take their name from 
Kandol near Than in Kathiawad. Their family goddess is Samui/;ri Mata whose chief shrine 
is at Samudri,.i! Dhrangadra village, twenty miles from Than. Some of their families 
have settled in-"Bombay, where they hold a high place as merchants. They are Vaishnava 
V allabhachari in religion. 

Khadayata (Hindu 3,850, Jain 13)-A Vania caste which takes its name from Khadat, 
a village near Vijapur. Khadayatas are found chiefly in Baroda and Mehsana districts. They 
are ~ume~ous in the Savli and V aghodis talukas. They are divided into Visa and Dasa. Their 
family .pnests a::e Khadayata Brahmans and their family deity is Kotyarkeshvar of Khadat 
Mahudi near VIJapur in the Mehsana district. They are Vallabhachari Vaishnavas and have 
to pay large sums for marriageable girls. The Visa section has nine circles: (i} Umreth circle 
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of 14 villages, (il) Nadia.d circle (iil) Kheda Matar · 1 · · 
circle, (m) Vanswada circle (llii} Modasa ( ... ) D ~~~. e, (b\Ahmed~bad mrcle, (1•) Haldurwas 
circle is No. (il). ' ' vm " 8 m c 0 and (IX ) Madras. The largest 

Lad (Hindu 7 754· Jain 44) ·A V · · 
most numerous in th; V mrla population of :~~~"!!e; ~~xt. to ~hrimalis.and .Porwads, Lads are tho 
They take their name from Lat-desh • ey are ou?dchiellymBarodaan•IDabhoi. 
of the Mahi river. They are dividedt?e~l~.namedof South Gu)arat, that~ the country south 
the State. Their famil · · m ISa an Dana, who are fmmd m equal strength in 
Mala near Petlad. ThJ'r ~hlests are ~e~a_val ~rahmans. and their. family diety is Ashapllri 

Kalia · Dh 
1 

names en e m ra& and pal mstead of 1n das or Ia! as at present 
as nral, anpa, etc. They are Vallabhachari Vaishnav. ' 

Chanas~~~~n!;tfe~:~a:2~-;-:\ Va~arstew:_hichderives_its name from l\lo~hcra in tl~e 
community and are found· ll n.ct.. 0 h Varnas form an Importantelerneutm the Varna 
th to h . m a the districts. ~hey are also found in Malwa, where some of 

em s:em . ave ellligrated from Modhera, while others migrated to Adalaj Go.,ha and other 
P!a~es I~ GuJa:rat,. when Ala-ud-Din's army invaded Gujarat in 1298 A.D. ~lodh Vania• are 
mVI~ed temto hSIX different sub-castes each of which keeps itseU aloof from the rest and 

US ra s . ow castes are subdivided in Gujarat. The main divisions are Adnlja 
from AdalaJ near Ahmedabad · Gonlwa from G:tOgha and · M l z· f M 1·1 
f 1 ' " · anw IIJII rom 1\n< " 
~n;n~r Y a place ~f. consequence about 48 miles nort.h-west of Ahmedabad All th~ 

divisions are subdiVIded into Visa and· Dasa Goghva d Ad 1· · t · · 
K hi d d · an a I" m ermarry m 

at awa an Cutch! but not in G~jarat proper. At . the wedding of Modh VaniM, 
a sword and .a fly-whisk are used which suggest a Rajput origin. But no trace of tribal 
surna~es remaiDS, T?ey are Vallabhachari Vaishnavas. Malwa Modhs used to allow widow 
re~amage so late as. m the 17th .century. They appear to have however given it up in irni
'tatiOn of the Deccam Erahmans, who accompanied the Mara.tha invaders and settled in Malwa. 

. The large cla.ss of oilme~, known ~ Guj.a.rat as Mo?Jt Ghanchi, were originally Modh 
Varuas, who by taking to makin~ and sellmg oil were considered as degraded and now form a 
~eparate caste. ~ey have now Improved themselves and their Allmedabadi section especially 
IS now keen on calling themsel ve.~ Vania. 

. N~ar (Hindu 3,619)-A caste of Vanii!.B. Like Nagar Brahmans, it claims Vadnagar 
as Its on~al s~at. Nagar Vanias are found in consiclerable number in the Mehsana pmnt, 
more especmlly m Vadnaga.r, Visnagar and Vijapur. They are divided into Dasa Visa and 
Pa:r;tcha. Like t~e Brahmans of the same name, they are shrewd and intellige~t and are 
mamly empl~y:~ m trade or government service. In religion they are Vallabhachari V aishnava, 
A small subdivlSlon called Bam Nagars wear the sacred thread and are Sha.iva. They are strict 
observers of religious ceremonials and do not eat with other V aniM. 

Oswal Oain 3,505)-A caste of Va.nias. According to Tod (Western India, 465), they 
are descendants of the Solanki Kings of Anhilwada (A.D. 942-1240), who gave up the sword 
for the till. They have such surnames as Chaudhri, Jhala, etc., which supports the theory of 
their Rajput origin. They are divided into three sub-castes, Visa, DMa. and Pancha or Leta. 
The last subdivision is found in Cutch and ranks the lowest. They allow widow remarriage 
and few Shravak or Meshri V anias eat with them. Dasa Oswa.l marry Dasa Shrimali and 
Dasa Porwad, but Dasa and Visa Oswa.ls, though they eat together do not ·intermarry. The 
family goddess of all Oswals is Osia in Marwar. Their priests are mostly Audich Brahmans. 

Porwad (Hindu 1,314; Jain 6,553)-A Vania caste said to take its name.from Porwad, a 
suburb of Shrimal or Bhinmal, the old capital of South 1\Iarwar. They are divided into V!sa 
and Dasa who interdine but do not intermarry. Among VISa. Porwads, there are both Jmns 
and Vaishnavas. Their family priests are the Shrimali Brahmans and their family deity is the 
Shri or Mahalakshmi of Shrinlal. They are partly Vaishnavas and partly Jains. The Dasas 
are more than twice as numerous as Visas in the State. · 

Sbrimali {Hindu 4,637 ; Jain 29,535}-A Vania caste. Like Shrima.li Brahmans 
they are settlers from Marwar. They are subdivided int() Visa, Da.sa and the Lad~a. Th?re 
are very few Ladvas in the State, but the Dasas are nearly double the strength of VIBM. · Like 
Oswal, they are said to be descendants of Solanki Rajpu~. According ~? their caste st()ry at 
Bhimral in Marwar 90 000 fa.milies were created by Shri or Mahalakshmi, the daughter of the 
Sage Bhrigu (out of he; flower garland, say one party, and o~t of her thigh, say .another). Visa 
and Dasa Shrinlalis eat together but do not intermarry ;.ne~ther.of them .eat With the ~VBI!. 
The Visa Shrinlalis are mostly Jains. The Dasas are either Jams or VaJB~a.vas. Ja1?" and 
Vaishnava are pretty equally distributed in the Mehsana and Ba~da. diBt;Icts and )n the 
Baroda City. The Shrinla.li Sonis originally belonged to the Shrnnali Varna clasa, but now 
form a new caste owing to their change of occupation. 
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Vania Sonia of Amreli are Vanias in all respects • 

.Umacl (Jain 1,233)__.:.A Vania caste ; said to have entered Gujarat from Marwar about 
ten centuries ago. They are partly Vaishnava and partly Jain and are found mainly in the 
Mehsana and . Baroda districts. The· two sections, Visa and Dasa, exist also in almost equal 
strength, interdining, but not allowing marriage. The name "Umad" is said to have been 
derived from Humda, .the spiritual head or guru, who established the class. They are also called 
Vagadiya, from the Vagad or wild .country including Dungarpur, Pratapgarh and Sagvada, 
where considerable numbers are still settled. The headquarters of the caste are still at Sagvada 
near Dungarpur. They are mostly Jains of the strict Sthanakvasi (non-idolatrous) sect. Ther.e 
is a tradition that they originated from Patan about the 9th or lOth century and that there 
was a ruler of Patan named Ajit Shatru (sic), whose two sons quarrelled about the succession, 
and the elder eventually relinquished the throne and was coverted to Jainism through the 

·preaching of a Muni called Matungacharya. But this tradition is not borne out by the facts 
of history, such as are available. 

V ANKAR-See under Depressed Classes. 

V ANSFODA-See under Depressed Cla.~ses. 

V ARLI-See under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

VASAWA-..%e under Primitive and Forest Tribes. 

VOHRA (Agricultural) (16,646)-Are the descendants of the Kanbi and other culti
vating castes, who adopted Islam at the close of the fourteenth and during the fifteenth centuries 
They are found mainly in the Baroda and Na vsari districts. Their language is Gujarati and 
their ordinary food is rice, millet-bread and pulse. They eat fish or flesh but never drink liquor. 
Except in towns where they have lately adopted Musalman fashions, peasant Vohras, both males 
and females, dress like ordinary Hindus, males in dhoti, bandi and fenta and women in sallo, ghagro 
and kapdu. Their ornaments are peculiar, very massive and heavy and in make partly Hindu, 
partly Musalman. They marry ouly among themselves. · But a few rich men in towns have 
begun to marry with regular Musalmans. Those who claim high-class descent, i.e., from 
Brahmans, Vanias, or Kanbis take wives from, but refuse to give their daughters in marriage 
to those who are descended from Kolis, Ravalias, Dheds and other low castes. Almost all are 
landholders or peasants, but some go to Burma or East Africa for trade or labour. Their home 
language is Gujarati, but a change is going on from Gujarati to Urdu. They are Sunnis in faith 
and have their Pirzadahs or spiritual guides whom they treat with great respect. . Most of the 
peasant Vohras still keep some Hindu practices. Some of their males have Hindu names, 
as Akhuji, Ba.jibhai, etc., others have oddly changed Musalman names, Ibru or Ibla for Ibrahim 
and Ipsu or Isap for Yusuf; among women, Khaja for Khstija and Fatudi for Fatima. At 
death, their women beat their breast and wail like Hindus. They celebrate marriage, pregnancy 
and death by giving caste dinners in which ladu, kansar and such other vegetable Hindu 
dishes alone are prepared. When a caste dinner is to he given the village barber is sent round 
to ask the guests. Each village has its headman of the community and caste disputes are 
settled in a meeting of the community in some central place. · 

VOHRA (Trading) (11,709)-These are mostly descendants of Hindu converts to the teach
ing of.Ismalian missionaries who came to Gujarat in the 11th century. Even now they have 
such surnames as Dave, Travadi, Mehta, etc., pointing to their Brahman or Vania or{gin. A few 
Vohras claim descent from Egyptian and Arab refugees. They are the richest and most 
prosperous class of Musalmans in the State. Trading Vohras are divided into five sections
Da.udi,, Sulemani, Alia, J afiri and Naghoshi or Rotia. The last four were formed by schisms 
from the main body. . 

Daudi Vohras are the most numerous among the Vohras in the State. They are also 
the richest and the most widely spread class in India. They are to be found in Aden, Zanzibar, 
Rangoon, Siam, China and other places, where they have migrated for trade. Boys' names end 
in ji or ali, as Isma.ilji, Yusufa.li, etc. A few girls have Hindu names, but the rest have oddly 
changed Musa.~an names such as Khat!i for Khatija., Fatudi for Fatima. a.ndAhli for Ayeshah. 
They shave therr head, wear long thin beards and cut the hair on the upper lip close. Their 
womel!- pencil their eyelids with collyrium, blacken their teeth with missi and redden the palms 
of therr hands and the soles of their feet with henna. Their home-tongue is Gujarati marked 
by some peculiarities in pronunciation, such as the irregular use of the dental and palatal 
iL and t and of kh for qu. Da.udi Vohras are noted for their fondness for living in large and airy 
~ouses and for their love of display in house ornaments and furniture. Their chief occupation 
IS trade. Some Daudis in Sidhpur have large trade dealings in Bombay, Madras and Africa. 
Others are local traders and shopkeepers selling hardware, statione~y, etc. Their women do house 
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_work. ~nd weave cotton turbans •. ~audis are Shiahs of the Mustaliau division of the great 
Ismail! sect. They are fond of pilgrunages to Mecca and Karbala. Thev ahstain from music 
and dancing and from using or d~ling in to?acco and intoxicating drinks or drugs. Of lllte, 
the~ have made a .few ~onve~ ?h1efly of theu servanta and Irmdu women taken in marriag<>. 
Theu lead.er, both ~n thm~ relig10~ and social, is their Mullah who has headquart<Jra at Sun•t. 
The Daudi ': ohra~ m ~?-i h~ve the1r Mullah there who decides all religious and social disputes. 
Ap~ ~gamst h1s deciSIOn ~e to the ~ya Saheb who resides in Ahmedabad and app<'al against 
t~e dems1ons of the latter lie~ the ~hat Saheb who also resides in Ahmedabad. The fina.l.\ppeal 
~e.• to the ~a~a .Sah.eb who rest~es ';ll.Snrat. On bothreligiousnndcivilque.stions,hiHauthority 
1s tina\. DISctplme IS enforced m religtous matters by fine and in cases of adultery anddruuken
DP.ss, by fine and excommunication. Every important settlement of Daudi Vohms IU\s its 
Mullah or Deputy of the head Mullah. Appeal from him lies to the head Mullah. 

Sulemani Vohras, th,ough not so numerous as Daudi Vohras, are an influential division 
of the trading Vohras. The origin of the Sulemani sect was during the sixteenth century, 
when a Surat Vohra sent as a missionary to Arabia, succeeded in making a considerable number 
of converts. These, besides by the regular name of Ismail, became known as Binzi Vohras, 
from the priest's title of Biazi, the fair. For a time, they considered the Gujamt high pri•.st as 
their head. But about the close of the sixteenth century upon the death of Daud bin Ajahshah, tho 
high priest of Gujarat Vohras, the Gujarat Vohras chose as his successor one Daud bin Kutab
shah. Meanwhile one of the Yaman priesthood, Suleman by name, was accepted by the people 
of Yaman as the successor. He came over to Gujamt, but finding his claim rejected by all, 
returned to Arabia. Such of the Gujarat Vohras as upheld his claim were called Sulemani. 
In look, belief and customs, the Sulemanis do not differ from the Daudi Vohras with whom they 
associate but do not marry. They are a small class. They have given up the Gujamt Vohm 
dress and turban. Their home language is both Gujarati and Hindustani and they have begun 
to marry with regular Musalmans. 

Alia Vohras are so called from Ali, the founder; one of the sons of Shaikh Adam, the 
head Mullah, who passing over his sons, appointed one Shaikh Tayyib as his successor. Tayyib 
had very few followers. Like Sulemanis, Alias do not intermarry with Daudis but do not 
differ from them in appearance or customs. 

Jaffri Vohras are a section of the tradinj! Vohras, who became Bunni on the advent of 
Muzaffar I, as Governor of Gujarat in A. D. 1391. They kept up their marriage relati?ns ~t~ 
the Daudi section until their connection was severed by a saint named Sayad Jaafan SlnraJI 
from whose name, they are called J affri. They are also called !'~tani from Patan, their bead
quarters. Because they are Sunnis, they are also kn~wn as bad' Jamal, the large body, an~ as 
char yari or believers in the 'Prophet's four compamons, a8·Jw!ls· In appearan?e they differ 
somewhat from Daudis, and from ordinary Musalmans by thetr round narrow-nmmed ~rown 
or black turban. Their occupation is trade and keeping of hardware, gl~, cloth and sta.ttonery 
shops. Among them males have such names as Umar, Usman and. Ali, preceded by Mian and 
followed by Bhai. Female names are like those of Daudi women. T~ey marry only among 
themselves. Each settlement has its headman and forms a fairly orgaDISed body. 

Naghoshi or Rotia literally means bread-~ter. T~ey form ~ very small sec~ion founded 
in A. D. 1789 by a member who held certain peculiar doctrines promment among whi~h was :ha~ 
to eat animal food was sin. From this, his followers call:'e to b~ called Nag/wah~, no~ esdi 
eating or Rotin., bread-eaters. They intermarry wtth Alia but not wtth au 
Vohras. 

60 
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APPENDIX X 

DIVORCE 

1. Introductory-About the time of promulgation of the Baroda Divorce Act in 1931 
His Highness the Maharaja Gaekwad expressed a desire that the existing practices of divorce 
among castes which permit it, should be enquired into. This note is an attempt to analyse the 
data made available by the enquiry which was conducted along with the census. It must be 
clearly understood at the outset that the 'Census proper never attempts to enquire 
into the question of divorce, as it treats divorced p~rsons as widowed, and further, 
that divorce is not a subject which lends itself to a proper statistical survey. The data 
obtained are of a descriptive nature and have few homogeneous aspects which could 
enable their tabulation; the material cannot b!i grouped into well-defined categories 
and few general conclusions can be drawn. An idea of these difficulties can be had 
when it is seen that there are nearly a hundredcastes returning information which is not alike 
in any two. The ramifications of sub-castes which are again disintegrated by localities, 
multiply the varieties of social customs to an extent which almost defies analysis in a survey so 
modest as this. In such circumstances the second best line for the statistician is to deal with 
typical examples and the most frequently occurring aspects, to determine some common 
factors for a rough grouping and to view the data serially rather than in its cumulative 
perspective. The treatment of divorce practices in these pages therefore will be more in the 
nature of a series of loose-knit observations with the single common thread of the theme than 
a compact bird's-eye view. · 

2. Marriage and Divorce-Divorce has come as a corollary only after the axiom of 
marriage was established. The nature of divorce therefore varies according as the nature of 

0 

marriage is considered institutional or as a phase of human relations. The institutional 
aspects 'of marriage and divorce are mainly social, religious and legal in their order of evolution, 
because in the beginning cognate societies codified their social tenets and called it religion and 
subsequently law. Yet it is not always that social custom, religious rulings and legal clauses 
harmonise, as the present Hindu Society illustrates, on the point of divorce. All the three 
aspects are present side by side-first, social custom renders marriage a utilitarian agreement and 
divorce is easy if the agreement proves unsatisfactory ; secondly religion considers marriage a 
sacrament and does not conceive of its dissolution, while law fluctuates between social practice 
~d religious edicts. The aspects of marriage as a phase of human relationship are physical and 
psychological. Human relations and particularly those between husband and wife are not 
hidebound by any set of rules and therefore are simple. If the marriage is neither a proper 
biological mating nor a temperamental harmony, it fails and it fails in spite of any custom, religion 
or law which may refuse to conceive of such a failure. It is the impossibility of continuation of 
marital relations between two discordant parties which led society first to provide for a release 
from marriage ties. As said above, at the evolution of social rules into religion this provision 
was also accepted, but the founders of the Hindu religion like the later Roman Catholics, have 
set such a hyperidealistic premjum on the sanctity of the marriage institution that its nullity is 
almost impossible. Other religions however perhaps being much younger, have appreciated and 
made due allowance for the want of universal perfection. Law has generally followed the 
line of least resistance, favouring the opinion of the majority-be it for social or religious 
sanction. It is evident, therefore, that it is human relations that ultimately determine social 
custom, modify or override religion to suit their convenience and force law into recognition of 
human needs ; and it is only because Hindu religion has been a monopoly in the safe keeping of 
an oligarchy for hundreds of years that human pressure has not hitherto succeeded in modi
fying it. Many communities have however wisely shelved religion in inconvenient matterslik& 
divorce, which must sooner or later receive universal legal sanction as it has already done in 
Baroda State. 

3. Divorce and Society-In the meanwhile as far as Hindu society is concerned, 
~he further away from religious ritual a community is, the more human its customs appear; 
m ~ther w~rds convenience in social customs seems to vary inversely with contiguity to religion. 
This ~plams why a man of the depressed classes, a Rauiparaj, or a Koli, who is beyond the pale 
of strict Brahmanic influence freely allows divorce. As the strata of society go higher the 
aspects ·of divorce get more complicated. Wlrile for instance purely physical causes like im
potency _or ~rility are. <~?~on grounds for divorce in primitive tribes, intensely psychological 
causes like mcompat1bility of temperament" distingnish those at the top of the social ladder. 
Between these extremes are sets of causes not necessarily exclusive of each other, like :-religious 
-such as conversion, socio-religious-such as loss of caste, socio-ethical-such as adultery, 
legal-such as bigamy, or economic-such as inability to maintain a wife. These causes operate 
amongst all the classes of society with varying importance, though those pertaining to human 
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relations are n~essarily com~on to all classes. In :mn.du . society as it stands at present, 
rounds fo,r divorce tend to assume a . more ~tltut!Onal aspect as a community gets 
a~v:ance~. In the asce':'-t towards _the h1gher socml level, as custom becomes more stringent, 

relig~ous ntual mo~e exactmg and eth1cs more ruthless, offences against the institution of marriage 
appear to be collllldered graver than offences against the human relations of man and 
wife. ·It was with a view to re~edy this state_of affairs that His Highness the Maharaja Gaekwad 
launched the latest bold experlDlent of offermg legal redress to those whom it was denied by 
religion or tradition. 

4. The Baroda Divorce Ac:t : · Its Purpose-It is a sad truism that Hindu advanced 
castes have o~casion to see~ relief from the law against their own religion which has completely 
pervaded therr every-day life, and whenever such an occasion comes one ~.aq be sure t-hat 
the aid of the law is invoked against some unnatural or inhuman edict, not of religion so much 
as of a cruel tradition which has displaced religion. In the present instance law in the Baroda 
State has come to the rescue of a people whose religion had once provided for divorce (of a kind) 
but whose traditions would not countenance it. The preamble of the Baroda Hindu Divorce 
Act (Act 22 of 1931) says:-

" The Parsis, Mahomedsns and Christians are at liberty to dissolve marriage according 
to the law applicable to each of these communities. The Hindu,s in the present time are not 
allowed by any law to dissolve marriage; divorces are allowed hy custom ouly in certain com
munities. It appears however that they were allowed by scriptures even in the higher com
munities in ancient times; but in course of time people lost sight of the fact and there is a traditional 
belief prevalent in certain communities that there can be po divorce among the Hindus. People 
at certain stage of social progress suffer mentally the eVil effects of traditions and sentiments 
because they have not the courage to remove the defects of such traditions and sentiments or 
they do not know how to do it. ~his act !s enacted with .a view ~ give heal~hy facili~ies to 
the Hindu society and to promote 1ts happmess. It contams proVISIOns for filing a swt for 
the dissolution of marriage. But the communities in which divorces are allowed ~y cus!'<>m 
will be at liberty to dissolve marriage according to their customs ; only such d1S80lut1ona 
will have to be registered in courts. " 

5. The Provisions of the Ac:t-The Act came in force on the .l?th August 1.9~1, 
and applied to Hindus including J~ins, Buddhis~ ~nd Si~s oft~e State ~om1mle. ~he de~m~1?n 
of domicile varies slightly according as the smt IS. for ~Iut10u, nullitY: of mamage, JUdicial 
separation, separate residence or restitutio_n of conJl;'gal r1gh~. The parties can ~ husban~ or 
wife if they are majors and if they are mmors, the1r next friend. Grounds for dtvoree br1e8y 
are (where it is possible for either party)-

(1) disappearance for seven years, 
(2) becoming a recluse, . . 
(3) conversion to another rehg10n, 
(4) guilt of cruelty, . h h ft 
(5) desertion without reasonable cause for a period of more t an t ree years a cr 

commencement of co-habitation, . . . 
(6) addiction to intoxicants to the detriment of fulfilment of marital obhgattOn, 
(7) adultery, 
(8) impotence (of husband), and . 1 'f 

f 'f 'thout husband's knowledge or btgamy on part of t 1c Wt e. (9) pregnancy o WI e WI 

S~ts_ a: t; b~ !t~edponlf~: c~:lfs s~~f~:a'~:n~ :;~:e==~~j~!~ :;-~:nd:~! 
a o IS e a e u · . , Th . , majority opinion is taken on pomts of fact 
majority will b~ of th~ par:1es caste. ; JUt: uit to a higher court according as it agrees 
and ~he court ~1ther ~ves JUdgmen~ or re ~:rria e ~ is nted upon either party discovering 
or ~agr~es With t~e Jurors. r~ulli~y 0~h oth!r Ju~ial separation or separate residency 
an infirllllty or a different re tgton m e 'th th followin in addition :-Lunacy after 
can ?e granted _upon all ~he abovlae . gro~ds WIre tW:n three y~ars owing to incompatibility 
mamage, cessatiOn of conJugal re t10ns. or mo 
of temperament and bigamy on part of either party. 

. . Di rce Custom1-As noted above, divorce according to 
6. The Ac:t !'I'd ~ vo 1 as every such divorce is registered. The Act 

existing social practices will_be ~ll~wed 80 0~~unal usages of divorce but on the contrary 
has not ouly refrained from t,nfrmgJ.Ug upon ~ ll as an appeal over the caste's decision. 
has been an additiohalconv~ruencetocaste~us k :- s:;~ its system of registration over divorces 
It is also expected to exerciSe a healthy c ec frivrolous grounds and over those surreptitious 
sometimes olltained among lower cas~ ~n ban~ by which divorce custom is exploited for 
agreements between the first and secon us 
virtual trafficking in wives. 
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7. The Public Attitude towards the Divorce Act-The Divorce Act is yet too new 
to prove its utility to the general public although it is endorsed by members of Dhara Sabha. 
It is however hailed as a landmark of social legislation from distant places in India. Women 
have welcomed it as an escape from misalliance to which a coercive tradition had hitherto bound 
them. But its inauguration is not likely to show immediate results ; provision is made for 
an occasional social need ; it is not as if this flood-gate was opened to relieve the pressure of 
marital miseries, and a considerable period of time must elapse before the efiect of this law will 
enable one to assign values to it. 

8. The Enquiry: Preliminary Arrangements-The special enquiry into the practice 
of divorce in the State which forms the theme of this appendix was started as a result of the 
following cablegram received by me on the 20th December 1930 from His Excellency th\) Dewan 
Saheb, when he was in England with HiS Highness the Maharaja Saheb :-

" His Highness desires you to collect information about existing customs in regard to 
divorce among communities in which divorce is permitted. Stop. After collection 
the mformation should be tabulated for each caste or co~unity separately." 

A questionnaire therefore was drawn up by the Census department and referred to the census 
committees appointed in connection with inquiries re: social, economiG and general condition 
of the people for collecting information on this question too. This department also referred 
to the Registration, Judicial and Revenue departments for information relating to this subject. 

9. The Questionnaire-The questionnaire consisted of 36 questions divided into the 
following main heads :-

(1) whether the practice of divorce is old or newly introduced ; . 
(2) whether the practice is unilateral or bilateral, i.e., which of the parties to a marriage 

can give divorce ; · . 
(3) what are valid grounds for divorce; 
(4) what is the authority of the caste panehas in the matter; 
(5) what ceremonies are performed at the time of divorce; 
(6) what price, if any, has got to be paid for procuring a divorce; 
(7) what is the practice as to reducing the consent to divorce to writing ; whether it is 

registered or not ; 
(8) what is the practice in regard to the divorce of minors; 
(9) whether resort to court is taken by the parties or not; 

(1 0) whether a woman is taken in marriage while her first husband is living or not ; and 
(11) whether children of a divorced mother inherit the property of her second husband. 

10. Special Additional Statistics called for-In· addition to the subjects comprised in 
the foregoing questionnaire the following other data were collected :-

(a) The Registration department was asked to furnish in regard to registered deeds of 
divorce details regarding :- · 

(1) castes of the parties to divorce, 
(2) reasons for the divorce, 
(3) party executing the divorce deed 
( 4) consideration for the deed, and ' 
(5) whether divorce is compulsorily registrable. 

(b) The Judicial department was asked to furnish information regarding:-
(1) criminal complaints 

(a) under Wife's Possession Act 
(b) under Section 498 of the Pe~al Code re : adultery and 
(c) under Section 488 of Penal COde re : marrying a'gain while the husband or 

wife is living. 
(2) civil suits regarding 

(a) restitution of conjugal rights, and . 
(b) fargati (release from the marriage bond), 

(c) Lastly, the Revenue mahal officers were ·asked to furnish· statistics re : divorces 
registered under the Marriage and Divorce Registration Act. 

11. Volume and Yariety of Data collected-We have already stated that the lndisn 
Census ~oes not deal With the question of divorce in any of its aspects. It cannot therefore 
~elp us m any way to s~udy this subject. We have therefore to rely on the material received 
m re~ponse to our questions. The responses to the questionnaire related to 7 4 Hindu and 23 
Muslim ~tes as al_so for the Parsi community. The names of the castes for which the returns 
were rece1ved are glven on the next page along with their population strength. 
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CASTB 

I 
Strengt b II of P?pu. 

latton 
C..-rE I ~:";:~~~ II 

"lation 
All cas~ .. ·· 
·Ad.aJ~Ced 

•• 2,002,678 

Hindu and Jain .. 
Ba.rot • • • . 
Bbavsa.r 

Brahman .. 

367,225 

315,841 
4,605 
5,876 

6,070 
6,070 Tapodh&n •• 

Other • • ., 
Ghanchi .• 

o • Not ~ilable 

Kachhia •. 
• . 14,300 
• • 8.155 

Lewa Patidar 
Luhana. 

• . 226,871 

Soni •. 
• . 13,597 

Sutar •• 
. . 12,177 
• . 24,290 

Mmlim •. •• 
Khoja •• •• •. 
Memon .. .. 
Pinja.ra . . . . 
Vohra (Agricultural) .• 
Vohra (Trading) •. 

Parsi 

~tennodiete •• 

Hindu, Jain and Tribal. 
Aujana Chaudh&ri •. 
Ba.ria.... . . . . 
Ba.va. and Gosa.in .. 
Chama.r .. 
Darji . . . . 
Garcda •• 
Kadwa Pa.tidar 
Kumbhar •• 
Luhar •• .• 
Mochi.. •• 

Primitive 
Trib .. 
Chodhra 
Dhodia 

and Fores$ 

I • 

44,257 
2,167 
8,971 
4,764 

16,646 
11,709 

-7,127 

949,107 

847,441 
38,459 

103,775 
28,134 
42,802 
15,753 
7,796 

219,161 
52,276 
21,062 
10,598 

64,918 
38,786 
26,132 

Rajput •• 
Sa.tbwara. .• 
Targala 
Valaud 
V ankar-Dhed:: 

Mtulim •• 
Fakir .• 
Ghauchi 
Bo.ja.m .. 
Malek .• 
Moles& lam 
Momna 
Pat han 
Shaikh .. 
Sindhi 
Ta.i .. 

Dliterate 

Bhangi .. 
Bharwad-Rabari 
Chunvalia •.. 

Primitive and Form 
Trib.. .. .• 
Bhil • • • • 
Dubla •• .. 
Ga.mit . . . . 
Naya.kda • • • • 
'.radvi •. .. 
'lalavia. • . . . 
Vasawa .. .. 

Ra.va.lia . . . . 
Thakarda (Hindu anc 

Jain) • • • . 
Vagher • . • • 
Vaghri •• • . 

Hindu, Jain ud T ribol 
other •• 

\.893 
6.:;60 
S,!!oi2 

28.03-1 
107,988 

101,666 
6.495 
7,426 
1,129 

11,206 
10,862 
13,829 
15,884 
26,073 
4,602 
4,160 

599,320 

31,018 
70,915 

8,185 

229,413 
54,542 
12,894 
59,213 
11,802 
20,870 
52,565 
17,527 
27,614 

191,195 
5,175 

35,805 

85,001 

3,925 Bajani& 
Barad Patidar o • Not tltlailabk 

Bhandari •• 
Bharathari •• 
Bhoi .. .. 
Charan .. 

·,!Ja~r •. 
llbobi •• 
Gondha •• 
Kadia ., .. 
ltoi&l • • •• 
K&naara .. 
Kha.rwa .. 
Khatri .• 
Kb•vaa •. 
Koli • • • • 
L&kkndfoda .• 
M&cbhi •• 
Mali o, .. 

Matia.Pa.tidar 
Meghw&l •• 
Od •. 
Otara .. 

. . !t\6 
o• !M 
•• 4.7611 
•• 2,8\1 
• • 001 
. . 2,672 
• • Not Gl'GU..W. 
. . 1,11-16 
• . 1,608 
.. 2.1M 
• • 8,600 
. • 3,126 
• • ]\'ol ~~m{l4b141 
• . 2'1,438 
• • Noa amUabf. 
•• &,6Hl 
• • 2.723 
• • 3,1130 
o • Not aroilobl• 
. . 2,028 
• • A'rJI aroU'aW. 

Primitive and Form 
Tri.bu.o .. 7,962 

7,052 Kokn& •••• 

Sag&r o o • , 

&rani& , . 
Sikligar Luh&r 
Tamboli 
Tell .. 
Turi .. 
Vanafod& .. 

Muslim other •• 

• • Nolo GNUDbl41 
• • 113& 
.. 18 
• . 1,711 
•• 478 

2,025 

Bhadela . • • . 1,908 
Chauhan . . , . Nol aNUobU 
Gandharva(Mumna).. !Jo. 
Kaaai .• •• 117 
Khatri 
Moe hi •• 
Rangrej 
Sepoy •• 

• • Not 4taUabi• 
•. Do. 
.. Do. 
.• Do. 

. The margin gives the population by religion for which returns have been received. It 
will be seen that divorce is allowed 
by all religions except the Hindu and 
the Jain. Amongst the Hmdus, how
ever, almost all castes practise it 
except the Vania.s and the Brahmans, 
though stray cases are met with in 
both these classes also. Even 

. amongst Brahmans, Tapodhan, Raj
_gar and Vyas sub-castes are reported 
to be practising it. The last two castes 
were not &eparately compiled. But if 
we deduct the Tapodhan strength 

Returned 
Rm.IGIOlf Tot& I u practia· Rema.inder 

population ing dirorce 

Hindu, Jain and Trib&l .. 2,244,153 1,847,603 300,5110 

Parsi .. .. .. 7,127 7,127 .. 
Muelim .. .. .. 182,030 147,948 34,082 

from the total of Brahmans we get 123,714 Brahmans and 86,425 Vanias not prao· 
ti~ing divorce. If we deduct the total of these Brahmans and V anias from the remaining 
Hilldu, Jain and Tribal strength we get 186,411 persons for whom returns are not received 
but they mostly belong to lower Hindu elements which generally practise divorce. Before 
however accepting as true the above strength of the population practising divorce, we have to 
reckon the fact sometimes happening that although a caste may allow divorce, yet the advanced 
or socially higher section may not be practising it, e. g., the Charota.r section amongst Lewa 
Patida.rs does not allow this practice at all. Amongst Muslims, Christians and Parsis, it is 
allowed by their religion and all members of those faiths practise it. But here too, the socially 
higher sections do not practise it. Some of the converted Rajput houses who are considered 
kulin like the Ma.kwanas and Khants and other higher groups of Molesalams forbid divorce 
as being oontrary to good form. The following castes are reported to have given up the 
practice of divorce within recent years in the localities shown against their names:-

Hnmu 
1. Dhobi (Chanasma mahal). 
2. Darji (Chanasma, Kheralu, Padra and Ka.rjan). 

3. Gola (Baroda City). 
4. Lewa Patidar (Dehgam mahal). 
5. Luhana. (Okhamandal). 
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j 
6. Pancholi Sutar (Baroda City). 1 

- 9.- Bhavsar (Kadi, Mahuva and Chanasma). 

I MusALMAN , 7. Barot (Padra mahal). 
8. Rajput (Kadi mahal). , • _10. - Saiyad (Padra). 

· 12. Statistics relating to Divorce supplied by Other Departments-In order to 
know the extent of this practice in the State-

(~) The registration of divorces like that of marriages was made compulsory in the State 
under the Marriag:e" and Divorce Registration Act in the year 1923-24. The 

_ ,following statement gives the number of divorces so registered by caste upto the 
end of FelJruary 1931, i.e., for a period of 7! years since the Act came into 

· operation. 

/ NUMBER OF DivORCES REGISTERED IN 

" 
N AMB OF CASTB 1923-2411924-2511925-2~ 1926~2711927-28 1929-30 11930-31 1928-29 

February Total 

All.Castes 316 362 398 310 447 434 431 186 2,884 

Advanced .. .. 15 14 19 6 14 20 10 2 100 

Hindu and Jain 13 10 15 5 11 13 6 1 u 
Ghanchi •. .. .. 6 .. 2 2 2 l. 2 .. 15 
Kachhia •• .. .. 4 7 9 3 8 6 2 .. 39 
Sutar .. .. .. 3 3 4 .. 1 6 2 1 20 

M1l81im .. .. .. 2 4 3 1 3 7 4 1 25 
. Khoja .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. 1 .. 1 

Vohra .. .. .. 2 4 3 1 3 7 3 1 24 

Parri .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. ... .. .. 1 

Intermediate .. .. 123 124 143 114 139 151 151 65 1,010 

Hindu, Jain and Tribal .. 122 124 143 114 139 149 143 65 1,004 
Baria .. .. .. 45 49 31 25 40 37 24 17 268 
Ba.va a.nd Gosa.in .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. 2 .. 3 
Chamar •• .. .. 9 4 8 7 6 5 8 3 50 

Kn.dwa Patidar •• .. 21 20 26 24 I 20 27 35 12 185 
Karadia •• .. .. ... .. .. 2 2 .. .. .. 4 
Kumbhar .. .. 4 1 2 7 3 4 4 2 27 
Luhar .. .. .. 1 1 .. .. 2 .. 1 .. 5 
Moe hi .. .. .. 1 2 4 2 6 4 3 .. 22 

Primitit~£ and FO'I'esl 5 6 14 8 14 14 17 1 78 
TribtB .. .. .. 
Chodhra .. .. 1 .. 2 2 .. 3 4 .. 12 
Dbanka .. .. 3 5 12 6 12 ll 13 1 63 
Dhodia .. .. 1 .. .. .. 2 .. .. .. 3 

Rajput .. .. ... 1 3 5 7 3 3 2 1 25 
Targal& .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 1 .. .. 2 
Va\and .. ... .. 2 3 1 1 4 1 1 13 
Vankar-Dhed .. .. 35 . 37 50 30 41 50 51 28 322 

Mwlim .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. 2 2 .. 6 
Mumoa .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. 2 
Shaikh .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 1 .. 3 

Indian Ohri&tian .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. 1 

Illiterate .. _ .. 132 176 197 163 221 204 196 98 1,376 

Bbangi 0. 0. .. 9 7 13 4 12 24 26 6 101 
Bbarwad-Rabari .. 1 2 1 1 3 2 .. 2 .-12 

' Primitive and FO'I'est 93 138 156 122 176 138 141 79 1,042 
Tribes .. 
Bhiland Vaaawa .. 28 20 28 23 31 22 47 '16 2u; 
Dubla .. .. .. 11 33 28 21 . 38 28 25 15 199 
Gam.it •• .. .. 1 1 .. l .. .. 1 1 5 
Nayakda .. .. .. 1 2 .. 1 4 3 .. 11 
Tala vi& ... .. 12 15 18 15 14 18 23 9 124 
Unspecified .. .. 41 68 79 62 92 66 42 38 488 Ravalia .. 5 1 3 4 3 3 6 3 28 

Tbakarda (Hindu and 2 16 8 12 ll 15 8 2 74 Jain) .. .. .. 
Vaghri .. .. .. 22 11 17 10 16 22 15 6 119 

Hindu and Jain Rest 26 28 26 24 .46 33 47 11 240 
Koli .. .. .. 22 25 20 22 39 26 41 9 204 Other .. .. .. 3 3 6 2 7 '7 6 2 36 

Muslim Rest , . .. 21 ~1 13 13 27 26 27 ·1o 158 
• 
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Though the registration of divorce was introduced in the State in the year 1923-24, it \VI\S 

customary with the parties to a divorce to reduce their consent to writing and got 
it registered in order to avoid future complications in the matter. The R...>gistm
tion department was asked to funrish such cases for the last 10 years and th~y 
are given below by caste. It may be mentioned that no such casPs were regis
tered in the Amreli and Okhamandel pants at all 

No. of No. of No. of Divorces 
CASTB Divorces c .... DIYOf'ON CASTE 

jwith deeds with deeds with df't'd1 registered registered ~gi•~rtd 

1 I 2 I 1 
I 2 

II 1 2 

All Castes 287 Vohra (Agricultural) •• 1 MU&lim .. .. .. 1 
Shaikh .. .. 1 Advanced 79 Parsi .. .. 14 

30 Dliterato Hindu and Jain .. 60 Intermediate 149 
I 1 Bhangi .. .. Brahm& bat .. .. 

Hindu, Jain and Tribal. 148 Bharwad-Rabari .. 10 Brahman 3 Anjana Chaudhari .. 14 
3 

.. .. 
Ba.ria 13 Primitive c(, F o r e 1 t Audich 1 .. .. .. .. 
:Sa.va •• 4 TrihM. Unspecified .• 2 .. .. .. 
Darji .. I Bhil .. .. 2 Gha.nchi .. .. 2 .. .. 

Vasawa I' Garoda 2 .. .. Kachhia (Khambhar) . 1 .. .. 
Ravalia 3 Kadwa Patidar 61i .. .. Lewa Patidar .. 49 .. 
Shenva I Kumbha.r 2 Sutar .-. 2_ .. .. .. .. 
Thakarda (Hindu and Luhar .. 9 .. .. 

Mochi .. Vania 2 4 2 Jain) .. .. .. .. 
Vaghri 2 

.. .. 
Patanwadia 7 .. .. Disawal .• 1 .. .. .. 

1 Rajput 2 Modh .. .. .. .. 
Hindu and Jain Rest 15 Sathwara 2 .. .. .. 

5 Targala .. .. 2 
14 

Muslim .. .. .. 
Valand 1 Muslim Rest .. .. Memon 3 .. .. .. .. 

Pinja.ra. .. .. 1 Vankar-Dbcd .. .. 22 

... 
1 r ardin 1 divorce suits, (2) suits for resti-(m) It was further thought t~at the sdtatfJSt cs e~ gf ( )f and (3) bigamy and adultery 

. f · 1 nghts an o possesswn o WI e, 
tut10n o conJU~ . ardin the extent of resort to courts in such cases 
cases would be mstructive rehl~ h 1 gd to ch a resort The figures supplied by d 1so f the offences w c e · su · 
an a di o_ 1 d rtm t for the last ten years are given below :-the Ju Cia epa en 

Suits for Suits for Suits for Suita for 
Divorce snits restitution of pOSBession bigamy adultery ' NAMEOF04STE conjugal of wife 

rights 
. 

1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 

All Castes 224 368 2,899 1,410 1,150 

253 42 77 zo -58 Advanced .. .. .. .. 
33 69 14 36 222 
3 8 Hind·u aml Jai-n .. .. .. .. 

1 2 13 
2 Barot .. .. .. 

3 .... 
16 

.. .. . ... 
2 Bhavaar .. .. .. .. .... 

12 72 
10 

.. 
2 

19 1 Brahman .. .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 Ghanchi .. .. 

1 11 .... .. .. 
1 Kachhia (Khambbar) .. .. .. 

I 2 1 1 5 
4 2 Luhana -. .. .. 

4 3 39 
2 6 

.. .. 
19 Maratha .. .. .. 

9 17 8 
.. .. 

1 
27 Soni .. .. 

1 
3 11 

.. .. . . 
1 14 Sutar .. .. 

4 
.. .. 

1 Vania .. . . .. .. .. 
8 8 21 5 19 

6 .... .... Muslim .. .. .. .. 
2 

3 . ... .. .... 10 
1 

Khoja .. .. 
12 .. .. .. 

2 
2 . ... Memon .. . . .. .. 

1 . ... .. .... 
1 1 . ... 

7 
Pinjara .. .. .. 

1 5 
.. .. 

8 Saiyad . . . . .. .. 
2 3 .. 

Vohra .. .. .. .. . .. 
4 1 .... 3 I 

414 
Par8i . . .. .. .. 

1,094 438 
.. .. 

181 95 'Intermediate 
1,015 433 401 179 16 92 

3 15 .... 
112 

Hindu, Jain an4 Tribal .. .. .. 
2 237 127 Anjana Chaudhari •• .. .. .. 

26 10 Baria .. .. .. .. . . 
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Suits for Suits for 
NAME ov CASTE Divorce Suits reatitution 

possession Suits for Suits for 
of conjugal bigamy adultery 

rights of wife 

l I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6' 

Intermediate-<ontd. , 
Bava and Gosain " . . . . .. 4 8 27 12' 16 
Chamar .. .. .. . . .. 6 .... 38 9 6 
Darji .. . . . . .. .. 4 7 13 3 3 
Garoda .. .. .. .. .. 1 3 4 ••• 0 • 2 
Gola .. .. .. .. . . 1 1 8 .... 1 
Kadwa Patidar .. .. .. .. 16 58 219 128 112 

Karadia .. .. . . .. .. • 0 •• 2 15 3 .... 
Kumbhar . . .. .. .. . . 10 17 60 10 14 
Luhar .. .. .. .. .. I 6 25 10 10 
Moe hi .. .. .. . . .. 5 3 ·26 15 3 
Patanwadia . . . . -· .. 2 .... 8 5 9 

Primitive and Fore81 Tribe8 . . ... ..... 2 21 20 6 

Chodhra •• . . .. .. . . • • 0 0 • 0 •• . ... 17 • 0 •• 

Dhanka .. .. .. .. . . .... .... 17 3 5 
Dhoiia . . .. .. .. . . .... 2 4 .... . ... 

Rajput .. .. .. .. .. 2 3 56 36 40 
8&thwa.ra. .. .. . . .. . . .... 1 1 • 0 ••• . ... 
Talabda . . .. .. .. .. ••• 0 1 4 6 1 
Targala . . .. .. .. .. z 4 23 2 2 
Valand . . . . .. .. .. 3 10 26 14 9 
Vankar-Dhed .. .. .. .. 7 40 249 33 46 

o, 

Mmlim . . .. . . . . . .. 1 2 8 3 6 
' I 

1 5 1 Fakir . . .. .. .. . . 0 •• 0 4 
Pat han .. .. . . .. . . .... 1 1 .... . ... 
Sindhi .. .. .. .. .. 1 0 0 •• 2 2 2 

Indian Chrislian .. . . .. . . 2 .... 11 2 1 

Dlitef!Ote .. .. .. .. . . 41 52 864 461 402 
Bhangi . . . . .. . .. .. 2 13 l!O 38 43 
Bharwad-Rahari . . .. .. . . 1 5 30 52 45 
Chunvalia . . . . ... . . . . . :r 2 4 1 2 

Primitive and Fore81 Tribes . . .. 14 13 168 120 47 

Bhil .. .. . . . . 2 7 70 57 16 
Dubla •• .. . . . . . . 3 . . . . 4! 20 0 ••• 

Gamit .• .. .. . . . . . ... 4 47 12 3 
N:a:kda .. .. . . . . 0 ••• ···-· 2 • • • 0 .... 
T vi •• .. .. .. . . 9 1 •• 0 • 23 20 
Tala vi& . . .. .. . . • 0 •• ••• 0 5 2 6 
Vaaa.wa . . . . .. . . • 0 •• l 2 6 2 . . . 

23 22 Ravalia . . . . .. .. . . 6 4 51 
Shenva . . .. . . .. . . • • 0 • .... 1 '2 1 
Thakarda . . . ' .. . . .. 3 2 176 114 142 
Vaghri .. .. "' . . . . 13 13 324 111 100 

i&du, Jain ud Tribal Rest .. . . 35 52 410 415 173 
Bhoi .. .. . . .. . . l 1 33 22 7 Dhobi .. .. .. .. . . 3 6 11 3 1 'Ga.raaia . . . . .. .. . . 1 2 13 7 4 Koli .. .. 20 23 234 341 123 
Primitive a~d Fo~t Trib.;. . . .. .. 2 l 20 5 2 Other .. . . .. .. . . 8 19 99 37 36 

Mutdim Rest .. ·- .. . . 33 25 278 54 84 I 
13. Th\ Divorce Rate-It might· be helpful to a certain extent to study . such figures 

as are available about this interesting social phenomenon. Since 1923-24 the Revenue depart
ment of the State started the registration of divorces and although it cannot be claimed that 
all divorces till now are registered, the available figures may be considered good enough 
1? show. us the. trend of the practice of divorce among difierent castes. It might be me~
ti?ned m passmg that whereas hitherto divorce registration was a mere note of the fact, 1t 
will henceforward be a legally solemnised record under the new Baroda Divorce Act. 
The actual number of divorces since 1923-24, for caste-groups arranged according to their 
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' 
DIYoanlUT• 

CJ.Sl'JI.GBOUl' 
Number o 

dimrceo Per 100,000 Per 100,00() 
(Actual) pereooe liv. of m&rried 

m~ during }aei'IOnl clur-
ooade ingdooade 

All Groupo .. .. 1,998 149 304 
Admnu<i •• .. .. 100 11J liJ8 

Hindu and Jain .. 74 149 2R& Muslim • • • • 
Parsi •• 

.. 25 79 188 .. .. 1 14 37 
lnltr!n<diatt .. .. 1,010 135 262 

Depressoc~ cJ..... . . 372 261 ~84 Primitive and Forest 
Tribeo 78 120 287 Other Hindu, j.ili, a~d 
Tribal •• .. liM 109 208 Muslim.. •• 

Indian Christian 
.. fi 21 45 .. 1 14 30 

Illitoratt .. .. .. 888 178 371 
Depressed Classes 101 ~5 631 Primitive and Fo,... 

Tribes 554 281 635 
Other Hindu a~d Trib~i 233 82 171 

Besi~ the abo~ there '!'ere 886 divorcee in whoso caee. tb(' 
oaatewase1therunspec1fiedor did not fall in any of the above groupe. 

literacy standard are shown m_ 
col~ 2 of the marginal table. 
The divorce rate shown is calculated 
firs~ for 100,000 persons living 
durmg the decade on the basis of 
the mean strength of each caste
group and then for 100,000 married 
persons on the same principle. It 
is evident from the table that the 
divorce rate ten?s to fall ~ literacy 
advances. In this connectiOn it must 
be noted as an exception that the 
divorce rate of the Advanced Hindu 
and Jain castes is higher than that 
of the corresponding Intermediate 
castes. This is no doubt due to the 
bourgeois accretions to this group 
like Sutar, Ghanchi and Kachhia 
who though advanced in literacy 
have not abandoned their whole
some 3ocial customs like divorce 
and widow remarriage as some other 
'neo-advanced castes like Matatha 
Kshatriya and Lewa have done in 
imitation of the Brahmans and 
yawas. The low rate among Mus
lims znust be due to negligence in 
registration (since divorce is such 
an easy affair with them} unless 
the practice of poly!l'amy which rel!'ders C!ivorce w_mecessary is responsible for it. Depressed 
classes show ~he high~t ra:te whic~ llllght be mterpreted as an indication of their whole
hearted adopt10~ of t~ nat10nal somal cus~~-an adoption to which they are free owing 
probably ~ thm safe distance from Brahma.mc mtluence. The relatively low rate among tribes 
must ce~~y be due to want of registration since diYorce is easy among them too. The Parsi 
and Christ1an figures are too small to be of any value. Another feature noticeable is in 
regard to the diyorce rate worked out on the married population. Roughly half the strength 
of each caste IS found to be in the married state : according as the married proportion 
fluctuates from this norm, this rate is inversely affected ; thus in castes more addicted to· 
marriage it is low, and high in castes where marriages are fewer. 

14. Antiquity of the Custom of Divorce-Voluntary or involuntary separation of a 
couple bound in ties of marriage is a custom prevalent in almost all castes in the State from very 
old times. But it is more or less in abeyance in certain kulin sections of particular castes while 
others have recently introduced it amongst themselves. The Golas in the Baroda City and the 
Darjis in Chanasma, Padre., Kherslu and Karjan do not now have it at all. On the other hand 
the Khatris in Amreli and Luhars generally had it for a very long time while the Gandevi Khatris 
.practise it for last ten years and the Visnagar Lubars practise it for 50 years. The Rajputs 
have had it from very old days but in Kadi mahal, it is forbidden amongst them though the 
N adoda section of them can dissociate from their wives at will. Among the MusalmaDB, the 
Saiyads do not generally practise divorce while the Momnas have recently introduced it. 

15. Who can sue for Divorce ?-The next question that crops up is as to the competency 
of the party to sue for divorce. In certain castes both the parties to a marri~ge can move 
for it while in, certain castes the practice is unil~teral, ~.e.,. one. of the two. ~.rbes-generally 
the male-can sue for it. :Here again the practice vanes m different localities, e.g., amongst 
Targalas the husbaDrl alone can give it hut in Mehsana and in Kheralu both the husband and 
the wife in their caste are competent to give it. On the con_trary a~o~gst Khambhars, t~e 
practice is bilateral but in Kalol the husband alone has t~e nght to g~-ye 1~. Amo~gst Khatris 
in Gandevi, the right rests in the panckagat of seven villages of th~1r. cuc!_e, while amongst 

· Koknas it can be valid only after endo~ment by the pancka_yat. Sikligar Ill the only caste 
reported, in which the right to divor~ IS _confined ~ ~he _wife alone.. Amo?gs~ M~lmaDB 
except the Ghanchis, Mochis and KhoJB.S With whom 1t IS. bilateral, this :practice~ uwlate~al, 
i.e., the husband alone has the right to give it. The followmg statement g~ves details regarding 
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Hindu and Muslim castes with their practice (whether unilateral or bila.tera.l) and a.lso the names 
of the places where one tskes the other form for certain communities:- , 

Castes that allow diYorco 
only to tho husband 

Places where such 
practice becomes bilateral 

1 2 

Hindu, Jain and Tribal 

Anjana Cha.udhari; • 
Bajania. . . . . 
Barad .. .. 
Baris. . 0 0. 

. ... 
.. Vaghodia 
•• Karjan and Sinor. 

Barot .. .. 
Ba.va . . . . 
Bhangi .. .. 

II 
II 

Castes that allow divorce 
only to tho husband 

Places whore such 
practice becomes bilateral 

Rabari 

Rajput 
Rawal 

1 

Sadhu 
Sarania 
Sathwara •• 

2 

. . Patan, lfavsari~ Gandevi. 
Kheralu, Kalol and 
Bhimkatta 

:: Atars~ba; Kheralu, Meh
sana, Dehgam and Sinor 

.. City . 

Bharthari .• 
Bhawar 
Bhil 
Bhoi 

. . Sinor, Petlad, K.hera.lu, 
Mahuva, Baroda and 
Baroda City 

• • Visnagar and Kheralu 
• • Vaghodia and Sinor 
.. Petlad and City l ~:~r Tad vi 

. . Mehsana and Kheralu 
•• Vyara 
. . Navsari, Gandevi, Vyara 

Mahuva and Visnagar • 

Chamar 
Charan 
Chuuvalia •• 
Dalvadi 
Darji 
Dhed 

Dhobi 

Dubla 
Gamit 
Garoda. 
Ghanchi 

Kadia •• 
Kadwa Patidar 
Kalal .. 
Ka.nsara .. 
Khatri .. 
Khavas .. 
Koli .. 

Kumbhar •• 
Lakkadfoda 
Lewa Patidar 
Luhaua .• 
Lahar .• 

Machhi .. 
Matia Patidar 
~[oghwa1 •• 
Mochi •• 
Od .. 

• • Bhimkatta and Kadi 

.... 
. . MahuVa, Sidhpur, Dehgam, 

Dabhoi, Atarsumba, 
Navsari, Gand.evi, and 
City 

.. City, Da.bhoi, Navsari, and 
Da.mnagar 

•• Nawari and Gandevi 
.• Songadh 

. • City, Visnagar and Meh· 
sana 

.. Visnagar 

. . Gandevi, Mehsa.na, Pa.tan 
and Navsari 

•• Vyara 
.. 
•• Nanari and Baroda 

: : Kheralu: M~~~na, Karjan 
and Vyara 

.. Sinor 

.. Mahuwa 

Castes that allow both Pla.ees where such 
parties freedom to bilateral practice becomes 

divorce unilateral (husband ~lone) 

3 I 4 

Hindu 

Bhandari .. .. .. . ... 
Chodh&ra .. .. .. . ... 
Dabgar .. .. .. .... 
Dhodia .. .. .. . ... 
Gandha .. .. .. 
Goaain .. .. • • Ratanpur and Mehsana 
Kachhia .. .. .• Karjan, Tilakwada, Dabhoi 

Khambhar .. 
and Sankheda .. • · Kadi. Kalol and Mehsaua 

Kha"a . . . . Beyt and Okhamandal 
Kokna (with the help o ! .... 

Panch) 

Tala via 
Tapodhan .. 
Targala 
Thakarda •• 
Turi 
Vagher 
Vaghri 

Val&nd .. 
Vasawa .. 
Vyas (Brahman) •• 

Musalman 

Bha.dela • • • • 
Chauhan • • • • 
Fakir ... .. 
GandhaMa (Mumua) 
Ghanchi .. .. 
Hajam .. .. 
Kasai . . . . 
Khatri •• .. 
Malek •• •• 
Memon .. .. 
Molesalam .. .. 
Mumna .. .. 
Pathan •• •• 
Pinjar& . . . . 
Rangrej. .. .. 
Sepoy .. .. 
Shaikh .. .. 
Sindhi .. .. 
Tai . . . • 
Vohra (Trading) .. 

Castes that allow both 
parties freedom to 

divorce 

.I 3 

' 
Mali .. .. 

' 
Nayk& .. .. 
Otara .. .. 
Sagar .. .. 
Tamboli .. .. 
Teli .. .. 
Vansfoda .. .. 
Pani ... .. 
Mu..Iman •• .. 
Khoja .. .. 
Mochi .. .. 
Vohra (Ghanchi) 

•• Dabhol ... 
. . Mehsana, Kheralu 

.. Padra,Potlad, City,Dabho~ 
Kheralu, Mehsana .an< 
Karjan 

• , K.heralu, Vyara and Boyt 

• • Atarsumha 

.. 

• • Sinor 

Places where such 
bilateral practice becomes 
unilateral (husband alone) 

I 
4 

.. Sinor, Baroda., Me11sana. 
and Damnagar . .. . ... 

.. . ... 

.. . ... 

.. . ... 

.. 

.. . ... .. . ... 

.. .... 
• • .... 
.. . ... .. .... 
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1&. Parties to Release Deeda In th · · 
bythehusbandandaiventothe wife In--.... -· e ~-~Jhonty of castes, the release deed is a.'I:L'Illlte.i 

1 d--~- .,- · ""' .... m cas..,., owever . 
mu~ua """" are passed, each party keeping one to ensur~ 
agamst betrayal of the other party. The marginal tab)e 
sho~s th~t of 28~ cases of divorce registered in the Sub
RegiStrar s offices m the State, no less than 265 were signed 
by the husba~d alone. Only in one case, it was signed 
by both. It ~ill be noted that the release deeds were signed 
b;r .t~e guardians of-the husband in 10 cases in Mehsana 
diV181on and by the woman alone in an equal number of 

Patty.•igning tho I Total number 
d<t'd of oul'!l 

Total .. .. 287 
Huaband 285 
Guardiau of H;,.band: 10 
!Wlativea of Husband. I 
Wife .. .. .. 10 
Both .. .. .. I cases. 

. 17 .. Divorce and the Minon-Where marriage il; a sacrament, the divorce of minors 
lS unthinkable. But the irony of fate is that it 
exista and owes ita existence to the custom of child 
marriages in India. Ita prcvalencehoweverisnotuni
versal. There are certain castes which forbid it 
while. t~ere ar~ others which freely allow it. There 
are agam certam castes in which it is allowed for the 
boy and not for the girl and vice versa. The margin 
sets out the castes which do or do not allow it at all. 
There are curious customs in this matter too. Amongst 
Ods, if ~he minor girl is pregnant, the husband 
cannot divorce her. Amongst Kalis, the guardians of 
~ minor party ca~ mov~ for divorce but the practice 
18 that the boy 18 reqmred to· hold the pen in his 
hand and then if he cannot write the release deed 
he. PU:ts it do~ so as to allow somebody else U: 
Wl'lte 1t out on h18 behalf. Amongst Kansaras divorce 
is allowed to minors, only for indispensable reasons. 
The Vaghris in Dehgam have the practice of putting 
Rs. 12 on the laps of both the minors before divorce 
is given. The Musalmaus also have a varying 
practice but amongst Vohra Ghanchis, the minor 
wife has to pay Rs. 127-8-0 before she can sue for 
divorce. 

Cas tat in wbioh the 
divorce can bo 
sued for and 

accepted by guar· 
diana of the minors 

Hindu 

Garoda 
Kachhia 
Kadwa (Baroda 

Section) 
K&neara 
Kbawae 
Koli 
Od 
Otara 
Raj put 
Thakarda 
Vanafoda 

Mrualma" 
Bhadela 
Hajam 
Malek 
Molesalam 

Ca.atee in which dh•nroo 
can naithor be •uNl for 
nor a.cocr~ on behalf 

o mmorw 

Hindu Parri 

Barot 
Bava Mu.Uman 
Bharthari 
Dabgar Chama.r 
Dalwadi OandhArvn 
Gondha. Khatki 
Kalal 
Khambhar Momon 
Khatri Machi 
Kokna Momna 
~·ka 

bu Pathan 
Saga ria Rangroj 
Sarania. Sindhl 
Tala via 
TamboU 
Tapodhan 

18. Reasons for Divorce-The following are reported to be the reasons which occasion 
divorce:- · 

Common gronnda of divorce for both-~ Grounda of divorce for the huaband 
parties alone 

Gronnda for divorce for the wife 
only 

(I) Incompatibility of temperament (1) Wife's aterility (1) Cruelty 

(2) Mutual dislike (2) Rafuse to begin marital life (2) RuthleBB beating by huaband 

(3) Disparity of age between the(3) Notworklngwell,i.e.,tohuaband'a (3) Vagabondiam on tho part of 
pair desire the hub&nd 

( 4) Quarrels between relativea ( 4) Family q uanela (4) Addiction to "rice• 

(5) Conversion of either to other (5) Disclosure of relation batween (5) Impotency 
religion prohibited dagrees 

( 6) Insanity after marriage 

(7) Chronio disease 

(8) Mutnal consent to divorce 

(9) LicentiouaneBB on either side 

(6) :Bigamy on the pert of the wife (6) Huaband not calling the wife 
to keep houao for him . 

(7) Woman given to thieving (7) Continnoua siclmeBB of hua· 
habit• band 

(8) Married only for the Mke of mar. (8) 
riage, ~g., a defective woma.n 

(9) Woman having bad looks •• (9) 

If exchange promiocd om 
given by the huaband 

Husband having turned lot< 
an uoetio 

But the most common causes are (1) incompatibility of teJ_Dperament;. (2) ~nstant domestic 
quarrels; (3) ill-treatment; (4) sterility and (5) adultery or b1gamy .on e1ther s1~e. Where the 
woman has no right to divorce, she has recourse to a court of law e1ther for mamtenance or for 
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release on account of more or less the same reasons as above indicated. The following statement 
is illustrative of the reasons which occasioned divorces during the last ten years iB. the State, 
amongst difierent communities :- . 

Serial 
No. CAUSES LBADING TO DlvoBCE 

' NUMBER 011' REGISTERED DEEDS OJ!' 
DIVORCE BY THBIB CAUSES 

Total I Baroda I ~ehsana I Navsari 

Total •. 287 

240 
1 

134 

123 

139 

106 
1 

14 

11· 1 Incompatibility of Temperament •• 
2 Breach of pacto made at marriage 

3 Discovery of the wife's earlier marriage . . . . • . 
4 Divorce of sister who was given in exchange of tho wife 

1 

1 

2 
3 
1 

1 

1 

2 
3 
I 

to a person of wife's party .. .. .. .. 

5 Absconding husband • • • . • • • . • • 
6 · Tender age of husband in comparison to the wife's age 
7 Marriage having cansod disruption among relatives •• 

8 Mutual dislike ... .. 
9 Sterility •• 

10 Want of equal family status of both parties 
11 Husband refusing wife's maintenance .• 

I 

12 Wife's desertion in favour of a fresh husband 
13 Husband's inability to support wife •. 

4 
1 

1 
4 

4 
4 

1 

2 

·3 
1 

1 
4 

2 
3 1 

14 Either party catching some disesse . • • • • • 
15 Either party being rendered mrlit for continuation of the 

2 

1 
2 

2 

I 
1 

marital state . . . . . . . . · . . . . 
16 Physical defeat in either party • . • • • • • • 1 

17 Lunacy in either party .. .. 
18 Absence of ordinary marital relations 

19 Hnsband and wife belonging to different castes .• 
20 Wife refusing to stay at husband's house .• 

21 Husband's refusal to treat wife as such 
22 Marriage having not turned out to be happy 

23 Infidelity of either party .. 
24 Husband taking Banyas 

... 3 
3 

1 
2 

1 
2 

2 
1 

' .. 

2 

1 
2 

2 

3 
1 

1 

1 

2 

19. Authority of the Caste Panchas-The next question is whether the permission 
of the caste panch is necessary for divorce 
or not ~ It is generally necessary but in 
certain castes at certain places it is not 
necessary. The marginal table gives the 
names of the castes in which it is absolutely 
necessary and not at all necessary to seek 
permission of the panchas before a di
vorce is given. If both parties are will
ing to divorce, the permission of the 
panch is dispensed with but in cases of 
unwillingness on the either side, the 
panch is called upon to decide the matter. 
It is generally called by the party suing 
for divorce who bears the expenses but 
at certain places in certain castes it has 
to be borne by the defaulting party, e.g. 
Kharwa in Beyt and Ghanchi in Kheralu. 
In certain castes it is borne by both the 
parties, e.g. Ravai in Petlad and Meh
sana and V aghri in Kadi, Mehsana, · 
Padra, etc. It has sometimes to be borne 
by the husband even though he may not 
be at fault, e.g. Chunvalia in Damnagar, 

Names of castes in which the permission of the Panchas is 
absolutely 

NECESSARY NOT NECESSARY 

Hifldu Hifldu Hind" 

1. Od 18. Vyas Brahman l. Kadi& 
2. Otara 19. &gari& 2. Kalal 
3. Kachhia 20. Sarania. 3. Ka.nsara 
4. K.okna 21. Meghwal 4. Charan 
5. Kumbhar 22. Tad vi 5. Tell (Deccani) 
6. 'K.oli 23. Nayakda 6. Vagher 

7. Sadhu 
7. Kharwa 8. Gamit 
8. Gondba M ""'!man 9. Chodhra 
9. Tapodban 

10. Tam boll 24. Kasai Musalman 
11. Duiwadi 25. Khatri 

26. Khoja 10. Gandhsrva 
12. Barot 27. Tai 11. Cbawan 
13. Bbartbari 28. Patban 12. Momna 
14. Bhoi 29. Bhadela 13. Moleaaiam 
15. Bband!lii 30. Malek 14. Rangrej 
16. Msli 31. Mochi 15. Vohra Trading 
17. Vansloda 32. Vohrs (Gbanohi ) 16. Shaikh 

. . Bava in Baroda, Sankheda and Vaghodia. 
ta.lukas,. and L~~ m Amreli. Amongst Bharwad and Dheds, it is customary for the people 
?f ;he village to mVlte panchas in groups at their places, and feed them so that no expenditure 
1,5 mcurred. 
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~e. general usage is that the panch cannot give divorce if the husband is not willing: 
to. ~ve 1t ; of ~urse where both parties are willing, the per
~IBston • or the _mterference of the panch is not necessary, but 
m certam n;tar~lly noted Hindu castes, the panchas are com
petent to gtve divorce for unavoidable reasons against the will 
of the husband, bu~ such cases ru:e very rare. Amongst Mu
salmans, the panch mterferes only if the woman is at fanlt · 
amongst Khojas, their council after weighing the reasons pr~ 
and COf! pronounces in the matter of divorce while in the Muslim 
Ghanc~ in. Atarsum_ba and Mochis generally, the panchas 
do sanction divorce agalllllt the will of the husband. But these 
occasions are very rarely to be found. The general principle 
seems to be that the organisation of the panch is only set in 
motion in defence of the weaker party. 

I. Od 
2. Otara 
8. Khatri (Oaodovi) 

'· Ooaain (Mch .. na) 
G. Ohanchi (llebJona and 

6. 
Baroda City) 

Dabgar (Baf<Jda CiLy) 
7. Teli 
8. Dhobl (D•mno.gar) 
9. Kadwa Patidar ( Kheralu) 

10. r.tati• Patidar (Mahuwa) 
II. Barad Patidor (Voshodia) 
IS. Baria ( Karjon) 
13. Bhoi (Ataraumba) 
14. ~!ali (Kadi) 
16. Rabari (Kalol, Khambha, 

Kodlnar, Bhimkalta) 
10. Luhar (Ktlrjan, Chamma, 

Beyt) 
17. Valand (Khambba) 
18. Sutar (Mahuwa) 
19. Chamadia (Tilokwada) 
20. Bhang! (MahuWio) 

The Khojas have the most methodical form of panch 
government amongst their community. They have a council 
called "Rajkot Sarhukami Shia Ismail lmami Council" with 
whose permission the divorces take place. The Council has 
powers to grant divorce even against the will of the husband or 
the wife and its decree is appealable, the Agakhan having the right to hear it. Instead of the. 
release deed, it is usual in this caste to give a copy of the council's decision to the parties. If 
the husband does not respond to the summons of the Council he is given three months' time. 
at the end of which the case is decided by Council. 

20. The Mode of Divorce-There is no ceremony of a religious nature attached to tho
act of divorce. But custom has taken the place of religion and prescribed certain cerpmonics
which are required to be observed in fulfilment of the act. Before detailing the diHerent obser
vances, it would be better first to refer to the practice common to almost all casres to reduce 
in writing the act of divorce for avoiding future troubles.· These deeds are mostly executed 
on an unstamped paper and are rarely registered, though registration is resorted to if •tamp 
paper is used. They are usually written in the presence of the caste panchayat concerned 

· and are witnessed by them. Turning now to the customary ceremonies, it would be convenient
to study them by groups of castes for which returns have been received. We shall therefore 
divide them into the following groups :-

Serial I 
No. Name of Groups - Number of ca.stes included in the groups 

Advanced· .. &rot, Bh.a.vsar, Ghanchi, Kha.mbbar, Lewa Patidar, Luhana, Soni, Sut&r, I 
1 .. 

Tapodhan and Vyas Brahmana • 

2 Intermediate •• . • Aojana Cha.udhari, Barad,. Baria, Bava, Darji, Gosai, Ka.dia, Kala.l, Kadwa 
Patidar, Kansara, Khatri, Kharwa, Kumbha.r, Machhi, Mali, Raj put, Bath· 
wa.ra, TamboU, Targala and Valand. . 

3' Depressed claaqes • • Bhangi, Chamadia, Oarodo, Hadi, Meghwal, Turi, Vankar (Dhed) and Vana!odo. , 

4 Primitive and Forest 
Gamit, .Chodhra, Dhodia, Dubla, Kokna, Nayaka, Tadvi, Talavia, Vsowa. Tribes .. 

5 Rest .. .. . . Bajania, Bhandari, Bha.ratbai, Bhoi, Dhobi! Chaf!LD• Dabgar, Gondh&, Khawu 
Lakkadfoda, Od, Sadhu, Sosaria, Sararua, Teh, Vagher, Voghrl • 

6 Muslim .. . . Bbadela., Chawan, Fakir, Ghanchi, Ha.zam, Kasai,, .Khatri, Kboja. Mtt:-lek, 
Memon, Mochi, Molesalam, Momna, Pathao., PmJ&r&, RangreJ, Sba1kh, . 
Sepoy, Sindhi, Tai and Vohra. 

(i) ~ongst the Advanced section, the release deed is executed in all the castes though 
amongst Bonis oral divorce is operative. AmongstLnltanas and Tapodhan Brahmans the deed 
is mutually e;ecuted. The Bhavsar and the Sathwara. wo~en in Kalol taluka ~ve to ~ke 
off their bangles in token of the divorce. The Khambhars m Vtsnagar have the practtce of tesrmg 
the end of their women's gown (upper garment) in the prese~ee of the panchas.d' Olnl ~he o~er 
hand the Lewa Patidars in Harij have to tesr off an end ptece of the husban s ;a w _(tur ~n 
clothi which has to be given to the wife. The Sutars in Mehsal_l3 and the Lewa Pattda~ m 
Vyara allow the divorced woman to retain an ornament of her ch01ee from amongst those gtven 
to her by the husband. 

(i') 1n the Intermediate class too, the fargati takes the form of a written deed though 
amon t Kadias, it takes the oral form, i.e., the husb~nd ora~y asks. the woman to go aw~y
( hal'~) The K bhars in Patan also do not requue a wntten divorce. d~ed. The An]ana. 
~uah~ri execu:i't mutually and the Kumbhars and Darjis have to do 1t m the presenee .of 
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the panchas. The Raj puts execute it on the village· boundaries. The Anjanas and Kadwas, 
andDarjis in the Kalol mahal, and the Sathwaras in Mehsana, and the Targalas require the woman 
to remove her bangles : amongst the Barias in Petlad, both the husband and wife tear off the 
-ends of their garments in addition. The Khavas in Beyt have the practice for the husband to 
utter to his wife the words " tu tare raste thai ja " (you can now go your own way). Amongst 
i;he Gosains in Mehsana and Kumbhars in Khambha tnahal, it is customary for the husband to 
tear off an end of his turban and give it to the woman in token of her release; the Kumbhars 
in addition have to utter to the woman, the words "tu mari ma bahen chhe" (you are my mother 
-or sister); the Valand husband in Khambha also has to call her" ma bahen". 

(iit) Over and above the writtenfargati, there is, in the Deprrssed Class castes, a practice 
ior the woman to remove her bangles and return them to the husband or sometimes, as 
amongst Bhangis in Bhadran to break or throw them away. Amongst these classes in the 
Ratanpur mahal, the deed is always written on the boundary" of the village. Amongst Dheds 
in the Damna gar mahal, it is usual to write in the divorce deed, the words "bannene kain leva 
<leva natlli'' (either of them has nothing to do with the other). 

(iv) .As in the other classes, amongst the Forest Tribes too, the release is given in writing. 
The Dhodias in Gandevi and the Nayakdas generally execute it mutually. Amongst the Gaini1!s 
in Songadh taluka and the Vasa was in Mangrol, the panch is called together and offered wine to 
drink. But amongst the former it is the practice for the husband to give to the wife a new 
garment, of which an end is tom afterwards to signify the act. of separation. The Dhod.ias 
in Mahuva remove the·mangalsutra from the woman's neck and an end of her gown is torn. 
But the most curious practice prevails amongst the Bhils in Baroda district. In Baroda 
mahal, the Ehil husband and wife wishing to have a divorce are made to sit on the two 
banks of a kotar by the panch who then fix the amount of divorce and ask one of the parties to 
.deal a blow to the tree nearby in token of separation. In Sinor, however, it is the practice 
to cut the very tree under which the Jargati is written. Amongst Chodhras in Songadh the 
husband is required to give in writing an undertaking that he would not object to the 
woman taking another husband. · 

(v) Amongst the castes grouped under the Rest also, thefargatiisgenerally given in writing . 
.Amongst the Charans and Sagarias it is executed mutually. Amongst Vaghers, the written 
.document is _entrusted to a respectable third party to preserve. Amongst Dhobis, it is required 
i;o be v;itnessed by two or three persons on the husband's side. The Vaghris go to the Simada 
-of the village and write it there. Amongst Ods, it is the practice to write the words "a kan.ya' 
tene Bapne marjiman ave te thekane valave: a kanya uper .have maro koi pan prakarno hak rahyo 
nathi. " (This girl can be sent to any place her father fancies ; I have now no kind of right 
upon her.) Amongst the Telis, the death ceremonies are performed as if the woman is dead. 
The Khavas in Beyt have the practice for the husband to utter to his wife the words, "tu tare 
-Taste thai ja " (you can now go your way) or " tare ane mare ajthi fargati chhe " (you and I are 
.separated from today). Amongst Sadhus, after breaking her bangles, the woman has to bathe 
before she can marry again. Amongst the Hindu divorce practising castes in Dhari mahal, 
ihe deed of release is executed in a solitary place, outside the village, by the hands of one who 
is not of good repute in the village (gam man saro na ganayo hoi eva manasna hathe). 

(t:i) Amongst Muslims, it is customary amongst all castes thrice orally to utter the words 
.signifying the act of separation in the presence of at least two panchas or other witnesses, 
though fargati is also passed in writing generally. The 1\lemons in Ha.rij and Musalmans 
_generally in Bhadran say to the wife "t!Hnarimabahen chhe", while in Sinor, the Memons 
declare before the panchas " mhe hak oothavyo chhe" (I waive my right over her). The 
Vohras in Sinor make such a declaration before the Jf ulla while those in Vijapur have to 
~athe and then utter words signifying tallak with K uran.e Sharif in their hands. The Sindhis 
m Khambha ask the woman to go away (chali ja). Other castes follow the general usage of a 
-document and an oral tallak. 

21. The Price of Divorce-When a wife is divorced or sues for divorce, she, :Q.er relatives 
-or her ne~ spouse is required to give a certain amount in exchange for her release to her firs~ 
hus~and m almost all castes, the only exception being the Khatri, Dabgar, Tapodhan, Tam
boli,, Luhana and VyasBrahman castes in which nothing is given to the husband. The amount 
.so gtven is ?alled. "vel" and the fixing of the amount depends on (i) the age of the woman, (ii) 
ihe ~xpenditu;e mcurred by the divorced husband in marriage, (iii) social circumstances of the 
parties, and (1v) the need for her on the part of her new spouse. This amount varies from Rs. 10 
m the ~ayakda.s to Rs. 5,000 amongst the Lewa Patidars. This amount is fixed by the 
pan~has m certam castes, e.g., Navsari Kachhias, Luhanas, Dhobis, Vaghris, Tala. vias and Garodas. 
During the last ten years, 287 cases of divorce were registered in the Sub-Registrar's offices. In 
100 out of these, no price was given to husband for divorce, but in the remaining cases, various -
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nmounts were given to the rty co . 
for divorce. The marginal ~ble .~rne~ m exchango 
the amount of money given It _gt t ese cases by 
of the price that is paid fo; it w~ves a ve_ry. good idea 
U · tes to · .w.oreover 1t IS usual in 

a cas exact a certain amo nt ( . . 
to the conditions of the rt. )u varymg accordmg 
th · pa les as fine from either of 

e part1es, the new spouse or the d f ulf 
amount varies from Re. 1 to R• 12" e aA mg part.y. ~he 

d. Ot h · <>. mongst Kachh1as 
an aras,_ t e caste has got to be feasted. 

Be.•ides this, the . woman is required to return all 
orname?ts that she might have received from the husband 
rt~e ~vorcehand and also any consideration rec~ived by her 

I 
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Amount in Ru~.s I Tot.t 

No ron~id.~ration .. ··I ltl<l 1-.'W .. 4 511-100 
httl-250 

.. ld 
251)-5(1() 

.. ~3 

500-J.ouo 
.. &2 .. ~3 

1.0<10-2,!~10 .. II 
2uuo and over 

~ 
P11rt oa~h and part kind :: Ill 

Total .. 287 

a er m exc ge for her. Amongst Bharwad . H . . . . 
that woman cannot be given in marrisae in th s ~ anJ, _It IS ~ne of the conditions of divorce 
divorced hlisband Amongst Muslims 0h · e nehlghbourmg VIllages or to the relatives of the 

· oweverw ena · d" 
give her some amount in the fonn of~ Th. . wo~an ~ tvorced, the husband has to 
generally four months) she cannot ma:y ~~ IS T~ mamtam her ~uring the time (whit·h is 
quarter amongst Charans to Rs. 600 amon ~Pin· e amount vane.• fro~ .a ntpee and a 
the pancha.s sometimes prevail upon the w!" a tlru;s· ~ongst Ghanch18 m Atarsumbha, 
Fakirs, if the woman wants to bav di m n. 0 orgo_ t e amount of tneher. Amon6,.t. 
amo~nt ~xe~ by the panckas to h:t hU:~~~~~ga:.:o~he ;ng~.~: huifsbahnd she has to ~ive an 
nothing IS gtven to her. gs 1 , d e sues for divorce, 

.22. Divorce and Resort to Courts-It IS. I h 
di h on y w en the pancloa• fail to bring about a vorce, t e parties resort 

Divorce suits Other-

or appeals Total Allowed Rejected wise Pending 
diHpo~d diApo~Jal 

of 

Otigin•l sults .. 224 81 120 I 13 

First •ppe•l .. .. 43 9 33 . . I 

Second &ppe•l .. 12 I II .. .. 

to courts for separation. The 
marginal table gives the number 
of suits and appeals filed in 
the difierent courts with their 
results in all such suits during 
the decade ( 1921-30 ). But 
we have seen already that 
no less than 2,884 divorces 
were registered under the Act 
upto the end of February 1931 

·i.e., 7~ years since the Marrisg~ 
and Divorce Registration Act came into force. It would be interesting in this connection to 
kno'i\' the grounds for which the parties had to go 
to the court. These grounds are given in the 
margin along with the number of cases. It 
may be noted that of the 224 cases, in no less 
than 220 the wife had to go to the court as 
a plaintiff while the husband figured as such 
in only 4 cases. This shows that it is only the 

. weaker sex that is obliged to resort to court for 
separation. 

23. Divorce and Inheritance-It is the 
general practice that the children of the divorced 

Grounds for euib 

Ruthless beating . . . . . . . . 
Incompatibility of temperament . 0 

Husband running away from homo 0 0 

Marrying another woman 0 • 0 0 

Impotence o. o. o 0 • 0 0 0 

Husband's addiction to drinking liquor . . 
Other . . . . . . . . . • 

I Numbor 
of CB!Jel 

145 
17 
IS 
12 
6 
6 

24 

mother remain with ~eir legitimate father and inherit his property. Only where the husband 
waives his right over the children the latter go with the mother and inl).erit the step-father's 
property, e.g., amongstChunvalias in Kodinar. In Beyt amongst Bavas and in Rabaris in Kodinar 
if the sucking child accompanies the mother and does not return to his or her legitimate father, 
it inherits the step-father's property. Amongst Mochis in Khambha if the woman has no 
children by her second husband those of the first get benefit of inheriting the second husband's 
property. 

24. Conclusion-The discussion can now be brought to a close with a final word of caution; 
the heterogeneous mass of information, an analysis of which is attempted in these pages, does not 
give any solid ground to build theories upon-nothing short of clear tabulable figures can 
give tha.t. Yet the descriptive material may be of some use to study tendencies of different 
communities, their racial characteristics and the effect of literacy upon their social 
customs-as revealed by their divorce practices. It may be mentioned here at the risk 
of repetition that divorce custoDIS will shed more light on the ways of thinking of the various 
communities if studied in conjunction with marriage custcDIB. However such as the material 
was available, its treatment on the present lines was the only possible one. It is to be hoped 
that after an interval of years the operation of the new Act will give the student eoough reliable 
statistics capable of more definite analysis. 
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statistics : Reference to...,.. 0' 0 0 '0 ,. . ·-. 244 
Subsidiary-, .... -··· .... .... . . .•.• ·.· 267 
Traditional- 266 

Occupational: classification; Changes in--';. · 246 
distribution by-diVision .. 248 
disJ;n'b)ltioli.': Conclusions of- 294 
distribution : Conspectus of- 0 0 0 0 283 

Occupations : Other- 0 0 0 0 282 
Outer Band groups: Affiliation of Gujarati with- · App. VII .. 

Partial literacy . 314 . ·- . 
Population: Area and- . 7, 13 

as returned by the census . ~ . . ~ . 8 
Building site area and- .. 52 
classified according to density : Distribution of- 16 
Corrected and normal-

.. 15 
in natural areas : Dis~ution of- ·:. 21 
Conditions influencing movement of-· .. 21 
General trend of- .. 43 0 0 

Intercensal- 0 0 32 
Meaning of- 8 
Mobility of- 86 
Natural variation in- 36 
N~w (proposed) racial classification of Baroda State- 410 
Rates of increase in- •• 0 •• 0 . • .. 141 
Regional distribution of working- 256 
Sundbarg's types of- 110 
Urban and rural- 0 0 54 

Polygamy : Evidence of- 204 
Poly lingualism · 353 
Port Okha • 0 70 

0 

Prices and births : Rainfall- 25, 26 
Proclaimed clans : Experience of-·:. 136 
Professional and liberal arts 281: 
Progress: Indications of- 29. 
Publications 359 
Public Force and administration 279 
Public Health in the decade 27 

Race composition of the Gujarati population 40,8 
Races of Christians • 0 0 406 

• 
Rainfall : and density •19 

Correlation between blindness and- /231 
prices and births 25, 26 

Rajputs and Gujars: Who er~- • 
• 409 

Registrsble area : V aria.tion in- . 31 
Relief facilities for the_ a:griculturists . • · 29 
Religion : Age distribution by- 113 

as basis of statistical classification 
' 0 

364 
· Civil condition by- . • . . 191 
· Comparison with all-india results-. . . ... 375 . 

English literacy by- .. 316 
figures: Basis of the-

. 0 0 
' 0 

... 363 
Instructions to enumerators re :- 0 0 362 
of urban and rural population • 0 61, 367 
Reference to statistics-

0 0 361 
return: Accuracy of the- . , . 

• 0 0 0 0 365 
sex and locality : Literacy by-,- •• 0 303 



lNbEX 
\ 

. '. SUBJECT \ 

Religion : Variation in proportionate figures of- . \ 
Variation in different-

ReligiQus distribution : Geneml statistics re :

Remarriage of widows 

}Wvenue villages and residential area 

Schools : and scholars .. 
for defectives 
for the blind 

Seasonal : conditions from year to year 
variations during last decade .. , 

Seasons : Variations of the- .. 
Sects : bordering on Islam 

Distribution and variation of~ .. 
· Jain-* 

of Christians 
of Hindus .. 

.. 
'• ·.· 

·return : Proportional distribution of main heads since 1911 .• 
return : Relative accuracy of Christian-
Vaishnava-

Sex : analysis by age-~riods 
Analysis of general figures of- . . . . 
by natural divisions : General proportion of-
constitution of families . ·. . . . . . . 
determination 
figures: Causes of variation in
of first born 
proportions : Variation in different religions 
proportion at certain ages ... 
ratio and age distribution of the deaf-mutes 
ratio compared with other states and provinc;es 
ratio at death . : 
ratio in towns 
ratios : InJluence of locality on-

.. 

ratios : Influence of locality, races and function on-· 
ratios : Religion and- ... 
retunJ. : Accuracy of the~ 

Sexes by natural divisions 

.. . 

~ize and Sex constitution of families : Accuracy and relative value of the data re : 
Reference to data of- . . . , 

Size and ratio of survival: Inverse correlation between-:. 

.sre.and sex enquiry: V~g aceuracy ()f record 
SJZ_e and Sex : Slip-distribution by caste .. 

tables: Nature of the- . . . .. 
Size of family: ·by. occupation 

by duration of marriage 
correlated with age of parents 
correlated with the age of wife at marriage 

Small pox and blindness 
Spinsters : Adult-
State : Area of the- .. 

Position of the- .. 
State servants : Castes and qualification of

Sundbarg's types of population 

Taxable level: Non-8.griculturists below- .. 
Tenement census in the City 
Textile group · 

63 
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PARA No. 

374 
369 
366 

200, 201 
69 

323 
223 
236 

23 
22 

385 
376 
3B6 
377 
381 
382 
378 
384 
157 
148 
150 
171 
173 
151 
172 
155 

.203 
227,228 

156 
159 
68 

152 . 
153 
154 
149 
150 

162, 163 
161 
175 
166 .. 
164 
165 
176 
181 
180 
178 
236 

204 
3 
1 

280 
110 

292 

78 
272 
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I 

• j SUBJECT 

Towns a/d villa : '\i ariation in- .. . / .. 

To~/bysize .. .. ~ ... ~-
c~ified population : _Y :ria~on in-

/. c;ontinuo y urban: Vanatwn.m- .. 
;Literacy - · · · · · · 
with po tion over ten thousand 
Sexra in-
Stan definition of- .·. 

· Va · tion in types of 

Trad 
Tra ional occupation in difierent castes 
T · al Hindus : Variation estimatecl ixi-

ibes: Primitive and. Forest 

Unemplojment: Corrected estiiD.ate of 
Limitations of the return_: ... 
in the State : V oluine of-· 

Unmarried population -
Untouchability: The problem of-'-.. 
Urban and Rural .Areas.: Civil condition in

· variation of populati?n in-
Urban and rural population (introductory) .. 

Reference to statistics of
Religion of-

Urban population: Religions of-:-

· JNDEX 

Village : and residential area : Revenue- ...• 
Standard definition of a- ' ' . ;. ·~ 

.. . . ·, ·-· 
· .. .. 

Villages: by size . , ·-'·. .. . ... 
. -Variation in number of towns and-· .. : , ·:. 

Vital Statistics--'-Baroda Method for tes~ing th~ 1J.c9~acy of-
. . '· . . . '/: . . ' . 

Wage : index of industri,tl w~kers .. : _ ' . · · .. ;_ • •. . . . ' 
. levels . . · . ·.:. . . . . / < • :·· .. • • , ~ 

_ Water-supply and crops: De11sity-· · · 
Widowed : Statistics re.: the-. ·· , .. 
Widows in the cbjld-bearing period .. 

. .;' ' ~ . . .. . 

Workers by class of towns: Variation in proportien of- .. " 
Working dependents: Occupation of...:..· 

to earners. Proportion of-

... 

... 

. . . . . . 

. ' 

. .· .. ... . . 
. ,· •. .. 

Working population : among EngJ.is?.literates compared with othe~ sections 
Regional distribution of- .. 

Yield data of principal cropa 

·PABA No. 
62 
59 
65 
64 

308 
66 
68 
55 
67 

278 
·266 
371 
407 .. 
264 
263 
262 
'193 
412 
204 
63 

. ' .M 
57 

-367 
61 

69 
56 

. . 60 
62 

App. I 

287 
286 
18 

198 
199 
257 
250 
251 
260 
256 

26 
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